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Preface

The first Conference on Information-Theoretic Cryptography (ITC 2020) was originally
planned to take place at Boston University, Boston, MA USA on June 17-19, 2020. However,
due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the conference is being held entirely virtually. The general
chairs are Yael Tauman Kalai and Adam D. Smith, and the program chair is Daniel Wichs.
The conference is held in cooperation with the IACR.

The conference received 39 submissions, of which the Program Committee (PC) accepted
16. Since this was the first iteration of the conference, we felt the need to set a very high
bar for quality to cement its standing as a top venue in the field. Each submission was
reviewed by at least three PC members, often more. The 19 PC members, were helped by
many additional external reviewers. The proceedings consist of the revised version of the 16
accepted papers. The revisions were not reviewed, and the authors bear full responsibility
for the content.

We used Shai Halevi’s excellent web-review software, and are extremely indebted to him
for having written it, for setting it up for us, and for patiently providing much technical
help whenever we had any questions. In addition to asking reviewers for an overall score, we
asked reviewers to also give numeric scores for “Importance of End Results”, “Conceptual
Novelty”, and “Technical Novelty”. Although we did not rely on these scores in the final
decision making process, we felt that they helped frame the discussion and clarified what
aspects reviewers liked and disliked about the paper.

In addition to the accepted papers, the conference includes six invited talks. These
were selected by the PC and represent the “greatest hits” results in the area of information
theoretic cryptography from the last few years.

We would like to thank the many people who made ITC a success. First of all, a big
thanks to all the authors who submitted papers to the conference. There were many excellent
submissions, and in our goal to keep the quality high, it is all but certain that we rejected
some papers whose importance we failed to grasp. We would like to thank all the PC
members for their efforts in providing detailed reviews, verifying correctness, and discussing
the merits and limitations in depth. We are also thankful to the external reviewers for
providing valuable expert opinions. We are grateful to the ITC Steering Committee, and
especially Benny Applebaum, for guidance and advice. And last, but not least, we thank
all the invited speakers, presenting authors, and participants for committing their time to
making the virtual conference a success, despite all the difficulties of the ongoing COVID-19
pandemic.
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Separating Local & Shuffled
Differential Privacy via Histograms
Victor Balcer
School of Engineering & Applied Sciences, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA, United States

Albert Cheu
Khoury College of Computer Sciences, Northeastern University, Boston, MA, United States

Abstract
Recent work in differential privacy has highlighted the shuffled model as a promising avenue to
compute accurate statistics while keeping raw data in users’ hands. We present a protocol in
this model that estimates histograms with error independent of the domain size. This implies an
arbitrarily large gap in sample complexity between the shuffled and local models. On the other
hand, we show that the models are equivalent when we impose the constraints of pure differential
privacy and single-message randomizers.
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1 Introduction

The local model of private computation has minimal trust assumptions: each user executes a
randomized algorithm on their data and sends the output message to an analyzer [17, 19, 11].
While this model has appeal to the users – their data is never shared in the clear – the noise
in every message poses a roadblock to accurate statistics. For example, a locally private d-bin
histogram has, on some bin, error scaling with

√
log d. But when users trust the analyzer

with their raw data (the central model), there is an algorithm that achieves error independent
of d on every bin.

Because the local and central models lie at the extremes of trust, recent work has focused
on the intermediate shuffled model [6, 8]. In this model, users execute ranomization like in
the local model but now a trusted shuffler applies a uniformly random permutation to all
user messages before the analyzer can view them. The anonymity provided by the shuffler
allows users to introduce less noise than in the local model while achieving the same level of
privacy. This prompts the following questions:

In terms of accuracy, how well separated is the shuffled model from the local model?

How close is the shuffled model to the central model?
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1:2 Separating Local & Shuffled D.P.

1.1 Our Results
In Section 3, we provide a new protocol for histograms in the shuffled model. To quantify
accuracy, we bound the simultaneous error : the maximum difference over all bins between
each bin’s estimated frequency and its true frequency in the input dataset.

I Theorem 1 (Informal). For any ε < 1 and δ = o(1/n), there exists a shuffled protocol
that satisfies (ε, δ)-differential privacy and reports a histogram with simultaneous error
O(log(1/δ)/(ε2n)) with constant probability.

For comparison, [8] give a protocol with error O(
√

log d · log 1/δ/(εn)). Our protocol has
smaller error when log(1/δ) = o(log d). In the natural regime where δ = Θ(poly(1/n)), that
condition is satisfied when logn = o(log d). An example for this setting would be a dataset
holding the browser home page of each user. The data universe could consist of all strings
up to a certain length which would far exceed the number of users.

In Section 3.3, we show that the histogram protocol has strong implications for the
distributional setting. Here, the rows of the dataset are independently drawn from a
probability distribution. We focus on the sample complexity, which is the number of samples
needed to identify or estimate some feature of the distribution. We prove that the separation
in sample complexity between the local and shuffled models can be made arbitrarily large:

I Theorem 2 (Informal). There is a distributional problem where the sample complexity in
the local model scales with a parameter of the problem, but the sample complexity in the
shuffled model is independent of that parameter.

We also show that there is a distributional problem which requires polynomially more samples
in the sequentially interactive local model than in the shuffled model. This is done by reusing
the techniques to prove Theorem 2.

A natural conjecture is that there are progressively weaker versions of Theorem 2 for
progressively constrained versions of the model. In Section 4, we prove that the shuffled
model collapses to the local model when constraints are too strong:

I Theorem 3 (Informal). For every single-message shuffled protocol that satisfies pure
differential privacy, there is a local protocol with exactly the same privacy and sample
complexity guarantees.

1.2 Related Work
Table 1 presents our histogram result alongside existing results for the problem – all previous
bounds on simultaneous error in the shuffled model depend on d. Although we focus on
simultaneous error, error metrics focusing on per-bin error are also used in the literature
such as mean squared error (MSE) and high probability confidence intervals on each bin.
When considering these alternative metrics or when d is not large, other histogram protocols
may outperform ours (see e.g. [18]).

Quantitative separations between the local and shuffled models exist in the literature
[8, 1, 13, 12]. As a concrete example, [8] implies that the sample complexity of Bernoulli
mean estimation in the shuffled model is O(1/α2 + log(1/δ)/(αε)). In contrast, [5] gives a
lower bound of Ω(1/α2ε2) in the local model.

Prior work have shown limits of the shuffled model, albeit under communication constraints.
The first set of results follow from a lemma in [8]: a single-message shuffled protocol implies
a local protocol with a weaker differential privacy guarantee. Specifically, if the shuffled
protocol obeys (ε, δ)-differential privacy, then the local protocol obeys (ε+ lnn, δ)-differential
privacy. Lower bounds for the local model can then be invoked, as done in [8, 13].
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Table 1 Comparison of results for the histogram problem. To simplify the presentation, we
assume constant success probability, ε < 1, δ < 1/ log d for results from [13], and e−O(nε2) ≤ δ < 1/n
for our result.

Model Simultaneous Error No. Messages per User Source

Local Θ
(

1
ε
√
n
·
√

log d
)

1 [3]

Shuffled

O
(

1
εn
·
√

log d · log 1
δ

)
O(d) [8]

O
(

1
εn

√
log3 d · log( 1

δ
log d)

)
O
(

1
ε2 log3 d · log( 1

δ
log d)

)
w.h.p. [13]

O
(

log d
n

+ 1
εn
·
√

log d · log 1
εδ

)
O
(

1
ε2 log 1

εδ

)
[13]

O
(

1
ε2n log 1

δ

)
O(d) [Theorem 12]

Central Θ
(

1
εn

min
(
log d, log 1

δ

))
N/A [9, 7, 4, 14]

Another class of lower bound comes from a lemma in [12]: when a shuffled protocol obeys
ε-differential privacy and bounded communication complexity, the set of messages output
by each user is insensitive to their personal data. Specifically, changing their data causes
the set’s distribution to change by ≤ 1− 2−Oε(m2`) in statistical distance, where m denotes
number of messages and ` the length of each message. This is strong enough to obtain a
lower bound on binary sums.

The amplification-by-shuffling lemmas in [2, 10] show that uniformly permuting the
messages generated by a local protocol improves privacy guarantees: an ε-private local
protocol becomes an (ε′, δ)-private shuffled protocol where ε′ � ε and δ > 0. One might
conjecture weaker versions of these lemmas where δ = 0 but Theorem 3 eliminates that
possibility.

2 Preliminaries

We define a dataset ~x ∈ Xn to be an ordered tuple of n rows where each row is drawn from
a data universe X and corresponds to the data of one user. Two datasets ~x, ~x ′ ∈ Xn are
considered neighbors (denoted as ~x ∼ ~x ′) if they differ in exactly one row.

I Definition 4 (Differential Privacy [9]). An algorithmM : Xn → Z satisfies (ε, δ)-differential
privacy if

∀~x ∼ ~x ′ ∀T ⊆ Z Pr[M(~x) ∈ T ] ≤ eε · Pr[M(~x ′) ∈ T ] + δ.

We say an (ε, δ)-differentially private algorithm satisfies pure differential privacy when
δ = 0 and approximate differential privacy when δ > 0. For pure differential privacy, we
may omit the δ parameter from the notation.

I Definition 5 (Local Model [17]). A protocol P in the (non-interactive1) local model consists
of two randomized algorithms:

A randomizer R : X → Y that takes as input a single user’s data and outputs a message.

1 The literature also includes interactive variants; see [15] for a definition of sequential and full interactivity.
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1:4 Separating Local & Shuffled D.P.

An analyzer A : Y∗ → Z that takes as input all user messages and computes the output
of the protocol.

We denote the protocol P = (R,A). We assume that the number of users n is public and
available to both R and A. Let ~x ∈ Xn. The evaluation of the protocol P on input ~x is The
evaluation of the protocol P on input ~x is

P(~x) = (A ◦R)(~x) = A(R(x1), . . . ,R(xn)).

I Definition 6 (Differential Privacy for Local Protocols). A local protocol P = (R,A) satisfies
(ε, δ)-differential privacy for n users if its randomizer R : X → Y is (ε, δ)-differentially
private (for datasets of size one).

I Definition 7 (Shuffled Model [6, 8]). A protocol P in the shuffled model consists of three
randomized algorithms:

A randomizer R : X → Y∗ that takes as input a single user’s data and outputs a vector of
messages whose length may be randomized. If, on all inputs, the probability of sending a
single message is 1, then the protocol is said to be single-message. Otherwise, the protocol
is said to be multi-message.
A shuffler S : Y∗ → Y∗ that concatenates all message vectors and then applies a uniformly
random permutation to (the order of) the concatenated vector. For example, when there
are three users each sending two messages, there are 6! permutations and all are equally
likely to be the output of the shuffler.
An analyzer A : Y∗ → Z that takes a permutation of messages to generate the output of
the protocol.

As in the local model, we denote the protocol P = (R,A) and assume that the number of
users n is accessible to both R and A. The evaluation of the protocol P on input ~x is

P(~x) = (A ◦ S ◦ R)(~x) = A(S(R(x1), . . . ,R(xn))).

I Definition 8 (Differential Privacy for Shuffled Protocols [8]). A shuffled protocol P = (R,A)
satisfies (ε, δ)-differential privacy for n users if the algorithm (S ◦ R) : Xn → Y∗ is (ε, δ)-
differentially private.

We note a difference in robustness between the local and shuffled models. A user in a
local protocol only has to trust that their own execution of R is correct to ensure differential
privacy. In contrast, a user in a shuffled protocol may not have the same degree of privacy
when other users deviate from the protocol.

For any d ∈ N, let [d] denote the set {1, . . . , d}. For any j ∈ [d], we define the function
cj : [d]n → R as the normalized count of j in the input:

cj(~x) = (1/n) · |{i ∈ [n] : xi = j}|.

We use histogram to refer to the vector of normalized counts (c1(~x), . . . , cd(~x)). For measuring
the accuracy of a histogram protocol P : [d]n → Rd, we use the following metrics:

I Definition 9. A histogram protocol P : [d]n → Rd has (α, β)-per-query accuracy if

∀~x ∈ [d]n ∀j ∈ [d] Pr[|P(~x)j − cj(~x)| ≤ α] ≥ 1− β.

I Definition 10. A histogram protocol P : [d]n → Rd has (α, β)-simultaneous accuracy if

∀~x ∈ [d]n Pr[∀j ∈ [d] |P(~x)j − cj(~x)| ≤ α] ≥ 1− β.
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3 The Power of Multiple Messages for Histograms

In this section, we present an (ε, δ)-differentially private histogram protocol in the shuffled
model whose simultaneous error does not depend on the universe size. We start by presenting
a private protocol for releasing a binary sum that always outputs 0 if the true count is 0
and otherwise outputs a noisy estimate. The histogram protocol uses this counting protocol
to estimate the frequency of every domain element. Its simultaneous error is the maximum
noise introduced to the nonzero counts. There are at most n such counts.

For comparison, a protocol in [8] adds independent noise to all counts without the zero-
error guarantee. The simultaneous error is therefore the maximum noise over all d counts,
which introduces a log d instead of a logn factor.

3.1 A Two-Message Protocol for Binary Sums

In the protocol Pzsum
ε,δ (Figure 1), each user reports a vector whose length is the sum of

their data and a Bernoulli random variable. The contents of each vector will be copies
of 1. Because the shuffler only reports a uniformly random permutation, the observable
information is equivalent to the sum of user data, plus noise. The noise is distributed as
Bin(n, p), where p is chosen so that there is sufficient variance to ensure (ε, δ)-differential
privacy. We take advantage of the fact that the binomial distribution is bounded: if the sum
of the data is zero, the noisy sum is never more than n. Hence, the analyzer will perform
truncation when the noisy sum is small. We complete our proof by arguing that it is unlikely
for large values to be truncated.

To streamline the presentation and analysis, we assume that
√

(100/n) · ln(2/δ) ≤ ε ≤ 1
so that p ∈ (1/2, 1). We can achieve (ε, δ) privacy for a broader parameter regime by setting
p to a different function; we refer the interested reader to Theorem 4.11 in [8].

Randomizer Rzsum
ε,δ (x ∈ {0, 1}) for ε, δ ∈ [0, 1]:

1. Let p← 1− 50
ε2n ln(2/δ).

2. Sample z ∼ Ber(p).
3. Output ( 1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸

x+z copies

).

Analyzer Azsum
ε,δ (~y ∈ {1}∗) for ε, δ ∈ [0, 1]:

1. Let p← 1− 50
ε2n ln(2/δ).

2. Let c∗ = 1
n · |~y|, where |~y| is the length of ~y.

3. Output
{
c∗ − p if c∗ > 1
0 otherwise

.

Figure 1 The pseudocode for Pzsum
ε,δ , a private shuffled protocol for normalized binary sums.

I Theorem 11. For any ε, δ ∈ [0, 1] and any n ∈ N such that n ≥ (100/ε2) · ln(2/δ), the
protocol Pzsum

ε,δ = (Rzsum
ε,δ ,Azsum

ε,δ ) has the following properties:

(i) Pzsum
ε,δ is (ε, δ)-differentially private in the shuffled model.
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(ii) For every β ≥ δ25 , the error is |Pzsum
ε,δ (~x)− 1

n

∑
xi| ≤ α with probability ≥ 1−β where

α = 50
ε2n

log 2
δ

+ 1
εn
·
√

200 log 2
δ
· log 2

β

= O

(
1
ε2n

log 1
δ

)
(iii) Pzsum

ε,δ ((0, . . . , 0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
n copies

) = 0.

(iv) Each user sends at most two one-bit messages.

Proof of Part (i). If we let zi be the random bit generated by the i-th user, the total number
of messages is |~y| =

∑n
i=1 xi + zi. Observe that learning |~y| is sufficient to represent the

output of shuffler since all messages have the same value. Thus, the privacy of this protocol
is equivalent to the privacy of

M(~x) =
n∑
i=1

xi + Bin(n, p) ∼ −
(
−

n∑
i=1

xi + Bin(n, 1− p)
)

+ n.

By post-processing, it suffices to show the privacy ofMneg(~x) = −
∑n
i=1 xi + Bin(n, 1− p)

where 1− p = 50
ε2n ln 2

δ . Because privacy follows almost immediately from technical claims in
[13], we defer the proof to Appendix A. J

Proof of Part (ii). Fix any ~x ∈ {0, 1}n. For shorthand, we define α′ = 2 ·
√

p(1−p)
n · ln(2/β)

so that α = (1− p) + α′. A Chernoff bound implies that for β ≥ 2e−np(1−p), the following
event occurs with probability ≥ 1− β:∣∣∣∣∣ 1n ·

n∑
i=1

zi − p

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ α′ (1)

The inequality β ≥ 2e−np(1−p) follows from our bounds on ε, β, and n.
The remainder of the proof will condition on (1). If c∗ > 1, then the analyzer outputs

c∗ − p. We show that the error of c∗ − p is at most α′:∣∣∣∣∣(c∗ − p)− 1
n
·
n∑
i=1

xi

∣∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣∣ 1n ·
n∑
i=1

(xi + zi)− p−
1
n
·
n∑
i=1

xi

∣∣∣∣∣ (By construction)

=

∣∣∣∣∣ 1n ·
n∑
i=1

zi − p

∣∣∣∣∣
≤ α′ (By (1))

If c∗ ≤ 1, then the analyzer will output 0. In this case, the error is exactly 1
n

∑
xi. We

argue that c∗ ≤ 1 implies 1
n

∑
xi ≤ α.

1 ≥ c∗

= 1
n
·
n∑
i=1

(xi + zi) (By construction)

≥ 1
n
·
n∑
i=1

xi + p− α′ (By (1))
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Rearranging terms yields

1
n
·
n∑
i=1

xi ≤ (1− p) + α′ = α

which concludes the proof. J

Proof of Part (iii). If ~x = (0, . . . , 0), then |~y| is drawn from 0 + Bin(n, p), which implies
c∗ ≤ 1 with probability 1. Hence, Pzsum

ε,δ (~x) = 0. J

3.2 A Multi-Message Protocol for Histograms
In the protocol Phist

ε,δ (Figure 2), users encode their data xi ∈ [d] as a one-hot vector~b ∈ {0, 1}d.
Then protocol Pzsum

ε,δ is executed on each coordinate j of ~b. The executions are done in one
round of shuffling. To remove ambiguity between executions, each message in execution j
has value j.

Randomizer Rhist
ε,δ (x ∈ [d]) for ε, δ ∈ [0, 1]:

1. For each j ∈ [d], let bj ← 1[x = j] and compute scalar product ~mj ← j · Rzsum
ε,δ (bj).

2. Output the concatenation of all ~mj .

Analyzer Ahist
ε,δ (~y ∈ [d]∗) for ε, δ ∈ [0, 1]:

1. For each j ∈ [d], let ~y(j) ← all messages of value j, then compute c̃j ← Azsum
ε,δ (~y(j)).

2. Output (c̃1, . . . , c̃d).

Figure 2 The pseudocode for Phist
ε,δ , a private shuffled protocol for histograms.

I Theorem 12. For any ε, δ ∈ [0, 1] and any n ∈ N such that n ≥ (100/ε2) · ln(2/δ), the
protocol Phist

ε,δ = (Rhist
ε,δ ,Ahist

ε,δ ) has the following properties:
(i) Phist

ε,δ is (2ε, 2δ)-differentially private in the shuffled model.
(ii) For every β ≥ δ25, Phist

ε,δ has (α, β)-per-query accuracy for

α = O

(
1
ε2n

log 1
δ

)
(iii) For every β ≥ n · δ25, Phist

ε,δ has (α, β)-simultaneous accuracy for

α = O

(
1
ε2n

log 1
δ

)
(iv) Each user sends at most 1 + d messages each of length O(log d).

The accuracy guaranteed by this protocol is close to what is possible in the central
model: there is a stability-based algorithm with simultaneous error O((1/(εn)) · ln(1/δ)) [7].
However, in Phist

ε,δ , each user communicates O(d) messages of O(log d) bits. It remains an
open question as to whether or not this can be improved while maintaining similar accuracy.

Because the simultaneous error of a single-message histogram protocol is at least
Ω((1/(εn)) · poly(log d)) [8], this protocol is also proof that the single-message model is
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a strict subclass of the multi-message model. This separation was previously shown by [2, 1]
for the summation problem.2

Proof of Part (i). Fix any neighboring pair of datasets ~x ∼ ~x ′. Let ~y ← (S ◦ Rhist
ε,δ )(~x) and

~y ′ ← (S ◦ Rhist
ε,δ )(~x ′). For any j 6= j′, the count of j in output of the shuffler is independent

of the count of j′ in the output because each execution of Rzsum
ε,δ is independent. As in Step

(1) of Ahist
ε,δ , for j ∈ [d], let ~y(j) (~y ′(j) resp.) be the vector of all messages in ~y (~y ′ resp.) that

have value j.
For any j ∈ [d] where cj(~x) = cj(~x ′), ~y(j) is identically distributed to ~y ′(j). For each of

the two j ∈ [d] where cj(~x) 6= cj(~x ′), we will show that the distribution of ~y(j) is close to
that of ~y ′(j). Let ~r, ~r ′ ∈ {0, 1}n where ri = 1[xi = j] and r′i = 1[x′i = j]. Now,

~y(j) ∼ j · (S ◦ Rzsum
ε,δ )(~r) and ~y ′(j) ∼ j · (S ◦ Rzsum

ε,δ )(~r ′).

So by Theorem 11 Part (i), for any T ⊆ {j}∗,

Pr[~y(j) ∈ T ] ≤ eε · Pr[~y ′(j) ∈ T ] + δ.

(2ε, 2δ)-differential privacy follows by composition. J

Proof of Part (ii)-(iii). Notice that the j-th element in the output c̃j is identically distributed
with an execution of the counting protocol on the bits bi,j indicating if xi = j. Formally,
c̃j ∼ Pzsum

ε,δ ({bi,j}i∈[n]) for all j ∈ [d]. Per-query accuracy immediately follows from Theorem
11 Part (ii).

To bound simultaneous error, we leverage the property that when cj(~x) = 0, the counting
protocol will report a nonzero value with probability 0. Let Q = {j ∈ [d] : cj(~x) > 0} and
let α be the error bound defined in Theorem 11 Part (ii) for the failure probability β/n.

Pr (∃j ∈ [d] s.t. |c̃j − cj(~x)| > α)
≤Pr (∃j ∈ Q s.t. |c̃j − cj(~x)| > α) + Pr (∃j /∈ Q s.t. |c̃j − cj(~x)| > α)
= Pr (∃j ∈ Q s.t. |c̃j − cj(~x)| > α) (Theorem 11 Part (iii))

≤
∑
j∈Q

Pr (|c̃j − cj(~x)| > α)

≤
∑
j∈Q

β/n (Theorem 11 Part (ii))

≤β (|Q| ≤ n)

This concludes the proof. J

3.3 Applications
In this section, we use our histogram protocol to solve two distributional problems; one
of these results implies a very strong separation in sample complexity between the non-
interactive local model and the shuffled model. Both distributional problems reduce to what
we call support identification:

2 In particular, a private unbiased estimator for
∑

i
xi with real-valued xi ∈ [0, 1] in the single-message

shuffled model must have error Ω(n1/6) [2] while there exists a multi-message shuffled model protocol
for estimating summation with error O(1/ε) [1].
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I Definition 13 (Support Identification Problem). The support identification problem has
positive integer parameters h ≤ d. Let D be a set of size d and let UH be the uniform
distribution over any H ⊆ D. The set of problem instances is {UH : H ⊆ D and |H| = h}.
A protocol solves the (h, d)-support identification problem with sample complexity n if, given
n users with data independently sampled from any problem instance UH , it identifies H with
probability at least 99/100.

We now show how to solve this problem in the shuffled model.

B Claim 14. Fix any ε ∈ (0, 1] and δ < (1/200h)1/25. Under (ε, δ)-differential privacy, the
sample complexity of the (h, d)-support identification problem is O(h log h · (1/ε2) · log(1/δ))
in the shuffled model.

Proof. For the purposes of this proof, we assume there is some bijection f between D and
[d] so that any reference to j ∈ [d] corresponds directly to some f(j) ∈ D and vice versa.
Consider the following protocol: execute Phist

ε,δ on n samples from UH and then choose
the items whose estimated frequencies are at least (t + 1)/n (the magnitude of t will be
determined later). We will prove that the items returned by the protocol are precisely those
of H, with probability at least 99/100.

Let Esamp be the event that every element in support H has frequency at least (2t+ 1)/n
in the sample. Let Epriv be the event that the histogram protocol estimates the frequency of
every element in D with error at most t/n. If both events occur, every element in H has
estimated frequency at least (t+ 1)/n and every element outside H has estimated frequency
at most t/n. Hence, it suffices to show that Esamp and Epriv each occur with probability
≥ 199/200.

We lower bound the probability of Esamp via a coupon collector’s argument. That is, if
we have n = O(kh log h) samples from UH then each element of H appears at least k times
with probability at least 199/200. Hence we set k = (2t+ 1).

To lower bound the probability of Epriv, we simply invoke Theorem 12: given that
ε ∈ (0, 1] and δ > (1/200h)1/25, the frequency of every item in D is estimated up to error
t/n for some t = O((1/ε2) · log(1/δ)) with probability ≥ 199/200.3 C

In the above analysis, if we had used a protocol with simultaneous error that depends
on the domain size d, then t would in turn depend on d. For example, using the histogram
protocol in [8] would give t = Ω((1/ε) ·

√
log d · log(1/δ)). This results in a protocol whose

sample complexity grows with d in addition to h.
So having shown how to solve the support identification problem with few samples, we

now describe two different problems and explain how to reduce these to support identification.
This will imply low sample complexity in the shuffled model.

I Definition 15 (Pointer-Chasing Problem [16]). The pointer chasing problem is denoted
PC(k, `) where k, ` are positive integer parameters. A problem instance is U{(1,a),(2,b)} where
a, b are permutations of [`]. A protocol solves PC(k, `) with sample complexity n if, given
n independent samples from any U{(1,a),(2,b)}, it outputs the k-th integer in the sequence
a1, ba1 , aba1

. . . with probability at least 99/100.

To solve PC(k, `), note that it suffices to identify {(1, a), (2, b)} and directly perform
the pointer chasing. Because the support has size h = 2, Phist

ε,δ can be used to solve the
problem with just O((1/ε2) · log(1/δ)) samples, independent of k and `. But in the case

3 The bound on δ in Theorem 12 is a function of n. This is derived from a pessimistic bound on the
number of unique values in the input. But in this reduction, we know that data takes one of h values.
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1:10 Separating Local & Shuffled D.P.

where k = 2, [16] gives a lower bound of Ω(`/eε) for non-interactive local protocols. So there
is an arbitrarily large separation between the non-interactive shuffled and non-interactive
local models (Theorem 2).

I Definition 16 (Multi-Party Pointer Jumping Problem [15]). The multi-party pointer jumping
problem is denoted MPJ(s, h) where s, h are positive integer parameters. A problem instance
is U{Z1,...,Zh} where each Zi is a labeling of the nodes at level i in a complete s-ary tree.
Each label Zi,j is an integer in {0, . . . , s− 1}. The labeling implies a root-leaf path: if the
i-th node in the path has label Zi,j, then the (i+ 1)-st node in the path is the (Zi,j)-th child
of the i-th node. A protocol solves MPJ(s, h) with sample complexity n if, given n samples
from any U{Z1,...,Zh}, it identifies the root-leaf path with probability at least 99/100.

As with pointer-chasing, we can solve MPJ(s, h) when the support is identified. This
takes O(h log h · (1/ε2) · log(1/δ)) samples in the shuffled model. But [15] gives a lower
bound of Ω(h3/(ε2 log h)) in the local model when s = h4, even allowing for sequential
interactivity. However, we do not claim a polynomial separation between the shuffled model
and sequentially interactive local model. This would require a proof that every sequentially
interactive local protocol has a counterpart in the shuffled model.

Note that the reductions we employ can also be applied in the central model. That is,
instead of executing Phist

ε,δ in the reduction (Claim 14), execute the central model algorithm,
from [7], with simultaneous error O((1/(εn)) · log(1/δ)). This improves the bounds by 1/ε.

Table 2 The sample complexity of private pointer-chasing (PC) and multi-party pointer jumping
(MPJ). Shuffled and central results follow from a reduction to histograms.

Model PC(k, `) MPJ(s, h)

Local Ω(`/eε) [16] Ω(h3/(ε2 log h)) [15]

for k = 2 for s = h4, seq. interactive

Shuffled O
(

1
ε2 log 1

δ

) O
(
h log h · 1

ε2 log 1
δ

)
for δ < (1/200h)1/25

Central O
(

1
ε

log 1
δ

)
O
(
h log h · 1

ε
log 1

δ

)

4 Pure Differential Privacy in the Shuffled Model

In this section, we prove that any single-message shuffled protocol that satisfies ε-differential
privacy can be simulated by a local protocol under the same privacy constraint.

I Theorem 17 (Formalization of Thm. 3). For any single-message shuffled protocol P =
(R,A) that satisfies ε-differential privacy, there exists a local protocol PL = (RL,AL) that
satisfies ε-differential privacy and PL(~x) is identically distributed to P(~x) for every input
~x ∈ Xn.

We start with the following claim, which strengthens a theorem in [8] for the special case
of pure differential privacy in the shuffled model:

B Claim 18. Let P = (R,A) be any single-message shuffled protocol that satisfies ε-
differential privacy. Then R is an ε-differentially private algorithm.
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Proof. Assume for contradiction that R is not ε-differentially private. So there are values
x, x′ ∈ X and a set Y ⊆ Y such that

Pr[R(x) ∈ Y ] > eε · Pr[R(x′) ∈ Y ].

Let ~x = (x, . . . , x︸ ︷︷ ︸
n copies

) and ~x ′ = (x′, x, . . . , x︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−1 copies

). Now consider Y n, the set of message vectors

where each message belongs to Y .

Pr[(S ◦ R)(~x) ∈ Y n] = Pr[R(~x) ∈ Y n]
= Pr[R(x) ∈ Y ]n

> eε · Pr[R(x′) ∈ Y ] · Pr[R(x) ∈ Y ]n−1

= eε · Pr[(S ◦ R)(~x ′) ∈ Y n]

which contradicts the fact that S ◦ R is ε-differentially private. C

Now we are ready to prove Theorem 17.

Proof of Theorem 17. Consider the aggregator AL that applies a uniformly random per-
mutation to its input and then executes A. Then PL = (R,AL) is a local protocol that
simulates P, in the sense that PL(~x) is identically distributed to P(~x) for every ~x ∈ Xn.
And by Claim 18, the randomizer is ε-differentially private. J

4.1 Roadblocks to Generalizing Theorem 17
One might conjecture Claim 18 also holds for multi-message protocols and thus immediately
generalize Theorem 17. However, this is not the case:

B Claim 19. There exists a multi-message shuffled protocol that is ε-differentially private
for all ε ≥ 0 but its randomizer is not ε-differentially private for any finite ε.

Proof. Consider the randomizer R∞ that on input x ∈ {0, 1} outputs two messages x and
1− x. The output of the shuffler S ◦ R∞ is 0-differentially private since for all inputs the
output is a random permutation of exactly n 0s and n 1s. However, R∞ is not ε-differentially
private for any finite ε as the first message of R∞(x) is that user’s bit x. C

We note that it is without loss of accuracy or privacy to suppose that a randomizer shuffles
its messages prior to sending them to the shuffler. We call these pre-shuffle randomizers.
Observe that the pre-shuffle version of R∞ (i.e. S ◦ R∞ for 1 user) satisfies 0-differential
privacy. So one might conjecture Claim 18 holds for pre-shuffle randomizers and thus
generalize Theorem 17. But this too is not the case:

B Claim 20. There exists a multi-message shuffled protocol that is ε-differentially private
for some finite ε but its pre-shuffle randomizer is not ε-differentially private for any finite ε.

Proof. Consider any randomizer Rgap that takes binary input and outputs four binary
messages with the following constraint: the messages can take any value when the input is 0
but on input 1, there cannot be exactly two 1s. Formally, the supports are supp(Rgap(0)) =
{0, 1}4 and supp(Rgap(1)) = {~y ∈ {0, 1}4 :

∑
i yi 6= 2}.

The pre-shuffle randomizer S ◦ Rgap cannot satisfy pure differential privacy because
(0, 0, 1, 1) ∈ supp(Rgap(0)) but (0, 0, 1, 1) /∈ supp(Rgap(1)). On the other hand, for all n ≥ 2
and ~x ∈ {0, 1}n,

supp(S ◦ Rgap(~x)) = {0, 1}4n

ITC 2020
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This follows from the fact that every number in {0, . . . , 4n} – the number of 1s sent to the
shuffler – can be expressed as the sum of n numbers from {0, 1, 3, 4}. Thus, there is some
finite ε for which the protocol with randomizer Rgap is ε-differentially private. C
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A Privacy via Smooth Distributions

Ghazi, Golowich, Kumar, Pagh and Velingker [13] identify a class of distributions and argue
that, if η is sampled from such a distribution, adding η to a 1-sensitive sum ensures differential
privacy of that sum.

I Definition 21 (Smooth Distributions, [13]). A distribution D over Z is (ε, δ, k)-smooth if
for all k′ ∈ [−k, k],

Pr
Y∼D

[
PrY ′∼D[Y ′ = Y ]

PrY ′∼D[Y ′ = Y + k′] ≥ e
|k′|ε

]
≤ δ.

I Lemma 22 (Smoothness for Privacy, [13]). Let f : Zn → Z be a function such that
|f(~x)− f(~x ′)| ≤ 1 for all ~x ∼ ~x ′. Let D be an (ε, δ, 1)-smooth distribution. The algorithm
that takes as input ~x ∈ Zn, then samples η ∼ D and reports f(~x)+η satisfies (ε, δ)-differential
privacy.

I Lemma 23 (Binomial Distribution is Smooth, [13]). For any positive integer n, γ ∈ [0, 1/2],
α ∈ [0, 1], and any k ≤ αγn/2, the distribution Bin(n, γ) is (ε, δ, k)-smooth with

ε = ln 1 + α

1− α and δ = exp
(
−α

2γn

8

)
+ exp

(
− α2γn

8 + 2α

)
.
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I Corollary 24. Fix any ε, δ ∈ [0, 1]. Let n ≥ (100/ε2) · ln(2/δ). The algorithmMneg that
takes as input ~x ∈ {0,−1}n then samples

η ∼ Bin
(
n, 50 · ln(2/δ)

nε2

)
and reports η +

∑
xi satisfies (ε, δ)-differential privacy.

Proof. When α = (eε − 1)/(eε + 1) observe that α ∈ [ε/
√

5, 1) and Lemma 23 implies that η
is sampled from an (ε, δ, 1)-smooth distribution:

ln 1 + α

1− α = ln (eε + 1) + (eε − 1)
(eε + 1)− (eε − 1) = ε

and

exp
(
−α

2γn

8

)
+ exp

(
− α2γn

8 + 2α

)
≤ 2 exp

(
−α

2γn

10

)
(α < 1)

≤ 2 exp
(
−γε

2n

50

)
= δ.

So by Lemma 22, we haveMneg is (ε, δ)-differentially private. J
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Abstract
Secret sharing schemes are said to be d-multiplicative if the i-th shares of any d secrets s(j), j ∈ [d]
can be converted into an additive share of the product

∏
j∈[d] s

(j). d-Multiplicative secret sharing
is a central building block of multiparty computation protocols with minimum number of rounds
which are unconditionally secure against possibly non-threshold adversaries. It is known that
d-multiplicative secret sharing is possible if and only if no d forbidden subsets covers the set of all the
n players or, equivalently, it is private with respect to an adversary structure of type Qd. However,
the only known method to achieve d-multiplicativity for any adversary structure of type Qd is based
on CNF secret sharing schemes, which are not efficient in general in that the information ratios are
exponential in n.

In this paper, we explicitly construct a d-multiplicative secret sharing scheme for any `-partite
adversary structure of type Qd whose information ratio is O(n`+1). Our schemes are applicable to
the class of all the `-partite adversary structures, which is much wider than that of the threshold
ones. Furthermore, our schemes achieve information ratios which are polynomial in n if ` is constant
and hence are more efficient than CNF schemes. In addition, based on the standard embedding of
`-partite adversary structures into R`, we introduce a class of `-partite adversary structures of type
Qd with good geometric properties and show that there exist more efficient d-multiplicative secret
sharing schemes for adversary structures in that family than the above general construction. The
family of adversary structures is a natural generalization of that of the threshold ones and includes
some adversary structures which arise in real-world scenarios.
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1 Introduction

Secret sharing is a cryptographic technique introduced in [4, 20] to protect a secret from
leakage by dividing it into several shares and distributing them to n players. Let P be the
set of the n players. A subset of players is called forbidden if it reveals no information on
the secret and authorized if it determines the secret. In this paper, we only consider perfect
secret sharing, in which each subset is either forbidden or authorized. For a family of subsets
of players ∆ ⊆ 2P , we say that a secret sharing scheme is ∆-private if any subset in ∆ is
forbidden. The efficiency of a secret sharing scheme is measured by the (total) information
ratio, which is defined as the ratio of the total size of shares to that of a secret.
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2:2 d-Multiplicative Secret Sharing for Multipartite Adversary Structures

In addition to its direct application to distributed storage of secret data, secret sharing is
a central buiding block of unconditionally secure multiparty computation protocols. Secure
multiparty computation (MPC) is an important problem in cryptography, in which several
players jointly compute an agreed function over their inputs without revealing no information
on them to an adversary. More precisely, we assume that there are m clients holding their
secret inputs xj ∈ F, j ∈ [m] := {1, 2, . . . ,m} represented as elements in some finite field F
and n servers who help the computation of the function. Furthermore, a (passive) adversary
corrupts a subset of servers and learns the entire internal information of the corrupted servers.
We identify the set of servers with P and let ∆ ⊆ 2P denote the family of all subsets of
servers which the adversary can corrupt, which we call the adversary structure.

Barkol et al. [1] show that it is possible to construct a protocol with two rounds of
interaction, which is the minimum number of rounds, to securely evaluate a multivariate
polynomial of total degree at most d if there exists a ∆-private secret sharing scheme
satisfying an additional property called d-multiplicativity. A secret sharing scheme is said
to be d-multiplicative if the i-th shares of any d secrets s(j), j ∈ [d] can be converted into
an element ci such that the sum

∑
i∈[n] ci is equal to the product

∏
j∈[d] s

(j). Note that the
dominant term of the communication complexity in the protocol is mσ log |F|, where m is
the number of clients and σ is the information ratio of the underlying secret sharing scheme.

Barkol et al. [1] also characterize the existence of d-multiplicative secret sharing schemes:
∆-private d-multiplicative secret sharing is possible if and only if ∆ is of type Qd. An adversary
structure ∆ is called a Qd-adversary structure if A1 ∪ · · · ∪Ad 6= P for any A1, . . . , Ad ∈ ∆.

In particular, if we focus on the adversary who can corrupt any subset of k servers, i.e.,
∆ = T nk := {A ⊆ P : |A| ≤ k}, then T nk -private d-multiplicative secret sharing is possible if
and only if n > dk. The “if” part follows from the (k, n)-Shamir secret sharing scheme [20],
which is based on Lagrange interpolation for some polynomial over any finite field F with
|F| > n. It is known that Shamir’s scheme achieves the optimal information ratio [16]. On the
other hand, since it costs a lot to control a single server, the number of servers n should be
as small as possible. The above characterization implies that we must consider non-threshold
Qd-adversary structures to design d-multiplicative secret sharing among n ≤ dk players.

For any (possibly non-threshold) adversary structure ∆ of type Qd, the CNF secret
sharing scheme [15] for ∆ is known to be d-multiplicative. However, the CNF scheme is
inefficient in general since its information ratio is

∑
i∈P |∆

+
i |, which is exponential in n in

the worst case. Here, ∆+
i denotes the set of all the maximal subsets in ∆ not containing the

player i ∈ P . This large information ratio of the CNF scheme leads to a large amount of
communication when the scheme is used in the protocol. Therefore, it is important to devise
a method to construct efficient d-multiplicative secret sharing schemes for non-threshold
Qd-adversary structures.

Besides Shamir’s scheme and CNF schemes, several multiplicative secret sharing schemes
have been proposed. The notion of an arithmetic codex is introduced in [7]. Arithmetic
codices are defined as linear codes with some multiplicative property and can be used as
d-multiplicative secret sharing schemes. In particular, arithmetic codices based on algebraic
geometric codes [8] are important. Let d and k be any positive integers and assume that
C is an algebraic curve of genus g(C) defined over F. If dk + 2dg(C) < n < |C(F)|, then
there exists a T nk -private d-multiplicative secret sharing scheme over F. Here, C(F) is the set
of all F-rational places on C. Although we need additional 2dg(C) players, the condition
|C(F)| > n is weaker than |F| > n.
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2-Multiplicative secret sharing schemes have received a lot of attention. For general
adversary structures, one of the most significant results is that any linear secret sharing
scheme for a Q2-adversary structure can be converted into a 2-multiplicative scheme for the
same adversary structure [9]. Since the information ratio of the resulting scheme is twice
that of the initial scheme, it achieves 2λF(∆), where λF(∆) is the minimum information ratio
of ∆-private linear secret sharing schemes. In [17, 18], more efficient 2-multiplicative schemes
are proposed for specific classes of Q2-adversary structures.

1.1 Our Results

In this paper, we focus on multipartite adversary structures. The class of multipartite
adversary structures has been well studied because they correspond to many realistic situations
and can be described in a compact way. Please refer to [12] for a comprehensive survey of
multipartite adversary structures. For a partition Π = (P1, . . . , P`) of P , Π-partite adversary
structures are defined as the ones in which each player is classified into some part Pj and all
players in the same part play an equivalent role. There is a useful geometric representation
[11]: any Π-partite adversary structure can be embedded in R` via the map ΦΠ : 2P → R`,
ΦΠ(X) = (|X∩P1|, . . . , |X∩P`|). In particular, a Π-partite adversary structure ∆ is uniquely
determined by max ΦΠ(∆), where max ΦΠ(∆) is the set of all maximal elements in ΦΠ(∆)
with respect to the coordinatewise order on R`.

The main contribution of this paper is twofold. First, for any `-partite adversary structure
∆ of type Qd, we explicitly construct a ∆-private d-multiplicative secret sharing scheme whose
information ratio is n|max ΦΠ(∆)| = O(n`+1) (Theorem 4). The scheme can be defined
over any finite field F with |F| > n. It is obtained by a simple application of well-known
decomposition techniques [21]. However, to our best knowledge, this is the first time to
prove that the scheme satisfies d-multiplicativity if ∆ is of type Qd. As a result, we obtain
d-multiplicative schemes for the class of all the `-partite adversary structures of type Qd,
which is much wider than that of the threshold ones. Furthermore, our schemes achieve
information ratios which are polynomial in n if ` is constant and hence are more efficient
than CNF schemes.

Second, we show that there exists a more efficient ∆-private d-multiplicative secret
sharing scheme than the scheme from the above general construction if ΦΠ(∆) has some
good geometric property (Theorem 9). Specifically, let C = Conv(ΦΠ(∆)) be the convex hull
of ΦΠ(∆) in R` and set p = (1/d)ΦΠ(P ). Assume that p /∈ C. If dist(p, C), the distance
between p and C, is at least ε > 0, then ∆ is of type Qd and it is possible to construct a
∆-private d-multiplicative scheme whose information ratio is at most O(`n2/ε) over a finite
field F with |F| = Ω(`n2/ε). For example, if ε is a constant independent of n, then the
information ratio is smaller than that of the above general construction.

The information ratio of our scheme depends only on the distance between the point p
and the convex hull of ΦΠ(∆). In other words, our scheme provides the same upper bound
on the minimum information ratio of ∆-private secret sharing schemes regardless of how the
adversary structure ∆ is represented. We demonstrate an example of adversary structures
(Example 11) for which an upper bound obtained by a naive approach based on weighted
threshold secret sharing would grow infinitely depending on the description of ∆.

Our construction for such ∆ is a natural generalization of Shamir’s scheme. Indeed, when
∆ = T nk , the condition p /∈ C holds if and only if n > dk and then our scheme is the same as
the (k, n)-Shamir secret sharing scheme.

ITC 2020



2:4 d-Multiplicative Secret Sharing for Multipartite Adversary Structures

Table 1 Comparison amongst existing d-multiplicative secret sharing schemes. The symbol
“d = ∗” denotes any value of d.

Scheme d Adversary structure Information ratio Assumption on F

Shamir [20] ∗ T n
k with n > dk n |F| > n

Chen and Cramer [8] ∗ T n
k with n > dk + 2dg(C) n |C(F)| > n

CNF [15] ∗ ∆ of type Qd

∑
i∈P
|∆+

i | –

Cramer et al. [9] 2 ∆ of type Q2 2λF(∆) –

Theorem 4 ∗ `-partite ∆ of type Qd n|max ΦΠ(∆)| |F| > n

Theorem 9 ∗
`-partite ∆ such that

dist(p,Conv(ΦΠ(∆))) ≥ ε
O(`n2/ε) |F| = Ω(`n2/ε)

1.2 Our Techniques

Let Π = (P1, . . . , P`) be a partition of P and ∆ be any Π-partite adversary structure of
type Qd. First, we explain a high-level idea of our proposed construction of a ∆-private
d-multiplicative secret sharing scheme using decomposition techniques [21].

Write max ΦΠ(∆) = {a1, . . . ,aN} and aj = (aj(1), . . . ,aj(`)). For each j ∈ [N ], define
∆j as the Π-partite adversary structure such that ΦΠ(∆j) = {x ∈ ΦΠ(2P ) : x � aj}, where
� is the coordinatewise order on R`. Then we can decompose ∆ into N adversary structures
∆1, . . . ,∆N as ∆ =

⋃
j∈[N ] ∆j .

We construct a ∆-private scheme Σ as follows. Let F be a finite field with |F| > n and
fix n distinct nonzero elements α1, . . . , αn ∈ F. Let s ∈ F be a secret to be shared. We
randomly split s into s1, . . . , sN , i.e., s = s1 + · · · + sN . For each j ∈ [N ] and i ∈ [`], we
run the (aj(i), |Pi|)-Shamir secret sharing scheme with secret sj in parallel. In other words,
we assign to each player k ∈ Pi the evaluation of some polynomial fij with fij(0) = sj of
degree at most aj(i) at the point αk. Then the player k ∈ Pi receives N field elements
{si,j,k := fij(αk) : j ∈ [N ]}. As for privacy, if A ∈ ∆, then ΦΠ(A) � aj for some j ∈ [N ]
and the players in A cannot obtain any information about sj and hence the secret s. Since
each player receives N field elements for a secret s ∈ F, the information ratio of Σ is nN .

To prove the scheme Σ is d-multiplicative, let s(1), . . . , s(d) be d secrets. Since we split s(m)

into s(m)
1 , . . . , s

(m)
N , the product s(1) · · · s(d) can be represented as the sum of Nd monomials

{s(1)
j1
· · · s(d)

jd
: j1 ∈ [N ], . . . , jd ∈ [N ]}. It follows from ∆ being of type Qd that, for any tuple

(j1, . . . , jd), there exists an index i ∈ [`] such that aj1(i) + · · ·+ajd
(i) < |Pi|. Let (j1, . . . , jd)

be any tuple and i be such an index. From the definition of the (ajm
(i), |Pi|)-Shamir secret

sharing scheme, it can be observed that s(m)
jm

is the evaluation of some polynomial of degree
at most ajm(i) at the point 0. Then the monomial s(1)

j1
· · · s(d)

jd
is the evaluation of some

polynomial f of degree at most aj1(i) + · · · + ajd
(i) at the point 0. Each player k in Pi

can obtain the evaluation of f at the point αk by multiplying their shares s(1)
i,j1,k

, . . . , s
(d)
i,jd,k

.
Since there are more than ajm

(i) + · · ·+ ajd
(i) players in Pi, the monomial s(1)

j1
· · · s(d)

jd
can

be obtained from their shares by Lagrange interpolation. Finally, the product s(1) · · · s(d)

can be obtained by doing this process for all the Nd tuple (j1, . . . , jd).
Next, let ∆ be a Π-partite adversary structure with dist(p, C) ≥ ε > 0, where p =

(1/d)ΦΠ(P ) and C = Conv(ΦΠ(∆)). We explain how to prove the existence of a ∆-private
d-multiplicative secret sharing scheme whose information ratio is O(`n2/ε). Roughly speaking,
we show that ∆ is contained by some weighted threshold adversary structure. For a vector
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of non-negative integers w and a non-negative integer t, the weighted threshold adversary
structure WΠ

w,t is defined as the Π-partite adversary structure such that ΦΠ(WΠ
w,t) = {x ∈

ΦΠ(2P ) : w · x ≤ t}, where w · x is the standard inner product in R`. If w · ΦΠ(P ) > dt, it
is possible to construct a WΠ

w,t-private d-multiplicative scheme whose information ratio is
w · ΦΠ(P ) by assigning multiple shares of Shamir’s scheme to each player [20].

More precisely, let c∗ be the closest point in C to p and h be the unit vector which is
parallel to p−c∗. Then it can be verified that h · (x−p) ≤ −ε for any x ∈ ΦΠ(∆). Although
h is not necessarily a non-negative integer vector, we can approximate it by a vector h′
such that all the entries are rational numbers with common denominator q = O(`n/ε) and
h′ · (x − p) < 0 for any x ∈ ΦΠ(∆). By setting w = qh′ and t = maxx∈ΦΠ(∆){w · x}, we
have that ∆ ⊆ WΠ

w,t. Since dt < w · ΦΠ(P ) and each entry of w can be upper bounded
by q = O(`n/ε), we obtain a ∆-private d-multiplicative scheme Σ with information ratio
O(`n2/ε).

1.3 Related Work
There is another kind of MPC protocols based on secret sharing, in which the function to be
computed is represented as an arithmetic circuit and servers interactively evaluate it gate by
gate. In the threshold setting, the protocol in [3] is classically known and a more efficient
protocol is proposed in [10]. For a non-threshold adversary, Cramer et al. [9] construct an
MPC protocol based on 2-multiplicative secret sharing schemes and Maurer [19] and Hirt
and Tschudi [14] construct protocols based on CNF secret sharing schemes. Their protocols
are secure against an adversary whose adversary structure is of type Q2 (or Q3 in the setting
with perfect active security) and hence they are more flexible than that of [1]. However, the
servers need to interact with each other whenever they evaluate a multiplication gate.

d-Multiplicative secret sharing can also be defined in the context of homomorphic secret
sharing. Recently, several homomorphic secret sharing schemes have been proposed in the
literature (e.g. [5, 6]). However, the security of the schemes relies on some computational
assumptions.

1.4 Notations
Let Z+ and R+ denote the set of all non-negative integers and the set of all non-negative
real numbers, respectively. Define [`] = {1, . . . , `} for ` ∈ N. Let P = {p1, . . . , pn} be the set
of n players. The power set of a set X is denoted by 2X and Xm is the Cartesian product of
m copies of X. Let F be any field. The vector 1 ∈ Fm is the vector whose entries are all one
and ei ∈ Fm is the i-th unit vector, i.e., the vector such that the i-th entry is one and the
other entries are all zero. The i-th component of v is denoted by v(i). For two real vectors
v,w ∈ Rm, we write v � w if v(i) ≤ w(i) for any i ∈ [m] and v ≺ w if v � w and v 6= w.
The standard inner product of v and w is v ·w = v(1)w(1) + · · ·+ v(m)w(m). The length
of v ∈ Rm is measured by the Euclidean norm: ‖v‖ =

√
v · v. For two closed subsets C1 and

C2 in Rm, the distance between C1 and C2 is defined by dist(C1, C2) = min{‖c1− c2‖ : c1 ∈
C1, c2 ∈ C2}.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Adversary Structures
A family ∆ of subsets of P is monotone decreasing if A ∈ ∆ and A ⊇ B implies B ∈ ∆ for
any A,B ⊆ P . We call a monotone decreasing family of subsets of P an adversary structure
on P .
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2:6 d-Multiplicative Secret Sharing for Multipartite Adversary Structures

Let ∆ be an adversary structure on P and d ≥ 2. We say that ∆ is of type Qd if
A1 ∪ · · · ∪Ad 6= P for any A1, . . . , Ad ∈ ∆.

The (k, n)-threshold adversary structure T nk is the most well-known adversary structure,
which is defined by T nk = {A ⊆ P : |A| ≤ k}. It can be seen that T nk is of type Qd if and
only if n > dk.

Let Π = (P1, . . . , P`) be a partition of P , i.e., Pi ∩ Pj = ∅ for i 6= j and P =
⋃
j∈[`] Pj . A

permutation τ on P is called a Π-permutation if τ(Pj) = Pj for any j ∈ [`]. An adversary
structure ∆ is called Π-partite if τ(B) ∈ ∆ for any B ∈ ∆ and any Π-permutation τ . There
is a useful geometric representation of Π-partite adversary structures. Let ΦΠ : 2P → R` be a
map defined by ΦΠ(X) = (|X∩Pj |)j∈[`]. The image of ΦΠ is the set of all integer points in the
hyperrectangle determined by 0 and ΦΠ(P ), that is, ΦΠ(2P ) = {x ∈ Z` : 0 � x � ΦΠ(P )}.
It follows that a Π-partite adversary structure ∆ is uniquely determined by ΦΠ(∆). Note
that, if a ∈ ΦΠ(∆) and a � b, then b ∈ ΦΠ(∆) for any a, b ∈ ΦΠ(2P ). Thus, any Π-partite
adversary structure ∆ is uniquely determined only by specifying max ΦΠ(∆), where

max ΦΠ(∆) := {a ∈ ΦΠ(∆) : a ≺ b � ΦΠ(P )⇒ b /∈ ΦΠ(∆)}.

2.2 Secure Polynomial Evaluation Based on d-Multiplicative Secret
Sharing

We provide the definition of d-multiplicative secret sharing and an MPC protocol proposed
in [1] to securely evaluate a multivariate polynomial.

A secret sharing scheme [2] is a tuple Σ = (K,R,S, ϕ), where K is a domain of secrets,
R is a set of random strings, S is a domain of shares, and ϕ : K ×R → Sn is a map. For
A ⊆ P , ϕ(s, r)A denotes the restriction of ϕ(s, r) to the entries indexed by A. For each
i ∈ P , we define Si ⊆ S as Si = {ϕ(s, r){i} : s ∈ K, r ∈ R}. The (total) information ratio
σ(Σ) is defined as σ(Σ) =

∑
i∈P log |Si|/ log |K|.

We say that a secret sharing scheme Σ = (K,R,S, ϕ) is private with respect to an
adversary structure ∆ on P or ∆-private for short if, for any A ∈ ∆, any two secrets s, t ∈ K,
and any possible tuple of shares (xi)i∈A, it holds that

Pr[ϕ(s, r)A = (xi)i∈A] = Pr[ϕ(t, r)A = (xi)i∈A],

where the probabilities are taken over the random choice of r ∈ R. In other words, the
players in A ∈ ∆ cannot obtain any information about a secret. Clearly, if Σ is ∆1-private
and ∆1 ⊇ ∆2, then Σ is also ∆2-private.

Suppose that K is a finite field F. For d ≥ 2, a secret sharing scheme Σ is said to be
d-multiplicative if there exists a map MULT : P × Sd → F such that∏

j∈[d]

s(j) =
∑
i∈P

MULT(i, s(1)
i , . . . , s

(d)
i ),

for any d secrets s(1), . . . , s(d) ∈ F and any d random strings r(1), . . . , r(d) ∈ R, where
(s(j)
i )i∈P = ϕ(s(j), r(j)) is a vector of shares for s(j). Furthermore, we say that a secret

sharing scheme Σ is linear over F or F-linear if S and R are vector spaces over K = F and ϕ
is a linear map over F.

The most important application of d-multiplicative secret sharing is a construction of
unconditionally secure MPC protocols to evaluate multivariate polynomials of total degree
at most d.

Suppose that m clients Cj have secret inputs x(j) ∈ F and want to evaluate a multivariate
polynomial f ∈ F[X1, . . . , Xm] of total degree at most d. Furthermore, suppose that there
are n servers indexed by P which help perform the computation. Let Σ = (K = F,R,S, ϕ)
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be a d-multiplicative secret sharing scheme. Barkol et al. [1] construct an MPC protocol to
obtain f(x(1), . . . , x(m)) by using Σ. For simplicity, we explain the protocol in the case of
m = d and f = X1 . . . Xd. Please refer to [1] for a general case.

Round 1: Each client Cj generates shares (s(j)
i )i∈P = ϕ(x(j), r(j)) corresponding to his

input x(j) and sends s(j)
i ∈ Si ⊆ S to the server i ∈ P . In addition, Cj randomly chooses

n field elements z(j)
i , i ∈ P conditioned on

∑
i∈P z

(j)
i = 0 and sends z(j)

i ∈ F to the server
i ∈ P .
Round 2: Each server i ∈ P computes yi = MULT(i, s(1)

i , . . . , s
(d)
i ) +

∑
j∈[d] z

(j)
i and

sends yi ∈ F to all clients.
Output: Each client Cj computes

∑
i∈P yi, which is equal to

∏
j∈[d] x

(j).

Since the n servers can locally convert their shares into additive shares of the output,
interaction is required only in Round 1 and the latter half of Round 2. The communication
complexity of the protocol is∑

j∈[m]

∑
i∈P

(log |Si|+ log |F|) +
∑
i∈P

∑
j∈[m]

log |F| = m(σ(Σ) + 2n) log |F|.

Therefore, it is important to cut down the information ratio and the size of the base field to
design a communication-efficient MPC protocol.

Let ∆ ⊆ 2P be a family of subsets of the n servers. We assume a passive adversary who
can corrupt a set of servers A such that A ∈ ∆. If the underlying secret sharing scheme Σ is
∆-private, then the adversary cannot learn anything about the inputs of the clients other
than what follows from the output.

2.3 Examples of d-Multiplicative Secret Sharing Schemes
2.3.1 Shamir Secret Sharing Schemes
The (k, n)-Shamir secret sharing scheme [20] is a well-known T nk -private linear secret sharing
scheme. Let F be a finite field such that |F| > n and take n distinct nonzero elements
α1, . . . , αn ∈ F. Let s ∈ F be a secret to be shared. First, choose a random polynomial f
over F of degree at most k conditioned on f(0) = s. Second, assign f(αi) to i ∈ P as a
share. Note that the (k, n)-Shamir secret sharing scheme has the information ratio n, which
is known to be optimal [16].

It can be seen that the scheme is d-multplicative if n > dk. Indeed, let s(1), . . . , s(d) be
d secrets and f (1), . . . , f (d) be the corresponding d polynomials over F of degree at most k
which are used to share s(1), . . . , s(d), respectively. Since the degree of g :=

∏
j∈[d] f

(j) is at
most dk < n, we can compute the product of the secrets from the shares f (j)(αi), i ∈ P̃ for
any subset P̃ ⊆ P of size dk by Lagrange interpolation:∏

j∈[d]

s(j) = g(0) =
∑
i∈P̃

λP̃i g(αi) =
∑
i∈P̃

λP̃i
∏
j∈[d]

f (j)(αi),

where λP̃i is a Lagrange coefficient, i.e., λP̃i =
∏
m∈P̃\{i} αm/(αm − αi).

2.3.2 Weighted Threshold Secret Sharing Schemes
Weighted threshold adversary structures proposed in [20] are natural generalizations of the
threshold ones to the multipartite setting. Let Π = (P1, . . . , P`) be a partition of P , w ∈ Z`+,
and t ∈ Z+. Define WΠ

w,t as the Π-partite adversary structure such that

ΦΠ(WΠ
w,t) = {x ∈ ΦΠ(2P ) : w · x ≤ t}.
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2:8 d-Multiplicative Secret Sharing for Multipartite Adversary Structures

Note that, if w = 1 ∈ Z`+, then WΠ
1,t is equal to T nt .

It is possible to constructWΠ
w,t-private linear secret sharing schemes by assigning multiple

shares of Shamir’s scheme to each player [20]. Let F be a finite field such that |F| > N :=
w · ΦΠ(P ) and take N distinct nonzero elements αijk ∈ F for i ∈ [`], j ∈ Pi and k ∈ [w(i)].
Let s ∈ F be a secret to be shared. First, choose a random polynomial f over F of degree
at most t with f(0) = s. Second, assign w(i) shares (f(αijk))k∈[w(i)] to the player j ∈ P ,
where i is the unique index such that j ∈ Pi. Note that the information ratio of the scheme
is N = w ·ΦΠ(P ). It can be shown that the scheme is d-multiplicative if N > dt in the same
manner as Shamir’s scheme. In summary, the following proposition holds.

I Proposition 1 ([20]). Let Π = (P1, . . . , P`) be a partition of P and WΠ
w,t be the Π-partite

weighted threshold adversary structure with weight w ∈ Z`+ and threshold t ∈ Z+. Let F be
a finite field such that |F| > w · ΦΠ(P ). Then there exists a WΠ

w,t-private F-linear secret
sharing scheme Σ with information ratio σ(Σ) = w ·ΦΠ(P ). Furthermore, if w ·ΦΠ(P ) > dt,
then Σ is d-multiplicative.

2.3.3 CNF Secret Sharing Schemes
For any adversary structure ∆ of type Qd, it is possible to construct a ∆-private d-
multiplicative secret sharing scheme [15]. Let ∆+ be the set of all maximal subsets in
∆. Let s be a secret to be shared. First, choose |∆+| random field elements rA, A ∈ ∆+ such
that s =

∑
A∈∆+ rA. Second, assign (rA)A∈∆+

i
to each i ∈ P , where ∆+

i = {A ∈ ∆+ : i /∈ A}.
The information ratio of the scheme is

∑
i∈P |∆

+
i |. It can be seen that the scheme is

d-multiplicative as long as ∆ is of type Qd.

3 d-Multiplicative Secret Sharing for Any Multipartite Qd-Adversary
Structure

In this section, we propose an explicit construction of a ∆-private d-multiplicative secret
sharing scheme for any `-partite adversary structure ∆ of type Qd. Our scheme achieves an
information ratio n|max ΦΠ(∆)| = O(n`+1). First, we restate the definition of Qd-adversary
structures in the multipartite setting.

I Proposition 2. Let Π = (P1, . . . , P`) be a partition of P and ∆ be a Π-partite adversary
structure on P . Then ∆ is of type Qd if and only if x1 + · · · + xd � ΦΠ(P ) for any (not
necessarily distinct) d points x1, . . . ,xd ∈ ΦΠ(∆).

Proof. First, assume that P is covered by d subsets B1, . . . , Bd ∈ ∆. Since ∆ is monotone
decreasing, we may assume that the Bi’s are pairwise distinct. Then it holds that ΦΠ(Bi) ∈
ΦΠ(∆) and ΦΠ(B1) + · · ·+ ΦΠ(Bd) = ΦΠ(P ).

Second, assume that there exists d points x1, . . . ,xd ∈ ΦΠ(∆) such that x1 + · · ·+ xd �
ΦΠ(P ). Since c′ ∈ ΦΠ(∆) if c ∈ ΦΠ(∆) and 0 � c′ � c, we can replace the xi’s with
d points b1, . . . , bd ∈ ΦΠ(∆) such that bi � xi and b1 + · · · + bd = ΦΠ(P ). Then there
exist pairwise disjoint d subsets B1, . . . , Bd in ∆ such that xi = ΦΠ(Bi). We have that
B1 ∪ · · · ∪Bd = P . J

Next, we explain the well-known decomposition technique [21], which is fundamental to
our construction of d-multiplicative schemes. Roughly speaking, if an adversary structure ∆
is decomposed into several adversary structures ∆i, then a ∆-private secret sharing scheme
can be obtained from secret sharing schemes each of which is ∆i-private. Specifically, let
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∆1, . . . ,∆N be N adversary structures on P and set ∆∀ =
⋂
i∈[N ] ∆i and ∆∃ =

⋃
i∈[N ] ∆i.

Suppose that, for each i ∈ [N ], we are given a ∆i-private secret sharing scheme Σi =
(Ki,Ri,Si, ϕi). We assume that all domains of secrets Ki are identical to a finite field F.

In the following, we construct two secret sharing schemes Σ∀ and Σ∃ with domain of
secrets F which are private with respect to ∆∀ and ∆∃, respectively. Set R = R1 × · · · ×RN
and S = S1 × · · · × SN . Let s ∈ F be a secret to be shared. First, Σ∀ randomly chooses
r = (r1, . . . , rN ) from R and sets a vector of shares as ϕ(s, r) = (ϕ1(s, r1), . . . , ϕN (s, rN )) ∈
Sn. Equivalently, Σ∀ runs N secret sharing schemes Σi in parallel with secret s. Second,
Σ∃ randomly chooses r = (r1, . . . , rN ) from R and N − 1 elements s1, . . . , sN−1 from
F. Then it sets sN = s −

∑
i∈[N−1] si and a vector of shares as ϕ(s, (r, s1, . . . , sN−1)) =

(ϕ1(s1, r1), . . . , ϕN (sN , rN )) ∈ Sn. In other words, Σ∃ randomly splits s into s1, . . . , sN and
runs Σi in parallel with secret si for each i ∈ [N ]. Then the following proposition holds.

I Proposition 3 ([21]). Let F be a finite field. Let ∆1, . . . ,∆N be N adversary structures on
P and set ∆∀ =

⋂
i∈[N ] ∆i and ∆∃ =

⋃
i∈[N ] ∆i. Suppose that, for each i ∈ [N ], a ∆i-private

secret sharing scheme Σi = (F,Ri,Si, ϕi) is given. Then there exist a ∆∀-private secret
sharing scheme Σ∀ and a ∆∃-private secret sharing scheme Σ∃ both of which have information
ratios at most

∑
i∈[N ] σ(Σi).

Now, we are ready to provide our construction of d-multiplicative schemes. Let Π =
(P1, . . . , P`) be a partition of P and ∆ be a Π-partite adversary structure. Write max ΦΠ(∆) =
{a1, . . . ,aN}. We decompose ∆ into N adversary structures ∆1, . . . ,∆N as ∆ =

⋃
j∈[N ] ∆j ,

where ∆j is the Π-partite adversary structure such that ΦΠ(∆j) = {x ∈ ΦΠ(2P ) : x � aj}.
Furthermore, we decompose each ∆j into ` adversary structures ∆j1, . . . ,∆j` as ∆j =⋂
k∈[`] ∆jk, where ∆jk is the Π-partite adversary structure such that ΦΠ(∆jk) = {x ∈

ΦΠ(2P ) : x(k) ≤ aj(k)}.
For each ∆jk, we can construct a ∆jk-private scheme Σjk based on the (aj(k), |Pk|)-

Shamir secret sharing scheme. Indeed, let F be a finite field with |F| > n and fix n distinct
nonzero elements α1, . . . , αn ∈ F. For a secret s ∈ F, choose a random polynomial fjk of
degree at most aj(k) conditioned on fjk(0) = s and assign fjk(αi) ∈ F to each player i ∈ Pk.

In view of Proposition 3, we obtain a ∆j-private secret sharing scheme Σj from Σj1, . . . ,Σj`.
Since Σjk does not assign any share to players in Pk′ for k′ 6= k, the information ratio of
Σj is n. Again, from Proposition 3, we obtain a ∆-private secret sharing scheme Σ with
information ratio nN from Σ1, . . . ,ΣN .

We show that the scheme Σ constructed in this way is d-multiplicative if ∆ is of type Qd.

I Theorem 4. Let F be a finite field with |F| > n. Let Π = (P1, . . . , P`) be a partition of
P and ∆ be a Π-partite Qd-adversary structure on P . Write max ΦΠ(∆) = {a1, . . . ,aN}.
Then there exists a ∆-private d-multiplicative F-linear secret sharing scheme Σ such that
σ(Σ) = nN .

Proof. First, we define some notations. For each i ∈ P , let `i ∈ [`] be the unique index
such that i ∈ P`i . Since ∆ is of type Qd, it holds that aj1 + · · ·+ ajd

� ΦΠ(P ) for any j =
(j1, . . . , jd) ∈ [N ]d. In particular, there exists an index k such that aj1(k)+· · ·+ajd

(k) < |Pk|.
Thus, we can define a map ψ : [N ]d → [`] such that aj1(ψ(j)) + · · ·+ ajd

(ψ(j)) < |Pψ(j)| for
any j = (j1, . . . , jd) ∈ [N ]d. For each j = (j1, . . . , jd) ∈ [N ]d, we fix a subset P̃j ⊆ Pψ(j) of
size aj1(ψ(j)) + · · ·+ ajd

(ψ(j)) + 1. Note that `i = ψ(j) if i ∈ P̃j . Furthermore, we define
Ji := {j ∈ [N ]d : i ∈ P̃j} for i ∈ P .

Let Σ be the above secret sharing scheme. From the construction of Σ, any share assigned
to i ∈ P for a secret s has the form of (f1`i

(αi), . . . , fN`i
(αi)), where each fj`i

is a polynomial
of degree at most aj(`i) and s = f1`i

(0) + · · ·+ fN`i
(0). For any k 6= k′ ∈ [`], the schemes

Σjk and Σjk′ have the same secret as inputs and hence it holds that fjk(0) = fjk′(0).
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Let s(1), . . . , s(d) be any d secrets. For m ∈ [d], let (f (m)
1`i

(αi), . . . , f (m)
N`i

(αi)) be a share
assigned to i ∈ P for the secret s(m). Since f (m)

jk (0) have the same value for all k ∈ [`], we
denote the common value by s(m)

j . Then it holds that s(m) = s
(m)
1 + · · ·+ s

(m)
N .

Note that, for any j = (j1, . . . , jd) ∈ [N ]d and k = ψ(j), the product
∏
m∈[d] f

(m)
jmk

is a
polynomial of degree at most

∑
m∈[d] ajm

(k) and P̃j is a subset of size
∑
m∈[d] ajm

(k) + 1.
Thus, by Lagrange interpolation, for any j = (j1, . . . , jd) ∈ [N ]d, it holds that

s
(1)
j1
· · · s(d)

jd
= f

(1)
j1,ψ(j)(0) · · · f (d)

jd,ψ(j)(0) =
∑
i∈P̃j

λ
P̃j

i f
(1)
j1`i

(αi) · · · f (d)
jd`i

(αi),

where λP̃j

i is a lagrange coefficient, i.e., λP̃j

i =
∏
k∈P̃j\{i}

αk/(αk − αi).
Now we have

s(1) · · · s(d) =
∑

j=(j1,...,jd)∈[N ]d
s

(1)
j1
· · · s(d)

jd

=
∑

j∈[N ]d

∑
i∈P̃j

λ
P̃j

i f
(1)
j1`i

(αi) · · · f (d)
jd`i

(αi)

=
∑
i∈P

∑
j∈Ji

λ
P̃j

i f
(1)
j1`i

(αi) · · · f (d)
jd`i

(αi).

For i ∈ P with Ji = ∅, the corresponding sum is assumed to be 0. Therefore, the d-
multiplicativity follows by defining MULT : P × Sd → F as

MULT(i, (γ(1)
1 , . . . , γ

(1)
N ), . . . , (γ(d)

1 , . . . , γ
(d)
N )) =

∑
j=(j1,...,jd)∈Ji

λ
P̃j

i γ
(1)
j1
· · · γ(d)

jd
. J

Since N = |max ΦΠ(∆)| is clearly at most |ΦΠ(2P )| = O(n`), we can obtain a ∆-private
d-multiplicative secret sharing schemes with information ratio O(n`+1) for any `-partite
Qd-adversary structure ∆. Although the CNF scheme for ∆ is also d-multiplicative, the
information ratio

∑
i∈P |∆

+
i | is exponential in n. Indeed, the set of all maximal subsets ∆+

contains at least all subsets A such that ΦΠ(A) = a1. Therefore, we have

|∆+
i | ≥

(
|P`i
| − 1

a1(`i)

) ∏
k∈[`]\{`i}

(
|Pk|
a1(k)

)
.

I Example 5. We apply Theorem 4 to a family of bipartite adversary structures. Suppose
that the number of servers an adversary can corrupt is at most k. Equivalently, suppose
that the adversary structure ∆ corresponding to the adversary satisfies ∆ ⊆ T nk . If n > dk,
Shamir’s scheme can tolerate the maximal adversary ∆ = T nk . In the case of d(k−1) < n ≤ dk,
it is no longer possible to make d-multiplicative schemes secure against an adversary who
can corrupt any k servers since T nk is not of type Qd. On the other hand, d-multiplicative
secret sharing can still tolerate any k − 1 corrupted servers. It is natural to ask how many
subsets of size k we can add to ∆ under the condition that ∆ ⊇ T nk−1. Then, for n = dk − r
with 0 ≤ r < d− 1,1 we define the following (S, P \ S)-partite adversary structure Bnk (S) for
a subset S ⊆ P of size (d− r)k − 1:

Bnk (S) = T nk−1 ∪ {A ⊆ P : |A| = k and A ⊆ S}.

1 When r = d− 1 and n = d(k− 1) + 1, T n
k−1 ∪ {B} is not of type Qd for any subset B of size k. In other

words, T n
k−1 is the only Qd-adversary structure ∆ such that ∆ ⊇ T n

k−1.
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This adversary structure corresponds to the situation in which the adversary can corrupt any
k− 1 servers in P and any k servers in S. It can be shown that Bnk (S) is actually of type Qd
and is maximal in the sense that Bnk (S)∪ {B} is not of type Qd for any subset B /∈ Bnk (S) of
size k (see Appendix A).

It can be seen that max ΦΠ(Bnk (S)) = {(k, 0)} ∪ {(x, k − 1 − x) : x = 0, 1, . . . , k − 2}
if 0 < r < d − 1 and max ΦΠ(Bnk (S)) = {(k, 0), (k − 2, 1)} if r = 0. From Theorem 4, we
obtain a Bnk (S)-private d-multiplicative secret sharing scheme whose information ratio is kn
if d(k − 1) + 1 < n < dk and 2n if n = dk. The scheme can be defined over any finite field F
with |F| > n.

4 d-Multiplicative Secret Sharing for `-Partite Adversary Structures
with Good Geometric Properties

Let ∆ be a Π-partite adversary structure. We show that there exists a more efficient ∆-private
d-multiplicative scheme than the above general construction if the associated set of integer
points ΦΠ(∆) has some good geometric property.

Let C = Conv(ΦΠ(∆)) be the convex hull of ΦΠ(∆) in R`. The convex hull of a finite set
S = {x1, . . . ,xN} is defined by

Conv(S) =


N∑
j=1

αjxj : ∀j ∈ [N ], αj ≥ 0 and
N∑
j=1

αj = 1

 .

Set p := (1/d)ΦΠ(P ). Assume that p /∈ C. The hyperplane separation theorem [13, Theorem
4.4] states that there exists a vector h such that h · (c−p) < 0 for any c ∈ C. Then there do
not exist x1, . . . ,xd ∈ ΦΠ(∆) such that x1 + · · ·+xd = ΦΠ(P ) since, otherwise, it would hold∑
i∈[d] h · (xi−p) = 0. In short, an adversary structure ∆ is of type Qd if p /∈ Conv(ΦΠ(∆)).

Furthermore, since C is closed, there exists some ε > 0 such that ‖p− c‖ ≥ ε for any c ∈ C.
For an adversary structure ∆ with dist(p, C) ≥ ε > 0, we construct a ∆-private d-

multiplicative secret sharing scheme whose information ratio is at most O(`n2/ε) based
on weighted threshold secret sharing. For example, if ε is a constant independent of n,
the information ratio is much smaller than those of the schemes from the above general
construction, which is O(n`+1).

To begin with, we show that the convex hull C is also monotone decreasing. Specifically,
for any c ∈ C, the hyperrectangle determined by 0 and c is included in C.

I Lemma 6. Let Π = (P1, . . . , P`) be a partition of P and ∆ be a Π-partite adversary
structure. Let C = Conv(ΦΠ(∆)) be the convex hull of ΦΠ(∆) in R`. If c ∈ C and
0 � c′ � c, then c′ ∈ C.

Proof. Let c ∈ C and represent it as a convex combination of some points of ΦΠ(∆):
c =

∑
i αixi, where

∑
i αi = 1 and αi ≥ 0. Then, for any A ⊆ [`], c(A) =

∑
i αixi(A) and

hence c(A) ∈ C. Here, for a vector v ∈ R` and A ⊆ [`], v(A) denotes the vector whose entries
indexed by A are the same as those of v and 0 otherwise. If we set X := {c(A) : A ∈ 2[`]}, it
holds that Conv(X) ⊆ C since C is convex.

We finish the proof by showing that Conv(X) = {x ∈ R` : 0 � x � c}. Let x ∈ R` with
0 � x � c. Set Z = {i ∈ [`] : c(i) 6= 0} and write {x(i)/c(i) : i ∈ Z} = {v1, . . . , vm}, where
v0 := 0 ≤ v1 < · · · < vm ≤ 1. Furthermore, for j ∈ [m], set Ij = {i ∈ Z : x(i)/c(i) = vj}
and Aj = Ij ∪ Ij+1 ∪ · · · ∪ Im. Let y be a vector such that y(i) = x(i)/c(i) for i ∈ Z

and otherwise y(i) = 0. Then we have y =
∑m
j=1(vj − vj−1)1(Aj), from which we obtain

x =
∑m
j=1(vj − vj−1)c(Aj) + (1− vm)c(∅). Thus, x ∈ Conv(X). The other inclusion clearly

holds. J
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Figure 1 The convex hull of ΦΠ(∆) in R`.

Next, we show that if we set h as the unit vector parallel to p− c∗ for the closest point
c∗ ∈ C to p, then h · (p− x) ≥ dist(p, C) for any x ∈ ΦΠ(∆). Although the existence of h
easily follows from the hyperplane separation theorem, we additionally show that h ∈ R`+
using the fact that C is monotone decreasing. The vector h is used to find a weight vector
w such that ∆ ⊆ WΠ

w,t.

I Lemma 7. Let Π = (P1, . . . , P`) be a partition of P and ∆ be a Π-partite adversary
structure. Set p = (1/d)ΦΠ(P ). Let C = Conv(ΦΠ(∆)) be the convex hull of ΦΠ(∆) in R`.
Suppose that dist(p, C) ≥ ε > 0, i.e., ‖c− p‖ ≥ ε for any c ∈ C. Then there exists a vector
h ∈ R`+ with ‖h‖ = 1 such that h · (p− x) ≥ ε for any x ∈ ΦΠ(∆).

Proof. Let c∗ = argminc∈C‖p− c‖ and set h0 = p− c∗. Note that ‖h0‖ ≥ ε.
Then h0 · (p− c) ≥ ‖h0‖2 for any c ∈ C. Indeed, let c be any point in C. For λ with

0 < λ < 1, we define a point cλ as cλ = λc+ (1− λ)c∗. It follows from the definition of c∗
that ‖cλ − p‖2 ≥ ‖c∗ − p‖2. This implies that 0 ≥ −λ‖c− c∗‖2 + 2(c∗ − p) · (c∗ − c). By
making λ approach to 0, we obtain h0 · (c∗ − c) ≥ 0, which implies that

h0 · (p− c) = h0 · (p− c∗) + h0 · (c∗ − c) ≥ ‖h0‖2.

We show that h0 ∈ R`+. Assume that c∗ � p. Then there is an index j ∈ [`] with
c∗(j) > p(j). Set c′ = c∗− (c∗(j)−p(j))ej . Since 0 � c′ � c∗, c′ is in C. However, it holds
that

‖c′ − p‖2 − ‖c∗ − p‖2 = −(c∗(j)− p(j))2 < 0,

which contradicts the definition of c∗.
Set h = h0/‖h0‖ ∈ R`+. Then ‖h‖ = 1 and h · (p− x) ≥ ‖h0‖ ≥ ε for any x ∈ ΦΠ(∆) ⊆

C. J

To obtain a weight vector w, we approximate h by a vector of rational numbers h+ δ for
a small vector δ and set w = q(h+ δ) for some integer q. Since h · (p− x) ≥ ε for a finite
number of vectors x ∈ ΦΠ(∆), we can choose q to be q = O(`n/ε).

I Lemma 8. In the setting of Lemma 7, let h be a vector of R`+ with ‖h‖ = 1 such that
h·(p−x) ≥ ε for any x ∈ ΦΠ(∆). Then there exists a vector w ∈ Z`+ such that w ·(x−p) < 0
for any x ∈ ΦΠ(∆) and 0 ≤ w(j) ≤ (`n/ε) + 1 for any j ∈ [`].
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Proof. Write ΦΠ(∆) = {x1, . . . ,xN}. Define a continuous function fj : R` → R as fj(w) =
w · (xj − p) for j ∈ [N ]. Observe that fj(h) ≤ −ε and that for any δ ∈ R`,

|fj(h+ δ)− fj(h)| ≤ ‖xj − p‖ · ‖δ‖ ≤
√
`n‖δ‖.

Thus, fj(h+ δ) < 0 for any δ ∈ R` with ‖δ‖ < ε/(
√
`n).

Let q be the smallest positive integer satisfying q > `n/ε. Set pj = dqh(j)e for each
j ∈ [`]. Since ‖h‖ = 1, we have 0 ≤ qh(j) ≤ q and hence 0 ≤ pj ≤ q.

Let δ ∈ R` be a vector such that

0 ≤ δ(j) = pj
q
− h(j) ≤ 1

q
.

Then ‖δ‖ ≤ ‖q−11‖ < ε/(
√
`n). Set w = q(h + δ) = (p1, . . . , p`) ∈ Z`+. It holds that

fj(w) = qfj(h+ δ) < 0 for any j ∈ [N ] and 0 ≤ w(j) ≤ q ≤ (`n/ε) + 1. J

Now, we construct a d-multiplicative scheme using the weight vector w in Lemma 8.

I Theorem 9. Let Π = (P1, . . . , P`) be a partition of P and ∆ be a Π-partite adversary
structure. Let C be the convex hull of ΦΠ(∆) in R`. Set p = (1/d)ΦΠ(P ). Suppose that
dist(p, C) ≥ ε > 0. If F is a finite field with |F| > (`n2/ε) + n, then there exists a ∆-private
d-multiplicative F-linear secret sharing scheme whose information ratio is at most (`n2/ε)+n.

Proof. From Lemma 8, we have w ∈ Z`+ such that w · (x− p) < 0 for any x ∈ ΦΠ(∆) and
0 ≤ w(j) ≤ (`n/ε) + 1 for any j ∈ [`]. Set t := maxx∈ΦΠ(∆){w ·x}. Clearly, w ·x ≤ t for any
x ∈ ΦΠ(∆). Furthermore, dt < w · ΦΠ(P ) since w · x < w · p for any x ∈ ΦΠ(∆). Let F be
a finite field with |F| > w · ΦΠ(P ). Then, applying Proposition 1 to the weighted threshold
adversary structure WΠ

w,t, we obtain ∆-private d-multiplicative secret sharing scheme over F
whose information ratio is w · ΦΠ(P ) ≤ (`n2/ε) + n. J

The construction of Theorem 9 is a natural generalization of Shamir’s threshold schemes.
Indeed, the convex hull C = Conv(ΦΠ(∆)) for ∆ = T nk is {x ∈ R` : 1 · x ≤ k}. Thus, the
condition p /∈ C holds if and only if n > dk. Then we can set w ∈ Z`+ in the proof of
Theorem 9 as 1 ∈ Z`+ and t = maxx∈ΦΠ(T n

k
){w · x} = k. The weighted threshold secret

sharing for WΠ
w,t =WΠ

1,k obtained from Proposition 1 is nothing but the (k, n)-Shamir secret
sharing scheme.

I Example 10. We consider the bipartite adversary structure Bnk (S) in Example 5 again.
If n = dk − r and 0 < r < d− 1, then the convex hull C = Conv(ΦΠ(Bnk (S))) is

C = {(x, y) ∈ R2 : x ≥ 0, y ≥ 0, (k − 1)x+ ky ≤ k(k − 1)}.

The closest point c∗ ∈ C to p is on the line (k − 1)x + ky = k(k − 1). In particular,
c∗ − p is parallel to (k − 1, k). Therefore, we can set w ∈ Z2

+ in the proof of Theorem 9
as (k − 1, k). If we set t = maxx∈ΦΠ(Bn

k
(S)){w · x} = k(k − 1), then Bnk (S) = WΠ

w,t. As a
result, we obtain a Bnk (S)-private d-multiplicative secret sharing scheme whose information
ratio is w · ΦΠ(P ) = dk2 − dk + 1. The scheme can be defined over any finite field F with
|F| > dk2 − dk + 1.

If n = dk, then the convex hull C = Conv(ΦΠ(Bnk (S))) is

C = {(x, y) ∈ R2 : x ≥ 0, 0 ≤ y ≤ 1, x+ 2y ≤ k}.

Now, we can set w ∈ Z2
+ as (1, 2) and t = maxx∈ΦΠ(Bn

k
(S)){w · x} = k. Therefore, we

obtain a Bnk (S)-private d-multiplicative secret sharing scheme whose information ratio is
w ·ΦΠ(P ) = dk+1 = n+1. The scheme can be defined over any finite field F with |F| > n+1.
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In both cases, the information ratios are smaller than those of the d-multiplicative schemes
in Example 5, which are kn = dk2 − rk if 0 < r < d − 1 and 2n if r = 0. However, the
schemes in Example 5 can be defined over a smaller field F such that |F| > n.

Moreover, we provide another example of adversary structures which arise in real-world
scenarios and apply Theorem 9 to them. In a naive approach based on weighted threshold
secret sharing, the obtained information ratio would grow infinitely depending on the
description of an adversary structure.

I Example 11. Suppose that a Π-partite adversary structure ∆ is described as ΦΠ(∆) =
{x ∈ ΦΠ(2P ) : a · x ≤ b} for some a and b and that a · p > b. In a real-world setting, such
∆ corresponds to a situation in which each value a(j) is the cost required to corrupt a single
server in the j-th part and b specifies the maximum tolerable cost. Note that there are
infinitely many pairs (a′, b′) such that ΦΠ(∆) = {x ∈ ΦΠ(2P ) : a′ · x ≤ b′} since ΦΠ(∆) is a
finite subset in R`.

If a ∈ Z`+, then we have ∆ ⊆ WΠ
a,t and dt < a · ΦΠ(P ) for t = maxx∈ΦΠ(∆){a · x}.

Hence, we immediately obtain a ∆-private d-multiplicative scheme whose information ratio is
a · ΦΠ(P ). However, a is not necessarily a vector of non-negative integers. One may have a
good rational approximation ã of a and set w = N ã ∈ Z`+ for some N . Nevertheless, as the
complexity of a increases, N would grow infinitely, which results in a large information ratio.

From Theorem 9, we can construct a ∆-private d-multiplicative scheme whose information
ratio depends on the distance between the point p and the hyperplaneH = {x ∈ R` : a·x = b}
rather than the complexity of the coefficient vector a. Let C = {x ∈ R` : a · x ≤ b}. Since
C is convex, C includes Conv(ΦΠ(∆)). Thus, the distance between p and Conv(ΦΠ(∆))
is lower bounded by dist(p, H). In other words, for any c ∈ Conv(ΦΠ(∆)), it holds that
‖c−p‖ ≥ dist(p, H) = (a ·p−b)/‖a‖. From Theorem 9, we have a ∆-private d-multiplicative
secret sharing scheme Σ such that

σ(Σ) ≤ `n2

dist(p, H) + n = `n2‖a‖
a · p− b

+ n.

To explicitly obtain secret sharing schemes from Theorem 9, we have to find the vector
h = (p− c∗)/‖p− c∗‖ in Lemma 7, where c∗ is the closest point in C = Conv(ΦΠ(∆)) to p.
For that purpose, we can make use of (hard margin) support vector machine [22]. Note that,
since C is convex, the vector h is characterized by the condition h · (p − x) ≥ ε, ∀x ∈ C,
where ε = dist(p, C). Set a training data set D as D = {(x,−1) : x ∈ ΦΠ(∆)} ∪ {(p, 1)}.
Consider the following quadratic programming problem with respect to w ∈ R` and b ∈ R:

minimize ‖w‖2

subject to y(w · x− b) ≥ 1, ∀(x, y) ∈ D.

It holds that h·x−(h·p−ε/2) ≤ −ε/2 for any x ∈ ΦΠ(∆), which means that ((2/ε)h, (2/ε)h·
p − 1) is a feasible solution to the problem. On the other hand, for any feasible solution
(w, b), we have C ⊆ {x ∈ R` : w ·x−b ≤ −1} and hence ε ≥ 2/‖w‖, that is, ‖w‖ ≥ ‖(2/ε)h‖.
Therefore, the optimal solution (w∗, b∗) is given by ((2/ε)h, (2/ε)h · p− 1). Then we obtain
the vector h by computing h = w∗/‖w∗‖.
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A The Bipartite Adversary Structure Bn
k (S)

I Proposition 12. Let k, d, r be integers such that k ≥ 1, d ≥ 2, and 0 ≤ r < d − 1,
respectively. Set n = dk−r. For any subset S ⊆ P of size (d−r)k−1, the bipartite adversary
structure Bnk (S) is of type Qd.

Proof. Assume that P is covered by some pairwise disjoint d subsets A1, . . . , Ad in Bnk (S).
Since n = (d − r)k + r(k − 1) and |Ai| ≤ k for any i ∈ [d], we may assume that the first
d − r subsets A1, . . . , Ad−r are of size k and the other subsets Ad−r+1, . . . , Ad are of size
k − 1. From the definition of Bnk (S), A1, . . . , Ad−r are pairwise disjoint subsets of S and,
in particular, |S| ≥ |A1|+ · · ·+ |Ad−r|. However, S is a set of size (d− r)k − 1, which is a
contradiction. J

I Proposition 13. Continuing the notation of Proposition 12, Bnk (S) ∪ {B} is not of type
Qd for any subset B /∈ Bnk (S) of size k.

Proof. If B is a subset of size k such that B /∈ Bnk (S), then |S \ B| ≥ (d − r − 1)k. Then
we can partition S \ B into pairwise disjoint d − r − 1 subsets B2, . . . , Bd−r of size k. By
partitioning P \ (B ∪B2 ∪ · · · ∪Bd−r) into r subsets Bd−r+1, . . . , Bd each of size k − 1, we
obtain B ∪B2 ∪ · · · ∪Bd = P , which means Bnk (S) ∪ {B} is not Qd. J
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Abstract
Over the past 20 years, the efficiency of secure multi-party protocols has been greatly improved.
While the seminal protocols from the late 80’s require a communication of Ω(n6) field elements
per multiplication among n parties, recent protocols offer linear communication complexity. This
means that each party needs to communicate a constant number of field elements per multiplication,
independent of n.

However, these efficient protocols only offer active security, which implies that at most t < n/3
(perfect security), respectively t < n/2 (statistical or computational security) parties may be
corrupted. Higher corruption thresholds (i.e., t ≥ n/2) can only be achieved with degraded security
(unfair abort), where one single corrupted party can prevent honest parties from learning their
outputs.

The aforementioned upper bounds (t < n/3 and t < n/2) have been circumvented by considering
mixed adversaries (Fitzi et al., Crypto’ 98), i.e., adversaries that corrupt, at the same time, some
parties actively, some parties passively, and some parties in the fail-stop manner. It is possible, for
example, to achieve perfect security even if 2/3 of the parties are faulty (three quarters of which
may abort in the middle of the protocol, and a quarter may even arbitrarily misbehave). This
setting is much better suited to many applications, where the crash of a party is more likely than a
coordinated active attack.

Surprisingly, since the presentation of the feasibility result for the mixed setting, no progress
has been made in terms of efficiency: the state-of-the-art protocol still requires a communication of
Ω(n6) field elements per multiplication.

In this paper, we present a perfectly-secure MPC protocol for the mixed setting with essentially
the same efficiency as the best MPC protocols for the active-only setting. For the first time, this
allows to tolerate faulty majorities, while still providing optimal efficiency. As a special case, this also
results in the first fully-secure MPC protocol secure against any number of crashing parties, with
optimal (i.e., linear in n) communication. We provide simulation-based proofs of our construction.
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1 Introduction

In this work, we consider the problem of secure multi-party computation (MPC), where n
mutually distrusted parties want to jointly perform some computation, represented by a
circuit over a finite field, with input, output, multiplication, affine and randomness gates. We
assume that each pair of parties is connected by a secure channel and that the communication
is synchronous.
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3:2 Efficient MPC with a Mixed Adversary

Intuitively, a protocol executed by the parties is secure if it is “as good as” an ideal
trusted third party who performs the computation for the parties. This is formalized in the
so-called real-world/ideal-world paradigm by requiring that anything an adversary can do in
the real-world protocol execution can also be achieved in the ideal world with the trusted
party. In this work, we focus on perfect security against a central, static adversary, who can
corrupt up to t parties of its choice.

Corruption Types

In the literature, several types of corruption are considered, in particular, active, passive (also
called semi-honest) and fail-stop corruption1. Since the seminal works [9, 15], it is known
that a perfectly-secure protocol can only tolerate t < n/3 active corruptions, or t < n/2
passive corruptions.2 We note that one can tolerate t < n active corruptions, at the cost of
degrading security (i.e., give up on guaranteed output delivery), but in this work we focus
on full security.

Fitzi et al. [26] pointed out a trade-off between the adversary’s capabilities and the overall
number of corruptions. For example, considering passive adversaries has the advantage of
being able to tolerate as many as t < n/2 corruptions (in the fail-stop setting this is even
t < n). However, these weak corruption types are not practical – if a single party misbehaves,
protocols for such settings give no security guarantees at all. On the other hand, considering
only active corruptions may be too pessimistic, since it comes at the cost of lowering the
threshold to n/3. [26] showed that there is room in between the above “pure” settings and
introduced the mixed-adversary setting, in which the adversary can simultaneously corrupt
up to ta parties actively, up to tp parties passively, and up to tf parties in a fail-stop manner.3
Perfectly secure MPC in the mixed setting is possible if and only if 3ta + 2tp + tf < n.

The mixed setting strictly generalizes the pure settings and, in addition, offers flexibility,
since it allows to trade off a few corruptions of a strong type for many corruptions of a weaker
type. For example, decreasing ta by one allows to tolerate three more fail-stop corruptions.
A protocol for the mixed setting can tolerate, for example, n/2 fail-stop corrupted parties, in
addition to slightly less than 1/6 actively corrupted parties (which gives dishonest majority).

Communication-Efficient MPC

The first protocols proving that MPC is possible in the pure settings [9, 15] and in the mixed
setting [26] were quite inefficient, with communication costs of evaluating one multiplication
gate as high as Ω(n6) field elements. Since then, great improvements have been achieved in
the pure settings [19, 38, 22, 8, 10, 29, 33], leading to protocols with complexity linear in n.
However, for the (from a practical viewpoint) more relevant mixed setting, no practically
efficient protocols are known. Providing such protocols would immediately yield efficient
solutions for all pure settings, and, additionally, all settings “in between”.

1 Here the adversary is only allowed to crash parties, and it does not learn their internal states. Sometimes
this setting is relaxed by making the sending operation atomic – a party can only crash after sending
all messages in a given round. Since this seems unrealistic, we do not consider this relaxation.

2 It is also possible to achieve higher thresholds, for example t < n/2 active corruptions, if one considers
additional assumptions (such as a broadcast channel). In this paper we do not consider these settings.

3 We stress that a fail-corrupted party can be simultaneously passively-corrupted, in which case it colludes
with other corrupted parties.
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1.1 Contributions

We present the first multi-party computation protocol with perfect security against mixed
adversaries, and with the communication cost of computing one multiplication gate linear in
the number of parties. We achieve the optimal resiliency of 3ta + 2tp + tf < n. Moreover, we
provide simulation-based proofs of security of our constructions.

This immediately yields, as special cases, protocols with optimal communication complex-
ity for all pure settings. In particular, we get a protocol that tolerates tf < n fail-corruptions,
a realistic setting that has so far received surprisingly little attention in the MPC literature.
Moreover, our result covers all settings in between, for instance, one with many fail-corruptions
and few active corruptions, as long as tf + 3ta < n. We believe that considering such settings
makes sense, since in many applications it may be more likely that a party crashes, rather
than that it engages in a malicious, coordinated attack.

Perhaps surprisingly, many techniques used in the settings with only active or only passive
corruptions fail in the setting with additional fail-corruptions. We briefly summarize a couple
of problems:

The efficient secret reconstruction protocol of [22] requires the number of correct parties
(that is, neither actively nor fail-corrupted) to be in Ω(n). Intuitively, in order to
reconstruct k sharings, these are expanded to n sharings (using an error-correcting code).
These n sharings are then reconstructed (robustly), one sharing to one party, who then
forwards the secret to all other parties. The error-correcting code allows to correct faults
introduced by corrupted parties. In the active-only setting, error correction is possible
as long as k ≤ n− 2ta, so one can reconstruct k = n/3 sharings at costs O(n2). In the
mixed setting, error-correction (with erasures) requires k ≤ n− 2ta − tf , which might be
as small as 1. So the quadratic costs cannot be amortized. To deal with this problem, we
develop a more efficient, but non-robust, version of the protocol from [22], and employ an
extended version of the player-elimination framework to make it robust.
A standard technique for evaluating an input gate is to reconstruct an existing sharing of a
random value towards the inputting party, who then broadcast the difference to its input.
This approach breaks down in the mixed setting, if the inputting party crashes. This
is because known broadcast protocols for the mixed setting [27] provide no guarantees
for a corrupted sender, so the received value can be arbitrary (even if the sender is only
fail-corrupted). In fact, a rushing adversary may even be able to change the sender’s
input to a related value.4

We introduce a simple generic technique to deal with such situations – We execute the
standard broadcast protocol that guarantees correctness only if the sender does not crash,
and afterwards check if the party crashed, by executing a special heartbeat protocol. If
so, its input is set to a default value (note that allowing this is unavoidable, e.g. if the
party crashes before sending any messages).
Hyper-invertible matrices [8] are used to generate big bunches of sharings of random values.
Every party shares one input to the matrix. Then the parties verify the consistency of all
outputs by reconstructing and verifying ta of them. In the active setting, this is achieved
by reconstructing 2ta sharings (each to a different party). In the mixed setting one would
need to reconstruct 2ta + tf sharings. This destroys the efficiency of the construction.
To deal with this, we use the same approach as above – we change the semantics of

4 Note that the fail-corrupted parties do not reveal their inputs, unless they are also passively or actively
corrupted.
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3:4 Efficient MPC with a Mixed Adversary

the protocol from [8] and give guarantees analogous to those of the broadcast protocol.
Specifically, correctness is guaranteed only if no party crashes. In case of crashes,
inconsistent outputs can go through undetected – this will be handled in the extended
player-elimination framework, using the heartbeat subroutine.
In the player-elimination framework [35], the actual computation is performed by a very
efficient, so-called “detectable” protocol, that does not guarantee correctness, but that
guarantees that an inconsistency is detected by a correct party. After the protocol,
the parties agree on whether any inconsistencies were detected. If so, they identify the
corrupted parties, eliminate them, and repeat the process. Several problems occur in the
mixed setting. First, since we modified the semantics of hyper-invertible matrices, in our
computation faults may not be observed by any correct party. Second, parties crashing
during the identification process cause additional headache. Finally, it is not known how
to identify a conflict between an honest and a corrupted party. In the active setting
(3ta < n), one can simply eliminate both of them, but in the mixed setting, eliminating
a crashed party with an honest party would violate the threshold (3ta + 2tp + tf < n).
We deal with all these problems with a simple and elegant trick: We use the (almost)
standard fault detection from [35]. In case of crashes, we might identify wrong parties.
So, once we know who should be eliminated, we check whether some party has crashed
and, if so, we eliminate it (alone). Otherwise, the parties were identified correctly and
can be eliminated.

We prove the security of our protocol in a simulation-based framework, which allows to
simplify and modularize the proof. That is, for most of our subprotocols we define an ideal
functionality and prove that it is realized by the construction. We can then use this idealized
functionality in the higher-level protocol, and the security of the overall construction follows
by the composition theorem. We note, however, that modularization of protocols executed
within the player-elimination framework is nontrivial. Roughly, idealizing a detectable
protocol makes it impossible to identify corrupted parties in case of a disruption (this
usually involves publicly replaying the disrupted execution, and hence depends on the actual
implementation of the protocol). Therefore, for some subprotocols, instead of defining ideal
functionalities, we only prove that they satisfy certain properties, which are then used in
further proofs.

1.2 Related Work

Communication-Efficient Active MPC

Since the seminal feasibility results [45, 32, 9, 15, 43, 5], the goal of reducing the communica-
tion complexity of actively-secure multi-party computation has received a lot of attention.
The considerable (although polynomial) complexity of the first protocols was reduced to
linear cost per multiplication gate in the cryptographic setting [19, 38], in the unconditional
setting (that is, allowing negligible error probability) [22, 20, 10, 29, 28], and in the setting
with perfect security [8, 33].

There also exist efficient protocols that can tolerate a dishonest majority [24, 21, 42, 4]
(where the online phase has linear complexity). We stress that such protocols can only offer
degraded security [17], in particular, no fairness or guaranteed output delivery. In this work,
we focus on full security.

On the negative side, it has been proved [23] that linear per-multiplication gate complexity
is inherent for unconditionally secure protocols.
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Communication Cost Independent of the Circuit Depth

Most protocols with linear communication complexity, including ours, communicate (over the
whole execution) additional O(D · p(n)) field elements, where D is the multiplicative depth
of the circuit5 and p is a small polynomial. This caveat was recently removed by Goyal et al.
[33], who construct a perfectly-secure protocol for the active setting with linear complexity
and no dependency on the circuit depth. We expect that our techniques can be applied to
the protocol of [33], resulting in a more efficient (for certain circuits) protocol for the mixed
setting. We leave proving this claim as an important open question.

Mixing Different Types of Corruptions

Protocols providing several guarantees, depending on the number and the type of corruptions,
have been proposed [14, 39, 40]. These papers consider adversaries that either corrupt a
number of parties passively, or corrupt a (smaller) number of parties actively. In contrast, in
the mixed setting, an adversary simultaneously corrupts some parties passively and some
actively.

The mixed setting was considered by Badrinarayanan et al. [3] in the context of round-
efficient protocols. The authors present a constant-round protocol for the cryptographic
setting, and assuming setup. They also give a simulation-based proof, in a model similar to
ours. We note that their scheme is not communication-efficient.

The mixed setting has also been studied in the context of secure message transmission
over an incomplete network [25, 16, 2], and in the context of degraded security [34].

Ghodosi and Pieprzyk [30] strengthen the mixed-adversary setting without fail-stop
corruptions (with tf = 0) to the setting with a so-called omnipresent adversary. The mixed
setting can also be generalized to deal with so-called general adversaries [7, 36] (we note that
these general protocols are very inefficient in the threshold setting).

1.3 Protocol Overview
Our protocol follows the preprocessing model – it consists of two phases: the preparation
(offline) phase, executed even before the inputs are specified, and the evaluation (online)
phase, executed once the circuit and the inputs are known.

We employ circuit randomization [6], which means that the goal of the preparation phase
is to generate a number of shared multiplication triples and sharings of random values. This
is done using hyper-invertible matrices [8], modified for the mixed setting. Then, in the
evaluation phase, the circuit is evaluated gate by gate: input gates are evaluated with the
help of existing sharings of random values, affine gates are evaluated locally using linearity of
the secret sharing, and a bunch of multiplication gates is evaluated simultaneously with the
help of multiplication triples (one per gate) and a new protocol for reconstructing a bunch of
secrets towards all parties (using a non-robust version of the protocol from [22]). Evaluating
an output gate corresponds to secret reconstruction.

Both phases employ the player-elimination framework [35], modified for the mixed setting,
where some parties are eliminated whenever the adversary disrupts the protocol. The
eliminated parties are excluded from further computation, with the exception of providing

5 The multiplicative depth of a circuit is the maximal number of multiplication gates on any path in the
circuit from an input or random gate to an output gate.
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3:6 Efficient MPC with a Mixed Adversary

inputs and receiving outputs. The preparation phase starts with the original party set, and
the evaluation phase continues with the set resulting from the preparation phase. (Note that
this is different than in [8], where only the preparation phase requires player elimination.)

The communication complexity of the preparation phase is O(
∣∣C∣∣nκ + n3κ), where∣∣C∣∣ is the size of the circuit. The communication complexity of the evaluation phase is

O(
∣∣C∣∣nκ+n3κ+Dn3κ+ cin

2κ), where D is the multiplicative and ci is the number of input
gates.6

1.4 Outline of the Paper
Section 2 presents the stand-alone simulation-based model with mixed adversaries. Section 3
contains some essential preliminaries. Section 4 considers byzantine agreement protocols
needed in our setting. Section 5 extends the player-elimination framework to the mixed
setting. Section 6 treats Shamir secret sharing and various reconstruction protocols used
in this paper. Our main protocol is presented in Sections 7 (the preparation phase) and
8 (the evaluation phase). Finally, Section 9 contains conclusions and addresses universal
composition.

2 Model

We consider a set P = {P1, . . . , Pn} of n parties, who want to compute a function, represented
as a circuit over a finite field F with

∣∣F∣∣ ≥ 2n. The circuit contains ci input, co output, cm

multiplication, ca affine and cr random gates.

Mixed Adversaries

A mixed adversary can corrupt up to ta parties actively, up to tp parties passively, and up to
tf parties in a fail-stop manner. We denote by Pa,Pp and Pf the sets of actually corrupted
parties. The adversary gains full control over actively corrupted parties, and it sees the
whole internal state of passively corrupted parties. Moreover, at any point in the protocol,
it can make a fail-stop corrupted party crash. Once a party is crashed, it does not send
any messages. The adversary cannot see the inputs nor the messages processed by fail-stop
corrupted parties (unless they are simultaneously actively or passively corrupted). A party
which is not actively corrupted and has not crashed yet is called correct.

Stand-alone Security

We consider the standard stand-alone model of [12] with static adversary and synchronous
communication over perfectly-secure channels (for details of this model, see [31] or [12]). We
extend it to include mixed adversaries as follows. First, note that allowing multiple types
of corruption simultaneously is straightforward. Passive and active corruptions are already
modeled, so now we focus on fail corruptions.

Intuitively, we model fail corruptions as a very weak form of active corruptions, where
the adversary (1) does not see the secret state or the messages received by a fail-corrupted
party, and (2) only specifies the moment when such party stops sending messages in a given

6 One can easily get linear dependency on the number of input gates, using the techniques of [8]. However,
since the number of input gates is usually insignificant compared to the number of multiplication and
affine gates, we do not include this optimization in this paper.
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execution. Formally, the real-world execution starts with all fail-corrupted parties being
correct. Then, each round proceeds as follows. First, the correct parties generate their
messages, as in the protocol. The messages addressed to the actively- and passively-corrupted
parties, together with the randomness used by the latter, are given to the adversary. She then
specifies: (1) the messages sent by actively-corrupted parties, and (2) the set of fail-corrupted
parties that crash in this round. For each party Pi crashed in this round, the adversary
specifies a set of parties who still receive the message from Pi in this round. The crashed
parties are no longer considered correct in this execution. Finally, all parties receive their
messages.7 The view of a party consists of its input, randomness and all received messages.
The view of the adversary consists of the views of passively- and actively-corrupted parties.

In the ideal world, the ideal-world adversary (the simulator) interacts with the ideal
functionality F . As usual, he receives the inputs of passively-corrupted parties and modifies
the inputs of the actively-corrupted ones. Moreover, for fail-corrupted parties, he chooses
whether the input or a special symbol ⊥ should be given to F , where ⊥ means that the
party gives no input (note that this is inherent). In our model, fail-corrupted parties always
receive outputs (this strong guarantee is achieved by our protocols).

Formally, we consider functionalities F with domain (X ∪ {⊥})n, where ⊥ 6∈ X. The
semantic of ⊥ is left to the functionality, e.g., it can be replaced by a default value. The ideal
world is defined as follows: The parties that are not actively corrupted input values from X,
and the simulator receives the inputs of passively-corrupted parties. He then chooses the
inputs of actively-corrupted parties from X ∪ {⊥} and specifies a set D of fail-corrupted
parties whose inputs are set to ⊥. F is evaluated using the above inputs, and outputs are
sent to all parties.

The standard security requirement is that for every (unbounded) real-world adversary A,
there exists an ideal-world adversary S, such that the joint distribution of the view of A and
the outputs of the correct parties executing the protocol is equal to the joint distribution of
the output of S and the outputs of the correct parties computed by the ideal functionality F .

Modular Composition

The hybrid world with fail corruptions is the standard one (note that fail corruptions do
not affect ideal functionalities). Then, replacing ideal evaluation calls by subroutine calls is
straightforward: a subroutine is called with the set of actually crashed parties reset (note
that the set of fail-corrupted parties is constant). Observe that this means that crashed
parties may “come back to life” in subroutines. This is a strong type of corruption, and our
protocols are secure in this setting.8

Corruption-aware functionalities

The model of [12] was extended by Asharov and Lindell [1] to allow corruption-aware
functionalities, whose code depends on the corrupted set. We generalize this to the mixed
setting in the straightforward way. Specifically, our functionalities receive as inputs: (1)
the inputs from the parties, and (2) the sets Pa,Pp,Pf of corrupted parties. Then, each
functionality receives, upon initialization, the same set of parties actually controlled by the

7 In particular, this means that the crashed parties still receive their messages.
8 An alternative solution would be to enforce a consistent set of crashed parties. However, modeling this
would require techniques from the adaptive setting, such as the environment providing the crashed set.
Our solution is simpler and cleaner.
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3:8 Efficient MPC with a Mixed Adversary

adversary. Note that this is well defined in the static setting. We refer to [12] for a formal
description. Finally, we note that the corruption-aware functionalities were used in [1] only
as a tool to allow modular proofs. This is the same in our case. In particular, the final MPC
functionality both in this paper and in [1] is not corruption aware.

3 Preliminaries

We assume familiarity with hyper-invertible matrices and circuit randomization (we explain
these concepts in the full version [37]).

The Current Party Set

In this paper we execute protocols within the player-elimination framework, where some
parties are eliminated and the original party set P is reduced to a smaller set, which we
denote by P ′. Accordingly, we use t′a, t′p, t′f and n′ to denote the corruption thresholds in P ′

and |P ′|, respectively. A tuple (P ′, t′a, t
′
p, t

′
f ) is called a configuration.

The current configuration is an input to most of our protocols. Security is guaranteed
only if the inputted configuration is valid. Intuitively, we need that 3t′a + 2t′p + t′f < n′ holds
in P ′. However, since we use Shamir sharings with degree d = ta + tp (independent of P ′),
we also require that such sharings are possible to reconstruct by the parties in P ′. This
means that ta + tp < n′ − 2t′a − t′f , which implies 3t′a + 2t′p + t′f < n′.

I Definition 1. A configuration (P ′, t′a, t
′
p, t

′
f ) is valid if (1) P ′ ⊆ P, (2) ta+tp < n′−2t′a−t′f ,

and (3) |P ′ ∩ Px| ≤ t′x for all x ∈ {a, p, f}, where Px denotes the actually corrupted parties.

Complete Break Down

In some cases (which will never occur in the real execution) our functionalities provide no
security at all. This happens, for example, when the parties input inconsistent sets P ′. In
this case, we say that the functionality executes Complete Break Down, meaning that it
immediately stops execution, sends all inputs to the adversary and allows her to set all
outputs (see also [18]). Simulation is trivial in this case, and we omit this part in the code of
simulators.

Fixed Matrices

At different times in the protocols we use hyper-invertible and Vandermonde matrices. We
require that whenever in a protocol a matrix is chosen, all parties choose the same matrix.
So, for example, a fixed matrix of maximal needed size can be chosen as the parameter of
the protocol and the parties can use submatrices of appropriate sizes.

4 Byzantine Agreement

We consider two types of Byzantine-agreement protocols, namely consensus and broadcast.
A consensus protocol allows a set of parties, each holding an input xi, to reach agreement
on a common value y, where y = x if all correct parties have input xi = x. The guarantees
of consensus in the mixed setting were formalized by Garay and Perry [27]. They include
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consistency – the outputs of all parties that are not actively corrupted are equal, and
persistence – if inputs of all correct parties are equal to x, then the outputs are equal to x.9

A broadcast protocol allows a sender to publicly announce his value to all parties, where
it is guaranteed that indeed all parties receive the same value. Broadcast can be trivially
constructed from consensus: the sender sends his value to every party and then parties
invoke consensus on the received values. Formally, in the mixed setting, we require the same
consistency as in consensus – the outputs of all parties that are not actively corrupted are
equal, and validity – if the sender stays correct until the end of the protocol and his input is
x, then all parties output x.

A consensus protocol for the setting with active and fail-stop corruptions (that is, for the
mixed setting with tp = 0) was given by Garay and Perry [27]. Their protocol achieves one-bit
consensus, assuming that 3ta + tf < n. As the protocol is perfectly secure, it is also secure in
the presence of (any number of) passively corrupted parties. The communication complexity
of the protocol in [27] is O(n3). However, by applying the king-simulation technique of [11],
this complexity can easily be reduced to O(n2).

When we execute protocols within the player-elimination framework, Byzantine agreement
is invoked among the parties in the reduced party set P ′, but all parties in P should learn the
output.10 Hence, we employ the following consensus protocol, where every party Pi ∈ P ′ has
input xi, and every party in P receives output. The protocol internally invokes a standard
consensus protocol, and it is secure assuming that 3t′a + 2t′p + t′f < n′.

1: The parties in P ′ invoke a standard consensus protocol (for example, [27, 11]), where the
input of Pi is xi.

2: Every party in P ′ sends the output to every party in P \ P ′.
3: Every party in P ′ outputs the result of the consensus, and every party in P \ P ′ determines

its output using the majority rule.

Protocol Consensus({xi}Pi∈P′ )

Moreover, all parties in P should be able to act as a sender in broadcast.11 Such broadcast
can easily be constructed by having a sender Ps ∈ P send his value to all parties in P ′, who
then invoke Consensus on the received values.

The cost of Consensus instantiated with the protocol of [27, 11] is O(n2) (note that
n is the size of the initial set P). We denote by BA(κ) the complexity of broadcasting
or reaching consensus on a κ-bit message in the mixed setting. With the above protocol,
BA(κ) = O(n2κ).

I Remark. Our broadcast protocol guarantees no validity in case a fail-corrupted sender
crashes. This means that while the adversary can only prevent a fail-corrupted party from
sending messages, she can modify the messages broadcasted by such party. In this paper we
only consider such weak guarantees.

As a side remark, we note that an alternative solution would be to strengthen the
broadcast. This can be done by invoking after the weak broadcast our Heartbeat protocol
(defined in Section 5) on the sender. If Heartbeat succeeds (meaning that the sender is correct
at the end), then the value from the first broadcast can be used. Otherwise (the sender
crashed during or before Heartbeat), the broadcast fails and parties output ⊥.

9 In terms of [27], we require agreement and frangible validity. We do not consider strong validity in this
paper.

10All parties must know the current state of the protocol.
11The reason is that eliminated parties can still provide inputs to the MPC protocol.
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5 Player-Elimination Framework for the Mixed Setting

The player-elimination framework was introduced in [35] with the goal of designing efficient
actively secure multiparty protocols. The central idea is that every time the adversary
actively disrupts the protocol execution, at least one malicious party is “eliminated”, and
the disrupted part of the protocol is repeated.

The player-elimination framework reduces the problem of designing a resilient protocol to
the problem of designing a detectable protocol for the same task. In a nutshell, a detectable
protocol can give incorrect outputs, but only if this is noticed by at least one honest
party. Privacy needs to be preserved even if the adversary disrupts the protocol execution.
Since detectability is a much weaker requirement than resilience, detectable protocols for a
given task are usually much more efficient. The player-elimination framework transforms a
detectable protocol into a resilient one, essentially without complexity overhead.

A protocol executed within the player-elimination framework is evaluated in segments.
The size of a segment can be arbitrary, but it influences the overall complexity. For each
segment, four phases are executed: detectable computation, fault detection, fault localization
and player elimination. In the first phase the parties evaluate the segment, using the (very
efficient) detectable protocol. Then, in fault detection, they detect whether any of them
noticed a disruption in the first phase. If this is not the case, they proceed to the next
segment. Otherwise, in fault localization they localize a set of two disputing parties (that is,
two parties such that each of them claims that the other is corrupted). Both these parties
are eliminated in player elimination, and the current segment is repeated. The eliminated
parties no longer take part in the computation, but they can still provide inputs and receive
outputs.

Unfortunately, the player-elimination framework for the active setting [35] does not work
in the mixed setting. One reason is that a detectable protocol only guarantees that a fault
is noticed by a non-actively corrupted party. This means that if all parties who noticed it
crash right after the protocol, the fault may not be detected. Moreover, fault detection and
localization subprotocols for the active-only setting break down in the mixed setting. For
example, the localized set of disputing parties may contain a crashed and an honest party. If
such set was eliminated, the condition 3ta + 2tp + tf < n would no longer hold.

We therefore enhance the player-elimination framework to cope with mixed adversaries
as follows. First, we modify the notion of a detectable protocol. Roughly, if a party crashes
during (or before) the execution of a detectable protocol, then the output can be incorrect
even without a correct party noticing this. Accordingly, in fault detection the parties detect
not only whether a correct party noticed a disruption, but also whether a party crashed.
Then, in Fault Localization, two sets of parties are localized, such that unless a party in the
first set has crashed, at least one of the two parties in the second set is actively corrupted.
Afterwards, the protocol Heartbeat is invoked on each party in the first set, in order to
determine whether it crashed. Finally, in player elimination the parties eliminate either the
crashed parties in the first set or, if there are no such parties, all parties in the second set.

Protocol Convention

In the description of detectable protocols, we say that a (correct) party who notices a fault
becomes unhappy. Formally, each party stores a binary value, which we call a happy-bit,
and which can take values “happy” and “unhappy”. When a party becomes unhappy, it
sets its happy-bit to “unhappy”. The state of the happy-bits is local to each party, but it is
persistent between protocols. Furthermore, we adopt the convention that during a detectable
protocol, an unhappy party does not send any messages.
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Detectability in the Mixed Setting

We extend the definition of a detectable protocol of [35] to the mixed setting. Informally,
we require that a protocol may produce incorrect outputs, but only if this is noticed by a
correct party, or if any party crashed. Moreover, we require (1) completeness – a protocol
should give correct outputs if there are no faults during the execution and (2) privacy, which
must be preserved always, no matter if there were crashes or malicious behavior.

I Definition 2. A passively secure protocol Π for a set of parties P ′ is detectable if after
the execution of Π at least one of the following is true: either (1) the outputs of all correct
parties are correct, or (2) at least one correct party in P ′ is unhappy, or (3) at least one
fail-stop corrupted party in P ′ crashed. Moreover, if all parties are honest, then no (correct)
party becomes unhappy. Furthermore, Π guarantees privacy in all cases.

Fault Detection

The protocol FaultDetect is executed by the parties in P ′ during the phase of fault detection.
Its goal is to unify the happy-bits of the parties, such that all parties become unhappy
whenever any correct party is unhappy or any party crashed. We also require that FaultDetect
is complete, by which we mean that at the end of FaultDetect all correct parties are happy
whenever (1) all parties enter the protocol happy, (2) all parties behave according to the
protocol specification, and (3) all fail-corrupted parties finish FaultDetect alive. In particular,
this means that if conditions (1) and (2) are fulfilled, and no party crashed before FaultDetect,
but there was a crash during FaultDetect, we do not put any requirements on the final values
of the happy-bits, except that they are the same for all parties.

1: Every Pi ∈ P ′ sends its happy-bit to every other party and sets its happy-bit to “unhappy” if
from at least one party it does not receive a bit at all or if the bit it receives is “unhappy”
(or if it was unhappy before).

2: The parties in P ′ run consensus on their happy-bits.
3: Every Pi ∈ P ′ sets its happy-bit to the result of the consensus.

Protocol FaultDetect(P ′, t′a, t′p, t′f )

I Lemma 3. Assuming that 3t′a + t′f < n′, the protocol FaultDetect gives the following
guarantees:
(Consistency) At the end of FaultDetect the values of the happy-bits are the same for all

parties.
(Correctness) If any party starts FaultDetect being correct and unhappy, or if any party

starts FaultDetect crashed, then at the end all parties are unhappy.
(Completeness) If all parties are honest and start FaultDetect happy, then at the end all

parties are happy.
The communication complexity of FaultDetect is O(n2 + BA(1)).

Proof. Consistency follows by consistency of consensus. For correctness, note that both an
unhappy party and a party which starts FaultDetect crashed make every correct party set
its happy-bit to “unhappy” in Step 1. By persistence of consensus, every correct party is
unhappy at the end of FaultDetect. Finally, if there is no crashed party and no unhappy party
at the start of FaultDetect, and if all parties behave according to the protocol specification
and no party crashes, then the value of happy-bit at the beginning of consensus is “happy” for
all correct parties. By persistence, every correct party is happy at the end of the protocol. J
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Heartbeat

The protocol Heartbeat allows the parties in P ′ to reach agreement on whether a given party
Ph ∈ P ′ is alive. Formally, every party Pi ∈ P ′ outputs a binary value, equal to “alive” or
“crashed”.

1: Ph sends the value 1 to every party Pj ∈ P ′.
2: The parties invoke consensus, where the input of Pj is 1 if it received the value 1 from Ph

and 0 otherwise. The parties output “alive” if the output of the consensus is 1 and “crashed”
otherwise.

Protocol Heartbeat(Ph, (P ′, t′a, t′p, t′f ))

I Lemma 4. Assuming that 3t′a + t′f < n′, the protocol Heartbeat gives the following
guarantees:
(Consistency) All parties in P ′ output the same value “alive” or “crashed”.
(Correctness) If Ph starts Heartbeat crashed, then the output of Heartbeat is “crashed”.
(Completeness) If Ph finishes Heartbeat correct, then the output of Heartbeat is “alive”.
The communication complexity of Heartbeat is O(n+ BA(1)).

Proof. Consistency follows directly from consistency of consensus, while correctness and
completeness follow from persistence of consensus. J

6 Secret Sharing

We employ the Shamir secret sharing [44], where each party Pi has associated with it a
unique value αi ∈ F \ {0}. A value s ∈ F is correctly shared with degree d among the parties
in P if every correct party Pi ∈ P holds a value si ∈ F, such that all points (αi, si) lie
on a polynomial g of degree at most d with g(0) = s. A situation, in which s is d-shared
among P is called a d-sharing of s and denoted by [s]d. Sometimes we require a value to be
simultaneously d-shared and d′-shared. Such a sharing is called a (d, d′)-sharing of s and
denoted [s]d,d′ . The Shamir secret sharing is linear, that is, affine operations on shared values
can be performed directly on the respective shares, without any communication.

There are two protocols associated with a secret-sharing scheme: share and reconstruct.
In this paper, we do not consider the share protocol, and use instead a protocol that generates
sharings of random values (as explained in Section 7). On the other hand, we consider three
reconstruction protocols, the guarantees of which we describe below (the details are given in
the full version [37]). All reconstruction protocols take as input the sharing degree d and the
current configuration (P ′, t′a, t

′
p, t

′
f ).

The private reconstruction protocol RecPriv(Pr, d, (P ′, t′a, t
′
p, t

′
f ), [s]d) detectably recon-

structs the sharing [s]d towards Pr ∈ P, assuming that d′ < n− t′a and (P ′, t′a, t
′
p, t

′
f ) is

valid. The communication cost is O(n′κ).
The private reconstruction protocol RecPrivRobust(Pr, d, (P ′, t′a, t

′
p, t

′
f ), [s]d) robustly re-

constructs the sharing [s]d towards Pr ∈ P, assuming that d′ < n − 2t′a − t′f and
(P ′, t′a, t

′
p, t

′
f ) is valid. The communication cost is O(n′κ).

The public reconstruction RecPub(d, `, (P ′, t′a, t
′
p, t

′
f ), [s1]d , . . . , [s`]d) detectably recon-

structs ` sharings towards all parties in P ′, assuming d′ < n − t′a and (P ′, t′a, t
′
p, t

′
f ) is

valid. The communication cost is O(`n′κ+n′2κ). Technically, the protocol is a non-robust
version of the protocol of [22].
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7 Preparation Phase

Recall that the goal of the preparation phase is to robustly generate a number of multiplication
triples, as formally defined by FprepPhase. To realize FprepPhase, we proceed as follows. First,
we define an intermediate functionality Ftriples, which is essentially a non-robust version of
FprepPhase (it also includes fault localization) and realize FprepPhase in the Ftriples-hybrid model.
The rest of this section is then devoted to realizing Ftriples.

7.1 The Functionality FprepPhase

The parties input to the functionality the desired number L of triples and the current
configuration (P ′, t′a, t

′
p, t

′
f ). Since the protocol employs player elimination, the resulting

triples are shared among the parties in a smaller set P ′′. The resulting configuration
(P ′′, t′′a, t

′′
p , t

′′
f ) is outputted to all parties. Moreover, all parties in P ′′ receive the shares of L

triples, where the sharing degree is d = ta + tp. We model the worst-case scenario, where the
adversary is allowed to choose (P ′′, t′′a, t

′′
p , t

′′
f ), as long as it is valid and decides on the shares

of passively and actively corrupted parties.

The functionality receives sets of corrupted parties Pa,Pp,Pf . Let d = ta + tp.
1: Receive from each party a number L and a valid configuration (P ′, t′a, t′p, t′f ).
2: If these values (ignoring ⊥) are not consistent among parties, or if (P ′, t′a, t′p, t′f ) is not valid,

execute Complete Break Down. Else, send (Ok, L,P ′, t′a, t′p, t′f ) to the adversary and proceed
as follows.

3: The adversary sends:
A valid set P ′′ ⊆ P ′ with thresholds t′′a , t′′p , t′′f .
For each Pj ∈ (Pa ∪ Pp), shares ((a(k)

j , b
(k)
j , c

(k)
j ))k=1...L.

(Set P ′′ = P ′, t′′x = t′x and (a(k)
j , b

(k)
j , c

(k)
j ) = (0, 0, 0) if valid values are not received.)

4: Send (P ′′, t′′a , t′′p , t′′f ) to all parties.
5: Generate L triples shared among the parties in P ′′ as follows. For each triple k, choose

random a(k) and b(k), and let c(k) = a(k)b(k). Then, for each k = 1, . . . , L and x ∈ {a, b, c},
choose the polynomial g(k)

x at random from the set of all polynomials of degree at most d,
going through the point (0, x(k)) and all points in {(αj , x(k)

j ) | Pj ∈ (Pa ∪ Pp)}. Send to each
Pi ∈ P ′′ its shares (g(k)

a (αi), g(k)
b (αi), g(k)

c (αi)).

Functionality FprepPhase

7.2 The Functionality Ftriples

On a high level, the functionality non-robustly generates a number of triples, and, in case of
failure, identifies a set containing a significant number of actively- or fail-corrupted parties.

The parties input to Ftriples the desired number of triples ` and the configuration
(P ′, t′a, t

′
p, t

′
f ). Then, the adversary decides on one of three outcomes: (1) The detectable

computation succeeds, and ` triples shared with degree d = ta + tp among the parties in P ′

are generated; (2) The adversary disrupted the protocol and a set containing an active party
is identified and outputted to all parties; (3) The adversary disrupted the protocol and a
set of fail-corrupted parties is outputted. In the latter two cases, the adversary chooses the
outputted set, but a sufficient fraction of parties in the set must be actually corrupted (if
this is not satisfied, the parties receive the shared triples).
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The functionality receives sets of corrupted parties Pa,Pp,Pf . Let d = ta + tp.
1: Receive from each party a number ` and a valid configuration (P ′, t′a, t′p, t′f ).
2: If these values (ignoring ⊥) are not consistent among parties, or if (P ′, t′a, t′p, t′f ) is not valid,

execute Complete Break Down. Else, send (Ok, `,P ′, t′a, t′p, t′f ) to the adversary and proceed
as follows.

3: Receive from the adversary a message M, which is processed as follows:
If M = (Triples, ((a(k)

j , b
(k)
j , c

(k)
j ))k=1...`,Pj∈(Pa∪Pp)), then generate ` triples shared among

the parties in P ′ as follows. For each triple k, choose random a(k) and b(k), and let
c(k) = a(k)b(k). Then, for each k = 1, . . . , ` and x ∈ {a, b, c}, choose the polynomial g(k)

x
at random from the set of all polynomials of degree at most d, going through the point
(0, x(k)) and all points in {(αj , x(k)

j ) | Pj ∈ (Pa ∪ Pp)}. Send to each Pi ∈ P ′ its shares
(g(k)

a (αi), g(k)
b (αi), g(k)

c (αi)).
If M = (ActiveSet, E), where E ⊆ P ′ is a set such that |E ∩ Pa| ≥ |E|/2, then send
(ActiveSet, E) to the parties.
If M = (CrashSet, E), where E ⊆ P ′, E ⊆ Pf ∪Pa and E 6= ∅, then send (CrashSet, E)
to the parties.
Any other message is treated as (Triples, ((0, 0, 0))k=1...`,Pj∈(Pa∪Pp)).

Functionality Ftriples

7.3 Realizing FprepPhase in the Ftriples-hybrid Model
We now present the protocol PreparationPhase that realizes FprepPhase in the Ftriples-hybrid
model. The protocol divides the L into ta + tf segments of length ` and sequentially calls
Ftriples with input `. It starts with P ′′ = P ′ and in case of a disruption, eliminates parties
from P ′′. The outputs of all parties is the resulting set P ′′ and, for parties in P ′′, the shares
of the triples.

Let ` = d L
ta+tf

e and d = ta + tp.
Set P ′′ = P ′, t′′a = t′a, t′′p = t′p and t′′f = t′f . For each segment k = 1 . . . (ta + tf ) do:
1: Send ` and (P ′′, t′′a , t′′p , t′′f ) to Ftriples.
2: If the output is (ActiveSet, E), set P ′′ = P ′′ \ E and t′′a = t′′a − |E|/2, and repeat Step 1.
3: Else if the output is (CrashSet, E), then set P ′′ = P ′′ \ E and t′′f = t′′f − |E|, and repeat

Step 1.
4: Else, store the sharings received from Ftriples and continue to the next segment.
Every Pi outputs the configuration (P ′′, t′′a , t′′p , t′′f ). Moreover, every Pi ∈ P ′′ outputs the first L
triples of shares received from Ftriples.

Protocol PreparationPhase (L, (P ′, t′a, t′p, t′f ))

I Theorem 5. Assuming that 3ta + 2tp + tf < n, the protocol PreparationPhase securely
realizes FprepPhase in the Ftriples-hybrid model, in the presence of a static mixed adversary.

Proof. The simulator SprepPhase only needs to simulate the interaction with the ideal func-
tionality Ftriples. This is done by simply executing the code of Ftriples.

Throughout the execution in the real world, we have the following invariant: (P ′′, t′′a, t
′′
p , t

′′
f )

is valid and the shares stored by parties in P ′′ form correct d-sharings of triples. The former
follows from the observation that n′′− 2t′′a − t′′f is preserved when parties are eliminated (this
is trivially guaranteed by Ftriples). This also implies that 3t′′a + 2t′′p + t′′f < n′′. For the latter,
notice that a d-sharing in P ′ is also a correct d-sharing in P ′′, since d is constant. The above
invariant shows that the outputs are the same in the real and in the ideal world. 12 J

12Observe that we do not need that in case Ftriples sends (CrashSet, E), the parties in E are actually not
correct. It is enough that they are in Pf .
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7.4 Realizing Ftriples

We first construct two auxiliary protocols: The first protocol generates a number of double
sharings of random values, using hyper-invertible matrices. This double-sharing protocol
can then be used in the second protocol to detectably generate a number of multiplication
triples. The triple-generation protocol, together with fault detection and fault localization,
can be used to realize Ftriples.

Generating Double Sharings

The goal of the protocol DoubleShareRandom is to detectably generate a number of (d, d′)-
sharings of uniformly random values, unknown to the adversary, assuming that 3t′a+2t′p+t′f <
n′. The degrees d and d′ of the outputted sharings can be arbitrary.

We use the trivial protocol Share, which, on input a sharing degree d and a value s from
a party Pi, generates a (possibly inconsistent) d-sharing of s.

Pi chooses a random polynomial g of degree d and sends to every party Pj ∈ P ′ its share
sj = g(αj).

Protocol Share(Pi, d, s, (P ′, t′a, t′p, t′f ))

The protocol generates the (d, d′)-sharings in buckets of size at most n′ − 2t′a − t′p −
min(t′a, t′p). The idea is to, for each bucket, use Share to generate n′ double-sharings of random
values, each value chosen by a different party. Up to t′a of these sharings might be inconsistent
and up to t′a + t′p of them might be known to the adversary. Then, we apply to this vector of
sharings a (fixed) hyper-invertible matrix. First, this ensures that at least n′ − ta − tp of the
resulting sharings contain uniformly random values, unknown to the adversary. Moreover,
hyper-invertibility guarantees that if there exists a set of t′a resulting sharings which are
consistent, then all sharings are consistent. We exploit this fact by reconstructing 2t′a of the
resulting sharings, each towards a different party, who then checks the consistency of the
sharing it received. If no correct party notices an inconsistency, then all sharings must be
consistent. This verification step reveals to the adversary additional min(2t′a, t′a + t′p) shared
values, hence, only n′− ta− tp−min(2t′a, t′a + t′p) = n′− 2t′a− t′p−min(t′a, t′p) remain private.
To generate any number ` of double sharings, the procedure sketched above is invoked a
number of times (in parallel).

The ` sharings are generated in buckets of size n′− 2t′a− t′p−min(t′a, t′p) (with the last bucket
possibly smaller). Generate each bucket of size l using the following procedure:

1: Every party Pi ∈ P ′ chooses si at random and double-shares it among P ′ by invoking
Share(Pi, d, si, (P ′, t′a, t′p, t′f )) and Share(Pi, d

′, si, (P ′, t′a, t′p, t′f )).
2: The parties compute locally ([r1]d,d′ , . . . , [rn′ ]d,d′ )T = M([s1]d,d′ , . . . , [sn′ ]d,d′ )T , using

the shares of s1, . . . , sn′ , where M is a fixed hyper-invertible matrix of size n′ × n′.
3: For every Pi ∈ P ′ and j ∈ {1, . . . , 2t′a}, Pi sends its shares of [rj ]d,d′ to Pj .
4: Every Pj with j ∈ {1, . . . , 2t′a} verifies that the values it got define a correct (d, d′)-

sharing, that is, that all shares of the d-sharing lie on a polynomial g of degree d, that
all shares of the d′-sharing lie on a polynomial g′ of degree d′, and that g(0) = g′(0).
If any of these conditions does not hold, Pj gets unhappy.

5: The l sharings generated in this bucket are [rn′−l+1]d,d′ , . . . , [rn′ ]d,d′ .
Output all sharings generated in all buckets (that is, ` sharings in total).

Protocol DoubleShareRandom(d, d′, `, (P ′, t′a, t′p, t′f ))
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The communication cost of DoubleShareRandom can be seen to be O(`n′κ+n′2κ). Hence,
for large enough `, the amortized complexity of generating one double-sharing is O(n′κ).

I Lemma 6. Assuming that (P ′, t′a, t
′
p, t

′
f ) is valid and the values inputted by the parties

are consistent, DoubleShareRandom detectably generates ` correct (d, d′)-sharings, where for
each sharing, the shared value is uniformly random given the view of the adversary. The
communication complexity of DoubleShareRandom is O(`n′κ+ n′2κ).

Proof. Consider one bucket, in which l (d, d′)-sharings are generated, where l ≤ n′ − 2t′a −
t′p −min(t′a, t′p).

Correctness: Assume that no crash occurred and that after the protocol all correct
parties are happy. All values si generated by the correct parties in Step 1 are double-shared
correctly. Thus, at least n′ − t′a sharings [si]d,d′ are correct. Moreover, at least t′a out of 2t′a
sharings [ri]d,d′ verified in Step 4 are verified by correct parties and, thus, must be correct (as
otherwise a correct party would become unhappy). Together, this gives n′ correct sharings.
Since M is hyper-invertible, any other sharing can be written as an affine combination of
these correct sharings. Any affine combination of correct (d, d′)-sharings is also a correct
(d, d′)-sharing, hence all involved sharings are correct.

Secrecy: The values known to the adversary are at most: t′a + t′p values si (those chosen
by passively or actively corrupted parties) and min(2t′a, t′a + t′p) = t′a + min(t′a, t′p) values
ri (those possibly revealed to such parties). With these 2t′a + t′p + min(t′a, t′p) values fixed,
there is a bijective mapping between the actual l ≤ n′− 2t′a− t′p−min(t′a, t′p) values ri whose
sharings are generated by the protocol and any other l values si, generated by honest or only
fail-stop corrupted parties. Therefore, the values contained in the generated sharings are
uniform random and independent of the view of the adversary.

Completeness: If all parties behave according to the protocol, correctness of Double-
ShareRandom is trivial and security follows from the above argument.

Complexity: In each bucket the parties communicate O(n′2κ) bits, which follows by
inspection of the protocol. Moreover, each bucket (but the last one) contains n′ − 2t′a − t′p −
min(t′a, t′p) double-sharings, which can be seen to be at least 1

5n
′ 13, hence, there are at most

5`/n′ + 1 buckets. Therefore, the overall communication complexity of DoubleShareRandom
is O((5`/n′ + 1)n′2κ) = O(`n′κ+ n′2κ). J

Detectably Generating Multiplication Triples

The goal of the protocol GenerateTriples is to detectably generate a number of random
multiplication triples, shared in an arbitrary degree d, assuming that 3t′a + 2t′p + t′f < n′.
The idea is that GenerateTriples invokes DoubleShareRandom, in order to generate random
double-sharings [ai]d,d′ , [bi]d,d′ and [ri]d,2d′ , where d′ = t′a + t′p. The parties then use the
d′-sharings of ai and bi, and the 2d′-sharings of ri to locally compute 2d′-sharings of the
blinded products ei = aibi − ri as [ei]2d′ = [ai]d′ [bi]d′ − [ri]2d′ . These blinded products are
then publicly reconstructed using RecPub and the d-sharings of the products ci are computed
as [ci]d = [ri]d + ei, using the d-sharings of ri.

13 If we set m = 3t′a + 2t′p, then t′a ≥ m/5 or t′p ≥ m/5. It follows that n′ − 2t′a − t′p − min(t′a, t′p) =
n′ −m+ t′a + t′p −min(t′a, t′p) = n′ −m+ max(t′a, t′p) + min(t′a, t′p)−min(t′a, t′p) ≥ n′/5.
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1: The parties invoke DoubleShareRandom(d, d′, 2`, (P ′, t′a, t′p, t′f )) and
DoubleShareRandom(d, 2d′, `, (P ′, t′a, t′p, t′f )), where d′ = t′a + t′p, to generate random double
sharings [a1]d,d′ , . . . , [a`]d,d′ , [b1]d,d′ , . . . , [b`]d,d′ and [r1]d,2d′ , . . . , [r`]d,2d′ .

2: For i ∈ {1, . . . , `}, the parties compute locally a 2d′-sharing of ei = aibi − ri as [ci]2d′ =
[ai]d′ [bi]d′ − [ri]2d′ .

3: The parties invoke RecPub(2d′, `, (P ′, t′a, t′p, t′f ), [e1]2d′ , . . . , [e`]2d′ ).
4: For i ∈ {1, . . . , `}, the parties compute locally a d-sharing of ci = aibi as [ci]d = [ri]d + ei.
5: Output the ` triples ([a1]d , [b1]d , [c1]d), . . . , ([a`]d , [b`]d , [c`]d).

Protocol GenerateTriples(d, `, (P ′, t′a, t′p, t′f ))

I Lemma 7. Assuming that (P ′, t′a, t
′
p, t

′
f ) is valid and the values inputted by the parties are

consistent, GenerateTriples detectably generates ` triples of sharings, where each sharing is a
correct d-sharing, and for each triple ([a]d , [b]d , [c]d), the shared values a and b are uniformly
random given the view of the adversary, and c = ab. The communication complexity of
GenerateTriples is O(`n′κ+ n′2κ).

Proof. Since 3t′a + 2t′p + t′f < n′, we get that the degree 2d′ of the sharings used in Step 3
fulfills 2d′ = 2t′a + 2t′p < n′ − t′a. Hence, correctness and secrecy of outputted triples follow
from the correctness of RecPub and 6. The complexity follows by inspection. J

Realizing Ftriples

The following protocol Triples realizes Ftriples.

1: Every party in P ′ sets its happy-bit to “happy”.
. Detectable Computation

2: The parties invoke GenerateTriples(d, `, (P ′, t′a, t′p, t′f )) for d = ta + tp.
. Fault Detection

3: The parties invoke FaultDetect. If, as a result, they are all happy, they output the generated
triples. Otherwise, they do the following.

. Fault Localization
4: Let Pr be the party with the smallest index in P ′. Every Pi ∈ P ′ sends to Pr the randomness
Ri it used in the two previous steps and the messages Mi it received in those steps. If Pr

does not receive values from some parties, it uses instead the default values and proceeds.14

5: For each Pi, Pr reproduces all messages that Pi should have sent, using Ri and Mi, and, for
each Pj , compares them with the messages Pj claims to have received from Pi (as specified
in Mj). Then, Pr broadcasts a tuple (l, Pi, Pj , x, x

′), such that the lth message Pj claims
to have received from Pi was x′, while according to Pi it should have been x.

6: Pi broadcasts whether it agrees with Pr (i.e., whether the lth message it sent to Pj was x).
Pj broadcasts whether it agrees with Pr (i.e., whether if the lth message it received from
Pi was x′).

7: If Pi disagrees, every party sets E = {Pi, Pr}. If Pj disagrees, every party sets E = {Pj , Pr}.
Otherwise, every party sets E = {Pi, Pj}.

8: For every Ph ∈ {Pi, Pj , Pr}, the parties in P ′ invoke Heartbeat(Ph).
9: If the output of every invocation of Heartbeat is “alive”, output E. Otherwise, output the set

of parties, for whom the output of Heartbeat was “crashed”.

Protocol Triples (`, (P ′, t′a, t′p, t′f ))

14 If Pr does not get the values from some party Pi, it could, instead of ignoring it, broadcast the index of
such party. However, such solution would make the description of the protocol more involved.
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I Theorem 8. Assuming that 3ta + 2tp + tf < n, the protocol Triples securely evaluates
Ftriples in the presence of a static mixed adversary.

Proof. We present the simulator Striples. Roughly, since there are no private inputs to the
protocol (only private outputs), Striples simulates the execution towards the adversary A
by executing the protocol. The key point is to make sure that the outputs are distributed
correctly.

The simulator has black-box access to the adversary A. It outputs whatever A outputs.
1: Receive (Ok, `,P ′, t′a, t′p, t′f ) from Ftriples.
2: Execute GenerateTriples(d, `, (P ′, t′a, t′p, t′f )) and FaultDetect on behalf of the correct parties

in P ′ \ Pa: in each round, send the messages generated by the protocol to A, receive the
messages from corrupted parties and information about crashes, and compute the next
messages accordingly.

3: If the parties do not agree on the output of FaultDetect, abort.
4: Otherwise, if this output is “happy”, do as follows: For each triple k = 1 . . . `, compute

the shares of the corrupted parties in P ′ that would result from the protocol (this is fully
determined by the exchanged messages) and choose random shares for the corrupted parties
not in P ′. Send these shares, together with the command Triples, to Ftriples.

5: Otherwise (i.e., the output is “unhappy”), continue by executing fault localization. If
the correct parties do not agree on the resulting set E, abort. Otherwise, send to Ftriples

(ActiveSet, E) or (CrashSet, E), depending on the result of fault localization.

Simulator Striples

Assume that the honest parties input consistent values `, P ′, t′a, t′p and t′f , and that the
set P ′ is valid (otherwise, the simulation is trivial). This means that the preconditions for
Lemmas 3, 4 and 7 are met. By consistency of FaultDetect (Lemma 3), Striples does not abort
in Step 3. Then, Striples sends the command Triples if and only if the result of FaultDetect
is “happy”, which is the same as in the real world. Hence, we can consider two cases: (1) the
simulator sends Triples, and (2) he sends ActiveSet or CrashSet.
Case Triples. Consider any triple and the corresponding sharing polynomials ga, gb and

gc. In the real world, by correctness of FaultDetect, no party is crashed and no correct
party is unhappy at the end of GenerateTriples. Therefore, the secrecy stated in Lemma 7
guarantees that the free coefficients a and b of ga and gb are uniformly random and
independent of the view of the adversary. Moreover, correctness stated in Lemma 7
guarantees that the free coefficient of gc is c = ab. Therefore, the free coefficients are
distributed identically as in the ideal world.
By correctness (Lemma 7), the degree of all polynomials is at most d. It is easy to see
that in both worlds the polynomials are uniformly random among those consistent with
the shares that would be outputted by the corrupted parties and with the free coefficients
distributed as above.

Case ActiveSet or CrashSet. In this case it is enough to argue correctness (note that here
the parties have no secret inputs and the ideal functionality is deterministic). The set E
sent by Striples is the same as in the protocol.
The simulator sends CrashSet if and only if the output of Heartbeat for some parties in
P ′ was not “alive”. In this case, E contains no correct party, by completeness of Heartbeat
(Lemma 4).

Now consider the other case, where Striples sends ActiveSet. By correctness of Heartbeat,
none of Pi, Pj and Pk was crashed at the end of Step 7. It follows that if in Step 4 Pr

received no messages from Pi (or Pj), then Pi (or Pj) is malicious and could have sent the
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default values taken by Pr anyway. Consider how the set E is chosen in Step 7. If Pi (or Pj)
disagrees, then clearly it makes a conflicting claim with Pr. On the other hand, if none of Pi

and Pj disagrees with Pr, then one of Pi and Pj must be malicious, because they disagree
on the message sent from Pi to Pj . Hence, E contains two parties making conflicting claims.
One of these parties must be actively corrupted. J

7.5 Complexity
Consider first the complexity of the protocol Triples. By Lemmas 7 and 3, executing
GenerateTriples and FaultDetect requires communicating O(`nκ+n2κ+BA(1)) bits. For the
complexity of fault localization, observe that the total number of bits needed to send the
messages Mi is exactly the communication complexity of GenerateTriples and FaultDetect,
and that, asymptotically, sending the values Ri does not add to this complexity. Together
with broadcasts and Heartbeat, this results in O(`nκ + n2κ + BA(κ)) bits for the whole
protocol Triples.

For the final protocol PreparationPhase, notice that the adversary can make the parties
repeat a segment at most ta + tf times. This means that Triples is executed at most
2(ta + tf ) times. Hence, the protcol PreparationPhase communicates PreparationPhase is
O(Lnκ+ (ta + tf )(n2κ+ BA(κ))), which amounts to O(Lnκ+ n3κ).

8 Evaluating Any Circuit

In the full version of this paper [37] we show how to use the preprocessing functionality
constructed in the previous section to evaluate any circuit. In order to do so, we first define a
multiplication functionality Fmult, which can be used to evaluate a number of multiplication
gates on the same depth. Fmult expects as input a number of shared multiplication triples.
We then construct a protocol that realizes the circuit-evaluation functionality Fmpc in
the (FprepPhase,Fmult)-hybrid model. Finally, we show how to realize Fmult, using circuit
randomization, the detectable public reconstruction protocol RecPub and player elimination.

The final result is the following functionality Fmpc. We note that since the adversary
can always prevent fail-corrupted parties from giving input, Fmpc is defined on an extended
input domain, where a party can input ⊥, meaning that it gives no input. Fmpc replaces the
inputs ⊥ by default inputs 0 and sends to all parties the set of all parties who inputted ⊥
(this way, parties know what circuit was actually evaluated).

1: Receive from each party a circuit C with a topological order on the gates and the party’s
inputs to C. (Execute Complete Break Down if different values C are received, or if C cannot
be evaluated.)

2: For each party whose input was ⊥, set all inputs to C to 0.
3: Evaluate C and send outputs to the corresponding parties. Send to all parties the set of

parties who inputted ⊥.

Functionality Fmpc

9 Conclusions

In this paper we present a perfectly-secure protocol which allows to securely evaluate
any circuit in the presence of a mixed adversary. Our protocol has linear communication
complexity per multiplication gate. Furthermore, our protocol is secure as long as 3ta +

ITC 2020
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2tp + tf < n, which is optimal. Previous results for specific types of corruption can be seen
special cases of our result: we immediately get a linear protocol for the active setting (with
tp = tf = 0 and 3ta < n), a linear protocol for the passive setting (with ta = tf = 0 and
2tp < n) and a linear protocol for a fail-stop adversary (for tf < n). Moreover, our result is
much more general and implies protocols with linear complexity for any combination of these
settings. For example, we achieve a protocol, where overall 2/3 of the parties are corrupted.

Furthermore, we present a precise, simulation-based proof of security. As a special
case, this also yields the first actively-secure protocol with linear complexity and a sound
simulation-based proof (note the the proof in [8] is property-based).

Universal Composition

Katz et el. [41] formalize synchronous computation with secure channels and guaranteed
termination in the UC framework [13] and prove that any protocol that realizes a functionality
F in the stand-alone model and has a straightline black-box simulator, immediately yields a
protocol (with one additional synchronization round) that UC-realizes F. We note that they
consider the active-only setting, so their result cannot be readily applied to our protocol
for the mixed setting. However, we believe that with minor extensions, a similar result can
be phrased for our formulation of the mixed setting. We remark that we chose to use the
stand-alone model, since it naturally models the setting of synchronous computation over
secure channels, which results in simpler proofs. The communication in the UC framework,
on the other hand, is asynchronous and over insecure channels. Hence, to prove our protocol
secure in the UC framework, we would need techniques similar to those of [41], where the
authors use the hybrid model with clock and secure channels functionalities.

Future Work

An interesting direction for future work is to consider efficient protocols tolerating a mixed
adversary in the cryptographic and in the statistically-secure setting (hence, with larger
thresholds). Another important problem is to construct a protocol for the mixed setting,
that does not have the additive factor D · p(n) in the communication complexity. This can
potentially be achieved by combining our techniques with those of [33].
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1 Introduction

The idea of using distance and special relativity (a theory of motion justifying that the speed of
light is a sort of asymptote for displacement) to prevent communication between participants
to multi-prover proof systems can be traced back to Kilian[16]. Probably, the original authors
(Ben Or, Goldwasser, Kilian and Wigderson) of [1] had that in mind already, but it is not
explicitly written anywhere. Kent was the first author to venture into sustainable relativistic
commitments [15] and introduced the idea of arbitrarily prolonging their life span by playing
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some ping-pong protocol between the provers (near the speed of light). This idea was made
considerably more practical by Lunghi et al. in [19] who made commitment sustainability
much more efficient. This culminated into an actual implementation by Verbanis et al. in
[23] where commitments were sustained for more than a day!

As nice as this may sound, such long-lasting commitments have found so far very little
practical use. Consider for instance the zero-knowledge proof for Hamiltonian Cycle as
introduced by Chailloux and Leverrier[3]. Proving in Zero-Knowledge that a 500-vertex
graph contains a Hamiltonian cycle would require transmitting 250 000 bit commitments
(each of a couple hundreds of bits in length) and eventually sustaining them before the verifier
can announce his choice of unveiling the whole adjacency matrix or just the Hamiltonian cycle.
For a graph of |V | vertices, this would require an estimated 200|V |2 bits of communication
before the verifier can announce his choice chall (see Fig. 1). This makes the application
prohibitively expensive. If you use a larger graph, you will need more time to commit,
leading to more distance to implement the protocol of [3]. Either a huge separation is
necessary between the provers (so that one of them can unveil according to the verifier’s
choice chall before he finds out the committal information B used by the other prover while
the former must commit all the necessary information before he can find out the verifier’s
choice chall) or we must achieve extreme communication speeds between prover-verifier pairs.
This would only be possible by vastly parallelizing communications between them at high
cost. Modern (expensive) top-of-line communication equipment may reach throughputs of
roughly 1Tbits/sec. A back of the envelope calculation estimates that the distance between
the verifiers must be at least 100 km to transmit 250 000 commitments at such a rate.

In this work we consider the following problem: in a Multi-Prover environment, how little
spatial separation is sufficient to assert the validity of an NP statement in Perfect Zero-
Knowledge ? We exhibit a set of two novel Zero-Knowledge protocols for the 3-COLorability
problem that use two (local) provers or three (entangled) provers and only require them to
communicate two trits each after having each received an edge and two bits each from the
verifier. This greatly improves the ability to prove Zero-Knowledge statements on very short
distances with very minimal communication equipment. In comparison, the protocol of [3]
would require transmitting millions of bits between a prover and his verifier before the latter
may disclose what to unveil or not. This implies the provers would have to be very far from
each other because all of these must reach the verifier before the formers can communicate.

Although certain algebraic zero-knowledge multi-prover interactive proofs for NP and
NEXP using explicitly no commitments at all have been presented before in [18], [10]
(sound against local provers) and [5],[12] (sound against entangled provers), in the local
cases making these protocols entanglement sound is absolutely non-trivial, whereas in the
entangled case the multi-round structure and the amount of communication in each round
makes implementing the protocol completely impractical as well. (To their defense, the
protocols were not designed to be practical).

The main technical tool we use in this work is a general Lemma of Kempe, Kobayashi,
Matsumoto, Toner, and Vidick[13] to prove soundness of a three-prover protocol when the
provers are entangled based on the fact that a two-prover protocol version is sound when the
provers are only local. More precisely, they proved this when the three-prover version is the
same as the two-prover version but augmented with an extra prover who is asked exactly the
same questions as one of the other two at random and is expected to give the same exact
answers.

Our protocols build on top of the earlier protocol due to Cleve, Høyer, Toner and
Watrous[7] who presented an extremely simple and efficient solution to the 3-COL problem
that uses only two provers, each of which is queried with either a vertex from a common edge,
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Figure 1 Space-Time diagrams of [3]’s ZK-MIP? for NP. (45◦ diagonals are the speed of light.)
In the above two diagrams, V1 at a first location sends a random matrix B to P1 who uses each
entry to commit an entry of the adjacency matrix Y of G. At another location, V2 sends a
random challenge chall to P2 who unveils all or some commitments as A . At all times, V1 and
V2 must make sure that the answers they get from P1 and P2 come early enough that the direct
communication line between V1 and V2 (even at the speed of light) is not crossed. The transition from
left to right shows that increasing the number of vertices (and thus increasing the total commit time)
pushes the verifiers further away from each other. In [3] the distance must increase quadratically
with the number of vertices in the graph.

or twice the same vertex. In the former case, the verifier checks that the two ends of the
selected edge are of distinct colours, while in the latter case, he check only that the provers
answer the same colour given the same vertex. On the bright side, their protocol did not use
commitments at all but unfortunately it did not provide Zero-Knowledge either. Moreover,
it is a well established fact that this protocol cannot possibly be sound against entangled
provers, because certain graph families have the property that they are not 3-colourable
while having entangled-prover pairs capable of winning the game above with probability one.
This was already known at the time when they introduced their protocol. The reason this
protocol is not zero-knowledge follows from the undesirable fact that dishonest verifiers can
discover the (random) colouring of non-edge pairs of vertices in the graph, revealing if they
are of the same colour or not in the provers’ colouring.

We are able to remedy to the zero-knowledge difficulty by allowing the provers to use
commitments for the colour of their vertices. However they use these commitments in
an innovative way that we call the unveil-via-commit principle (of independent interest)
explained below. For this purpose we use commitments similar to those of Lunghi et al.[19]
but in their simplest form possible, over the field F3 (or F4 if you insist working in binary),
and thus with extremely weak binding property but also minimal in communication cost: a
complete execution of the basic protocol transmits a question Q of exactly one edge number
(using only log |E| bits) and two bits from verifiers to provers and an answer A of two trits
back from the provers to verifiers (see Fig. 2). This implies that for a fixed communication
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Figure 2 Space-Time diagram of our ZK-MIP? for NP. (45◦ diagonals are the speed of light.)

speed, the minimal distance of the provers in our protocol increases logarithmically with the
number of vertices whereas the same parameter grows quadratically in [3]. Nevertheless, this
is good enough to obtain a zero-knowledge version of the protocol that remains sound against
local pairs of provers. The main idea being that the provers will each commit to the colours
of two requested vertices only if they form an edge of the graph. To unveil the colour of any
vertex, the verifiers must request commitment of the same vertex by both provers but using
different randomizations. This way the verifiers may compute the colour of a vertex from the
linear system established by the two commitments and not by explicitly requesting anyone to
unveil. This is the unveil-via-commit principle (very similar to the double-spending detection
mechanism of the untraceable electronic cash of Chaum, Fiat and Naor[4]). We then use
the Lemma of [13] to prove soundness of the three-prover version of this protocol even when
the provers are entangled. A positive side of the protocol of [3], however, is the fact that
only two provers are necessary while we use three. Zero-Knowledge follows from the fact
that only two edge vertices can be unveiled by requesting the same edge to both provers.
Otherwise only a single vertex may be unveiled. Finally, we show that even the three-prover
version of this protocol retains the zero-knowledge property: requesting any three edges from
the provers may allow the dishonest verifiers to unveil the colours of a triangle in the graph
but never two end-points that do not form an edge (going to four provers would however
defeat the zero-knowledge aspect).

An actual physical implementation of this protocol is currently being developed.

1.1 Implementations Issues
Traditionally in the setup of Multi-Prover Interactive Proofs, there is a single verifier
interacting with the many provers. However, when implementing no-communication via
spatial separation (the so called relativistic setting) it is standard to break the verifier in
a number of verifiers equal to the number of provers, each of them interacting at very
short distance from their own prover. The verifiers can use the timing of the replies of
their respective provers to judge their relative distance. In practice, this means that we
can implement MIPs under relativistic assumptions if the verifier are “split” into multiple
verifiers, each locally interacting with its corresponding prover. The verifiers use the distance
between themselves to enforce the impossibility of the provers to communicate: no message
from a verifier can be used to reply to another verifier faster than the speed of light wherever
the provers are located.
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Moreover, multi-prover interactive proof systems may have several rounds in addition to
several provers. In general, protocols with several rounds may cause a threat to the inherent
assumption that the provers are not allowed to communicate during the protocol’s execution.
Nevertheless, most of the existing literature resolves this issue by providing an honest verifier
that is non-adaptive. To simplify this task, most of the protocols are actually single-round.
We stick to these guidelines in this work. Moreover, in order to prove soundness of our
protocols against entangled provers, we use a theorem that is currently only proven for
single-round protocols. The protocols we describe are indeed single-round and non-adaptive.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Notations
Random variables A,B ∈ Γ are said to be equivalent, denoted A = B, if for all x ∈ Γ,
Pr{(A = x)} = Pr{(B = x)}. The class of probabilistic polynomial-time Turing machines
will be denoted PPT in the following. A PPT Turing machine is one having access to a fresh
infinite read-only tape of random values (uniform values from the set of input symbols) at the
outset of the computation. In the following, adversaries will also be allowed (in some cases)
to be quantum machines. The precise ways quantum and classical machines are defined is
not important in the following.

ForM a Turing machine, we denote byM(x) it execution with x on its input tape (x being
a string of the tape alphabet symbols). A Turing machine (quantum or classical) augmented
with read-only auxiliary-input tapes and write-only auxiliary-output tapes is called an
interactive Turing machine (ITM). Read-only input tapes provide incoming messages while
the write-only output tapes allow to send messages. Interactive Turing machine M1 and
M2 are said to interact when for each of them, one of its write-only auxiliary-output tape
corresponds to one read-only auxiliary-input tape of the other Turing machine. An execution
of interactive Turing machines M1, . . . ,Mk on common input x is denoted [M1 . . .Mk](x).
For 1 ≤ i ≤ k, machine Mi accepts the interactive computation on input x if it stops in state
accept after the execution [M1 . . .Mk](x). When the ITM Mi that accepts a computation is
clear from the context, we say that [M1 . . .Mk](x) accepts when Mi’s final state is accept.
In this scenario, Pr{([M1 . . .Mk](x) = accept)} denotes the probability that Mi terminates
in state accept upon common input x. Quantum machines are also interacting through
communication tapes the same way than for classical machines. When a quantum machine
M1 interacts with a classical machine M2, we suppose that the write-only auxiliary tape and
the reade-only auxiliary tape of M1 used to communicate with M2 are classical. This is the
situation we will be addressing almost all the time in the following. A quantum machine M
is also allowed to have a quantum auxiliary read-only input tape that may contain a part
of a quantum state shared with other machines. This allows to model machines sharing
entanglement at the outset of an interactive computation. Henceforth, we suppose that the
(main) input tape of all machines (quantum or classical) is classical.

In the following, G = (V,E) denotes an undirected graph with vertices V and edges E.
If n = |V | then we denote the set of vertices in G by V = {1, 2, . . . , n}. We suppose that
(i, i) /∈ E for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n (i.e. G has no loop). We denote uniquely each edge in E as
(i, j) with j > i. For i ∈ V , let Edges(i) := {(j, i) ∈ E}j<i ∪ {(i, j) ∈ E}j>i be the set of
edges connecting vertex i in G. For e, e′ ∈ E, we define e ∩ e′ = i ∈ V if e and e′ have
only one vertex i ∈ V in common. When e and e′ have four distinct vertices in V , we set
e ∩ e′ = 0. Finally, when e = e′, we set e ∩ e′ := ∞. For readability, we use the following
special notations: (a, b) 6=6= (c, d) means a 6= c and b 6= d, while as always, (a, b) 6= (c, d)
simply means a 6= c or b 6= d.
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2.2 Non-local Games, and Relativistic Multi-Prover Interactive Proofs
Multi-provers interactive protocols are protocols involving a set of provers modelled by
interactive Turing machines, each of them interacting with an interactive PPT Turing
machine called the verifier V. Although all provers may share an infinite read-only auxiliary
input tape at the outset of their computation, they do not interact with each other. When
the provers are quantum, an extra auxiliary read-only quantum input tape is given and can
be entangled with other provers at the beginning.

I Definition 1. Let P1, . . . ,Pk be computationally unbounded interactive Turing machines
and let V be an interactive PPT Turing machine. The Pi’s share a joint, infinitely long,
read-only random tape (and an auxiliary reads-only quantum input tape if the provers are
quantum). Each Pi interacts with V but cannot interact with Pj for any 1 ≤ j 6= i ≤ k. We
call [P1, . . . ,Pk,V] a k-prover interactive protocol (k–prover IP).

A [P1, . . . ,Pk,V] k-prover interactive protocol is a multi-prover interactive proof system
for L if it can be used to show V that a public input x is such that x ∈ L. At the end of its
computation, V concludes x ∈ L if and only if it ends up in state accept. We restrict our
attention to interactive proof systems with perfect completeness since all our protocols have
this property.

I Definition 2. The k–prover interactive protocol Π = (P1, . . . ,Pk,V) is said to be a k-prover
interactive proof system with perfect completeness for L if there exists q(n) < 1 − 1

poly(n)
such that following holds:
perfect completeness: (∀x ∈ L)

[
Pr
{(

[P1, . . . ,Pk,V](x) = accept
)}

= 1
]
,

soundness: (∀x /∈ L)(∀P̃1, . . . , P̃k)
[
Pr
{(

[P̃1, . . . , P̃k,V](x) = accept
)}
≤ q(|x|)

]
.

The parameter q(|x|) is called the soundness error of Π. Soundness can hold against classical
provers or against quantum provers sharing entanglement. The former case is called sound
against classical provers while to latter is called sound against entangled provers.

Consider a k–prover interactive proof system Π(x) (with or without perfect completeness)
for L executed with public input x /∈ L. In this situation, Π(x) defines a so-called quantum
game. The minimum q(|x|) such that for all P′1, . . . ,P′k, Pr

{(
[P′1, . . . ,P′k,V](x) = accept

)}
≤

q(|x|) is called the classical value of game Π[x] and is denoted ω(Π(x)) when the provers are
restricted to be classical and unable to communicate with each other upon public input x.
When the provers, still unable to communicate with each other, are allowed to carry their com-
putation quantumly and share entanglement, we denote by ω∗(Π(x)) ≥ ω(Π(x)) the minimum
q(|x|) such that for all such quantum provers P′1, . . . ,P′k, Pr

{(
[P′1, . . . ,P′k,V](x) = accept

)}
≤

q(|x|). In this case, ω∗(Π(x)) is called the quantum value of game Π(x). A k–prover interact-
ive proof system for L is said to be symmetric if V can permute the questions to all provers
without changing their distribution.

The following result of Kempe, Kobayashi, Matsumoto, Toner, and Vidick[13] shows
that the classical value of a symmetric one-round classical game cannot be too far from the
quantum value of a modified game. Given a symmetric one-round two-prover game Π, one
can always add a third prover P3 and V asks P3 the same question than P1 with probability
1
2 or the same question than P2 with probability 1

2 . Then, V accepts if P1 and P2 would
be accepted in Π(x) and if P3 returns the same answer as the one issued by the prover it
emulates. We call Π′(x) the modified game obtained that way from Π(x).

I Lemma 3 ([13], Lemma 17). Let Π(x) be a two-prover one-round symmetric game and
let Π′(x) be its modified version with three provers. If ω∗(Π′(x)) > 1− ε then we always get
ω(Π(x)) > 1− ε− 12|Q|

√
ε where Q is the set of V’s possible questions to a prover in Π.
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Lemma 3 remains true for non-symmetric two-prover one-round protocol by first making
them symmetric at the cost of increasing the size of Q. This is always possible without
changing the classical value of the game and by using at most twice the number of questions
|Q| of the original game (Lemma 4 in [13]).

The Zero-knowledge [11] version of MIPs were also defined in [1]:
Let [P1, . . . ,Pk,V] be a k–prover IP. We denote by view(P1, . . . ,Pk,V, x) the random

variable of V’s outgoing and incoming messages with all provers according V’s coin tosses.

I Definition 4. Let [P1, . . . ,Pk,V] be a k-prover interactive proof system for L. We say that
[P1, . . . ,Pk,V] is perfect zero-knowledge if for all PPT interactive Turing machines Ṽ there
exists a PPT machine Sim (i.e. the simulator) having blackbox access to Ṽ such that for all
x ∈ L,

view(P1, . . . ,Pk, Ṽ, x) = Sim(x) ,

and both random variables are equivalent. In the following, we allow Ṽ to be a quantum
machine but our simulators will always be classical machines with blackbox access to Ṽ. If the
zero-knowledge condition holds against quantum Ṽ, we say that the proof system is perfect
zero-knowledge against quantum verifiers.

2.3 Multi-Prover Commitments with Implicit Unveiling
Our multi-prover proof systems for 3COL use a simple 2-committer commitment scheme
with a property allowing to guarantee perfect zero-knowledge. In this section, we give the
description of this simple commitment scheme with its important properties for our purposes.

Assume that provers P1 and P2 share ` values c1, c2, . . . , c` ∈ F where F is a finite field. V
wants to check that these values satisfy some properties without revealing the specific values.

Bit commitment schemes have been used in the multi-prover model ever since it was
introduced in [1]. The original scheme was basically wi := bi · ri + ci, a commitment wi
to value ci ∈ F using pre-agreed random mask bi ∈R F and randomness ri ∈ F∗ provided
by V. Kilian[17] had a binary version where each bit ci := c1

i ⊕ c2
i ⊕ c3

i is shared among
provers P1 and P2 (and therefore F needs only to be a group). To commit ci, V samples
chi from P1 and cji from P2 at random. If j = h but cji 6= chi , V immediately rejects the
commitment. Otherwise either P1 or P2 may unveil by disclosing c1

i , c
2
i , c

3
i at a later time.

Somehow, Crépeau’s bad recollection of the scheme in [1] lead [2] to a similar but different
scheme defining wi := ci · ri + bi, a commitment wi to bit ci ∈ {0, 1} using pre-agreed
bit mask bi ∈R {0, 1} and binary randomness ri provided by their corresponding verifiers.
Although this latter form of commitment is intimately connected to the CHSH game [6]
and the Popescu-Rohrlich box[20], this proximity is not relevant for the soundness and the
completeness of our protocols, even against entangled provers. While the binding property
of the latter scheme has been established in [15, 8, 23, 9, 19, 3] against entangled provers, it
is still not clear how to get sound and complete proof systems against such provers. We shall
rather get completeness and soundness against entangled provers using a different technique
from [13] that uses a third prover.

For an arbitrary field F, the commitment scheme produces commitment wi := ci · ri + bi
to field element ci ∈ F using pre-agreed field element mask bi (specific to value 1 ≤ i ≤ `)
and random field element ri ∈ F∗ provided by their corresponding verifiers. Many results
were proven for this specific form of the commitments. Notice however that the two versions
discussed above, wi := bi · ri + ci in the former case and wi := ci · ri + bi in the latter have
equivalent binding property(left as a simple exercice). Considering, the former as being
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the degree-one secret sharing [22] of ci hidden in the degree zero term, while the latter
being the degree-one secret sharing of ci hidden in the degree one term, we decided to use
the former (original BGKW form) because all the known results about secret sharing are
generally presented in this form. In particular, this form is more adapted to higher degree
generalizations such as wi := ai · r2

i + bi · ri + ci being the degree-two secret sharing of ci
hidden in the degree zero term, and so on.

Moreover, this choice turns out to simplify our (perfect) zero-knowledge simulator. For the
rest of this paper, we use wi := bi · ri + ci where wi, bi, ci ∈ F3 and ri ∈ F∗3. Provers therefore
commit to trits, one value for each vertex corresponding to its colour in a 3–colouring of
graph G = (V,E). The values shared between P1 and P2 are therefore, for each vertex i ∈ V ,
the colour ci of that vertex and a vertex specific random mask bi.

Suppose that V asks P1 to commit on the colour ci of vertex i ∈ V using randomness
r ∈R F∗3. Let w = bi · r + ci be the commitment returned to V by P1. Suppose V asks P2 to
commit on the colour cj of vertex j ∈ V using randomness r′ ∈R F∗3. Let w′ = bj · r′ + cj
be the commitment issued to V by P2. The following 3 cases are possible depending on V’s
choices for i, j, r, and r′:
1. (forever hiding) if i 6= j then V learns nothing on neither ci nor cj since w and w′ hide ci

and cj with random and independent masks bi · r and bj · r′ respectively. Even knowing
r, r′ ∈ F∗3, bi · r and bj · r′ are uniformly distributed in F3.

2. (consistency testing) If i = j and r = r′ then V can verify that w = w′. This corresponds
to the immediate rejection of V in Kilian’s two-prover commitment described above. It
allows V to make sure that P1 and P2 are consistent when asked to commit on the same
value.

3. (implicit unveiling) If i = j and r′ 6= r then V can learn ci (assuming w = bi · r + ci and
w′ = bi · r′ + ci) the following way. V simply computes ci := −(w + w′) (Note that over
an arbitrary field ci := (wr′− w′r)(r′− r)−1 whenever r 6= r′). Interpreting the meaning
of this test can be done when considering a strategy for P1 and P2 that always passes the
consistency test. In this case, w − bi · r = ci = w′ − bi · r′ are satisfied and V learns ci.

As long as P1 and P2 are local (or quantum non-local) they cannot distinguish which option
V has picked among the three. The consistency test makes sure that if P1 and P2 do not
commit on identical values for some i ∈ V then V will detect it when V picks the consistency
test for commitment w and w′ in position i.

3 Classical Two-Prover Protocol

First, consider a small variation over the protocol of Cleve et al. presented in [7]. In their
protocol, when P1 and P2 both know and act upon the same valid 3-colouring of G, V asks
each prover for the colour of a vertex in G = (V,E). Consistency is verified when V asks
the same vertex to each prover and compares that the same colour has been provided. The
colorability is checked when the provers are asked for the colour of two connected vertices in
G. This way of proceeding is however problematic for the zero-knowledge condition. V could
be asking two vertices that do not form an edge for which their respective colour will be
unveiled. This certainly allows V to learn something about P1’s and P2’s colouring. Indeed,
repeating this many times will allow V to efficiently reconstruct a complete colouring. To
remedy partially this problem, V is instead asking each prover the colouring of an entire edge
of G. The colouring is (only) checked when both provers are asked the same edge, while
consistency is checked when two intersecting edges are asked to the provers.
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3.1 Distribution of questions
Let G = (V,E) be a connected undirected graph. Let us define the probability distribution
DG = {(p(e, e′), (e, e′))}e,e′∈E for the pair (e, e′) ∈ E × E that V picks with probability
p(e, e′) before announcing e to P1 and e′ to P2. For e, e′ ∈ E such that e ∩ e′ = 0, we set
p(e, e′) := 0 so that V never asks two disconnected edges in G (this would be useless).

The first thing to do is to pick e = (i, j) ∈ E uniformly at random. With probability ε (to
be selected later), we set e′ = e, which allows for an edge-verification test. With probability
1− ε, we perform a well-definition test as follows. With probability 1

2 , e
′ ∈ Edges(i) uniformly

at random and with probability 1
2 , e

′ ∈ Edges(j) uniformly at random. In other words, the
well-definition test picks the second edge e′ with probability 1

2 among the edges connecting
i ∈ V and with probability 1

2 among the edges connecting j ∈ V . It follows that for
e = (i, j) ∈ E and e′ ∈ (Edges(i) ∪ Edges(j)) \{e}, we have

p(e, e′) = 1− ε
2|E|

(
|{e′} ∩ Edges(i)|
|Edges(i)| + |{e

′} ∩ Edges(j)|
|Edges(j)|

)
. (1)

We also get

p(e, e) = ε

|E|
+ 1− ε

2|E|

(
1

|Edges(i)| + 1
|Edges(j)|

)
≥ ε

|E|
. (2)

It is easy to verify that DG is a properly defined probability distribution over pairs of
edges.

3.2 A Variant Over the Two-Prover Protocol of Cleve et al.
Distribution DG produces two edges where the first one is provided to P1 while the second
one is provided to P2. Each prover then returns the colour of each vertex of the edge to V.
We denote the resulting protocol Π(2)

std.

Protocol Π(2)
std[G] : Two-prover, 3-COL.

Provers P1,P2 pre-agree on a random 3-colouring of G:
{(i, ci)|ci ∈ F3}i∈V such that (i, j)∈E =⇒ cj 6= ci.
Interrogation phase:

V picks ((i, j), (i′, j′)) ∈DG
E × E, sends (i, j) to P1 and (i′, j′) to P2.

If (i, j)∈E then P1 replies with ci, cj .
If (i′, j′)∈E then P2 replies with ci′ , cj′ .

Check phase:

Edge-Verification Test:
if (i, j) = (i′, j′) then V accepts iff ci = ci′ 6= cj′ = cj .
Well-Definition Test:
if (i, j) ∩ (i′, j′) = h ∈ V then V accepts iff ch = c′h.
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The perfect soundness of this protocol is not difficult to establish along the same lines of
the proof of soundness for the original protocol in [7]. On the other hand, zero-knowledge
does not even hold against honest verifiers. V learns the colour of each vertex contained in
any two edges of G. This is certainly information about the colouring that V learns after
the interaction. To some extend, the modifications we applied to the 2-prover interactive
proof system of [7] leaks even more to V. In the next section, we show that the 2-prover
commitment scheme, that we introduced in Sect. 2.3, can be used in protocol Π(2)

std to prevent
this leakage completely.

4 Perfect Zero-Knowledge Two-Prover Protocol

We modify the protocol of section 3.2 to prevent V from learning the colours of more than
two connected vertices in G. The idea is simple, P1 and P2 will return commitments for
the colours of the vertices asked by V. The implicit unveiling of the commitment scheme
described in section 2.3 will allow V to perform both the edge-verification and well-definition
tests in a very similar way that in protocol Π(2)

std. The commitments require V to provide a
random nonzero trit for each vertex of the edge requested to a prover.

4.1 Distribution of questions
We now define the probability distribution D′G for V’s questions in protocol Π(2)

lhv[G] defined
in the following section. It consists in one edge and two nonzero trits for each prover:

D′G = {(p′(e, r, s, e′, r′, s′), ((e, r, s), (e′, r′, s′))}e,e′∈E,r,s,r′,s′∈F∗3

upon graph G = (V,E) and where (e, r, s) is the question to P1 and (e′, r′, s′) is the question
to P2. D′G is easily derived from the distribution DG for the questions in Π(2)

std[G], as defined
in section 3.1. First, an edge e ∈R E is picked uniformly at random. Together with e, two
nonzero trits r, s ∈R F∗3 are picked at random. Then, as in DG, with probability ε (to be
selected later) the second edge e′ = e, in which case we always set r′ = −r and s′ = −s.
This case allows for an edge-verification test. Finally, with probability 1 − ε, we pick e′
with probability p(e, e′)|E| so that the couple ((e, r, s), (e′, r, t)) is produced with probability
1
8p(e, e

′) for all e, e′ ∈ E, and r, s, t ∈ F∗3. This will allow for a well-definition test. A
consequence of (1) is that for e = (i, j) ∈ E, e′ ∈ Edges(i) ∪ Edges(j)

p′(e, r, s, e′, r, t) ≥ 1− ε
16|E|

(
|{e′} ∩ Edges(i)|
|Edges(i)| + |{e

′} ∩ Edges(j)|
|Edges(j)|

)
, (3)

where the inequality results from e = e′ being possible. According to (2), we also get

p′(e, r, s, e,−r,−s) = p(e, e)
4 ≥ ε

4|E| . (4)

4.2 The Protocol
The protocol is similar to Π(2)

std except that instead of returning to V the colour for each
vertex of an edge in G, each prover returns commitments with implicit unveiling of these
colours. If V asks two disjoint edges then V learns nothing about the values committed by
the forever-hiding property of the commitment scheme. The resulting 2–prover one-round
interactive proof system is denoted Π(2)

lhv.
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Protocol Π(2)
lhv[G] : Two-prover, 3-COL

P1 and P2 pre-agree on random masks bi ∈R F3 for each i ∈ V and a random
3-colouring of G: {(i, ci)|ci ∈ F3}i∈V such that (i, j)∈E =⇒ cj 6= ci.
Commit phase:

V picks (((i, j), r, s), ((i′, j′), r′, s′)) ∈D′
G

(
E × (F∗3)2)2.

V sends ((i, j), r, s) to P1 and ((i′, j′), r′, s′) to P2.
If (i, j) ∈ E then P1 replies wi = bi · r + ci and wj = bj · s+ cj .
If (i′, j′) ∈ E then P2 replies w′i′ = bi′ · r′ + ci′ and w′j′ = bj′ · s′ + cj′ .

Check phase:
Edge-Verification Test:
if (i, j) = (i′, j′) and (r′, s′) 6=6= (r, s) then V accept iff wi + w′i 6= wj + w′j .
Well-Definition Test:
If (i, j) = (i′, j′) and (r′, s′) = (r, s) then V accepts iff (wi = w′i) ∧ (wj = w′j).
if (i, j) ∩ (i′, j′) = i and r′ = r then V accepts iff wi = w′i.
If (i, j) ∩ (i′, j′) = j and s′ = s then V accepts iff wj = w′j .

Clearly, Π(2)
lhv satisfies perfect completeness. The following theorem establishes that in

addition to perfect completeness, Π(2)
lhv is sound against classical provers.

I Theorem 5. The two-prover interactive proof system Π(2)
lhv is perfectly complete with

classical value ω(Π(2)
lhv[G]) ≤ 1− 1

9|E| upon any graph G = (V,E) /∈ 3COL.

Proof. Assume G /∈ 3COL and let us consider the probability δ that V detects an error in the
check phase when interacting with two local dishonest provers P̃1 and P̃2. Π(2)

lhv is a one-round
protocol where the provers cannot communicate directly with each other nor through V’s
questions since they are independent of the provers’ answers. It follows that the strategy
of P̃1 and P̃2 can be made deterministic without damaging the soundness error by letting
each prover choosing the answer that maximizes her/his probability of success given her/his
question. Therefore, consider a deterministic strategy as a pair of arrays W `[i, r, j, s] ∈ F2

3
to be used by prover P̃` for `∈{1, 2} (note: we only care about the entries where (i, j)∈E
upon question ((i, j), r, s) with i < j. V can always present edges in the same order)). For
z ∈ {1, 2}, W `

z [·, ·, ·, ·] is the z-th component of the output pair W `[·, ·, ·, ·]. We say that
W [i, r] for [i, r] ∈ E ×F∗3 is well defined if for all j, k such that (i, j), (i, k)∈E and ∀s, t ∈ F∗3,
one of the following 4 equalities is true depending on which of j > i or j < i, k > i or k < i

is correct

W 1
1 [i, r, j, s] = W 2

1 [i, r, k, t] = W 1
2 [j, s, i, r], or W 1

1 [i, r, j, s] = W 2
2 [k, t, i, r] = W 2

2 [k, t, i, r] (5)

When W [i, r] is well defined for all i ∈ V, r ∈ F∗3, we say that W is well defined.
We now lower bound the probability δwdt > 0 that, when W [i, r] is not well-defined for

some i ∈ V and r ∈ F∗3, the well-definition test will detect it. When (5) is not satisfied ,
w.l.o.g. we have W 1

1 [i, r, j, s] 6= W 2
1 [i, r, k, t] for some (i, j), (i, k) ∈ E. The other three cases

are treated similarly. Let e = (i, j) and e′ = (i, k) be these two edges. According to (3) (and
(1) when e = e′), the well-definition test will then detect an error with probability

Pr{(V picks e and e′ with randmoness r, s, t)} = p′(e, r, s, e′, r, t) ≥ 1− ε
16|E||Edges(i)| . (6)

However, we can do much better: we observe that if W [i, r] is not well defined, we can detect
it in at least 2|Edges(i)| places. Consider any ` > i such that (i, `) ∈ E and u ∈ F∗3 (The case

ITC 2020
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where ` < i is treated similarly). It is obvious that one of the following three statements
must be true:

W 1
1 [i, r, j, s] 6= W 2

1 [i, r, `, u], W 1
1 [i, r, `, u] 6= W 2

1 [i, r, `, u], or W 1
1 [i, r, `, u] 6= W 2

1 [i, r, k, t].

It follows that if W [i, r] is not well defined then there are 2|Edges(i)| ways for V to catch
the provers and each of these has probability at least 1−ε

16|E|·|Edges(i)| to be picked. It follows
that,

δwdt ≥
(1− ε) · 2|Edges(i)|
16|E| · |Edges(i)| = 1− ε

8|E| .

Now, assume that W is well-defined, which means that the commitment values produced
by the provers satisfy the consistency test. As discussed in section 2.3, when the commitments
are consistent, the unique colours committed upon are defined by ci := − (W [i, r] +W [i,−r])
for both values of r. Since G /∈ 3COL, two of the vertices must be of the same colour at the
end-points of at least one edge (i∗, j∗) ∈ E. In this case the edge-verification test will detect
it when (i∗, j∗) is the edge announced to both provers and if randomness (r, s) ∈ F∗3 × F∗3 is
announced to P1 then (−r,−s) is the randomness announced to P̃2. Using (4), the probability
δevt to detect such an edge when W is well defined satisfies

δevt ≥
∑
r,s

min
e∈E

(p′(e, r, s, e,−r,−s)) ≥ ε

|E|
.

Therefore, the detection probability δ of any deterministic strategy for G /∈ 3COL satisfies

δ ≥ min(δwdt, δevt) ≥
1

9|E| (maximized at ε = 1/9) .

The result follows as the classical value of the game ω
(

Π(2)
lhv[G]

)
≤ 1− δ. J

To prove (perfect) zero-knowledge, it suffices to show that if ((i, j), r, s) and ((i′, j′), r′, s′)
are selected arbitrarily, V can determine at most the colours of two vertices (that form an
edge). The commitments prevent a dishonest prover Ṽ to learn the colours of two vertices
that are not connected by an edge in G. Proving this is not very hard and will be done
in Section 5.3 for the three-prover case (although with three provers, Ṽ may also learn the
colour of three vertices that form a triangle). The addition of a third prover will allow, using
lemma 3, to get soundness against entangled provers without compromising zero-knowledge.
As shown in [7], their protocol is not necessarily sound against two entangled provers. We
also do not know whether Π(2)

std is sound against two entangled provers.

5 Three-Prover Protocol Sound Against Entangled Provers

The three-prover protocol Π(3)
qnl, defined below, is identical to Π(2)

lhv except that P3 is asked
to repeat exactly what P1 or P2 has replied. The prover that P3 is asked to emulate is
picked at random by V. An application of lemma 3 allows to conclude the soundness of Π(3)

qnl
against entangled provers. Zero-knowledge remains since the only way to provide V with
the colours of more than two connected vertices is if they form a complete triangle of G.
This reveals nothing beyond the fact that G ∈ 3COL to V, since all vertices will then show
different colours.
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5.1 Distribution of questions
The probability distribution D̂G for V’s questions to the three provers is easily obtained from
the distribution D′G for the questions in protocol Π(2)

lhv[G]. V picks ((e, r, s), (e′, r′, s′)) ∈D′
G(

E × (F∗3)2)2 and sets ê = e, r̂ = r, and ŝ = s with probability 1
2 or sets ê = e′, r̂ = r′,

and ŝ = s′ also with probability 1
2 . Defined that way, D̂G is a properly defined probability

distribution for V’s three questions, each one in E × (F∗3)2.

5.2 The Protocol
In protocol Π(3)

qnl, after the three questions picked according D̂G by V have been answered by
the the provers, V accepts if and only if the replies of P1 and P2 are accepted in Π(2)

lhv and in
addition, P3 gave the same reply than the prover it emulates.

Protocol Π(3)
qnl[G] : Three-prover, 3-COL.

Provers P1,P2, and P3 pre-agree on random values bi ∈R F3 for all i ∈ V and a
random 3-colouring of G: {(i, ci)|ci ∈ {0, 1, 2}}i∈V such that (i, j)∈E =⇒ cj 6= ci.
Commit phase:

V picks (((i, j), r, s), ((i′, j′), r′, s′), ((̂ı, ̂), r̂, ŝ)) ∈D̂G

(
E × (F∗3)2)3.

V sends ((i, j), r, s) to P1, ((i′, j′), r′, s′) to P2, and ((̂ı, ̂), r̂, ŝ) to P3.
If (i, j) ∈ E then P1 replies wi = bi · r + ci and wj = bj · s+ cj .
If (i′, j′) ∈ E then P2 replies w′i′ = bi′ · r′ + ci′ and w′j′ = bj′ · s′ + cj′ .
If (̂ı, ̂) ∈ E then P3 replies ŵı̂ = bı̂ · r̂ + cı̂ and ŵ̂ = b̂ · ŝ+ ĉ.

Check phase:

Consistency Test:
If ((̂ı, ̂), r̂, ŝ) = ((i, j), r, s) then V rejects if (wi, wj) 6= (ŵı̂, ŵ̂).
If ((̂ı, ̂), r̂, ŝ) = ((i′, j′), r′, s′) then V rejects if (w′i′ , w′j′) 6= (ŵı̂, ŵ̂).
Edge-Verification Test:
if (i, j) = (i′, j′) and (r′, s′) 6=6= (r, s) then V accept iff wi + w′i 6= wj + w′j .
Well-Definition Test:
If (i, j) = (i′, j′) and (r′, s′) = (r, s) then V accepts iff (wi = w′i) ∧ (wj = w′j).
if (i, j) ∩ (i′, j′) = i and r = r′ then V accepts iff wi = w′i.
If (i, j) ∩ (i′, j′) = j and s = s′ then V accepts iff wj = w′j .

The soundness of protocol Π(3)
qnl against entangled provers can easily be shown a direct

consequence of the soundness of protocol Π(2)
lhv against classical provers, by an application

of Lemma 3. Indeed, the soundness error corresponds to the quantum value of the game
when G = (V,E) /∈ 3COL provided Π(2)

lhv is symmetric. As defined in Sect. 4.1 however, the
distribution of questions D′G is not necessarily symmetric since the first edge e is picked
uniformly at random in E while the second edge e′ ∈ E is picked from e in a way that the
marginal may not be uniform. However, Π(2)

lhv can easily be turned into a symmetric protocol
by picking (e, r, s), (e′, r′, s′) according D′G and announcing (e, r, s) to P1 and (e′, r′, s′) to P2
with probability 1

2 while announcing (e, r, s) to P2 and (e′, r′, s′) to P1 with probability 1
2 .

The resulting symmetric protocol is equivalent to Π(2)
lhv and therefore shares its classical value

upper bounded in Theorem 5 and the set of questions Q to each player remains the same as
for Π(2)

lhv. In the symmetric version, Q is thus the same for every prover and |Q| = 4|E|.
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I Theorem 6. The three-prover interactive proof system Π(3)
qnl is perfectly complete and has

quantum value

ω∗
(

Π(3)
qnl[G]

)
≤ 1−

(
1

9|E|+ 432|E|2

)2
≤ 1−

(
1

21|E|

)4
(7)

upon any graph G = (V,E) /∈ 3COL.

Proof. Assume G = (V,E) /∈ 3COL. The contrapositive of Lemma 3 indicates any one-round
symmetric game Π(2)

lhv[G] with classical value ω
(

Π(2)
lhv[G]

)
≤ 1− δ − 12|Q|

√
δ is such that the

modified game Π(3)
qnl[G] has quantum value ω∗

(
Π(3)

qnl[G]
)
≤ 1− δ. The set Q of questions to

each player satisfies |Q| = 4|E|. Theorem 5 establishes that δ+12|Q|
√
δ ≥ 1

9|E| , which implies
√
δ ≥ 1

(√δ+12|Q|)·9|E| ≥
1

(1+12|Q|)·9|E| = 1
9|E|+432|E|2 ≥

1
441|E|2 , and the result follows. J

As an immediate consequence of Theorem 6, Ω(|E|4) sequential repetitions of Π(3)
qnl

produces an interactive proof system for 3COL with negligible soundness error. Although
the resulting proof system can be implemented on short distances, these many sequential
rounds need to be performed at high rate for a given proof to be concluded in reasonable
time. A few executions of Π(3)

qnl could be ran in parallel without having to greatly increase
the distances while reducing the number of sequential rounds. However, we don’t know how
the soundness error decreases when Π(3)

qnl is ran only a few times in parallel, even though the
results of Kempe and Vidick, a quantum version of Raz’s parallel repetition theorem[21],
indicate that Ω(|E|4) runs in parallel produces a proof system with negligible soundness
error[14].

5.3 Proof of Perfect Zero-Knowledge
In this section, we prove that protocol Π(3)

qnl is perfect zero-knowledge. As a consequence,
Π(2)

lhv is also zero-knowledge since everything Ṽ sees in Π(2)
lhv can also be observed in Π(3)

qnl. The
proof of zero-knowledge proceeds using the fact that a vertex must appear at least twice
to have its colour unveiled. This is the forever hiding property of the commitment scheme
described in Section 2.3. Notice that this would be enough for Ṽ to learn something about
the colouring if no extra condition on these three vertices is observed. In fact, we can easily
show that only a few cases of colour disclosure are possible and in each of these cases, Ṽ
learns nothing about the colouring that it could not have computed on its own. Ṽ can only
learn the colour of two connected vertices in G and nothing else or the colours of three
vertices forming a triangle in G. In each of these cases, Ṽ learns random distinct colours for
these vertices, which is to be expected by a valid 3-colouring of G. Let us show why this
is enforced by the properties (see Section 2.3) of the commitment scheme. Remember that
in order to learn the colour assigned to a vertex i ∈ V , Ṽ must ask that vertex to at least
2 distinct provers. Otherwise, Ṽ sees only random values returned by the provers. There
are 8 cases of figure depending on how Ṽ selects the 3 edges asked. Figure 3 shows all cases.
The 3 edges indicated for each case are the one picked by Ṽ. The colours associated to white
vertices remain hidden by the forever hiding property of the commitment scheme. For these
vertices, the committed values received from the provers are just random and independent
elements in F3. In each of the 8 cases, the unveiled colours of the vertices are displayed in
shape and colour. We see that the only way to unveil the colour of two vertices (cases 4, 5, 6,
and 7) is when they are connected by an edge, which means that the colours of both vertices
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are random but distinct. The only way for Ṽ to learn the colour of 3 distinct vertices is
when they form a triangle (case 8). In this case, Ṽ learns three random and distinct colours.
Clearly, this is nothing more than something necessarily true when G ∈ 3COL.

These properties of the commitment scheme allow, for any quantum polynomial-time
dishonest verifier Ṽ, an easy simulator for view(P1,P2,P3, Ṽ, G) when G ∈ 3COL, thus
establishing that Π(3)

qnl is perfect zero-knowledge.

I Theorem 7. The three-prover interactive proof system Π(3)
qnl is perfect zero-knowledge

against quantum verifiers.

Proof. The simulator Sim is classical given blackbox access to Ṽ (and Ṽ can be quantum).
Consider an execution Sim(G) upon graph G = (V,E). It first picks a random permutation

col[·] : F3 7→ F3 over three colours, each corresponding to a distinct element in F3. Table
mark[i, r] ∈ {true, false}, for i ∈ V and r ∈ F∗3, is initialized to false and will indicate if
the output of a prover has already been simulated for vertex i with randomness r. Table
count[i], for i ∈ V , counts the number of times vertex i has been asked so far during the
simulation. Variable c ∈ F3, initialized to 0, indicates the next colour index the simulator
should use when a new colour must be unveiled during the simulation.

Simulator Sim(G) : Simulator for Ṽ’s view upon graph G in Π(3)
qnl.

All arithmetic below is performed in F3.
1. Let col[·] be a uniform permutation of F3 and let c := 0.
2. ∀i∈V,∀r∈F∗3, let mark[i, r] := false and count[i] := 0.
3. Run Ṽ until it returns ((i1, j1), r1, s1), ((i2, j2), r2, s2), ((i3, j3), r3, s3).
4. For each ` ∈ {1, 2, 3} do:

Whenever (i`, j`)∈E is provided by Ṽ, output (w`i` , w
`
j`

) ∈ F3 × F3 to Ṽ, both
computed as follows:
a. If ¬mark[i`, r`] then

If count[i`] = 0 then pick W [i`, r`] ∈R F3.
If count[i`] = 1 then set W [i`, r`] := −col[c]−W [i`,−r`], c := c+ 1.
count[i`] := count[i`] + 1.

b. If ¬mark[j`, s`] then
If count[j`] = 0 then pick W [j`, s`] ∈R F3.
If count[j`] = 1 then set W [j`, s`] := −col[c]−W [j`,−s`], c := c+ 1.
count[j`] := count[j`] + 1.

c. mark[i`, r`] := true, mark[j`, s`] := true.
d. w`i` := W [i`, r`], w`j`

:= W [j`, s`].

Ṽ is then invoked to produce questions ((i`, j`), r`, s`) for all provers P`, ` ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Sim
now aims at setting the values (w`i` , w

`
j`

) for P`’s commitments. If (i`, j`) /∈ E, Sim produces
no value for (w`i` , w

`
j`

), exactly as P` in Π(3)
qnl.

When (i`, j`) ∈ E, Sim first produces P`’s commitment w`i` for i` ∈ V and then produces
P`’s commitment w`j`

for j` ∈ V . We show how w`i` , w
`
j`

is computed similarly mutatis
mutandis:

if mark[i`, r`] then Sim returns the value of w`i` already determined for the simulation of
the commitment of an earlier prover Ph, h < `. This ensures that both the commitment’s
consistency test performed and the well-definition test are always successful, as in Π(3)

qnl
with honest provers.
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Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

Case 5 Case 6 Case 7Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

Case 5 Case 6 Case 7

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

Case 5 Case 6 Case 7

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

Case 5 Case 6 Case 7

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

Case 5 Case 6 Case 7

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

Case 5 Case 6 Case 7

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

Case 5 Case 6 Case 7Case 5 Case 6 Case 7 Case 8

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

Figure 3 The 8 ways to unveil the colours of at most 3 vertices in Π(3)
qnl.

if ¬mark[i`, r`] then Sim has never simulated a commitment of the colour for vertex i`
with randomness r`. The value count[i`] indicates the number of times prior to this
value for `, vertex i` has been asked:

If count[i`] = 0 then w`i` ∈R F3 is picked uniformly at random, as it should be when
the commitment value for the colour of vertex i` is observed in isolation.
If count[i`] = 1 then the colour associated to vertex i` has been committed to
value whi` by an earlier simulated prover Ph, h < ` upon randomness −r` (otherwise,
mark[i`, r`] = true). Sim sets w`i` = −col[c]−whi` , which satisfies the implicit unveiling
of random colour col[c] = −w`i` − w

h
i`
. The current colour c is incremented.

The value of count[i`] is increased by one and mark[i`, r`] = true, as the colour of vertex
i` with randomness r` has been committed upon by the simulated prover P`.

Let (w1
i1
, w1

j1
), (w2

i2
, w2

j2
), and (w3

i3
, w3

j3
) be all commitment values simulated by Sim. As

discussed above and shown in Fig. 3, the colours of no more than 3 vertices are unveiled in
the process. Sim always unveils as many different colours as there are colours unveiled to Ṽ.
If Sim’s simulated committed values unveils only the colour of one vertex then that colour is
random, as it should in this case in Π(3)

qnl.
If Sim’s committed values unveils the colours of exactly 2 vertices then these 2 vertices

form an edge in G and the colours are two different random colours, as it should be in Π(3)
qnl.

Finally, when Sim’s committed values unveil the colours of exactly 3 vertices then these
vertices form a triangle in G. The 3 colours unveiled by Sim to Ṽ are different and assigned
randomly to each of the 3 vertices, as it is in Π(3)

qnl. Otherwise, if w`i for i ∈ V has been
generated with only one random value then w`i is random and uniform in F3, exactly as it is
in Π(3)

qnl in the same situation. It is now clear that,

view(P1,P2,P3, Ṽ, G) = Sim(G) ,

and Π(3)
qnl is perfect zero-knowledge. J
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Note: Since no rewinding is used by our simulator, it is absolutely unnecessary to explicitly
handle auxiliary-inputs or the fact that V is quantum. No special care is required to handle
these considerations that become highly non-trivial in the case where rewinding is required.

6 Conclusion and Open Problems

We have provided a three-prover perfect zero-knowledge proof system for NP sound against
entangled provers that is implementable in some well controlled environment. In order to
make it fully practical, it would be better to find a protocol with smaller soundness error
and requiring only two provers.

Our protocols are proofs of membership whereas in practice we would like to use them for
identification purpose in which scenario proofs of knowledge is what we really need.

Moreover, we would like to extend our techniques to prove any language in QMA or
QCMA, the natural quantum extensions of NP.

We would also want to prove whether Π(2)
std is sound against entangled provers. Finally,

we seek a variant of Π(2)
std that would be sound against No-Signalling provers and variants of

Π(2)
lhv and Π(3)

qnl that are both sound against No-Signalling provers and Zero-Knowledge.
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1 Introduction

Secure Multiparty Computation (MPC) is an umbrella term for a broad range of cryptographic
techniques and protocols that enable a set of parties P1, . . . ,Pn to compute some function f
of their private inputs x1, . . . , xn without revealing anything beyond the output f(x1, . . . , xn)
of the computation. Most importantly, an actively misbehaving participant should not
be able to bias the outcome of the computation (except by choosing their input) or learn
anything about the inputs of the honest parties (except for what is leaked by the output
itself). MPC started out as a purely theoretical research field in the 90ies, but has developed
into a science on the brink of practical deployment. The number of of real-world use cases,
MPC framework implementations, and startups is constantly increasing (see [4] for a survey).

The landscape of MPC protocols is broad and diverse, and protocols differ greatly in
many parameters such as the number of involved parties, the corruption threshold, the
adversarial model, and the network setting. We focus on a popular model of three-party
computation with an honest majority. This model has been used in different real-world
applications [15, 14, 10, 11, 2], often in the so-called client-server scenario where a possibly
large number of clients secret share their inputs to three computation servers who then
perform the computations [33] and return the result to the clients. A major advantage of the
honest majority setting is that one can obtain protocols which do not rely on computationally
expensive cryptographic operations (e.g. exponentiations, oblivious transfer), but typically
only use light-weight arithmetic operations and achieve information theoretic security.

Existing implementations of three-party computation protocols for the honest-majority
case fall into two broad categories. VIFF [24] and its successors [40] only support arithmetic
computations over prime order fields. Sharemind’s protocol suite [12, 13] can be used to
evaluate arithmetic circuits with arbitrary word sizes, but is only secure against passive
adversaries that follow the protocol faithfully. This means that one has to either settle for
rather weak security guarantees or to develop applications specifically tailored to rather
unnatural word sizes instead of using the common 32- and 64-bit word sizes that dominate
real-world system architectures. In particular, this means that a developer has to match the
needs of the MPC framework rather than the framework meeting the needs of the developer.

The main barrier to constructing actively secure protocols for evaluating arithmetic
circuits with arbitrary word sizes lies in the fact that known approaches to achieving active
security, like information checking techniques [39], require prime order fields. Up until
recently it has been an open question to design protocols for arithmetic circuits with active
security for arbitrary word sizes. In a recent work Damgård et al. [27] addressed this question
by presenting an information theoretically secure protocol compiler that transforms passively
secure protocols into actively secure ones that can tolerate up to O(

√
n) corruptions and

only have a constant overhead in storage and computational work.

Our Contributions. We consider the class of protocols produced by compiler of Damgård
et al. [27], and we improve such protocols in several ways. The main idea behind Damgård
et al.’s compiler is to let the real parties “emulate” virtual parties that execute the desired
computation on behalf of the real parties. The crucial point is that the virtual parties can
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execute2 a passively secure protocol in a way that prevents any real party from actively
misbehaving. Every time that a virtual party Pi is supposed to send a message to another
virtual party Pj in the passively secure protocol, every real party that is emulating Pi
computes the same message redundantly and sends it to every real party emulating Pj . Each
real party emulating Pj therefore receives a set of messages and aborts in case the received
messages are not all equal. Intuitively this approach ensures active security as long as there
is at least one honest real party in every virtual party, since any malicious party either
follows the protocol (in which case we effectively only have passive corruptions) or sends a
message that disagrees with the message that is sent by at least one honest party (in which
case the honest receiving party and consequently all other parties abort the protocol). This
approach heavily relies on the fact that all messages are sent redundantly, thus incurring a
multiplicative blow-up in the bandwidth overhead of the protocol.

We present an improved compiler that significantly reduces the number of redundant
messages that need to be sent during the execution. The idea is to elect one real party in
each virtual party to be the “brain”, which sends all messages on behalf of its virtual party
to all real parties in the receiving virtual party. The other real parties, the “pinkies”, still
receive messages from the brains and thus can locally follow the protocol execution. At the
end of the protocol, right before the output is released, we let all parties perform a single
check that guarantees that all messages sent by the brains during the protocol are consistent
with the messages all the pinkies would have sent. It is clear that if any of the brains cheated
during the protocol execution, then it must have sent a message that is inconsistent with the
view of at least one pinky, thus the protocol would abort during the checking phase. On the
downside our new compiler now imposes a stronger security requirement on the protocol it
starts with. Honest brains continue the protocol execution up to the checking phase even if
a malicious brain misbehaves, which means that we need a protocol that does not leak any
private information even if cheating during the computation phase occurs, e.g. protocol with
weak privacy [32]. Thankfully, most passively secure secret sharing based protocols provide
such security guarantees. More concretely, these protocols follow a compute-then-open
structure, where the output of the computation is only revealed in the last round and any
cheating during the preceding computation can only affect the correctness of the output,
but not the privacy of the inputs. Thus, performing the consistency check at the end of
the computation phase and before the output phase, ensures that no information is leaked.
We formally present our new compiler and prove its security in Section 3. For the specific
three-party case, our compiler produces a protocol, which is roughly twice as efficient as
the protocol produced by the compiler of Damgård et al., since in the three party case each
virtual party is emulated by one pinky and one brain.

Our second contribution is an improved preprocessing protocol for generating secret-
shared multiplication triples. Damgård et al. generate both triples modulo a prime and
triples modulo a power of 2, followed by a check-and-sacrifice step. We replace this by a
preprocessing phase which does not perform any arithmetic in the larger prime field and
solely uses computation modulo a slightly larger power of 2, thus improving on efficiency.
While the sacrifice step is not performed in a field anymore, security follows using similar
arguments as in the recent work on SPDZ over rings [21].

We show that it is possible to completely avoid the preprocessing phase if one wishes
to do so. Recall that our underlying protocols are assumed to preserve privacy until the
outputs are opened. We exploit this security property by running the multiplication protocols

2 Note that virtual parties do not physically exist. “Virtual parties execute a protocol” means that the
real parties simulate the virtual parties protocol execution.
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optimistically and then, prior to opening the outputs, perform a single combined check.
The protocols with preprocessing and with postprocessing therefore offer different efficiency
tradeoffs. The protocol with preprocessing has a leaner online phase, whereas the protocol
with postprocessing has a better overall performances. Descriptions of our protocols are
given in Sections 4, 5, 6. In Section 7, we provide extensive performance benchmarks of our
framework, both in the LAN as well as different WAN settings. Our protocols have been
integrated in two of the leading MPC frameworks, namely the Sharemind MPC protocol
suite and MP-SPDZ. As described in Section 7, we achieve the most efficient implementation
of a three-party computation protocol for arithmetic circuits modulo 264 with active security.

Other Related Work. The SPDZ family of protocols [8, 28, 25] efficiently implements MPC
with active security in the dishonest majority setting. These protocols are split up into
a slower, computationally secure offline phase in which correlated randomness (Beaver’s
triples) is generated and a faster, information-theoretically secure online phase in which
these triples are consumed to compute the desired functionality. Active security in the online
phase is achieved using information theoretic message authentication codes (MACs), which
until recently limited the SPDZ approach to computation over fields. In a recent work [21],
this limitation has been lifted, allowing to perform computation modulo 2k (by defining the
MACs modulo to be 2k+λ where λ is the security parameter, thus introducing an overhead
proportional to the security parameter). An implementation (and optimizations) of [21]
was presented in [23]. In addition, [18] follows up [21] with a two-party protocol that uses
homomorphic encryption and efficient zero-knowledge proofs in the precomputation phase.

Other recent works have considered active security in the three-party setting. [31] uses
correlated random number generation to achieve efficient preprocessing and replication to
achieve security. The protocol was originally presented only for Boolean circuits, but it was
then noticed that the approach generalizes to general rings [36]. They mention actively secure
protocols in this setting, but do not give detailed protocol descriptions and only implement
semi-honest versions of their protocols. For finite fields, [20] achieves active security by
running two copies of the computation, respectively with real and random inputs, and uses
the latter to verify correctness (this approach can be used for more than three parties). Boyle
et al. [16] recently presented a protocol that achieves no asymptotic communication overhead
over a semi-honest protocol in the same setting. However, their benchmarks suggest that
the computation of their protocol might be rather limiting in some network settings, see
Section 7.3 for more information. After the first version of our paper appeared online, a
very different protocol for the same three party honest majority setting was presented in [19].
They combine two linear secret sharing schemes, one between two and other between three
parties where the former is used to share a component of the latter sharing. This allows
them to create a circuit dependent precomputation phase where all the two party sharings of
random values are precomputed based on the circuit structure. The online phase focuses on
computing modifiers to turn the random precomputed sharings to real outputs. Moreover,
novel techniques for honest-majority MPC over rings have very recently been deployed in [1].
It is however still unclear whether this can lead to protocols which are efficient in practice.

2 Preliminaries

We write v ← X to denote the sampling of a uniformly random value v from set X .
Throughout the paper λ denotes the security parameter. Given n parties P1, . . . ,Pn, we
write Pi+1 to denote the party after Pi and we implicitly assume a wrap around of the party’s
index. That is Pn+1 = P1 and P0 = Pn.
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We define security using the UC framework [17]. In particular, we require the notion of
“Weak Privacy” against active adversaries introduced in [32, Definition 5.11]. We include
background definitions in Appendix A. Throughout the paper, we assume a synchronous
communication network, a rushing adversary, and secure point-to-point channels.

2.1 Auxiliary Ideal Functionalities
We will make use of the following basic auxiliary ideal functionalities in this paper: The
broadcast with individual abort functionality Fbcast (Figure 1) allows a sender S to send
a value v to a set of parties P. The functionality guarantees that either a party aborts or
it agrees on a consistent value with the other parties. Such a functionality is weaker than
detectable broadcast [30], which requires that either all players agree on the same value or
that all players unanimously abort. The functionality can easily be instantiated by letting
the sender S send v to all parties in P. Every party in P echoes the received value to all other
parties in P. Parties that receive consistent values output that value, parties that receive
inconsistent values abort.

Functionality Fbcast Functionality with sender S, who has input v, parties P1,
. . . , Pn, and adversary A.

1. S sends (v,P) to Fbcast, where v ∈ {0, 1}∗ and P ⊂ {P1 . . .Pn}.
2. If either S or a party from P is corrupt, then A receives v and can decide

which parties from P abort and which receive the output by sending a |P| long
bit-vector b to the ideal functionality. For Pi ∈ P:
a. If bi = 1, then Fbcast sends v to Pi.
b. If bi = 0, then Fbcast sends ⊥ to Pi.

Figure 1 Broadcast functionality.

The message checking functionality Fcheck (Figure 2) allows a receiver R, who holds a
vector of messages, to check whether all other parties P1, . . . ,Pn hold the same vector of
messages. The functionality can be instantiated by letting each party Pi send its input to R.
However, in this case the communication overhead is Θ(n`) messages, where ` is the number
of messages in a vector. Assuming the existence of collision-resistant hash functions, one
can obtain a more communication efficient solution by simply letting all parties hash their
message vectors into small digests before sending them to R. The communication overhead
of this is Θ(nλ) bits if we assume that the output length of the hash function is Θ(λ).

2.2 Additive Secret Sharing
We recall what additive secret sharing is and how to perform some basic operations on
it. We will use this type of secret sharing in our three-party protocol in Section 4 and
the modulus 2m defines the word size over which computations will be performed. For
example, for arithmetic computations over 64-bit integers, one can set m = 64. For the sake
of concreteness, we restrict our attention to the three-party case.

If party Pi wants to share a value a ∈ Z2m , it picks uniformly random a1, a2 ← Z2m , sets
a3 = a− a1− a2 mod 2m, and sends aj to Pj . We use [a]m to denote additive secret sharing
of a modulo 2m. For a prime p, we will abuse notation and use [a]p to denote a secret sharing
of a modulo p. To open a value [a]m, every party Pi sends its value ai to Pi−1 and Pi+1.
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Functionality Fcheck The functionality runs with receiver R, parties P1, . . . , Pn,
and adversary A. Party Pi ∈ {P1, . . . ,Pn} has input

(
m(1,i), . . . ,m(`,i)

)
and

receiver R has (m1, . . . ,m`).

1. All parties send their inputs to the Fcheck.
2. A can decide to continue or to abort.

a. If A continues, then Fcheck checks whether all inputs are the identical. It
outputs same if this is the case, and different otherwise, to the receiver R (in
the latter case, the functionality gives the inputs of all honest parties to A).

b. If A aborts, then Fcheck sends ⊥ to all parties.

Figure 2 Message checking functionality.

To add constant c to [a]m, i.e., compute [b]m with b = c+a mod 2m, P1 locally computes
b1 = a1 + c mod 2m, while P2 and P3 just set bi = ai. To compute [c]m, where c = a+ b

mod 2m, every party Pi locally adds its shares, i.e., computes ci = ai + bi mod 2m.
Given a secret shared multiplication triple ([x]m, [y]m, [z]m) with z = x · y mod 2m and

two secret shared values [a]m and [b]m, we compute [c]m with c = a · b mod 2m as follows:
1. Open e = [x]m + [a]m and d = [y]m + [b]m
2. Compute [c]m = [z]m + e · [b]m + d · [a]m − ed

2.3 Additive Replicated Secret Sharing
We will use additive replicated secret sharing in our preprocessing protocol in Section 5
because it allows for efficient multiplication. Since our preprocessing protocol focuses on the
three-party case, we will also restrict our attention to this case here.

If party Pi wants to share a value a ∈ Z2m , it sets ai = 0 and samples ai+1, ai−1 ← Z2m

under the constraint that a = a1 + a2 + a3 mod 2m. It then sends aj−1 and aj+1 to Pj .3
We write JaKm to denote an additive replicated secret sharing of a modulo 2m. We will abuse
notation and write JaKp to denote the additive replicated secret sharing modulo a prime p.

Generating a random shared value is a subroutine which will be useful in later protocols.
If the parties want to generate shares of a random value they can do it in the following two
ways. For unconditionally secure randomness each party Pi picks a random si−1 ∈ Z2m

and sends it to Pi+1 while at the same time receiving si+1 from Pi−1. For computationally
secure randomness the parties run the unconditionally secure version, at the beginning of
the protocol, once and for all, and interpret their shares as PRF keys K1,K2,K3 such that
party Pi knows Ki−1 and Ki+1. When they want to generate the j-th random share, the
parties define their shares sji−1 = FKi−1(j) and sji+1 = FKi+1(j).

To reveal a secret shared value JaKm, each party Pi sends ai−1 to Pi−1 and ai+1 to Pi+1.
Each Pj receives aj from Pj−1 and Pj+1, checks consistency of the received values, and
outputs a = a1 + a2 + a3 mod 2m if the check passed. Computational Security: Opening

3 This is a small yet non-trivial optimization of the protocol of [27], where ai is also a random share and
the other two parties have to check consistency of this value. By setting ai = 0 we save communication
of 4 ring elements per input gate, and one additional round of communication. Note that this change
has no impact on security. If Pi is corrupt we need that the two other parties receive the same value of
ai, and this is trivially achieved by setting the value to 0. If one of the other two parties is corrupt,
they would learn ai anyway so whether it is random or a constant value has no security impact.
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several values a(1), . . . , a(n) can be optimized as follows: Each Pj only receives a(l)
j from Pj−1

and computes a(l) = a
(l)
1 + a

(l)
2 + a

(l)
3 mod 2m. In addition the parties broadcast hashes of

(a(1), . . . , a(n)) and abort in case of a mismatch.
To add a public constant c to a secret shared value JaKm, i.e., to compute JbKm, where

b = c+ a mod 2m, we set b1 = a1 + c, b2 = a2, and b3 = a3. To add JaKm and JbKm, i.e., to
compute JcKm, where c = a+b mod 2m every party Pi locally adds their shares. It computes
ci−1 = ai−1 +bi−1 mod m and ci+1 = ai+1 +bi+1 mod 2m. To multiply JaKm by constant c,
i.e., to obtain JbKm with b = c · a mod 2m, every party Pi computes bi−1 = c · ai−1 mod 2m
and bi+1 = c · ai+1 mod 2m.

Given JaKm and JbKm, we can compute JcKm, with c = a · b mod 2m, optimistically (i.e.
with potential error in case of cheating) as follows:
1. The parties generate a random value JsKm;
2. Each Pi computes ui+1 = ai+1bi+1 + ai+1bi−1 + ai−1bi+1 + si−1 and sends ui+1 to Pi−1;
3. Pi receives ui−1, thus defining JuKm;
4. The parties compute JcKm = JuKm − JsKm.

2.4 Additive Replicated Secret Sharing with Redundant Shares
In some of our protocols we use a different kind of replicated secret sharing, which we denote
as JxKm,λ. Those are sharing of values in Z2m but represented with shares in Z2m+λ , where λ
is a security parameter. Those shares work as the regular additive replicated secret sharings
described in the previous sections (e.g., all basic commands are unchanged), but employ
shares in a larger ring – this is useful for checking correctness of multiplication triples as we
shall see. We describe some basic protocols that can be run with this kind of shares:

To convert JxKm to JxKm,λ each party simply interprets their shares as elements of the
larger ring (in other words, the shares are padded with 0s in the λ most significant positions).
Note that in general

∑
i xi mod 2m+λ 6= x, that is the sum can be either equal to x or to

x+ 2m depending on the magnitude of the shares. However, since the semantic of our sharing
is that the shared value is

∑
i xi mod 2m the protocol is indeed correct (and this notation

allows us a simpler description of more advanced protocols).
To convert JxKm,λ down to JxKm each party Pi reduces their shares modulo 2m as

x′i+1 = xi+1 mod 2m and x′i−1 = xi−1 mod 2m. Both conversions preserve the shared value
because computing modulo 2m and modulo 2m+λ are commutative as 2m divides 2m+λ and
both operations trivially preserve the replication of shares.

2.5 Additive Replicated Secret Sharing over the Integers
Finally, we recall the replicated secret sharing over integers from [27]. The authors observed
that one can secret share a value a ∈ Z2m over the integers using shares with bit-length
m + λ. The λ extra bits ensure that the statistical distance between the distributions of
shares for any two values in Z2m is negligible in λ.

To share a value a ∈ Z2m , Pi picks a1, a2 ← {0, . . . , 2m+λ − 1} and sets a3 = a− a1 − a2.
The shares are distributed among the parties as above. We write JaKZ to denote an additive
replicated secret sharing of a over the integers.

Optimistic multiplication of JaKZ and JbKZ is similar to its counterpart modulo p. Let B
be a bound on the share amplitude. Optimistically compute JcKZ with c = a · b as follows:
1. The parties generate shares of a random value JsKZ as described above, but si are chosen

in {0, . . . , 22dlogBe+λ+2 − 1} (if the information-theoretic version is used, parties also
check that the received shares si are in this range);
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2. Each Pi computes ui+1 as before but over Z;
3. Pi receives ui−1 and checks |ui−1| ≤ 22dlogBe+λ+3;
4. The parties compute JcKm = JuKm − JsKm.
Other operations are analogous to their counterparts modulo m. For a more details see [27].

3 Extension of the Compiler by Damgård et al.

The compiler COMPold by Damgård et al. [27] takes an n-party passively
(
t2 + t

)
-secure

protocol Π and transforms it into a protocol COMPold (Π) that is secure with abort against t
active corruptions4. For t = 1, the compiler transforms a passively two-secure three-party
protocol into a protocol that is secure against one active corruption. The high-level idea of
the compiler is to let virtual parties execute the passively secure protocol on behalf of the
real parties. Each virtual party Pi is simulated by t+ 1 real parties Pi, . . . , Pi+t in a way
that prevents an active adversary, who controls at most t real parties, from corrupting any
of the virtual parties. Meaning that corrupting t real parties allows the adversary to see the
view of at most

(
t2 + t

)
virtual parties running the passive protocol. In the following we will

write Pj ∈ Pi to denote that real party Pj is simulating virtual party Pi.
The workflow of their compiler can be split into two phases. In the first phase, for each

virtual party Pi, all real parties Pj ∈ Pi agree on a common input and randomness that will
be used by Pi during the execution of the passively secure protocol Π. Having the same
input and the same randomness, every Pj ∈ Pi will be able to redundantly compute the
exact same messages that Pi is supposed to send during the execution of Π. In the second
phase, the virtual parties run Π to compute the desired functionality from the inputs and
randomness that the virtual parties have agreed upon. Whenever Pi is supposed to send a
message to Pj according to Π, every real party simulating Pi will send a separate message to
every real party simulating Pj . Each real party verifies that it receives the same message
from all sending real parties and aborts if this is not the case.

Intuitively, the resulting protocol is secure against t active corruptions, since an adversary
cannot misbehave on behalf of a virtual party it is simulating, and at the same time be
consistent with at least one other honest real party in the same virtual party. From an
efficiency point of view, every message from one Pi to some other Pj is sent redundantly
from t+ 1 to t+ 1 real parties. That is, if the passively secure protocol Π sends ` messages
during a protocol execution, then COMPold (Π) will send roughly O

(
` · t2

)
messages.

3.1 A New Compiler for Protocols with Weak Privacy
We present a new compiler COMPnew, which makes slightly stronger assumptions about the
starting protocol Π, but compiles it into an actively secure protocol in a more communication
efficient manner. COMPnew takes as input a

(
t2 + t

)
-weakly private protocol Π and outputs

a compiled protocol COMPnew (Π) that is secure against t active corruptions. If Π sends `
messages in total, then our compiled protocol will only send O

(
` · t+ t2

)
messages.

Our new compiler follows the approach of COMPold. However, instead of verifying the
validity of every single message between virtual parties as soon as it is sent, we will let the
real parties simulate the virtual parties in a more optimistic and communication efficient
fashion, where the correctness of all communicated messages is only verified once at the
end of the computation phase, right before the opening phase of Π. Pushing the whole

4 The authors also show how to achieve active security with guaranteed output delivery, but we focus on
security with abort.
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m

Figure 3 Simulation strategy for three parties with one active corruption. Dashed ellipses
represent virtual parties and solid circles represent the real parties simulating it (brains are gray).
Virtual party P2 is sending a message to virtual party P3. The arrows indicate that P1, the brain of
P2, sends one message to P2 and one to P1, which is omitted in reality, since it is sending a message
to itself. P3 stores this message in its transcript.

verification to the end of the computation phase allows us to reduce the total number or
redundant messages that are sent. This new simulation strategy crucially relies on the weak
active privacy of Π, since we are now allowing the adversary to misbehave up to the opening
phase without aborting the protocol execution.

The first phase of COMPnew, where all parties agree on their inputs and random tapes,
is identical to that of COMPold and is thus equally efficient. In the second phase, our new
simulation approach works by selecting one arbitrary real party Pi in each virtual party
Pj to be the brain Bj := Pi of that virtual party. The brains will act on behalf of their
corresponding virtual parties in an optimistic fashion and execute the computation phase of
Π up to the opening phase. All other real parties, the pinkies, will receive the messages that
their corresponding virtual parties should receive, which enables them to follow the protocol
locally. However, the pinkies will not send any messages during the computation phase. They
will only become actively involved in the opening phase to ensure that all brains behaved
honestly during the computation phase. Once correctness is ensured, all parties will jointly
perform the opening phase of Π. During the computation phase of Π, whenever virtual party
Pi is supposed to send a message to virtual party Pj , we let Bi send one message to each
real party in Pj . The receiving real parties do not perform any checks at this moment and
just store the message. Bj will optimistically continue the protocol execution on behalf of Pj
according to Π and the received message. This simulation strategy is illustrated in Figure 3.

At the end of the computation phase, all real parties jointly make sure that for each pair
(Pi,Pj), the sending virtual party Pi always behaved honestly towards the receiving virtual
party Pj . This is accomplished by using a message checking protocol (that implements
Fcheck). If any of these checks output different, then the protocol execution is aborted.

In the opening phase, after passing the previous check, every virtual party is supposed
to send its last opening message to all other virtual parties. For each pair (Pi,Pj), all real
parties in Pi send the last message to all real parties in Pj . Every receiving party checks
that all t+ 1 received messages are consistent and aborts if this is not the case.

In our formal description, let f (x1, . . . , xn) be the n-party functionality that we want to
compute. For the sake of simplicity and without loss of generality, we assume that all parties
learn the output of the computation. Let Pi be the virtual party that is simulated by real
parties Pi, . . . ,Pi+t. Let Vi be the set of virtual parties in whose simulation Pi participates.

Let f ′ be a related n-party functionality that takes as input
(
xi1, . . . , x

i
n

)
from every Pi

and outputs f(
∑n
i=1 x

i
1, . . . ,

∑n
i=1 x

i
n). That is, every party inputs one secret share of every

original input. The functionality f ′ reconstructs the original inputs for f from the secret
shares and then evaluates f on those inputs. Let Πf ′ be a passively

(
t2 + t

)
-secure protocol

with weak privacy that securely implements Ff ′ . The formal description of our compiler
is given in Figure 4. Throughout our description we assume that honest parties consider
message that they do not receive as malicious and act accordingly.
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COMPnew (Πf ′)

Inputs: Each party Pi has input xi.

1. Input sharing:
a. Each Pi secret shares its input xi = x1

i + · · ·+ xin.
b. For 1 ≤ j ≤ n, each Pi sends

(
xji ,Pj

)
to the broadcast functionality Fbcast.

c. Each Pi receives zj :=
(
xj1, . . . , x

j
n

)
for each Pj ∈ Vi from the broadcast

functionality and aborts if any of the shares equals ⊥.
2. Randomness: Each brain Bi chooses a uniformly random string ri and sends

(ri,Pi) to Fbcast. The receiving real parties abort if they receive ⊥.
3. Computation phase: All virtual parties jointly execute the computation phase

of Πf ′ , where each Pi uses input zj and random tape ri, as follows:
Whenever Pi is supposed to send message m to Pj , the brain Bi sends m to
all Pk ∈ Pj .
Whenever Pj receives message m, all parties store the message but only Bj
continues sending messages according to Πf ′ . The pinkies locally follow the
protocol and compute the message that they would send.

4. Check: At the end of the computation phase, all parties, brains and pinkies,
jointly check that the current transcript is valid. For each pair (Pi,Pj), for each
party Pk ∈ Pj , we invoke Fcheck, where Pk acts as the receiver and Pi act as the
remaining parties. The input of Pk is the list of messages it received from Pi
and the input of all parties from Pi is the list of messages that they would have
sent. If any invocation outputs different, then the protocol execution is aborted.

5. Opening phase:
a. For each pair (Pi,Pj), all real parties in Pi send the last message of Πf ′ to

all real parties in Pj .
b. Every real party in Pj checks that all received messages are equal. If they

are it obtains the output of the computation and otherwise it aborts.

Figure 4 Formal description of our compiler.

I Theorem 1. Let n ≥ 3. Assume Πf ′ implements n-party functionality Ff ′ with
(
t2 + t

)
-

weak privacy. Then, COMPnew (Πf ′) implements functionality Ff with active security under
individual abort against t corruptions. If Πf ′ has a total bandwidth cost of ` messages, then
COMPnew (Πf ′) has a total bandwidth cost of O

(
` · t+ t2

)
messages.

Proof. Our proof closely follows the proof of [27] for the COMPold compiler. Let P∗ be the
set of corrupted real parties and let V∗ be the set of virtual parties that are simulated by at
least one corrupt real party. Let Sf ′ be the simulator of the (t2 + t)-weakly private protocol
Πf ′ . We will use this simulator to construct a simulator S for the overall actively secure
protocol COMPnew(Πf ′). The simulator S works as follows:
1. For each party Pi ∈ P∗ and j ∈ [n], the adversary Z sends (xji ,Pj) to the ideal functionality
Fbcast, which is emulated by the simulator S. For any invocation that involves a corrupted
party, the environment decides which outputs are ⊥ and which get delivered. For each
Pj ∈ V∗ and each corrupt real party in Pj , we send back (xj1, . . . , xjn), where xji is either
the share that was sent by Z if Pi is corrupt or otherwise a uniformly random share.
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2. For each corrupted party Pi ∈ P∗, we reconstruct its input as xi =
∑n
j=1 x

j
i .

3. S sends the inputs of the corrupted parties to Ff and receives back the output of the
computation z = f(x1, . . . , xn).

4. For each Pi ∈ V∗ we consider two cases. If the brain Bi is corrupted, then it chooses a
random tape ri and sends it to Fbcast, which again is simulated by S. If Bi is honest,
then the simulator picks a uniformly random ri and sends it back to Z on behalf of Fbcast.
Again, the environment can decide that some of the outputs in this step will be ⊥, which
will then be handled accordingly by our simulator.

5. At this point, we know the inputs and the random tapes of all virtual parties Pi ∈ V∗.
We can therefore compute the exact messages that we would expect from an honest party
following the protocol. We initialize the simulator Sf ′ with parties P1 . . .Pn and the set
of corrupted players V∗.

6. When Sf ′ queries Ff ′ for the inputs of the corrupted parties, we give it (xi1, . . . , xin) for
each Pi ∈ V∗.

7. We now describe how to simulate the computation phase of the protocol.
S queries Sf ′ for the messages that the honest brains send to the corrupted virtual
parties. For each message m to some Pi ∈ V∗, we send m to each corrupted real party
in Pi (unless the sender received ⊥ in one of step 1 or 4 of this simulator in which case
it sends nothing).
Z outputs the messages that the corrupt parties send to the honest ones. Since we
know the input and random tape of each corrupted party, we can see which messages
are honestly generated and which are not. Forward the message of the sending brain
to Sf ′ as the message of Pi.

8. At the end of the computation phase, we simulate the check protocol as follows. For
each pair (Pi,Pj), for each real party R ∈ Pj , we have one invocation of the functionality
Fcheck. The simulator S needs to simulate the ideal functionality towards the corrupted
parties in each invocation that involves a corrupted party. Note that the inputs of all
honest parties to each check are known from the previous part of the simulation. We,
at this point, also know whether any of the corrupted brains cheated or not and if so
which check invocation should fail. Furthermore, whenever a corrupted party sends a
value to the check functionality, we know whether it’s the correct one or not. Using
the above observations it follows that the simulator always knows how to simulate each
invocation of Fcheck and when to return different, when to return same, and when to abort
the computation.

9. If all checks passed, meaning that the adversary did not misbehave at any point in time,
then we continue the simulation. The simulator S knows all the last messages of each
corrupted party and it knows the output of the functionality z. Since the opening phase is
a linear reconstruction of the last messages, the simulator picks a uniformly last message
for each honest party under the condition that the linear combination of all last messages
results in z. The simulator faithfully executes the last step of the protocol compiler
with the corrupted parties. For any simulated honest real party that receives incorrect
messages from Z, we will instruct Ff to make this party abort. For any honest real party
that receives the correct last round messages, we instruct Ff to deliver the output of the
computation.

The simulation of the first protocol phase (steps 1-4) is perfect. The adversary sees uniformly
random shares, random tapes, or the things it sent itself just like in a real execution. The
simulation of Fbcast is identical to a real execution. The indistinguishability of the simulation
in step 6 directly follows from the security guarantees of Sf ′ . As in the real execution, we do
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not send anything from real honest parties that may have aborted during the first phase.
Otherwise, in both the real and the ideal world, the protocol does not abort during the
computation phase. During the computation phase S has access to the random tapes and
inputs of the corrupted parties, thus always knows when and where cheating occurred. This
enables to correctly determine when and where the protocol would abort and simulate the
outcome of the check phase in step 8 correctly. J

Similar to [27], we proved our result for the case of active security with individual abort,
where some honest parties may terminate, while some may not. As in their work, our result
easily extends to unanimous abort with one additional round of secure broadcast.

4 Efficient Three-Party Computation

All of our protocols are fundamentally based on the seminal work of Beaver [5], who presented
a conceptually simple and clean approach for passively secure circuit evaluation. We present
two flavors of protocols. One with preprocessing and two different instantiations of the
preprocessing phase and one without preprocessing, but some light postprocessing. The
protocols that involve preprocessing have a larger total runtime, but a leaner online phase,
whereas the postprocessing protocol has a smaller overall runtime. Our protocol with
preprocessing is presented in this section and the two different preprocessing protocols are
presented in Section 5. Protocol with postprocessing is presented in Section 6.

4.1 Beaver’s Circuit Evaluation Approach
The circuit evaluation approach by Beaver [5] enables, in our case, three parties to evaluate
an arithmetic circuit f over arbitrary rings Z2m with security against two passive corruptions.
The protocol is split into a preprocessing and an online phase. During the preprocessing
phase the parties jointly generate some function-independent correlated randomness in the
form of additively secret shared multiplication triples [ai]m, [bi]m, [ci]m, where ci = ai · bi
mod 2m. In the online phase these triples are then consumed to securely evaluate some
desired function f . Beaver’s online phase works in three steps. First, all parties additively
secret share their input among the other parties. Then, all parties jointly evaluate the
circuit in a gate-by-gate fashion on the secret shared values. Additions are performed locally,
and multiplications require interaction as well as correlated randomness as explained in
Section 2.2. In the last step, the parties jointly reconstruct the secret shared values of the
output wires of the circuit. Note that the reconstruction phase is just a linear function of
the messages received during the opening phase.

I Proposition 2. Let f be an arithmetic circuit with N multiplication gates. Given N

preprocessed multiplication triples, the three-party protocol Beaverf , implements functionality
Ff with 2-weak privacy and has linear reconstruction.

4.2 Our Protocol with Preprocessing
We focus on the popular setting with three parties and one active corruption and obtain
our protocol by applying Theorem 1 to Beaver’s circuit evaluation approach. Let f be
the three-party functionality that shall be computed, where each party Pi has an input
xi ∈ Z2m . As before, let f ′ be the related three-party functionality that first recomputes
the original inputs from the additive secret shares and then evaluates f . Let N be the
number of multiplication gates in f and assume for the moment that all real parties have
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COMPnew (Beaverf ′)

Inputs: Each party Pi has input xi ∈ Z2m and they all share preprocessed triples
JajKm, JbjKm, JcjKm for j ∈ {1, . . . , N}.

1. Input sharing:
a. Each Pi picks x1

i , x
2
i ← Z2m and sets x3

i = xi − x1
i − x2

i mod 2m.
b. For 1 ≤ j ≤ 3, each Pi sends

(
xji ,Pj

)
to the broadcast functionality Fbcast.

c. Each Pi receives zi−1 :=
(
xi−1

1 , xi−1
2 , xi−1

3
)
and zi+1 :=

(
xi+1

1 , xi+1
2 , xi+1

3
)
via

Fbcast and aborts if any of the shares equals ⊥.
2. Randomness: Each brain Bi chooses a uniformly random string ri and sends

(ri,Pi) to Fbcast. The receiving real parties abort if they receive ⊥.
3. Computation phase: All virtual parties now evaluate Beaverf ′ in a gate-by-

gate fashion, where each Pi uses input zi as follows:
Multiplication gates are evaluated using correlated randomness.
Other gates are executed locally.

4. Check: For each pair (Pi,Pj), we use Fcheck to verify the correctness of the
messages sent from Pi to Pj .

5. Opening phase:
a. For each output wire w, for each pair (Pi,Pj), all real parties in Pi send their

secret share of w to all real parties in Pj .
b. For all Pj , all Pk ∈ Pj check that all received are equal. If not, abort.
c. If all received shares are consistent, then reconstruct the output and terminate.

Figure 5 Three-party arithmetic circuit evaluation in Z2m with active security with abort against
one active corruption.

already shared this many replicated secret shares of multiplication triples JaiKm, JbiKm, JciKm
in a preprocessing phase5. Our concrete preprocessing protocol will be described in detail
in Section 5. Since for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, virtual party Pi will be simulated by Pi−1 and Pi+1,
it holds that real parties holding replicated shares is equivalent to virtual parties holding
additive secret shares. This way, one can think of those replicated shares as parts of the
real parties’ inputs that have already been shared correctly among the virtual parties during
preprocessing. We state the compiled protocol COMPnew (Beaverf ′) in Figure 5.

We explicitly state the concrete communication complexity of the protocol. Addition
gates require no communication. Evaluating a multiplication gate requires sending 6 words
of m bit each. The opening phase, including the checking protocol, requires sending 5 hash
values (we choose 256 as the output of the hash) as well as the output shares giving a total
of 1280 + 4m · |out| bits for out output gates.

5 Preprocessing

During the preprocessing phase we generate replicated secret sharings of multiplication
triples c = a · b mod 2m. We describe two versions of this phase. The first is obtained
combining the preprocessing of Damgård et al. [27] with the batch verification technique of

5 The functionalities f and f ′ have equally many multiplication gates, since reconstructing the inputs
from additive secret shares does not require any multiplications.
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SingleVerify

Inputs: Shared triples JaKZ, JbKZ, JcKZ and JxKp, JyKp, JzKp with prime p > c

Interpret JaKZ, JbKZ, JcKZ as a triple in Zp.
1. Parties generate a random JrKp and open r.
2. Parties compute JeKp = rJxKp + JaKp.
3. Parties compute JdKp = JyKp + JbKp.
4. Open e, d and compute JtKp = de− rdJxKp − eJyKp + rJzKp − JcKp
5. Open JtKp and output success if t = 0 and fail otherwise.

Figure 6 Verification of triple (JaKZ, JbKZ, JcKZ) sacrificing one triple to check the other.

Ben-Sasson et al. [7]. The generation of multiplication triples is split in three steps. First,
based on Damgård et al., we optimistically generate secret shared multiplication triples over
the integers. Next, we interpret them as triples in a field Zp, for some sufficiently large prime
p, and perform the batch verification protocol of Ben-Sasson et al. to ensure that all triples
are correct. Lastly, we reduce all integer shares modulo 2m to obtain shares of multiplication
triples in our desired ring Z2m

6.
The second version is inspired by Cramer et al. [21], where MACs modulo some prime

are replaced with MACs modulo 2m+λ with 2m being the “plaintext space” and λ being
a statistical security parameter. Hence, we replace the computation modulo prime in the
correctness check with a check performed over 2m+λ, which still guarantees security. This is
efficient because we avoid the computational complexity of computing modulo primes.

5.1 [27]-style Preprocessing
Optimistic generation of a multiplication triple over the integers is straightforward. First each
party Pi uses replicated secret sharing over the integers to share random values ai, bi ∈ Z2m .
All parties jointly compute JaKZ =

∑3
i=1JaiKZ and JbKZ =

∑3
i=1JbiKZ and then use the

optimistic multiplication of replicated secret shares from Section 2.5 to compute JcKZ.
Given an optimistically generated triple JaKZ, JbKZ, JcKZ, the verification of [27] proceeds

as follows. First, optimistically generate another multiplication triple in Zp, where p is a
prime such that p > c. Then parties interpret the multiplication triple over the integers as
a triple in Zp and employ the standard technique of “sacrificing” one triple to check the
other [26]. Concretely, the authors sacrifice the triple in Zp to check JaKZ, JbKZ, JcKZ. The
check, SingleVerify, is detailed in Figure 6. The rationale behind this approach is that if the
multiplicative relation a · b = c holds over the integers, then it also holds in Zp and vice versa
since p > c and thus no wrap-around due to the modulo operation happens.

Given N optimistically generated multiplication triples JaiKZ, JbiKZ, JciKZ over the integers,
we would like to efficiently check that, for all i ∈ {1, . . . N}, the multiplicative relationship
ai ·bi = ci holds. Checking every multiplication triple separately, would require us to generate
N additional multiplication triples in Zp and perform N invocations of SingleVerify.

Instead, we use a clever verification idea of Ben-Sasson et al. [7] to verify N triples with
N additional optimistic multiplications and a single invocation of SingleVerify. The idea is to
encode all multiplication triples (a1, b1, c1) , . . . , (aN , bN , cN ) as three polynomials (f, g, h),

6 Valid multiplication triples over integers are valid modulo 2m.
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where the relation f · g = h will hold iff all multiplication triples are correct. Then we will
verify that the polynomial relation f(x) · g(x) ≡ h(x) holds.

More concretely, let f and g be degree N -1 polynomials over Zp uniquely defined as
f(i) = ai and g(i) = bi. Since, we expect h to be f · g and thus of degree 2N − 2, we
require 2N − 1 points to uniquely define it. For i ∈ {1, . . . N}, we set h(i) = ci. For
i ∈ {N + 1, . . . 2N − 1}, we set h(i) = f(i) · g(i), where the multiplication is performed
optimistically. If all multiplication triples and optimistic multiplications are correct, then
f · g = h holds and an evaluation at a random point z will always fulfill f(z) · g(z) ≡ h(z)
mod p. If, however, some multiplication triple is not valid, then f · g 6= h and the two
polynomials f · g and h can agree on at most 2N − 2 many points. This means that for a
uniformly random point z ∈ Zp, we have Pr[f(z) · g(z) = h(z) | f · g 6= h] ≤ 2N−2

|Zp| .
This algorithm relies on the fact that we can interpolate and evaluate additively secret

shared polynomials. Given shares of points JaiKp for i ∈ {1, . . . , N} of polynomial f , we
would like to evaluate f(z). Define an extension of Kronecker delta δNi (x) as

δNi (x) :=
N∏

j=1,j 6=i

x− j
i− j

=
{

1 x = i

0 x 6= i, x ≤ N
giving Jf(z)Kp =

N∑
i=1

(
δNi (z) · JaiKp

)
where f(x) is evaluated locally. Batch verification protocol is formalized in Figure 7. Its
security directly follows from the security of the preprocessing of Damgård et al. and the
batch verification protocol of Ben-Sasson et al. Let ΠTriple be the resulting preprocessing
protocol that first optimistically generates N triples over the integers, then executes the
batch verification, and finally reduces all shares modulo 2m.

5.2 [21]-style Preprocessing
As in the previous subsection, optimistic generation of a multiplication triple is straightforward.
This time, the parties (using replicated secret sharing), generate random sharings JxKm,λ,
JyKm,λ and then use the optimistic multiplication protocol to compute JzKm,λ.

We present a verified multiplication protocol in Z2m where, in order to mitigate zero
divisors, most of the computation is executed in Z2m+λ for a statistical parameter λ. The
techniques used in this approach are inspired by the protocol SPDZ2k [21]. However, here
they are used in a very different context, since SPDZ2k is a protocol for the dishonest majority
case (and therefore their preprocessing phase requires expensive public-key operations), while
our honest majority protocol can be instantiated using only cheap arithmetic operations.

Figure 8 presents the core of our protocol with replicated sharing with redundant shares.
The protocol uses the sacrifice step of the MASCOT protocol [34]. Note that generating
the share of a and the value r can be done non-interactively using PRSS. We now evaluate
the properties of our protocol. The correctness follows from the correctness of optimistic
multiplication and that the fact that rz + c− ey = rxy + ay − (rx+ a) · y = 0 mod 2m+λ.

Assuming that all openings are verified using Fcheck (which ensures that a corrupt party
cannot send different shares to different parties), the corrupt party can only deviate by adding
an additive error in the optimistic products. We define the (potential) errors as z = xy + εz
and c = ay+εc. If the input tuple JxKm,λ, JyKm,λ, JzKm,λ is incorrect then we have that εz 6= 0
mod 2m. Inserting into the check equation, we get rxy+ rεz + ay+ εc − (rx+ a)y = rεz + εc
mod 2m+λ. Here rεz mod 2m+λ is uniform in a set of at least size 2λ as r is a uniformly
random λ-bit number. Since the εc is chosen by the adversary before r is sampled, the
adversary will be able to make the protocol accept an incorrect tuple with probability at
most 2−λ. This argument corresponds to the proof of Claim 6 of [21].
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BatchVerify

Inputs: N preprocessed triples JaiKZ, JbiKZ, JciKZ for i ∈ {1, . . . , N} over the integers.
And a uniformly random triple JxKp, JyKp, JzKp in Zp.

InterpretJaiKZ, JbiKZ, JciKZ as a triple in the field Zp for a sufficiently large prime p.
1. For i ∈ {1, . . . , N}, define Jf(i)Kp := JaiKp and Jg(i)Kp := JbiKp.
2. For i ∈ {N + 1, . . . , 2N − 1}, evaluate

Jf(i)Kp :=
N∑
j=1

(
δNj (i) · JajKp

)
, and Jg(i)Kp :=

N∑
j=1

(
δNj (i) · JbjKp

)
3. For i ∈ {1, . . . , N}, define Jh(i)Kp := JciKp.
4. For i ∈ {N + 1, . . . , 2N − 1}, compute Jh(i)Kp = Jf(i)Kp · Jg(i)Kp optimistically.
5. Parties generate a random JzKp and open z.
6. Parties evaluate the polynomials at z:

JαKp = Jf(z)Kp :=
N∑
j=1

(
δNj (z) · Jf(j)Kp

)
, JβKp = Jg(z)Kp :=

N∑
j=1

(
δNj (z) · Jg(j)Kp

)
JγKp = Jh(z)Kp :=

2N−1∑
j=1

(
δ2N−1
j (z) · Jh(j)Kp

)
7. Test SingleVerify (JαKp, JβKp, JγKp, JxKp, JyKp, JzKp).

Figure 7 Batch verification of multiplication triples.

SPDZ2k -like check for correct multiplication

Inputs: Shared triple JxKm,λ, JyKm,λ, JzKm,λ

1. Parties generate a random JaKm,λ and execute an optimistic multiplication with
(JaKm,λ, JyKm,λ) to get JcKm,λ.

2. Parties jointly generate a random r ∈ Z2λ .
3. Parties reveal JeKm,λ = rJxKm,λ + JaKm,λ.
4. Parties output the result of the equality check rJzKm,λ + JcKm,λ − eJyKm,λ

?= 0

Figure 8 Verification of a triple using redundant J·Km,λ sharing.

Similarly to other uses of this style verification, the check can be batched for an arbitrary
number of triples. Batching makes the cost for generating the random number r negligible.
Furthermore, the communication for the final step can be reduced: the parties hold {Jx(j)Km}
and would like to check if x(j) = 0 for all j, every party Pi computes x(j)

i = 0−x(j)
i−1−x

(j)
i+1. All

parties then hash {x(j)
0 , x

(j)
1 , x

(j)
2 }∀j and broadcast their result. If there is a mismatch, they

abort. With these two optimizations, the asymptotic communication per triple is determined
by the two optimistic multiplications and the opening of e. All involve sending one m+ λ-bit
value to one other party, so we arrive at 3(m+ λ) bits per party and multiplication. If the
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Protocol with Postprocessing

Input Each party Pi has input xi.

1. Each party Pi secret shares its input xi using the secret sharing with redundant
shares as described in Section 2.4 to obtain JxiKm,λ.

2. All parties jointly evaluate the circuit, where multiplications are performed
optimistically as described in Section 2.3. Let {(JxiKm,λ, JyiKm,λ, JziKm,λ)}i∈[N ]
be the set of all the performed multiplications, where xi, yi are the left and right
inputs and zi is the output of the i-th multiplication.

3. For i ∈ [N ], compute a random JaiKm,λ and optimistically compute JciKm,λ =
Jyi · aiKm,λ.

4. All parties generate a random value r ∈ Z2λ .
5. Parties open JeiKm,λ = rJxiKm,λ + JaiKm,λ
6. For each i ∈ [N ] the parties check rJziKm,λ + JciKm,λ − eiJyiKm,λ

?= 0
and abort if any of these checks fails.

7. If all checks passed, then the parties jointly open the outputs of the circuit.

Figure 9 Protocol for secure circuit evaluation that does not require a preprocessing phase.

protocol is used for preprocessing there are another m bits sent per party and multiplication
during the online phase, otherwise 3(m + λ) is the total cost per multiplication. For the
common choice of m = 64 and λ = 40, this gives a total of 312 bits.

6 Protocol with Postprocessing

Our postprocessing protocol is similar in spirit to our [21]-style preprocessing protocol in
Section 5.2. We use similar building blocks, but in a different order, which allows us to reduce
the total computation time at the cost of a slightly more expensive online phase. We describe
our protocol in Figure 9 for the three party setting. For the sake of simplicity we describe
the protocol with separate checks for each multiplication gate, but optimizations like the
batch verification described in Section 5.2 can be applied equally well to this protocol. The
security proof for the protocol is completely analogous to the security proof in Section 5.2.

7 Implementation and Evaluation

To help adoption and accessibility of our protocols, we implemented them using Sharemind [9]
and the MP-SPDZ framework [29]. We provide extensive benchmarks in both LAN and
WAN settings for both implementations as well as a theoretical analysis of the asymptotic
communication. Throughout this section, we use a statistical security parameter λ = 40.

Sharemind already supported semi-honest computation in Z232 and Z264 . We added
[27]-style preprocessing with BatchVerify from Section 5.1 and postprocessing from Section 6.

MP-SPDZ already supported replicated secret sharing in Z264 and Zp as well as the
protocol for Zp by Lindell and Nof [35]. Its use of C++ templating easily allows to add
new protocols reusing existing components, and it provides an efficient implementation of
Z2k arithmetic for any k. It also uses Montgomery representation for arithmetic modulo
a prime. We have added the following protocols: [27]-style preprocessing with SingleVerify
from Section 5.1, cut-and-choose preprocessing of triples similar to Araki et al. [3] (simple
version), and [21]-style preprocessing as well as postprocessing from Section 5.2.
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Table 1 Communication bits per party for Z264 multiplication.

Offline Online Total

DOS18 preprocessing (single) 992 128 1120
DOS18 preprocessing (batch) 464 128 592
ABF+17 preprocessing (simple) 448 128 576
CDE+18 preprocessing 312 128 440
Postprocessing - 312 312
Semi-honest - 64 64

Malicious ASTRA [19] 448 85 553

7.1 Communication
Table 1 shows the communication complexity per multiplication in Z264 with the various
protocols for λ = 40. While the numbers are obtained from running the protocols in batches
of at least one million with rounding, they match the asymptotic cost one would expect
from a manual analysis. For comparison, we have added the figures reported in a recent
concurrent work by Chaudhari et al. [19] (averaged over the parties because their protocol is
asymmetric) that also considers honest majority three party case.

One optimistic multiplication in Z2m requires sending m bits, and using Beaver multi-
plication in the data-dependent phase requires opening two masked values, thus sending 2m
bits. A CDE+18-style sacrifice [21] requires two optimistic multplications and one opening
in Z2m+λ , while simple ABF+17 [3] asymptotically requires three optimistic multiplications
and two classic sacrifices that require two openings each.7 This comes down to 7m bits.8
Finally, DOS18 preprocessing [27] with SingleVerify requires two optimistic multiplications in
Zp and two openings in Zp as well as sending two (m+ λ)-bit values for sharing over the
integers, totalling in 2(m+ λ) + 3 log p bits. It roughly holds that log p > 7 + 2m+ 3λ, so for
our choice of parameters log p > 255.9 The slight difference to the figure in the table comes
from rounding up to multiples of eight. Using BatchVerify in Figure 7 allows to avoid the
openings in Zp, bringing the complexity to slightly more than ABF+17 preprocessing.

7.2 Benchmarks
We have run our implementations in SIMD fashion, that is, combining the communication of
a varying number of multiplications in as few network messages as possible. All benchmarks
in this section are averages over ten executions. Unsurprisingly up to a certain number the
throughput increases. Figure 10a shows our benchmarks for various numbers of parallel
multiplications in a LAN (AWS c5.9xlarge instances in the same region). We have 36
virtual CPUs, 72 GiB of RAM, and 10 Gbit/s network network connection. The figure for
cut-and-choose is limited to 1048576 because the analysis by Araki et al. [3] mandates batches
of at least this size. The plot shows that all malicious protocols perform similarly except the
[27] protocol, and that the postprocessing protocol is slightly ahead as we expected.

7 Because of cut-and-choose we cannot use the trick used for DOS18-style sacrificing.
8 The more sophisticated preprocessing of Araki et al. [3] would cost 5m, which is still slightly more than
a CDE+18-style sacrifice.

9 According to Damgård et al. [27], p > 100 · 22m+2λ, but a quick recalculation of 24 · B22λ with
B = 2m+λ+1 shows that it should be 3λ instead of 2λ in the inequality for p.
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Figure 10 Comparison of 64-bit multiplication throughput (multiplications/s).

Figure 10b shows our benchmarks for various numbers of parallel multplications in a
continental WAN, that is one AWS c5.9xlarge instance in each of Frankfurt, London, and
Paris. The results mirror the results in the LAN setting except for the fact that 220 parallel
multiplications perform better than 215 for all protocols. This is most likely because of the
increased network delay of up to 12 ms. Finally, Figure 10c shows benchmarks for a global
WAN, that is one AWS c5.9xlarge instance in each of Frankfurt, Northern California, and
Tokyo. The largest network latency we observed is 236 ms in this setting.

We generally found that our protocols do not use all bandwidth that is available. Fig-
ure 10d supports this by showing that increasing from a single thread to 128 increases the
output while keeping same the number of parallel multiplications.

7.3 Comparison with Other Implementations
We provide a comparison with the most relevant previous implementations. The concurrent
work of Choudhary et al. [19] does not provide throughput of multiplications for their offline
phase, only for more complex computation such as AES evaluation. It is therefore hard to
compare their implementation to ours. Furthermore, AES evaluation does not lend itself to
computation in Z2k for k > 1, which makes a rather odd benchmark in this setting.

Three party honest majority actively secure multiplication with 61-bit Mersenne field
is implemented in [20] where they measure that a circuit with 106 multiplication gates and
depth 20 can be evaluated in 0.3 seconds in a single AWS region (presumably 10 Gbit/s
networks). This amounts to a throughput of 3.3 million multiplications per second, while our
postprocessing protocol with Sharemind in a LAN achieved 2.9 million for a slightly smaller
batch size that 106/20. This shows that our protocol is competitive despite the extra effort
needed for rings as compared to fields.
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For a 31-bit prime, [16] report a throughput of 1.7 million multiplications per second for
the computation of their verification protocol on a single core of an AWS c5.9xlarge instance
(s = 128 in Table 3 ibidem). In comparison, we achieve 2.9 million in a LAN setting including
communicatio). In the WAN settings we benchmark below 1 million (continentally) or 0.2
million (globally). Also, note that their verification protocol for Z264 requires computation
in the ring (Z264)[X]/f(X) with f being a polynomial of degree 47 while the benchmarked
protocol for fields does not require an extension field. It is therefore likely that the throughput
of their protocol for Z264 is significantly lower.

The batchwise multiplication verification is optimized in [37]. The authors estimate that
their computation optimizations achieves up to 107 two-party verifications per second using
multithreading for 64-bit primes and up to 5 · 106 with 128-bit prime. Their estimations are
based on their implementation of the computations, they do not benchmark the protocol with
communication. From a conceptual point of view, [37] uses similar verification as our batch
verification, hence their work indicates that our implementation might also benefit from more
optimized field arithmetic. However, we still need to use larger fields to accommodate the
integer secret sharing meaning we need more communication to achieve triples modulo 2k of
the same length as their modulo prime triples.
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A Security Definitions

We define security using the UC framework of Canetti [17]. Protocols proven secure in
this framework retain security even when composed arbitrarily and executed concurrently.
Concretely, we use a flavour of the classical UC framework, proposed in [22]. We provide a
short summary of the security framework here and refer the reader to [22] for more details.
Security is defined by comparing a real and an ideal interaction. In the ideal interaction, we
have a trusted party, called the ideal functionality F , that receives inputs from all parties,
computes the desired function, and returns the result to the parties. In the real interaction,
the parties do not have F , but rather interact with each other according to some protocol
description Π. The protocol Π may make use of some other auxiliary ideal functionality
G. In both interactions, the environment Z chooses the inputs of all parties and acts as an
adversary that may corrupt some subset of the parties passively or actively. We say that
Π securely realizes F if an adversary in the real world can not do “more harm” than an
adversary in the ideal world. Concretely, we require the existence of a simulator S, aka.
ideal world adversary, that simulates Z’s view of a real interaction. S simulates the views
of the corrupted players, the interaction with auxiliary functionality G, and it may interact
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with F . At the end of a protocol execution Z outputs a single bit. Let IDEALλ[Z, S,F ]
and REALλ[Z,Π,G] be the random variables that represent Z’s output bit in the ideal and
real execution, respectively. We say that Π securely realizes functionality F , if Z cannot
distinguish real interaction from communicating with the simulator S.

I Definition 3. Π securely implements functionality F with respect to a class of environments
Env in the G-hybrid model, if there exists a simulator S such that for all Z ∈ Env we have

|Pr[REALλ[Z,Π,G] = 1]− Pr[IDEALλ[Z, S,F ] = 1]| ≤ negl(λ) .

We capture different security notions by specifying the environments. For passive security
the environment Z can corrupt up to t parties. Z gets full read-only access to the corrupted
parties internal tapes. All parties follow the protocol honestly. The simulator S is allowed
to ask the ideal functionality F for the inputs of the corrupted parties. For active security
the environment Z is allowed to corrupt up to t parties. Z gets full control of the corrupted
parties. Once the ideal functionality F received inputs from all parties, it computes the
output and sends it to Z. The environment sends back a bit indicating whether the parties
should obtain the output or ⊥. A slightly weaker notion known as active security with
individual abort allows the adversary to specify which honest parties abort and which do not.

We use the definition of weak privacy against active adversaries [32, Definition 5.11] (a
slight variant of the same property was defined under the name “active privacy” in [38]),
which captures the security properties offered by many existing protocols [6, 5] that follow
the compute-then-open paradigm. These protocols are split into a computation and opening
phase. The computation phase consists of multiple rounds of interaction, whereas the opening
phase requires a single round of communication. Intuitively, weak privacy says that an active
adversary cannot learn anything until the opening phase, and this is captured saying that
there exists a simulator that can simulate the truncated view of the protocol up to the
opening phase without having access to the inputs or outputs of any honest parties. Finally,
these protocols are “linear”, meaning that the output of the parties in the protocol is a linear
function of the messages sent in the opening phase.
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1 Introduction

A key goal in theoretical computer science is the identification of structures that exhibit
resilience to adversarial tampering. The classical notion in this space is that of an error-
detection or error-correction code, where we seek to ensure that tampering caused by an
adversary that can modify a bounded number of symbols in a codeword can be detected or
corrected.

But what if the number of errors that an adversary can introduce is unbounded? The
objective of error detection or correction is clearly impossible to achieve in this setting – the
adversary can simply replace the transmitted codeword with an encoding of some other fixed
value. Thus, the main question of study in this context concerns the notion of malleability:
informally speaking, our core goal must be to prevent the adversary from replacing an
encoding of a value x with an encoding of some other related value x̃ 6= x.

The central information-theoretic object in this setting is called a split-state non-malleable
code [5]. Since their introduction in 2010 [5], split-state non-malleable codes have been
the subject of intense study within theoretical computer science [5, 4, 1, 3, 2, 6]. Here,
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we consider the most basic form of a split-state non-malleable code, namely a code for
encoding a single bit. A split-state non-malleable code [5] for single-bit messages consists of
randomized encoding and decoding algorithms (enc,dec). A message m ∈ {0, 1} is encoded
as a pair of strings (L,R) ∈ {0, 1}k × {0, 1}k, such that dec(L,R) = m. An adversary
then specifies an arbitrary pair of functions g, h : {0, 1}k → {0, 1}k. The code is said to be
non-malleable if, intuitively, the message obtained as dec(g(L), h(R)) is “unrelated” to the
original message m. In particular, to be ε-non-malleable, it is enough [4] to guarantee that
when the message m is chosen uniformly at random and encoded into (L,R), the probability
that dec(g(L), h(R)) = 1−m is at most 1

2 + ε.

1.1 Previous Work
All known constructions and proofs of security for explicit split-state non-malleable codes have
required complex mathematical proofs, and all known such proofs either directly or indirectly
used the mathematics behind constructions of two-source extractors [4, 1, 3, 2, 6]. In fact,
after constructing the first non-malleable code in the split-state model Dziembowski, Kazana,
and Obremski wrote: “This brings a natural question if we could show some relationship
between the extractors and the non-malleable codes in the split-state model. Unfortunately,
there is no obvious way of formalizing the conjecture that non-malleable codes need to be
based on extractors” [4].

1.2 Our Contribution
In this work, we seek to establish new, simpler, foundations for the construction of single-bit
split-state non-malleable codes. We do so by answering in the negative the implicit conjecture
of [4]; we show that it is not necessary to base constructions of non-malleable codes on the
theory of extractors.

Specifically, we show that expander graphs immediately give rise to split-state non-
malleable codes for single-bit messages. We prove that any d-regular graph on n = 2k nodes
with spectral expansion λ satisfying n = Ω(d3 log(d)/λ) yields a O

(
λ3/2

d

)
-non-malleable code

for single-bit messages in the split-state model. Our proof is elementary, requiring a little
more than two pages to prove, having at its heart two nested applications of the Expander
Mixing Lemma. Furthermore, we only need expanders of high degree (e.g., d = n1/3), which
can be constructed and analyzed easily (see, e.g., [7] or Appendix C), yielding 2−Ω(k)-non-
malleable codes. It is worth noting that the manner in which we construct a single-bit code
from an expander graphs is similar to how [4] constructs a single-bit code from a two-source
extractor. Thus, our main discovery is that expander graphs suffice for such a construction
to succeed.

Our construction of non-malleable codes from expander graphs thus opens up a new line
of attack in the study of split-state non-malleable codes. It is important to keep in mind that
current constructions of non-malleable codes supporting messages of arbitrary length use
many ideas pioneered in the construction of [4], in particular the use of extractors. While
we do not yet know how to generalize our results beyond single-bit messages, we speculate
that further investigation building upon our work will reveal a deeper connection and more
powerful simple constructions based on expanders.

It should be noted that two-source extractors are well-known to exhibit expansion
properties; however, in all previous proofs, much more than mere expansion was used to
argue non-malleability. Indeed previous proofs apply extractors repeatedly; for instance
the proof of [4] uses the extractor property multiple times (e.g., in equation (22) and using
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equation (43) in [4]). We also note that it is not surprising that 1-bit non-malleable codes
will exhibit some sort of expansion properties. Our contribution is the converse: that good
expansion is sufficient for the construction of non-malleable codes.

1.3 Parameters and a Comparison with DKO13
For completeness we include an analysis of the concrete parameters of our resulting code.
Let γ > 0 be given. Our construction yields a 1-bit γ-non-malleable split-state code where
each part of the message is a vertex of a d-regular graph G on n vertices. The graph G must
have expansion λ and satisfy n = Ω(d3 log(d)/λ) and λ3/2/d = O(γ). Suppose that G has
expansion Θ(

√
d), which is the case for the instantiation in Appendix C. We may then set

d = Θ((1/γ)4) and n = Θ̃((1/γ)10). Thus, our code uses space 20 log(1/γ) +O(log log(1/γ))
to encode a single bit. The instantiation from Appendix C is not able to choose n as flexibly
as suggested here and uses space 24 log(1/γ). The time taken to encode and decode a message
in this instantiation is O(log(1/γ)). In comparison, the instantiation of [4] uses space around
90 log(1/γ) and the time to encode and decode is O(log(1/γ) log2(log(1/γ))). It should be
noted, however, that the construction of [4] supports leakage as well, something that we are
not considering in this paper.

1.4 Intuition behind our construction and analysis
Every graph, G = (V,E) yields a single-bit split-state code in the following straightforward
manner: To encode 1, pick an edge (v, u) ∈ E uniformly at random, and set the left encoding
to be v and the right encoding to be u. To encode a 0, do the same with a uniformly random
non-edge in the graph.

Our analysis proceeds in two parts. First, in Proposition 6, using only elementary
manipulations, we give an exact characterization of the success probability of any particular
tampering split-state adversary against the code associated with any graph. The split-
state adversary uses two functions, g and h, to tamper with the left and right encodings,
respectively. The significant term of the probability to be analyzed is the quantity

∑
(v,u)∈E

(
d
∣∣g−1(v)

∣∣ · ∣∣h−1(u)
∣∣

n
−
∣∣E(g−1(v), h−1(u))

∣∣) .
To bound this expression, we make the following observations. First, sparsity of the graph

allows us to bound many of the terms immediately. Second, the term in the parentheses
above immediately suggests a bound using the Expander Mixing Lemma, applied to the
number of edges from g−1(v) to h−1(u). Third, we observe that the sum itself is over edges
(v, u) ∈ E, and furthermore, the remaining sum of problematic terms are a sum over edges of
the form (v, u) ∈ E ∩ (T × S) for some vertex subsets S, T ⊂ V . This allows us to apply the
Expander Mixing Lemma a second time, effectively bounding the number of “error terms”
that accumulate through the initial use of the Expander Mixing Lemma. The actual analysis
of this bound is just over a page of calculation. The analysis follows the intuition above,
modulo a partitioning of terms into sets of appropriate size for the analysis to work.

2 Preliminaries

We shall assume familiarity with the basics of codes and non-malleable codes. A cursory
review of relevant definitions can be found in the appendix.

ITC 2020
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I Notation 1 (Graphs). A graph G = (V,E) consists of vertices V and edges E ⊂ V ×V . In
this exposition every graph is undirected and n = |V | always denotes the number of vertices
of the graph in question.

For any v ∈ V we denote by N(v) the set of neighbors of v in G.
For any two subsets S, T ⊆ V we denote by E(S, T ) the set of (directed) edges from S to
T in G. I.e. E(S, T ) = {(v, u) ∈ S × T | (v, u) ∈ E}.

I Definition 2 (Spectral Expander). Let G = (V,E) be a d-regular graph, AG be its adjacency
matrix, and λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λn be the eigenvalues of AG. We say that G is a λ spectral expander
if λ ≥ max{|λ2| , . . . , |λn|}.

I Theorem 3 (Expander Mixing Lemma). Suppose that G = (V,E) is a λ spectral expander.
Then for every pair of subsets S, T ⊂ V we have∣∣∣∣|E(S, T )| − d · |S| · |T |

n

∣∣∣∣ ≤ λ√|S| · |T |.
Our results will rely on the following characterization of 1-bit non-malleable codes by
Dziembowski, Kazana, and Obremski found in [4].

I Theorem 4. Let (enc,dec) be a coding scheme with enc: {0, 1} → X and dec: X → {0, 1}.
Further, let F be a set of functions f : X → X . Then (enc,dec) is ε-non-malleable with
respect to F if and only if for every f ∈ F ,

Pr
b

u←−{0,1}
(dec(f(enc(b))) = 1− b) ≤ 1

2 + ε,

where the probability is over the uniform choice of b and the randomness of enc.

3 Results

We first formally introduce our candidate code and then prove that it is a non-malleable
code.

3.1 Candidate Code

From a graph we can very naturally construct a coding scheme as follows.

I Definition 5 (Graph Code). Let G = (V,E) be a graph. The associated graph code,
(encG,decG), consists of the functions

encG : {0, 1} → V × V, decG : V × V → {0, 1}

which are randomized and deterministic, respectively, and given by

encG(b) =
{

(u, v) u←− (V × V ) \ E, b = 0,
(u, v) u←− E, b = 1,

decG(v1, v2) =
{

0, (v1, v2) 6∈ E,
1, (v1, v2) ∈ E.
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3.2 Non-Malleability of Expander Graph Codes
Finally, arriving at the core of the matter, we first establish the following lemma casting the
expression of Theorem 4 in terms of graph properties.

I Proposition 6. Let G = (V,E) be a graph, functions g, h : V → V be given, and f =
(g, h) : V ×V → V ×V satisfy f(u, v) = (g(u), h(v)). For the probability that f flips a random
bit encoded by encG, write

T = Pr
b

u←−{0,1}
(decG(f(encG(b))) = 1− b)

where the probability is taken over the randomness of encG and the sampling of b. Then

T = 1
2 + 1

2d(n− d)
∑

(v,u)∈E

(
d
∣∣g−1(v)

∣∣ · ∣∣h−1(u)
∣∣

n
−
∣∣E(g−1(v), h−1(u))

∣∣) . (1)

Proof. For b ∈ {0, 1} denote by Qb the probability

Qb = Pr(decG(f(encG(b))) = 1− b)

taken over the randomness of encG. It is clear that T = Q0+Q1
2 and that by definition

Q0 = Pr
(v,u)

u←−V×V \E
[(g(v), h(u)) ∈ E] , Q1 = Pr

(v,u)
u←−E

[(g(v), h(u)) 6∈ E] .

First, for b = 0 we see that the number of non-edges that are mapped by f to any given
(v, u) ∈ E is given by

∣∣g−1(v)
∣∣ · ∣∣h−1(u)

∣∣− ∣∣E(g−1(v), h−1(u))
∣∣. There are n(n−d) non-edges

in G so it follows that

Q0 =
∑

(v,u)∈E
∣∣g−1(v)

∣∣ · ∣∣h−1(u)
∣∣− ∣∣E(g−1(v), h−1(u))

∣∣
n(n− d) .

Second, for b = 1 the number of edges of G that are mapped to non-edges by f is given by∑
(v,u)6∈E

∣∣E(g−1(v), h−1(u))
∣∣. Since there are dn edges of G to choose from when encoding

the bit b = 1,

Q1 =
∑

(v,u) 6∈E
∣∣E(g−1(v), h−1(u))

∣∣
dn

.

Now, observing that the number of (directed) edges in the graph is dn and that {g−1(v)}v∈V
and {h−1(u)}u∈V are both partitions of V , we get

Q1 =
dn−

∑
(v,u)∈E

∣∣E(g−1(v), h−1(u))
∣∣

dn
= 1−

∑
(v,u)∈E

∣∣E(g−1(v), h−1(u))
∣∣

dn
.

Putting it all together,

T =

∑
(v,u)∈E

∣∣g−1(v)
∣∣ · ∣∣h−1(u)

∣∣− ∣∣E(g−1(v), h−1(u))
∣∣

2n(n− d) + 1
2 −

∑
(v,u)∈E

∣∣E(g−1(v), h−1(u))
∣∣

2dn

= 1
2 + 1

2d(n− d)
∑

(v,u)∈E

(
d
∣∣g−1(v)

∣∣ · ∣∣h−1(u)
∣∣

n
−
∣∣E(g−1(v), h−1(u))

∣∣) . J

We proceed immediately with the main theorem, which concludes the exposition. In order to
keep this presentation short and to the point, more elaborate calculations, which avoid the
log-factors, have been placed in the appendix as Theorem 10.

ITC 2020
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I Theorem 7. Let G = (V,E) be d-regular with spectral expansion λ satisfying n =
Ω(d3 log(d)4/λ). Then (encG,decG) is an Õ

(
λ3/2

d

)
-non-malleable code in the split-state

model.

Proof. Let f = (g, h) : V × V → V × V be given. By Theorem 4 and Proposition 6 we just
need to show that

R = 1
2d(n− d) ·

∑
(v,u)∈E

(
d
∣∣g−1(v)

∣∣ · ∣∣h−1(u)
∣∣

n
−
∣∣E(g−1(v), h−1(u))

∣∣)

is bounded by Õ
(
λ3/2

d

)
. Define the sets

G1 =
{
v ∈ V |

∣∣g−1(v)
∣∣ > n

d2

}
, H1 =

{
u ∈ V |

∣∣h−1(u)
∣∣ > n

d2

}
,

G2 =
{
v ∈ V |

∣∣g−1(v)
∣∣ ≤ n

d2

}
, H2 =

{
u ∈ V |

∣∣h−1(u)
∣∣ ≤ n

d2

}
,

for i, j ∈ {1, 2} write

Ri,j = 1
2d(n− d)

∑
(v,u)∈E∩(Gi×Hj)

(
d
∣∣g−1(v)

∣∣ · ∣∣h−1(u)
∣∣

n
−
∣∣E(g−1(v), h−1(u))

∣∣) ,
and observe that R =

∑
1≤i,j≤2Ri,j .

Consider the case when i = 2. Simply bounding the terms of the form
∣∣g−1(v)

∣∣ · ∣∣h−1(u)
∣∣

by using that each vertex has only d neighbours, we get

R2,1 +R2,2 ≤
1

2n(n− d)
∑

(v,u)∈E∩(G2×V )

∣∣g−1(v)
∣∣ · ∣∣h−1(u)

∣∣
≤ 1

2n(n− d) · d ·
∑
u∈V

n

d2 ·
∣∣h−1(u)

∣∣
= n

2(n− d)d .

Thus, R2,1 +R2,2 = O
(
d−1). By symmetry, R1,2 = O

(
d−1). It only remains to show that

R1,1 = Õ
(
λ3/2

d

)
. To this end, partition G1 and H1, respectively, as

Gk1 =
{
v ∈ G1 |

n

2k−1 ≥
∣∣g−1(v)

∣∣ > n

2k
}
, H l

1 =
{
v ∈ H1 |

n

2l−1 ≥
∣∣h−1(u)

∣∣ > n

2l
}

for 1 ≤ k, l ≤
⌈
log2

(
d2)⌉. Now, focusing on each pair Gk1 and H l

1, we write

Sk,l = 1
2d(n− d)

∑
(v,u)∈E∩(Gk

1×Hl
1)

(
d
∣∣g−1(v)

∣∣ · ∣∣h−1(u)
∣∣

n
−
∣∣E(g−1(v), h−1(u))

∣∣)

and apply first the mixing lemma then the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality to get

2d(n− d)Sk,l =
∑
v∈Gk

1

d
∣∣g−1(v)

∣∣ ·∑
u∈N(v)∩Hl

1

∣∣h−1(u)
∣∣

n
−

∣∣∣∣∣∣E
g−1(v),

⋃
u∈N(v)∩Hl

1

h−1(u)

∣∣∣∣∣∣


≤
∑
v∈Gk

1

λ

√
|g−1(v)| ·

∑
u∈N(v)∩Hl

1

|h−1(u)|

≤ λ
√

n

2k−1 ·
n

2l−1 ·
∑
v∈Gk

1

√∣∣N(v) ∩Hl
1

∣∣
≤ 2λn · 2−

l+k

2 ·
√∣∣Gk1∣∣ ·√∣∣E(Gk1 , Hl

1)
∣∣.
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We use the fact that
∣∣Gk1∣∣ ≤ 2k,

∣∣H l
1
∣∣ ≤ 2l, apply the mixing lemma to the last factor, and

wield Jensen’s inequality on the arising square root to obtain

d(n− d)Sk,l ≤ λn · 2−
l+k

2 ·
√∣∣Gk1∣∣ ·

√
d ·
∣∣Gk1∣∣ · ∣∣H l

1
∣∣

n
+ λ

√∣∣Gk1∣∣ · ∣∣H l
1
∣∣

≤ λ
√

2kdn+ 2
k−l

4 λ3/2n ≤ λ ·
√
d3n+ 2

k−l
4 λ3/2n.

By symmetry of k and l, d(n− d)Sk,l ≤ λ ·
√
d3n+ 2 l−k

4 λ3/2n. Thus,

R1,1 =
∑

1≤k,l≤dlog2(d2)e

Sk,l

≤ O

(
λ log(d)2 ·

√
d√

n

)
+O

(
λ3/2

d

)
·

∑
1≤k,l≤dlog2(d2)e

2−
|k−l|

4

= O

(
log(d)λ3/2

d

)
. J
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A Definitions for Split-State Non-Malleable Codes

Here, we recall the basic definition of a split-state non-malleable code due to [5].

I Definition 8 (Coding scheme). We define a coding scheme to be a pair of functions
(enc,dec). The encoding function enc: M→ X is randomized while the decoding function
dec: X →M∪ {⊥} is deterministic. Further, for all s ∈M the pair satisfies

Pr[dec(enc(s)) = s] = 1

where the probability is taken over the randomness of enc.

I Definition 9 (Split State Non-Malleable Code). A coding scheme (enc,dec), enc: M →
L×R and dec: L ×R →M∪ {⊥}, is ε-non-malleable in the split state model if for every
pair of functions g : L → L, h : R → R and writing f = (g, h) there exists a distribution Df
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supported onM∪ {∗,⊥} such that for every s ∈M the two random variables defined by the
experiments

Asf =
{

(L,R)←enc(s);
Output dec(g(L),h(R))

}
Bsf =

{
s̃←Df ;

If s̃=∗ output s else output s̃

}
have statistical distance at most ε.

B Deliver Us from Log Factors

A more thorough analysis of the sums in the proof of Theorem 7 allows us to get slightly
better bounds. The technicalities are of little interest to the big picture and were hence
omitted in the body of the paper. The addition consists of an alternative ending to the proof
of Theorem 7.

I Theorem 10. Let G = (V,E) be d-regular with spectral expansion λ satisfying n =
Ω(d3 log(d)/λ). Then (encG,decG) is an O

(
λ3/2

d

)
-non-malleable code in the split-state

model.

Proof. At the very end of the proof of Theorem 7, we arrived at

d(n− d)Sk,l ≤ 2−
l+k

2 λn ·
√∣∣Gk1∣∣ ·

√
d ·
∣∣Gk1∣∣ · ∣∣H l

1
∣∣

n
+ λ ·

√∣∣Gk1∣∣ · ∣∣H l
1
∣∣.

Applying Jensen’s inequality, we get

Sk,l ≤ O
(

λ√
dn

)
· 2−

l+k
2 ·

∣∣Gk1∣∣ ·√∣∣H l
1
∣∣+O

(
λ3/2

d

)
· 2−

l+k
2 · 4

√∣∣Gk1∣∣3 · ∣∣H l
1
∣∣ (2)

with the functions hidden by the O-notation being independent of k, l.
Now, note that∣∣g−1(Gk1)

∣∣ ≥ n ·
∣∣Gk1∣∣
2k

∣∣h−1(H l
1)
∣∣ ≥ n ·

∣∣H l
1
∣∣

2l (3)

and for all k ≤
⌈
log2(d2)

⌉
we have |G

k
1 |

2k/2 ≤ 2d. We shall bound each of the terms of (2)
separately.

First, write

L =
∑

1≤k,l≤dlog2(d2)e

(
2−

l+k
2 ·

∣∣Gk1∣∣ ·√∣∣H l
1
∣∣) .

Using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality in the second inequality,

L ≤ 2d ·
∑

1≤l≤dlog2(d2)e

√
2−l

∣∣H l
1
∣∣

≤ O
(
d ·
√

log(d)
)
·
√ ∑

1≤l≤dlog2(d2)e

2−l ·
∣∣H l

1
∣∣

≤ O
(
d ·
√

log(d)
)
·

√√√√ ∑
1≤l≤dlog2(d2)e

∣∣h−1(H l
1)
∣∣

n

= O
(
d ·
√

log(d)
)
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since the H l
1 are disjoint subsets of V . In conclusion,

O

(
λ√
dn

)
·

∑
1≤k,l≤dlog2(d2)e

2−
l+k

2 ·
∣∣Gk1∣∣ ·√∣∣H l

1
∣∣ = O

(
λ ·
√
d · log(d)√
n

)

= O

(
λ3/2

d

)
.

Second, let k ≤ l and write t = l − k. We now bound the sum using (3). Write

K =
∑

1≤k<l≤dlog2(d2)e

2−
l+k

2 · 4
√∣∣Gk1∣∣3 · ∣∣H l

1
∣∣.

Then

K ≤
∑

1≤k<l≤dlog2(d2)e

(
2 k−l

4

n
· 4
√∣∣g−1(Gk1)

∣∣3 · ∣∣h−1(H l
1)
∣∣)

≤
dlog2(d2)e∑

t=0

2− t
4

n

dlog2(d2)e∑
l=t

4
√∣∣g−1(Gl−t1 )

∣∣3 · ∣∣h−1(H l
1)
∣∣


≤
dlog2(d2)e∑

t=0

2− t
4

n

dlog2(d2)e∑
l=t

∣∣g−1(Gl−t1 )
∣∣


3/4

·

dlog2(d2)e∑
l=t

∣∣h−1(H l
1)
∣∣


1/4


≤
dlog2(d2)e∑

t=0
2− t

4 = O(1),

where the third inequality is established using Hölder’s inequalty.
It now follows that∑
1≤k≤l≤dlog2(d2)e

Sk,l = O

(
λ3/2

d

)
.

By symmetry of k and l,

R1,1 =
∑

1≤k,l≤dlog2(d2)e

Sk,l = O

(
λ3/2

d

)
,

which completes the proof. J

C Instantiating Our Construction

Using our results to instantiate an efficient, secure split-state non-malleable code, we require
a family of graphs {Gk}k∈N, where each Gk = (Vk, Ek) is dk-regular with spectral expansion
λk, satisfying the following:
1. The function ε(k) = λ

3/2
k

dk
is negligible.

2. We have nk = |V (Gk)| = Ω(d3
k log(dk)/λk)

3. Both sampling an edge (u, v) u←− Ek and sampling a non-edge (u, v) u←− (Vk × Vk) \ Ek
can be done in time polynomial in k.
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4. Determining membership of a pair (u, v) ∈ V ×V in E(Gk) can be done deterministically
in time polynomial in k.

Given such a family of graphs it is clear that the corresponding graph code (encGk
,decGk

) is
an efficiently computable non-malleable code.

C.1 Instantiation with High-Degree Cayley Graphs
Explicit constructions of such families of graphs do indeed exist. We shall here give an
example from [7] from the class of graphs known as Cayley graphs. The construction is as
follows.

I Definition 11. For p a prime and 1 ≤ t < p let the graph LDp,t have vertex set Ft+1
p and

edge set

E(LDp,t) =
{

(x, x+ (b, ab, a2b, . . . , atb)) | x ∈ Ft+1
p , a, b ∈ Fp

}
,

i.e. x, y ∈ V (LDp,T ) are connected by an edge if and only if there exists a, b ∈ Fp such that
y = x+ (b, ab, a2b, . . . , atb).

It is worth nothing that the graph LDp,t is p2-regular and that it is undirected as x is
connected to y if and only if y is connected to x.

Now, let t = 5 and for each k ∈ N let pk be some k-bit prime. We consider the family of
graphs {LDpk,5}k∈N for our instantiation. In the following, we shall check the criteria from
the beginning of the section point by point.

1. The family of graphs LDp,t has great expander properties.
I Theorem 12 (explicit in Trevisan [7]). For 1 < t < p, the graph LDp,t is a pt-spectral
expander.
This fact allows us to note that for our particular choice of graphs, ε(k) = (pkt)3/2

p2
k

< 12√
p

k
,

which in fact is 2−Ω(k) and the representation size is O(k) bits.
2. We have Ω

(
d3

k log(dk)
λk

)
= Ω(p5 log(p)) such that indeed,

nk = |V (LDpk,5)| = p6 = Ω
(
d3
k log(dk)
λk

)
.

3. Sampling an edge (u, v) u←− E(LDpk,t) is simply a question of picking x ∈ Ft+1
pk

, a, b ∈ Fpk

uniformly at random and then outputting the edge (x, x+ (b, ab, a2b, . . . , atb)).
To pick a non-edge, simply sample two random vertices u, v ∈ Ft+1

pk
uniformly at random

and check (with the procedure to be specified below) whether (u, v) ∈ E(LDpk,t). Since
for t > 1 the probability of hitting an edge with such a random choice is ≤ 1/pk, the
expected number of repetitions is constant and hence the procedure takes expected
polynomial time.

4. To test membership of some (u, v) ∈
(
Ft+1
pk

)2 in E(LDpk,t), perform the following opera-
tion: Compute x = u− v and write x = (x0, . . . , xt). It is now trival to check whether(

1, x1
x0
, . . . , xt

x0

)
is of the form (1, a, a2, . . . , at).
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Leakage-resilient secret sharing has mostly been studied in the compartmentalized models, where
a leakage oracle can arbitrarily leak bounded number of bits from all shares, provided that the
oracle only has access to a bounded number of shares when the leakage is taking place. We start a
systematic study of leakage-resilient secret sharing against global leakage, where the leakage oracle
can access the full set of shares simultaneously, but the access is restricted to a special class of
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low-degree multi-variate polynomial leakage functions, respectively. For affine leakage functions,
we obtain schemes with threshold access structure that are leakage-resilient as long as there is a
substantial difference between the total amount of information obtained by the adversary, through
corrupting individual players and leaking from the full share vector, and the amount that the
reconstruction algorithm requires for reconstructing the secret. Furthermore, if we assume the
adversary is non-adaptive, we can even make the secret length asymptotically equal to the difference,
as the share length grows. Specifically, we have a threshold scheme with parameters similar to
Shamir’s scheme and is leakage-resilient against affine leakage. For multi-variate polynomial leakage
functions with degree bigger than one, our constructions here only yield ramp schemes that are
leakage-resilient against such leakage. Finally, as a result of independent interest, we show that our
approach to leakage-resilient secret sharing also yields a competitive scheme compared with the
state-of-the-art construction in the compartmentalized models.
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1 Introduction

Secret sharing, introduced independently by Blakley [11] and Shamir [42], is a fundamental
cryptographic primitive with far-reaching applications; e.g., a major tool in secure multiparty
computation (cf. [19]). The goal in secret sharing is to encode a secret s into a number
of shares c1, . . . , cn that are distributed among a set [n] = {1, . . . , n} of players such that
the access to the secret through collaboration of players can be accurately controlled. An
authorized subset of players is a set A ⊆ [n] such that the shares with indices in A can be
pooled together to reconstruct the secret s. On the other hand, A is an unauthorized subset
if the knowledge of the shares with indices in A reveals no information about the secret. The
set of authorized and unauthorized sets define an access structure, where the most widely
used is the so-called threshold structure. A threshold secret sharing scheme is defined with
respect to a threshold t and satisfies the following property: Any set A ⊆ [n] with |A| < t is
an unauthorized set and any set A ⊆ [n] with |A| ≥ t is an authorized set. Threshold secret
sharing with threshold t is also called t-out-of-n secret sharing. Any threshold secret sharing
scheme sharing m-bit secrets necessarily requires shares of length (in bits) at least m, and
Shamir’s scheme attains this lower bound [44]. The information ratio defined as the ratio of
the secret length to the maximum share length measures the storage efficiency of a secret
sharing scheme.

Leakage-resilience of secret sharing considers an adversary that has certain form of extra
information about the shares beyond the unauthorized sets of shares and studies how to keep
the secret remain private. Dziembowski and Pietrzak [23] developed an n-out-of-n intrusion-
resilient secret sharing scheme using methods from the bounded retrieval model. The shares
of such secret sharing schemes are made artificially large so that protocols with bounded
communication complexity can not retrieve them completely. The reconstruction procedure
is interactive requiring the players to exchange r short messages, while the adversary can
also attack in rounds but is restricted to at most r − 1 rounds. The idea is to exploit the
fact that there exist functions which can be efficiently computed interactively using low
communication complexity in r, but not in r − 1 rounds. Davì, Dziembowski and Venturi
[20] constructed the first 2-out-of-2 secret sharing scheme that statistically hides the secret
even after an adaptive adversary executes an arbitrary leakage protocol on the two shares
with bounded communication. The relation of their scheme to a 2-out-of-2 intrusion-resilient
secret sharing is that the reconstruction of intrusion-resilient secret sharing needs to access
only small part of the share while their scheme does not have such restriction.
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Study of leakage-resilience of secret sharing has recently gained general attention. Ben-
hamouda, Degwekar, Ishai and Rabin [10] initiated a systematic investigation on the leakage-
resilience of secret sharing in the local leakage model. The adversary in the local leakage
model non-adaptively obtains a bounded number (less than t−1) of full shares and leaks from
all the other shares individually, each share using an arbitrary leakage function bounded only
by its output length. The authors focus on investigating whether standard secret sharing
schemes, such as additive secret sharing and Shamir’s scheme are already leakage-resilient
with respect to such local leakage. They showed that these t-out-of-n secret sharing schemes,
if the base field is a large prime, are leakage-resilient for some limited parameter settings.
This is in sharp contrast to the results of Guruswami and Wootters [29] from an orthogonal
study of Reed-Solomon codes as self-repairable codes, which translated into the setting
of leakage-resilient secret sharing effectively shows that by leaking one bit using a linear
function from each share, the secret of Shamir’s scheme over finite field with characteristic 2
can be completely reconstructed. While starting with standard secret sharing schemes has
the advantage of inheriting the nice algebraic structure and optimality (information ratio 1)
from those schemes, the large prime field requirement for the choice of base field and the
limited available leakage parameters are limiting the applications of such leakage-resilient
secret sharing schemes. Concurrently and independently, Goyal and Kumar [27], motivated
by the task of constructing non-malleable secret sharing, a new primitive of tamper-resilient
secret sharing they put forward (see more details in Related works), constructed a 2-out-of-n
leakage-resilient secret sharing scheme in the local leakage model through building up from
a 2-out-of-2 leakage-resilient secret sharing scheme, which is in turn constructed from the
inner product function. The authors showed that the same 2-out-of-n leakage-resilient secret
sharing scheme is in fact leakage-resilient against a slightly stronger leakage adversary than
the one in the local leakage model, as they took their non-malleable secret sharing results to
general access structures and hence need the strengthened local leakage model [28]. Since
then leakage-resilient secret sharing in the local leakage model is widely studied mostly with
connection to non-malleable secret sharing [7, 43, 1]. Most of the known constructions of
leakage-resilient secret sharing take a compiler approach with various features to transform a
secret sharing scheme into a leakage-resilient one. Note that in this approach, local leakage-
resilience is enabled through pumping independent randomness into each share and hence the
obtained schemes do not have full reconstruction [38], which is a property that requires shares
that are enough to reconstruct the secret also uniquely reconstruct the full share vector.
The advantage of secret sharing without full reconstruction is that one can pump unlimited
independent randomness into each share and allow the adversary to leak unlimited amount
of information except some finite amount (hence it is possible for the scheme to tolerate
asymptotic leakage rate 1) [7, 43]. On the other hand, the extra independent randomness
eventually results in a bigger share size than necessary (small information ratio).

The local leakage adversary considered by Srinivasan and Vasudevan [43] is partially
adaptive in the sense that for t-out-of-n threshold schemes, the choice of each local leakage
function can be based on the value of the t−2 shares. Kumar, Meka, and Sahai [31] proposed
an adaptive joint leakage model as opposed to the non-adaptive and partially adaptive local
leakage models. They defined a bounded collusion protocol as a communication complexity
problem that is tailored for secret sharing. A t− 1-bounded collusion protocol is one that
runs in multiple rounds, each round involves at most t− 1 players and the output of that
round can depend on the inputs of the involved players and all previous transcript. This
can be seen as a generalisation of the communication complexity problem for the 2-out-of-2
secret sharing of [20]. Faonio and Venturi[25] (under computational assumption) considered
a noisy leakage model that, instead of bounding the output length of the leakage functions,
bounds the min-entropy of the share conditioned on the output of the leakage function.
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All the leakage models mentioned are more or less based on a compartmentalized assump-
tion that assumes the adversary does not have access to the full share vector at one time,
while nevertheless allows the adversary to apply arbitrary leakage functions to the set of
shares that are accessed. In this work, we are mainly interested in leakage-resilience of secret
sharing against global type of leakage, where a leakage adversary can access the full set of
shares simultaneously, but is restricted in the type of access that is admissible. Bogdanov,
Ishai, Viola and Williamson [12] obtained several instances of leakage-resilient secret sharing
in such global leakage models (see more details in Related works). For example, it is shown
that Shamir’s scheme over finite fields of characteristic 2 is leakage-resilient against constant
depth polynomial size circuits (AC0) and sign polynomials of degree 2, unless the threshold
t is at most polylogarithmic in n. But as mentioned before, these schemes are not leakage
resilient against (local) linear leakage [29]). As far as we know, this is the only previous work
that studies global leakage-resilience of secret sharing.

Our contributions. We start a systematic study of Leakage-Resilient Secret Sharing (LR-
SS) with respect to a class L of global leakage functions. To stay compatible with the well
established local leakage models, we define a (L, β, θ, ε)-leakage resilient t-out-of-n secret
sharing scheme. The parameter β is the bound on the total amount of leakage (measured
in bits) through leakage functions chosen from L. The parameter θ is the bound on the
number of corrupted players. The parameter ε is the leakage-resilience error (measured in
statistical distance). We see that if we define a class Llocal of functions that mimic a local
leakage adversary that leaks ` bits arbitrarily from each share, then we recover the local
leakage model as a (Llocal, `(n− θ), θ, ε)-leakage resilient t-out-of-n secret sharing scheme. We
focus on the case when the share is an element of a finite field Fq of characteristic 2, which is
of greater practical importance. We also consider adaptive as well as non-adaptive adversary,
which distinguishes between the cases where the adversary can or can not base the subsequent
leakage on previously obtained transcript. The exposition is focused on t-out-of-n secret
sharing and all schemes constructed satisfy the full reconstruction property, in particular,
any t shares determine the value of the remaining n− t shares. We place a special emphasize
on achieving the best possible leakage tolerance as well as optimal information ratio, for
some cases.

We start with the class Laffine of affine leakage functions over F2. This class of leakage
functions is interesting because of the following. In practice, the shares of a secret sharing
scheme are to be sent to the players in private. Suppose we send the shares over a network
and some of the packets sent by intermediate servers are leaked. If only routing is used, we
have the compartmentalized model where individual packets are observed by the adversary.
Suppose in a real-life application where the network is utilizing linear network coding [26],
then effectively we are going to have global affine leakage. Another example is the type of
leakage for Shamir’s scheme over finite field of characteristic 2 implied in the result of [29].
It is in effect a subset of the linear leakage functions, which is in turn subsumed by affine
leakage functions. Our results for affine type of leakage are summarized as follows.

I Theorem (informal summary of Theorem 14 and Theorem 17). Let Laffine be the class of
affine leakage functions over F2. Let 0 < ξ ≤ 1 be any real number. There is a t-out-of-n
secret sharing scheme over Fq that is simultaneously (Laffine, β, θ, ε)-leakage resilient for all
0 ≤ β < (t− ξ) log q and θ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , t−1} such that θ+ β

log q ≤ t− ξ, where the share size q
is a large enough power of 2 and the secret length m = Ω(log q). In particular, if the adversary
is non-adaptive, the result can be strengthened to have secret length m = ξ log q − o(log q).
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The leakage tolerance in the above construction is the best one can hope for in the
following sense. The amount of information given to the adversary is (t− ξ) log q bits in total
(θ shares through corrupted players and β bits through global leakage) while with t log q bits
of information the secret (in fact the full share vector) can be completely reconstructed. Our
results show that as long as ξ > 0, we can construct a t-out-of-n secret sharing scheme with
constant information ratio that is universally leakage-resilient against affine leakage for all
combinations of β and θ as long as the total amount satisfies θ log q + β ≤ (t− ξ) log q.

The strengthened result in the case of non-adaptive adversary is furthermore optimal in
the sense that the asymptotic information ratio is exactly ξ. For example, let ξ = 1. We have
a t-out-of-n secret sharing scheme with asymptotic information ratio 1. As a plain secret
sharing scheme, this scheme is almost as good as the Shamir’s secret sharing scheme, except
that Shamir’s scheme has perfect privacy ε = 0 and information ratio exactly 1. On the
other hand, Shamir’s scheme over finite field of characteristic 2 is not leakage-resilient against
even leaking one bit from each share using a linear leakage function [29], while our scheme is
universally leakage-resilient against affine leakage for all combinations of β and θ as long as
the total amount of information given to the adversary satisfies θ log q + β ≤ (t− 1) log q.

We venture a little bit further and explore leakage-resilience of secret sharing against
stronger algebraic type of global leakage. These leakage models can occur in more soph-
isticated applications of secret sharing schemes such as the secure multiparty computation.
Private inputs from the participants are protected by secret sharing schemes and algebraic
computations on the private inputs are done through computations on the individual shares.
Leakage that occurs throughout the duration of the computation is a good example for global
multi-variate polynomial leakage model.

Let Ld-poly denote the class of multi-variate polynomials with degree at most d over F2.
The LR-SS with respect to Ld-poly we construct is a slightly weaker form of t-out-of-n secret
sharing called ramp scheme. There is a second threshold called privacy threshold t− g and
the gap between the two thresholds is denoted by g. When g = 1, we recover the threshold
scheme. For ramp schemes, it is possible to share a secret longer than the share length.

I Theorem (informal summary of Theorem 20). Let Ld-poly be the class of multi-variate
polynomials over F2 with degree at most d. Let g be an integer satisfying g

t > 1− 1
cd
, where

cd = Θ(d24d) is a constant determined by d. There is a t-out-of-n secret sharing scheme over
Fq with threshold gap g over the finite field Fq that is simultaneously (Ld-poly, β, θ, ε)-leakage
resilient for all β = (log q)φ and θ ≤ t− g satisfying 0 ≤ φ ≤ t− g − θ, where the share size
q is a large enough power of 2 and the secret length m = Ω(log q).

The threshold gap g in the above result is mostly bigger than 1. We note that smaller
threshold gap can be achieved using our construction if a building block of better parameters
is constructed in the future.

Finally, as a result of independent interest, we consider an instantiation of our generic
construction for global leakage to obtain LR-SS in local leakage model with a partially
adaptive adversary (currently strongest local leakage model) [43]. It is known that the
number of full shares from corrupted players that a partially adaptive adversary has before
the leakage functions are chosen is at most t − 2 1. Our LR-SS allow the number θ of

1 As argued in [43], based on t− 1 shares, the partially adaptive adversary can invoke the reconstruction
algorithm to define a leakage function that takes a new share (not among the t− 1 shares) as input,
pooling with the t− 1 shares to reconstruct the secret, and outputs one bit of the secret.
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Figure 1 Shamir’s scheme versus our generic construction.

corrupted players to be equal to t − 1. But due to the known impossibility result, when
θ = t− 1, the partially adaptive adversary is required to choose leakage functions base on at
most t− 2 out of the t− 1 corrupted players.

I Theorem (informal summary of Theorem 24). Let Llocal be the class of local leakage functions.
Let ξ > 0 be a small real number. There is a t-out-of-n secret sharing scheme over Fq
that is simultaneously (Llocal, β, θ, ε)-leakage resilient against a partially adaptive adversary
that corrupts θ players for θ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , t − 2} and, based on the shares of the θ players,
chooses n− θ arbitrary leakage functions each leaks ` = (t−θ−8ξ) log q

(n−θ)(1+5ξ) bits for the remaining
n − θ shares, where the share size q is a large enough power of 2 and the secret length
m = ξ

1+5ξ log q − o(log q). When θ = t− 1, the partially adaptive adversary can only choose
the n− t + 1 arbitrary leakage functions based on t− 2 shares

Our scheme achieves positive information ratio, which is an absolute constant, while the
scheme in [43] achieves information ratio Ω(1/n), which depends on n. On the other hand,
when θ = t− 1, our scheme achieves an asymptotic leakage rate of t−θ

n−θ = 1
n−t+1 , while the

scheme in [43] achieves asymptotic leakage rate 1, which is only possible for LR-SS without
full reconstruction. For LR-SS with full reconstruction, the asymptotic leakage rate of 1

n−t+1
is close to the optimal 1

n−t , according to the bound developed for local leakage model LR-SS
that satisfy full reconstruction property [38].

Technical overview. All these results are obtained from a generic construction that can
be interpreted as follows. We preprocess the secret and the randomness of the sharing
algorithm of Shamir’s scheme over finite field of characteristic 2 before inputting them into
the sharing algorithm to enable leakage-resilience. As illustrated in Figure 1, Shamir’s
scheme can be seen as directly concatenating the secret (as a finite field element of F2m)
with t− 1 independent uniformly random finite field elements of F2m and multiply with a
t× n Maximum Distance Separable (MDS) matrix over the finite field F2m . Our construction
is to input the m bits secret as binary string and the m(t − 1) bits independent uniform
randomness into the inverter of an invertible randomness extractor to obtain an mt bits
output, which is then interpreted as a vector in Ft

2m and multiply with the t× n MDS matrix
over the finite field F2m .

A randomness extractor takes an entropy source as input and output a close to uniform
distribution over a smaller space. For structured entropy source, for example, the source
is a flat distribution over an affine subspace of the universal space {0, 1}n, there exists a
single function that turns any such source distribution with enough entropy into a close to
uniform distribution over {0, 1}m. Such extractors are called seedless extractors. On the
other hand, for arbitrary entropy source, we need a family of functions that are labeled by
seeds and uniformly choose one function among them to extract from such entropy source.
These extractors are called seeded extractors. A seeded extractor is strong if given a source
distribution, almost all functions in the family can extract close to uniform output from it. A
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seedless extractor is called invertible if there exists an efficient function (called inverter) that
takes a vector in {0, 1}m and some randomness as input and outputs a random pre-image in
{0, 1}n. A seeded extractor is invertible if all the functions in the family are invertible. The
inverter of a seeded extractor first samples a uniform seed and then use the inverter of the
function corresponding to the seed to invert the vector in {0, 1}m.

The intuition of our generic construction illustrated in Figure 1 is that randomness
extractors can make the secret and output of the leakage functions independent, hence
provide privacy and leakage-resilience. Assume that the secret is uniform. Then the random
pre-image outputted by the inverter has uniform distribution. As long as this uniformly
distributed pre-image conditioned on the output of the leakage functions has enough entropy
(and with the right structure in the case when a seedless extractor is used), the secret remains
uniform.

Our results in this work are obtained by using different randomness extractors in the
generic construction.

Affine leakage, non-adaptive adversary.
We use a linear strong seeded extractor that extracts all the randomness. A seeded
extractor is linear if every function in the family is linear. The linearity of the extractor
function together with the fact that the source distributions induced by affine leakage
functions are flat over some affine subspaces allows us to claim that almost all functions
in the family output exactly uniform distribution. This observation plays an important
role in achieving optimal information ratio.
Affine leakage, adaptive adversary.
We use an invertible affine extractor that can extract from an arbitrary fraction of entropy
and output length is a constant fraction of the input length with exponentially small
extractor error. In fact, we additionally apply a series of sophisticated optimization
techniques to improve the parameters of the obtained scheme.
Low-degree multi-variate polynomial leakage.
There are a few challenges that have to be overcome when the degree of multi-variate
polynomials goes beyond 1. For an affine leakage function f , the number of solutions to
f(x) = a for any a that admits non-empty solutions is determined by f and independent
of the value a. This gives a natural bound on the min-entropy of a random x conditioned
on the value of f(x). When the degree is bigger than 1, we no longer have such nice
structure. We identify the average conditional min-entropy [21] as the “right” entropy
measure and use it to derive a lower bound with respect to the output length of the
leakage function. Average conditional min-entropy is usually used in combination with the
average-case strong seeded extractors. We then define a seedless analogue of average-case
strong seeded extractors and verify that the explicit seedless extractor we use in our
construction is in fact an average-case seedless extractor. We think these might have
independent interest in other application scenarios of seedless extractors. There is also
the challenge of explicitly constructing such extractors with parameters as good as affine
extractors, which we leave it as an interesting open question.
Local leakage, partially adaptive adversary.
We use an average-case strong seeded extractor with exponentially small error. Such
extractors necessarily requires a long seed. That is one of the reasons that we no longer
have optimal information ratio (in the instantiation for affine leakage non-adaptive
adversary, the seed length is negligible compared to the extractor input). There is one
more modification. The random seed chosen by the inverter of the seeded extractor is no
longer directly appended to the random pre-image to be encoded using the MDS code.
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We use a Shamir’s scheme to share this random seed into n shares. The final share of
our LR-SS consists of one MDS codeword component and one share of the random seed.
Through this modification, we are able to prove that the partially adaptive adversary is
not able to make the leakage depend on the seed, which then remains independent of the
source and leakage-resilience follows from the definition of the seeded extractor. The fact
that we are using a seeded extractor with seed length bigger than the output length may
seem counter-intuitive. But since the goal here is to provide leakage-resilience instead of
extracting randomness, we do not have to force the extractor seed to be shorter than the
extractor output.

Related works. The works most related to ours is the following. Bogdanov, Ishai, Viola
and Williamson [12] initiated the study of t-wise indistinguishability as a relaxation of the
well studied notion of t-wise independence and considered a pair of such distributions as a
statistical secret sharing scheme sharing one bit secret. Through discovering the fact that
t-wise indistinguishability implies leakage-resilience against a class of global leakage functions
with approximate degree smaller than a quantity determined by t, they obtained the first
instance of LR-SS in the global leakage model. On one hand, the leakage-resilience is implied
by the privacy of the secret sharing shceme (leakage resilience for free). On the other hand,
the achieved leakage-resilience is restricted to very limited leakage functions.

As distant related works, we briefly discuss a large body of works (with many overlapping
references) on tamper-resilience of secret sharing. Goyal and Kumar [27] initiated the
systematic study of Non-Malleable Secret Sharing (NM-SS). A secret sharing is called a
NM-SS against certain type of tampering if a tampering either results in the original secret
or a random secret whose distribution depends only on the particular tampering function
that was applied and independent of the original secret. The recent interests in constructing
LR-SS is partially due to its role as an important building block in the constructions of
NM-SS. The basic tampering model for NM-SS is the independent tampering model where
each share is arbitrarily tampered independent of each other [27, 28, 43, 7, 1, 25]. The study
of NM-SS is in turn closely related to Non-Malleable Codes (NMC) proposed by Dziembowski,
Pietrzak and Wichs [24]. The independent tampering model of NM-SS is corresponding to
the split-state tampering models studied for NMC. In particular, according to [4], 2-split state
NMC’s are also 2-out-of-2 NM-SS’s [37, 22, 3, 4, 2, 15, 34, 35, 17]. Non-compartmentalized
models are well studied in the literature of NMC. Agrawal et.al [5, 6] initiated the study
of non-compartmentalized tampering models for NMC. They considered non-malleability
against permutation composed with bit-wise independent tampering, and showed that non-
malleable codes in such a tampering model transform non-malleable bit-commitments into a
non-malleable string-commitment. There have been other non-compartmentalized tampering
families studied for non-malleable codes: bounded fan-in circuits [14], affine functions [16],
small-depth circuits [8] and decision tree [9]. Our global affine leakage model can be seen as
a leakage-resilient analogue of the non-compartmentalized affine tampering model in NMC.
There is not yet a tamper-resilient analogue for our low-degree multi-variate polynomial
leakage model.

Paper organisation. The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 contains the
definitions of various randomness extractors that appear in this work. Section 3 starts with
a general definition of LR-SS that extends the local LR-SS to include the global leakage
models. It is followed by a detailed description of our generic construction. In Section 4, we
study the affine leakage models and obtain two sets of results for adaptive adversary and
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non-adaptive adversary, respectively. Section 5 is devoted to the low-degree multi-variate
polynomial leakage model. In Section 6, we extend our results to give a LR-SS in local
leakage model. We conclude our results in Section 7.

2 Preliminaries

The statistical distance of two random variables (their corresponding distributions) is defined
as follows. For X,Y ← Ω,

SD(X; Y) = 1
2
∑
ω∈Ω
|Pr(X = ω)− Pr(Y = ω)|.

We say X and Y are ε-close (denoted X ε∼ Y) if SD(X,Y) ≤ ε.
We use various types of randomness extractors in our constructions. Randomness

extractors extract close to uniform bits from input sequences that are not uniform but
have some guaranteed entropy. See [39] and references there in for more information about
randomness extractors.

A randomness source is a random variable with lower bound on its min-entropy, which
is defined by H∞(X) = − log maxx{Pr[X = x]}. We say a random variable X← {0, 1}n is a
(n, k)-source, if H∞(X) ≥ k.

For well structured sources, there exist deterministic functions that can extract close to
uniform bits. An affine (n, k)-source is a random variable that is uniformly distributed on
an affine translation of some k-dimensional sub-space of {0, 1}n. Let Um denote the random
variable uniformly distributed over {0, 1}m.

I Definition 1. A function aExt : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}m is an affine (k, ε)-extractor if for any
affine (n, k)-source X, we have

SD(aExt(X); Um) ≤ ε.

We will use Bourgain’s affine extractor (or the alternative [33] due to Li) in our construc-
tions.

I Lemma 2 ([13]). For every constant 0 < µ ≤ 1, there is an explicit affine extractor
aExt : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}m for affine (n, nµ)-sources with output length m = Ω(n) and error at
most 2−Ω(n).

An algebraic set is a set of common zeros of one or more multivariate polynomials defined
over a finite field. An algebraic source is a random variable distributed uniformly over an
algebraic set. Algebraic sources are a natural generalization of affine sources that have been
widely studied.

I Definition 3. A function aExt : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}m is an algebraic (k, d, ε)-extractor if for
any degree-d algebraic source UV with algebraic set V ⊆ {0, 1}n and |V| ≥ 2k, we have

SD(aExt(UV); Um) ≤ ε.

We will use Li and Zuckerman’s [32] recent algebraic extractors in our constructions.

I Lemma 4 ([32]). For any positive integer d, there is an efficient
(

(1− 1
cd

)n, d, 2−Ω( n
cd

)
)
-

extractor aExt : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}m, where cd = Θ(d24d) and m = Ω( ncd
).
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More generally, recognizable sources are flat distributions over sets of the form {x|f(x) =
v} ⊆ {0, 1}n for functions f coming from some specified class C. The distribution U{x|f(x)=v}
is called the f -recognizable source. A C-recognizable source is the set of f -recognizable
sources for each f ∈ C.

For general (n, k)-sources, there does not exist a deterministic function that can extract
close to uniform bits from all of them simultaneously. A family of deterministic functions are
needed.

I Definition 5. A function Ext : {0, 1}d×{0, 1}n → {0, 1}m is a strong seeded (k, ε)-extractor
if for any (n, k)-source X, we have

SD(S,Ext(S,X); S,Um) ≤ ε,

where S is chosen uniformly from {0, 1}d. A seeded extractor Ext(·, ·) is called linear if for
any fixed seed S = s, the function Ext(s, ·) is a linear function.

There are linear seeded extractors that extract all the randomness, for example, the
Trevisan’s extractor [45]. In particular, we use the following improvement of this extractor
due to Raz, Reingold and Vadhan [40].

I Lemma 6 ([40]). There is an explicit linear strong (k, ε)-extractor Ext : {0, 1}d×{0, 1}n →
{0, 1}m with d = O(log3(n/ε)) and m = k −O(d).

We will need another explicit strong seeded extractor from universal hash family for our
constructions.

I Lemma 7 ([30]). There is an explicit linear strong (3m, 2−m)-extractor Ext : {0, 1}d ×
{0, 1}n → {0, 1}m with d = 5m.

In the applications of randomness extractors, the source does not necessarily come in the
form of one single random variable, but as a pair of random variables and we want to extract
from one of them conditioned on the other one. In this general setting, we usually need the
average min-entropy to measure the amount of available entropy for extraction.

I Definition 8 ([21]). The average conditional min-entropy H̃∞(U|V) of two random variables
U← U and V← V is defined as

H̃∞(U|V) = − log
(∑

v∈V
Pr[V = v] max

u∈U
{Pr[U = u|V = v]}

)
.

The average conditional min-entropy satisfies the following property.

I Lemma 9 ([21]). Let V← V. Then the average conditional min-entropy H̃∞(U|V) is lower
bounded as follows.

H̃∞(U|V) ≥ H∞(U)− log |V|.

We need an average-case strong seeded extractor to extract the average conditional
min-entropy from such a pair of random variables.

I Definition 10 ([21]). A function Ext : {0, 1}d × {0, 1}n → {0, 1}m is an average-case
strong seeded (k, ε)-extractor if for any random variables X← {0, 1}n and V← V satisfying
H̃∞(X|V) ≥ k, we have

SD(S,V,Ext(S,X); S,V,Um) ≤ ε,

where S is chosen uniformly from {0, 1}d.
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Explicit constructions of randomness extractors have efficient forward direction of ex-
traction. In some applications, we usually need to efficiently invert the process: Given an
extractor output, sample a random pre-image. This is not necessarily efficient if the extractor
is not a linear function, in which case we need to explicitly construct an invertible extractor.
If the extractor is linear, sampling a random pre-image can be done in polynomial time.

I Definition 11 ([18]). Let f be a mapping from {0, 1}n to {0, 1}m. For µ ≥ 0, a function
Inv : {0, 1}m × {0, 1}r → {0, 1}n is called a µ-inverter for f if the following conditions hold:

(Inversion) Given y ∈ {0, 1}m such that its pre-image f−1(y) is nonempty, for every
r ∈ {0, 1}r we have f(Inv(y, r)) = y.
(Uniformity) Inv(Um,Ur) is µ-close to Un.

A µ-inverter is called efficient if there is a randomized algorithm that runs in worst-case
polynomial time and, given y ∈ {0, 1}m and r as a random seed, computes Inv(y, r). We call a
mapping µ-invertible if it has an efficient µ-inverter, and drop the prefix µ from the notation
when it is zero. We abuse the notation and denote the inverter of f by f−1.

Finally, we need the following simple lemma whose proof can be found in the full version.

I Lemma 12. Let V,V′ be two random variables distributed over the set V and W,W′ over
W satisfying SD(V,W; V′,W′) ≤ ε. Let E ⊂ W be an event. Then we have the following.

SD(V|W ∈ E ; V′|W′ ∈ E) ≤ 2ε
Pr[W′ ∈ E ] .

3 Leakage Resilient Secret Sharing

In this section, we define a general leakage model for secret sharing, which can be viewed as
an extension of the local leakage model proposed in [10, 27] to include non-compartmentalised
leakage models.

I Definition 13. Let t and n satisfying 2 ≤ t ≤ n be two integers. Let Fq be the finite field
of q elements for q a power of 2. Let L be a set of Boolean functions of n log q bits input.
Let β be an integer denoting the bound on the total number of bits leaked. Let θ < t be an
integer and ε be a small positive real. A (L, β, θ, ε)-leakage resilient t-out-of-n secret sharing
scheme over the finite field Fq is defined by a pair of polynomial-time algorithms (Share,Rec),
where Share is a randomized mapping of an input s ∈ {0, 1}m, for m ≤ log q, to a share
vector Sh = (Sh1, . . . ,Shn) and the reconstruction algorithm Rec is a deterministic function
mapping a set A ⊆ [n] and the corresponding shares ShA = (Shi)i∈A to a secret in {0, 1}m,
such that the following properties hold:

Correctness: Rec(A,ShA) outputs the secret s for all sets A ⊆ [n] where |A| ≥ t.
Privacy and leakage resiliency:

Non-adaptive adversary: for any pair s0, s1 ∈ {0, 1}m of secrets with share vectors Sh0

and Sh1, any A ⊆ [n] of size |A| ≤ θ, any β functions fi ∈ L, i = 1, . . . , β,

SD
(
LeakA,β(Sh0),Sh0

A; LeakA,β(Sh1),Sh1
A

)
≤ ε, (1)

where LeakA,β(Shb) denotes the output of the Boolean functions f1, . . . , fβ on input
Shb for b ∈ {0, 1}. In the case when L is defined such that the input of these Boolean
functions f1, . . . , fβ are restricted to one share and otherwise not restricted, we recover
the local leakage model.
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Adaptive adversary: for any pair s0, s1 ∈ {0, 1}m of secrets with share vectors Sh0 and
Sh1,

SD
(
LEAK(Sh0,L, β, θ); LEAK(Sh1,L, β, θ)

)
≤ ε, (2)

where LEAK(Shb,L, β, θ) denotes the transcript of the following interactive protocol
between the adversary A and an oracle O holding Shb. For i = 1, . . . , β and j = 1, . . . , θ,
A chooses fi ∈ L and nj ∈ [n] based on all previous communication, and O answers
with fi(Shb) and Shbnj

, respectively.

When β = 0 and θ = t− 1 is achieved, we recover the statistical privacy of a threshold
scheme. When β = 0 and only θ < t− 1 is achieved, the scheme is a ramp scheme with
statistical privacy for privacy threshold θ.

Generic Construction
{

Share(·) = ECCenc(EXT−1(·));
Rec(·) = EXT(ECCdec(·)).

The ECC is an erasure correcting code with encoder/decoder pair (ECCenc,ECCdec) and
EXT is an invertible randomness extractor with inverter EXT−1.

In most of the instantiations, EXT is a seedless extractor. All the efficient extractors
mentioned in the preliminary section (if not already invertible) can be transformed into one
that is invertible, at the cost of increasing the input length, using the following method.
Let EXT0 : {0, 1}n0 → {0, 1}m be an (n0, k)-extractor with error ε. Let n = n0 +m. Then
EXT : {0, 1}n0+m → {0, 1}m defined as follows is a ε-invertible (n, k + m)-extractor with
error ε.

EXT(x||y) = EXT0(x) + y,

where “||” denotes concatenation. The inverter of EXT is

EXT−1(s) = (Un0 ||EXT0(Un0) + s),

where the two copies of Un0 denote the same random variable. In the case when EXT is a
seeded extractor, its inverter EXT−1 uniformly chooses a seed and invert according to the
function labeled by the seed. More concretely, let Ext : {0, 1}d × {0, 1}n → {0, 1}m be an
invertible seeded extractor. We use the short hand Extz(·) = Ext(z, ·) and EXT(·) = ExtUd

(·).
Then the inverter EXT−1 : {0, 1}m → {0, 1}n is defined as follows.

EXT−1(s) = EXT−1
Ud

(s), Ud
$← {0, 1}d.

Though not explicitly reflected in the notations above, the uniform seed chosen in the process
of inverting is also recorded so that the reconstruction algorithm can correctly recover the
secret. For example, in the construction for global affine leakage (Theorem 14), the seed is
directly appended to the n-bit pre-image.

In all the instantiations, ECC is a linear Maximum Distance Separable (MDS) code over
a large enough finite field Fq of characteristic 2. For example, we require the share size q
satisfy q > n if we use a [n, t, n− t + 1]q Reed-Solomon code and the input length n = t log q
of the invertible extractor EXT should be big enough to achieve the error ε.
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4 Affine Leakage Models

In this section, we study LR-SS with respect to the class Laffine of affine functions over F2. We
have two instantiations of the generic construction for non-adaptive and adaptive adversary,
respectively.

4.1 Affine Leakage Non-Adaptive Adversary
We begin with an instantiation that gives optimal parameters in terms of both leakage
tolerance and information ratio, though we can only prove security against a non-adaptive
adversary.

I Theorem 14. Let Laffine be the class of affine functions over F2. Let 0 < ξ ≤ 1 be any
real number. There is a family of t-out-of-n secret sharing schemes over Fq (labeled by log q)
that is simultaneously (Laffine, β, θ, ε)-leakage resilient against a non-adaptive adversary for
0 ≤ β ≤ (t− ξ) log q and θ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , t− 1} such that θ + β

log q ≤ t− ξ, where the share size
q (determined by ε and satisfies q > n) is a large enough power of 2 and the secret length
m = ξ log q − o(log q).

Proof. We instantiate the generic construction using a linear strong seeded extractor
Ext : {0, 1}d × {0, 1}n → {0, 1}m and a linear MDS code.

EXT : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}m is instantiated as follows.

EXT(x) = Ext(Ud, x),

where Ext is the linear strong seeded extractor from Lemma 6 with parameters (kE , εE).
The uniform seed sampled during inverting is directly appended to the n-bit pre-image
EXT−1(s).
According to Lemma 6, there is an explicit linear strong (kE , εE)-extractor Ext : {0, 1}d×
{0, 1}n → {0, 1}m with d = O(log3(n/εE)) and m = kE −O(d).
ECC is a linear MDS code with parameter [n, t, n− t + 1] over Fq, where log q = d+n

t . The
output of ECCenc : {0, 1}d+n → Fn

q is the share vector.
Reconstruction from any t shares follows from the functionality of ECC and the invertibility
guarantee of the EXT, which insures that any correctly recovered pre-image is mapped back
to the original secret.

We next prove privacy and leakage resiliency, which will follow naturally from Lemma 15.
We first recall this general property of a linear strong extractor, which is proved in [36].

I Lemma 15 ([36]). Let Ext : {0, 1}d × {0, 1}n → {0, 1}m be a linear strong (k, ε)-extractor,
f : {0, 1}d+n → {0, 1}a be an affine function with output length a ≤ n− k. For any m,m′ ∈
{0, 1}m, let (Z,X) = (Ud,Un)| (Ext(Ud,Un) = m) and (Z′,X′) = (Ud,Un)| (Ext(Ud,Un) = m′).
We have

SD(f(Z,X); f(Z′,X′)) ≤ 8ε. (3)

The inverter EXT−1 takes a secret, which is a particular extractor output s ∈ {0, 1}m,
and uniformly samples a seed z ∈ {0, 1}d of Ext before uniformly finds an x ∈ {0, 1}n such
that Ext(z, x) = s. This process of obtaining (z, x) is the same as sampling uniformly and
independently (Ud,Un) $← {0, 1}d+n and then restricting to Ext(Ud,Un) = s. We define the
random variable pair

(Z,X) := (Ud,Un)| (Ext(Ud,Un) = s) (4)

and refer to it as the pre-image of s.
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Let ΠA : Fn
q → Fθq be the projection function that maps a share vector to the θ shares

with index set A ⊆ [n] and |A| = θ chosen by the non-adaptive adversary. Observe that the
combination (ΠA◦ECCenc) : {0, 1}d+n → {0, 1}(log q)θ is an affine function. Moreover, for any
affine leakage function l : {0, 1}(log q)n → {0, 1}β , the composition (l ◦ ECCenc) : {0, 1}d+n →
{0, 1}β is also an affine function. So the view of the adversary is simply the output of the
affine function f = (ΠA ◦ ECCenc||l ◦ ECCenc), where “||” denotes concatenation, applied to
the random variable tuple (Z,X) defined in (4).

We want to prove that the statistical distance of the views of the adversary for a pair of
secrets s and s′ can be made arbitrarily small. The views of the adversary are the outputs of
the affine function f with inputs (Z0,X0) and (Z1,X1) for the secret s0 and s1, respectively.
Let kE = n − (log q)θ − β. According to Lemma 15, we then have that the privacy and
leakage resiliency error is 8εE .

Finally, since θ+ β
log q < t− ξ, we have t− θ− β

log q > ξ. Let d+ n be a multiple of t. We
then have a family of schemes labeled by log q. The privacy and leakage resiliency error 8εE
is negligible in n, and hence is obviously negligible in log q. The secret length can be chosen
as follows.

m = n− (log q)θ − β −O(d) = (log q)(t− θ − β

log q )− o(log q) = ξ log q − o(log q),

where the seed length is d = O(log3(2n/ε)) and d+ n = (log q)t. J

I Remark 16. Let ξ = 1 and consider θ = t − 1 and β = 0. In this case, we recover a
t-out-of-n secret sharing scheme with information ratio m

log q ≈ 1, for large enough q. This
is almost as good as the Shamir’s secret sharing scheme, except that Shamir’s scheme has
perfect privacy and information ratio exactly 1 while we only have statistical privacy with a
negligible privacy error and information ratio close to 1. On the other hand, as demonstrated
in [29], Shamir’s scheme over finite field of characteristic 2 is completely vulnerable in the
face of a non-standard leakage adversary, in particular, even leaking one bit from each share
allows reconstruction of the complete secret. The t-out-of-n secret sharing scheme in Theorem
14, when we set m = log q − o(log q), is leakage-resilient against a non-adaptive adversary
who obtains any θ ≤ t− 1 shares and leak up to β = (log q)φ bits for any 0 ≤ φ ≤ t− 1− θ
through applying affine leakage functions.

4.2 Affine Leakage Adaptive Adversary
The instantiation for adaptive adversary does not have optimal information ratio. We manage
to maintain optimal leakage tolerance.

I Theorem 17. Let Laffine be the class of affine functions over F2. Let 0 < ξ ≤ 1 be any
real number. There is a family of t-out-of-n secret sharing schemes over Fq (labeled by
log q) that is simultaneously (Laffine, β, θ, ε)-leakage resilient against an adaptive adversary
for 0 ≤ β < (t− ξ) log q and θ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , t− 1} such that θ + β

log q ≤ t− ξ, where the share
size q (determined by ε and satisfies q > n) is a large enough power of 2 and the secret length
m = Ω(log q).

We use an invertible seedless extractors that can extract from affine recognizable sources
with any constant fraction of entropy with output length also a constant fraction of the
input and with exponentially small error. There are known constructions [13, 33] of affine
extractors that can extract from any constant fraction of entropy and output a constant
fraction of random bits with exponentially small error. We can directly instantiate our
generic construction with these extractors by transforming them into invertible extractors as
described in the generic construction.
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Here we exploit a classical approach to building affine extractors through composing with
a seeded extractor and use the trick in [18] to make it invertible at a lower cost than the
above method. But the obtained affine extractor does not have exponentially small error
and we can not directly use it in the generic construction intuition due to the exponential
grow of error when transforming from extractor-based security to secret sharing security. We
then use a more delicate analysis of the error terms that circumvents the problem.

We first recall the classical framework of constructing seedless extractors from composing
with seeded extractors. Seeded extractors are known to explicitly extract all the entropy and
are not restricted by source structures. Moreover, there are known constructions of linear
seeded extractors perform almost as well as the best seeded extractors. The elegant idea of
this framework is to use a seedless extractor to extract a short output from the structured
source, which then serves as the seed for a seeded extractor to extract all the entropy from
the same source. For this idea to work, the dependence of the extracted seed on the source
has to be carefully analyzed (and removed).

I Lemma 18 ([41]). Let D be a class of distributions over {0, 1}n. Let E : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}d
be a seedless extractor for D with error ε. Let F : {0, 1}d × {0, 1}n → {0, 1}m. Let X be a
distribution in D and assume that for every z ∈ {0, 1}d and y ∈ {0, 1}m, the distribution
(X|F(z,X) = y) belongs to D. Then

SD(E(X),F(E(X),X); Ud,F(Ud,X)) ≤ 2d+3ε.

An example of such a class of distributions is the affine source, in which case we can
use an affine extractor F = aExt and a linear seeded extractor E = Ext. An affine source X
conditioned on Ext(z,X) = y, which amounts to a set of linear equations, is still an affine
source for aExt. With appropriate choice of parameters, we obtain a better (than aExt) affine
extractor aExt′(X) : = Ext(aExt(X),X). With an increase of d bits (instead of m bits as
described below generic construction) in the input, we have the following invertible affine
extractor.

EXT(Sd||X) : = Ext(aExt(X) + Sd,X),

whose inverter is EXT−1(s) : =
(
aExt(Ext−1

Z (s)) + Z||Ext−1
Z (s)

)
, where Z $← {0, 1}d.

Proof of Theorem 17. We instantiate the generic construction using an affine extractor
aExt : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}d, a linear strong seeded extractor Ext : {0, 1}d × {0, 1}n → {0, 1}m
and a linear MDS code.

EXT : {0, 1}d+n → {0, 1}m is instantiated as follows.

EXT(z||x) = Ext(aExt(x) + z, x),

where Ext is the linear strong seeded extractor from Lemma 6 with parameters (kE , εE)
and εE < 1

8 ; aExt is the seedless extractor from Lemma 2 with parameters (kA, εA). The
inverter

EXT−1(s) : =
(
aExt(Ext−1

Z (s)) + Z||Ext−1
Z (s)

)
,

where Z $← {0, 1}d
According to Lemma 6, there is an explicit linear strong (kE , εE)-extractor Ext : {0, 1}d×
{0, 1}n → {0, 1}m with d = O(log3(n/εE)) and m = kE −O(d).
According to Lemma 2, for every constant 0 < µ ≤ 1, there is an explicit affine extractor
aExt : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}d for affine (n, kA)-sources, where kA = nµ, with output length
d = Ω(n) and error εA at most 2−Ω(n).
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ECC is a linear MDS code with parameter [n, t, n− t + 1] over Fq, where log q = d+n
t . The

output of ECCenc : {0, 1}d+n → Fn
q is the share vector.

Reconstruction from any t shares follows from the functionality of ECC and the invertibility
guarantee of the EXT, which insures that any correctly recovered pre-image is mapped back
to the original secret.

We next prove privacy and leakage resiliency. Consider a uniform secret Um. By the
uniformity guarantee of the inverter, we have Share(Um) = ECCenc(Sd||Un). Our analysis is
done for any fixed Sd = sd. This captures a stronger adversary who on top of adaptively
reading t shares, also has access to Sd through an oracle. It is easy to see that the fixing
of Sd = sd does not alter the distribution of the source Un, which remains uniform over
{0, 1}n. Let V : = LEAK(ECCenc(sd||Un),Laffine, β, θ) denote the view of the adversary on
the encoding of a uniform source for the fixed Sd = sd. Let Z : = aExt(Un) + sd denote the
seed of the strong linear extractor Ext. Finally, let S : = Ext(Z,Un). We study the random
variable tuple (V,Z,S) to complete the proof.

The pair (Z, S)|V = v for any fixed V = v is by definition (aExt(Un) + sd,Ext(aExt(Un) +
sd,Un))|V = v. The distribution (Un|V = v) is an affine source with at least n− (log q)θ − β
entropy. Let kA = n− θ log q − β −m. According to Lemma 18, we have

(Z,S)|V = v 2d+3εA∼ (Ud,Ext(Ud,Un))|V = v.

Our concern is the relation between S and V, and therefore would like to further condition
on values of Z. Let kE = n− (log q)θ − β − d and consider the linear strong extractor Ext.
In this step, we crucially use the linearity of Ext and the underlying linear space structure
of the affine source Un|V = v to claim that there is a subset G ⊂ {0, 1}d of good seeds such
that Pr[Ud ∈ G] ≥ 1− 4εE and for any z ∈ G, the distribution of Ext(z,Un)|V = v is exactly
uniform. This is true because Ext(z,Un)|V = v is an affine source. If its entropy is m, then it
is exactly uniform. If its entropy is less than m, its statistical distance εz

E from uniform is at
least 1

2 . Using an averaging argument we have that at least 1 − 4εE fraction of the seeds
should satisfy εz

E < 1
4 , and hence εz

E = 0. We then use Lemma 12 with respect to the event
Z ∈ G to claim that

(S|(V = v,Z ∈ G))
2d+4εA
1−4εE∼ (Ext(Ud,X)|(V = v,Ud ∈ G)),

where the right hand side is exactly Um. Note that the subset G is determined by the choice
of the θ shares and by the leakage adversary, hence remains the same for any value of V = v.
We then have

((V,S)|Z ∈ G)
2d+4εA
1−4εE∼ (V,Um).

Another application of Lemma 12 with respect to the event S = s gives

(V|(Z ∈ G,S = s))
2(m+1)+(d+4)εA

1−4εE∼ V.

We finally bound the privacy and leakage resiliency error as follows.

SD((V|S = s0); (V|S = s1))
≤ 2SD((V|S = s); V)
= 2Pr[Z ∈ G] · SD((V|(Z ∈ G,S = s)); V) + 2Pr[Z /∈ G] · SD((V|(Z /∈ G,S = s)); V)
≤ 2

(
1 · 2(m+1)+(d+4)εA

1−4εE
+ (4εE + εA) · 1

)
< 2(m+1)+(d+4)+2εA + 8εE .
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Note that in the error bound above, the exponential term 2(m+1)+(d+4)+2 only appears as
the multiplier of εA, the error of aExt. In order to cancel out the exponential multiplier
2(m+1)+(d+4)+2, we require aExt to have an exponentially small error εA = ε/2

2(m+1)+(d+4)+2 ,
which can be trivially done by setting kA = Ω(n). If we want to have secret length
m = Ω(log q) = Ω(d+n

t ), we also need to set kE = m+O(d) = Ω(n). Both are achieved by
requiring

n− (log q)θ − β − d = Ω(n),

which in turn, given that d = O(log3(n/εE)), can be achieved by requiring

n(1− θ

t −
β

n
) = Ω(n) or 1− θ

t −
β

t log q > 0.

This shows that for any θ + β
log q < t, privacy and leakage resiliency error ε can be achieved

through a large enough q and the secret length is m = Ω(log q). This concludes the proof. J

I Remark 19. Directly using the affine extractor aExt and transform it using the method in
the generic construction will result in an invertible affine extractor EXT : {0, 1}m+n → {0, 1}m
with exponentially small error. Instantiating the generic construction using this extractor
also gives a secret sharing scheme that is simultaneously (Laffine, β, θ, ε)-leakage resilient for
any θ+ β

log q < t. But the information ratio of this instantiation is m
(m+n)/t , while in Theorem

17, the information ratio is m
(d+n)/t . Recall that d = O(log3(n/εE)) and m = Ω(n). We then

have m
(d+n)/t ≈

m
n/t >

m
(m+n)/t .

5 Low-degree Multi-variate Polynomial Leakage

We next consider the class Ld-poly of global leakage functions that are multi-variate polynomials
in binary variables x1, . . . , xn log q with degree at most d, as natural extension of the affine
(degree 1) leakage functions Laffine. From now on, we assume the degree of the algebraic
leakage functions are bigger than 1 (for d = 1, our constructions in previous section give
better parameters).

We have seen in Theorem 14 that as long as the adversary is non-adaptive and restricted
to affine leakage, we can instantiate the generic construction with any seeded extractor to
obtain a LR-SS against global affine leakage. Unfortunately, we can already give an example
of seeded extractor that is not sufficient for providing privacy and leakage resiliency against
a non-adaptive adversary who globally leaks through degree 2 multi-variate polynomials. It
is well known that the inner product function {0, 1}n × {0, 1}n → {0, 1} gives a good seeded
extractor. This function can be described by a degree 2 polynomial in 2n variables. Assuming
our generic construction is instantiated using the inner product seeded extractor and a
non-adaptive adversary chooses exactly the corresponding degree 2 multi-variate polynomial
to leak, the single bit leakage is the secret itself and the scheme is not leakage-resilient. Note
that this example does not rule out the possibility of obtaining non-adaptive LR-SS against
algebraic leakage of degree d > 1 using a specially chosen seeded extractor, for example, not
computable by degree d polynomials. In the standard applications of seeded extractors, we
only require the extractor function to be efficient. Here we need extractor functions to at
least have degree more than d. For simplicity, in this work, we only use seedless extractors
(for algebraically recognizable sources), which by definition already takes the structure of the
leakage functions into account. Instantiating with a seedless extractor has an advantage of
providing security against both a non-adaptive adversary and an adaptive adversary.
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I Theorem 20. Let Ld-poly be the class of multi-variate polynomials over F2 with degree
at most d. Let g be an integer satisfying g

t > 1 − 1
cd
, where cd = Θ(d24d) is a constant

determined by d. There is a family of t-out-of-n secret sharing scheme with threshold gap g
over the finite field Fq (labeled by log q) that is simultaneously (Ld-poly, β, θ, ε)-leakage resilient
for all β = (log q)φ and θ ≤ t− g satisfying 0 ≤ φ ≤ t− g − θ. The share size q (determined
by ε and satisfying q > n) is a large enough power of 2 and the secret length m = Ω(log q).

Before we prove Theorem 20 through instantiating our generic construction, we need
to find a suitable measure on the amount of remaining entropy conditioned on the leaked
information. The average min-entropy is usually used in combination with the so-called
average-case extractors, which are strong seeded extractors that have the extractor guarantee
averaging over an extra random variable that is related to the source. As far as we know,
average-case extractors have not been defined in the seedless case. We then include a brief
discussion here that might be of independent interest.

I Definition 21. A (k, ε)-seedless extractor Ext : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}m for C-recognizable sources
is called average-case, if for all pair of random variables (X,V), where X is a C-recognizable
source and V is a random variable arbitrarily related to X satisfying that X|V = v is a
C-recognizable source for any V = v and H̃∞(X|V) ≥ k, we have

SD(V,Ext(X); V,Um) ≤ ε.

While any strong seeded extractor can be trivially converted into an average-case extractor
at the cost of an increase in the extractor error and a proportional strengthening on the min-
entropy requirement, there are extractor constructions that directly provide an average-case
extractor [21]. This is also the case for seedless extractors.

I Lemma 22 (modified from [21]). For any δ > 0, if Ext is a (k− log 1/δ, ε)-seedless extractor
for C-recognizable sources, then Ext is also an average-case (k, ε+ δ)-seedless extractor for
C-recognizable sources.

Sometimes the strengthening on entropy requirement can be quite costly (log 1/δ can be a
large value if the extractor error ε+ δ has to be exponentially small). Luckily, by examining
the construction of the extractor in Lemma 4, we assert that it is already an average-case
seedless extractor.

I Lemma 23. For any integer d > 0, there is an efficient average-case
(

(1− 1
cd

)n, d, 2−Ω( n
cd

)
)
-

extractor aExt : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}m, where cd = Θ(d24d) and m = Ω( ncd
).

We now instantiate our generic construction with the average case seedless extractor for
low-degree multi-variate polynomials in Lemma 23 to give a proof for Theorem 20.

Proof for Theorem 20. We instantiate the generic construction with the average case seed-
less extractor for sources recognizable by low-degree multi-variate polynomial functions in
Lemma 23.

EXT : {0, 1}n × {0, 1}m → {0, 1}m is instantiated as follows.

EXT(x||y) = aExt(x) + y,

where aExt : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}m is a seedless extractor for degree d multi-variate polynomi-
als that can extract from g

t − ξ fraction of entropy, for an integer 1 ≤ g ≤ t− 1 and a
small real ξ > 0, with extractor error εA. The inverter of EXT is

EXT−1(s) = (Un||aExt(Un) + s).
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ECC is a linear MDS code with parameter [n, t, n − t + 1] over Fq, where log q = m+n
t .

The output of ECCenc : {0, 1}m+n → Fn
q is the share vector.

The composition of ECCenc and the leakage function f ∈ Ld-poly remains a multi-variate
polynomials over F2 with degree at most d. Since our analysis will be focusing on the
extractor aExt, we derive the entropy bound on the first n bits of EXT−1(Um). According to
Lemma 9, the average (conditional) min-entropy of the random variable Un conditioned on
the view V = LEAK(EXT−1(Um),Ld-poly, β, θ) of an adaptive adversary corresponding to a
leakage strategy (Ld-poly, β, θ) is bounded as follows.

H̃∞(Un|V) ≥ n− (log q)θ − β.

Under the condition that θ + β
log q ≤ t− g, we have

H̃∞(Un|V) ≥ n− (log q)(t− g)
= n− (m+n)(t−g)

t
= n

t −
m(t−g)

t ,

which is bigger than a 1
t − ξ fraction of n for large enough n.

It then follows from the average case extractor property of aExt that

(V, aExt(Un)) εA∼ (V,Um).

From an application of Lemma 12, we obtain for a secret s,

(V|aExt(Un) = s) 2mεA∼ V.

We then conclude that the scheme is a (Ld-poly, β, θ, 2m+2εA)-LR-SS.
According to Lemma 23, for any positive integer d, there is an efficient average case ex-

tractor aExt : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}m for algebraic sources with parameters
(

(1− 1
cd

)n, d, 2−Ω( n
cd

)
)
,

where cd = Θ(d24d) and m = Ω( ncd
). We then require the threshold gap g to satisfy

g
t > 1− 1

cd
. In particular, once cd > 2, we must have g > t− t

cd
> t

2 ≥ 1 and do not have a
threshold scheme. On the other hand, if we are satisfied with obtaining a leakage resilient
ramp scheme, then privacy and leakage resiliency are guaranteed for all θ and β satisfying
θ+ β

log q ≤ t− g < t
cd
. The scheme shares a secret of m = Ω( ncd

) bits and each share contains
log q = m+n

t bits. So the information ratio is positive (a constant determined by cd and t).
Moreover, the leakage-resilience error ε = 2m+2εA can be made arbitrarily small. J

6 Local Leakage with Full Reconstruction

Srinivasan and Vasudevan considered a partial adaptive local leakage model that they called
strong local leakage model and constructed such schemes for applications in leakage resilient
secure multiparty computation. This model is the strongest local leakage model. We show
an instantiation of our generic construction that yields competitive schemes in this model to
illustrate the applicability of our generic construction to local leakage models.

I Theorem 24. Let Llocal be the class of local functions. There is a family of t-out-of-n
secret sharing schemes over Fq (labeled by log q) that is simultaneously (Llocal, `(n− θ), θ, ε)-
leakage resilient against a partially adaptive adversary that fully corrupts θ players for
θ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , t− 2} and, based on the shares of the θ players, chooses n− θ arbitrary leakage
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functions each leaks ` = (t−θ−8ξ) log q
(n−θ)(1+5ξ) bits for the remaining n− θ shares, where ξ > 0 is a

small real number, the share size q (determined by ε and q > n) is a large enough power
of 2 and the secret length m = ξ

1+5ξ log q − o(log q). When θ = t− 1, the partially adaptive
adversary can only choose the n− t + 1 arbitrary leakage functions based on t− 2 shares

Proof. We instantiate the generic construction using a linear strong seeded extractor
Ext : {0, 1}d × {0, 1}n → {0, 1}m and a linear MDS code. We also use a t-out-of-n Shamir’s
secret sharing to protect the seed such that the leakage at an individual share is independent
of the seed.

EXT : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}m is instantiated as follows.

EXT(x) = Ext(Ud, x),

where Ext is the linear strong seeded extractor from 7 with parameters entropy requirement
3m, extractor error 2−mε and seed length d = 5m. The uniform seed sampled during
inverting is shared using t-out-of-n Shamir’s secret sharing into (SdSh1, . . . ,SdShn) ∈ Fn

25m .
ECC is a linear MDS code with parameter [n, t, n− t + 1] over Fq0 , where log q0 = d+n

t .
The output of ECCenc : {0, 1}d+n → Fn

q0
is (SorSh1, . . . ,SorShn). The final share vector is

((SdSh1||SorSh1), . . . , (SdShn||SorShn)) ∈ Fn
q, where q = 25mq0.

The leakage is independent of the seed. The seed is referring to the 5m-bit uniform and
independent seed sampled when inverting the extractor EXT. The seed is shared using the
t-out-of-n Shamir’s secret sharing and the shares are appended to the payload shares. The
partially adaptive adversary corrupts arbitrary choice of θ players and obtains θ full shares.
Since θ ≤ t− 2, the adversary not only obtains no information about the seed from the θ
shares of the Shamir’s scheme, but also can not obtain any information about the seed even
if one more share is given. It then follows that the choice of individual leakage functions
for the remaining n− θ shares are independent of the seed. Note that the output of these
individual leakage functions can depend on the seed, since Shamir’s scheme over finite field
of characteristic 2 is known to be not leakage resilient to (even non-adaptive) local leakage.
We only need the fact that the choice (made after obtaining θ shares and before receiving
information about the rest of the n− θ shares) of these functions is independent of the seed
for our security proof. This is because we use a strong seeded extractor to provide privacy
and leakage resiliency for the payload scheme and by definition the security of a strong
seeded extractor holds even if the seed is revealed, as long as the source is independent of
the seed. Here the source is the uniform n-bit string conditioned on the information about it
contained in the corrupted θ shares and the outputs of the individual leakage functions.

Achievable parameters.

Un = EXT−1(Um).

Let V be the adversary’s view. We have

H̃∞(Un|V) ≥ n− θ log q0 − (n− θ)`.

The total entropy in the uniform n-bit string Un is

n = t log q0 − d = t log q0 − 5m.
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The amount of information about Un contained in the θ shares is θ log q0. The amount of
information about Un contained in the outputs of the leakage functions is

(n− θ)` = (n− θ) (t− θ − 8ξ) log q
(n− θ)(1 + 5ξ) = (t− θ − 8ξ) log q0.

The remaining average conditional min-entropy is

t log q0 − 5m− θ log q0 − (t− θ − 8ξ) log q0 = 8ξ log q0 − 5m,

where m = ξ log q0 − o(log q0). This asserts that the remaining entropy is at least 3m,
sufficient for the average case extractor Ext. J

I Remark 25. When we set θ = t− 1, our scheme is comparable with the scheme constructed
in [43]. Both schemes allow the partial adaptive adversary to choose the individual leakage
functions according to t − 2 shares and fully leak t − 1 shares. Our scheme achieves
positive information ratio, which is an absolute constant, while the scheme in [43] achieves
information ratio Ω(1/n). On the other hand, our scheme achieves an asymptotic leakage
rate of t−θ

n−θ = 1
n−t+1 , while the scheme in [43] achieves asymptotic leakage rate 1. Note

that our scheme belong to the sub-class of t-out-of-n secret sharing schemes that have full
reconstruction property [38], since any t shares uniquely determine the rest of the shares. It
is shown in [38], for such schemes, it is required that

log q ≥ `(n− t)
t− θ , for any ` ≥ 1.

The above inequality implies an upper bound on the asymptotic leakage rate.

`

log q ≤
t− θ
n− t .

When θ = t− 1, we have

`

log q ≤
1

n− t ,

which holds even for non-adaptive adversary. This indicates that our scheme is already close
to optimal with respect to leakage rate.

7 Conclusion

We started a systematic study of leakage-resilient secret sharing against global leakage,
where the leakage oracle can access the full set of shares simultaneously, but the access is
restricted to a special class of leakage functions. We studied such leakage-resilient secret
sharing with respect to affine leakage functions and low-degree multi-variate polynomial
leakage functions. We explicitly constructed threshold schemes with best leakage tolerance
against affine functions. If the adversary is non-adaptive, our scheme is optimal both in
terms of leakage tolerance and information ratio. For multi-variate polynomial leakage
functions with degree bigger than one, our construction only yielded ramp schemes. As
a result of independent interest, we showed that our approach to leakage-resilient secret
sharing also yielded a competitive scheme compared with the state-of-the-art construction in
the compartmentalized models.
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Abstract

Function inversion is the problem that given a random function f : [M ]→ [N ], we want to find pre-
image of any image f−1(y) in time T . In this work, we revisit this problem under the preprocessing
model where we can compute some auxiliary information or advice of size S that only depends on
f but not on y. It is a well-studied problem in the classical settings, however, it is not clear how
quantum algorithms can solve this task any better besides invoking Grover’s algorithm [6], which
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tions, however, they only consider algorithms with classical advice. Hhan et al. [8] subsequently
extended this lower bound to fully quantum algorithms for inverting permutations. In this work, we
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In order to prove these bounds, we generalize the notion of quantum random access code,
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independent) random variables, and we wish to compress them into a variable-length encoding such
that we can retrieve a random element just using the encoding with high probability. As our main
technical contribution, we give a nearly tight lower bound (for a wide parameter range) for this
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8:2 Lower Bounds for Function Inversion with Quantum Advice

1 Introduction

Space-time trade-offs are a widely observed phenomenon in data structure complexity. In
this work, we are interested in trade-offs between offline preprocessing advice length and
online running time in inverting random functions, namely, the trade-off between the size
S (in the number of bits) of pre-computed data structure (or advice) on the function (but
not the image that we wish to invert) and the algorithm’s running time T for computing
the inverse of a certain image. Such trade-offs give lower bound for algorithms that inverts
cryptographic functions without taking the specific structure of that family of functions.

Without pre-computed advice (S = 0), classical computers require T = Ω(εN) for
inverting a random image for a random function f : [N ] 7→ [N ] with probability ε, and
quantum computers require T = Ω(

√
εN) [2] to do so. Both bounds are asymptotically tight,

since we observe that exhaustive search and Grover’s algorithm [6] on input range [εN ] inverts
an ε fraction of inputs, respectively. However, if we allow some pre-computed advice, classical
computers can do much better. Hellman [7] showed that every function can be inverted with
S = T = Õ(N2/3) and every permutation can be inverted using only S = T = Õ(N1/2).
However, it is not known whether we can do better than Grover’s algorithm or Hellman’s
algorithm, even if we allow quantum computers to come into play. Therefore motivated by
post-quantum cryptanalysis, it is natural to ask whether these two algorithms are indeed
the best that we can do. For classical computers, De et al. [5] (going back to ideas of
Yao [14]) showed that ST = Ω̃(εN) is required for both functions and permutations, and
Corrigan-Gibbs and Kogan [4] gave some evidence that improving this lower bound seems
to be difficult, by connecting function inversion problem to several other hard problems in
complexity theory, communication complexity, etc. For quantum computers, Nayebi et al.
[9] showed that ST 2 = Ω̃(εN) is required, however, this result only applies to the case where
the computation and the oracle queries are quantum but the pre-computed advice remains
classical. However, they also noted that the advice given to a quantum computer can as well
be quantum, and it remains open to prove a lower bound for computations in that model.

1.1 Our Contributions
In this work, we resolve this discrepancy by showing that ST 2 = Ω̃(εN) is still required even
if the inverter is allowed to use quantum advice. Formally,

I Definition 1. A function (or permutation) inverter is a pair (α,A), where:
1. α = α(f) is a pre-computed quantum advice of S qubits, which can depend on the function

f : [M ] 7→ [N ]; (for permutations, M = N)
2. A is a quantum oracle algorithm that takes advice α and an image y ∈ [N ], makes at most

T quantum queries to the function as an oracle Of , and outputs a supposed pre-image
x ∈ [M ].

I Definition 2. Fix a function inverter (α,A).
We say that “(α,A) inverts y for f” if

Pr[f(Af (α, y)) = y] ≥ 2/3,

where the probability is taken over the measurement results (internal randomness) of A.
For any real ε, we say that “(α,A) inverts ε fractions of inputs” if

Pr
y,f

[(α,A) inverts y for f ] ≥ ε,

where y and f is sampled uniformly from [N ] and SN , respectively.
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I Theorem 3. (Lower bound for permutations) For any permutation inverter that invert ε
fractions of inputs, assuming:
1. ε = ω(1/N), (1)

that is, the inverter can succeed on more than a constant number of points;
2. T = o(ε

√
N), (2)

noting that T = O(
√
εN) is the complexity of Grover’s search algorithm;

3. S ≥ 1. (3)

We have

ST 2 ≥ Ω̃(εN)

for all sufficiently large N .

I Theorem 4. (Lower bound for functions) For any function inverter that invert ε fractions
of inputs, assuming:
1. M = O(N), (4)

2. T = o(ε
√
M/ log10N), (5)

noting that T = O(
√
εM) is the complexity of Grover’s search algorithm;

3. ε ≥ 1/N, (6)

that is, the inverter performs no worse than a fixed point output inverter;
4. S ≥ 1. (7)

We have

ST 2 ≥ Ω̃(εM)

for all sufficiently large M .

Towards proving these two theorems, we also develop a lower bound for a natural
generalization of quantum random access code (QRAC). We believe the notion of quantum
random access code is a natural object to study in quantum information theory, and that our
generalization has potential to find other applications in quantum information. In Section 4,
we will explain the concept more thoroughly and prove the lower bound.

1.2 Related Work
Independently in [8], they considered a number of cryptographic applications of random
functions under both classical advice (quantum query) model and quantum advice model,
which they denote as AI-QROM and QAI-QROM respectively. Under quantum advice model,
their Theorem 6 showed bounds for inverting random permutations using different techniques,
namely, gentle measurements and semi-classical oracle.

However, in their work, they left the problem of proving bounds for random functions
open and we partially give some answers to that open problem in this work. They noted
that generalizing this to function inversion seems problematic – to use gentle measurement
lemma, we need to boost the per-element success probability to 1−O(1/N4); however, in
the function case, even with our idea of using 2-universal hash functions (which we outline in
the technical overview section), we cannot hope to boost the per-element success probability
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beyond 1− o(1/N) as it would already make storing all the hash tags too expensive for an
efficient encoding. In conclusion, it seems hopeless to combine gentle measurement technique
with our 2-universal hash for adversaries with constant success probability on ε fractions of
input. Our QRAC technique, on the other hand, works and gives non-trivial bound even
if the per-element success probability is as low as 1 − O(1/ logN) under the exact same
setting. This shows that our QRAC technique seems to be able to achieve some improvements
compared to their approach. We also note that our proof technique does not involve internal
measurements in the compress/decompress algorithm and is conceptually simpler.

2 Technical Overview

2.1 Permutations

We first show how to solve the permutation inversion problem, which is an easier argument.

Compression argument

In De et al. [5], the main idea in proving the lower bound is to leverage the inverter
to produce an algorithm that compresses the permutation into a short string, and the
information theoretic lower bound on the size of the string translates to our desired lower
bound. However, as the inverter needs to make T adaptive queries, we need to produce the
correct answer for the inverter so that she can successfully invert the image and we can
extract the information from the inverter. The way to do this is to randomly remove a small
enough subset of the image from the permutation. As we are picking a small independently
random subset, the probability that the inverter hits this subset will be small. Therefore,
we can use the advice and the permutation without the removed fraction as the encoding
for the permutation, and since the length of the encoding is lower bounded by the entropy
of all the permutations the encoding scheme is able to compress, this translates to a lower
bound in the space-time trade-off for the permutation inversion problem. In the process, we
“cheated” by using some shared randomness, but it turns out we can fix this since having
shared randomness does not affect the information theoretic lower bound that we need in
the end.

As shown by Nayebi et al. [9], this idea also holds similarly for algorithms that can make
quantum queries to the permutation. Namely, if we change δ fraction of the input, by a similar
argument to proving the optimality of Grover’s algorithm [2], a quantum query algorithm
is required to take Ω(

√
1/δ) queries to distinguish the change with constant probability.

However, they also have shown that this approach has a fundamental limitation when one
tries to adapt it to the case where the pre-processed information can be quantum. Recall
that in order to invoke the inverter to recover a deleted entry, we need to invoke it with
the pre-computed advice. If the advice is classical, we can simply repeat this process for
every entry to recover the entire permutation table; but if the advice is quantum, we cannot
hope to do this repeatedly as the previous copy would be destroyed by measurement, and we
cannot hope to clone multiple copies of the advice for free due to no cloning theorem [13].
The only thing we can do is to produce multiple copies of the same advice in the encoding
phase, however, if we work out the calculation, we can see that this encoding scheme is too
inefficient for proving a meaningful lower bound for inverting permutations.
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Avoiding repeated measurements

Approaching this challenge, our idea is to reduce the problem to a similar problem that
does not require recovering the entire permutation table. Ambainis et al. [3] introduced the
notion of Quantum Random Access Code with Shared Randomness, which is a two-player
game where two players share some randomness R; the first player A gets a bit string X
chosen uniformly at random and is asked to encode it into an encoding Y ← A(X,R); and
the second player is asked to recover Xi given Y,R and some index i ∈ [|X|] chosen uniformly
at random. Assuming the two player succeeds with probability δ, the number of bits in Y
is lower bounded by (with some very rough approximations when δ → 1) |Y | ≥ δ|X|. It
can be shown that this lower bound is tight even when everything is classical, simply by
observing that an algorithm that simply remembers a δ fraction of the input wins the game
with probability δ. This game has found several applications in quantum information theory
and quantum cryptography, for example [1].

Thus, a natural idea is to come up with a similar lower bound for quantum random access
code with shared randomness for permutations and do the reduction. However, unlike in
the case of bit strings, as there is correlations between each element of the permutation,
our lower bound argument would need to proceed very carefully. Indeed, in this work we
proved a lower bound on the expected number of qubits which is only related to the overall
entropy, the average element entropy, and the recovery success probability. Furthermore, this
holds even if there exists correlations between the elements. In general, this lower bound is
weaker than the compression argument where the entire permutation is recovered. However,
we note that if the success probability is high, say δ ≥ 1−O(1/N) for permutations, then
the expected number of qubits needs to be at least logN !−O(logN), which asymptotically
matches the lower bound for compression argument in the classical case.

A direct encoding scheme would be using the encoding scheme of Nayebi et al. [9] and
decode only the element in question. However, this direct idea does not work, since we
are randomly removing entries from the permutation, the scheme only succeeds when the
removed entries (determined by shared randomness R) does not affect the output of the
inverter, which only happens with a small probability. This means that δ will be bounded
away from 1. Recall that our encoding will need to remember 1 − o(1) fraction of the
permutation, this gives us no meaningful bound. In fact, in order for this idea to succeed, we
need to boost the success probability to also 1− o(1).

We observe that in our proof for quantum random access code, the length of our encoding
is ultimately bounded by the von Neumann entropy of the encoding. By using the variable
length version of quantum source coding theorem, we can also use a variable length encoding
that is still bounded by the von Neumann entropy of the encoding. Specifically, if the
randomness will cause the encoding to err, we will simply use the entire permutation table as
our encoding, which the decoder can decode any element directly. By repeating the advice
poly-logarithmically many times, we can make the success probability sufficiently close to 1
for proving a meaningful bound.

2.2 Functions
To bootstrap the previous argument into an argument for function inverters, we can view
the inverse function f−1 as a partition of [M ], and our goal is to design a random access
code for querying this partition. In order to accommodate all possible adversaries, we only
pick the pre-images that have high probability to be returned by the adversary. However,
consider the following bad case, f−1(y) = {x1, x2}, and the adversary uniformly returns
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x1, x2 or a third bad output x′. In this case, majority vote will not work since (without loss
of generality) assuming we removed x1 from the encoding, the decoder cannot distinguish
adversary returns x1 or x′ (assuming the adversary gets lucky so that x′ is also removed
from the encoding). To fix this, we use a 2-universal hash function (sampled from shared
randomness) and use the hash tag to distinguish the correct output.

However, we need to choose the hash length very carefully, as choosing a length too short
results in high error probability, and length too long results in inefficient coding (our goal
is to achieve nontrivial savings for the random function). In particular, due to our QRAC
bound, we must choose our length tag to be much shorter than logN to get a nontrivial
bound for function inversion. It turns out that using a length of log logN works in our case.

3 Preliminaries

We denote [N ] to be {k ∈ Z : 1 ≤ k ≤ N}, and the set of all possible bijections from [N ] to
itself to be SN .

I Definition 5. (Quantum oracle) For any classical function f : X 7→ Y where Y is some
additive group, it naturally corresponds to a quantum oracle Of such that for all x ∈ X, y ∈ Y ,

Of (|x〉|y〉) = |x〉|y + f(x)〉.

Let AO be a quantum oracle algorithm taking O as an oracle. In the rest of the paper, we
will abuse the notation Af to represent AOf . For random oracles, it is equivalent to viewing
oracle calls as the same as querying from an exponential sized truth table of the oracle.

I Definition 6. The query magnitude at j of |φ〉 =
∑
c αc|c〉 is defined to be qj(|φ〉) =∑

c∈Cj
|αc|2, where Cj is the set of all computational basis states that query position j.

I Definition 7. Given a quantum algorithm A, the total query magnitude at j of A with
(oracle access to) input x is defined to be qj(x) =

∑
|φ〉 qj(|φ〉), where the sum is taken over

all the quantum queries produced by the algorithm.

I Lemma 8. (Swapping lemma) [12, Lemma 3.1] Let |φx〉 and |φy〉 be the final state of A
on inputs x and y respectively. Let T be (the upper bound of) the number of queries A has
made. Then:

‖|φx〉 − |φy〉‖ ≤
√
T
∑

j:xj 6=yj

qj(x),

where ‖|φx〉 − |φy〉‖ denote the Euclidean distance between the two vectors.

I Theorem 9. (Quantum Source Coding Theorem) [10] Let Σ be an alphabet, ρ ∈ D(CΣ)
be a density operator whose von Neumann entropy is S(ρ).
1. If L > S(ρ), then N independent samples of ρ can be losslessly compressed into LN qubits

for all sufficiently large N ;
2. If L < S(ρ), then N independent samples of ρ can be losslessly compressed into LN qubits

for at most finitely many N ’s.

I Theorem 10. (2-Universal Hashing) For every ε, there exists a 2-universal hash function
family with error probability ε and output length − log ε (using some finite amount of
randomness). [11, Chapter 3]
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4 Quantum Random Access Codes with Variable Length

Intuitively, quantum random access code looks at the following problem:
A random function f : [N ] 7→ XN is sampled from an arbitrary distribution.
At the offline phase, an unbounded algorithm gets access to the entire function and
produces a quantum state |α〉 of bounded size ` (therefore dimension at most 2`).
At the online phase, a uniformly random challenge x ∈ [N ] is generated, and the algorithm
given |α〉 and x is asked to recover f(x) with probability δ.

In this section, we want to prove that there is a trade-off between the expected encoding
size L := E

f
[`] and the success probability δ. This is a generalization of QRAC considered

in previous works like [3] since we can view their QRAC equivalent to ours by making the
following restrictions:
1. XN = {0, 1}.
2. The function distribution is always the uniform distribution.
3. The quantum state length ` is fixed parameter that does not depend on the specific

function f .

We formalize the problem above as quantum random access code with variable length, as
given by the definition below.

I Definition 11. Let FN be a set of functions f : [N ] → XN for some finite set XN .
A quantum random access code with variable length (QRAC-VL) for FN consists of two
algorithms (Enc,Dec).
1. Enc : FN ×R → C∗. The encoding algorithm encodes a function f ∈ FN with some fresh

independent randomness in R to some qubits. The number of qubits denoted by ` = `(f)
can depend on the function f .

2. Dec : C∗× [N ]×R → XN . The decoding algorithm compute f(x) on some specific element
x ∈ [N ] with the encoded message in C2` , and it uses the same shared randomness for
the encoding algorithm.

The performance of the code is measured by two parameters L and δ. We define

L := E
f

[`(f)]

to be the average length of the coding scheme over uniform distribution on f ∈ FN , and

δ := Pr
f,x,R

[Dec(Enc(f ;R), x;R) = f(x)]

to be the probability that our scheme correctly reconstructs the image of the function, where
the probability is taken over uniform distribution on f ∈ FN , x ∈ [N ], and the scheme’s
internal randomness.

First, we prove a helpful lemma that says conditional quantum entropy satisfies subaddi-
tivity.

I Lemma 12. Let X = (X1, ..., XN ), Q be some quantum states, then

N∑
i=1

S(Xi|Q) ≥ S(X|Q).
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Proof. We will prove this for N = 2 and it is easy to extend this proof to any N using an
inductive argument by showing that

N−1∑
i=1

S(Xi|Q) + S(XN |Q) ≥ S(X1...XN−1|Q) + S(XN |Q) ≥ S(X|Q).

For N = 2, by the definition of conditional entropy, it is equivalent to prove S(X1Q) +
S(X2Q) ≥ S(X1X2Q) + S(Q), which holds due to strong subadditivity of von Neumann
entropy. J

I Theorem 13. (Lower bound for QRAC-VL) For any QRAC-VL, let X = (X1, . . . , XN )
be a random variable sampled uniformly random from the distribution (of truth tables) of
functions FN . Therefore, S(X) is the (von Neumann) entropy of a uniformly random
distribution of FN and S(XJ) is the average (or expected) entropy of a single element. We
have that for all sufficiently large N ,

L ≥ S(X)−N · (H(δ) + (1− δ) · S(XJ)),

where H(x) := −x log2 x− (1− x) log2(1− x) is the binary entropy function.

Proof. Sample R independently. Let Q = Enc(X;R) be the encoding. Using the fact in
conditional mutual information that I(Q,R;X) = I(Q;X|R) + I(X;R) and the fact that X
and R are independent classical random variables,

I(Q,R;X) = I(Q;X|R) ≤ S(Q|R). (8)

Since R is classical, by Theorem 9,

S(Q|R) ≤ S(Q) ≤ L. (9)

On the other hand, using Lemma 12,

I(Q,R;X) = S(X)− S(X|Q,R)

≥ S(X)−
N∑
i=1

S(Xi|Q,R)

= S(X)−N · S(XJ |Q,R, J), (10)

By data processing inequality, we know that

S(XJ |Q,R, J) ≤ S(XJ |Dec(Q, J ;R)). (11)

Note that XJ ,Dec(Q, J ;R) are both classical random variables. Let I be the indicator
variable that indicates whether XJ = Dec(Q, J ;R). By definition of success probability in
quantum random access code, we can show that

S(XJ |Dec(Q, J ;R)) = S(XJ , I|Dec(Q, J ;R))− S(I|XJ ,Dec(Q, J ;R))
= S(I|Dec(Q, J ;R)) + S(XJ |I,Dec(Q, J ;R))− 0
≤ S(I) + δ · 0 + (1− δ) · S(XJ)
= H(δ) + (1− δ)S(XJ). (12)

Combining (8), (9), (10), (11), and (12), we get the expected equation in the theorem. J
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To see an immediate application of this theorem, we will demonstrate proving a bound
for QRAC-VL for permutations. For permutations, S(X) = logN ! and S(XJ) = logN .
Combining the theorem above with the following algebraic fact, we can prove a lower bound
for QRAC-VL for permutations.

I Fact 1. H(1− δ) = H(δ) ≤ δ · log(e/δ).

I Corollary 14. For any QRAC-VL for permutations SN with δ = 1 − k/N for any k =
Ω(1/N), we have

L ≥ logN !−O(k logN).

5 Proof of Theorem 3

Now we proceed to construct an encoding scheme given an inverter. Given a permutation
inverter (α,A) that inverts an ε fraction of the input. Let ε′ = ε/2. By how we defined
success probability, we can show that there exists a large subset X of all the permutations
SN with size at least ε′N !, such that for any permutation π ∈ X, we have that

Pr
y

[(α,A) inverts y for π] ≥ ε′.

Consider a permutation π ∈ X, and let I be the set of indices x ∈ [N ] such that A inverts
f(x). Recall that by the definition of X, we have |I| ≥ ε′N . We use the shared randomness
in the way such that we sample a subset R ⊆ [N ] with each element of [N ] independently
chosen to be in R with probability γ/T 2, where γ ∈ (0, 1) is some constant that we will
decide later.

Let G be a subset of I, where an element x ∈ G if it satisfies the following two conditions,
1. x ∈ R; (13)

2. The total query magnitude on R \ {x} while running Aπ(α, π(x)) is bounded by c/T for
some constant c, that is,∑

z∈R\{x}

qz(x) ≤ c

T
. (14)

B Claim 15. With probability at least 0.8 over the choice of R, |G| = Ω(εN/T 2).

Proof. Let H = R∩ I. Due to the definition of R, |H| is distributed according to a binomial
distribution. Therefore, the expected value of |H| is |I|γ/T 2. By the multiplicative Chernoff
bound and (2),

Pr
R

[
|H| ≥ |I|γ2T 2

]
≥ 0.9 (15)

for all sufficiently large N .
By definition, each query that A makes is of unit length. Since A makes at most T

queries, by Definition 7,∑
z∈[N ]

qz(x) ≤ T.

By linearity of expectation,

E
R

 ∑
z∈R\{x}

qz(x)

 =
∑

z∈[N ]\{x}

γ

T 2 qz(x) ≤ γ

T 2T = γ

T
.
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Hence, by Markov’s inequality,

Pr
R

 ∑
z∈R\{x}

qz(x) ≥ c

T

 ≤ T

c
· γ
T

= γ

c
. (16)

Let J denote the subset of x ∈ I that satisfy (13) but not (14). Note that (13) and (14)
are independent for each x ∈ I, since (13) is whether x ∈ R and (14) only concerns the
intersection of R and [N ] \ {x}. Therefore by (16), the probability that x ∈ I satisfies x ∈ J
is at most γ2/(cT 2). Hence, by Markov’s inequality,

Pr
R

[
|J | ≤ 10|I|γ2

cT 2

]
≥ 0.9. (17)

From (15) and (17), we get that with probability at least 0.8 over the choice of R,

|G| = |H| − |J | ≥ |I|γ2T 2 −
10|I|γ2

cT 2 ≥ ε′γN

2T 2

(
1− 5γ2

c

)
= Ω

(
εN

T 2

)
,

given that γ is a small enough positive constant. J

We now proceed to describe the QRAC-VL scheme for encoding π−1. If π 6∈ X or |G| is
smaller than O(εN/T 2), the encoding simply sets a (classical) flag (which takes one bit) and
stores the entire permutation table of π−1 (we will denote this as case A). In this case, it is
straightforward to construct a decoder that succeeds with probability 1.

Otherwise assuming G is large enough, we clear the first flag, and proceed with our
QRAC-VL that computes (if necessary) and outputs the following information β as our
encoding: (which we will denote as case B)

The size of G, encoded using logN bits;
The set G ⊆ R, encoded using log

(|R|
|G|
)
bits;

The permutation π restricted to input outside of G, encoded using log(N !/|G|!) bits;
Quantum advice used by the algorithm repeated ρ times α

⊗
ρ, for some ρ that we will

decide later. (We can compute this as the encoder can preprocess multiple copies of the
same advice. Note that this is the only part of our encoding that is not classical.)

Upon given the encoding β, some image y ∈ [N ], and the algorithm’s randomness R, the
decoder first proceeds to recover set G and π(x) for every x 6∈ G. If the given y = π(x) for
some x 6∈ G, the decoder outputs x = π−1(y). Otherwise, the decoder constructs π′ to be

π′(x) =
{
y, x ∈ G;
π(x), x 6∈ G.

Then the decoder extracts α1, α2, ..., αρ, and invokes Aπ′(αi, y) for each i ∈ [ρ] and outputs
their majority vote. Let |φπ〉 and |φπ′〉 denote the final states of A when it is given the oracle
π and π′ respectively. Then by Lemma 8 and the definition of G,

‖|φπ〉 − |φπ′〉‖ ≤
√
T

∑
z∈R\{x}

qz(x) ≤
√
T · c

T
=
√
c.

As x ∈ I, by the definition of I, measuring |φπ〉 gives x with probability at least 2/3. Given
c is a small enough positive constant, measuring |φπ′〉 will also give x with probability at
least 0.6.
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We now examine the length of our encoding. With probability 1− ε′, we have π 6∈ X;
with probability ε′ · (1 − 0.8), we have π ∈ X but G is small. Therefore, over all, with
probability 1− 0.6ε, our encoding will take case A, where the encoding consists of 1 + logN !
classical bits and decoder succeeds with probability 1.

With probability 0.4ε, our encoding takes case B, and the size of the encoding will be

1 + logN + log
(
|R|
|G|

)
+ log(N !/|G|!) + ρS.

By (2), log
(|R|
|G|
)

= O(|G| log(|R|/|G|)) = O(|G| log 1/ε) = o(|G| log |G|), and we can rewrite
the size of the encoding as

ρS − log |G|! + logN ! + o(log |G|!).

In this case, when the decoder is queried a point inside what she has remembered, that is
y 6∈ π(G) (which occurs with probability 1− |G|/N), she recovers the correct pre-image with
probability 1; otherwise, with one copy of the advice, she recovers the correct pre-image
with probability 0.6, therefore with ρ copies, by Chernoff’s bound, she recovers the correct
pre-image using majority vote, with probability 1− exp(−Ω(ρ)).

Overall, the average encoding length is at most 1/2 · (ερS + |G|H(ε) − ε log |G|! +
ε logN) + logN !, and the average success probability is 1− |G|/N · exp(−Ω(ρ)). By setting
ρ = Ω(log(N/ε)) = Ω(logN), the average success probability1 will be 1−O(ε/N).By (1) and
Corollary 14, we have

logN ! + 1/2 · (ε log |G|!− ερS − o(ε log |G|!)− ε logN) ≥ logN !−O(logN).

Given (2), (3), i.e. S, T satisfy some non-trivial conditions, we can simplify the expression
above and obtain

log |G|! + o(log |G|!) ≥ Ω(S logN).

As we are conditioning on the event that G is large, plugging in the lower bound on |G|, we
obtain that ST 2 ≥ Ω̃(εN).

6 Proof of Theorem 4

Given a function inverter (α,A) that inverts an ε fraction of the input. For function
f : [M ] → [N ], define f−1(y) = x if such x exists, else ⊥. Using this notion, we can
equivalently view sampling a function f from FM as sampling an inverse function f−1 from
all the possible partitions of [M ] into N bags, denoted as PM . Let X sampled from PM as
in Theorem 13, then S(X) = M logN and

S(XJ) = M

(
− 1
N

log 1
N
−
(

1− 1
N

)
log
(

1− 1
N

))
= M

N
(N logN − (N − 1) log(N − 1))

≤ M

N
(logN + log e).

1 Technically, we proved that the average success probability will be at least this much. However, as
the success probability is monotone in encoding length, it is not hard to see that we can still use
Corollary 14.
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I Corollary 16. For any QRAC-VL for partitions PM with δ = 1− β for any β, we have

L ≥M logN −Mβ

(
log(e/β) + M

N
(logN + log e)

)
.

Now we construct the encoding scheme given the inverter. Similarly as before, there is a
subset X1 ⊆ FM of size at least 0.5ε ·NM such that for each function in X1 the inverter is
able to invert at least ε/2 fraction of the input. Let X2 be functions where there exists an
image in the function that has more than K :=

( 2M
N + 1

)
· C · log(M/ε) = Õ(1) pre-images

for some constant C. We claim that |X2| ≤ 0.1εNM (for cases when M ≤ N and M > N , by
using multiplicative form of Chernoff bound and union bound on the number of pre-images
for each image. Let X3 = X1 −X2 with size at least 0.4εNM , that is the set of functions
that both have a large amount of invertible points and each image does not have a lot of
pre-images.

Consider a function f ∈ X3, and let I be the set of indices x ∈ [M ] such that A when
given input f(x) returns exactly x (conditioned on f evaluating on the input is indeed
f(x)) with the highest probability (ties are broken arbitrarily). It is not hard to prove that
|I| ≥ εM

2K . We sample a subset R ⊆ [M ], with each element independently chosen with
probability γ/T 2 for some constant γ that we will decide later.

Let G ⊆ I, where x ∈ G if
1. x ∈ R; (18)

2. The total query magnitude on R \ {x} while running Af (α, f(x)) is bounded by c/T ,
that is,∑

z∈R\{x}

qz(x) ≤ c

T
. (19)

B Claim 17. With probability at least 0.75 over the choice of R, |G| = Ω
(
εM
KT 2

)
.

Proof. The proof is almost exactly the same as in the case for permutations.
Let H = R ∩ I. Due to the definition of R, |H| is distributed according to a binomial

distribution. Therefore, the expected value of |H| is |I|γ/T 2. By the multiplicative Chernoff
bound and (2),

Pr
R

[
|H| ≥ |I|γ2T 2

]
≥ 0.95 (20)

for all sufficiently large N .
By definition, each query that A makes is of unit length. Since A makes at most T

queries, by Definition 7,∑
z∈[N ]

qz(x) ≤ T.

By linearity of expectation,

E
R

 ∑
z∈R\{x}

qz(x)

 =
∑

z∈[N ]\{x}

γ

T 2 qz(x) ≤ γ

T 2T = γ

T
.

Hence, by Markov’s inequality,

Pr
R

 ∑
z∈R\{x}

qz(x) ≥ c

T

 ≤ T

c
· γ
T

= γ

c
. (21)
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Let J denote the subset of x ∈ I that satisfy (18) but not (19). Similarly, here (18) and (19)
are also independent for each x ∈ I, since (18) is whether f(x) ∈ R and (19) only concerns
the intersection of R and [N ] \ {f(x)}. Therefore by (21), the probability that x ∈ I satisfies
x ∈ J is at most γ2/(cT 2). Hence, by Markov’s inequality,

Pr
R

[
|J | ≤ 10|I|γ2

cT 2

]
≥ 0.9. (22)

From (20) and (22), we get that with probability at least 0.75 over the choice of R,

|G| = |H| − |J | ≥ |I|γ2T 2 −
10|I|γ2

cT 2 ≥ εγM

4KT 2

(
1− 5γ2

c

)
= Ω

(
εM

KT 2

)
,

given that γ is a small enough positive constant. J

We now proceed to describe the QRAC-VL scheme for encoding the partition f−1. If
f 6∈ X3 or |G| is not at least Ω(εM/(KT 2)), the encoding simply sets a (classical) flag (which
takes one bit) and stores the entire table of f−1 (we will denote this as case A). In this case,
it is straightforward to construct a decoder that succeed with probability 1.

Otherwise assuming f ∈ X3 and G is large enough, we clear the first flag, and proceed
with our QRAC-VL that computes (if necessary) and outputs the following information β as
our encoding: (which we will denote as case B)

The size of G, encoded using log(M +N) bits;
The set G ⊆ R, encoded using log

(|R|
|G|
)
bits;

The set f(G) ⊆ [N ], encoded using log
(
N
|G|
)
bits;

The function f restricted to input outside of G, encoded using (M − |G|) logN bits;
Hash tags h1, ..., h|G| for each y ∈ f(G), each of length log(K logN) = logK + log logN ,
encoded using |G| · (logK + log logN);
Quantum advice used by the algorithm repeated ρ times α

⊗
ρ, for ρ = Õ(K).

Upon given the encoding β, some image y ∈ [N ], and the algorithm’s randomness R, the
decoder first proceeds to recover set G, f(G) and f(x) for every x 6∈ G. If the given y 6∈ f(G),
the decoder outputs x = f−1(y). Otherwise, the decoder constructs

f ′(x) =
{
y, x ∈ G;
f(x), x 6∈ G.

Then the decoder extracts α1, α2, ..., αρ, and invokes Af ′(αi, y) to obtain ρ outputs. After
measuring the outputs, the decoder hashes each output and compares with the hash hy in the
encoding. Finally, the decoder randomly chooses a output with the correct hash, combining
other pre-images in the encoding as the output pre-image set.

Let |φf 〉 and |φf ′〉 denote the final states of A when it is given the oracle f and f ′

respectively. Then by Lemma 8 and the definition of a good element,

‖|φf 〉 − |φf ′〉‖ ≤
√
T

∑
z∈R\{x}

qz(x) ≤
√
T · c

T
=
√
c.

As x ∈ I, by the definition of I, measuring |φf 〉 gives some pre-image of y that is in G with
probability at least 2/3 · 1/K. Given c is a small enough positive constant, measuring |φf ′〉
will also give x with probability at least 0.6/K. Assuming the logarithmics in ρ = Õ(K) is
large enough, we can find at least one correct output in this process with probability at least
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1−1/ logN . Due to the length of the hash tag and Theorem 10, all the incorrect outputs will
be discarded with probability 1− 1/ logN . Overall, the success probability of our decoding
procedure for a y ∈ f(G) is at least 1− 2/ logN .

We now examine the length of our encoding. With probability 1− 0.6ε, we have f 6∈ X3;
with probability ε · 0.4 · (1− 0.75), we have f ∈ X but G is small. Therefore, over all, with
probability 1− 0.7ε, our encoding will take case A, where the encoding consists of 1 + logN !
classical bits and decoder succeeds with probability 1.

With probability 0.3ε, our encoding takes case B, and the size of the encoding will be

1 + log(M +N) + log
(
|R|
|G|

)
+ log

(
N

|G|

)
+ (M − |G|) logN

+ |G| log(K logN) + ρS,

which is at most

M logN + |G| log O(K2 logN)
ε

− |G| log |G|+ ρS,

for all sufficiently large N . In this case, when the decoder is queried a point inside what she
has remembered, that is y 6∈ π(G) (which occurs with probability 1− |G|/N), she recovers
the correct pre-image with probability 1; otherwise, she recovers the correct pre-image with
probability at least 1− 2/ logN .

Overall, the average success probability is at least 1−0.15ε|G|/(N logN) ≤ 1−Ω(1/N10).
By Corollary 16 and M/N + 1 = Θ(1) by (4), we have

0.3ε ·
(
|G| log O(K2 logN)

ε
− |G| log |G|+ ρS

)
≥ −0.15 ε|G|M

N logN ·O(logN).

Using the fact that (5), (7), we can ignore the lower order terms and obtain

Õ(|G|) ≥ Ω̃(SK).

Thus, ST 2 ≥ Ω̃(εM).

7 Open Questions

Our work still does not answer whether there exists a tighter asymptotic lower bound like
ST + T 2 ≥ εN , nor whether there exists an attack using quantum advice that achieves
ST 2 = εN .

On the other hand, it seems hard to generalize our techniques to handle random functions
where M � N . Say M = N2. It turns out that for whatever choice of G ⊆ R, remembering
where G is, and f for points outside of G is already too much (requires number of bits greater
than M logN). Recall that |R| ∝M/T 2, but if we only remember one pre-image per image,
|G| ≤ N . Therefore under these parameters, log

(|R|
|G|
)
≥ |G| logN > |G| log |G| and we will

lose the non-trivial savings we get from the reduction. Therefore, a natural direction would
be to prove any meaningful lower bound for random function inversion under the regime
where M � N .
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9:2 Out-Of-Band Authenticated Group Key Exchange

1 Introduction

A fundamental challenge in cryptography is that of generating shared secrets in communication
networks that are susceptible to man-in-the-middle attacks. When a public-key infrastructure
is available, this task has been thoroughly studied, and many protocols have been suggested
(see Section 1.2). The question remains, however, of how to agree on an initial secret when
connections are formed ad-hoc, and a public-key infrastructure is impractical to maintain.
Such scenarios include, for example, communication platforms offering end-to-end encrypted
messaging services, audio calls or video calls [50, 60, 63, 62, 5, 25, 10, 20, 35, 51, 30, 19, 23,
57, 2, 31], as well as secure pairing of IoT devices (e.g., [22, 37, 11]).

Out-of-band authenticated key exchange. Given that man-in-the-middle attacks are im-
possible to detect without any additional setup, one approach often taken is to provide
users/devices with the ability to communicate “out-of-band”, assuming that they have
access to an external channel through which they can information-theoretically authenticate
short values. Equipped with such an external channel, one can then rely on out-of-band
authenticated key-exchange protocols: Protocols that are tailored to using both a standard
insecure channel and a low-bandwidth out-of-band channel, and enable users to bootstrap
the limited resource of information-theoretical authentication provided by the out-of-band
channel in order to establish shared secrets while detecting man-in-the-middle attacks. Such
an approach is taken by most communication platforms providing end-to-end encryption and
by protocols for pairing of IoT devices (see the references above).

The out-of-band channel typically corresponds to having the users compare with each
other a short value displayed by their devices (or having a single user compare a string
displayed by all paired devices in the context of pairing of IoT devices), but can in fact be
based on a variety of real-world assumptions (e.g., [43, 27, 56, 42, 32, 22, 37, 59, 63]). In
most implementations the “manual” flavor of the out-of-band channel introduces a tradeoff
between the effort invested by the users and the security guarantees: A longer out-of-band
value may enable better security in principal, but also incurs a more intensive user effort,
thus hurting usability and ultimately security.

Non-interactive vs. interactive protocols. As in standard key exchange, there are two
main flavors of out-of-band authenticated key-exchange protocols: Non-interactive protocols
in which each user sends at most one message and this message is sent independently of
the other users’ messages, and interactive protocols in which users may send more than one
message and these messages may depend on other users’ previously-sent messages.1

Non-interactive protocols are widely used by messaging platforms (e.g., WhatsApp and
Signal [63]), since they do not require any two users to be online at any particular point in
time. However, such protocols are inherently limited in the security they can provide – as we
discuss in Section 1.3.

1 These two flavors of protocols are sometimes referred to as “asynchronous” protocols vs. “synchronous”
protocols (e.g., in the specific context of messaging protocols [52, 19, 2, 31] – to which we do not
at all limit ourselves in this work). As discussed below we follow the more standard terminology of
non-interactive protocols vs. interactive protocols since the standard model of synchronous computation
in distributed computing is much more restrictive than the standard model required for interactive
cryptographic protocols in general, and for the protocols considered in this paper in particular (e.g., a
global clock synchronizing the entire execution of the protocol among the various parties is not required
[41, 3]).
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Our focus: Immediate key delivery in interactive protocols. In various popular scenarios,
such as voice and video calls or pairing of IoT devices, the users or devices participating
in the protocol are typically expected to remain online throughout its execution. In these
scenarios, unlike in messaging applications, interactive protocols may be used in order to
ensure stronger security guarantees (e.g., security which is independent of the adversary’s
concrete running time). This is the case, for example, in the out-of-band key-exchange
protocol Telegram uses for its voice calls [59].

An additional approach to constructing interactive out-of-band authenticated key exchange
protocols is to first run any passively-secure key-exchange protocol, and then use an out-
of-band message authentication protocol in order to authenticate its transcript [61, 49,
54]. An out-of-band message authentication protocol allows for the authentication of long
messages while using the out-of-band channel only to information-theoretically authenticate
one short value. Although any solution to the general task of establishing shared keys
must inherently rely on computational assumptions, out-of-band message authentication
protocols may provide unconditional information-theoretical security. By now there is a
sound theoretical understanding (i.e., protocols and matching lower bounds) of out-of-band
message authentication protocols, in both the user-to-user and the group settings, as well as
practically-relevant protocols in both settings [61, 48, 46, 54, 44] – these works were indeed
motivated by the task out-of-band authenticated key exchange.

In contrast, out-of-band authenticated key exchange has been studied in the user-to-user
setting (e.g., [49, 40]) but has been left without any rigorous treatment in the group setting.
In particular, when considering the security of out-of-band authenticated key exchange in
the group setting, a crucial requirement is that even if some users participate in the protocol
but do not complete it, then the remaining users should still agree on a shared key that
will enable them to start interacting in an end-to-end encrypted manner. We refer to this
property as immediate key delivery. Alwen, Coretti and Dodis [2] have recently suggested
a property of such flavor to which they referred to as “immediate decryption”. Their work
was in the context of messaging protocols assuming that a shared secret key has already been
established – but the underlying issue is crucial already during the initial key exchange.

Providing immediate key delivery is a challenge that arises only in the interactive setting,
as it is trivially guaranteed by any non-interactive protocol (but, as discussed above, such
protocols provide somewhat weaker security guarantees). Although interactive protocols are
suitable for scenarios in which users are typically expected to remain online, protocols still
have to address cases where some of the users do not complete the protocol. Otherwise, for
example, any user who loses connectivity prevents the successful completion of the protocol
by the remaining users. Moreover, if a protocol does not offer immediate key delivery, then
it becomes very easy for an attacker to prevent the users from agreeing on a shared secret,
by simply blocking all outgoing communication from a single user in the group.

The significant and practical importance of immediate key delivery, together with various
other security considerations for out-of-band protocols, motivate an in-depth examination
of out-of-band authenticated key exchange, including formal definitions and protocols that
satisfy them.

1.1 Our Contributions
Motivated by the above-described state of affairs, we present the following contributions:

We suggest a framework for analyzing out-of-band authenticated group key-exchange
protocols, capturing crucial security and functionality properties that arise in the group
setting for out-of-band protocols.

ITC 2020
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We observe that the existing approaches for constructing out-of-band authenticated
key-exchange protocols either do not satisfy our (standard) notions of security or are
impractical (already for rather small groups). This situation highlights the fact that it is
highly non-trivial to satisfy our notions of security while keeping the out-of-band value
short.
Based on the existence of any passively-secure user-to-user key-exchange protocol (e.g., the
Diffie-Hellman protocol), we construct an out-of-band authenticated group key-exchange
protocol satisfying our notions of security, and offering the optimal tradeoff between the
length of its out-of-band value and its security. Moreover, for some possible use-cases,
instantiating our protocol in the random-oracle models leads to a concrete and efficient
protocol.

In what follows we briefly discuss each of these contributions, and the reader is referred
to Section 1.3 for a more elaborate and technical overview.

Modeling out-of-band authenticated group key exchange. We consider a group of users
communicating over a completely-insecure channel that is susceptible to man-in-the-middle
attacks, and in addition assume that some user of the group can information-theoretically
authenticate one short value to all other users who have not yet aborted, over the out-of-band
channel (note that we do not make any assumptions as to the particular identity of that
user).2

Within this communication model (which we formally define in Section 2), we put forth
a realistic framework and notions of security for out-of-band authenticated key-exchange in
the group setting, considering the following three requirements:

Pseudorandomness: If a man-in-the-middle adversary does not interfere with the
communication, the resulting shared key should be computationally indistinguishable
from an independent and uniformly-distributed key given the transcript of the protocol
which includes the out-of-band value.
Man-in-the-middle detection: If a man-in-the-middle adversary does interfere with
the communication, this should be detected except with probability ε(λ) + negl(λ), where
ε is a pre-determined function of the security parameter λ ∈ N, and negl is a negligible
function which may depend on the adversary.
Most importantly, ε must be fixed for all adversaries, and in particular it is not allowed
to depend on the adversary’s on-line or off-line running time or space usage – as the
effective length of the out-of-band value might not always be sufficiently long (e.g., when
executed by “lazy users” who may not consider the out-of-band value in its entirety [44]).
Immediate key delivery: Even if a subset of the parties aborts the execution of the
protocol before its completion, the remaining parties should still agree on a shared key (the
abort decisions may be determined adversarially throughout the execution of the protocol).
This requirement significantly strengthens the standard correctness requirement of key-
exchange protocols, and achieving this requirement is the core technical contribution of
our work.

2 The way that the out-of-band value is propagated through the group might be different; e.g., if some
users recognize the voice of one user in a voice group call, and the other users recognize the voice of
another user, then informing all users of the out-of-band value requires the two recognized users to read
it out loud. Our model, in which there is a single out-of-band value and a single user who sends it, can
always be easily translated to such situations (e.g., by having an out-of-band channel from each of the
said users to the users in the group who recognize her voice).
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Note that the pseudorandomness and man-in-the-middle detection requirements are relevant
already in the user-to-user setting (and we consider natural extensions of these requirements
from passively-secure protocols to out-of-band protocols), and that the immediate key delivery
is a new requirement that we introduce in the group setting.

Existing protocols do not meet our requirements. We show that even though the three
requirements listed above seem fairly standard as far as cryptographic definitions go, they are
not met by existing protocols. Namely, we observe that each of the out-of-band authenticated
key-exchange protocols deployed by Signal, WhatsApp and Telegram, and that the protocol
suggested by Rotem and Segev [54] does not satisfy at least one of the aforementioned
requirements.

Already in the user-to-user setting, we show that the protocol deployed by Telegram does
not satisfy our pseudorandomness requirement, and that the protocols deployed by Signal
and WhatsApp do not satisfy our man-in-the-middle detection requirement. In the group
setting, even though these protocols provide immediate key delivery, they are non-scalable
in terms of the length of the out-of-band value, since they require running a user-to-user
protocol with each member of the group separately, resulting in an out-of-band value whose
length depends linearly on the size of the group. For example, in a group of size 32, in order
to get 60 bits of security, the out-of-band value in these protocols has to be of length at
least 31× 60 = 1860 bits (i.e., the initiator of the key exchange has to compare at least 560
decimal digits with other users). In the group setting, the protocol of Rotem and Segev,
which relies on the above-mentioned transcript-authentication approach [49] is more practical,
and satisfies our pseudorandomness and man-in-the-middle detection properties, but does
not provide immediate key delivery.

We stress that as mentioned above, some of these protocols have their advantages in
particular use cases. However, the fact that none of them provide both optimal security
guarantees per our security notion and also immediate key delivery in the group setting,
exemplifies in our view the difficulty that lies in satisfying all of these requirements simulta-
neously and highlights the challenges that need to be overcome. Looking ahead, the main
reason that immediate key delivery is challenging to obtain without substantially increasing
the length of the out-of-band value, is that an adversary may choose a subset of aborting
users out of an exponential number of such subsets – and this allows the adversary significant
control over the execution of the protocol.

From strong(er) message authentication to out-of-band authenticated key exchange.
We construct an out-of-band authenticated group key-exchange protocol which satisfies
our notions of security, based on any passively-secure user-to-user key-exchange protocol.
Moreover, we prove that our protocol enjoys the optimal tradeoff (within lower-order terms)
between the length of its out-of-band value and the probability of an active attack going
undetected.3

I Theorem 1 (informal). Assuming the existence of any passively-secure user-to-user key-
exchange protocol, then for any functions n = n(λ) and ` = `(λ) there exists an out-of-band
authenticated key-exchange protocol for groups of n(λ) users, with an out-of-band value
of length `(λ) bits such that any active man-in-the-middle attack is detected except with
probability ε(λ) ≤ 2(n(λ)− 1) · (1/2 + o(1))`(λ), where λ ∈ N in the security parameter.

3 Our protocol provides such an optimal tradeoff even when executed by “lazy users”, who may not
consider the out-of-band value in its entirety, as recently formalized by Naor et al. [44].

ITC 2020
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Our protocol is based on a general transformation that takes any passively-secure key-exchange
protocol and produces an out-of-band authenticated key-exchange protocol. Concretely, we
observe that although the above-mentioned transcript-authentication approach (i.e., using a
group out-of-band message authentication protocol in order to authenticate the transcript of a
passively-secure group key-exchange protocol) fails to guarantee immediate key delivery, this
can be overcome if the underlying message authentication protocol provides a property we
refer to as immediate message delivery (the precise transformation requires overcoming various
additional challenges). We construct such a strengthened out-of-band message authentication
protocol by starting from the basic structure of the group protocol of Rotem and Segev,
and incorporating within it techniques from the realm of fair multi-party string-sampling
protocols (i.e., protocols in which even if some parties abort then the remaining parties
sample a “relatively unbiased” string [4, 18] – see Section 1.3 for more details). We view this
as our main technical contribution.

A benefit of the fact that we present our protocol as a general transformation while
relying on generic building blocks, is that this enables for a much greater modularity in its
instantiation. In particular, this allows for the reliance on post-quantum secure assumptions
as opposed to the currently deployed protocols by Telegram, Signal and WhatsApp that are
based on the Decisional Diffie-Hellman assumption.

1.2 Related Work
The problem of detecting man-in-the-middle attacks in key exchange protocols has been
studied extensively in various models (see, for example, [8, 6, 58, 7, 16, 36] for user-to-
user protocols, and [9, 15, 34] for group protocols). Our setting and definitions bear some
resemblance in particular to that of password-authenticated key exchange (PAKE; see
[29, 12, 33, 26, 1] and the references therein), in that in both cases the security is inherently
a function of the unpredictability of some short value (the out-of-band value in our case, and
the shared password in the case of PAKE).

In particular, in the PAKE setting, Fiore, Vasco and Soriente [24] considered the problem
of “partitioned group key exchange” which is conceptually somewhat similar to the problem
we consider in this paper: Designing a PAKE protocol with the guarantee that even if some
users provide a wrong password then all users who provided the correct password should still
agree on a shared key. The main difference, however, between this problem and our work
is the correctness requirement: Fiore et al. assume that all users are on-line and follow the
instructions of the protocol, and require that all users who provide the same password output
the same key, whereas we assume that some users may adversarially abort the protocol at
any stage and require that all other users output the same key. This difference, together
with the substantial differences of the two authentication models, lead to completely different
technical challenges (and solutions).

More generally, although there are natural similarities between the various authentication
models, there are several key differences between our work and the lines of works mentioned
above. Namely, to provide immediate key delivery, our model and definitions accommodate
users who abort prematurely, whereas most of the works on authenticated key-exchange are
either in the user-to-user setting, or consider groups that remain static (i.e., no users are
added or removed) throughout the execution of the protocol. Some works (e.g., [13, 14]) do
consider dynamic groups that may change over time and their shared secret needs to be
updated, but not the scenario that we are studying of users who abort during the execution
of the protocol itself. In that respect, our work is focused on initial key exchange (and its
authentication), and we do not explicitly consider the task of adding or removing users in
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later stages. In any case, adding a user to the group while communicating with only a single
existing member of the group, as is the case with the deployed protocols, can and must be
authenticated using a user-to-user out-of-band protocol. This approach can also be used to
add users who went offline during the initial setup, which again must require an additional
out-of-band verification.

In the out-of-band model, most previous works concentrated on message authentication
[53, 61, 46, 48, 54, 44], with the exception of Pasini and Vaudenay [49] and Lindell [40], who
studied key exchange explicitly, but only in the user-to-user setting. Pasini and Vaudenay
followed the transcript-authentication paradigm described above, while Lindell focused on
analyzing the specific Bluetooth v2.1 comparison-based key-exchange protocol.

1.3 Overview of Our Security Notions and Construction
In this section we first discuss the motivation underlying our three security requirements
(which were briefly mentioned in Section 1.1 and are formally defined in Section 3). Next, we
overview the “transcript authentication” approach for constructing an out-of-band authenti-
cated group key-exchange protocol (which serves as our starting point), and point out its
current limitations. Then, we provide a high-level overview of our construction and of its
proof of security.

Our notions of security. Our work puts forward extensions of the standard notions of
pseudorandomness and man-in-the-middle detection that are tailored to out-of-band protocols,
as well as introduces the notion of immediate key delivery, as discussed in Section 1.1.
Requirement 1: Pseudorandomness given the out-of-band value. The out-of-band chan-

nel is assumed to provide authenticity for one short value, but it is not assumed to provide
any form of secrecy, and thus all communication over this channel may be completely
visible to an adversary. Thus, the natural extension of the standard pseudorandomness
requirement for key-exchange protocol must consider an adversary observing both the
communication over the insecure channel and over the out-of-band channel. For such an
adversary, the resulting shared key should be computationally indistinguishable from an
independent and uniformly-distributed key.

Requirement 2: Adversary-independent man-in-the-middle detection. The probability of
detecting an active man-in-the-middle attack depends (at least) on the bit-length ` of the
out-of-band authenticated value (in Section 3 we provide a simple proof showing that any
protocol can be undetectably attacked with probability essentially ε = n ·2−`). We require
that active attacks are detected with probability that depends on the protocol itself (e.g.,
ε = n · 2−`), and do not scale in a meaningful manner with the adversary’s on-line or
off-line running time or space usage. For example, our requirement rules out protocols
that out-of-band authenticate an 80-bit value, and an adversary that can execute 240

computations of a certain hash function can break its security with probability 240 · 2−80.
This property is even more crucial when considering the likely scenario of “lazy users”, as
formalized by Naor et al. [44], where users may consider only a short sub-string of the
out-of-band authenticated value. This renders the “effective length” of the out-of-band
value much shorter than its actual length `. For example, if the security that a protocol
provides is T · 2−`, where T is roughly the running time of the adversary and ` is the
length of the “de-facto out-of-band value”, then if the users consider, say 20 bits from
the out-of-band value, an adversary running in reasonable time can break the security of
the protocol quite easily (instead of having the protocol still guarantee the best-possible
security of ε = 2−20).

ITC 2020



9:8 Out-Of-Band Authenticated Group Key Exchange

Requirement 3: Immediate key delivery. We require that even if a subset of the parties
aborts the execution of the protocol before its completion, the remaining parties should
still agree on a shared key. This is a crucial requirement not only due to the above-
described nature of mobile-based messaging, but even more in order to protect against
devastating adversarial denial-of-service attacks that are undetected by other users. For
example, in the recently-suggested protocol of Rotem and Segev [54], an adversary that
can simply block the communication going out of just one user, can make sure that
the other users will never agree on a shared key, leaving the group either completely
vulnerable or utterly useless.
Although this property is a functionality-focused one, our main technical challenge in this
work is to obtain it while retaining a good (and preferably optimal) level of security. As
we discuss in length in the continuation of this section, simple attempts to add immediate
key delivery to the protocol of Rotem and Segev make it completely insecure.

Interaction is essential. Satisfying all three requirements simultaneously requires an inter-
active protocol. The pseudorandomness requirement may be satisfied both by interactive and
by non-interactive protocols (under suitable assumptions). The third requirement, immediate
key delivery, is trivially satisfied by any non-interactive protocol, but as mentioned above,
the second requirement – adversary-independent MitM detection – cannot be satisfied by
such protocols. Concretely, in Section 3 we show that for any non-interactive protocol and for
any running time T , there exists a successful man-in-the-middle attacker that runs in time
essentially T and is undetected with probability min{1/3,Ω(T ·2−`)}, where ` is the bit-length
of the out-of-band value. In this light our goal is to come up with interactive protocols that
simultaneously guarantee all three requirements, while retaining a short out-of-band value.

Our starting point: The “transcript authentication” approach. As mentioned in Section
1.1, the out-of-band group key-exchange protocols deployed by WhatsApp, Signal and
Telegram provide immediate key delivery, but impose a heavy burden on the users: These
protocols require running a user-to-user protocol with each member of the group separately,
resulting in an out-of-band value whose length depends linearly on the size of the group. In
addition, recall that these protocols do not satisfy our two additional security requirements,
and thus they do not seem to be promising starting points for designing protocols satisfying
our goals.

Our starting point is the transcript-authentication approach described above [49], while
using the out-of-band group message authentication protocol of Rotem and Segev [54].
Roughly speaking, this approach suggests running any passively-secure group key-exchange
protocol,4 and afterwards to authenticate its transcript via the following out-of-band message
authentication protocol:
1. P1 chooses rS ← {0, 1}` and commits to trans‖rS to all other users, where trans is the

transcript of the key-exchange protocol from P1’s point of view.
2. P2, . . . , Pn cooperatively choose a string rR: Each Pi chooses ri ← {0, 1}` and commits

to it to all other users. After all users have committed, each Pi decommits to reveal ri,
and sets rR =

⊕
i∈{2,...,n} ri.

4 Most naively, the initiator P1 can execute a user-to-user protocol (such as the Diffie-Hellman protocol)
with each other user Pi for obtaining a shared key ki. Then, P1 will sample a random key k and encrypt
it to each other user Pi using the key ki.
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3. P1 decommits to reveal rS , and then out-of-band authenticates to σ = rS ⊕ rR. Each of
the other users accepts (and outputs the key agreed upon in the key exchange step) if
and only if σ and trans are both consistent with her view.

This protocol falls short of satisfying our definition for out-of-band authenticated group
key exchange in two respects. First, our definition requires that an active attack will be
detected except with some pre-determined probability, but the only guarantee provided by
the protocol of Rotem and Segev is that if trans is inconsistent with the view of some Pi,
then with high probability this Pi will reject. It might still be the case though, that an
active adversary modifies messages sent during the out-of-band message authentication phase
described above.

This problem may be addressed in a simple manner (and in this specific protocol it is not
that devastating to begin with): Instead of using the out-of-band message authentication
protocol in order to authenticate the transcript trans of the group key exchange, P1 samples
a pair (sk, vk) of signing and verification keys for a one-time strongly unforgeable signature
scheme; then uses the out-of-band message authentication protocol to authenticate vk to the
other users; and finally uses sk to sign the transcripts of both the key-exchange protocol and
the out-of-band message authentication protocol.

The second, more fundamental, problem is that the protocol of Rotem and Segev does
not provide “immediate key delivery”, even if the underlying passively-secure key-exchange
protocol does provide it5. This is true since a user who identifies a deviation from the
protocol (including a premature abort) terminates and rejects. In order for the out-of-band
authenticated group key-exchange protocol to provide immediate key delivery, the out-of-band
message authentication protocol needs to satisfy a similar property, to which we refer as
immediate message delivery. This property essentially requires that even if a subset of the
receivers in the protocol abort, but the execution is otherwise honest, the rest of the receivers
should still accept the message.

Alas, the lacuna in the out-of-band message authentication protocol of Rotem and Segev,
due to which it does not provide immediate message delivery, is far from being a mere
technicality. To see why, consider what happens if we simply ignore aborting users, and
take rR to be the exclusive-or of only the ri’s of the users who opened their commitments.
This might provide immediate key delivery, but gravely hurts the security of the protocol, by
giving the man-in-the-middle adversary the ability to choose which commitments to open to
each Pi after observing ri. Concretely, in the full version of this paper [45], we present an
attack showing that this change exponentially increases the forgery probability from roughly
n · 2−` to roughly 2n · 2−`, where n is the number of users in the group and ` is the length of
the out-of-band value.

The underlying issue with the protocol of Rotem and Segev (explaining the exponential
increase), is that a man-in-the-middle adversary interacting with, say Pi, can choose to
abort any subset of {P2, . . . , Pn} \ {Pi} towards Pi, before forwarding the decommitments
of the users in this subset to Pi. Even if the interaction with Pi is otherwise honest, each
possible aborting subset might induce a different value for rR in the view of Pi. This enables
a man-in-the-middle adversary to substantially “steer” the rR that Pi computes, such that
the attack will go undetected.

5 The naive protocol described in Footnote 4 is a passively-secure protocol with immediate key delivery:
Even if some user aborts then the remaining users still output the key k chosen by P1.
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9:10 Out-Of-Band Authenticated Group Key Exchange

Providing immediate message delivery: Attempt I. As a first attempt to limit the addi-
tional power provided to the adversary by allowing aborts, consider a “restart-after-abort”
variant of the Rotem-Segev protocol, in which after an abort by any of the users, the
remaining users start a fresh execution of the protocol. Intuitively, now the adversary has
no incentive to abort more then a single user in each execution of the original Rotem-Segev
protocol, and the identity of the particular user who aborts (if such a user exists) is of no
consequence due to the symmetry of the protocol. Hence, instead of exponentially many
choices of aborting subsets, in each execution of the original Rotem-Segev protocol the
adversary effectively has only two (abort or not).

The problem with this approach however, is that now the adversary has up to n − 1
attempts to break the security of the Rotem-Segev protocol, yielding a forgery probability of
roughly n2 · 2−`. This is much better than the 2n · 2−` forgery probability of the “vanilla”
Rotem-Segev protocol, but still quite far from optimal: The forgery probability grows
quadratically with the number of users in the group, which may be significant in large groups,
and as we show below, this can be avoided. Moreover, when the protocol is executed by
lazy users as discussed above (who may not consider the out-of-band value in its entirety
[44]), the effective value of ` might be relatively small, resulting in a substantial forgery
probability. Instead, we are interested in a solution that provides security which is optimal
with respect to the size of the group and to the length of the out-of-band value, so that it
provides reasonable security even for lazy users (looking ahead, our protocol provides the
optimal tradeoff within lower-order terms between the length of its out-of-band value and its
security even when executed by lazy users).

Providing immediate message delivery: Attempt II. In light of the above, and inspired
by techniques from protocols for fair string sampling, we construct a group out-of-band
message authentication protocol that provides immediate message delivery – while retaining
an optimal level of security (within lower order terms). The main idea behind our protocol
is to replace the manner rR is chosen in the protocol of Rotem and Segev, with a way which
is more resilient to aborts. By that, intuitively speaking, we mean that even a man-in-the-
middle adversary interacting with some Pi, and can simulate control over all users but Pi
in that interaction, cannot force the rR computed by Pi to hit the particular value that it
needs in order for the attack to go unnoticed by Pi.

Instead of selecting rR in “one shot” as done in the protocol of Rotem and Segev, in
our protocol it is chosen in more gradual manner, which considerably limits the effect of
adversarial aborts. Concretely, the users iteratively choose T `-bit values rR,1, . . . , rR,T
(where T is a parameter of the protocol) one after the other, in T consecutive iterations. In
the tth iteration rR,t is chosen by the remaining users among P2, . . . , Pn (i.e., the users who
have not yet aborted) in the same manner as rR is chosen in the protocol of Rotem and
Segev. Finally, the value of rR in our protocol is then taken to be the bit-wise majority of
rR,1, . . . , rR,T : The kth bit of rR is the majority bit over the kth bits of rR,1, . . . , rR,T . We
refer the reader to Sections 4 and 5 for a complete and formal description of our protocol.

With this change, analyzing our new protocol proves to be technically involved, as a man-in-
the-middle adversary has numerous more possible “synchronizations” (i.e., different orderings
of messages) to impose on an execution of the protocol. Nevertheless, we manage to prove
that when the commitment scheme used in our protocol is statistically-binding and concurrent
non-malleable,6 then the forgery probability is bounded roughly by n ·(1/2+n/

√
T )`. Setting

6 see the full version [45] as well as [21, 39, 28, 17] and the references therein for further details on such
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the parameter T to be n2 · ω(1) (e.g., n2 · log∗ λ), we get that the forgery probability is
n · (1/2 + o(1))`, matching our lower bound of min{1/3,Ω(n · 2−`)} (see Section 3) within
lower order terms.

Overview of our proof of security. We provide a brief and high level overview of the
proof of unforgeability of our out-of-band message authentication protocol, ignoring various
technical difficulties and focusing on the main ideas. We prove that for every i ∈ {2, . . . , n},
if the man-in-the-middle changes the verification key sent to Pi in the beginning of our
out-of-band authenticated key-exchange protocol,7 then the probability that Pi will not
detect this interference (i.e., will not output ⊥) is upper bounded by roughly (1/2 + n/

√
T )`.

We do so by considering all possible synchronizations that a man-in-the-middle might impose
on an execution of the protocol relative to Pi, and bound the probability of forgery in each
of them relying on the statistical binding and on the concurrent non-malleability of the
underlying commitment scheme. We manage to partition all possible such synchronizations
into two families, and handle each one separately. For simplicity of presentation in this
overview, we focus on the case where ` = 1 (i.e., the initiator P1 out-of-band authenticates a
single bit), and the reader is referred to Section 5 for our formal proof of security.

Proof of security: Case I. In the first family of synchronizations, P1 decommits to reveal
rS before Pi receives the first round of commitments from P2, . . . , Pi−1, Pi+1, . . . , Pn. In this
case, by the statistical binding, the values of rS and rR according to the view of P1 and the
value of rS according to the view of Pi, have all been determined by the time Pi receives
the first round of commitments. Hence, in order for Pi to not reject, the man-in-the-middle
must make sure that rR according to the view of Pi hits the unique value r∗R ∈ {0, 1} which
is the exclusive-or of the three aforesaid determined values. We bound the probability that
rR = r∗R using the concurrent non-malleability of the commitment scheme, where the heart
of the proof lies in two parts.

The computational part, in which we show that no strategy of the man-in-the-middle can
result in a noticeably-greater probability that rR = r∗R then the following strategy, denoted
Mopt: (1) In each iteration t ∈ [T ] and for every Pj that has not yet aborted according to the
view of Pi, send Pi a commitment to the value 1 from Pj ; (2) If the sampled value in this
round rR,t is equal to r∗R (when no user aborts), then open all commitments; (3) Otherwise,
open all commitments except for that of the minimal-index user Pj that has not yet aborted
(since Pj committed to the value 1, this is guaranteed to flip the bit rR,t, so that it is equal
to r∗R).

We prove that this strategy is optimal in forcing rR = r∗R (within a negligible additive
factor) via a hybrid argument: We start with any other man-in-the-middle adversary M and
gradually change its strategy to Mopt, iteration by iteration, proving that the probability
that rR = r∗R cannot decrease by too much in each change, or the concurrent non-malleability
of the commitment scheme is violated. Concretely, we consider T + 1 hybrids, where the
adversary in the tth hybrid, denoted byMt, plays asM in the first T−t iterations and asMopt
in the remaining t iterations. Observe, that in order forMt to succeed with noticeably-greater
probability than Mt+1 (in forcing rR = r∗R), it must be the case that in the tth hybrid,

commitment schemes.
7 Our protocol in Section 5 is a general-purpose out-of-band message authentication protocol. For

concreteness in this overview, we focus on the case where the message to be authenticated is the
verification key sampled by P1, as is the case in our out-of-band authenticated key-exchange protocol.
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9:12 Out-Of-Band Authenticated Group Key Exchange

Pr [rR,t = r∗R] is noticeably greater than 1/2. This contradicts the concurrent non-malleability
of the underlying commitment scheme: Intuitively, this is because in an ideal experiment in
which the bit contributed by Pi in the tth iteration is sampled anew just before Pi decommits,
it holds that Pr [rR,t = r∗R] = 1/2.

The statistical part, in which we show that the optimal adversary described above, Mopt,
succeeds in forcing rR = r∗R with probability no greater than roughly 1/2 + n/

√
T . To

prove this, it is convenient to think of an equivalent experiment, in which rR,1, . . . , rR,T
are first sampled uniformly from {0, 1}, and then the adversary is given the option to
flip n − 2 of them.8 In this experiment, the adversary can force rR = r∗R if and only if
|{t ∈ [T ] : rR,t = r∗R}| ≥ T/2 − n + 2. We observe that |{t ∈ [T ] : rR,t = r∗R}| is a random
variable distributed according to the binomial distribution with parameters 1/2 and T . We
then use the symmetry of this distribution and the fact that every value in its support is
obtained with probability no greater than roughly 1/

√
T , in order to bound the probability

that |{t ∈ [T ] : rR,t = r∗R}| ≥ T/2− n+ 2 by roughly 1/2 + n/
√
T .

Proof of security: Case II. In the second family of possible synchronizations, P1 decommits
to reveal rS after Pi has received at least one round (and possibly many) of commitments from
the other users. Denote the last round of commitments received by Pi before P1 decommits
by t∗ ∈ [T ]. In this case the man-in-the-middle adversary’s situation is worse than in Case 1:
The hiding and the concurrent non-malleability of the commitment scheme, and in particular
of the commitment by P1 to the value rS , imply that the adversary cannot hope to force
any of rR,1, . . . , rR,t∗ to be equal to r∗R with probability noticeably greater than 1/2. This is
because in an ideal experiment in which rS is sampled anew just before P1 decommits, it
holds that Pr [rR,t = r∗R] = 1/2 for every t ∈ [t∗] and independently of the other rounds, and
irrespective of the identity of the aborted users in rounds 1, . . . , t∗. Intuitively speaking, it
follows that the adversary is only more limited than in the previous case, as she can use her
“abort quota” effectively only in rounds t∗ + 1, . . . , T , and hence the forgery probability in
this case cannot be noticeably greater than that of the previous case.

1.4 Paper Organization
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the out-of-band
communication model, and in Section 3 we present our notions of security for out-of-band
authenticated group key-exchange protocols. In Section 4 we show that any passively-secure
user-to-user key-exchange protocol can be transformed into an out-of-band authenticated
group key-exchange protocol that satisfies our notions of security, and in Section 5 we
construct an out-of-band message authentication protocol with immediate message delivery,
which is the main building block underlying our transformation.

2 The Out-of-Band Communication Model

In this section we review the out-of-band communication model as well as the notion of an
out-of-band message authentication protocol [61, 48, 54].

8 For the case ` = 1, this is indeed equivalent. For the general case of ` ≥ 1, this may only add power to
the adversary, and hence the probability that rR = r∗R can only increase. Hence, in the general case
as well, bounding the probability that rR = r∗R in this experiment bounds the probability that the
man-in-the-middle adversary can force rR = r∗R.
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The out-of-band channel and man-in-the-middle attacks. As formalized by Vaudenay
and by Naor et al. in the user-to-user setting [61, 47] and extended by Rotem and Segev to
the group setting [54], interaction among users in the out-of-band communication model
occurs over two types of channels: Insecure channels and a low-bandwidth authenticated
channel (referred to as the “out-of-band channel”). It is assumed that a man-in-the-middle
adversary has complete control over the insecure channels: The adversary can read, delay
and remove messages sent by the parties over the insecure channels, as well as insert new
messages at any point in time. One may consider various topologies for the network of
insecure channels. For our protocols we assume the minimal such topology: An insecure
channel between some user (e.g., the initiator of the protocol) and any other user in the
group (i.e., a star network).

As for the out-of-band channel, it is assumed that there exists some user that can out-of-
band authenticate one short value to all other users in the group. This value is assumed to
be authenticated but not secret: The adversary may read or remove this message for some or
all users, and may delay it for different periods of time for different users, but cannot modify
it in an undetectable manner. We stress that our requirement of the out-of-band channel
is a rather weak one: We only require that there exists some user that can out-of-band
authenticate a short value to the rest of the group, and we do not apply any restrictions as
to who that user is.

In addition, we do not make any synchronization assumption regarding the out-of-band
channel: We do not assume that all users have to be on-line when the out-of-band value is
transmitted. Specifically, any subset of the users may be off-line at that time, and any user
that comes back on-line will be able to make her own decision regarding the authenticity of
the execution if and when the out-of-band value reaches her (recall that the attacker can
block the out-of-band value to all or to some of the users). See [55] for a more in-depth
discussion of the group out-of-band communication model.

Out-of-band message authentication. An out-of-band message authentication protocol
enables a sender S to authenticate a message m, which may be chosen by the adversary,
to all other users R1, . . . , Rn in the group (n = 1 is the user-to-user setting, whereas n ≥ 2
is the group setting). Once the execution is completed, each receiver Ri outputs either
some message m̂i or the unique symbol ⊥ implying rejection. The following definition was
introduced by Rotem and Segev [54], naturally extending those of Vaudenay and Naor et al.
[61, 47]:

I Definition 2. Let ` = `(λ), ε = ε(λ) and n = n(λ) be functions of the security parameter
λ ∈ N. A group (`, ε)-out-of-band message authentication protocol for n(λ) receivers and
message spaceM = {Mλ}λ∈N is an (n(λ) + 1)-party protocol, in which S sends at most `(λ)
bits over the out-of-band channel, and the following requirements hold:
1. Correctness: For every λ ∈ N, for every m ∈ Mλ and every i ∈ [n(λ)] it holds that

Pr [m̂i = m] = 1, where the probability is over the randomness of the parties in an honest
execution of the protocol.

2. Unforgeability: For every probabilistic polynomial-time adversary M there exists a
negligible function ν(·) such that for every input message m ∈Mλ chosen by the adversary
for the sender S it holds that

Pr [∃i ∈ [n(λ)] : m̂i 6∈ {m,⊥}] ≤ ε(λ) + ν(λ)

for all sufficiently large λ ∈ N, where the probability is taken over the randomness of
the parties and the randomness of M in an execution of the protocol with M as the
man-in-the-middle adversary.
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Existing out-of-band message authentication protocols. In the user-to-user setting, Vau-
denay [61] constructed a protocol in which the forgery probability ε is upper bounded by
2−`, where ` is the bit-length of the out-of-band authenticated value, and Vaudenay and
Pasini [48] proved a matching lower bound. In the group setting, considering a strengthened
version of Definition 2, Rotem and Segev [54] constructed a protocol for groups of size n
in which the forgery probability is bounded by (n− 1) · 2−`, and proved a matching lower
bound. Both protocols can be based on the existence of any one-way function [38, 54] via
non-malleable commitments.

3 Out-of-Band Authenticated Group Key Exchange

In this section we first present our strengthened notion of security for out-of-band authenti-
cated key-exchange protocols.9

Pseudorandomness, MitM Detection and Immediate Key Delivery. Our strengthened
notion of security for out-of-band key-exchange protocols consists of three requirements:
Pseudorandomness and man-in-the-middle detection that are relevant already in the user-to-
user setting, and immediate key delivery that we introduce in the group setting (as discussed
in Section 1.3). Our pseudorandomness and man-in-the-middle detection requirements are
natural extensions of these requirements to the out-of-band model:

If a man-in-the-middle adversary does not interfere with the communication, the re-
sulting shared key should be computationally indistinguishable from an independent
and uniformly-distributed key given the transcript of the protocol which includes the
out-of-band value.
If a man-in-the-middle adversary does interfere with the communication, this should be
detected except with probability ε(λ) + negl(λ), where ε is a pre-determined function of
the security parameter λ ∈ N, and negl is a negligible function which may depend on the
adversary. Most importantly, ε must be fixed for all adversaries (e.g., it is not allowed to
depend on the adversary’s on-line or off-line running time or space usage).
Our security definition requires that an active attack is detected by all users on the
receiving end of the out-of-band channel, for whom communication to or from them has
been actively modified by the attacker. The task of notifying all other users (who are still
online at the end of the execution) of an active attack can be achieved, for example, by
assuming that all users can send an “out-of-band feedback” signal to all other members,
indicating an attack. Observe that such an assumption (or an assumption of the same
nature) is essential in order for all users to detect an active attack, as without it (i.e.,
with only a single user that can send a message out-of-band and all other communication
being subject to man-in-the-middle manipulation) an active attack in which some of the
users do not identify the attack is always possible.

Our immediate key delivery requirement significantly strengthens the standard correctness
requirement of key-exchange protocols: Even if a subset of the parties aborts the execution
of the protocol before its completion, the remaining parties should still agree on a shared

9 In the full version [45], we show that the protocols deployed by Signal, WhatsApp and Telegram do
not satisfy it already in the user-to-user setting, and that the protocol obtained via the “out-of-band
transcript authentication” approach does not satisfy it in the group setting. We also show that there is
a simple and practically-relevant user-to-user protocol that does satisfy our notion of security (and offers
the optimal trade-off between the length of its out-of-band authenticated value and its man-in-the-middle
detection probability).
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key. To capture this requirement, for an algorithm A and an n-party protocol π, we let
FailStopExec(π,A, λ) denote the output of the following experiment:
1. Start an execution of π with joint input 1λ.
2. For every i ∈ [n] \ {1}, before Pi sends a message v according to π, invoke decision ←

A(1λ,PartialTrans), where decision ∈ {abort, continue} and PartialTrans is the partial
transcript of the execution up to this point. If decision = continue, Pi sends v, and the
execution continues. If decision = abort, Pi aborts and the execution continues without
Pi.

3. The output of FailStopExec(π,A, λ) is a (n+1)-tuple (AbortSet, v1, . . . , vn), where AbortSet
denotes the set of indices of aborted parties at the end of the execution and vi is the
output of Pi if Pi 6∈ AbortSet and vi = ⊥ otherwise.

Note that in order for this experiment to be well defined, the protocol π has to be well
defined for any possible pattern of aborts. In that case, this experiment is well defined both for
group key-exchange protocols (including passively-secure ones) and for group authentication
protocols (looking ahead, this experiment will enable us to formalize a notion of “immediate
message delivery” for authentication protocols). When π is a key-exchange protocol, we use
k1, . . . , kn instead of v1, . . . , vn to denote the output keys of the users.

Also note that we assume that P1 does not prematurely abort throughout the execution.
This is essential, as we will assume without loss of generality that P1 is the user that can
send a short message over the out-of-band channel. Hence, if P1 aborts prior to sending the
out-of-band value, no meaningful security can be guaranteed. Practically speaking, in the
context of messaging platforms, P1 who initiates the key-exchange protocol is typically the
first party to send an encrypted message to the group. Hence, if P1 aborts, the need for a
shared key is postponed until another message is sent (at which point, the users will execute
the out-of-band group key-exchange protocol when initiated by a potentially different user).

Our definition, provided below, relies on the following notation. We denote by
MitMExec(π,M, λ) the distribution over (n + 1)-tuples (viewM , k1, . . . , kn) induced by an
execution of the protocol with a man-in-the-middle M , where the adversary and all parties
run on input 1λ, and viewM is the view of M at the end of the protocol (k1, . . . , kn are
defined as before). For every i ∈ {2, . . . , n}, let Activei be the event in which the adversary
actively changes the communication from or to Pi; i.e., by either modifying or removing
messages sent from or to Pi or by inserting new message to or from Pi.

We also define the event Active: Informally, Active is the event in which the man-in-the-
middle adversary M changes the communication among the parties in any manner that goes
beyond simulating an abort by a subset of the parties (by simulating an abort by a party,
we mean blocking all messages sent by that party from some point onward). More formally,
let q = q(λ) be a bound on the number of rounds in an execution of π on joint input 1λ.
For an execution according to MitMExec(π,M, λ), we denote by Msgsi = (mi,1, . . . ,mi,q) the
vector of messages sent (in order) by Pi, where if Pi has sent t messages for t < q, we denote
mj = ⊥ for every j ∈ {t + 1, . . . , q}. Similarly, we denote by M̂sgsi = (m̂i,1, . . . , m̂i,q) the
vector of messages received (in order) by parties other than Pi, as messages from Pi. We
denote by Active the event in which for some i ∈ [n], there exits t ∈ [p] such that mi,t 6= m̂i,t

and at least one of the following conditions hold: (1) m̂i,t 6= ⊥; or (2) There exists t′ > t

such that mi,t′ 6= ⊥.

I Definition 3. Let n = n(λ), ` = `(λ) and ε = ε(λ) be functions of the security parameter
λ ∈ N. A group out-of-band (`, ε)-key-exchange protocol over key space K = {Kλ}λ∈N for a
group of size n = n(λ) is an n-party protocol π = 〈P1, . . . , Pn〉, in which P1 sends at most
`(λ) bits over the out-of-band channel and the following requirements hold:
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Immediate key delivery: For every λ ∈ N and every probabilistic polynomial-time
algorithm A, it holds that

Pr [∀i ∈ [n(λ)] \ AbortSet : k1 = ki ∈ Kλ] = 1

where (AbortSet, k1, . . . , kn)← FailStopExec(π,A, λ).
Man-in-the-middle detection: For any probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm M

there exists a negligible function ν(·) such that

Pr [∃i ∈ {2, . . . , n(λ)} : Activei ∧ ki 6= ⊥] ≤ ε(λ) + ν(λ)

for all sufficiently large λ ∈ N, where (viewM , k1, . . . , kn)← MitMExec(π,M, λ).
Pseudorandomness: For any probabilistic polynomial-time algorithms M and D there
exists a negligible function ν(·) such that∣∣Pr

[
Active ∧D(1λ, viewM , k1) = 1

]
− Pr

[
Active ∧D(1λ, viewM , k) = 1

]∣∣ ≤ ν(λ)
for all sufficiently large λ ∈ N, where (viewM , k1, . . . , kn) ← MitMExec(π,M, λ) and

k← Kλ.

We note that when n = 2, Definition 3 captures the user-to-user setting. In this case, the
immediate key delivery property simply reverts back to the standard correctness property
of key-exchange protocols. In addition, note that the immediate key delivery property is
defined with respect to an efficient algorithm A, but our construction provides immediate
key delivery even in the case where A is unbounded and receives access to the random coins
of the users.

Interaction is essential. As mentioned in Section 1.3, no non-interactive protocol can
satisfy our man-in-the-middle detection requirement. To see why that is, let π be such a
non-interactive protocol and let Pi be any user participating in the protocol (other than the
one in charge of sending the out-of-band value). Consider the following man-in-the-middle
attacker, that can compute the secret key outputted by Pi:
1. The attacker forwards all messages sent by the users to all users participating in the

protocol, other than to Pi. Let σ be the true out-of-band value sent as a result.
2. Let mi be the message sent by Pi. The attacker samples T independent tuples of

messages M (1)
−i , . . . ,M

(T )
−i for the other users participating in the protocol, and computes

the T resulting out-of-band values σ(1), . . . , σ(T ) (i.e., σ(j) is the out-of-band value in the
execution in which the messages sent are mi and the messages in M (j)

−i ).
3. If for any j∗ ∈ [T ] it holds that σ(j∗) = σ, then the attacker sends the messages in the

tuple M (j∗)
−i to Pi (as the messages sent by the other users in the protocol). Otherwise,

the attacker has failed and she terminates the attack.

Observe that if the attacker completes the attack, then: (1) She knows the randomness
used to sample the messages in M (j∗)

−i , so she can compute the key outputted by Pi; and (2)
The view of Pi is the same as in an honest execution in which the messages are mi and the
messages in M (j∗)

−i , so the attack is undetected by Pi.
Hence, in order to analyze the probability that this attack is successful, we need to look

at the probability that there exists such an index j∗. It turns out that we can bound this
probability for any choice of mi, so let us fix mi and look at σ and σ(1), . . . , σ(T ) when Pi
sends mi. These are T + 1 independent samples from the distribution over the out-of-band
value in a random execution of π, conditioned on Pi sending the message mi. One can verify
that the probability that there exists an index j∗ ∈ [T ] such that σ(j∗) = σ is minimized when
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this conditional distribution is the uniform distribution over {0, 1}`. For this distribution,
the probability that there exists such an index j∗ – and that the attack is successful – is at
least min{1/3,Ω(T · 2−`)}. The complete analysis is in the full version of the paper [45].

The required length of the out-of-band value. Theorem 4 states that any out-of-band
group key-exchange protocol for n users with an out-of-band value of length ` bits can be
undetectably attacked by an efficient man-in-the-middle adversary with probability roughly
n · 2−`. As discussed in Section 1.3, a key goal in the out-of-band model is to construct
protocols offering the optimal trade-off between their security and the length of their out-of-
band authenticated value, and our protocols in this paper offer this optimal trade-off both in
the user-to-user setting and in the group setting (within lower order terms). The proof of
Theorem 4 may be found in the full version of this paper [45].

I Theorem 4. Let ` = `(λ), n = n(λ) and ε = ε(λ) be functions of the security parameter
λ ∈ N. For any out-of-band (`, ε)-key-exchange protocol (over any key space K) for a group
of size n(λ), there exists a negligible function ν(·) such that

ε(λ) ≥ min
{

1
3 ,
n(λ)− 1

4 · 2−`
}
− ν(λ)

for all sufficiently large λ ∈ N.

Lazy users. Motivated by the recent work of Naor et al. [44], we consider in addition the
security of out-of-band key-exchange protocols when executed by lazy users who may not
consider the out-of-band value in its entirety (e.g., users who compare with each other only
a subset of its positions). Given an out-of-band key-exchange protocol π = 〈P1, . . . , Pn〉
we define a collection of “lazy protocols”, one per each possible subset of positions of the
out-of-band authenticated value. Specifically, given a protocol π in which the out-of-band
authenticated value consists of ` characters, for a subset I ⊆ [`] of indexes, we consider the
“lazy protocol” πI in which the parties execute π, with the exception that the party who
sends the out-of-band value does not send the entire value, but rather sends only its substring
that corresponds to the positions in the set I (we refer the reader to the work of Naor et al.
[44] for an in-depth discussion of lazy protocols and of the motivation underlying them).

I Definition 5. Let n = n(λ), ` = `(λ) and ε = ε(λ, ·) : 2[`] → [0, 1] be functions of the
security parameter λ ∈ N. A group out-of-band (`, ε)-key-exchange protocol π = 〈P1, . . . , Pn〉
for a group of size n(λ) is secure for lazy users if for every I = I(λ) ⊆ [`] the lazy protocol
πI is a group out-of-band (|I|, ε(·, I))-key-exchange protocol for a group of size n(λ).

4 From Strong Authentication to Key Exchange

We show that any passively-secure key-exchange protocol can be transformed into an out-of-
band authenticated key-exchange protocol that satisfies our strong notion of security (see
Definition 3). Moreover, the resulting protocol offers the optimal trade-off between the length
of its out-of-band value and its security within lower order terms (see Theorem 4). We prove
the following theorem:

I Theorem 6. Assuming the existence of any passively-secure key-exchange protocol, then
for any functions ` = `(λ) and n = n(λ) of the security parameter λ ∈ N there exists an
(`, ε)-out-of-band authenticated key-exchange protocol for a group of size n(λ) over the same
key space, where ε(λ) ≤ 2 · (n− 1) · (1/2 + o(1))`(λ) for every λ ∈ N.
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4.1 Immediate Message Delivery and Passively-Secure Immediate Key
Delivery

Our construction relies on two main building blocks that satisfy a property similar to that of
immediate key delivery, as defined in Section 3 via our experiment FailStopExec(π,A, λ) for
modeling a fail-stop execution of a protocol (note that this experiment is well defined not
only for key-exchange protocols, and can in fact be used to model aborting parties in a wide
range of protocols).

Out-of-band message authentication with immediate message delivery. Our first build-
ing block is a strengthened form of an out-of-band group message authentication protocol,
extending the notion introduced by Rotem and Segev [54] for such protocols (see Definition
2) by asking for immediate message delivery: Even if a subset of the parties aborts the
execution of the authentication protocol before its completion, the remaining parties should
still output the sender’s input message m. Relying on the notion we introduced in Section 3,
this property is formalized by strengthening Definition 2 as follows:

I Definition 7. Let ` = `(λ), ε = ε(λ) and n = n(λ) be functions of the security pa-
rameter λ ∈ N. We say that an (`, ε)-out-of-band group message authentication protocol
π = 〈S,R1, . . . , Rn−1〉 for groups of size n and message space M = {Mλ}λ∈N provides
immediate message delivery, if for every λ ∈ N, for every algorithm A, and for every input
message m ∈Mλ to S, it holds that

Pr
(AbortSet,m1,...,mn)←FailStopExec(π,A,λ)

[∀i ∈ [n] \ AbortSet : mi = m] = 1.

In Section 5 we show that an out-of-band message authentication protocol with immediate
message delivery can be constructed based on the existence of any a statistically-binding
concurrent non-malleable commitment scheme (and thus based on any one-way function –
see the full version [45] for specifics). Moreover, the protocol we construct offers the optimal
tradeoff between the length of its out-of-band value and its security (i.e., the adversary’s
forgery probability).

Passively-secure key exchange with immediate key delivery. Our second building block
is a passively-secure key-exchange protocol with immediate key delivery. This is naturally
defined by replacing the standard correctness requirement of passively-secure key-exchange
protocols with our immediate key delivery requirement stated in Definition 3. A passively-
secure key exchange protocol 〈P1, . . . , Pn〉 with immediate key delivery can be easily obtained,
for example, from any user-to-user passively-secure key-exchange protocol via the following
simple transformation:
1. P1 samples a random key k← Kλ.
2. For every i ∈ {2, . . . , n}, P1 and Pi invoke the user-to-user key-exchange protocol and

establish a shared key ki.
3. For every i ∈ {2, . . . , n}, P1 uses a CPA-secure symmetric encryption scheme (whose

existence is implied by that of any one-way function) to encrypt k using key ki, and sends
the resulting ciphertext to Pi.

4. Each Pi uses ki from Step 2 to decrypt the received ciphertext, and then outputs the
result of the decryption. P1 outputs k.

It is straightforward to verify that this transformation indeed yields a passively-secure
group key-exchange protocol with immediate key delivery: Even if a subset of the parties
aborts the execution of the protocol before its completion, the remaining parties all output
the key k chosen by P1.
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4.2 Our Construction

Our protocol relies on the following building blocks:
A group (`, ε)-out-of-band message authentication protocol 〈S,R1, . . . , Rn−1〉 with im-
mediate message delivery, where ` = `(λ) and ε = ε(λ) are functions of the security
parameter λ ∈ N.
A passively-secure group key-exchange protocol 〈PKE,1, . . . , PKE,n〉 with key space K =
{Kλ}λ∈N and immediate key delivery. We assume without loss of generality that each
party in {P2, . . . , Pn} sends messages to and receives messages from P1 only.10

A one-time strongly-unforgeable signature scheme (KG,Sign,Vrfy).

Our protocol, which is denoted by 〈P1, . . . , Pn〉 and formally described below, starts
by using the underlying out-of-band message authentication protocol for authenticating a
verification key for the one-time signature scheme. This verification key is generated by the
initiating party (denoted P1), and its corresponding signing key is then used to sign the
transcript of the out-of-band message authentication protocol, as well as the transcript of
an execution of the passively-secure key-exchange protocol. The shared key resulting from
executing the passively-secure key-exchange protocol is the output of each party, assuming
that from this party’s point of view the signature verifies correctly and the out-of-band
message authentication protocol terminates successfully (i.e., no forgery was detected).

For describing the protocol, we assume for simplicity of presentation that all messages in
the protocols 〈S,R1, . . . , Rn−1〉 and 〈PKE,1, . . . , PKE,n〉 are sent to all participating users (and
hence, the transcript of an honest execution of each of the protocols is the same according to
the view of all users).

Out-of-Band Authenticated Group Key-Exchange Protocol 〈P1, . . . , Pn〉

Joint input: The security parameter 1λ.

1. P1 samples (sk, vk)← KG(1λ) and sends vk to all other users.
2. P1, . . . , Pn execute the out-of-band message authentication protocol 〈S,R1, . . . , Rn−1〉,

where P1 runs S on input (1λ, vk), and Pi runs Ri−1 on input 1λ for every i ∈ {2, . . . , n}.
Denote by v̂ki the output of Ri−1 in this execution.

3. P1, . . . , Pn execute the passively-secure key-exchange protocol 〈PKE,1, . . . , PKE,n〉, where
Pi runs PKE,i on input 1λ for every i ∈ [n]. Denote by ki the output of PKE,i in this
execution.

4. Denote by transi the transcript of Steps 2 and 3 according to the view of Pi. P1 computes
σ ← Sign(sk, trans1) and sends σ to P2, . . . , Pn.

5. Denote by σ̂i the signature received by Pi for i ∈ {2, . . . , n}. If v̂ki 6= ⊥ and
Vrfy(v̂ki, transi, σ̂i) = 1 then Pi outputs ki, and otherwise Pi outputs ⊥.

The following theorem – which due to space limitations is proven in the full version of this
paper [45] – establishes the correctness and security of our protocol according to Definition 3:

10Note that this is the case in the construction from any passively-secure (user-to-user) key-exchange
protocol sketched in Section 4.1. Moreover, any passively-secure group key-exchange protocol can be
easily compiled into one in which all parties communicate directly solely with P1, by re-routing all
messages through P1 (i.e., if Pi wishes to send some message to Pj , it sends it to P1 who then forwards
it to Pj).
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I Theorem 8. Let ` = `(λ), ε = ε(λ) and n = n(λ) be functions of the security parameter
λ ∈ N. Then 〈P1, . . . , Pn〉 is an (`, ε)-out-of-band authenticated group key-exchange protocol
with key space K for groups of size n, assuming that:

1. 〈PKE,1, . . . , PKE,n〉 is a passively-secure group key-exchange protocol with key space K and
immediate key delivery.

2. (KG,Sign,Vrfy) is a one-time strongly-unforgeable signature scheme.
3. 〈S,R1, . . . , Rn−1〉 is a group (`, ε)-out-of-band message authentication protocol with im-

mediate message delivery for n− 1 receivers.
If, in addition, 〈S,R1, . . . , Rn−1〉 is secure when executed by lazy users, then 〈P1, . . . , Pn〉 is
secure when executed by lazy users.

Note that the existence of any user-to-user passively-secure key-exchange protocol implies
the existence of a one-way function, which in turn implies the existence of a strongly-
unforgeable signature scheme, and (as we show in Section 5) of a group (`, ε)-out-of-band
message authentication protocol with immediate message delivery and ε(λ) ≤ 2 · n(λ) ·
(1/2 + o(1))`(λ). In addition, as discussed in Section 4.1, any user-to-user passively-secure
key-exchange protocol implies the existence of such a protocol with immediate key delivery.
Theorem 6 thus immediately follows as a corollary of Theorem 8.

5 Out-of-Band Message Authentication with Immediate Message
Delivery

In this section we construct a group out-of-band message authentication protocol with
immediate message delivery based on the existence of any one-way function (instantiating
the required building blocks in the random-oracle model leads to a concrete and efficient
protocol). We prove the following theorem:

I Theorem 9. Let ` = `(λ) and n = n(λ) be functions of the security parameter λ ∈ N
and assume the existence of one-way functions. Then, there exists a group (`, ε)-out-of-band
message authentication protocol for n(λ) receivers with immediate message delivery, where
ε(λ) = 2 · n(λ) · (1/2 + o(1))`(λ).

For a string s ∈ {0, 1}∗ and an index i ∈ [|s|], we let si (or (s)i) denote the ith bit of s. Let
BitWiseMajority be the operation that on input a set of strings s1, . . . , sq of length `, returns
a string s∗ whose kth coordinate is the majority among the kth coordinates of s1, . . . , sq; i.e.,
if BitWiseMajority(s1, . . . , sq) = s∗, then for every k ∈ [`], (s∗)k = Majority((s1)k, . . . , (sq)k).
Our protocol, denoted by π, is parameterized by the number of receivers n = n(λ) and by a
function T = T (λ) of the security parameter λ ∈ N. The protocol uses as a building block a
statistically-binding concurrent non-malleable commitment scheme Com. As a commitment
scheme may be interactive (unless one assumes the random-oracle model), when describing
our protocol and referring to a commitment to a certain value, we mean the transcript of the
interaction between the committer and the receiver during an execution of the commit phase
of the commitment scheme (when the scheme is non-interactive, a commitment is simply a
single string sent from the committer to the receiver).
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Group Out-of-Band Message Authentication Protocol π = 〈S,R1 . . . ,Rn〉

Joint input: The security parameter 1λ.

Phase 0: Initialization
1. Each party initializes a set of aborted receivers, based on her view of the protocol. We

denote by AS the set initialized by S, and by Ai the set initialized by each Ri. At the
beginning of the execution AS = A1 = · · · = An = ∅.

Phase 1: Commitments for string selection
2. The sender S, on input m, chooses a random string rs ← {0, 1}`, and executes n (possibly

parallel) executions of Com to commit to the message (m, rs) to each receiver Ri. Denote
the resulting commitments according to the view of S by c1

s, . . . , c
n
s , and denote the

commitment received by each Ri by ĉis. S also appends to the first message it sends each
Ri the message m. Denote by m̂i the message received by each Ri.

3. Each receiver Ri chooses random `-bit strings ri,1, . . . , ri,T ← {0, 1}`, and commits to
them to the sender S using T (parallel) executions of Com. For every i ∈ [n] denote
the resulting commitments according to the view of Ri by ci,1, . . . , ci,T , and denote
the commitments received by S by ĉi,1, . . . , ĉi,T . If some receiver Ri aborts during the
commitment protocol, then S updates AS = AS ∪ {i}.

4. For every i ∈ [n], S forwards to Ri the commitments
{(
ĉj,1, . . . , ĉj,T

)}
j∈[n]\{i}

received by
her in Step 3 of the protocol, as well as AS . We denote by

{
(ĉj,1→i, . . . , ĉj,T→i)

}
j∈[n]\{i}

and ÂSi the forwarded commitments and the aborted set, respectively, as received by
Ri. In addition, Ri updates Ai = ÂSi.

Phase 2: Gradual decommitments for string selection
5. For t = 1, . . . , T :

a. For every i ∈ [n], Ri sends to S a decommitment di,t of her commitment ci,t from
Step 3. Let d̂i,t denote the decommitment received by S. For every i ∈ [n] the sender
S then checks whether d̂i,t is a valid decommitment to ĉi,t. If so, let r̂i,t denote the
committed value. If some receiver Ri either sends an invalid decommitment or aborts
before sending di,t, then S updates AS = AS ∪ {i}. For every i ∈ AS , S lets r̂i,t = 0`.

b. For every i ∈ [n], S forwards Ri the decommitments (d̂j,t)j∈[n]\{i}, as well as AS .
We let (d̂j,t→i)j∈[n]\{i} and ÂSi denote the decommitments and the set received by
Ri, respectively. Ri updates Ai = Ai ∪ ÂSi. If for some j ∈ [n] \ (Ai ∪ {i}) it holds
that d̂j,t→i is not a valid decommitment to ĉj,t→i received by Ri is Step 4, then Ri
updates Ai = Ai ∪ {j}. Otherwise, denote by (r̂j,t→i)j∈[n]\{i} the values obtained by
opening the commitments. For every j ∈ Ai, Ri lets r̂j,t→i = 0`.

c. S computes σt =
⊕

i∈[n] r̂i,t, and for every i ∈ [n], Ri computes σ̂i,t =
ri,t
⊕

j∈[n]\{i} r̂j,t→i.

6. For every i ∈ [n], the sender S sends receiver Ri a decommitment dis to the corresponding
commitment from Step 2. Denote by d̂is the decommitment received by Ri. For every
i ∈ [n] the receiver Ri checks if d̂is is a valid decommitment to ĉis. If it is, denote the
committed value by (m̂i, r̂is). If it is not a valid decommitment, then Ri outputs ⊥ and
terminates.

Phase 3: Out-of-band verification
7. S computes σR = BitWiseMajority(σ1, . . . , σT ) and sends σ = rs ⊕ σR over the out-of-

band channel. For every i ∈ [n], Ri computes σ̂Ri = BitWiseMajority(σ̂i,1, . . . , σ̂i,T ), and
outputs m̂i if σ = r̂is ⊕ σ̂Ri. Otherwise, Ri outputs ⊥.
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The following theorem captures the security of our protocol, and its proof can be found in
the full version of this paper [45] (recall that in Section 1.3 we provided a high-level overview
of the proof). Setting T (λ) = (n(λ))2 · ω(1) yields Theorem 9 as an immediate corollary.

I Theorem 10. Let ` = `(λ), T = T (λ) and n = n(λ) be functions of the security parameter
λ ∈ N, and let Com be a statistically-binding concurrent non-malleable commitment scheme.
Then, the protocol π is a group (`, ε)-out-of-band message authentication protocol for n re-

ceivers with immediate message delivery, where ε(λ) = 2 ·n(λ) ·
(

1/2 +O
(
n(λ)/

√
T (λ)

))`(λ)
.
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Abstract
The hardness of highly-structured computational problems gives rise to a variety of public-key
primitives. On one hand, the structure exhibited by such problems underlies the basic functionality
of public-key primitives, but on the other hand it may endanger public-key cryptography in its
entirety via potential algorithmic advances. This subtle interplay initiated a fundamental line of
research on whether structure is inherently necessary for cryptography, starting with Rudich’s early
work (PhD Thesis ’88) and recently leading to that of Bitansky, Degwekar and Vaikuntanathan
(CRYPTO ’17).

Identifying the structure of computational problems with their corresponding complexity classes,
Bitansky et al. proved that a variety of public-key primitives (e.g., public-key encryption, oblivious
transfer and even functional encryption) cannot be used in a black-box manner to construct either
any hard language that has NP-verifiers both for the language itself and for its complement, or
any hard language (and even promise problem) that has a statistical zero-knowledge proof system –
corresponding to hardness in the structured classes NP∩coNP or SZK, respectively, from a black-box
perspective.

In this work we prove that the same variety of public-key primitives do not inherently require
even very little structure in a black-box manner: We prove that they do not imply any hard language
that has multi-prover interactive proof systems both for the language and for its complement –
corresponding to hardness in the class MIP ∩ coMIP from a black-box perspective. Conceptually,
given that MIP = NEXP, our result rules out languages with very little structure.

Already the cases of languages that have IP or AM proof systems both for the language itself
and for its complement, which we rule out as immediate corollaries, lead to intriguing insights. For
the case of IP, where our result can be circumvented using non-black-box techniques, we reveal a
gap between black-box and non-black-box techniques. For the case of AM, where circumventing our
result via non-black-box techniques would be a major development, we both strengthen and unify
the proofs of Bitansky et al. for languages that have NP-verifiers both for the language itself and for
its complement and for languages that have a statistical zero-knowledge proof system.
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10:2 Hardness vs. (Very Little) Structure in Cryptography

1 Introduction

Starting with the revolutionary invention of public-key cryptography [18, 32, 23], the hardness
of highly-structured computational problems (e.g., factoring, discrete log, or various lattice-
based problems) has given rise to a variety of public-key primitives. On one hand, the
structure exhibited by such problems underlies the basic functionality of nearly all such
primitives, but on the other hand it may also danger their conjectured hardness. As noted
by Barak [5], this “makes public-key cryptography somewhat of an endangered species that
could wiped out by a surprising algorithmic advance”.

This subtle interplay has led to the long-studied question of whether structure is inherently
necessary for certain cryptographic primitives, and most notably for public-key primitives.
While there may be different approaches for measuring or quantifying “structure”, the main
approach taken by the cryptography community over the years relies on computational
complexity: Understanding which cryptographic primitives inherently require hardness in
“structured” complexity classes such as NP ∩ coNP, TFNP and SZK.

There are only a few known examples of cryptographic primitives that require hardness
in such classes. Most notably, one-way permutations imply hardness in NP ∩ coNP [15],
homomorphic encryption and non-interactive computational private-information retrieval
imply hardness in SZK [14, 28], and indistinguishability obfuscation implies hardness in
PPAD ⊆ TFNP unless NP ⊆ ioBPP [11, 21, 27].

Within the classic framework of black-box constructions, capturing “natural” crypto-
graphic constructions [26, 31], Rudich [33] showed (based on [13, 25]) that a one-way function
cannot be used in black-box manner to construct NP-verifiers for any hard language both for
the language itself and for its complement – corresponding to hardness in NP ∩ coNP from a
black-box perspective (we note that the known examples stated above all follow in such a
black-box manner).

For several decades no progress has been made in extending Rudich’s result to public-key
primitives or to other complexity classes. This situation has recently changed dramatically
with the work of Bitansky, Degwekar and Vaikuntanathan [10] (see also the refinements in the
more recent work of Bitansky and Degwekar [9]): They showed that even indistinguishability
obfuscation cannot be used in a black-box manner to construct any hard language that has
NP verifiers both for the language itself and for its complement, or any hard language (and
even a promise problem) that has a statistical zero-knowledge proof system – corresponding
to hardness in NP ∩ coNP or SZK, respectively, from a black-box perspective. Proving
their result within the framework of Asharov and Segev [2, 3] capturing indistinguishability
obfuscation for oracle-aided computations, Bitansky et al. in fact proved their result for all
primitives that can be based on indistinguishability obfuscation for circuits that access an
injective one-way function in a black-box manner. These include, in particular, a variety of
public-key primitives including public-key encryption, oblivious transfer and even functional
encryption.

Focusing on the classes NP∩coNP and SZK , Bitansky et al. showed that, from a black-box
perspective, public-key cryptography does not inherently require highly-structured hardness.
However, going back to Barak’s concern [5], even less stringent forms of structure may still
endanger public-key cryptography in its entirety. This leads to the following fundamental
question aiming at substantially refining our understanding of the interplay between hardness
and structure:

Does public-key cryptography inherently require hardness in complexity
classes that are “less structured” than NP ∩ coNP or SZK?
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1.1 Our Contributions
In this work we show that a wide variety of public-key primitives do not inherently require
even very little structure in a black-box manner. Specifically, we prove that such primitives
do not naturally imply hard languages that have multi-prover interactive proof systems (MIP)
[8] both for the language and for its complement.

Conceptually, given that MIP = NEXP [4], our result considers languages with very
little structure. Already the cases of languages that have IP or AM proof systems both
for the language itself and for its complement, which we obtain as immediate corollaries,
lead to intriguing insights. For the case of IP, where our result can be circumvented using
non-black-box techniques, we reveal a gap between black-box and non-black-box techniques
(as we discuss below). For the case of AM, where circumventing our result via non-black-box
techniques would be a major development, we both strengthen and unify the proofs of
Bitansky et al. for languages that have NP-verifiers both for the language itself and for its
complement and for languages that have a statistical zero-knowledge proof system (since
NP ⊆ AM by definition, and since SZK ⊆ AM ∩ coAM in a black-box manner [19, 1]).1

The following is an informal statement of our main result. We refer the reader to Section
1.2 for an overview of our result, and to Sections 3 and 4 for a formal definition of the class
of constructions to which our result applies and for a formal theorem statement, respectively.

I Theorem 1 (Informal). There is no fully black-box construction of a pair of multi-prover
interactive proof systems, Π and Π, corresponding to a worst-case hard language L and to its
complement L, respectively, from an injective one-way function f and an indistinguishability
obfuscator for the class of all oracle-aided circuits Cf .

Note that as our result rules out constructions of languages that are worst-case hard,
then it rules out in particular constructions of languages that are average-case hard.

Black-box vs. non-black-box constructions. Our result might seem too strong and some-
what contradicting to the fact that any one-way function implies a hard (even on average)
language in NP ⊆ IP in a black-box manner. Given that IP is closed under complement
[30, 36], then

NP ⊆ IP ∩ coIP ⊆ MIP ∩ coMIP.

In particular, any one-way function implies a hard language that has IP proof systems both for
the language itself and for its complement, which seemingly contradicts our result. However,
this sequence of containments cannot be established via relativizing reductions, and thus
there is in fact no contradiction (note that any black-box reduction relativizes [31]), but
rather a gap between black-box and non-black-box techniques. Specifically, Chang et al. [16]
showed that there exists an oracle Γ relative to which NPΓ * coIPΓ, and in particular IP is
not closed under complement with respect to relativizing reductions. Still, as mentioned
above, our impossibility result already applies to AM ∩ coAM, for which circumventing our
result via non-black-box techniques would be a major development. We discuss this in much
more detail in Section 1.2 in the context of black-box representations of complexity classes.

1 We note that the result of Bitansky et al. for SZK holds not only for languages but in fact also for
promise problems. This, however, cannot be covered by our result since already a hard promise problem
that has NP verifiers both for its “YES” instances and for its “NO” instances can be constructed based
on any one-way function in a black-box manner.
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Implications to public-key cryptography. Similarly to Bitansky et al. [10] we prove our
result within the framework of Asharov and Segev [2, 3], capturing indistinguishability
obfuscation for oracle-aided circuits. Indistinguishability obfuscation for such circuits suffices
for realizing a variety of public-key primitives (e.g., public-key encryption, oblivious transfer
and even functional encryption) in a fully black-box manner [34, 37, 2], and therefore as a
corollary we obtain that there is no construction of the above form based on any of these
primitives.

We strongly emphasize that our result is unconditional, and in particular does not depend
on whether or not indistinguishability obfuscation actually exists. Even if it does not exist in
the actual world, then within the framework of Asharov and Segev it does exist information
theoretically, and it implies the above variety of public-key primitives to which our result
applies (once again, in an unconditional manner).

1.2 Overview of Our Approach
In this section we provide a high-level overview of the framework in which we prove our
impossibility result, and then describe the main ideas and challenges underlying our proof.

Black-box constructions. Our goal is to prove a statement along the lines of “a crypto-
graphic primitive P does not naturally imply a hard language in a complexity class C”.
However, it is not clear how to prove such a statement in an unconditional manner, as it may
be the case that the class C (e.g., NP ∩ coNP as discussed by Bitansky et al. [10]) does not
contain hard languages. One possible approach is to prove a result that is conditioned on
a specific assumption, but then it may be the case that the assumption itself already rules
out the existence of hard languages in the class C. Obtaining substantial insight using such
an approach requires a deep understanding of the interplay between the primitive P, the
complexity class C and the additional assumption – which is somewhat rare when considering
cryptographic primitives and assumptions.

Faced with such difficulties, the cryptography community has relied over the years on the
framework of black-box constructions [26, 31] for proving impossibility results for “natural”
construction techniques. In our context, a fully black-box construction of a hard language
L ∈ C based on a cryptographic primitive P consists of two ingredients. The first ingredient
is a “construction” of a language LP that completely ignores the internal implementation of
P and only requires black-box access to any given implementation of P. Here, the notion
of a “construction” depends on the specific complexity class C. For example, in a natural
black-box interpretation of NP ∩ coNP, Rudich [33] and Bitansky et al. [10] considered as
a construction a pair of oracle-aided NP-verifiers, V and V , for the language itself and for
its complement, respectively, where the verifiers have black-box access to the primitive P.
That is, for any oracle realizing P, the two verifiers must be valid in the sense that for any
instance x ∈ {0, 1}∗ either there exists a “yes” witness for V P and there do not exist any
“no” witnesses for V P (i.e., x ∈ LP), or there exists a “no” witness for V P and there do not
exist any “yes” witnesses for V P (i.e., x /∈ LP) – but never both. The second ingredient, is a
black-box proof of hardness, showing that for any implementation of the primitive P, any
algorithm that decides the language LP can be efficiently used in a black-box manner for
breaking the security of the given implementation of P.

At this point we would like to already emphasize that a “black-box representation” of
a complexity class is in fact not unique, and that different representations are not always
equivalent from a black-box perspective. For example, a natural black-box representation
for the class IP ∩ coIP relative to a given primitive P is to consider all languages that have
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interactive proof systems both for the language itself and for its complement, where the two
proof systems access P in a black-box manner. However, since IP is closed under complement
[30, 36] then IP ∩ coIP = IP and therefore an additional representation is to consider all
languages that have interactive proof systems for the language itself (without considering
its complement) where the proof system accesses P in a black-box manner. As discussed in
Section 1.1, these two representations are not equivalent from a black-box perspective since
IP is not closed under complement with respect to relativizing reductions.

The structure of our proof. Following Bitansky et al. [10] we prove our result within
the framework of Asharov and Segev [2] for capturing black-box constructions based on
indistinguishability obfuscation, utilizing the latter as a “central hub” for deriving impossibility
results for a variety of public-key primitives. As observed by Asharov and Segev, although
constructions that are based on indistinguishability obfuscation are almost always non-black-
box, most of their non-black-box techniques have essentially the same flavor: The obfuscator
itself is used in a black-box manner and applied to circuits that can be constructed in a
fully black-box manner from a low-level primitive, such as a one-way function. Thus, even
though the obfuscator requires concrete implementations of such circuits, by introducing the
stronger primitive of an indistinguishability obfuscator for oracle-aided circuits (see Section
2), Asharov and Segev showed that such non-black-box techniques in fact directly translate
into black-box ones. These include, in particular, non-black-box techniques such as the
punctured programming approach of Sahai and Waters [34] and Waters [37] leading to the
construction of a variety of public-key primitive. Relying on the transitivity of black-box
reductions, this enables to rule out black-box constructions based on all of these primitives
by focusing only on indistinguishability obfuscation for oracle-aided circuits and one-way
functions.

In order to prove our impossibility result within this framework, we present a distribution
over oracles Γ relative to which we prove the following two properties:

Relative to a random instance of Γ there exist an injective one-way function f and an
indistinguishability obfuscator iO for the class of all oracle-aided circuits Cf .
Relative to any instance of Γ, we can efficiently decide in the worst case any language
that has multi-prover interactive proof systems, Πf,iO and Πf,iO, for the language itself
and for its complement, respectively.2

Our oracle Γ is a pair of the form (Ψ,DecideΨ), where Ψ is based on the oracle of Asharov
and Segev that realizes a one-way function and an indistinguishability obfuscator, and DecideΨ

is a generalization of the “decision oracle” introduced by Bitansky et al. for deciding languages
that rely on Ψ in a black-box manner (more specifically, whose black-box representation as
discussed above relies on Ψ). In the work of Bitansky et al. the decision oracle is defined in a
manner that allows to easily decide any language LΨ that has NP-verifiers, V Ψ and V Ψ, for
the language itself and for its complement, and the main technical challenge underlying their
work is proving that Ψ realizes a one-way function and an indistinguishability obfuscator
relative to the decision oracle.

Our decision oracle is a natural generalization that allows to easily decide any language
LΨ that has multi-prover proof systems, ΠΨ and ΠΨ, for the language itself and for its
complement. This decision oracle seems much more powerful than that of Bitansky et al.

2 In fact, as discussed below we allow the honest provers to depend on the one-way function and the
obfuscator in an arbitrary non-black-box manner, and only require that the verifiers are constructed in
a black-box manner (this makes our result stronger).
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10:6 Hardness vs. (Very Little) Structure in Cryptography

as it decides a significantly larger class of languages, and our technical effort is devoted
to proving that the oracle Ψ still realizes a one-way function and an indistinguishability
obfuscator even relative to our generalized decision oracle.

In what follows we describe the decision oracle of Bitansky et al. (to which we refer as
the BDV decision oracle) and discuss its key property that underlies their approach. Then,
we describe our generalized oracle, relative to which this key property no longer seems to
hold, and then describe our the main ideas underlying our proof.

The BDV decision oracle. For any oracle Ψ, taken from an appropriate family S of oracles,
the BDV decision oracle DecideΨ

S takes as input a triplet (V, V , x), where V and V are
oracle-aided circuits. The oracle first checks whether or not the pair (V, V ) indeed consists
of valid NP-verifiers for a language and for its complement in the standard black-box sense
discussed above. That is, checks whether or not for any Ψ′ ∈ S and x′ ∈ {0, 1}n exactly
one out of the following two cases holds: (1) There exists a “yes” witness w′ such that
V Ψ′(x′, w′) = 1 and there do not exist any “no” witnesses w′ such that V Ψ′(x′, w′) = 1; (2)
there exists a “no” witness w′ such that V Ψ′(x′, w′) = 1 and there do not exist any “yes”
witnesses w′ such that V Ψ(x′, w′) = 1 (note that the witnesses are allowed to depend on Ψ′).
If (V, V ) is not valid in this sense, then the oracle outputs ⊥. If (V, V ) is valid, then the
oracle outputs 1 if x ∈ LΨ and 0 otherwise, where LΨ is the language defined by (V Ψ, V

Ψ).
Then, any language that has oracle-aided NP-verifiers both for the language itself and for

its complement with respect to any Ψ ∈ S, can be easily decided in the worst case by an
algorithm that issues a single query to the BDV decision oracle. The main challenge in the
work of Bitansky et al. was in showing that a random instance of Ψ that is sampled from the
family S of oracles introduced by Asharov and Segev (or from any other appropriate family)
realizes a one-way function and an indistinguishability obfuscator even relative to DecideΨ

S.

The existence of small critical sets. The key property underlying the proof of Bitansky et
al. is the following observation on the existence of “small critical sets”. Fix an oracle Ψ ∈ S

and let (V, V , x) be a query to their decision oracle such that the pair (V, V ) is valid in the
above sense, and V and V issue at most q oracle queries. Then, there exists a “critical set”
of at most q queries, such that for any oracle Ψ′ ∈ S that agrees with Ψ on the outputs of
all queries from the critical set it holds that DecideΨ

S(V, V , x) = DecideΨ′
S (V, V , x).

The existence of such a small critical set follows from the NP∩ coNP structure of the pair
(V, V ). Specifically, assume without loss of generality that x ∈ LΨ, and let w be a witness
such that V Ψ(x,w) = 1. Define the set of critical queries as all Ψ-queries that are issued in
the computation V Ψ(x,w), and let Ψ′ by any oracle that agrees with Ψ on this set. Then
clearly V Ψ′(x,w) = V Ψ(x,w) = 1, and the validity of the pair (V, V ) guarantees that there
is no witness w̃ such that V Ψ′(x, w̃) = 1. Thus, DecideΨ

S(V, V , x) = DecideΨ′
S (V, V , x) = 1.

Relying on this key property, Bitansky et al. proved that Ψ realizes a one-way function
and an indistinguishability obfuscator relative to their decision oracle via an elegant sequence
of hybrids in each case. Specifically, in each sequence the first experiment is the actual
security experiment of the one-way function or the indistinguishability obfuscator, the last
experiment is one in which no algorithm can achieve any advantage, and the transition
between each consecutive pair of experiment is enabled by this key property (or via standard
arguments).

Representing MIP ∩ coMIP in a black-box manner. In order to describe our approach,
we first need to describe our black-box representation of languages in the complexity class
MIP∩coMIP. Naturally generalizing the approach of Rudich and Bitansky et al. for NP∩coNP,
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we consider pairs of polynomial-time oracle-aided MIP-verifiers, V and V , for the language
itself and for its complement, respectively, subject to a similar validity requirement of their
black-box flavor: For any oracle Ψ taken from an appropriate family S of oracles, there
should exist a language LΨ such that the following two conditions are satisfied3:

For every x ∈ LΨ there exist computationally-unbounded provers P1, . . . , PN such that4

Pr
r←{0,1}poly(|x|)

[〈
V Ψ(x; r), P1, . . . , PN

〉
= 1
]
≥ 2/3 ,

and for every computationally-unbounded provers P 1, . . . , PN it holds that

Pr
r←{0,1}poly(|x|)

[〈
V

Ψ(x; r), P 1, . . . , PN

〉
= 1
]
≤ 1/3 .

For every x /∈ LΓ there exist computationally-unbounded provers P 1, . . . , PN such that

Pr
r←{0,1}poly(|x|)

[〈
V

Ψ(x; r), P 1, . . . , PN

〉
= 1
]
≥ 2/3 ,

and for every computationally-unbounded provers P1, . . . , PN it holds that

Pr
r←{0,1}poly(|x|)

[〈
V Ψ(x; r), P1, . . . , PN

〉
= 1
]
≤ 1/3 .

Note that instead of considering oracle-aided MIP proof systems we consider oracle-aided
MIP verifiers, and allow the honest provers to depend on any given oracle in an arbitrary
non-black-box manner (thus our result rules out, in particular, oracle-aided proof systems).
We refer the reader to Section 3 where we formally describe the proof systems we consider
and the class of constructions to which our result applies.

Our generalized decision oracle. For any oracle Ψ ∈ S our generalized decision oracle
DecideΨ

S takes as input a triplet (V, V , x), where V and V are oracle-aided MIP-verifiers
and x ∈ {0, 1}n. The oracle first checks whether or not the pair (V, V ) indeed consists
of MIP-verifiers for a language and for its complement with respect to all oracles in S as
discussed above. If (V, V ) is not valid in this sense, then the oracle outputs ⊥. If (V, V ) is
valid, then the oracle outputs 1 if x ∈ LΨ and 0 otherwise, where LΨ is the language defined
by (V Ψ, V

Ψ).
At this point, we would ideally like to follow the approach of Bitansky et al. in proving that

Ψ realizes a one-way function and an indistinguishability obfuscator relative to our generalized
decision oracle. Recall that their proof consists of a sequence of hybrid experiments, where
the transition between each consecutive pair of experiments is enabled by the existence of a
small set of critical queries. Specifically, in each transition they modify Ψ on some set of
queries into an oracle Ψ′, and argue that unless these queries fall into the small critical set
then the decision oracle behaves exactly the same.

3 For an oracle Ψ, an instance x, a string r, a polynomial-time oracle-aided verifier V , and provers
P1, . . . , PN we denote by

〈
V Ψ(x; r), P1, . . . , PN

〉
the output of V with oracle access to Ψ on input x

and randomness r in the multi-prover execution with P1, . . . , PN . Note that whenever the provers are
computationally unbounded we can assume that they are deterministic.

4 It is usually assumed that the same provers are used for every x ∈ {0, 1}n, and that they obtain x as
input. However, since the provers are computationally unbounded, our definition is clearly equivalent
and easier to work with for our purposes.
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Are there small and useful critical query sets? Fix an oracle Ψ ∈ S, and fix a query
(V, V , x) to our generalized decision oracle, where V and V are valid MIP-verifiers in the
above sense. Unlike the case of NP-verifiers, when considering MIP-verifiers then at a first
glance there does not seem to be a small set of queries that completely determines whether
or not x ∈ LΨ. Specifically, assuming for the current discussion that x ∈ LΨ, in the case
of NP-verifiers this is completely determined by the polynomial number of queries to the
oracle Ψ in the execution V Ψ(x,w) where w is any specific witness (say, the lexicographically
first such witness). However, in the case of MIP-verifiers, we are guaranteed that there exist
provers P1, . . . , PN that lead the MIP-verifier V Ψ(x; r) to accept with probability at least 2/3
over the randomness r ← {0, 1}poly(|x|) of the verifier – but this guarantee involves potentially
exponentially-many executions and thus exponentially-many queries to the oracle Ψ. It may
even be the case that any oracle Ψ′ that agrees with Ψ on all of these queries, is in fact
Ψ′ = Ψ, and this is not very useful for the purpose of transitioning between two hybrid
experiments.

Nevertheless, let us consider an oracle Ψ′ that differs from Ψ on a single query z, and
now suppose that suddenly x /∈ LΨ′ although we started with x ∈ LΨ. Thus, no provers
can now lead V Ψ′(x; r) to accept with probability larger than 1/3 over the randomness
r ← {0, 1}poly(|x|), and in particular this holds for the above provers P1, . . . , PN that led
V Ψ(x; r) to accept with probability at least 2/3. The only way that V Ψ′(x; r) can differ
from V Ψ(x; r) in an execution with the same P1, . . . , PN is by having V Ψ(x; r) query Ψ on z
– and we can deduce that with probability at least 1/3 over the choice of r ← {0, 1}poly(|x|) it
holds that V Ψ(x; r) queries Ψ on z when interacting with P1, . . . , PN .

Therefore, it is quite tempting to fix a distance parameter d ≥ 1, and then for an oracle
Ψ ∈ S and a query (V, V , x) such that x ∈ LΨ to define the following “d-influential set” of
queries: Let P1, . . . , PN be provers that lead V Ψ(x; r) to accept with probability at least
2/3, then the d-influential set consists of all queries that V Ψ(x; r) issues to Ψ in at least a
1/(3d)-fraction of these executions. Then, if V issues at most q queries in each execution,
then this set consists of at most 3qd queries. Moreover, for any oracle Ψ′ that differs from Ψ
on at most d queries, and these queries are not in the d-influential set, then it must hold that
x ∈ LΨ′ (the probability that V (x; r) accepts cannot drop from 2/3 to 1/3 when switching
from Ψ to Ψ′ since they differ on at most d queries and each of these queries cannot affect
more than a 1/(3d)-fraction of the executions).

From influential queries to influential labels. Unfortunately, this observation is still insuf-
ficient for our purposes. In the proof of Bitansky et al. the number of differences between
Ψ and Ψ′ is irrelevant as long as these differences are not in the critical set. However, in
our case more than d differences outside of the d-influential set may still cause the verifier’s
acceptance probability to drop from 2/3 to below 1/3.

Although our proof considers oracles Ψ and Ψ′ that may differ on an exponential number
of queries, we tailor the specific structure of our obfuscator in a way that enables us to
“group together” related queries: We introduce labeling functions (depending on the specific
structure of our oracles) that assign a label to each query to the oracle Ψ, where different
queries may share the same label. We show that it now suffices to focus on the small number
d ≤ 3 of labels that result from the potentially-exponential number of differences between
the oracles Ψ and Ψ′.

Specifically, we prove that for any Ψ and for any query (V, V , x) to our generalized
decision oracle there exists a small set I of “d-influential labels” such that any changes to
Ψ involving at most d labels outside of I do not change the answer to the query. That is,
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let Ψ′ ∈ S be any oracle for which there exists a set D ⊆ X \ I of at most d labels such
that if Ψ′(α) 6= Ψ(α) then lab(α) ∈ D, where X is the set of all possible labels and lab
is a labeling function. Then, it holds that DecideΨ′

S (V, V , x) = DecideΨ
S(V, V , x). This is a

simplified description of the key property on which we rely in order to prove that a random
instance of Ψ realizes a one-way function and an indistinguishability obfuscator relative to
our generalized decision oracle, and we refer the reader to Section 4 for the proof of our
impossibility result.

1.3 Paper Organization
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce some standard
notation as well as the cryptographic primitives under consideration in this paper. In Section
3 we define the class of constructions to which our impossibility result applies, and in Section
4 we formally state and prove Theorem 1.

2 Preliminaries

In this section we present the notation and basic definitions that are used in this work.
For a distribution X we denote by x ← X the process of sampling a value x from the
distribution X. Similarly, for a set X we denote by x← X the process of sampling a value
x from the uniform distribution over X . For an integer n ∈ N we denote by [n] the set
{1, . . . , n}. For every n ∈ N and m ≥ n we denote by InjFuncm

n the set of all injective
functions f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}m.

Oracle-aided languages and complexity classes. For a language L ⊆ {0, 1}∗, we let χL :
{0, 1}∗ → {0, 1} denote the characteristic function of L, that is, χL(x) = 1 if and only if
x ∈ L. A deterministic algorithm A decides a language L if for every x ∈ {0, 1}∗ it holds
that A(x) = χL(x).

We consider the standard notions of languages and complexity classes when naturally
generalized to oracle-aided computations. In particular, an oracle-aided language L defines a
set LΓ ⊆ {0, 1}∗ for any possible oracle Γ : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}∗. Our definitions throughout
the paper follow the standard approach that was introduced in the classic complexity-theory
literature for proving separations between complexity classes by considering type-2 languages
and complexity classes (see, for example, [7, 17] and the references therein).

Indistinguishability obfuscation for oracle-aided circuits. We consider the standard notion
of indistinguishability obfuscation [6, 20] when naturally generalized to oracle-aided circuits
(i.e., circuits that may contain oracle gates in addition to standard gates) [2, 3]. We first
define the notion of functional equivalence relative to a specific function (provided as an
oracle), and then we define the notion of an indistinguishability obfuscation for a class of
oracle-aided circuits. In what follows, when considering a class C = {Cn}n∈N of oracle-aided
circuits, we assume that each Cn consists of circuits of size at most n.

I Definition 2. Let C0 and C1 be two oracle-aided circuits, and let f be a function. We say
that C0 and C1 are functionally equivalent relative to f , denoted Cf

0 ≡ C
f
1 , if for any input

x it holds that Cf
0 (x) = Cf

1 (x).

I Definition 3. A probabilistic polynomial-time oracle-aided algorithm iO is an indistin-
guishability obfuscator relative to an oracle Γ for a class C = {Cn}n∈N of oracle-aided circuits
if the following conditions are satisfied:
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Functionality. For all n ∈ N and for all C ∈ Cn it holds that

Pr
[
CΓ ≡ ĈΓ : Ĉ ← iOΓ(1n, C)

]
= 1.

Indistinguishability. For any probabilistic polynomial-time oracle-aided distinguisher
A = (A1,A2) there exists a negligible function ν(·) such that

AdviO
Γ,iO,A,C(n) def=

∣∣∣∣Pr
[
ExpiO

Γ,iO,A,C(n) = 1
]
− 1

2

∣∣∣∣ ≤ ν(n)

for all sufficiently large n ∈ N, where the random variable ExpiO
Γ,iO,A,C(n) is defined via

the following experiment:
1. b← {0, 1}.
2. (C0, C1, state)← AΓ

1 (1n) where C0, C1 ∈ Cn and CΓ
0 ≡ CΓ

1 .
3. Ĉ ← iOΓ(1n, Cb).
4. b′ ← AΓ

2 (state, Ĉ).
5. If b′ = b then output 1, and otherwise output 0.

For simplicity, note that whenever the algorithm A1 is deterministic there is in fact no
need for A1 to transfer any state information state to A2 as the state can be reconstructed
if needed by invoking A1. Looking ahead, in this paper we consider computationally-
unbounded algorithms (i.e., we limit their query complexity but we do not limit their
internal computation), and such algorithms can be assumed without loss of generality to be
deterministic.

3 The Class of Constructions

The proof systems we consider in this paper can be formalized in a variety of seemingly
equivalent manners, and here we choose a specific definition that we find to simplify the
proof of our impossibility result:

I Definition 4. For functions V, P : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}∗, an integer k ≥ 0 and a string
s ∈ {0, 1}∗, we denote by 〈V (s), P 〉k the output of the following computation:

Let m0 = P (V (s, 0)).
For 1 ≤ i < k, let mi = P (V (s, i,m0, . . . ,mi−1)).
Output V (s, k,m0, . . . ,mk−1) ∈ {0, 1}.

That is, we consider a sequential process that is executed by two parties, a verifier V that
is given as input a string s, and a prover P that is not given any input. The process consists
of k rounds, where in each round the verifier sends the prover a message that is computed as
a function of its input s, the index i of the current round, and the prover’s previous responses
m0, . . . ,mi−1. In turn, the prover replies with a response mi, and following these k steps
the verifier outputs a bit indicating acceptance or rejection.

A crucial property to notice is that the prover’s response, mi, in each step is a function
of the verifier’s ith message only, and not of the entire transcript which includes all of
the verifier’s previous messages as well (i.e., the prover is “memoryless”). A verifier may
potentially include the entire transcript in each message, and then the definition would
collapse to the class IP of languages that have an interactive proof system [24].

In general, however, a verifier need not send the entire transcript in each message, and this
enables us to capture the class MIP of languages that have a multi-prover interactive proof
system [8]. Specifically, any such proof system 〈V, P1, . . . , PN 〉 in which each prover sends at
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most v messages can be transformed in a black-box manner into a proof system 〈V, P 〉k of
the above form with k = v ·N . This can be done, for example, by defining P (i, ·) = Pi(·) for
every i ∈ [T ] (with P maintaining the local state of each prover if needed), and having the
verifier include in each message the index of the prover to which this message is sent together
with the entire transcript that this specific prover has seen so far. Although we have not
yet defined the completeness and soundness properties for the above proof systems (these
are defined as part of the following definition), we already note that this transformation
naturally preserves them.

As discussed in Section 1.2, instead of considering oracle-aided MIP proof systems we
consider oracle-aided MIP verifiers, and allow the honest provers to depend on any given
oracle in an arbitrary (i.e., non-black-box) manner (thus our result rules out, in particular,
oracle-aided proof systems). This is captured via the following definition:

I Definition 5. A pair
(
V, V

)
of oracle-aided polynomial-time algorithms, together with

polynomials `r(·) and k(·), define a (MIP, coMIP) protocol pair relative to an oracle Ψ :
{0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}∗ if there exists a language LΨ ⊆ {0, 1}∗ and such that:

For every x ∈ LΨ there exists a function P : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1} such that

Pr
r←{0,1}`r(|x|)

[〈
V Ψ(x, r), P

〉
k(|x|) = 1

]
≥ 2/3 ,

and for every function P : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1} it holds that

Pr
r←{0,1}`r(|x|)

[〈
V

Ψ(x, r), P
〉

k(|x|)
= 1
]
≤ 1/3 .

For every x /∈ LΨ there exists a function P : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1} such that

Pr
r←{0,1}`r(|x|)

[〈
V

Ψ(x, r), P
〉

k(|x|)
= 1
]
≥ 2/3 ,

and for every function P : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1} it holds that

Pr
r←{0,1}`r(|x|)

[〈
V Ψ(x, r), P

〉
k(|x|) = 1

]
≤ 1/3 .

Note that the above definition considers provers that output only a single bit in each step.
This is just for syntactical reasons, making sure that the verifier runs in polynomial-time
with respect to the length of the input x. For example, if the prover was allowed to be a
length-doubling function, then after |x| rounds this would allow a polynomial-time verifier
to run in time that is exponential in the length of |x|. There are naturally various ways in
which this technical issue can be handled (e.g., providing the verifier with oracle access to
the prover instead of direct communication), clearly without having any effect on our result.

The following definition is based on those of [2, 3, 10] (which, in turn, are motivated
by [29, 22, 31]), and captures the class of construction that we consider in this paper. We
remind the reader that two oracle-aided circuits, C0 and C1, are functionally equivalent
relative to a function f , denoted Cf

0 ≡ C
f
1 , if for any input x it holds that Cf

0 (x) = Cf
1 (x)

(see Definition 2).

I Definition 6. A fully black-box construction of a worst-case hard (MIP, coMIP) protocol
pair from an injective one-way function f and an indistinguishability obfuscator for the
class C of all oracle-aided circuits Cf , consists of a pair of oracle-aided polynomial-time
algorithms (V, V ), polynomials `r(·) and k(·), an oracle-aided polynomial-time algorithm M ,
and “security loss” functions εM,1(·) and εM,2(·), such that the following conditions hold:
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Correctness: For every ensemble f = {fn : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n+1}n∈N of injective
functions, and for any function iO such that iO(C; r)f ≡ Cf for any circuit C and
r ∈ {0, 1}∗, the pair (V, V ), together with the polynomials `r(·) and k(·), define an
(MIP, coMIP) protocol pair (with a corresponding language Lf,iO) relative to the oracle
(f, iO).
Black-box proof of hardness: For every ensemble f = {fn : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n+1}n∈N
of injective functions, for any function iO such that iO(C; r)f ≡ Cf for any circuit
C and r ∈ {0, 1}∗, and for any oracle-aided algorithm A that runs in time TA(·), if
Af,iO(x) = χLf,iO (x) for every x ∈ {0, 1}∗ then either

Pr
[
Mf,iO,A (f(x)) = x

]
≥ εM,1 (TA(n)) · εM,2(n)

for infinitely many values of n ∈ N, where the probability is taken over the choice of
x← {0, 1}n and over the internal randomness of M , or∣∣∣∣Pr

[
ExpiO

(f,iO),iO,MA,C(n) = 1
]
− 1

2

∣∣∣∣ ≥ εM,1 (TA(n)) · εM,2(n)

for infinitely many values of n ∈ N.

Intuitively, a black-box proof of hardness for Lf,iO means that any algorithm that decides
Lf,iO can be used to construct an adversary that breaks either the one-wayness of f or the
indistinguishability property of iO in a black-box way.

Note that restricting A to be deterministic and to decide the language in the worst case
(i.e., on all inputs) only makes our result stronger. Also note that, following Asharov and
Segev [2, 3], we split the security loss in the above definition to an adversary-dependent
security loss (the function εM,1(·)) and an adversary-independent security loss (the function
εM,2(·)), as this allows us to also rule out constructions in which one of these losses is
super-polynomial while the other is polynomial.

4 Our Impossibility Result

Equipped with a formal definition of the class of constructions that we consider in this paper
(recall Definition 6), in this section we prove the following theorem:

I Theorem 7. Let ((V, V ), `r, k,M, TM , εM,1, εM,2) be a fully black-box construction of a
worst-case hard (MIP, coMIP) protocol pair from an injective one-way function f and an
indistinguishability obfuscator for all oracle-aided circuits Cf . Then, it holds that

εM,1 (n) · εM,2(n) ≤ 2−Ω(n).

That is, at least one out of the adversary-dependent security loss εM,1(·) and the adversary-
independent security loss εM,2(·) is exponential.

Theorem 7 rules out, in particular, standard “polynomial-time polynomial-loss” reductions.
More generally, the theorem implies that if the adversary-dependent security loss εM,1(·)
is polynomial (as is typically the case in cryptographic reductions), then the adversary-
independent security loss εM,2(·) must be exponential. Thus, this also rules out constructions
that are based on indistinguishability obfuscation with sub-exponential security (e.g., [11, 12]).

In what follows we first introduce our generalized decision oracle, and capture its main
property on which we rely in our proof, as discussed in Section 1.2. Then, in Section 4.2 we
introduce the additional oracles on which we rely, and in Sections 4.3 and 4.4 we prove that
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relative to these oracles and to our decision oracle there exist an injective one-way function
and an indistinguishability obfuscator, respectively. Finally, in Section 4.5 we derive the
proof of Theorem 7.

4.1 Our Generalized Decision Oracle
For a family of oracles S and for any specific oracle Ψ ∈ S, we define the oracle DecideΨ

S as
the following function: Given as input tuple (C0, C1, 1`r , 1k), where C0 and C1 are oracle-
aided circuits, and `r and k are non-negative integers, for every Φ ∈ S the oracle checks if
exactly one of the following two cases holds:

There exists a function P1 : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1} such that

Pr
r←{0,1}`r

[〈
CΦ

1 (r), P1
〉

k
= 1
]
≥ 2/3 ,

and for every function P0 : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1} it holds that

Pr
r←{0,1}`r

[〈
CΦ

0 (r), P0
〉

k
= 1
]
≤ 1/3 .

In this case, we say that (CΦ
0 , C

Φ
1 , 1`r , 1k) is a yes-instance.

There exists a function P0 : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1} such that

Pr
r←{0,1}`r

[〈
CΦ

0 (r), P0
〉

k
= 1
]
≥ 2/3 ,

and for every function P1 : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1} it holds that

Pr
r←{0,1}`r

[〈
CΦ

1 (r), P1
〉

k
= 1
]
≤ 1/3 .

In this case, we say that (CΦ
0 , C

Φ
1 , 1`r , 1k) is a no-instance.

If there exists an oracle Φ ∈ S such that not exactly one of the above cases hold, then we say
that the input (C0, C1, 1`r , 1k) is invalid and set DecideΨ

S to output ⊥. Otherwise, DecideΨ
S

outputs 1 or 0 according to whether (CΨ
0 , C

Ψ
1 , 1`r , 1k) is a yes-instance or a no-instance.5

The following simple lemma shows that the oracle DecideΨ
S can be easily used in order to

decide any language that is defined via a (MIP, coMIP) protocol pair:

I Lemma 8. Let S be a family of oracles, and let (V, V ) be a pair of oracle-aided polynomial-
time algorithms that is an (MIP, coMIP) protocol pair, with respect to polynomials `r(·) and
k(·), relative to every oracle Ψ ∈ S. Then, there exists a polynomial-time single-query
algorithm A such that for every Ψ ∈ S, given oracle access to DecideΨ

S the algorithm A
decides the language LΨ ⊆ {0, 1}∗ defined by (V, V , `r, k) relative to Ψ. That is, for every
Ψ ∈ S and x ∈ {0, 1}∗ the algorithm ADecideΨ

S(x) outputs 1 if and only if x ∈ LΨ.

Proof. Since V and V are polynomial time, there exists a polynomial p(n) such that on
input of size n their output is of size at most p(n). Given x ∈ {0, 1}∗ as input and oracle
access to DecideΨ

S, the algorithm A queries DecideΨ
S on (C0, C1, 1`r(|x|), 1k(|x|)), where C0

and C1 are the hardwired oracle-aided circuits V (x, ·) and V (x, ·) respectively, the input size
of both circuits is dlog(k(|x|) + 1)e+ k(|x|) (where dlog(k(|x|) + 1)e bits are for the index of
the communication round and k(|x|) bits are for the messages of the prover) and the output
size is p(|x|+ dlog(k(|x|) + 1)e+ k(|x|)). Finally, the algorithm A outputs 1 if and only if
the oracle’s response to the query is 1. J

5 Note that for an input (C0, C1, 1`r , 1k), either it is invalid and then DecideΨ
S outputs ⊥ for every Ψ ∈ S,

or it is valid and then DecideΨ
S outputs 0 or 1 depending on Ψ.
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The following lemma captures the key property of our oracle, as discussed in Section 1.2:

I Lemma 9. Let S be a family of oracles, let Q be the set of all possible queries for every
oracle in the family, let lab : Q → X be a “labeling” of the possible queries, and let d ∈ N be
a parameter.

For any Ψ ∈ S and for any DecideΨ
S-query (C0, C1, 1`r , 1k) such that each of the circuits C0

and C1 contains at most q oracle gates, there exists a set of labels I = I(S,Ψ,C0,C1,`r,k,lab,d)
⊆ X , which we call the influential labels, satisfying the following two properties:
1. The set is small: |I| ≤ 3 · q · k · d.
2. Any changes to Ψ involving at most d labels outside of I do not change the answer of the

query: Let Φ ∈ S be another oracle, such that there exists a set D ⊆ X \ I of labels with
cardinality at most d such that if Φ(q) 6= Ψ(q) then lab(q) ∈ D. Then, it holds that

DecideΦ
S(C0, C1, 1`r , 1k) = DecideΨ

S(C0, C1, 1`r , 1k) .

Proof. If DecideΨ
S(C0, C1, 1`r , 1k) = ⊥ this means that the input (C0, C1, 1`r , 1k) is invalid,

and then DecideΦ
S(C0, C1, 1`r , 1k) = ⊥ holds for every Φ ∈ S and the claim follows for

I = ∅. Otherwise, suppose without loss of generality that DecideΨ
S(C0, C1, 1`r , 1k) = 1 and

let P1 : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1} such that

Pr
r←{0,1}`r

[〈
CΨ

1 (r), P1
〉

k
= 1
]
≥ 2/3 .

Roughly speaking, we define I ⊆ X to be the set of all labels for which a query with that
label is performed during the execution of the protocol

〈
CΨ

1 (·), P1
〉

k
with high probability

over the choice of r. More formally, we define

I =
{

label ∈ X
∣∣∣∣ Pr
r←{0,1}`r

[
A query q ∈ Q such that lab(q) = label is performed

during the execution of
〈
CΨ

1 (r), P1
〉

k

]
≥ 1

3 · d

}
.

First, for every r ∈ {0, 1}`r at most q · k queries are performed during the execution of〈
CΨ

1 (r), P1
〉

k
. Therefore, for any 0 < ε ≤ 1 there are at most q · k/ε labels such that

Pr
r←{0,1}`r

[
A query q ∈ Q such that lab(q) = label is performed

during the execution of
〈
CΨ

1 (r), P1
〉

k

]
≥ ε .

In our case, this means that I ≤ q · k · 3 · d as claimed.
Next, let Φ ∈ S such that there exists a set D ⊆ X \ I of labels with cardinality at most

d such that if Φ(q) 6= Ψ(q) then lab(q) ∈ D. By a union bound it holds that

Pr
r←{0,1}`r

[
A query q ∈ Q such that lab(q) ∈ D is performed

during the execution of
〈
CΨ

1 (r), P1
〉

k

]
<
|D|
3 · d ≤

1
3 .

If the above event does not occur then
〈
CΦ

1 (r), P1
〉

k
=
〈
CΨ

1 (r), P1
〉

k
. Hence,

Pr
r←{0,1}`r

[〈
CΦ

1 (r), P1
〉

k
= 1
]

≥ Pr
r←{0,1}`r

[〈
CΨ

1 (r), P1
〉

k
= 1
]
− Pr

r←{0,1}`r

[〈
CΦ

1 (r), P1
〉

k
6=
〈
CΨ

1 (r), P1
〉

k

]
>

2
3 −

1
3 = 1

3 ,

so (CΦ
0 , C

Φ
1 , 1`r , 1k) is not a no-instance. Since DecideΨ

S(C0, C1, 1`r , 1k) 6= ⊥, (CΦ
0 , C

Φ
1 , 1`r , 1k)

must be a yes-instance and therefore DecideΦ
S(C0, C1, 1`r , 1k) = 1 = DecideΨ

S(C0, C1, 1`r , 1k)
as claimed. J
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4.2 Our Indistinguishability Obfuscation Oracle
In what follows we define the family S of oracles that realize injective functions and strongly-
unambiguous obfuscations relative to our decision oracle, and define a distribution D(S) over
that family. The family S consists of all triplets (f,O, E) = ({fn}n∈N, {On}n∈N, {En}n∈N),
satisfying the following three conditions for every n ∈ N:
1. The function fn : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n+1 is injective. Looking ahead, f will serve as an

injective one-way function.
2. The function On : {0, 1}2n → {0, 1}10n is injective. Looking ahead, for an oracle-aided

circuit C ∈ {0, 1}n with f -gates and randomness r ∈ {0, 1}n, the output On(C, r) will
serve as an obfuscation of C, and the restriction that On is injective means that the
obfuscation is strongly-unambiguous in the sense that any obfuscation Ĉ ∈ Image(On)
only comes from a single circuit with a single randomness string.

3. The function En : {0, 1}11n → {0, 1}n satisfies the following condition: For every oracle-
aided circuit C ∈ {0, 1}n with f -gates, every randomness r ∈ {0, 1}n and every input
α ∈ {0, 1}n, it holds that En(On(C, r), α) = Cf (x). Namely, given an obfuscation
Ĉ = On(C, r) and an input α, the function En evaluates C on input α with respect to
the oracle f .
We emphasize that for any Ĉ ∈ {0, 1}10n \ Image(On), there is no restriction on En(Ĉ, ·),
so there is no clear way to verify whether some Ĉ ∈ {0, 1}10n is a valid obfuscation. As
noted by Bitansky et al. [10], it is necessary for the obfuscation to not be verifiable since
an unambiguous and verifiable indistinguishability obfuscator does imply hardness in
NP ∩ coNP.

Now, we define a distribution D(S) over S, relative to which we prove that an oracle
Ψ← D(S) realizes an injective one-way function and an indistinguishability obfuscator. The
distribution D(S) is obtained by sampling a triplet (f,O,Evalf,O) from S as follows:
1. For every n ∈ N the function fn is uniformly chosen from the set InjFuncn+1

n of all injective
functions fn : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n+1.

2. For every n ∈ N the function On : {0, 1}2n → {0, 1}10n is sampled as follows: A function
h is uniformly chosen from the set InjFunc5n

n , and for every r ∈ {0, 1}n a function gr is
uniformly chosen from the set InjFunc5n

n . Then, for every input (C, r) ∈ {0, 1}n × {0, 1}n

we define On(C, r) = (h(r), gr(C)). Note that On is injective as required, and that this
distribution of the function O differs from that of Asharov and Segev [2] and Bitansky et
al. [10], where On was a uniformly chosen injective function.

3. For every n ∈ N, the function Evalf,O on input (Ĉ, α) ∈ {0, 1}10n × {0, 1}n is defined as
follows: If there exists a pair (C, r) ∈ {0, 1}n × {0, 1}n such that Ĉ = On(C, r) then it
outputs Cf (α), and otherwise it outputs ⊥. Note that Evalf,O satisfies the above third
condition for membership in S.

4.3 The Existence of an Injective One-Way Function
In this section we prove that the injective function f is one way relative to (Ψ,DecideΨ

S),
where Ψ = (f,O,Evalf,O) is sampled from the distribution D(S) over S (see Section 4.2
for the description of this distribution). Our proof follows the structure of that of Bitansky,
Degwekar and Vaikuntanathan [10], while strengthened to deal with our generalized decision
oracle as explained in Section 1.2.

In what follows we call an oracle-aided algorithm A a q-query algorithm, for a function
q = q(n), if when given any input x ∈ {0, 1}n it issues at most q(n) queries to the oracle
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Γ, each of its queries to Eval and Decide consists of circuits with at most q(n) oracle gates,
and the number of communication rounds in the proof systems corresponding to each of its
queries to Decide is at most q(n).

I Theorem 10. For any oracle-aided 2n/12-query algorithm A it holds that

Pr
Ψ←D(S)

x←{0,1}n

[
AΨ,DecideΨ

S(f(x)) = x
]
≤ O(2−n/2)

for all sufficiently large n ∈ N.

In what follows, we let F denote the family of ensembles f = {fn}n∈N where fn ∈
InjFuncn+1

n for all n ∈ N. As our first step, we prove that f ← F is one way relative to the
oracle (f,Decidef

F).

I Lemma 11. For any oracle-aided 2n/6-query algorithm A it holds that

Pr
f←F

x←{0,1}n

[
Af,Decidef

F(f(x)) = x
]
≤ O(2−n/2) .

Proof. We prove that the lemma holds when even fixing the oracles f−n = {fk}k 6=n and
only sampling fn. We introduce a sequence of three hybrid experiments such that the first
hybrid experiment H1 is the real one-wayness experiment and the last hybrid experiment H3
is an experiment in which the probability of the adversary is of winning is 1/2n. Then, by
upper bounding the difference in the winning probability between each pair of consecutive
hybrid experiments we deduce our claim.

The hybrid H1. This is the real experiment in which we sample x← {0, 1}n, give fn(x) ∈
{0, 1}n+1 to A as input, and give A oracle access to Γ = (f,Decidef

F).
The hybrid H2. In this experiment, we sample y ← {0, 1}n+1 \ Image(fn), give y to A as

input, and give A oracle access to Γ′ = (fx 7→y,Decidefx 7→y

F ), where fx 7→y is defined as

fx 7→y(z) =
{
y if z = x

f(z) otherwise
.

That is, we “plant” y as the challenge and as the image of x.
The hybrid H3. This experiment is obtained from H2 by giving A oracle access to the

original oracle Γ instead of the oracle Γ′ with the planted y, while still giving A the
planted y as input.

The following table summarizes our hybrid experiments:

Hybrid H1 H2 H3

Randomness
Challenger

x← {0, 1}n

Function
Injective

fn ← InjFuncn+1
n

Challenge fn(x) y ← {0, 1}n+1 \ Image(fn)

Oracle Γ = (f, Decidef
F) Γ′ = (fx 7→y, Decidefx 7→y

F ) Γ = (f, Decidef
F)

Condition
Winning A outputs x
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B Claim 12. Pr[A wins in H1] = Pr[A wins in H2].

Proof. We couple the experiments H1 and H2 as follows.6 First, we sample the same
x← {0, 1}n for both experiments. Then, we a uniformly sample a random injective function
f̂ : {0, 1}n \ {x} → {0, 1}n+1. Next, we sample two distinct y, y′ ← {0, 1} \ Image(f̂). Now,
in H1 we let the injective function be

fn(z) =
{
y if z = x

f̂(z) otherwise
,

whereas in H2 we let the injective function be

f ′n(z) =
{
y′ if z = x

f̂(z) otherwise
,

and let y be the planted challenge. It is easy to see that the marginal distribution in both
experiments is correct, and that both experiments are identical. That is, A gets the same
challenge as input and gets access to the same oracle, thus the claim follows. C

B Claim 13. |Pr[A wins in H2]− Pr[A wins in H3]| ≤ 3 · q3/2n.

Proof. We observe that the view of A in H3 is independent of the choice of x. Therefore, if a
query to fn is made, then the probability of it to be x is at most 1/2n. In any other case, the
answer to this query is the same in H2 and H3, and both executions proceed the same way.

Now, if a query (C0, C1, 1`r , 1k) to Decidef
F is made, then we apply Lemma 9. We take the

label function lab : Q → X to be the identity function. The set I = I(F, f, C0, C1, `r, k, lab, 1)
⊆ X of influential labels is independent of the choice of x. Therefore, the probably that I
contains x is at most |I|/2n ≤ 3q2/2n. In any other case, the oracle fx 7→y of H2 is obtained
from f of H3 by changes involving one label outside of I, and therefore by Lemma 9 it holds
that

Decidefx7→y

F (C0, C1, 1`k , 1k) = Decidef
F(C0, C1, 1`k , 1k) ,

and both executions proceed the same way. Applying a union bound we deduce that

|Pr[A wins in H2]− Pr[A wins in H3]|

≤ Pr
[
A query was answered differently in AΓ(y) and AΓ′(y)

]
≤ 3q3

2n
,

and the claim follows. C

B Claim 14. Pr[A wins in H3] = 1/2n.

Proof. In this experiment the view of A is independent of x. C

6 To couple two probability distributions means to define a joint distribution whose marginals are exactly
those two distributions.
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Now we turn back to proving Lemma 11. It holds that

Pr[A wins in H1] ≤ |Pr[A wins in H1]− Pr[A wins in H2]|
+ |Pr[A wins in H2]− Pr[A wins in H3]|+ Pr[A wins in H3]

≤ 0 + 3q3

2n
+ 1

2n
= O

(
q3

2n

)
,

and by plugging q = 2n/6 we obtain Lemma 11. J

In the full version of this paper [35], we show how to deduce Theorem 10 from Lemma 11.

4.4 The Existence of an Indistinguishability Obfuscator
In this section we prove that relative to the oracle Γ = (Ψ,DecideΨ

S), where Ψ = (f,O,Evalf,O)
is sampled from the distribution D(S) defined in Section 4.2, there exists an indistinguishab-
ility obfuscator iO for all circuits with f -gates.

Our obfuscator is based on those of Asharov and Segev [2] and Bitansky et al. [10] but has
a somewhat different structure. Similarly to their obfuscator, for every n ∈ N, given an oracle-
aided circuit C ∈ {0, 1}n, the obfuscator iO samples r ← {0, 1}n and outputs the obfuscated
circuit Ĉ = On(C, r) ∈ {0, 1}10n. In turn, the oracle Evalf,O can be used for evaluating such
an obfuscated circuit at any given point α: If there exists a pair (C, r) ∈ {0, 1}n × {0, 1}n

such that Ĉ = On(C, r) then Evalf,O outputs Cf (α) and otherwise it outputs ⊥.
However, unlike their obfuscator of Asharov and Segev [2] and Bitansky et al. [10], which

was sampled uniformly at random among all injective functions (of the appropriate input and
output lengths), recall that according to our definition of the distribution D(S) it holds that
On(C, r) = (h(r), gr(C)), where the function h is uniformly-chosen from the set InjFunc5n

n ,
and for every r ∈ {0, 1}n a function gr is uniformly-chosen from the set InjFunc5n

n .
Recall that we call an oracle-aided algorithm A a q-query algorithm, for a function

q = q(n), if when given any input x ∈ {0, 1}n it issues at most q(n) queries to the oracle
Γ, each of its queries to Eval and Decide consists of circuits with at most q(n) oracle gates,
and the number of communication rounds in the proof systems corresponding to each of its
queries to Decide is at most q(n). Letting C denote the class of all oracle-aided circuit with
f -gates, we prove the following theorem:

I Theorem 15. For any oracle-aided 2n/6-query algorithm A it holds that

E
Γ

∣∣∣∣Pr
[
ExpiO

Γ,iO,A,C(n) = 1
]
− 1

2

∣∣∣∣ ≤ O(2−n/4)

where the expectation is taken over the choice of Γ = (Ψ,DecideΨ
S) where Ψ← D(S), and

the inner probability is taken over the randomness of the experiment ExpiO
Γ,iO,A,C(n).

Toward proving Theorem 15, we first prove the following lemma.

I Lemma 16. For any oracle-aided 4 · 2n/6-query algorithm A it holds that∣∣∣∣Pr
[
ExpiO

Γ,iO,A,C(n) = 1
]
− 1

2

∣∣∣∣ ≤ O(2−n/2)

where the probability is taken both over the choice of Γ = (Ψ,DecideΨ
S) where Ψ ← D(S),

and over the randomness of the experiment ExpiO
Γ,iO,A,C(n).
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Proof. We prove that the lemma holds when even fixing the oracle f and O−n = {Ok}k 6=n,
and only sampling On. We introduce a sequence of 5 hybrid experiments such that the first
hybrid experiment H1 is the real indistinguishability-obfuscation experiment ExpiO

Γ,iO,A,C(n)
and the last hybrid experiment H5 is an experiment in which the advantage of the adversary is
0. Then, by upper bounding the difference in the advantage between each pair of consecutive
hybrid experiments we deduce our lemma.

In what follows we first describe the hybrid experiments (see also the table below for
a summary – where we omit the function f since it has been fixed), and then present a
sequence of claims for bounding the differences in the advantages.

The hybrid H1. This is the real experiment in which we sample On by sampling
h ← InjFunc5n

n , sampling gr ← InjFunc5n
n for every r ∈ {0, 1}n, and setting On(C, r) =

(h(r), gr(C)).
The hybrid H2. In this experiment, instead of giving the pre-challenge adversary A0 access

to the oracle Γ = (Ψ,DecideΨ
S) where Ψ = (f,O,EvalO), we sample a string ĥ ←

{0, 1}5n \ Image(h) and a function ĝ ← InjFunc5n
n , then we give A0 access to the oracle

Γ′ = (Ψ′,DecideΨ′
S ) where Ψ′ = (f,O(·,r∗)→(̂h,̂g(·)),EvalO) and for every C, r ∈ {0, 1}n we

define

O(·,r∗)→(̂h,̂g(·))(C, r) =
{

(ĥ, ĝ(C)) if r = r∗

O(C, r) otherwise
.

That is, for the challenge randomness r∗, instead of obfuscating using h(r∗) and gr∗(·) we
use our “planted obfuscation” ĥ and ĝ(·). The rest of the experiment proceeds as before.

The hybrid H3. In this experiment, we return to giving the pre-challenge adversary A0
access to the real oracle Γ. However, we now give the post-challenge adversary A1 a
“planted challenge” (ĥ, ĝ(Cb)), and we give A1 access to the oracle Γ′ = (Ψ′,DecideΨ′

S )
where Ψ′ = (f,O(·,r∗)→(̂h,̂g(·)),EvalO).

The hybrid H4. For an obfuscator function of the form O(C, r) = (h(r), gr(C)), ĥ ∈
{0, 1}5n\Image(h) and ĝ ∈ InjFunc5n

n , we define the planted evaluation function PEvalO
(̂h,̂g)

as

PEvalO
(̂h,̂g)

(C̃, α) =
{
Cf (α) if C̃ = (ĥ, ĝ(C)) for a circuit C ∈ {0, 1}n

EvalO(C̃, α) otherwise
.

Note that since ĥ /∈ Image(h), it holds that PEvalO
(̂h,̂g)

is a valid evaluation function
and therefore (f,O,PEvalO

(̂h,̂g)
) ∈ S. Now, the experiment H4 is obtained from H3

by replacing the post-challenge oracle Γ′ with the oracle Γ′′ = (Ψ′′,DecideΨ′′
S ) where

Ψ′′ = (f,O,PEvalO
(̂h,̂g)

). Note that in this experiment, the randomness r∗ has no role.
The hybrid H5. This experiment is obtained from H4 by replacing the challenge obfuscation

(ĥ, ĝ(Cb)) with (ĥ, ĝ(C0)). Note that in this experiment, the bit b has no role except for
the winning condition, namely, A wins if A1 outputs b.
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Hybrid H1 H2 H3 H4 H5

Randomness
Challenger

b← {0, 1}, r∗ ← {0, 1}n b← {0, 1}

Fuction
Obfuscator On(C, r) = (h(r), gr(C)), where h← InjFunc5n

n and gr ← InjFunc5n
n for every r ∈ {0, 1}n

Obfuscation
Planted N/A ĥ← {0, 1}5n \ Image(h), ĝ ← InjFunc5n

n

Oracle
Pre-challenge Ψ = (O, EvalO)

DecideΨ
S

Ψ′ = (O′ = O(·,r∗)→(̂h,̂g(·)),

EvalO
′
), DecideΨ′

S

Ψ = (O, EvalO)
DecideΨ

S

Obfuscation
Challenge O(Cb, r∗) = (h(r∗), gr∗(Cb)) (ĥ, ĝ(Cb)) (ĥ, ĝ(C0))

Oracle
Post-challenge Ψ = (O, EvalO)

DecideΨ
S

Ψ′ = (O′ = O(·,r∗)→(̂h,̂g(·)),

EvalO
′
), DecideΨ′

S

Ψ′′ = (O, PEvalO
(̂h,̂g)

)

DecideΨ′′
S

Condition
Winning A1 outputs b

In the full version of this paper [35], we prove the following claims.

B Claim 17. |Pr[A wins in H1]− Pr[A wins in H2]| ≤ 27q3/2n.

B Claim 18. Pr[A wins in H2] = Pr[A wins in H3].

B Claim 19. |Pr[A wins in H3]− Pr[A wins in H4]| ≤ 12q3/2n.

B Claim 20. Pr[A wins in H4] = Pr[A wins in H5].

B Claim 21. Pr[A wins in H5] = 1/2.

Using the above claims, we can prove Lemma 16. It holds that∣∣Pr[A wins in H1]− 1
2
∣∣ = |Pr[A wins in H1]− Pr[A wins in H5]|

≤
4∑

i=1
|Pr[A wins in Hi]− Pr[A wins in Hi+1]| ≤ 40q3

2n
,

and by plugging q = 4 · 2n/6 we obtain Lemma 16. J

In the full version of this paper [35], we show how to deduce Theorem 15 from Lemma 16.

4.5 Putting it All Together
Given Theorems 10 and 15 we can now derive Theorem 7.

Proof. Let ((V, V ), `r, k,M, TM , εM,1, εM,2) be a fully black-box construction of a worst-case
hard (MIP, coMIP) protocol pair from an injective one-way function f and an indistinguishab-
ility obfuscator for all oracle-aided circuits Cf . Lemma 8 guarantees the existence of a
polynomial-time single-query algorithm A such that for every Ψ = (f,O,Evalf,O) in the
support of the distribution D(S), the algorithm A with oracle access to Γ = (Ψ,DecideΨ

S)
decides the language LΨ ⊆ {0, 1}∗ defined by (V, V , `r, k) relative to Ψ. That is, for every
x ∈ {0, 1}∗ it holds that AΓ(x) = χLΨ(x). For every n ∈ N, denote by TA(n) the polynomial
running time of A on inputs of length n.

Definition 6 then states that there are two possible cases to consider: A can be used
either for inverting the injective one-way function f , or for breaking the security of the
indistinguishability obfuscator iO. Specifically, in the first case we obtain from Definition 6
that for every Ψ = (f,O,Evalf,O) in the support of the distribution D(S) it holds that

Pr
[
MΓ,A (f(x)) = x

]
≥ εM,1 (TA(n)) · εM,2(n)
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for infinitely many values of n ∈ N, where Γ = (Ψ,DecideΨ
S) and the probability is taken

over the choice of x← {0, 1}n and over the internal randomness of M . The algorithm M

may invoke A on various input lengths (i.e., in general M is not restricted to invoking A
only on input length n), and we denote by `(n) the maximal input length on which M

invokes A (when M itself is invoked on input f(x) for x ∈ {0, 1}n). Thus, viewing MA
as a single oracle-aided algorithm that has access to Γ, its running time TMA(n) satisfies
TMA(n) ≤ TM (n) · TA(`(n)) (this follows since M may invoke A at most TM (n) times, and
the running time of A on each such invocation is at most TA(`(n))). In particular, viewing
M ′ = MA as a single oracle-aided algorithm that has oracle access to Γ, implies that M ′
is a q-query algorithm where q(n) = TMA(n). This holds for any Ψ in the support of the
distribution D(S), and given that q(n) is polynomial in n then Theorem 10 guarantees that
εM,1 (TA(n)) · εM,2(n) ≤ O(2−n/2).

In the second case we obtain from Definition 6 that for every Ψ = (f,O,Evalf,O) in the
support of the distribution D(S) it holds that∣∣∣∣Pr

[
ExpiO

Γ,iO,MA,C(n) = 1
]
− 1

2

∣∣∣∣ ≥ εM,1 (TA(n)) · εM,2(n)

for infinitely many values of n ∈ N, where the probability is taken over the randomness of
the experiment ExpiO

Γ,iO,MA,C(n). The same reasoning applied to the first case, together with
Theorem 15 guarantee that εM,1 (TA(n)) · εM,2(n) ≤ O(2−n/4).

We conclude the proof noting that the algorithm A provided by Lemma 8 runs in fact
in linear time. That is, TA(n) = O(n), and thus from the above two cases we obtain
εM,1 (n) · εM,2(n) ≤ 2−Ω(n). J
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Abstract
In tight compaction one is given an array of balls some of which are marked 0 and the rest are
marked 1. The output of the procedure is an array that contains all of the original balls except that
now the 0-balls appear before the 1-balls. In other words, tight compaction is equivalent to sorting
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compaction is not only an important algorithmic task by itself, but its oblivious version has also
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We present an oblivious deterministic algorithm for tight compaction such that for input arrays
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1 Introduction

Tight compaction aims to solve the following problem: given an array of elements each
marked with either the label 0 or 1, move all the 0-elements to the front of the array and
all the 1-elements to the end. In other words, we would like to sort an array of elements
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11:2 Oblivious Parallel Tight Compaction

each tagged with a 1-bit key. Moreover, due to its relationship to the classical sorting
problem, tight compaction has been an abstraction of interest and has been studied in the
core algorithms literature for several decades and in various models of computation. Notably,
Pippenger’s elegant self-routing superconcentrator construction [27] implied a deterministic
tight compaction algorithm completing in O(n) total work and O(logn) depth (see Section 1.2
for other classical algorithmic results on this important abstraction).

In this paper, we care about solving the tight compaction problem on a parallel RAM, but
imposing an additional natural privacy requirement commonly referred to as obliviousness.
Specifically, we require that the memory access patterns of the RAM be independent of the
input array. In this way, an adversary (e.g., an untrusted cloud server) who observes the
RAM’s access patterns cannot gather any information about the secret input. Besides being
an interesting question on its own, an important application of oblivious tight compaction
is in the design of efficient Oblivious RAM (ORAM) algorithms, as shown repeatedly in a
sequence of recent works [10, 8, 3], including a very recent work of Asharov et al. [3] which
demonstrated an asymptotically optimal ORAM and closed a long-time open question in
this line of work [16, 15].

Clearly a naïve method to solve oblivious tight compaction is to rely on a sorting circuit
such as AKS [2] to sort the entire input of n elements, consuming O(n · logn) work and
O(logn) depth. However, since general-purpose oblivious sorting must consume Ω(n · logn)
work (under the indivisibility assumption [7, 23] or assuming a well-known network coding
conjecture [13]), a very natural question is whether we can accomplish oblivious tight
compaction with asymptotically better overheads.

Pippenger’s result [27], mentioned above, does not satisfy obliviousness. However, around
the same time, another independent work by Leighton et al. [22] showed that there is an
almost oblivious randomized algorithm that accomplishes tight compaction except with
negligible probability in n in O(n · log logn) work and O(logn) depth – and the algorithm’s
access patterns leak only the total number of 0 elements in the input array, and nothing else.
Subsequent works by Mitchell and Zimmerman [25] and Lin, Shi, and Xie [23] improve upon
Leighton et al. [22] by showing how to achieve full obliviousness (i.e., also hiding the number
of 0s) while retaining the same asymptotical overheads as Leighton et al. Like Leighton et
al., Mitchell and Zimmerman and Lin et al.’s algorithms are also randomized and have a
negligible probability of failure.

These results left open the question of devising a deterministic oblivious tight compaction
algorithm with linear total work. For a very long time there was no progress in either fronts
until the recent work by Asharov et al. [3] where they constructed a deterministic oblivious
tight compaction algorithm that consumes linear total work.1 While optimal in total work,
Asharov et al.’s algorithm is sequential and turning it into one with logarithmic depth seems
non-trivial.2 We ask whether one could have a clean and optimal result statement, that is,

Is it possible to construct a deterministic oblivious tight compaction algorithm that
consumes linear total work and logarithmic depth?

1 The work of Asharov et al. [3] subsumes and contains the work of Peserico [26] so we neither mention
the latter explicitly nor compare to it.

2 More precisely, the algorithm of Asharov et al., as written, has linear depth. However, as we explain
in Section 2, there are a couple of standard (yet non-trivial) tricks one can apply in order to make it
consume O(logn · log logn) depth. Modifying their scheme to consume only O(logn) depth seems to
require new non-trivial ideas.
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Essentially we ask whether one can match the best known non-oblivious deterministic
result, i.e., Pippenger’s algorithm [27], but additionally achieving obliviousness. Note that
any tight compaction algorithm requires linear work and logarithmic depth on PRAMs with
exclusive writes (which is the model we work in), even without obliviousness. The former is
since any algorithms must at least read the input and the latter is due to an elegant and
classical lower bound by Cook et al. [12].

1.1 Our Contributions
We close the gap in our understanding regarding this important algorithmic abstraction by
answering the above question affirmatively, showing an algorithm that is optimal in total
work as well as in depth.

I Theorem 1 (Informal). There exists a deterministic oblivious tight compaction algorithm
such that for an input array of n elements, the algorithm completes in O(n) total work
and O(logn) total depth (assuming that each element fits into a single memory word and a
memory word can hold at least logn bits).

Our result holds on an Exclusive-Read-Exclusive-Write (EREW) PRAM,3 i.e., the most
restrictive PRAM model (which makes our result stronger). Furthermore, our algorithm
is in the “indivisible model”, i.e., while the algorithm can perform numeric computations
on the 1-bit keys, the elements themselves are “indivisible” and can only be moved around
in memory [7]. By asymptotically matching the best known non-oblivious algorithm [27],
our result shows that obliviousness of tight compaction can be obtained “for free” (other
examples of such tasks are sorting [2] and parallel merge sort [11]).

In a very high level, our algorithm combines ideas, in a non black-box way, from the
non-oblivious tight compaction algorithm of Pippenger [27] together with the oblivious yet
sequential algorithm of Asharov et al. [3]. See Section 2 for an overview of our technical
highlights.

Towards an optimal OPRAM. Since oblivious tight compaction is an important building
block in the optimal ORAM construction of [3], one may wonder if our result can be used
to obtain a depth-efficient version of their work, i.e., an oblivious PRAM (OPRAM) [6, 10].
Unfortunately, not immediately: their ORAM construction is based on several other building
blocks and algorithms which are sub-optimal in terms of depth (e.g., oblivious Cuckoo
hashing [17, 21]). While our result does take us one step closer towards an optimal OPRAM,
a full resolution is left for future work.

1.2 Related Work
As mentioned, the study of compaction algorithms is core to the classical algorithms literature
due to its close relations to sorting. We thus discuss additional related work.

The tight compaction problem has been studied in the core algorithms literature under
various models of computation. For PRAMs with exclusive-writes, which is the model we
consider, a classical result by Cook et al. [12] shows that a logarithmic lower bound exists for
any algorithm even without the obliviousness or indivisibility requirements. On a concurrent-
read concurrent-write (CRCW) PRAM, there is a well-known Ω(logn/ log logn)-depth lower

3 In the EREW model, every memory cell can be read or written to by only one processor at a time.
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11:4 Oblivious Parallel Tight Compaction

bound for any algorithm even without the obliviousness or indivisibility assumptions. More-
over, there is a matching non-oblivious upper bound that achieves O(logn/ log logn) depth
and linear total work [28].

Another related abstraction, called stable tight compaction, aims to achieve the same
task as tight compaction, but now additionally requiring stability, i.e., in the output array,
elements with the same key must appear in the same order as the input. For oblivious
algorithm subject to the indivisibility assumptions, there is a separation between stable tight
compaction and non-stable ones. Specifically, a recent lower bound by Lin et al. [23] shows
that any oblivious algorithm subject to the indivisibility assumption must incur Ω(n · logn)
work to stably and tightly compact an arbitrary input array of n elements (while without
stability one can achieve it in O(n) work [3]). Therefore, in this paper, we allow our tight
compaction to not have to respect stability.

Due to the close relationship of tight compaction and sorting, a natural question is whether
one can design algorithms in the so-called comparison-based model where the algorithm is
only allowed to perform comparisons on keys and move elements around. However, due to the
well-known 0-1 principle for sorting, any comparison-based algorithm that can sort an array
with 1-bit keys must be able to sort any array with arbitrary keys. Thus we cannot constrain
ourselves to the comparison-based model since otherwise there would be an Ω(n · logn) lower
bound [20].

A relaxed abstraction, called loose compaction, is also studied extensively in the algorithms
literature. Loose compaction solves the following problem: given an input array containing
n elements among which at most n/` are real and the rest are dummy (for some constant
` > 0), compress the input array to half of the original size while not losing any real element
in this process. Pippenger’s self-routing superconcentrator [27] implies a non-oblivious loose
compaction algorithm with O(n) total work and O(logn) depth. Asharov et al. [3], relying
on Pippenger’s work, showed how to obtain oblivious loose compaction without increasing
the asymptotical overhead. Loose compaction has also received a lot of attention in the
parallel (non-oblivious) algorithms literature. There is a separation between loose and tight
compaction on a CRCW PRAM. Specifically, Bast and Hagerup [5] showed the existence of
an O(n) work and O(log∗ n) depth parallel (non-oblivious) algorithm for performing loose
compaction, while as mentioned Ω(logn/ log logn) depth is necessary for tight compaction.

We note that, in the current paper as well as in previous works (e.g., Asharov et al. [3]),
we use loose compaction as an intermediate abstraction. Here, however, we are unable to use
previous constructions directly. In fact, we introduce another relaxation of loose compaction
which allows to “lose” a small fraction of real elements. While this allows us to implement
this procedure very efficiently (in work and depth), it introduces a new challenge of correcting
the mistakes in parallel afterwards. See Section 2 for details.

2 Technical Overview

In this section we give an overview of our construction with an emphasis on the main ideas
used to get Theorem 1.

It has been known for a while that the tight compaction problem is very related to the
notion of self-routing super-concentrator [27, 3]. Recall that a superconcentrator is a graph
that consists of n source vertices and n target vertices such that for any k ≤ n, any k-subset
of sources is connected to any k-subset of targets by k vertex-disjoint paths [27, 1, 29].
Intuitively, one can imagine associating the input balls with the source vertices and then
routing the 0 balls to the first target vertices and the 1 balls to the last target vertices.
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However, this process (i.e., the way the superconcentrator decides how to route) is known to
be non-oblivious and the naive way to make it oblivious is by sending “dummy messages”
along unused edges – causing a logarithmic overhead in the total work. Actually, working
out the details of the algorithm, one can see that the logarithmic overhead is independent of
the size of the balls and so the actual total work is O(n · logn+ dD/we · n) [9], where D is
the bit-size of each ball and w is the word size.

The recent work of Asharov et al. [3] managed to get this overhead down to O(dD/we ·n)
using two ideas: (1) reducing to loose compaction and (2) packing and decomposition. We
elaborate on these ideas next.

Reducing to loose compaction. In this step the task of tight compaction is reduced to
the task of loose compaction. In loose compaction, one is given an array where balls are
marked either real or dummy and it is guaranteed that there are at most 1/` fraction of reals.
Henceforth, we arbitrarily assume that ` = 128. The goal is to output an array of size n/2
which contains all the reals. First note that every real within the first n/2 locations is already
in the “right” place and it should not be moved and so we only need to deal with the reals
which are in the second half of the array. To this end, Asharov et al. imagine the elements
as associated with the left nodes of a good bipartite expander and every misplaced real is
swapped with a misplaced dummy (i.e. a real from the second half of the array with a dummy
from the first half) if and only if they are neighbors of distance 2 on the expander. Using
properties of the expander, one can show that this “handles” almost all of the misplaced
reals. Now, one can use loose compaction to compress the array (since it now contains much
fewer misplaced reals) and recurse on the the array of size n/2. The cost of this reduction is
linear – the bipartite graph has constant degree and each recursive step halves the array size.

Decomposition and packing. These two ideas are used to implement loose compaction.
The idea is to zoom-in on the input array in various resolutions. In the smallest instance case,
one can pack lots of information into a single word and larger instances are decomposed to
this smaller one. Concretely, Asharov et al. define three scenarios, depending on the relation
between n (the number of balls in the input) and w (the word size):
1. Small instances – If n ≤ w/ logw: In this case, one can basically “download” the input to

the client and solve loose compaction. More precisely, one can download 1 bit per input
element, saying whether it is real or not. This is enough to compute the disjoint routes
which can then be used to perform the actual routing.

2. Medium instances – If n ≤ (w/ logw)2: The idea is to “zoom out” and view each block
of
√
n ≤ w/ logw balls as one ball which is labeled dense if and only if it contains at

least
√
n/4 real balls. Since the original array has at most 1/128 reals, the “zoomed out”

array has at most
√
n/32 denses. Notice that we can run our tight compaction procedure

on this “zoomed out” array, moving the dense blocks to the front, since it is a “small
instance”. Next, we run tight compaction for small instances again but now within the
non-dense blocks. This compresses 3/4 of the space for 3/4 of the blocks (which are
non-dense by assumption).

3. Large instances – If n > (w/ logw)2: Now that we have tight compaction for small and
medium instances (by the above two items), and we get loose compaction for large instances
in a very similar way. We “zoom out” and view the input array as m = n/(w/ logw)2

blocks each consisting of (w/ logw)2 elements. As before, we mark a block as dense if
it contains more than 1/4 or reals (as before, at most 1/32 fraction of the blocks can
be dense). To perform loose compaction on the “zoomed out” array we apply the naive
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11:6 Oblivious Parallel Tight Compaction

oblivious algorithm to compute routes. As mentioned, the naive algorithm has extra
logarithmic overhead but this is okay since we apply it on an array that contains m
elements (indeed, O(m · logm+ dD/we ·m) ≤ O(dD/we · n)). Once the dense blocks are
at the front, we can invoke tight compaction for medium instances and compact each
block in linear time. As before, this compresses 3/4 of the space for 3/4 of the blocks.

This completes the high-level description of the algorithm of Asharov et al. We continue
to explain what are the challenges & ideas used to make it in depth O(logn).

Challenge 1. The first component that is not optimal for depth is the reduction to loose
compaction. There, we perform swaps over the edges of a bipartite expander and naively
performing all of them in parallel does not work. Indeed, a single “misplaced” real node
could be the distance-2 neighbor of two (or more) dummys so we have to be able to resolve
these conflict somehow in low depth.

The solution for this is inspired by the solution for a similar problem from the supercon-
centrator and sorting networks literature. The idea is to use a particular property of the
expander graph: there is a natural partitioning of the entire edge-set into a constant number
of disjoint perfect matchings. Using this, we can perform the swaps in parallel between
different copies and it is guaranteed that there will be no “collisions”.

Challenge 2. Recall that the construction of Asharov et al. consists of first reducing tight
compaction to loose compaction and then solving loose compaction (for small, medium and
finally large instances). In terms of depth, naively the reduction from tight compaction to
loose compaction resumes for logn steps until the instance becomes of constant size. A simple
observation is that we can actually run the recursion only for O(log logn) steps until the
instance size becomes O(n/ logn) size in which case we can just invoke full-fledged oblivious
sort [2]. What about the depth of loose compaction? For small instances it is O(n), for
medium ones it is O(

√
n), and for large ones it is O(logn) (the latter is the dominant one).

In total, the depth of Asharov et al.’s construction (after solving challenge 1 and the above
observation about the depth of the recursion) is O(logn · log logn). Getting rid of the extra
log logn factor is the most challenging part of our work.

We do not know how to get loose compaction in depth better than O(logn). Our main
idea is to circumvent this by weakening the requirement from loose compaction by allowing
it to err. Concretely, we consider a weak version of loose compaction that we call weak
compression which takes an array of size n that has say 1/128 fraction of reals and it outputs
an array of size n/2 that contains almost, say ε-fraction of, all reals. The main observation
is that if ε is set to be 1/polylog(n), then weak compression can actually be realized in
O(log logn) depth (rather than O(logn) without errors). To see this, one has to recall the
details of how the superconcentrator chooses its routes. Roughly, this is a process that
proceeds in “rounds” over a bipartite graph, where at each round a constant fraction of nodes
become satisfied (i.e., routes are found). After O(logn) rounds, all nodes are satisfied, but
after O(log logn) rounds all but 1/polylog(n) fraction of nodes are satisfied.

Combining the above weak compression procedure with the reduction from tight compres-
sion to (this variant of) loose compaction gives an abstraction we call a swapper and it costs
linear work and logarithmic depth. This abstraction can be viewed as (another) relaxation
of tight compaction where any 1-ball that appears before a 0-ball is swapped except for a
1/polylog(n) fraction of pairs which remain “in reverse order”. All we are left to do is to
correct these errors.
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We correct the error by building (from scratch) a tight compaction procedure that works
for very sparse inputs (of density 1/polylog(n)) in linear work and logarithmic depth. Indeed,
using such a procedure we can easily swap the remaining misplaced elements. To get a tight
compaction procedure for sparse inputs, the idea is to first compress the array into one that
is of size O(n/ logn). Then, we can run full-fledged oblivious sort which completes the task.4

The key technical contribution is the way we compress the sparse array to size O(n/ logn)
with only O(logn) depth. Towards this end, we stack O(log logn) many instances of loose
compaction, each compressing the size by factor 1/2. Indeed, since the input is only of density
1/polylog(n), O(log logn) layers are sufficient in terms of functionality. But what about
complexity? We said that the depth of loose compaction is O(logn) so stacking O(log logn)
many instances of them does not sound like a good idea. To see why this is okay, recall again
that loose compaction is basically implemented by using a fixed bipartite expander graph
and doing: (1) finding an appropriate matching (in rounds), and (2) performing the routing
over the matching.

The basic observation is that step (1) can be parallelized among all layers and then using
the computed matchings, the routing can be directly performed. Parallelizing step (1) is
not straight-forward as in layer i for i > 1 we do not know who are the sources when the
matching from layer i− 1 has not been determined yet. But since the input is very sparse,
we can compute all possibilities of sources in each layer i. Since the bipartite graph has
constant degree, the number of possibilities only grows by a constant factor in every level
and there are only O(log logn) levels so choosing the parameters carefully, we can tolerate
the extra polylog(n) factor in the number of possibilities. Let us remark that a similar issue
came up in the non-oblivious self-routing superconcentrator of Pippenger [27] and the above
idea is inspired by Pippenger’s solution.

Simplified construction and reduced asymptotic constant. As a bonus, the fact that we
introduce weak versions of compaction that permit various types of errors, allows us to
simplify the construction of Asharov et al. Concretely, our new algorithm has only two cases
“large instances” and “small instances” (i.e., we got rid of the “medium instances”).

Recall that in Asharov et al. [3], for large instances (i.e., n > (w/ logw)2) it takes
O(m · logm) work to compute the matching. Thus, they choose the large-medium cutoff to
be of size (w/ logw)2 so that in the large case m = n/(w/ logw)2 implies that O(m · logm) =
O(n). Medium instances (i.e., n ≤ (w/ logw)2) are still too large to be solved directly, so
they further divide each medium instance into

√
n small instances. The latter can be solved

directly by packing. We, on the other hand, have work overhead for large instances of only
O(log logm). This allows us to split large instances to m = n/ logw blocks which implies
overhead O(m · log logm) = O(n). This directly reduces us to the “small instance” case
without going through the medium size instances case. While we are not motivated by
optimizing asymptotic constants, compared to Asharov et al. (whose overhead is roughly
230), our simplified construction directly yields a better constant (roughly 220).

Sorting with more keys. Our tight compaction is an algorithm for sorting an array of n
balls where each ball is marked with a 1-bit key. Our algorithm can be extended to sort
n balls marked with K-bit keys where K is any constant. The idea is that our reduction
to loose compaction can be modified such that every element that is not “misplaced” will
remain in the same location throughout the execution of the algorithm. We elaborate on the

4 Actually, this gives a stable tight compaction procedure for sparse input arrays.
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11:8 Oblivious Parallel Tight Compaction

details of this modification in Remark 15. With this feature, we can first compact the array,
moving the elements tagged with the first key to the front, and then compact (recursively)
the rest of the array, keeping those elements at the front.

In more detail, to sort an array of balls marked with keys from [K], we first run the plain
tight compaction algorithm so that 1-balls (by k-balls we mean all balls marked with key
k ∈ [K]) are moved to the front. Then, we apply the variant of tight compaction, mentioned
above, to compact 2-balls while keeping 1-balls unmoved. At the kth step for k ∈ [K], to
move the k-balls to their correct locations, we apply the variant of tight compaction to
compact k-balls while keeping 1-balls through (k − 1)-balls in place. The procedure finishes
after K iteration. By inspection, this algorithm consumes O(K ·n) total work and O(K · logn)
depth (which remain linear and logarithmic, respectively, as long as K is constant).

3 Preliminaries

3.1 Definitions
We use the standard exclusive-read and exclusive-write (EREW) parallel random-access
machine (PRAM) model, parameterized by N memory words, unlimited number of CPUs,
each word is w = Θ(logN) bits, each CPU has an internal state that consists of a small
constant number of words. For any PRAM algorithm, we characterize the efficiency by work
and depth, where work is the total number of word-level operations performed by all CPUs,
and depth is the number of parallel steps consumed by the algorithm. As the input size
n ≤ N , we always have w = Ω(logn). The details are deferred to the full version.

In this work, we require algorithms being both oblivious and deterministic. Roughly
speaking, given a PRAM algorithm M , we require the existence of a simulator Sim such
that for all input I, given only the input size n = |I| (without knowing I), Sim outputs the
identical sequence of accessed memory addresses during the computation M(I). The formal
definitions are deferred to the full version.

3.2 Tools
We will use several (standard) tools on which we elaborate next.

Oblivious sorting. Ajtai et al. [2] shows that there is a comparator-based circuit with
O (n · logn) comparators and O(logn) depth that can sort any array of length n.

I Theorem 2 (Ajtai et al. [2]). There is a deterministic oblivious sorting algorithm in the
PRAM model with word size w that sorts n elements using O (dD/we · n · logn) work and
O(logn) depth, where D denotes the length of each element in bits.

Expanders. Our construction relies on dense family (i.e., one per say every power of 2) of
constant degree bipartite expander graphs that have several appealing properties: (1) their
entire edge set can be computed in linear time in the number of nodes and (2) their entire
edge set can be partitioned into a constant number of disjoint perfect matchings. For this,
we use either of the well-known construction of expander graphs presented by Margulis [24],
Gabber and Galil [14], or Jimbo and Maruoka [19]. It is well-known that these graph satisfies
the above properties (e.g., it was used in the sorting network of Ajtai et al. [2] and the
self-routing superconcentrators of Pippenger [27]). Below, we provide a precise statement for
completeness. We note that more modern constructions of expanders, while giving better
constants due to higher spectral gap, do not fit our purpose since they usually result with
families which are neither dense enough nor satisfy property (1).
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Let G = (L,R,E) be a d-regular bipartite graph such that |L| = |R|. Let P1, . . . , Pd be a
partition of E into d disjoint perfect matchings. (Note that by Hall’s theorem [18], such a
partition always exists though it may not unique and may not be efficiently computable for
an arbitrary d-regular bipartite.) We say the vertex u is the r-th neighbor of v, denoted as
Γr(v), if and only if (u, v) is an edge in Pr. The proof is deferred to the full version.

I Theorem 3. For any constant λ ∈ (0, 1), there exists a family of bipartite graphs {Gλ,n}n∈N
and a constant dλ ∈ N, such that for every n ∈ N being a power of 2, Gλ,n = (L,R,E) has
|L| = |R| = n vertices on each side, it is dλ-regular, and for every sets S ⊆ L, T ⊆ R, it
holds that∣∣∣∣e(S, T )− dλ

n
· |S| · |T |

∣∣∣∣ ≤ λ · dλ ·√|S| · |T |,
where e(S, T ) is the number of edges (s, t) ∈ E such that s ∈ S and t ∈ T . Additionally, in
the word-RAM model with word size w such that w ≥ Ω(logn),
1. there exists a (uniform) linear work algorithm that on input 1n outputs the entire edge

set of Gλ,n.
2. there exists a (uniform) constant work algorithm that on input r ∈ [dλ], v ∈ L ∪ R,

computes Γr(v), where Γr(v) is defined with respect to a fixed partition of Gλ,n.

4 Our Abstractions

We will realize tight compaction in Section 5 in linear work and logarithmic depth. On our
path towards this goal, we implement a few abstractions that we define next. They will not
only help us present the construction in a modular way, but we believe that some of them
might be of independent interest. All the following abstractions take as input an array of
balls and are parameterized by functions α(?), β(?), ε(?), or γ(?), where ? is a placeholder
for the number of balls in the input array.

4.1 Tight Compaction
In the tight compaction problem one is given an input array containing n balls each of which
marked with a 1-bit label that is either 0 or 1. The output is a permutation of the input
array such that all the 1-balls are moved to the front of the array.

I Definition 4 (Tight compaction). Let I be an array of n balls such that each ball is labeled
with 0 or 1. On input I, tight compaction outputs an array O which is a permutation of the
balls in I such that all the 0-balls appear before the 1-balls.

4.2 Swapper and Imbalanced Swapper
An ε-swapper is parametrized by a function ε : N→ [0, 1]. This procedure gets as input an
array I of n balls where each ball is marked with a color from {red, blue,⊥}. It is guaranteed
that the number of red balls is equal to the number of blue balls. The output of the procedure
is an array O of size n in which all but at most ε · n red-blue ball pairs are swapped, where
the swapped balls are marked as ⊥ but the non-swapped balls keep the input colors. Looking
forward, the output colors will be utilized to further swap balls later in Algorithm 1.

I Definition 5 (ε-swapper). Let I be an array of n balls such that each ball is marked either
red, blue, or ⊥ and the number of red balls equals to the number of blue balls. On input I,
ε-swapper outputs an array O of size n which is a permutation of I, the number of red balls
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11:10 Oblivious Parallel Tight Compaction

equals to the number of blue balls in O, the total number of red and blue balls in O is at
most ε · n, and for every i ∈ [n]:
1. If I[i] is ⊥, then O[i] = I[i] and it is marked ⊥.
2. If I[i] is red (resp. blue), then either

a. O[i] = I[i] and it is marked red (resp. blue), or
b. O[i] = I[j] and marked ⊥ for some blue I[j] (resp. red I[j]).5

An ε-imb-swapper (stands for imbalanced swapper) generalizes an ε-swapper. It also takes
as input an array I of n balls, where each ball is marked with a color from {red, blue,⊥}, but
the difference is that the number of red balls does not have to be equal to the number of blue
balls. Let q(I) = |nred − nblue|, where nϕ for ϕ ∈ {red, blue} is the number of balls with color
ϕ in I, be the number of “extra” balls in I from either color. On input I, an ε-imb-swapper
outputs an array O that satisfies the same requirement as O in Definition 5 except that the
total number of balls in O that are either red or blue is at most ε · n+ q(I).

We provide realizations for both primitives. We call the first realization Swapper and the
second one ImWeakSwapper, where the difference is not only the imbalance of red and blue
balls but also the value of ε. Specifically, for an input array with n balls, Swapper makes all
necessary swaps except for (1/poly logn)-fraction in O(logn) depth, whereas ImWeakSwapper
makes all the necessary swaps except for a constant fraction but in constant depth.

The following lemmas are proven in Sections 6.3 and 6.4, respectively:

I Lemma 6 (Swapper). For all constants c ∈ N, letting ε(?) = 1/ logc ?, there exists a
deterministic oblivious procedure Swapper that implements ε-swapper in the PRAM model.
Letting w be the word size, n be the number of balls in the input array, and D be the size of
each ball in bits, Swapper consumes O(dD/we · n) work and O(logn) depth.

I Lemma 7 (Imbalanced weak swapper). For every constant ` ∈ N, there exists a deterministic
oblivious procedure ImWeakSwapper that implements an (1/`)-imb-swapper in the PRAM
model. Letting w be the word size, n be the number of balls in the input array, and D be the
size of each ball in bits, ImWeakSwapper consumes O(dD/we · n) work and O(1) depth.

4.3 Compression
The next abstraction is called (α, β)-compression and it is parametrized by α, β : N→ [0, 1]
such that ∀? ∈ N : α(?) ≤ β(?). It gets as input an array I of n balls where each ball is
either real or dummy. It is guaranteed that the number of real balls in I is at most α ·n. The
output of the procedure is an array O of size β ·n that contains all the real balls from I. The
output may consist of “filler” balls that are not in the input (and note that even with fillers,
we can still “reverse route” the real output balls back to the input).

I Definition 8 ((α, β)-compression). Let I be an array of n balls such that each balls is marked
real or dummy, where the number of real balls is at most α ·n. On input I, (α, β)-compression
outputs an array O of size β · n that consists of all the real balls in I, where the real balls are
still marked real, and the other balls are arbitrary and marked dummy.

The following lemmas are proven in Sections 6.2 and 6.7, respectively.

5 As the word “swap” hints, our algorithm will indeed swap a blue I[i] with a red I[j] and then output
exactly (O[i],O[j]) = (I[j], I[i]) for the pair (i, j); the abstraction is relaxed (as no pairing required) yet
sufficient later.
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I Lemma 9 (Compression). For all large enough constants c ∈ N, letting α(?) = 1/ logc ? and
β(?) = 1/ log ?, there exists a deterministic oblivious procedure Compression that implements
an (α, β)-compression in the PRAM model. Letting w be the word size, n be the number
of balls in the input array, and D be the size of each ball in bits, Compression consumes
O(dD/we · n) work and O(logn) depth.

I Lemma 10 (Fast compression for short inputs). There exists a constant α ∈ (0, 1/2) for
which there exists a deterministic oblivious procedure FastCompression that implements an
(α, 1/2)-compression in the PRAM model. Letting w be the word size, n ≤ w/ logw be the
number of balls in the input array, and D be the size of each ball in bits, FastCompression
consumes O(dD/we · n)-work and O(n) depth.

4.4 Weak Compression
Lastly, we define γ-approx-(α, β)-compression for α, β, γ : N→ [0, 1] such that ∀? ∈ N : γ(?) ≤
α(?) ≤ β(?). This algorithm is the same as (α, β)-compression except that there the is a
“mistake” on γ ·n inputs which are not in the output array O. Those balls appear in another
array E and they are in the same positions as in I. That is, intuitively, the algorithm moves
some real balls from I into the output array O, while other real balls are not moved and
still reside in I. We call that array E. Note that 0-approx-(α, β)-compression is equivalent to
(α, β)-compression, as E will consist of only dummy balls.

I Definition 11 (γ-approx-(α, β)-compression). Let I be an array of n balls such that each
ball is marked real or dummy, where the number of real balls is at most α · n. On input I,
γ-approx-(α, β)-compression is an algorithm that outputs two arrays O and E, such that

O is an array of β · n balls that consists of all real balls in I except γ fraction, where the
real balls are still marked real, and the other balls are arbitrary and marked dummy.
E is obtained by removing from I all the real balls that reside in O and replacing them
with dummys.

The following lemmas are proven in Sections 6.5 and 6.6, respectively.

I Lemma 12 (Weak compression). There exists a constant α ∈ (0, 1/2), such that for all
constants c ∈ N, letting γ(?) = 1/ logc ?, there exists a deterministic oblivious procedure
WeakCompression that implements a γ-approx-(α, 1/2)-compression in the PRAM model.
Letting w be the word size, n be the number of balls in the input array, and D be the
size of each ball in bits, WeakCompression consumes O(dD/we · n) work and O(log logn)
depth.

I Lemma 13 (Slow weak compression). There exists a constant α ∈ (0, 1/2) such that for
all constants c ∈ N, letting γ(?) = 1/ logc ?, there exists a deterministic oblivious procedure
SlowWeakCompression that implements a γ-approx-(α, 1/2)-compression in the PRAM model.
Letting w be the word size, n be the number of balls in the input array, and D be the size
of each ball in bits, SlowWeakCompression consumes O(n · log logn + dD/we · n)-work and
O(log logn) depth.

We summarize our lemmas and their complexities in Figure 1, where we let n denote
the number of balls in each input array. Figure 1 also depicts how our implementations
correspond to each other and provides an overview of the roadmap towards our tight
compaction algorithm.
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Name Reference Abstraction Worka Depth
TightCompaction Theorem 1 (§5) Tight Compaction O(n) O(logn)
Swapper Lemma 6 (§6.3) 1/polylog-swapper O(n) O(logn)
ImWeakSwapper Lemma 7 (§6.4) O(1)-imb-swapper O(n) O(1)
Compression Lemma 9 (§6.2) (1/polylog, 1/ log)-compression O(n) O(logn)
FastCompressionb Lemma 10 (§6.7) (O(1), 1/2)-compression O(n) O(n)
WeakCompression Lemma 12 (§6.5) 1/polylog-approx-(O(1), 1/2)-compression O(n) O(log logn)
SlowWeakCompression Lemma 13 (§6.6) 1/polylog-approx-(O(1), 1/2)-compression O(n · log logn) O(log logn)

a In this table, we assume that D, each ball size in bits, is O(w).
b Assuming n ≤ w/ logw.

TightCompaction

Compression

Swapper

ImWeakSwapper

WeakCompression

SlowWeakCompression

FastCompression

Figure 1 The diagram depicted the relationship between the implementations of our ab-
stractions. TightCompaction is implemented using Compression and Swapper, where the latter
is implemented using ImWeakSwapper and WeakCompression, and the latter is implemented using
SlowWeakCompression and FastCompression.

5 Parallel Tight Compaction

In this section we present our tight compaction algorithm.

I Theorem 14 (Restatement of Theorem 1). There exists a deterministic oblivious algorithm
TightCompaction that implements tight compaction in the PRAM model. Letting w be the
word size, n be the number of balls in the input array, and D be the size of each ball in bits,
TightCompaction consumes O(dD/we · n) work and O(logn) depth.

We use the Swapper and Compression algorithms from Lemmas 6 and 9. Specifically, we
use Compression to implement ( 1

logc ? ,
1

log ? )-compression for some constant c (see Lemma 9)
and let Swapper implement ( 1

logc ? )-swapper (for the same constant c).

Proof of Theorem 14. See the full version for detailed analysis. J

I Remark 15 (Compacting with more keys). In TightCompaction, the balls marked as ⊥ in
Step 1 are never moved throughout the execution and remain in the same place in the output
array O. Hence, whenever we want the first t balls to remain in the same location throughout
the algorithm while compacting the last n − t balls for some t ≤ n, it suffices to modify
TightCompaction as follows. First, we let TightCompaction get t as an extra input. Then,
we modify Step 1 to always mark the first t balls as ⊥, while counting 0-balls and marking
blue and red on the remaining n − t balls. This modification achieves the abstraction we
mentioned in the end of Section 2 in the context of compacting balls tagged with more than
1-bit keys: compacting an array while keeping some elements in place.

6 Realizing the Abstractions

In this section we provide proofs of our abstractions, i.e., proofs for Lemmas 6, 7, 9, 10,
12, and 13. We start with a common procedure for obliviously finding a matching with a
particular structure in a bipartite graph. We use this procedure to implement Compression
(Lemma 9) and SlowWeakCompression (Lemma 13). As each of the building block (including
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Algorithm 1 TightCompaction(I).

Input: an array I of n balls, each ball is labeled by a single bit 0 or 1.
Procedure:
1. Color the misplaced 1-balls by blue and the misplaced 0-balls by red (notice

that there is the same amount of each).
a. Count the number of 0-balls in I, let d be this number.
b. For i = 1, 2, . . . , n, in parallel, do the following:

i. If I[i] is a 1-ball and i ≤ d, mark I[i] as blue.
ii. If I[i] is a 0-ball and i > d, mark I[i] as red.
iii. Otherwise, mark I[i] as ⊥.

2. Swap red and blue balls guaranteeing that only n/polylogn misplaced balls
remain.
a. Run Swapper(I) and let I′ be the resulting array.

3. Mark and compress the remaining misplaced balls into an array of size
n/ log n.
a. For each ball in I′, in parallel, mark it as real if it is red or blue, and mark as dummy

if ⊥.
b. Run Compression(I′). Let C be the resulting array, and let Aux1 be the array

recording every move of balls during the compression.
4. Swap reds and blues in the compressed array by sorting the array (moving

reds to the front and blues to the end).
a. Using an oblivious sort (e.g. AKS; see Theorem 2), permute the array C so that red

balls are at the front and blue balls are at the back. Let Aux2 be the array recording
every move of balls during the sorting.

b. For each i ∈ [bn/2c], in parallel, swap C[i] and C[n− i+ 1] if and only if C[i] is red
and C[n− i+ 1] is blue. Let C ′ be the result.

5. Reverse route the swapped balls in the compressed array back into the
original one.
a. Using Aux2 from Step 4a, perform the inversed permutation on C ′. Then, using

Aux1 from Step 3b, perform the inversed compression on C ′ back to I′. Let the
result be O.

Output: The array O.

bipartite expander graphs, counting, and oblivious sorting) are both deterministic and
oblivious, a straightforward syntactic checking proves obliviousness and determinism for each
above lemma, and hence we will focus only on proving the correctness and efficiency.

6.1 Find Matching
Let G = (L,R,E) be a d-regular bipartite graph. For r ∈ [d] and vertex u in Gλ,n, let Γr(u)
denote the r-th neighbor of u in Gλ,n. For a subset of edges M ⊆ E, and any node u ∈ L∪R,
let ΓM (u) = {v ∈ L∪R | (u, v) ∈M} be the set of neighboring vertices of u in M . We define
an (a, b)-matching for a subset of nodes S ⊆ L on the left, as a subset of edges for which
every vertex from S is connected to at least a vertices on the right and that each vertex on
the right is connected to at most b vertices from S.6

6 The term “matching” follows previous works [3], and it is also known as “assignment” or “compactor” [9,
27].
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I Definition 16 ((a, b)-matching). We say that M ⊆ E is an (a, b)-matching of S ⊆ L in G
iff (1) for all u ∈ S, |ΓM (u)| ≥ a, and (2) for all v ∈ R, |ΓM (v)| ≤ b.

We relax Definition 16 to allow for an error. Namely, we define γ-approx-(a, b)-matching
as an (a, b)-matching except that condition (1) holds for all but a γ fraction of vertices from
S. That is, there is a subset S′ ⊆ S such that |S′| ≥ (1 − γ) · |S| and for every u ∈ S′,
|ΓM (u)| ≥ a.

IDefinition 17 (γ-approx-(a, b)-matching). We say thatM ⊆ E is a γ-approx-(a, b)-matching
of S in G iff condition (1) holds for all but γ faction of nodes in S, and condition (2) still
holds.

Let Gλ,n = (L,R,E) with λ := 1/64 be the dλ-regular expander from Theorem 3. Let
B := bdλ/2c. In the rest of this subsection, we prove the following two claims.

B Claim 18 (SlowMatch). For any input I ⊆ [n] such that |I| ≤ n/32, the procedure
SlowMatch (see Algorithm 2) outputs a (B,B/4)-matching of I in Gλ,n. It consumes O(n ·
logn) work and O(logn) depth.

B Claim 19 (WeakSlowMatch). Let constant c > 0, and γ(n) = 1/ logc(n). For any input
I ⊆ [n] such that |I| ≤ n/32, the procedure WeakSlowMatch (see Algorithm 3) outputs a
γ-approx-(B,B/4)-matching of I in Gλ,n. It consumes O(n · log logn) work and O(log logn)
depth.

We also use the following claim from [3].

B Claim 20 (FastMatch, [3, Claim 5.16]). For any input I ⊆ [n] such that |I| ≤ n/32 and
n ≤ w/ logw, there exists a procedure FastMatch outputs a (B,B/4)-matching of I in Gλ,n.
It consumes O(n) work and O(n) depth.

Overview. We start with a high-level overview of the non-oblivious matching algorithm,
inspired by Pippenger [27], Chan et al. [9], and Asharov et al. [3]. Claims 18, 19, and 20 are
all based on this algorithm with minor variations, as we explain below. Given a bipartite
graph with vertices L, R and a set S ⊆ L of m marked vertices, we first mark all vertices in
S as “unsatisfied”. Then, in each round:

Each unsatisfied vertex u ∈ S: Send a request to each one of the neighbors of u.
Each vertex v ∈ R: If v received more than B/4 requests in each round, it replies with
“negative” to all requests it received in this round. Otherwise, it replies with “positive”
to all requests it received. (If v did not receive any request, it replies no positive nor
negative.)
Each unsatisfied vertex u ∈ S: If u received more than B positive replies then take
these edges to the matching and change the status to “satisfied”.

The output is all the edges in the matching. Note that in each round there are O(|S|) = O(m)
transmitted messages, where each message is just a single bit. Using the expansion of the
graph and the fact that |S| is small enough, in each iteration the number of unsatisfied vertices
is decreased by a factor 1/2. This implies that within O(logm) iterations all unsatisfied
vertices will become satisfied. Claim 18 is obtained by running this algorithm while always
simulating dummy access to hide which node is transmitting messages and which is not.
This causes a logarithmic blow-up in the total work. Claim 19 is obtained by observing that
if the above process is executed for only O(log logn) iterations, then all but 1/polylog(n)
fraction of vertices become satisfied. Lastly, Claim 20 is obtained by observing that if n is
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small enough, the whole graph can fit into O(1) words and so it can be read within O(1)
queries and so we can run the above algorithm without the logarithmic overhead incurred by
simulating dummy accesses.

Algorithm 2 SlowMatch: (B,B/4)-matching.

Input: An array I of n indicators representing a subset I ⊂ [n] such that |I| ≤ n
32 and

n > w/ logw.
The procedure:
1. Let M be a (dλ × n)-array of indicators initialized to all 0s, where M [r, i] indicates if

the r-th edge of the i-th left vertex is in the (B,B/4)-matching.
2. Let I ′ = I. Repeat the following for dlogne iterations.

a. Initialize two arrays Request and Positive, both containing n 0s.
b. For each vertex u ∈ I ′, send a “request” to all neighbors of u: For each r ∈ [dλ],

perform the following sequentially.
For all vertex u ∈ L in parallel, if u ∈ I ′, increment Request[Γr(u)]. (If u 6∈ I′,
perform fake accesses)

c. For each vertex v ∈ R, if v received from 1 to B/2 requests, then reply “positive” to
all neighbors of v: For each r ∈ [dλ], perform the following sequentially.
For all vertex v ∈ R in parallel, if 1 ≤ Request[v] ≤ B/2, then increment
Positive[Γr(v)]. (Otherwise, perform fake accesses)

d. For each vertex u ∈ I ′, if u received at least B positive replies, then u adds the edge
(u, x) to M such that x replied positively: For each r ∈ [dλ], perform the following
sequentially:
For all vertex u ∈ L in parallel, if u ∈ I ′ and Positive[u] ≥ B and Request[Γr(u)] ≤
B/2, then set M [r, u] := 1. (Otherwise, perform fake accesses)

e. For each vertex u ∈ I ′, if u received at least B positive replies, then u removes itself
from I ′: For all vertex u ∈ L in parallel, if Positive[u] ≥ B, set I ′[u] := 0.

Output: The array M .

Algorithm 3 WeakSlowMatch: 1/ logc(?)-approx-(B,B/4)-matching.

Input: An array I of n indicators representing a subset I ⊂ [n] such that |I| ≤ n
32 .

The procedure:
1. Do everything exactly the same as in Algorithm 3, except that in step 2, perform

only c · log logn iterations.
Output: The array M .

Proof of Claim 18. See the full version for detailed analysis. C

Proof of Claim 19. See the full version for detailed analysis. C

6.2 Compression (Lemma 9)
I Lemma 9 (Compression). For all large enough constants c ∈ N, letting α(?) = 1/ logc ? and
β(?) = 1/ log ?, there exists a deterministic oblivious procedure Compression that implements
an (α, β)-compression in the PRAM model. Letting w be the word size, n be the number
of balls in the input array, and D be the size of each ball in bits, Compression consumes
O(dD/we · n) work and O(logn) depth.
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To implement ( 1
logc ? ,

1
log ? )-compression for large enough constant c ∈ N, the input is an

array of n balls, where at most n
logc n balls are real, and we want to compress the input

down to n/ logn balls. Previously, it is known how to implement (α′, 1/2)-compression for
small enough constant fraction α′ using (B,B/4)-matching in a bipartite expander [27, 3, 9]:
Very roughly, every µ balls are interpreted as a block, and every B blocks are put on a
left vertex of the bipartite expander, where µ and B are some parameters (which we will
formalize later); Then, the (B,B/4)-matching is capable of routing all real blocks (i.e., a
block contains any real ball) from left to right vertices while guaranteeing that every right
vertex has at most B/4 real blocks; Hence, merging the real blocks on every two right vertices
into one vertex yields an array of a half number of balls. A straw-man implementation
of ( 1

logc ? ,
1

log ? )-compression is applying SlowMatch for t := log logn rounds, but given that
SlowMatch takes O(logn) depth (Claim 18) to compute (B,B/4)-matching, the straw man
takes more than logarithmic depth.

To reduce the total depth, we separate every instance of (B,B/4)-matching into two
phases. Notice that in the straw-man implementation, there is a bipartite expander in each
round, and every real block is routed through t layers of bipartite expanders. Thus, we
connect t expanders into a directed graph H, where each directed edge (u, v) represents a
potential move of a real or dummy block from u to v. In the first phase, given the input array,
our compression marks every vertex in the first-layer expander such that is associated with
any real block, and then it marks all vertices on H that is reachable by the first-layer marked
vertices (i.e., mark a vertex if there exists a path from the first-layer marked vertices). In
the second phase, we compute all t instances of (B,B/4)-matching in parallel as the marked
vertices are the only input to SlowMatch, which takes O(logn) depth as desired.

To ensure SlowMatch outputs correct (B,B/4)-matchings in the second phase, it suffices
to ensure that the fraction of marked vertices is at most 1/32 as required in Claim 18. Given
that the expanders are dλ-regular, after t = log logn layers, the number of marked vertices
grows by dtλ times, which is logc

′
n for some constant c′; Choosing a sufficiently large constant

c > c′ in the input satisfies the requirement. Finally, as the marked vertices consists of all
the vertices that any real block will be routed through, the resulting matchings are capable
of routing all real blocks. The algorithm is formalize in Algorithm 4.

Proof of Lemma 9. See the full version for detailed analysis. J

6.3 Swapper (Lemma 6)
I Lemma 6 (Swapper). For all constants c ∈ N, letting ε(?) = 1/ logc ?, there exists a
deterministic oblivious procedure Swapper that implements ε-swapper in the PRAM model.
Letting w be the word size, n be the number of balls in the input array, and D be the size of
each ball in bits, Swapper consumes O(dD/we · n) work and O(logn) depth.

Let c ∈ N be the constant for which we wish to implement (1/ logc ?)-swapper. We use
ImWeakSwapper (from Lemma 7) and WeakCompression (from Lemma 12). Particularly,
we use WeakCompression which implements (1/ logc1 ?)-approx-(α, 1/2)-compression for some
constant α ∈ (0, 1/2) (as in Lemma 12) and c1 := max{2c+2, 4−logα}, and ImWeakSwapper
which implements (α/2)-imb-swapper.

In a high-level, we start by applying ImWeakSwapper to the input array. This swaps a
constant fraction of balls in constant depth. Then, we compress (most of) the remaining
balls into an array of size n/2 using WeakCompression. Then, we recursively on this smaller
array. The end of the recursion is when the remaining array has size O(n/ logn) (namely
after O(log logn) recursive steps), in which case we can afford to run a full oblivious sorting
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Algorithm 4 Compression: ( 1
logc ?

, 1
log ?

)-compression.

Input: an array I of n balls such that at most n
logc n are marked as real and all others

are marked as dummy.
Procedure:
1. Let µ := blognc and t := dlog logne. Let λ := 1/64 and let Gλ,? be the family of

dλ-regular expander graphs from Theorem 3. Let B := bdλ/2c.
2. Interpret every µ balls as one block: Interpret I as an array A0 of n/µ blocks so that

each block A0[i] consists of µ balls. For each block A0[i], in parallel, mark A0[i] real if
A0[i] consists of at least one real ball (and mark dummy otherwise).
Initialize the routing graph H: Let m := n/(B · µ). For each j ∈ {0, . . . , t − 1}, let
Gλ,m/2j = (Lj , Rj , Ej) be the expander defined in Theorem 3 so that Lj = Rj = [m/2j ].
Then, for each j ∈ {0, . . . , t− 2}, connect every two vertices from Rj to each vertex in
Lj+1; That is, for each i ∈ [m/2j+1], add two edges from 2i− 1, 2i ∈ Rj to i ∈ Lj+1.
Let H be the resulting graph.
Initialize an indicator bit to 0 for all vertices: For each j = 0, . . . , t− 1, initialize Mj

and M j as two arrays each consists of m/2j 0-bits.
3. Mark each vertex on H if the vertex is reachable by any real block:

For each i ∈ [m], if any block in A0[(i− 1) ·B + 1, . . . , i ·B] is real, then set M0[i] := 1.
For j from 0 to t− 2 sequentially, compute the array Mj+1 indicators as follows:
a. For each r ∈ [dλ], perform the following sequentially:

For all v ∈ [m/2j ] in parallel, set M j [Γr(v)] := 1 if Mj [v] = 1, where Γr(v) denotes
the r-th neighbor of the vertex v in the expander Gλ,m/2j as defined in Theorem 3.

b. For all i ∈ [m/2j+1] in parallel, set Mj+1[i] := 1 if and only if M j [2i − 1] = 1 or
M j [2i] = 1.

4. Compute the (B,B/4)-matching: For all j from 0 to t − 1, in parallel, run Sj ←
SlowMatch(Mj) (from Claim 18).

5. Route all real blocks via the computed (B,B/4)-matchings: For each j from 1 to t, let
Aj be an array of n

µ·2j blocks initialized with dummy. Then, for each j from 0 to t− 1
sequentially, route all real blocks from Aj to Aj+1 using the matching Sj as follows:

For each r ∈ [dλ], perform the following sequentially:
a. For all v ∈ [m/2j ] in parallel, do the following:

i. If Sj [r, v] = 1, proceed the following; Otherwise, perform fake accesses.
ii. Sequentially find a real block in Aj [(v − 1) · B + 1, . . . , v · B], and move the

real block to a scratch space b[v].
iii. Let u = Γr(v) be the vertex in the expander Gλ,m/2j . Sequentially find an

empty block in Aj+1[(u− 1) · B2 + 1, . . . , u · B2 ] and then overwrite this empty
block with b[v].

Output: Interpret the array At as balls and output the interpreted array of balls.

algorithm (e.g., Theorem 2 which consumes O(n) work and has O(logn) depth). The formal
description is given next. For simplicity of notation in the recursive algorithm, we assume
that n is a global fixed parameter.

Proof of Lemma 6. See the full version for detailed analysis. J
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Algorithm 5 Swapper : ε-swapper for ε(?) = 1/ logc ?.

Input: An array I of size ≤ n in which all balls are marked red, blue or ⊥. In the
outermost recursion (i.e., |I| = n), it is guaranteed that the number of red balls equals
the number of blue balls.
The algorithm:
1. Base case: array is short enough to run oblivious sort.

a. If |I| ≤ n/ logn: run oblivious sort (e.g., AKS; see Theorem 2) so that blue balls
are in the front and red balls are in the back, swap (blue, red) balls which reside in
symmetric locations (from the front and back), and reverse the previous oblivious
sort (i.e., identical to Step 4 of Algorithm 1). Output the resulting array.

2. Swap all but an O(1) fraction of balls.
a. Run I′ ← ImWeakSwapper(I).

3. Compress the array.
a. Consider all balls that are not marked red or blue in I′ as dummies. Consider all

the remaining red or blue balls as reals.
b. Run WeakCompression(I′), and let I′′ and E be the results. Note that I′′ is of size∣∣I′∣∣ /2 and it contains all the reals from I′ except for a γ-fraction, and E is of size∣∣I′∣∣ and it contains the γ = 1

logc1 |I′| fraction of reals that are not in I′′ (in the same
positions). Record all ball movements during this step in Aux.

4. Continue recursively.
a. Run this algorithm Swapper recursively on I′′. Let O′ be the result.

5. Reverse route.
a. Reverse route all real balls from O′ and E back into I′ using Aux, and let O be the

resulting array (note that |O| = |I|).
Output: The array O.

6.4 Imbalanced Weak Swapper (Lemma 7)

I Lemma 7 (Imbalanced weak swapper). For every constant ` ∈ N, there exists a deterministic
oblivious procedure ImWeakSwapper that implements an (1/`)-imb-swapper in the PRAM
model. Letting w be the word size, n be the number of balls in the input array, and D be the
size of each ball in bits, ImWeakSwapper consumes O(dD/we · n) work and O(1) depth.

A procedure implementing (1/`)-swapper for all ` ∈ N with total linear work was developed
in Asharov et al. [3, Claim 5.7], and it actually implements (1/`)-imb-swapper for the same `
(we will prove this claim later in this subsection). However, the depth of their procedure is
also linear. While this is insufficient for our purposes, we still use their ideas as a starting
point. Let us recall the high-level details of their construction.

The procedure instantiates a d-regular bipartite expander (with sufficient expansion
depending on `) for d ∈ O(1) that consists of n vertices on both sides. Every ball is
associated with a vertex on the left, and for every two vertices that share the same neighbor,
the two balls are swapped if and only if the labels are (red, blue). By the vertex expansion
of the bipartite expander, only a 1/` fraction of misplaced balls may remain not swapped.
The algorithm clearly requires linear work as the graph contains a linear number of edges,
however parallelizing it is challenging. Concretely, every vertex on the bipartite expander
has d neighbors, and so using a naive parallelization a node could be swapped with several
other nodes simultaneously, and it is not clear how to resolve conflicts in low depth.
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To get over this we use Property 2 in the expander of Theorem 3. Namely, we partition the
edge set (of the bipartite expander) into disjoint perfect matchings (which can be computed
efficiently), and then perform the swaps in within the matchings in parallel as below.

Given the disjoint perfect matchings M1, . . . ,Md from Theorem 3, for every pair i, j ∈ [d],
we want to swap each pair of red and blue balls that are the 2-edge neighbors on the subgraph
Mi ∪Mj . As the perfect matchings are parallel-friendly, one straw-man solution is to route
all n balls via both Mi and Mj from left to right (so there are two copies for each ball), swap
every pair of red and blue for every vertex on the right side, and then route balls backward
via Mi and Mj , where the routing and swapping are performed in parallel. However, the
straw-man solution doesn’t work as every vertex has two neighbors on Mi ∪Mj , and a red
ball may be swapped with both two blue balls in parallel, which still incurs a conflict. To
this end, our second observation is that it suffices to copy only reds via Mi, copy only blues
via Mj , and then swap the pairs if needed; Given a ball is either red or blue exclusively, every
ball has at most one copy now. We formally describe the algorithm in the following.

Algorithm 6 ImWeakSwapper: ε-imb-swapper(I) for ε(?) = 1/`

Input: An array I of n balls, each ball is labeled as red, blue or ⊥.
Parameters: A parameter ` ∈ N.
The algorithm:
1. Let λ := 1

2
√
`
, and let dλ be the vertex degree given by Theorem 3.

2. For each (i1, i2) ∈ [dλ]2, perform the following sequentially.
a. Let Mi1 (resp. Mi2) be the i1-th (resp. i2-th) perfect matching given in Theorem 3.
b. For all edges (k1, j) ∈ Mi1 and (k2, j) ∈ Mi2 , do the following: If (I[k1], I[k2])

are labeled as (red, blue), then swap between I[k1] and I[k2]. Label both as ⊥.
Otherwise, perform dummy swap. That is realized as below, where all loops are
performed in parallel.
i. Initialize two arrays R1, R2, each consists of n empty balls labeled as ⊥, For all

j ∈ [n], let k1 := Γi1(j) and k2 := Γi2(j) (so that (k1, j) is an edge in Mi1 and
(k2, j) is an edge in Mi2 for each j by property 2 of Theorem 3).

ii. For each edge (k1, j) in Mi1 , let R1[j] := I[k1] if I[k1] is red.
For each edge (k2, j) in Mi2 , let R2[j] := I[k2] if I[k2] is blue.

iii. For each j ∈ [n], if the pair (R1[j], R2[j]) is labeled (red, blue), then swap between
R1[j] and R2[j]), label both as ⊥. Otherwise, perform dummy swap.

iv. For each edge (k1, j) in Mi1 , let I[k1] := R1[j] if I[k1] is red.
For each edge (k2, j) in Mi2 , let I[k2] := R2[j] if I[k2] is blue.

Output: The array I.

Proof of Lemma 7. See the full version for detailed analysis. J

6.5 Weak Compression (Lemma 12)
I Lemma 12 (Weak compression). There exists a constant α ∈ (0, 1/2), such that for all
constants c ∈ N, letting γ(?) = 1/ logc ?, there exists a deterministic oblivious procedure
WeakCompression that implements a γ-approx-(α, 1/2)-compression in the PRAM model.
Letting w be the word size, n be the number of balls in the input array, and D be the
size of each ball in bits, WeakCompression consumes O(dD/we · n) work and O(log logn)
depth.
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Let c ∈ N be the constant for which we wish to implement (1/ logc ?)-approx-(α, 1/2)-
compression for some α ∈ (0, 1/2) to be determined shortly. We implement this proce-
dure using FastCompression (from Lemma 10) and SlowWeakCompression (from Lemma 13).
Particularly, we use SlowWeakCompression which implements (1/ logc1 ?)-approx-(α1, 1/2)-
compression, for c1 = 2c + 2 and some α1 ∈ (0, 1/2), using super linear work but doubly
logarithmic depth, and FastCompression which implements (α2, 1/2)-compression for some
α2 ∈ (0, 1/2) using linear work and depth. We let α = α1 · α2/4.

Algorithm 7 WeakCompression: 1/ logc ?-approx-(α, 1/2)-compression.

Public parameters: Size of input array n,
Input: An array I with n balls each of size D bits, where at most α · n balls are real and
the rest are dummy.
The procedure:
1. Let µ := min(logw, log logn).
2. Compress the array, keeping most of the dense blocks.

a. Represent I as another array A that consists ofm := n/µ blocks each of size µ·D bits:
for each i ∈ [m], let A[i] be the block consists of all balls I[(i− 1) ·µ+ 1], . . . , I[i ·µ].

b. For each i ∈ [m], label A[i] as dense if A[i] consists of more than µ · α2/2 real balls.
c. Run (O1,E1) ← SlowWeakCompression(A), where |O1| = n/2 and |E1| = n (in

number of balls). Record all moves in array Aux1.
d. Repeat the above process, this time on the array O1: interpret it as m/2

blocks each of size µ · D, mark dense blocks as before, and let (O2,E2) ←
SlowWeakCompression(O1), where |O2| = n/4, |E2| = n/2 (in number of balls).
Record all moves in array Aux2.

e. Using Aux1, reverse route the real balls in E2 back into O1, and then using Aux2,
reverse route and merge real balls from E1 and O1 back into an error array E of
size n (recall that E2 is in fact O1 where some elements were excluded into O2;
reversing E1 and O1 to A is also possible using Aux1).

3. Compress the sparse blocks.
a. Replace all dense blocks in A with dummy blocks. For every i ∈ [n/µ], in parallel,

run O3,i ← FastCompression(A[i]), where A[i] is interpreted as µ balls, and then
again O′3,i ← FastCompression(O3,i). Note that |A[i]| = µ and

∣∣O′3,i∣∣ = µ/4.
4. Set O = O2‖O′3,1‖ . . . ‖O

′
3,n/µ (which is of total size n/2, as |O2| = n/4 and∑n/µ

i=1
∣∣O′3,i∣∣ = n/4.

5. Output: O and E.

Proof of Lemma 12. See the full version for detailed analysis. J

6.6 Slow Weak Compression (Lemma 13)
I Lemma 13 (Slow weak compression). There exists a constant α ∈ (0, 1/2) such that for
all constants c ∈ N, letting γ(?) = 1/ logc ?, there exists a deterministic oblivious procedure
SlowWeakCompression that implements a γ-approx-(α, 1/2)-compression in the PRAM model.
Letting w be the word size, n be the number of balls in the input array, and D be the size
of each ball in bits, SlowWeakCompression consumes O(n · log logn + dD/we · n)-work and
O(log logn) depth.
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In our implementation, α = 1/128. Let c ∈ N be the constant for which we wish
to implement 1/ logc ?-approx-(α, 1/2)-compression. The algorithm SlowWeakCompression
uses a sub-procedure WeakSlowMatch from Claim 19 (see Algorithm 3). Particularly, we
use WeakSlowMatch that implements (logc/2 ?)-approx-(B,B/4)-matching on the graph Gλ,n
(from Theorem 3) with λ = 1/64, regularity dλ, and B = dλ/2.

Algorithm 8 SlowWeakCompression: 1/ logc ?-approx-(α, 1/2)-compression.

Input: An array I of n balls, in which at most α · n are real.
The Procedure:
1. Interpret the array I as m := n/B bins, where each bin consists of B balls. Mark all

bins in I as dense or sparse, where a bin is dense if it consists of more than B/4 real
balls. Let S be an array of m indicators representing the set of indexes of the dense
bins. Let I′ be an array of m empty bins, where the capacity of a bin is B balls.

2. Let Gλ,m = (L,R,E) be the dλ-regular bipartite graph guaranteed by Theorem 3,
where |L| = |R| = m.

3. Compute M ←WeakSlowMatch(S).
4. Distribute: For each edge (u, v) ∈ E (where u ∈ L, v ∈ R), if (u, v) ∈ M , move

a real ball from bin I[u] to bin I′[v] and then mark bin I[u] as sparse. This step is
achieved in the following parallel way. Recall that WeakSlowMatch outputs M as a
(dλ ×m)-array of indicators such that M [r, u] = 1 iff the r-th edge of vertex u ∈ L is
in the (B,B/4)-matching. For each r ∈ [dλ], perform the following sequentially:
a. For all u ∈ [m], in parallel, do the following:

i. If M [r, u] = 1, proceed with the following (otherwise, perform fake accesses):
ii. Sequentially read every ball in bin I[u] and fetch the first encountered real ball,

then sequentially read every slot in bin I′[Γr(u)] and write the fetched real ball
to the first encountered empty slot.

iii. Mark bin I[u] as sparse.
5. Fold: Let O be an array of size m/2 empty bins, each of capacity of B balls. For

all i ∈ [m/2], in parallel, move all real balls from the bins marked sparse in the four
bins I[i], I[m/2 + i), I′[i], I′[m/2B + i] into bin O[i], and pad O[i] with dummy balls if
there are less than B real balls.

Output: The array O, as well as the input array I.

Proof of Lemma 13. See the full version for detailed analysis. J

6.7 Fast Compression (Lemma 10)
I Lemma 10 (Fast compression for short inputs). There exists a constant α ∈ (0, 1/2) for
which there exists a deterministic oblivious procedure FastCompression that implements an
(α, 1/2)-compression in the PRAM model. Letting w be the word size, n ≤ w/ logw be the
number of balls in the input array, and D be the size of each ball in bits, FastCompression
consumes O(dD/we · n)-work and O(n) depth.

The algorithm is the same as Algorithm 8, while using FastMatch from Claim 20 instead of
WeakSlowMatch at Step 3. Because FastMatch implements (B,B/4)-matching, the resulting
matching M is capable of distributing all real balls in every dense bins at Step 4, correctness
follows directly (so there is no need to calculate the number of real balls remains in I). The
work and depth follows also immediately from Claim 20.
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Abstract
Nearly all secret sharing schemes studied so far are linear or multi-linear schemes. Although these
schemes allow to implement any monotone access structure, the share complexity, SC, may be
suboptimal – there are access structures for which the gap between the best known lower bounds
and best known multi-linear schemes is exponential.

There is growing evidence in the literature, that non-linear schemes can improve share complexity
for some access structures, with the work of Beimel and Ishai (CCC ’01) being among the first to
demonstrate it. This motivates further study of non linear schemes.

We initiate a systematic study of polynomial secret sharing schemes (PSSS), where shares are
(multi-variate) polynomials of secret and randomness vectors ~s, ~r respectively over some finite field
Fq. Our main hope is that the algebraic structure of polynomials would help obtain better lower
bounds than those known for the general secret sharing. Some of the initial results we prove in this
work are as follows.

On share complexity of polynomial schemes. First we study degree (at most) 1 in randomness
variables ~r (where the degree of secret variables is unlimited). We have shown that for a large
subclass of these schemes, there exist equivalent multi-linear schemes with O(n) share complexity
overhead. Namely, PSSS where every polynomial misses monomials of exact degree c ≥ 2 in ~s

and 0 in ~r, and PSSS where all polynomials miss monomials of exact degree ≥ 1 in ~s and 1 in
~r. This translates the known lower bound of Ω(nlog(n)) for multi linear schemes onto a class
of schemes strictly larger than multi linear schemes, to contrast with the best Ω(n2/ log(n))
bound known for general schemes, with no progress since 94’. An observation in the positive
direction we make refers to the share complexity (per bit) of multi linear schemes (polynomial
schemes of total degree 1). We observe that the scheme by Liu et. al obtaining share complexity
O(20.994n) can be transformed into a multi-linear scheme with similar share complexity per bit,
for sufficiently long secrets. For the next natural degree to consider, 2 in ~r, we have shown
that PSSS where all share polynomials are of exact degree 2 in ~r (without exact degree 1 in ~r

monomials) where Fq has odd characteristic, can implement only trivial access structures where
the minterms consist of single parties.
Obtaining improved lower bounds for degree-2 in ~r PSSS, and even arbitrary degree-1 in ~r PSSS
is left as an interesting open question.

On the randomness complexity of polynomial schemes. We prove that for every degree-2 polyno-
mial secret sharing scheme, there exists an equivalent degree-2 scheme with identical share
complexity with randomness complexity, RC, bounded by 2poly(SC). For general PSSS, we
obtain a similar bound on RC (preserving SC and Fq but not degree). So far, bounds on
randomness complexity were known only for multi linear schemes, demonstrating that RC ≤ SC

is always achievable. Our bounds are not nearly as practical as those for multi-linear schemes,
and should be viewed as a proof of concept. If a much better bound for some degree bound
d = O(1) is obtained, it would lead directly to super-polynomial counting-based lower bounds
for degree-d PSSS over constant-sized fields. Another application of low (say, polynomial) ran-
domness complexity is transforming polynomial schemes with polynomial-sized (in n) algebraic
formulas C(~s, ~r) for each share, into a degree-3 scheme with only polynomial blowup in share
complexity, using standard randomizing polynomials constructions.
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1 Introduction

Secret sharing is a primitive allowing a dealer to share a secret s among n players. The
secret sharing scheme implements a (monotone) access structure A ⊆ 2[n] if any A ∈ A can
learn the secret from their joint share vector (A is called qualified set), and any set B /∈ A
learns nothing about the secret (B is called unqualified set). Secret sharing was introduced
in ’79 by Shamir [19] and Blakley [9] for threshold access structures, and was followed by
thousands of works exploring the primitive itself, and its many applications found since.
Quite early on [7,15] put forward a first construction realizing any monotone access structure.
As a notable application, secret sharing is used as a key building block in various secure
Multi-Party Computation (MPC) constructions [6, 12].

Arguably, the most important complexity measure of a secret sharing scheme is its share
complexity (SC). Share complexity is the maximum, over the parties’ share length, received
from the dealer by any of the parties. A somewhat relaxed measure is its information
rate, which is the share complexity per shared bit. It can be viewed as “amortized” share
complexity, which is a useful measure if secrets are allowed to be long.

Unfortunately, there is a huge gap in our understanding of this measure. Namely, the
best known lower bound on share complexity for a general scheme is Ω(n/ log(n)) [10],
while the best known constructions for certain access structures have exponential complexity
O(20.637n) [2]. In [10], techniques from information theory are used, characterizing the
existence of a secret sharing scheme in terms of requirements on the entropy of various
distributions. The lower bound in [10] is on information rate (making it stronger) and
states an explicit access structure for which it holds. It is important to note that counting
arguments do not work for general secret sharing schemes.1

In spite of extensive research attempting to improve [10]’s lower bound, the best known
lower bound for general schemes has not improved since (even for implicit access structures).
A major motivation for this work is the hope that departing from previous approaches
relying mostly on information theoretic techniques, making use of algebraic techniques
could potentially yield improved lower bounds for large classes of schemes, and hopefully
eventually for general schemes. See [4] and references therein, for example, for a more
thorough discussion of the many positive and negative results on share complexity of secret
sharing schemes, as well as their numerous applications.

1 In a nutshell, even if randomness domain is polynomially bounded in the share complexity, we still get a
double-exponential number of secret sharing schemes of share complexity O(n/ log(n)), which is about
the number of monotone access structures.
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(Multi-)linear schemes

On the other hand, much more is known about the share complexity of the well studied family
of linear secret sharing schemes, and more generally multi linear secret sharing schemes.
In a nutshell, a linear scheme is a scheme, where each share is a linear combination of
elements from a finite field F, each of which is either the secret or a random variable, while
a multi-linear scheme is a scheme where the secret can be vector of elements from F and
the shares are a linear combination of these elements and the random variables. Linear
schemes are relatively easy to design, often exploiting the insights and intuition we have into
linear algebra. Perhaps a more important reason for their popularity is their “homomorphic”
property. In MPC, for example, linear schemes are a useful building block, as they allow
computing a sharing of the sum of shared secrets by locally adding the corresponding shares.
Even more importantly, for (multi) linear schemes better lower bounds on share complexity
are also known. In particular, counting arguments yield exponential lower bounds for non-
explicit access structures, and recently, an exponential lower bound has been obtained on the
share complexity of linear schemes for an explicit access structure. See next section for more
details. For now, the observation important for discussion is that as well as upper bounds,
lower bounds for (multi) linear secret sharing schemes heavily exploit the (linear-)algebraic
structure of the sharing scheme.

Motivated by the hope to narrow the gap between upper and lower bounds for share
complexity and information rate in secret sharing schemes, in this work, we continue the
work of [5], which initiates a study of the power of non-linear secret sharing schemes. The
main motivation in [5] for studying non-(multi) linear schemes is that most constructions
of secret sharing schemes so far were either linear or multi linear, so new insights both on
upper and lower bounds may be gained. Indeed [5] put forward several innovative secret
sharing schemes for access structures for which linear schemes of comparable complexity are
not known, or even do not exist under reasonable assumptions. In [5] the authors explore
both arbitrary non-linear schemes, and a specific generalization of linear schemes, they refer
to as quasi-linear schemes.

We have the additional motivation of obtaining new lower bounds for a broader class of
schemes than linear and multi linear ones, making a step forward towards improved lower
bounds for general schemes, which proved notoriously hard so far.

More specifically, we chose to explore the arguably natural extension of multi linear
schemes, we call polynomial schemes, or PSSS. A PSSS is defined as multi linear scheme over
a finite field F, where each share is some polynomial over F in the secret and randomness
elements, rather than necessarily a degree-1 polynomial (corresponding to a multi linear
scheme). We hope that the rich algebraic structure of polynomials - especially of polynomials
of low degree, say 2, would help develop techniques for lower bounds of more algebraic nature,
as they proved useful for linear and multi linear schemes. A slightly more general notion of
polynomial schemes is one where where the secret domain S is a subset of Fk, rather than
the entire set Fk. We refer to such schemes as generalized polynomial schemes.

Besides the potential for useful analytic techniques, we believe PSSS is a useful set of
schemes to study as it is very broad. In particular, as any function f : Fn → F can be
represented by an n-variate polynomial over F, it takes a moment to think why not every
secret sharing scheme can be represented by a PSSS with the same share complexity. The
reason is that a secret sharing scheme is a randomized mapping Sh : S ×R→ S1 × . . .× Sn,
rather than a deterministic function. In Sh, the randomness is uniformly sampled from a
finite set R. Now observe that in any PSSS scheme Sh′ : Fs

p × Fr
p over a finite field Fp, the

probability of outputting any share vector is a multiple of p−r. The straightforward way to
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12:4 On Polynomial Secret Sharing Schemes

convert from Sh into an equivalent scheme Sh′ as above is to embed S and R into Fs
p,Fr

p

for some s, r respectively, and evaluate the shares as polynomials corresponding to every
share Shi(s, r) (which are guaranteed to exist). More precisely, arbitrarily partition Fr

p into
|R| equal parts R′1, . . . , R′|R|, the embedding labels every element of R′j by rj and sets Sh′
accordingly. The problem with this approach in perfect secret sharing is that pr may not
be divisible by |R| for any prime p and any r. For instance, for |R| = 6 in Sh there is no
such embedding, as 1/6 can not be written as a

pr for any prime p and a ∈ N. We note that
the above approach of transformation into PSSS (over any field Fp) does work for statistical
secret sharing, by choosing a sufficiently large r and Rj ’s of almost equal size, making the
privacy “leakage” arbitrarily small, and keeping correctness perfect. In this work we focus
on the standard notion of perfect secret sharing schemes, though.

1.1 Our Results
Feasibility and share complexity lens

On the negative side, we show that a large subclass of PSSS with r-degree 1 is equivalent to
multi-linear schemes in the sense that for each such scheme, a multi-linear scheme for the
same access structure with (almost) the same share complexity per secret bit and over the
same field exists.

I Theorem 1 (Informal). LetM be a PSSS of degree 1 in ~r, where all share polynomials are
either missing monomials of (exact) degree c ≥ 2 in ~s and 0 in ~r, or all share polynomials
miss monomials of exact degree ≥ 1 in ~s and 1 in ~r. Then there exists an equivalent multi
linear schemeM′ with share complexity at most n times that ofM.

We conjecture that all schemes with ~r-degree 1 are as weak as multi-linear schemes, and
leave it as an interesting open problem. See Theorem 9 and Theorem 11 for a formal statement
and a proof of the above theorem. The proofs of both theorems are constructive, transforming
the r-degree 1 schemes into multi linear schemes. The validity of the constructions is proved
by rather simple linear algebraic techniques, but the constructions themselves, especially
that of Theorem 9 are somewhat surprising, in our opinion.

Moving to the next natural class of ~r-degree 2, we show that a certain natural subclass of
such PSSS only allows to implement a small subset of access structures (regradless of share
complexity).

I Theorem 2 (Informal). PSSS of degree exactly 2 in ~r over fields of odd characteristic
capture only access structures where all minterms are singletons.

That is, somewhat intuitively, linear terms are required in degree-2 schemes for implementing
useful access structures. The proof here relies on facts regarding the number of solutions of
equations of the form p(x1, . . . , xn) = b, where b is a quadratic form.

To contrast with the bounds in [14] on functions representable by polynomial-sized
randomizing polynomials with r-degree 2 and any constant degree in s (over small fields),
indicating the corresponding functions are relatively simple, falling in NC3. The reason why
their bound does not directly imply that PSSS of r-degree 2 and polynomial share complexity
works for relatively simple schemes, is that their bound holds for representations polynomial
in input size. In particular, they assume the randomness vector’s size is polynomially bounded
in the input vector’s size. For PSSS with poly(n) randomness and share complexity we could
indeed obtain a similar bound on the type of access structures for which such PSSS exists.
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However, lacking bounds on the randomness complexity (see the following section), assuming
only polynomial share complexity does not seem to suffice. 2

On the positive side, we observe that a surprising recent result indicating all monotone
access structures have a scheme construction share complexity O(20.994n) [18] can be replaced
with a multi-linear construction (instead of a non-polynomial scheme).

We show that there exists (multi) linear secret sharing schemes based on the multi-linear
CDS [1] with information rate O(1) for a certain class (not all) of access structures for a
sufficiently large share domain.3

I Observation 1. Let n > 0 be an integer. Then all monotone access structures on n parties
admit a multi-linear scheme over S = FO(2n)

2 with information rate O(20.994n) per party. (in
our language, degree-1 polynomial scheme over F2).

This observation demonstrates the power of amortization (increasing k) all else kept equal.
Additionally, we can obtain a polynomial scheme of (possibly) high degree with the same
share complexity.

I Observation 2. Let n > 0 be an integer. Then all monotone access structures on n parties
admit a polynomial scheme over S = F2O(2n) with information rate of O(20.994n) per party.

This is a direct corollary of Theorem 1. This holds due to the simple observation that
any polynomial scheme over Fk′

q , where q is a prime power (of any degree) can be replaced by
a scheme where S = Fqk′ , (that is, a scheme with k = 1) and the sharing polynomials are of
possibly higher degree than the original ones. This is done by thinking of the vector of field
elements in parties’ shares and the vector of random field elements as vectors of elements over
Fk′

q , and the secret as an element of Fqk′ . Then, the fact that any finite field F and function
F1+r′ → F can be represented as a multi-variate polynomial over F implies that the original
scheme can be implemented as a polynomial scheme with k = 1 over Fqk′ . The overall share
complexity overhead of this transformation is at most n, as the overall share complexity is at
least log2(|S|) to maintain perfect correctness. This general observation implies that there is
certain redundancy regarding the usefulness of various parameters (k, |F | and total degree)
of polynomial schemes towards reducing share complexity. Namely, if we are free to adjust F
and the degree arbitrarily, then without loss of generality k can be fixed to 1 without loss of
generality.

Randomness complexity lens

An additional aspect that we have studied is the randomness complexity of PSSS. Here we
study what is the best upper bound on the randomness complexity, as a function of the
share complexity of a scheme – RC(SC). That is, for every scheme in the (sub) class of
polynomial schemes with share complexity SC, there exists an equivalent scheme in the class
with the same share complexity and randomness complexity at most RC(SC). For linear

2 Still, if we had polynomial in share complexity upper bounds on randomness complexity, a modification
of [14]’s result would yield bounds on this type of limited constant degree PSSS which are stronger than
just counting-based bounds for constant-degree PSSS given suitable bounds on randomness complexity.
Namely, not only do access structures that cannot be implemented efficiently exist, but there are
candidates in relatively low complexity classes (under standard assumptions). See full version for details.

3 The following pair of results are simple observations, which may be described and understood within
the limits of the introduction, and we think they hope gain intuition on. The full proof of the first
observation relies on particular details of [1]’s construction and is deferred to the full version. The proof
of the second is simple and appears below.
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and multi-linear schemes it is known that their randomness complexity is (without loss of
generality) upper bounded by SC (the equivalent scheme is also over the same field). To
the best of our knowledge, no such bounds appear in the literature for other broad classes
of schemes. In particular, we have not found a bound for general (perfect) secret sharing
schemes (we believe it was likely previously known).

In this work we put forward an upper bound for randomness complexity for general secret
sharing schemes as well as various types of PSSS.

I Theorem 3 (Informal). LetM be a secret sharing scheme. Then, there exists an equivalent
schemeM′ with the same share complexity SC and randomness RC = 2poly(SC) such that if
M′ is a PSSS of degree 2, then so isM′, and ifM is a PSSS then so isM. Also, in the
two latter cases,M andM′ are defined over the same field.

The full proof of the theorem appears in the full version. To prove the bound for degree-2
PSSS, we restate the privacy requirements into sets of equality of distributions restrictions for
single polynomials obtained using a variant of Vazirani’s XOR lemma (already satisfied byM).
In particular, we prove there exists (via an explicit construction) a linear mapping from the
vector space span(r1, . . . , rt) to a (much) smaller span(r1, . . . , rt′) and every share polynomial
p(~s, ~r) is replaced by p(~s, L(r1), . . . , L(rn)) so that privacy is still satisfied. The proof is
based on a somewhat involved case analysis based on the theory on output distributions of
quadratic forms. The bound for general secret sharing is proved using the following approach:
given a PSSS scheme, we state the correctness and privacy requirements for any secret
sharing scheme for the same access structure as an LP. Curiously, the LP formulation makes
use of the scheme we already have at hand (with potentially high RC), rather than just a
formulation of correctness and privacy. A solution to the LP determines the probabilities of
mapping each secret s to each share vector (~sh1, . . . , ~shn), which easily extends into a PSSS
over the same field and same share complexity. Briefly, the LP variables are probabilities
pi,k where ~si is a secret and ~shk is a share vector. Privacy implies that for all maxterms A,
and share vectors ~shA it must hold that∑

all k for which the projection

of ~shk on A is ~shA

pi,k −
∑

all k for which the projection

of ~shk on A is ~shA

pj,k = 0.

From correctness, it follows that for every minterm A, for every value ~shA all but at most
~s, the projection value ~shA is seen with probability 0. This constraint would result in
a degree-2 inequality in the p~s, ~sh’s. To make it linear, the trick is to require that the
0 probabilities are exactly as in the scheme M. That is, of every (A, ~shA) we require:∑
all k for which the projection

of ~shk on A is ~shA

and j /∈I

pj,k = 0, where I is either {i} for some i, or empty, and is fixed

according toM. Finally, the requirement that (pi,1, . . . , pi,l) is a probability vector is also
expressed by linear inequalities. We look for solutions with small randomness vector length
- as the LP has small integer entries, it easily follows that the probabilities are a multiple
of some 1/L, where L is not very large (exponential in LP dimensions). In particular,
this implies a scheme with R of size L and same share complexity. This alone, already
yields a bound on the randomness complexity (log(|R|)) of general (perfect) secret sharing
schemes. GivenM is a PSSS, to obtain a PSSS with the required parameters it is necessary
and sufficient that additionally the probabilities in the solution are powers of q = |F|. In
Theorem 14 we prove the former part, the proof of the stronger statement forM which is a
PSSS is deferred to the full version.
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All of the bounds above are exponential in SC and may serve as a proof of concept. A
strong motivation here is that good upper bounds on randomness complexity RC(SC) for
constant-degree PSSS would lead to good existential bounds on the share complexity of such
PSSS which we do not currently have (over small enough F). More concretely, for constant F
and poly(SC) randomness complexity there exist access structures with share complexity
2Ω(n) of PSSS over F.

We stress that all our upper bounds on randomness complexity are for perfect secret
sharing schemes, and are therefore require new techniques even in the general secret sharing
and unbounded degree PSSS settings. For general non-PSSS (or PSSS) statistically secure
schemes, partial derandomization techniques from the literature can be applied. In more detail,
for ε-statistical secret sharing, bounds of `(h) = O(SC + log ε) on randomness complexity
can be easily obtained by replacing the randomness with the output of a non-boolean PRG
(nb-PRG) [11] against the sharing algorithm, mapping from `(h) random bits to h random
bits as used by the sharing algorithm. By standard analysis similar to that in the proof of
Claim 2 in [3]’s full version, a random function from ` to h bits is a suitable nb-PRG. Such
results however are not useful for lower bounds, however. It is unclear whether nb-PRGs
can be applied to constant-degree PSSS to yield even statistical secret sharing schemes, as
the resulting sharing scheme does not necessarily remain low-degree (as the nb-PRG itself
may be of high degree). Thus, good lower bounds for low-degree PSSS even in the statistical
setting are left as an interesting open problem.

Roadmap

In Section 2 we provide the precise (standard) definition of secret sharing that we use, and
introduce some new definitions and notations for PSSS. In Section 3, we present our results
on feasibility and share complexity. Precise theorems and proofs of the randomness-related
results and a broader survey of previous work from the perspective of PSSS implicit in it are
deffered to the full version.

1.2 Open questions
In this work we have obtained some preliminary results on PSSS but many fundamental
questions remain open.

I Question 1 (Informal). Do there exist access structures, that have non-polynomial schemes
much more efficient than any PSSS?

See a discussion on this question in the full version, with certain evidence in the positive
direction. In a nutshell, it considers secret sharing constructions based on large matching
vectors families such as [17], which are known to exist over rings Zm of composite size but
provably do not exist when m is a prime.

Other interesting questions concern understanding the effect of various parameters of
PSSS on their power, in terms of achievable share complexity and information rate. There
are various interesting parameters. One useful parameter is k - the length of the vector space
Fk constituting the secret domain S. The distinction between k = 1 and arbitrary k is the
difference between linear and multi-linear schemes, when considering PSSS of total degree
d = 1. Generally, as we discuss below, the distinction between small secrets - k = 1 (or small
k) appears meaningful in terms of achievable information rate - see further discussion in the
full version. An Additional question to study is the effect of the particular field Fp on the
power of the induced PSSS class.
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A concrete natural question is obtaining lower bounds for low degree PSSS, say of
degree d = O(1). A simple approach for k = 1 would be to bound |R| as a function of the
share complexity, and then rely on the fact that there are few different degree-d polynomials
in R + 1 variables (exponentially many in the share complexity) for a constant Fp. The
number of monotone access structures is double-exponential in n. For linear schemes, it is
well known that wlog. log(|R|) ≤ share complexity, leading to a 2Ω(n) lower bound on share
complexity of linear schemes over any fixed Fp. However, for any d > 1, there are no known
explicit bounds on |R| in terms of |share complexity|, so this approach does not currently
work. In this work we make a first step in the direction of filling in the missing component,
obtaining certain upper bounds on |R| (as a function of share complexity). This leaves the
following interesting question open.

I Question 2 (informal). Fix some finite field Fq, and d = O(1). Does there exist a
polynomial bound h(·) on |R| as a function of share complexity, such that any PSSS over
Fq of degree d has an equivalent PSSS over Fq and degree q with the same share complexity,
and |R| ≤ h(SC).4

2 Preliminaries

General notation

In this work we consider finite fields F. We write Fq to denote a field of size q (some prime
power). For matrices M1,M2 (of the proper sizes) over some field F, we denote by (M1|M2)
the matrix resulting from concatenating M2 to the right of M1, and (M1;M2) results from
concatenating M2 below M1. Vectors are denoted by ~v or just v when there is no risk of
confusion (with scalars), and are by default column vectors. We let Mi denote the i’th row
of M , and M i its i’th column. We let MI (M I) denote a submatrix with rows (columns)
restricted to I. For a matrix M ∈ Fn×n, we denote by N ∈ Fm×m the matrix resulting from
removing all row-column pairs such that M i = (MT

i ) = ~0.

Secret sharing

We use standard definitions of secret sharing schemes, following [4].

I Definition 4 ( [4]). Access Structure: For a set of parties {p1, ..pn} a subset A ⊆ 2{p1,..,pn}

is called monotone if B ∈ A and B ⊆ C implies C ∈ A. Sets in A are called authorized and
sets not in A are called unauthorized.

I Definition 5 ( [4]). Distribution Scheme: Let S,|S| ≥ 2 be a finite set of secrets. A secret
sharing scheme with secrets domain S, is a tuple M =< Sh, µ > where µ is a probability
distribution over some finite set R (called the set of random strings) and Sh is a mapping
from S×R to a set of n-tuples S1 × S2 × . . .× Sn, where Sj is called the domain of shares
of pj. For a set A ⊆ {p1, . . . , pn}, we denote Sh(s, r)A as the restriction of Sh(s, r) to its
A-entries. Sh satisfies the following properties:

Perfect Correctness. The secret s ∈ S can be reconstructed by any authorized set of
parties. That is, for any set B ∈ A (where B = {pi1 , . . . , pi|B|}), there exists a reconstruction
function ReconB : Si1 × . . .× Si|B| → S such that for every s ∈ S,

Pr[ReconB(Sh(s, r)B) = s] = 1 (1)

4 A sufficiently small super-polynomial bound on |R| would still imply non-trivial bounds on share
complexity, say better than the best known bound of Ω(n/ log n) for general schemes.
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We refer to sets in A as qualified, and to minimal qualified B in the sense that B is qualified
and no B′ ( B is qualified as minterms of A. We refer to maximal unqualified sets, in the
sense that B is unqualified but for all Pi /∈ B, {Pi} ∪B is qualified as maxterms of A.

Perfect Privacy. Every unauthorized set cannot learn anything about the secret (in the
information theoretic sense) from their shares. Formally, for any set T /∈ A, for every two
secrets a, b ∈ S, and for every possible vector of shares < ~shj >pj∈T :

Pr[Sh(a, r)T =< ~shj >pj∈T ] = Pr[Sh(b, r)T =< ~shj >pj∈T ] (2)

Observe that wlog., each share polynomial qi,j has free coefficient 0 (as any constant may
be locally added by Recon). We will assume this implicitly throughout the paper.

Sometimes, we will be interested in ε statistical secret sharing, where ε error in correctness
is allowed, and the distributions Sh(a, r)T and Sh(b, r)T are for unqualified T may be at
statistical distance up to ε. Our default notion throughout the paper is that of perfect secret
sharing as in Definition 5.

(Multi)Linear secret sharing schemes

The most studied and most commonly used class of secret sharing schemes is the linear secret
sharing schemes class. This class is subclass of multi-linear secret sharing schemes.

A secret sharing scheme is said to be multi-linear, if S = Fk, R = Fm for some finite field F,
and each share ~shi consists of g linear combinations li,1(s1, . . . , sk, r1, . . . , rm) . . . , li,g(s1, . . . ,
sk, r1, . . . , rm) over F. The scheme is called linear if additionally k = 1.

Complexity measures of secret sharing schemes

The information rate, IR of a secret sharing schemeM, is the ratio between the maximum
length of the shares and the length of the secret. Formally, IR(M) =
(maxi∈[n] log(|Si|))/| logS|, where the maximum is taken over all dealer’s random strings r.

The share complexity of secret sharing scheme,M, is SC(M) = maxi∈[n] log(|Si|).
We denote the randomness complexity of a secret sharing scheme M by RC(M)) =

dlog2(|R|)e - the number of bits required to represent an element of R.

2.1 Polynomials over finite fields
In this work we focus on the set Fq[y1, . . . , yn] of multivariate polynomials over finite fields.
We say a polynomial p(y1, . . . , yn) is of degree i if all monomials in the polynomials have
a cumulative degree of at most i. We say p has degree exactly i if all monomials in p are
of cumulative degree exactly i. Similarly, for a subset I ⊆ [n], we say p is of degree i in
xI = {xj |j ∈ I} if every monomial of p has cumulative degree at most i in the variables
from xI (similarly, for exact degree in xI). In a finite field F = Fp` , where p is prime, let
TrF(α) =

∑`−1
i=0 α

pi is the trace mapping from F to itself.5

2.1.1 Output distributions of degree-2 polynomials
Some of our results require some theory on degree-2 polynomials over finite fields. In
particular, we will reduce understanding the output distributions of (various subclasses of)
degree-2 PSSS to understanding the output distribution of a single degree-2 multivariate

5 In fact, the image of T rF is always contained in Fp.
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polynomial. For (any) polynomial in p(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Fq[x1, . . . , xn], we let Nf,b denote the
number of solutions in Fn

q for the equation f(x1, . . . , xn) = b. Polynomials in F[x1, . . . , xn]q
where all monomials are of exactly degree 2, called quadratic forms. It is convenient to
represent quadratic forms f(x), by a matrix A ∈ Fn×n

q , where f(x) = xTAx. That is, Ai,j

is the coefficient of xixj . We will need the following existing theory characterizing Nf,b

for f which are quadratic forms over a finite fields, and general degree-2 polynomials over
fields of characteristic 2. All required theory and discussions appears in chapter 6 in [16],
and is included here for self containment. Also, some of the theorems we state here are
straightforward corollaries of [16], but were not explicitly stated there.

Fields of odd characteristic

Fix some finite field F of odd charactersitic. We let η denote the quadratic character on F∗.
That is, η(x) = 1 if x is a quadratic residue modulo q, and −1 otherwise. We extend its
definition to 0 via η(0) = 0.

We also let ν : F→ Z be ν(b) = −1 for b ∈ F∗, and ν(0) = q− 1. Recall a quadratic form
f over a characteristic field F in variables x1, . . . , xn is a polynomial where all monomials
are of degree exactly 2. It is known that a quadratic form f(x) in variables x = (x1, . . . , xn)
has a representation of the form f(x) = xTC ·Mf · CTx, where C is an invertible matrix
in Fn×n, and Mf ∈ Fn×n

q is diagonal, and all rank(Mf ) non-zero elements in the diagonal
are at entries M [i, i] for i ≤ rank(Mf ). Such a representation Mf is called canonical. Here,
Mf represents a quadratic form p′(v) = vTMfv in a new vector ~v = (v1, . . . , vn) of variables,
obtained from ~x via ~v = CTx. The number m ≤ n of non-zero elements on Mf ’s diagonal
is an invariant for all canonical representations of f . The function η(det(M−f )) is another
invariant, independent of the concrete canonical representation Mf . (see Theorem 6.21 in
[16] and discussion beforehand for more intuition). We denote the type of a quardatric form
f(x1, . . . , xn) over Fq of odd characteristic as (n,m, η), where (m, η) are the corresponding
values of the above invariants of equivalent canonical forms.

To understand the expression for Nf,b for a quadratic form f , it suffices to understand
Ng,b for the quadratic form g(v1, . . . , vn) in a new vector of variables v = (v1, . . . , vn), where
g(v) = vTMfv where Mf is a canonical representation of a quadratic form, as Nf,b = Ng,b

for all b ∈ Fq. We refer to such g as canonical forms. This holds as v(x) = CTx is a
bijection between the domain of f(x) and the domain of g(v) satisfying f(x) = g(v(x)) for
all x ∈ Fn

q . We say that f is equivalent to a canonical form g as above. We define the type
of a quadratic form f(x1, . . . , xn) of odd characteristic via the triple (n,m, η(det)) (with
m, η(det) invariants of canonical forms equivalent to f).

By the above discussion, we may assume wlog. that n = m, and calculate the number of
roots in that case. In the general case of f of type (n,m, η), compute the number of roots
for an equivalent canonical g of type (n = m,m, η), and multiply by qn−m.

The following theorem now follows directly by combining theorems 6.26, 6.27 from [16].
For a quadratic form f(x) we denote the number of solutions to the equation f(x) = b by
Nf,b,

I Theorem 6. Let p(x1, . . . , xn) denote a quadratic form over a finite field Fq of odd
characteristic of type (n,m, d). Consider a representation f(x) = vTMfv as above, x =
(x1, . . . , xn) ,and the vi’s are (independent, by choice of C) linear combinations of the xj’s.
Then
1. If m is even, then for every b ∈ F

Nf,b = qn−m(qm−1 + q(m−2)/2ν(b)η((−1)m/2)d).
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2. If m is odd, for every b ∈ F

Nf,b = qn−m(qm−1 + q(m−1)/2η(b(−1)m/2)d).

Following Theorem 6, we define the type of a quadratic form f(x1, . . . , xn) of odd
characteristic via (m,det). Evidently, the type of f determines the distribution of f(x) when
x is picked uniformly from Fn. Here we no longer assume m = n.

Fields of characteristic 2

Let F be a field of characteristic 2. Here we also have a canonical representation of quadratic
forms, albeit somewhat less simple. Namely, for every quadratic form f(x1, . . . , xn), there
exists a number m ≤ n, and a non-signular matrix C ∈ Fn×n such that f(x) = xTCMfC

Tx,
where Mf has one of the following forms:
1. (Type T = 1) m is even. Mf has 0’s everywhere except for entries M [2i − 1, 2i] for

1 ≤ i ≤ m/2 for some integer m ≤ n, which are all 1.
2. (Type T = 2) m is even. Mf has 0’s everywhere except for entries M [2i− 1, 2i] for all

1 ≤ i ≤ m/2 for some integer m ≤ n which are 1, M [m− 1,m− 1] = 1, and M [m,m] = a,
where TrF(a) = 1.

3. (Type T = 3) m is odd. Mf has 0’s everywhere except for entries M [2i − 1, 2i] for
1 ≤ i ≤ (m− 1)/2 which are all 1, and also M [m,m] = 1.

Similarly to the odd characteristic case, we refer to Mf as a canonical representation. By
Theorem 6.30 in [16], the number m and T of the canonical Mf is and invariant depending
only on f , and not on the particular representation f . Thus, we denote the type of a
quadratic form f(x1, . . . , xn) as (n,m, T ), according to n and the above invariants. For each
type, and b ∈ F, a characterization of Nf,b for quadratic forms is known, as follows from
Theorem 6.32 in [16].6

I Theorem 7. Let p(x1, . . . , xn) denote a quadratic form of type (n,m, T ) over a finite field
Fq of characteristic 2. Then
1. If T = 1, for every b ∈ Fq, Nf,b = qn−m(qm−1 + q(m−2)/2ν(b)).
2. If T = 2, for every b ∈ Fq, Nf,b = qn−m(qm−1 − q(m−1)/2ν(b)).
3. If T = 3, for all b ∈ Fq, Nf,b = qn−1.

2.2 Polynomial Secret Sharing Schemes (PSSS)
In this work, we put forward a natural generalization of (multi)-linear secret sharing schemes -
where shares are allowed to be general polynomials of ~s, ~r, rather than just linear combinations.
Namely:

I Definition 8 (PSSS). A polynomial secret sharing scheme (PSSS)M = (Sh, µ) is a secret
sharing scheme specified by (F, t, k, Sh) where F is a finite field, S = Fk is the domain of
secrets, µ is uniform over R = Ft, and t, k ∈ N+. The sharing function Sh(~s;~r)i returns
(pi,1(~s, ~r), . . . , pi,li

(~s, ~r)) as the i’th party’s share, where each pi,j(~s, ~r) is a (multivariate)
polynomial over F.

6 The theorem applies to m = n, but reasoning similar to the odd characteristic case implies Nf,b for
general m, n as a simple corollary.
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We will denote the corresponding classes of polynomial schemes over F via
PSSSregexp[s,r],F, where regexp is a (variant of) a regular expression in r, s, 1. The syntax
and semantics of the expression set is defined recursively as follows: r encodes the set of
polynomials {

∑
j∈[k] ajrj |aj ∈ F}, and s encodes {

∑
j∈[k] ajsj |aj ∈ F}, 1 encodes {a|a ∈ F}.

For a pair of regular expressions g1, g2; g∗1 encodes the set {p1 · . . . ·ph|h ∈ N,∀i ∈ [h], pi ∈ g1};
g1 + g2 encodes {p1 + p2|p1 ∈ g1, p2 ∈ g2}, and g1 · g2 encodes the set {

∑
j∈[h] p1,j · p2,j |h ∈

N,∀jp1,j ∈ g1, p2,j ∈ g2}. gi
1 is a shorthand for g1 · . . . · g1 with i appearances of g1. We also

say that a scheme M has degree at most (exactly) d in r (s), if each monomial contains at
most (exactly) d ri’s (si’s).

For polynomial schemesM, we measure share complexity in field elements, rather than
in bits. Formally, these measures will be denoted by SCF(M etc. (it always the case
IRF(M) = IR(M), as this measure is normalized by secret size).

Our definition is a generalization of the notion of multi linear secret sharing in a natural
direction, which potentially adds power over multi-linear schemes. We try to keep it as close
as possible to the definition of multi-linear schemes, and insist that the domain where secrets,
randomness and computation are performed is a finite field.7

A slightly more general notion of polynomial schemes is one where S ⊆ Fk, rather than
the entire set Fk.8 We refer to such schemes as generalized polynomial schemes.

3 On Feasibility and Share Complexity of PSSS

In the next two sections, we present our negative results. Our positive result on the power of
multilinear schemes is a rather simple observation based on existing work, and is deferred to
the full version.

3.1 Bounds on efficiency of degree 1 in r PSSS
We show that a large sub-class of polynomial schemes of degree at most 1 in r (PSSSs∗·r+s∗)
are not more powerful than multi-linear schemes, in the sense that they can not reduce share
complexity super-polynomially over multi-linear schemes.

Our first result proves that PSSSs∗·r+s can be replaced by a multi-linear scheme without
any loss in parametres.

I Theorem 9. For every schemeM = (F, t, k, Sh) in PSSSs∗·r+s, there exists a PSSSs+r

schemeM′ = (F, t, k, Sh′) for the same access structure and A with SC(M′) = SC(M).

Proof. Somewhat surprisingly, for any scheme PSSSs+r,F we build an equivalent multi-linear
scheme by replacing the coefficient polynomials of the ri’s in the shares (which have the
form p(s)) by constants resulting from substituting an arbitrary fixed vector s′ ∈ S into the
coefficients.

To prove this theorem, let us restate the sharing algorithm Sh more conveniently. For such
a scheme, Sh(s, r) can be represented as V s +Mr, where V ∈ Fa×k,M ∈ F[s1, . . . , sn]a×t.
Here each entry of M is a formal polynomial pi,j in s, a the total number of polynomials in

7 Note that some of the schemes appearing in [5] are quite close to “polynomial” schemes, but the domains
employed there are rings R which are (crucially) not fields, and the secrets and randomness do not
necessarily come from domains of the form Rt, Rk.

8 If no restriction on the s-degree are made, we may replace the subset S with any other subset of the
same size, without affecting the other parameters.
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the share vector, and V a constant. Ms is a shorthand for M(s) - substituting a concrete
value s as the secret vector, into the matrix of polynomials.

A function ρ : {1, ..., a} −→ {p1, ..., pn} labels each row by a party, so that party Pi

receives the shares corresponding to rows Hi = j|ρ(j) = i. For a set A of parties, we
abbreviate the submatrix pf M involved in generating A’s shares on secret vector s (aka
∪i∈AHi) as As = (VA|Ms,A).

B Claim 10. LetM = {F, t, k, (V |M)}, in PSSSs∗r+s,F, be a secret sharing scheme for an
access structure A. The schemeM′ where M is substituted by a constant matrix M~s1 for
some fixed secret ~s1 is a (multi-linear) secret sharing scheme for the same access structure.

Proof. Fix some secret vector ~s1 as in the statement of the claim. We prove the scheme
remains valid.

Correctness: Consider any ~s0 ∈ Fk. Now we will look at authorized set A. Let us look at
the two share distributions (VA|A~s1) · (~s1|~r1) and (VA|A~s0) · (~s0|~r0) of secrets ~s1 and ~s0,
where ~r1, ~r0 ∈ Ft are independent random vectors. The correctness ofM is equivalent to
stating that for all pairs ~r0, ~r1, we have:

(VA|A~s1) · (~s1|~r1) 6= (VA|A~s0) · (~s0|~r0)
⇓

VA · (~s0 − ~s1) 6= A~s1 · ~r1 −A~s0 · ~r0.

(3)

It is correct in particular for ~r0 = ~0. Which means that:

VA · (~s0 − ~s1) 6= A~s1 · ~r1 (4)

for all ~r1. Due to the fact that Equation 4 is correct for any ~s0 ∈ Fk and by the structure
of the secret domain, for any two distinct secret vectors ~s2, ~s3 ∈ Fk there exists ~s0 for
which ~s2 − ~s3 = ~s0 − ~s1. From equation 4:

VA · (~s2 − ~s3) 6= A~s1 · r1 (5)

For all ~r1 ∈ Ft. Let ~r2, ~r3 ∈ Ft. Writing ~r1 = ~r3− ~r2 we conclude that (as r1 in Equation 5
is arbitrary),

VA · (~s2 − ~s3) 6= A~s1 · ~r1

⇓
(VA|A~s1) · (~s2|~r2) 6= (VA|A~s1) · (~s3|~r3)

(6)

Which is precisely the definition of correctness for the new scheme (as ~r2, ~r3, ~s2 6= ~s3 are
otherwise arbitrary).

Privacy: Consider some secret ~s0 6= ~s1 ∈ Fk. It follows directly from privacy that for each
unauthorized set A, for any ~r0 ∈ Ft there exists ~r1 ∈ Ft for which:

(VA|A~s1) · (~s1|~r1) = (VA|A~s0) · (~s0|~r0)
⇓

VA · (~s0 − ~s1) = A~s1 · ~r1 −A~s0 · ~r0

(7)

In particular this is true for ~r0 = ~0. Then for any ~s0 there exists ~r1 ∈ Ft for which:

VA · (~s0 − ~s1) = A~s1 · ~r1 (8)
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Let ~s2, ~s3 denote a pair of secrets. Fix ~s0 for which ~s2 − ~s3 = ~s0 − ~s1. From 8 it follows
there exists ~r1 for which:

VA · (~s2 − ~s3) = A~s1 · ~r1 (9)

So for any vector r3 ∈ Ft we get:

VA · (~s2 − ~s3) = A~s1 · r1

⇓
VA · (~s2 − ~s3) = A~s1 · (~r3 − (~r3 − ~r1))

⇓
(VA|A~s1) · (~s2|~r3 − ~r1) = (VA|A~s1) · (~s3|~r3)

(10)

We prove that this implies privacy. Picking ~r3 at random, the vector ~r3 − ~r1 is a random
vector as well. Thus, the left hand size, where ~r3 is picked at random is distributed precisely
as the shares seen by A when sharing ~s2 inM′. This value is uniform over the affine subspace
VA~s2 + colSpan(A~s1). Similarly, the right hand side is also a random element of an affine
subspace of the form VA~s3 + colSpan(A~s1), and is distributed precisely as a share of ~s3 seen
by A at M ′. By Equation 10, these affine subspaces intersect, so they must be the same
subspace, since both are cosets of colSpan(A~s1). This concludes the proof. C

J

Next, we prove that a PSSSs∗+r scheme can be replaced by a multi-linear scheme up to
a small loss in rate due to a small reduction in the dimension k of the secret space. Here, it
will be convenient to specify Sh(s, r) by a pair (v(s),M), where v(s) = (v1(s), . . . , v`(s)) is a
vector of (multivariate) polynomials in s, and M is a constant matrix, and

Sh(s, r) = Mr +
∑
i∈[k]

si
v(i)

si
(s) = Mr + v(s) (11)

Such an expression exists as we assume all share polynomials have a non-zero free coefficient.
Here every v(i)(s) is a vector of formal polynomials, comprised of sums of all monomials in v
in which si’s degree is at least 1, and that were not included in v(j) for j < i (we construct
the v(i)’s iteratively, starting from i = 1).9 In this representation, si appears only in v(j)

with j ≤ i. We will sometimes denote Sh in PSSSs∗+r schemes as a pair (v,M) as above.

I Theorem 11. For every schemeM = (F, t, k, (v,M)) in PSSSs∗+r there exists a multi-
linear schemeM′ = (F, t, k − n, Sh) for the same access structure A with share complexity
SC(M′) ≤ n · SC(M).

Proof. We construct a multi-linear schemeM′ = (F, t, k′, (V ′|M)), by constructing a basis
B for V ′’s column space, where Sh(s, r) = (V ′|M)(s, r) is the sharing algorithm of the
multi-linear scheme (note V ′ here is constant). By Equation 11, for s′ = ~0, the distribution
of Sh(s′, r) is therefor uniform over the zero coset of Mr = colSpan(M). We conclude the
following:

9 Unlike in the previous section, it is more convenient to denote the formal polynomial vector by v, rather
than vs, in analog to Ms in the previous section, to simplify notation. We let v(s) denote the evaluation
of v on a specific vector s.
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B Claim 12. For all s′ ∈ Fk and every unqualified A, the vector vA(s′) is in colSpan(MA).

Proof. To see this, consider a representation of Sh as in Equation 11 of the form Sh(s′, r) =
Mr+v(s′) as above. Let vA denote v restricted to entries held by A. We have vA(0, s′2, . . . , s′k)
= vA(s′)− v(1)

A (s′) (since only v(1)
A depends on s1). Since by privacy ofM both vA(s′) and

vA(0, s′2, . . . , s′k) must belong to colSpan(MA) (as this holds for s′ = ~0), so does v(1)
A (s′). Since

s′ is arbitrary, we conclude that s′′1v
(1)
A (s′′) is in colSpan(MA) for all s′ = s′′. Now, comparing

Sh(s′, r) and s′′ = (s′1, 0, s′3, . . . , s′k), by similar reasoning to the above, we conclude that
v

(2)
A (s′) is also ~0 in F#rows(MA)/colSpan(MA). This follows from the fact that v(j)

A ’s for j > 2
are independent of s2, and the fact that v(1)

A (s′) and v(1)
A (s′′) are 0 in F#rows(MA)/colSpan(MA)

as we proved before, so it does not effect the coset. Similarly to the case of j = 2, by
induction on j we can prove that v(j)

A (s′) equals ~0 in F#rows(MA)/colSpan(MA). Now, as
vA(s′) =

∑
i v

(i)
A (s′), it also equals ~0, as required. C

From Claim 12, it follows that taking any V ′ with columns in span({v(s′)|s′ ∈ Fk}, (V ′|M)
immediately satisfies privacy. We will indeed pick our basis B out of span({v(s′)|s′ ∈ Fk}, so
we will only need to worry that the resulting scheme satisfies correctness. The construction
is as follows.

1. Initialization: Initialize B = φ (recall span(B) is {~0}).

2. Iteration i > 0: Find some s′ ∈ S, so that for all minterms A ⊆ [n], v(s′) belongs to a
coset of F#rows(MA)/colSpan(MA) that differs from coset(v) for all v ∈ span(B). Halt if
no such s exists. If it does, add one such V s to B.

We prove by induction that at the end of every iteration i ≤ max(1, k − n), we B is a
size-i independent set in F#rows(M) such that (B|M)(s, r) is correct for A with secret domain
S = Fi (and private, which we observed before).

First, observe that the above procedure will yield at least a single vector. For every s′ 6= ~0,
and every minterm A, vA(s′) is non zero in F#rows(MA)/colSpan(MA) by correctness ofM.
Now, any product α~s′ for α ∈ F will yield a different coset in F#rows(MA)/colSpan(MA), as
vA is non-zero. Thus, we can add vs(s′) to our set. By the inductive hypothesis, at the end
of iteration i, we have |F|i vectors already in span(B) - for clarity, denote B at the end of
iteration i by B(i). We observe that for every minterm A all projections vA(s′) are distinct
for different values s′ - which follows from correctness ofM. Therefor, going over all A’s, at
most

(number of minterms)|F|i ≤ 2n|F|i ≤ |F|i+n

vectors are excluded as candidates for the next vs(s′) to join B. Finally, by the condition
imposed on the new vector to join B, it follows that B(i+1) is a size-i+ 1 independent set, as
satisfies that (B|M) is correct for secret domain S = Fi+1 (the formal argument is similar
to the base case, observing that vA(s′) is non-zero as a coset of (MA|B(i)

A )). As there are
|F|k vectors inM’s domain to begin with, we conclude (from the proof of the inductive step
above) that at least k−n iterations can be made before running out of vectors to add, which
concludes the proof. J
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3.2 P SSSs∗+s∗r2 is very weak

In this section we will show that if the shares are from the class PSSSs∗+s∗r2 (no r-degree 1
part) captures only the access structures consisting of a set of singletons as its minterms.10

I Theorem 13. Let F be a finite field of odd characteristic. Then the class PSSSs∗+s∗r2,F
can only implement a simple set of access structures where its minterms are all singletons.

Indeed, observe that we can not expect a similar result for all fields, as for F2, for instance,
we have r2

i = ri, so one can represent any multi linear scheme over F2 as a PSSSs∗+s∗r2,F
scheme, by replacing every variable ri by r2

i , which are equal over F2. However, linear schemes
over F2 do capture all monotone access structures (e.g, via the formula-based construction
of [8]). See 2 for required background and notation on quadratic forms.

Furthermore, we have

I Observation 3. Let f1(x1, . . . , xn), f2(x1, . . . , xn) be two quadratic forms over a field Fq

of odd characteristic of (possibly same) types (n1,m1, d1), (n2,m2, d2) respectively. Then for
all b ∈ F− {0}, Prx←Fn(f1(x) = 0) 6= Prx←Fn(f2(x) = b).

The observation follows by simple case analysis. In some more detail, by Theorem 6,
N(f1(x = 0)) is either a single qx or of the form qx1 ± qx2 ± qx3 for x1 > x2 > x3, while for
b 6= 0, N(f2(x = b)) is of the form qx1 ± qx2 for x1 > x2. So, the probabilities (after dividing
both numbers by qn) must differ. This is regardless of the values of m1,m2.

Now, consider a party Ph that receives a share of the form

f(~s, ~r) = p(~s) +
∑

i,j∈{1,..,n}
i≤j

pi,j(~s)rirj = p(~s) + q~s(~r).

where each q~s(~r) is a polynomial in ~r with coefficients in the ring Fq[s1, . . . , sn], and p(~s)
is non constant over Fn

q . First consider the case when p(~s) is non-constant over Fn
q . We

prove that there exists a pair of secrets ~s1, ~s2 that Ph can distinguish by itself. To see this,
fix two vectors ~s1, ~s2 such that p(~s1) 6= p(~s2). By observation 3, it directly follows that the
unique probability (over the choice of ~r) of f(~s1, ~r) hitting p(~s1) equals the probability of
q~s1(r) hitting 0, while the probability of hitting values b 6= p(~s1), equals the probability
of q~s1(r) hitting corresponding non-zero values (indeed, adding a constant permutes the
distribution). A similar situation occurs with f(~s2, ~r) and the “spacial” point p(~s2). Thus,
the points with the “special 0-probability for the q~si

-part” for ~s1 and ~s2 differ for f(~s1, ~r) and
f(~s2, ~r). We conclude that the two distributions f(~s1, r), f(~s2, r) are distinct. To see this,
note that the contribution of b = p(~s1) to the statistical distance between f(~s1, r) and f(~s2, r)
is 1/2|Pr[q~s1(~r) = 0]− Pr[q~s2(~r) = p(~s1)− p(~s2)]|, which is non-zero by Observation 3.

Finally, let us look at all the remaining parties with only shares where p(~s) is constant
(zero, wlog. since the free coefficient is 0). Such parties receive only shares of the form
f(~s, ~r) = q~s(~r), where every q~s is a quadratic form. Therefore, for any ~s ∈ S we have
fp(~s,~0) = 0. Thus, all these parties together can not reconstruct the secret with probability
1, implying that the singletons above are the only minterms of the access structure. J

10Note that our results only rule out perfect schemes.
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A Bounding the Number of Random Variables in (general) PSSS

In this section we will present a bound on the number of random variables in (perfectly
correct and private) PSSS and general secret sharing schemes.

I Theorem 14. Let M denote a secret sharing scheme implementing an access structure
A (with perfect privacy and correctness). Then there exists an equivalent secret sharing
scheme with RC(M) = 2Õ(SC(M)). Furthermore, if M = (Fqd , t, k, Sh) is a PSSS, then
there exists an equivalent PSSS schemeM′ = (Fqd , t′, k, Sh′) with SC(M′) = SC(M) and
RC(M′) = 2poly(SC(M)).

Notation and some facts on Linear programs

For a PSSS scheme M = (Fqd , t, k, Sh), let us denote by sc the number of polynomial
evaluations (field elements) output by Sh. Thus, sc ≥ k (since the set of sharings must be at
least as large as S). We will need some theory of linear programs (LP). Here we will only
care about the feasible region of a linear program (LP), and will not have a target function
to optimize. Without loss of generality we consider LP’s comprised of systems of inequalities
of the form Ax = b, x ≥ 0, where A, b are over R, all b’s components are non-negative. We
denote such LP’s by (A, b). We may also assume without loss of generality that A ∈ Rm×n,
where m ≤ n, and A has full rank (m). We say that a solution to the system is a basic feasible
solution (BFS) if x only has non zero coordinates corresponding to an invertible submatrix of
A (taking a subset of columns). For a finite set B ⊆ Rm of vectors, a convex combination of
B is a linear combination

∑
b∈B αbb, so that

∑
b∈B αb = 1, and ∀b ∈ B,αb ≥ 0. The convex

hall of a set A ⊆ Rm is the set of all linear combinations of finite subsets B ⊆ A. We denote
it as CH(A). We say a set A ⊆ Rm is convex if CH(A) = A. An extreme point of a convex
set A is a point y ∈ A such that if y is a convex combination of {x, z} ⊆ A, then either x = y

or z = y. It is well known that the set of solutions of an LP is convex. We say an LP has a
bounded solution set X, if there exists an integer N , such that `∞(x) ≤ N for all x ∈ X.

https://doi.org/10.1145/2090236.2090244
https://doi.org/10.1145/2090236.2090244
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-63688-7_25
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-78381-9_21
https://doi.org/10.1145/359168.359176
https://doi.org/10.1145/359168.359176
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For a set A = {a1, . . . , at} ⊆ Rm, the affine dimension of A, aff(A), is the dimension of
{a2 − a1, . . . , at − a1}. We say that a set A has full affine dimension if aff(A) = |A| − 1.

I Theorem 15 ( [13], chapter 2). The set of extreme points B of a bounded non-empty solution
set X of an LP (A, b) ∈ Rm×n×Rm×1 is non empty, and X = CH(B). Furthermore, the set
B is precisely the set of BFS’s of (A, b). Furthermore, Any solution p of (A, b) is a convex
combination of a subset {p1, . . . , p`} ⊆ B of full affine dimension, where ` ≤ m+ 1.

I Lemma 16 (Cramer’s rule). Let A ∈ Rm×m denote an invertible matrix. Then, A−1
i,j =

|Ai,j |/|A|. Here Ai,j is the (i, j)’th cofactor of A, obtained from removing the i’th column
and j’th row from A.

I Lemma 17. Let A ∈ Rm×m denote a matrix whose entries ai,j all satisfy |ai,j | ∈ {0}∪ [δ, 1]
for 0 < δ. Then every entry a′i,j in A−1 satisfies

|a′i,j | or |a′i,j | ≥ δm/mm.

Additionally, if the ai,j ’s are integers, then the |a′i,j |’s are multiples of a constant 0 < L ≤ mm.

The proof of the above lemma follows directly from Lemma 16. In the following we only
prove the bound for general schemes. The full proof for PSSS appears in the full version.

Proof of Theorem 14. Let us consider the given polynomial schemeM as in the theorem
statement. We denote Q = qd, SC = QSC(M), and sc = logQ(SC).

We denote the share vector output by Sh for any ~s ∈ S by ~sh = (sh1, ..., shn) ∈ Fsc
Q ).

For every secret ~si ∈ S, and for every possible ~shj ∈ Fsc
Q let us denote by pi,j the probability

to receive ~shj as the share vector on input ~si. (For each ~si, there are Qsc such probabilities.)
Now we will build a matrix that will hold all the constraints on the probabilities pi,j for

a schemeM′ with S, S1 × . . .× Sn for A. Let pM denote the probabilities vector induced by
M. Our set of requirements will be stronger than stating thatM′ is a secret sharing scheme
for A, as it will additionally require thatM′ is “similar” toM in a certain way. A solution
will be guaranteed to exist, as pM is such a solution (M is “similar” to itself).

The constraints are divided into 3 sets:
privacy: For any max unqualified set A, for every two secrets si, sj ∈ S the probability of
getting the same shares (for this specific set) should be equal. That is to say, for any two
secrets si, sj ∈ S and projection of shares on A, ~sh

′
(some specific share that parties in A

receive). ∑
all k for which the projection

of ~shk on A is ~sh
′

pi,k =
∑

all k for which the projection

of ~shk on A is ~sh
′

pj,k

Reorganizing, we get.∑
all k for which the projection

of ~shk on A is ~sh
′

pi,k −
∑

all k for which the projection

of ~shk on A is ~sh
′

pj,k = 0 (12)

correctness: For any minimal qualified set A, for every two secrets si, sj ∈ S there are no
share ~shk for which both pi,k and pj,k are not zero. That is to say, for every two secret si ∈ S
and projection of shares on A ~sh

′
(some specific share that parties in A receive), for each sj
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so that Pr(Sh(sj , r)A = ~sh
′
) = 0∑

all k for which the projection

of ~shk on A is ~sh
′

and j 6=i

pj,k = 0 (13)

By correctness, for each ~sh
′
, there are at least |S| − 1 such j’s.

probability restrictions: For any secret ~si ∈ S∑
j

pi,j = 1 (14)

That is to say, that for every secret the sum of all the probabilities to get any share is
1.Another constraint is for every i and j.

0 ≤ pi,j (15)

We stress that the privacy and probability constraints follow from the requirements on
any secret sharing scheme implementing A. The correctness constraints are constructed
based on the concrete schemeM.

The matrix M1 defining our LP will be built from these three sets of equations 12, 13, 14,
where the variables are the the pi,j-s. In addition we will remove all the rows that depend
on other rows, so our matrix M1 will have a full rank. Let us denote:

r = 2n|Fk
Q|SC ≤ SC3 (16)

Here the inequality holds since n, k ≤ sc. There are at most r columns in M1 thus and at
most r rows.11

This LP is solvable since pM is a solution for it. The right hand side b is the vector
obtained from Equations 12, 13, 14 (0, 0, . . . , 0, 1, . . . , 1) (with |S| 1’s at the end).

I Observation 4. In the LP (M1, b) above, all the entries in M1 and in b are 1, −1 or 0.

Now, any solution ~p′ to the LP specified by (M1, b) defines a secret sharing scheme for
the desired access structure. Namely, assuming all entries in a solution ~p are multiples of
some 1/L for some integer, we can set R to be of size L, and an arbitrary mapping Sh from
(~s, ~r)’s to share vectors in Fsc

Q that agree with the probabilities in ~p.
The problem is that if the elements in ~p′ will be not multiples of Q−t′ for some t′ it will

be impossible to present this secret sharing scheme with polynomials over FQ. We know one
solution pM that has probabilities which are multiples of Q−t for some, possibly very large,
t (the one induced byM). Now we want to show that there exists t′ = 22poly(SC) , for which
there is solution p′ to (M1, b) where all probability pi,j are multiples of Q−t′ , which will
prove the theorem. By theorem 15, there is a set of BFS’s G = {p1, ..., p`} for the system, so
that there exists a solution (the one induced byM) pM ∈ CH(G).12. Next, we prove that
the entries of all pi ∈ G are of “low” resolution.

B Claim 18. For every g ∈ G, there exists an integer 0 < L ≤ r2r, every entry gi of g is a
multiple of 1/L.

11The second inequality follows from correctness of the scheme.
12Note that (M1, b)’s solution set is indeed bounded, as all coordinates of a solution p are in the range

[0, 1].
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Proof. This follows from the fact that the BFS in G is of the form M−1
1,Hb, where M1,H is a

subset of M1’s columns corresponding to an invertible (square) matrix so that the entries
in b corresponding to the other columns are all 0’s. As M1, b have entries in {0, 1,−1} by
Observation 4, the claim follows from Lemma 17. C

For any G, if the resulting scheme M′ is not required to be a PSSS, then we are
also done, as we can take (e.g.) p1 ∈ G as a basis for the scheme, and set R of size
L ≤ 22r as guaranteed by Lemma 18. The randomness complexity of the resulting scheme is
log2(L) = 2Õ(SC(M)). Additionally, for the case ofM is a PSSS,M′ is as in the theorem if
|G| = 1, then p1 must be a single solution, and its entries are already multiples of qd, and we
are done, as M ≤ r2r ≤ 22Õ(SC(M)) . Therefor, the solution vector p1 induces a PSSS where
t = logQ(M) = 2Õ(SC(M)). This is also the case if some BFS pi ∈ G happens to have entries
which are all multiples of Q−t′ for some t′. Otherwise, we prove that CH(G) contains some
solution where all entries are multiples of Q−t′ where t′ = 2poly(SC). See the full version for a
proof, which is somewhat technically involved, but uses only some basic number theory. J
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Abstract
We define and study a new cryptographic primitive, named One-One Constrained Pseudorandom
Functions. In this model there are two parties, Alice and Bob, that hold a common random string
K, where Alice in addition holds a predicate f : [N ] → {0, 1} and Bob in addition holds an input
x ∈ [N ]. We then let Alice generate a key Kf based on f and K, and let Bob evaluate a value Kx

based on x and K. We consider a third party that sees the values (x, f, Kf ) and the goal is to allow
her to reconstruct Kx whenever f(x) = 1, while keeping Kx pseudorandom whenever f(x) = 0. This
primitive can be viewed as a relaxation of constrained PRFs, such that there is only a single key
query and a single evaluation query.

We focus on the information-theoretic setting, where the one-one cPRF has perfect correctness
and perfect security. Our main results are as follows.
1. A Lower Bound. We show that in the information-theoretic setting, any one-one cPRF for

punctured predicates is of exponential complexity (and thus the lower bound meets the upper
bound that is given by a trivial construction). This stands in contrast with the well known
GGM-based punctured PRF from OWF, which is in particular a one-one cPRF. This also implies
a similar lower bound for all NC1.

2. New Constructions. On the positive side, we present efficient information-theoretic constructions
of one-one cPRFs for a few other predicate families, such as equality predicates, inner-product
predicates, and subset predicates. We also show a generic AND composition lemma that preserves
complexity.

3. An Amplification to standard cPRF. We show that all of our one-one cPRF constructions can be
amplified to a standard (single-key) cPRF via any key-homomorphic PRF that supports linear
computations. More generally, we suggest a new framework that we call the double-key model
which allows to construct constrained PRFs via key-homomorphic PRFs.

4. Relation to CDS. We show that one-one constrained PRFs imply conditional disclosure of secrets
(CDS) protocols.

We believe that this simple model can be used to better understand constrained PRFs and related
cryptographic primitives, and that further applications of one-one constrained PRFs and our double-
key model will be found in the future, in addition to those we show in this paper.
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1 Introduction

In this paper we define and study a new cryptographic primitive, named One-One Constrained
Pseudorandom Functions. In this model there are two parties, Alice and Bob, that hold a
common random string K. In addition, Alice holds a predicate f : [N ] → {0, 1} and Bob
holds an input x ∈ [N ]. We then let Alice generate a key Kf based on f and K, and let
Bob evaluate a value Kx based on x and K. We consider a third party that sees the values
(x, f,Kf ) and the goal is to allow her to reconstruct Kx whenever f(x) = 1, while keeping
Kx pseudorandom whenever f(x) = 0.

This primitive can be viewed as a relaxation of constrained PRFs, such that there is
only a single key query and a single evaluation query. In a constrained PRF (first defined
in [12,13,23]), there is a master secret key msk with which it is possible to evaluate the PRF
on all inputs x, and in addition there are constrained keys skf respective to predicates f ,
where skf is derived from msk, such that skf allows to evaluate the PRF only on inputs x
where f(x) = 1, but on all points where f(x) = 0 the PRF value remains pseudorandom
even given skf . Through this point of view, K is the master secret key of the PRF, Kx is
the evaluation of the PRF on an input x and Kf is a constrained key for the predicate f .

We believe that the simplified model of one-one cPRF can be used to better understand
constrained PRFs and related cryptographic primitives, and that further applications of
one-one constrained PRFs will be found in the future, in addition to those we show in this
paper.

Our Contributions. Our main focus is on the information-theoretic setting, where we require
perfect correctness and perfect security. Our main results are as follows.
1. A Lower Bound. We show that in the information-theoretic setting, any one-one cPRF

for punctured predicates is of exponential complexity (and thus the lower bound meets
the upper bound that is given by a trivial construction). This stands in contrast with
the well known GGM-based punctured PRF from OWF, which is in particular a one-one
cPRF. This also implies a similar lower bound for all NC1.

2. New Constructions. On the positive side, we present efficient information-theoretic
constructions of one-one cPRFs for a few other predicate families, such as equality
predicates, inner-product predicates, and subset predicates. We also show a generic AND
composition lemma that preserves complexity.

3. An Amplification to cPRF. We define a special double-key model and show that any
one-one cPRF in this model, when combined with a key-homomorphic PRF, can support
multiple evaluation queries. We then show that all of our constructions can be initialized
in the double-key model, which implies that all of our constructions can be amplified
to a standard (single-key) cPRF via any key-homomorphic PRF that supports linear
computations. More generally, this approach reduces the task of constructing constrained
PRFs to the possibly simpler task of constructing one-one constrained PRFs in the
double-key model, and we believe that this framework will have more applications in the
future.
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4. Relation to CDS. We show that one-one constrained PRFs imply conditional disclosure
of secrets (CDS) protocols, a cryptographic primitive that is used to construct secure
protocols such as attribute based encryption, symmetrically-private information retrieval
protocols, and secret-sharing schemes.

5. Computational Constructions. To complete the picture, we also go over existing compu-
tational cPRFs in the literature, which are in particular computational one-one cPRFs.

2 Technical Overview

2.1 A Lower Bound
We begin with describing our lower bound theorem and its proof. Consider the family of
punctured predicates fy over some field F, such that for all x, y ∈ F it hold that fy(x) = 1 if
and only if x 6= y. We show that any perfect one-one cPRF for this predicate family must
have keys Kfy

of size Ω(|F|). To show that, we first argue that for every x ∈ F it must be
that Kx has at least one bit of entropy, even given all of the values {Kx′}x′ 6=x. This is due
to the correctness and security properties respective to the predicate fx, which means that
Kfx allows to reconstruct all {Kx′}x′ 6=x while keeping Kx random. Secondly, due to the fact
that Kfy

allows to compute {Kx}x 6=y (by correctness), and since each such Kx has at least
one independent bit of entropy (by the previous claim), it must be the case that Kfy has at
least |F| − 1 = Ω(|F|) bits of entropy.

2.2 New Constructions
A Generic Construction. We now describe a simple one-one constrained PRF for general
functions over some field F with complexity O(F). In this construction, we choose a random bit
ky

$← {0, 1} for every possible input y, and let the common random string be a concatenation
of all of those values K = {ky}y∈F. Alice, which holds a predicate f , returns the values Ky

for all the inputs y such that f(y) = 1, and Bob, which holds an input x, simply returns
Kx = kx. Security and correctness follow immediately (in fact, this construction is also
secure with multiple key queries and evaluation queries). The size of the common random
string is therefore at most |F|, and for a specific function f , the size of Kf is |f−1(1)|.

Equality Testing. Our efficient construction for equality testing over a field F is as follows.
The common random string K consists of two random field elements k0, k1. The functions
that Alice and Bob compute over their inputs x and fy respectively, where fy(x) = 1 if and
only if x = y, are identical: Kx = k1x+ k0 and Kfy

= k1y+ k0. This is essentially a degree-1
random polynomial computed over two elements, therefore Kx and Kfy look independently
random as long as x 6= y. This construction can be generalized to any constant number of
evaluation / key queries by using a random polynomial of higher degree.

Subset Predicates. Subset predicates are defined with respect to a universe [N ] =
{1, . . . , N}, where the input space is all subsets X ⊆ [N ] and the predicates fY are char-
acterized by subsets Y ⊆ [N ] such that fY (X) = 1 if and only if X ⊆ Y . Our efficient
construction for subset predicates is as follows. For every i ∈ [N ] there is a random bit ki
in the common string K. We then define KX = ⊕i∈Xki and KfY

= {ki}i∈Y . It is easy to
see correctness. In addition, whenever X * Y , there exists an ki /∈ KfY

that completely
randomizes KX .
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Inner-Product Predicates. Inner-product predicates for vectors of length ` over a field F
are defined such that for every x,y ∈ F` it holds that fy(x) = 1 if and only if 〈y,x〉 = 0. We
now describe our efficient construction. The common random string K consists of a random
vector v and a random field element w. We then define Kfy = wy + v and Kx = 〈v,x〉.
Correctness holds since whenever 〈y,x〉 = 0 it holds that 〈Kfy ,x〉 = Kx. Security holds
since v has one degree of freedom given Kfy ,y and therefore it completely randomizes Kx.

2.3 Amplification via Key-Homomorphic PRF

We consider one-one cPRFs that satisfy an additional property and show that such one-one
cPRFs can be boosted to standard (single-key) cPRFs via key-homomorphic PRFs. We then
show that all of our information-theoretic one-one cPRFs satisfy this property, thus receiving
new cPRF constructions.

In more detail, we require an alternative algorithm for Alice, that on input K, f produces
a double-key (Kf , K̂f ). Such double-key should have the property that K̂f looks uniformly
random even given Kf , but on the other hand, given both of the key parts (Kf , K̂f ) it should
be possible to reconstruct Kx for all x (regardless of f(x)).

Recall that in a key-homomorphic PRF, given an evaluation PRFk(x) of the PRF over
some input x and a key k, it is possible to publicly evaluate a function g over the key
which results in the value PRFg(k)(x). Our construction uses a key-homomorphic PRF
to homomorphically evaluate the function that takes a double-key (Kf , K̂f ) and outputs
Kx. Security relies on the fact that K̂f looks uniform even given Kf , which implies that
multiple evaluations of the form PRFK̂f

(x) look uniform by the security of the PRF. In the
construction we define the cPRF evaluation as rx := PRFKx(x). In the security proof we use
the homomorphic evaluation procedure to convert PRFK̂f

(x) into rx = PRFKx
(x).

Lastly, we show that all of our information-theoretic constructions can be instantiated
in the double-key model, where the required homomorphic computation is linear. In more
detail, in the equality testing construction we let Ky = k0 + yk1 and K̂y = yk1, in the
subset predicates construction we define KY = {ki}i∈Y and K̂Y = {ki}i∈[N ]/Y and in the
inner-product construction we define Ky = wy + v and K̂y = w.

2.4 One-One Constrained PRFs and CDS Protocols

We study the connection between one-one constrained PRFs and CDS protocols. CDS
protocols is a cryptographic primitive, introduced by Gertner et al. [20]. In a CDS protocol,
each of two parties, Alice and Bob, holds a private input and sends one message to a referee,
which knows the inputs of the parties, and should learn a secret held by the parties if and
only if the inputs of the parties satisfy some condition (e.g., if the inputs are equal).

CDS protocols can be easily generalized into multi-party CDS protocols, and they are
used to construct attribute based encryption [5,18,28], symmetrically-private information
retrieval protocols [20], priced oblivious transfer [1], and secret-sharing schemes [2, 3, 8, 9, 24].

We present a transformation from one-one constrained PRFs to CDS protocols. In
particular, we show that a one-one constrained PRF implies a CDS protocol for the index
predicate. By the reduction of [18] from CDS protocols for general predicates to CDS
protocols for the index predicate, we obtain a transformation from one-one constrained PRFs
to CDS protocols for general predicates. This transformation preserve complexity, i.e., the
message size of the resulting CDS protocol is the complexity of the one-one constrained PRF.
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Private Simultaneous Messages Protocols. Another similar primitive is private simultan-
eous messages (PSM) protocols, presented by Feige et al. [16], which is a private case of
MPC protocols. In a PSM protocol, each of the parties, Alice and Bob, holds a private input
for a two-input function, and each of them sends only one message to a referee, which is
based on its input and a common random string, such that the referee should be able to
compute the function on the inputs of Alice and Bob using the messages it gets, without
learn any additional information about the inputs of the parties. As CDS protocols, PSM
protocols can be generalized into multi-party PSM protocols, and they imply some other
cryptographic protocols, such as constant round MPC protocols [22], generalized oblivious
transfer protocols [22], and zero-information Arthur-Merlin protocols [4].

The best known PSM protocol for general functions f : [N ]× [N ]→ {0, 1} has message
size O(

√
N) [7], so by our lower bound of Ω(N) on the complexity of one-one constrained

PRFs, we cannot get a transformation that preserve complexity from PSM protocols to
one-one constrained PRFs. There is a transformation that preserve message size from PSM
protocols to CDS protocols [7, 20]; the other direction (an existence of transformation from
CDS protocols to PSM protocols) is an open problem, and although there is no evidence that
shows an equivalence or separation between CDS and PSM protocols, the best known CDS
protocols [25] have better message size than the best known PSM protocols [7]. Studying
the connections between one-one constrained PRFs and CDS protocols or PSM protocols
may help understanding the connection between CDS protocols and PSM protocols and the
bounds on the message size of CDS and PSM protocols.

3 Preliminaries

Notations. For any n ∈ N we use [n] to denote the set {1, . . . , n}. For any set S we use
s

$← S to denote a uniformly random sample s from S. For any distribution X we use x← X

to denote a value x that is sampled according to the distribution X. For any n ∈ N we use
Un to denote the uniform distribution over the strings of length n, and for any set S we use
US to denote the uniform distribution over the elements in S.

3.1 Entropy and Indistinguishability
I Definition 1 (Shannon Entropy). For a random variable X and x ∈ sup(X), the sample
entropy of x with respect to X is HX(x) = log (1/Pr[X = x]). The Shannon entropy of X is
then defined as

H(X) = Ex←X [HX(x)] .

For random variables X,Y , the Shannon entropy of X conditioned on Y is

H(X|Y ) = H(X,Y )−H(Y ) .

I Definition 2 (Statistical Distance). The statistical distance between two random variables
X1, X2 over a finite domain X is

∆(X1, X2) = 1
2
∑
x∈X
|Pr[X1 = x]− Pr[X2 = x]| .

We say that X1, X2 are δ-close if ∆(X1, X2) ≤ δ.
X1, X2 are 0-close if and only if Pr[X1 = x] = Pr[X2 = x] for all x ∈ X , and in that

case we say that they are identically distributed.
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A function ε(·) is negligible if for every positive polynomial p(·) and all sufficiently large
n’s, it holds that ε(n) < 1/p(n). We define three notions of indistinguishability as follows.

I Definition 3 (Indistinguishability). Let X = {Xn}n∈N, Y = {Yn}n∈N be two distribution
ensembles.
1. X and Y are perfectly indistinguishable if for every n ∈ N, the random variables Xn and

Yn are identically distributed.
2. X and Y are statistically indistinguishable if there exists a negligible function ε(·) such

that for every n ∈ N, Xn and Yn are ε(n)-close.
3. X and Y are computationally indistinguishable if for every non-uniform ppt distinguisher

D, there exists a negligible function ε(·) such that for every n ∈ N,

|[Pr[D(Xn) = 1]− [Pr[D(Yn) = 1]| < ε(n) .

3.2 Notions of Pseudorandom Functions
I Definition 4 (Constrained PRFs). A constrained pseudorandom function (cPRF) for a pre-
dicate family F and an input space X is defined by the algorithms (KeyGen,Eval,Con,ConEval)
where:

KeyGen(1λ) is a ppt algorithm that takes as input a security parameter λ and outputs a
master key msk.
Eval(msk, x) is a deterministic algorithm that takes as input the master secret key msk
and an input x ∈ X , and outputs a string rx ∈ {0, 1}∗.
Con(msk, f) is a ppt algorithm that takes as input the master secret key msk and a
predicate f ∈ F , and outputs a constrained key skf .
ConEval(skf , x) is a deterministic algorithm that takes as input a constrained key skf and
an input x ∈ X , and outputs a string r′x ∈ {0, 1}∗.

Correctness of Constrained Keys. The scheme is correct if for all x ∈ X and f ∈ F for
which f(x) = 1, and for all msk← KeyGen(1λ), skf ← Con(msk, f), it holds that

Eval(msk, x) = ConEval(skf , x) .

(Single-Key) Pseudorandomness. The security requirement is captured via a game between
a challenger C and an adversary A as follows.
C computes msk← KeyGen(1λ).
In an order of her choice, A makes an arbitrary number of evaluation queries, a single
challenge query and a single key query:

Evaluation Query: A selects x ∈ X and sends it to C. In return, C computes
rx ← Eval(msk, x) and sends it to A.
Challenge Query: A selects x∗ ∈ X and sends it to C. In return, C computes
rx∗ ← Eval(msk, x∗) and samples a bit b $← {0, 1}. If b = 0, it sends rx∗ to A,
otherwise it sends to A a random value u← U|rx∗ |.
Key Query: A selects f∗ ∈ F and sends it to C. In return, C computes skf∗ ←
Con(msk, f∗) and sends skf∗ to A.

C sends to A a bit b′.
The advantage of A in the game is Pr[b = b′]− 1

2 where the probability is over the coins
of C and A. The adversary A is admissible if f∗(x∗) = 0 and x∗ does not appear in any
of the evaluation queries. The scheme is computationally secure if for any ppt admissible
adversary A, her advantage in the game is negl(λ).
We define key-selective pseudorandomness identically to the definition above, except that
A is forced to make the key query first.
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I Definition 5 (Key-Homomorphic PRFs). A key-homomorphic pseudorandom function
(khPRF) for an input space X , a key space K, and a function family G = {Gn : Kn → K}n∈N,
is defined by the algorithms (KeyGen,Eval,HomKeyEval) where:

KeyGen(1λ) is a ppt algorithm that takes as input a security parameter λ and outputs a
key sk ∈ K and possibly public parameters pp.
Eval(sk, x) is a deterministic algorithm that takes as input a key sk ∈ K and an input
x ∈ X , and outputs rx ∈ {0, 1}∗.
HomKeyEval(g, rx) is a ppt algorithm that takes as input a function g ∈ G and a value
rx ∈ {0, 1}∗, and outputs a value r̂x ∈ {0, 1}∗.

Correctness of Homomorphic Key Evaluation. The scheme is correct if for all x ∈ X , all
g ∈ G where g : Kn → K, and all {ski}i∈[n] ∈ K, it holds that

HomKeyEval (g,Eval(sk1, x), . . . ,Eval(skn, x)) = Eval (g(sk1, . . . , skn), x) .

Pseudorandomness. The security requirement is captured via a game between a challenger
C and an adversary A as follows.
C computes sk← KeyGen(1λ).
In an order of her choice, A makes an arbitrary number of evaluation queries and a
single challenge query:

Evaluation Query: A selects x ∈ X and sends it to C. In return, C computes
rx ← Eval(sk, x) and sends it to A.
Challenge Query: A selects x∗ ∈ X and sends it to C. In return, C computes
rx∗ ← Eval(sk, x∗) and samples a bit b $← {0, 1}. If b = 0, it sends rx∗ to A,
otherwise it sends to A a random value u← U|rx∗ |.

C sends to A a bit b′.
The advantage of A in the game is Pr[b = b′]− 1

2 where the probability is over the coins
of C and A. The adversary A is admissible if x∗ does not appear in any of the evaluation
queries. The scheme is computationally secure if for any ppt admissible adversary A,
her advantage in the game is negl(λ).

4 Definition of One-One Constrained PRFs

I Definition 6 (One-One Constrained PRFs). A One-One Constrained Pseudorandom Func-
tion for a predicate family F and an input space X is a tuple of algorithms (Setup,A,B,Rec)
with the following syntax.

Setup(1λ) → K is a PPT algorithm that (possibly) takes a security parameter λ and
outputs a common random string K.
A(K, f)→ Kf is a PPT algorithm that takes a common random string K and a predicate
f ∈ F . It outputs a key Kf .
B(K,x)→ Kx is a deterministic algorithm that takes a common random string K and
an input x ∈ X . It outputs a value Kx.
Rec(x, f,Kf )→ K ′x is a deterministic algorithm that takes an input x ∈ X , a predicate
f ∈ F , and a key Kf . It outputs a value K ′x.

Complexity. We say that the scheme is of complexity p(·, ·, ·) if for every (λ,X ,F), for every
x ∈ X and f ∈ F , for every K,Kf ,Kx where K ← setup(1λ), Kf ← A(K, f), and
Kx ← B(K,x), the size of (K,Kf ,Kx) is O(p(λ, |X | , |F|)).
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Correctness. A one-one constrained PRF is correct if for all f ∈ F and x ∈ X for which
f(x) = 1, for all K ← Setup(1λ), and for all coins of A, it holds that

Rec(x, f,A(K, f)) = B(K,x) .

Security. The security requirement is captured via a game between a challenger C and an
adversary A as follows.
C computes K ← Setup(1λ).
In an order of her choice, A makes two queries:

Challenge Query: A selects x∗ ∈ X and sends it to C. In return, C computes
Kx∗ ← B(K,x∗) and samples a bit b $← {0, 1}. If b = 0, it sends Kx∗ to A,
otherwise it sends to A a random value u← U|Kx∗ |.
Key Query: A selects f∗ ∈ F and sends it to C. In return, C computes Kf∗ ←
A(K, f∗) and sends Kf∗ to A.

A sends to C a bit b′.
The advantage of A in the game is Pr[b = b′]− 1

2 where the probability is over the coins
of C and A. The scheme is perfectly ( /statistically /computationally) secure if for any
unbounded ( /unbounded /ppt) adversary A that selects x∗, f∗ for which f∗(x∗) = 0, her
advantage in the game is 0 ( /negl(λ) /negl(λ)).
We define key-selective (resp. input-selective) security identically to the definition above,
except that A is forced to make the key query (resp. challenge query) first.

Indistinguishability Based Perfect Security. In the prefect setting, we can omit the security
parameter and selective security implies full security, therefore the following definition is
equivalent to the one above:
A one-one constrained PRF is perfectly secure if for all f∗ ∈ F and x∗ ∈ X for which
f∗(x∗) = 0, the following distributions are identical:

(f∗, x∗,Kf∗ ,Kx∗) ≡ (f∗, x∗,Kf∗ , u)

where K ← Setup(), Kf∗ ← A(K, f∗), Kx∗ ← B(K,x∗), u← U|Kx∗ |.

Note. This is essentially a constrained PRF secure against one constrained key and one
evaluation query. Related primitives: constrained PRFs, conditional disclosure of secrets
(CDS), function secret-sharing.

5 A Lower Bound

We now show that for inequality predicates, the upper bound that we show in Theorem 10 is
tight, i.e., it is not possible to do better than the trivial construction. This means we cannot
hope to achieve efficient information-theoretic constructions for NC1.

I Theorem 7. Let F = {f6=y}y∈F be the family of punctured predicates over some field F,
i.e., for any fixed y ∈ F, f 6=y : F→ {0, 1} where f 6=y(x) = 1 if and only if x 6= y. Then, for
any field F, any one-one constrained PRF for F with perfect correctness and perfect security
is of complexity Ω(|F|).

We now prove Theorem 7. Denote N = |F| and consider all of the field elements x1, . . . , xN
according to some fixed order. Consider the random variable K ← Setup() and for all i ∈ [N ]
consider the random variables Ki and K 6=i defined as:

Ki ← B(K,xi), K6=i ← A(K, f6=xi
) .
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B Claim 8. For all i ∈ [N ], it holds that H(Ki | K1, . . . ,Ki−1) ≥ 1.

Proof. Fix an i ∈ [N ]. By the perfect security it holds that (K6=i,Ki) ≡ (K6=i, u) where
u← U|Kx|. Since H(u | K6=i) ≥ 1, it follows that

H(Ki | K6=i) ≥ 1 . (1)

By the perfect correctness, K6=i uniquely determines all of the values {Kj}j 6=i. That is,

H({Kj}j 6=i | K 6=i) = 0 ,

i.e., (by Definition 1)

H({Kj}j 6=i,K6=i) = H(K6=i) ,

and therefore

H(K6=i) ≥ H({Kj}j 6=i) .

Since {K1, . . . ,Ki−1} ⊆ {Kj}j 6=i, it follows that

H(K6=i) ≥ H(K1, . . . ,Ki−1) . (2)

Lastly, equations (1) and (2) imply that

H(Ki | K1, . . . ,Ki−1) ≥ H(Ki | K6=i) ≥ 1 . C

B Claim 9. For any subset I ⊆ [N ], it holds that H({Ki}i∈I) ≥ |I|.

Proof. Fix a subset I ⊆ [N ] and denote I = {i1, . . . , i|I|} such that i1 < i2 < · · · < i|I|. By
Claim 8, for all j = 1, . . . , |I| it holds that

H(Kij | Ki1 , . . . ,Kij−1) ≥ H(Kij | K1, . . . ,Kij−1) ≥ 1 ,

i.e., (by Definition 1)

H(Kij ,Ki1 , . . . ,Kij−1)−H(Ki1 , . . . ,Kij−1) ≥ 1 ,

i.e.,

H(Kij ,Ki1 , . . . ,Kij−1) ≥ 1 +H(Ki1 , . . . ,Kij−1) .

Since this is true for all j = 1, . . . , |I|, it follows that

H({Ki}i∈I) = H(Ki|I| ,Ki1 , . . . ,Ki|I|−1)
≥ 1 +H(Ki1 , . . . ,Ki|I|−1)
≥ 1 + 1 +H(Ki1 , . . . ,Ki|I|−2)
. . .

≥ |I| . C

Consider now an arbitrary i ∈ [N ]. From Claim 9 it holds that H({Kj}j 6=i) ≥ N − 1. Since
H(K6=i) ≥ H({Kj}j 6=i) (see the proof of Claim 8), it follows that H(K6=i) ≥ N − 1. Hence,
for any i ∈ [N ] the size of K 6=i is at least N − 1, which completes the proof. J
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6 Information-Theoretic Constructions

In this section we consider one-one constrained PRFs with perfect correctness and security.
We begin in Section 6.1 with a generic construction for all predicates over a field F, which
is of complexity O(|F|). We then present more efficient constructions for specific predicate
families; We begin in Section 6.2 with a complexity-preserving composition lemma for the
AND operator. That is, we show that given a one-one cPRF for predicates families F1 and
F2, there is a one-one cPRF for the predicate family F1 ∧F2 of proportional complexity. In
Section 6.3 we show a construction for the equality predicate over a field F with complexity
O(log |F|), which extends to a `-vector-equality construction of complexity O(` · log |F|) via
the generic AND composition. In Section 6.4 we show a construction for the subset relation
with complexity O(N), where N is the maximal size of sets, which extends to t-CNFs with
complexity O(

(
`
t

)
·|F|t ·log |F|) as pointed out by [15,27]. In Section 6.5 we construct a one-one

cPRF for inner-product predicates for vectors in F` with complexity O(` · log |F|), which can
be extended to polynomials via embedding of polynomial zero testing as inner-product.

6.1 Generic Predicates
I Theorem 10. Let F be the family of all predicates over some field F, i.e., any f ∈ F is
of the form f : F → {0, 1}. Then, there is a one-one constrained PRF for F with perfect
correctness, perfect security, and complexity O(|F|).

Proof. The construction is as follows.
Setup(): For any y ∈ F sample ky

$← {0, 1}. Output K = {ky}y∈F.
A(K, f): Parse K = {ky}y∈F and output Kf = {ky : f(y) = 1}y∈F.
B(K,x): Parse K = {ky}y∈F and output Kx = kx.
Rec(x, f,Kf ): Parse Kf = {ky : f(y) = 1}y∈F. If f(x) = 1 then output kx, otherwise
output ⊥.

Correctness. If f(x) = 1 then kx ∈ Kf .
Security. Consider K ← Setup(), Kf ← A(K, f), Kx ← B(K,x), u $← {0, 1}. If f(x) = 0

then kx /∈ Kf . Since kx is a uniformly sampled bit and H(kx|Kf ) = H(kx), it holds that

(f, x,Kf ,Kx) ≡ (f, x,Kf , u) . J

6.2 AND Composition
I Lemma 11. Let (Setup1,A1,B1,Rec1) and (Setup2,A2,B2,Rec2) be perfect one-one con-
strained PRFs for some predicate families F1 = {f1 : F→ {0, 1}} and F2 = {f2 : F→ {0, 1}}
respectively for some field F, with complexity bounded by some functions P 1 and P 2 re-
spectively. Then, there is a perfect one-one constrained PRF for the predicate family
F1 ∧ F2 = {f1 ∧ f2 : F→ {0, 1}}f1∈F1,f2∈F2 with complexity bounded by P 1 + P 2.

Proof. For simplicity we assume that for all x it holds that
∣∣K1

x

∣∣ =
∣∣K2

x

∣∣. This can always
be enforced because it is possible to ignore some of the bits of Kx without compromising
correctness and security. The construction is as follows.

Setup(): Compute K1 ← Setup1() and K2 ← Setup2(), output K = (K1,K2).
A(K, f): Parse K = (K1,K2) and f = f1 ∧ f2. Compute K1

f1 ← A1(K1, f1) and
K2
f2 ← A2(K2, f2). Output Kf = (K1

f1 ,K2
f2).

B(K,x): Parse K = (K1,K2). Compute K1
x ← B1(K1, x) and K2

x ← B2(K2, x). Output
Kx = K1

x +K2
x.
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Rec(x, f,Kf ): Parse Kf = (K1
f1 ,K2

f2). Compute R1
x ← Rec1(x, f1,K1

f1) and R2
x ←

Rec2(x, f2,K2
f2), output Rx = R1

x +R2
x.

Correctness. If f(x) = 1 then f1(x) = 1 ∧ f2(x) = 1, therefore by the correctness of the
underlying constructions R1

x = K1
x and R2

x = K2
x, thus Rx = Kx.

Security. Consider K ← Setup(), Kf ← A(K, f), Kx ← B(K,x), u ← U|Kx| where K =
(K1,K2), f = f1 ∧ f2, Kf = (K1

f1 ,K2
f2) and Kx = K1

x + K2
x. If f(x) = 0 then there

exists i ∈ {1, 2} for which f i(x) = 0. By the security of the underlying constructions it
holds that

(f i, x,Ki
fi ,Ki

x) ≡ (f i, x,Ki
fi , ui) .

where Ki ← Setupi(), Ki
fi ← Ai(Ki, f i), Ki

x ← Bi(Ki, x), ui ← U|Ki
x|. Since the two

instances of the underlying constructions are independent (i.e., H(K1|K2) = H(K1) and
H(K2|K1) = H(K2)), and in particular Ki

x is independent of (K3−i
f3−i ,K

3−i
x ), it follows

that

(f, x,Kf ,Kx) = (f, x, (K1
f1 ,K2

f2),K1
x +K2

x)
≡ (f, x, (K1

f1 ,K2
f2),K3−i

x + ui)
≡ (f, x, (K1

f1 ,K2
f2), u)

= (f, x,Kf , u) . J

6.3 Equality Testing
I Theorem 12. Let F = {fy}y∈F be the family of point predicates over some field F, i.e.,
for any fixed y ∈ F, fy : F → {0, 1} where fy(x) = 1 if and only if x = y. Then, there is
a one-one constrained PRF for F with perfect correctness, perfect security, and complexity
O(log |F|).

Proof. The construction is as follows.
Setup(): Sample k0, k1

$← F and output K = (k0, k1).
A(K, fy): Parse K = (k0, k1) and output Kfy

= k0 + yk1.
B(K,x): Parse K = (k0, k1) and output Kx = k0 + xk1.
Rec(x, fy,Kfy

): If x = y then output Kfy
, otherwise output ⊥.

Correctness. If fy(x) = 1, i.e., x = y, then Kfy
= Kx.

Security. Consider K ← Setup(), Kfy
← A(K, fy), Kx ← B(K,x), u $← F. If fy(x) = 0, i.e.,

x 6= y, then (Kfy
,Kx) = (k0 + yk1, k0 + xk1) are two distinct points on a random linear

function defined by (k0, k1). Since for every possible value of the uniformly sampled u ∈ F
there is a unique (k′0, k′1) ∈ F2 such that k′0 + yk′1 = k0 + yk1 = Kfy

and k′0 + xk′1 = u, it
holds that (fy, x,Kfy

,Kx) and (fy, x,Kfy
, u) are identically distributed. J

Extensions. The construction above can be extended to other notions as follows.
The predicates family of equality testing of vectors over some field F, i.e., the family
F = {fy}y∈F` where for any fixed y ∈ F`, fy : F` → {0, 1} such that fy(x) = 1 if and only
if x = y. The construction is derived via the AND composition lemma (see Lemma 11)
and is of complexity O(` · log |F|).
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A 1-key t-queries variant, i.e., a construction where for any fy ∈ F and any X ⊆ F/y of
size |X | < t, it holds that

(fy, x,Kfy , {Kx}x∈X ) ≡ (fy, x,Kfy , {ux}x∈X )

where K ← Setup(), Kfy
← A(K, fy), Kx ← B(K,x), ux ← U|Kx|. In the construction,

sample a random polynomial p of degree t as the common random string K and compute
Kx = p(x), Kfy

= p(y). The complexity is O(t · log |F|).

6.4 Subset Predicates
I Theorem 13. Let F = {fY }Y⊆[N ] be the family of subset predicate over the set [N ], i.e.,
for any fixed subset Y ⊆ [N ], fY : 2[N ] → {0, 1} and fY (X) = 1 if and only if X ⊆ Y .
Then, there is a one-one constrained PRF for F with perfect correctness, perfect security,
and complexity O(N).

Proof. The construction is as follows.

Setup(): For any i ∈ [N ] sample ki
$← {0, 1}. Output K = {ki}i∈[N ].

A(K, fY ): Parse K = {ki}i∈[N ] and output KfY
= {ki}i∈Y .

B(K,X): Parse K = {ki}i∈[N ] and output KX =
⊕

i∈X ki.
Rec(X, fY ,KfY

): Parse KfY
= {ki}i∈Y . If X ⊆ Y then compute and output K ′X =⊕

i∈X ki, otherwise output ⊥.

Correctness. If fY (X) = 1, i.e., X ⊆ Y , then K ′X = KX .
Security. If fY (X) = 0, i.e., X * Y , then there exists an index i∗ ∈ X such that i∗ /∈ Y ,

therefore

(fY , X, {ki}i∈Y , ki∗) ≡ (f, x, {ki}i∈Y , u)

and thus

(fY , X, {ki}i∈Y ,
⊕
i∈X

ki) ≡ (fY , X, {ki}i∈Y , u)

and thus

(fY , X,KfY
,KX) ≡ (fY , X,KfY

, u)

where {ki}i∈[N ] = K ← Setup(), KfY
← A(K, fY ), KX ← B(K,X), u $← {0, 1}. J

Extensions. Using techniques similar to [15,27], the construction above implies a one-one
constrained PRF for the class of t-CNF predicates with inputs of length ` over some field F,
where the construction is of complexity O(

(
`
t

)
· |F|t · log |F|).

6.5 Inner-Product Predicates
I Theorem 14. Let F = {fy}y∈F` be the family of inner-product predicates of length-`
vectors over some field F, i.e., for any fixed y ∈ F`, fy : F` → {0, 1} where fy(x) = 1 if and
only if 〈y,x〉 = 0. Then, there is a one-one constrained PRF for F with perfect correctness,
perfect security, and complexity O(` · log |F|).

Proof. The construction is as follows.
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Setup(): Sample v $← F` and w $← F. Output K = (v, w).
A(K, fy): Parse K = (v, w) and output Kfy = wy + v.
B(K,x): Parse K = (v, w) and output Kx = 〈v,x〉.
Rec(x, fy,Kfy): Output 〈Kfy ,x〉.

Correctness. If fy(x) = 1, i.e., 〈y,x〉 = 0, then

〈Kfy ,x〉 = 〈wy + v,x〉 = w〈y,x〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
0

+ 〈v,x〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
Kx

.

Security. If fy(x) = 0, i.e., 〈y,x〉 6= 0, then

(fy,x,Kfy ,Kx) = (fy,x, wy + v, 〈v,x〉) ≡ (fy,x, wy + v, u) = (fy,x,Kfy , u)

where K ← Setup(), Kfy ← A(K, fy), Kx ← B(K,x), u $← F.
To see that, fix some values (y,x, u). Sample a random v under the constraint that
〈v,x〉 = u, then sample w and output (fy,x, wy + v, u). J

7 Removing the One-One Restriction via Key-Homomorphic PRF

In this section we consider one-one cPRFs that satisfy an additional property and show that
such one-one cPRFs can be boosted to standard cPRFs via key-homomorphic PRFs. We
then show that all of our information-theoretic one-one cPRFs satisfy this property, thus
receiving new cPRF constructions.

In more detail, we require an alternative algorithm for Alice, dkA(K, f), that produces
a double-key (Kf , K̂f ). Such double-key should have the property that K̂f looks uniformly
random even given Kf , but on the other hand, given both of the key parts (Kf , K̂f ) it
should be possible to compute Kx for all x (regardless of f(x)). We now formally define this
additional property.

I Definition 15. A one-one constrained pseudorandom function for a predicate family F and
an input space X is in the double-key model, if in addition to the algorithms (Setup,B,Rec)
as in Definition 6, there exists algorithms dkA and dkRec with the following syntax.

dkA(K, f)→ (Kf , K̂f ) is a PPT algorithm that takes a common random string K and a
predicate f ∈ F . It outputs a pair of keys (Kf , K̂f ).
dkRec(x, f,Kf , K̂f )→ K ′x is a deterministic algorithm that takes an input x, a predicate
f ∈ F , and a pair of keys (Kf , K̂f ). It outputs a value K ′x.

(Standard) Correctness. A one-one constrained PRF is correct if it satisfies standard cor-
rectness (as in Definition 6) with respect to the keys Kf . That is, for all f ∈ F and
x ∈ X for which f(x) = 1, for all K ← Setup(1λ), and for all (Kf , K̂f )← dkA(K, f), it
holds that Rec(x, f,Kf ) = B(K,x).

Correctness of Double-Keys. A one-one constrained PRF has correct double-key if for all
f ∈ F and x ∈ X for which f(x) = 0, for all K ← Setup(1λ), and for all (Kf , K̂f ) ←
dkA(K, f), it holds that dkRec(x, f,Kf , K̂f ) = B(K,x).

Security of Double-Keys. The scheme has perfect ( /statistical /computational) double-key
security if for any f ∈ F and any unbounded ( /unbounded /ppt) distinguisher, the fol-
lowing distributions are identical ( /statistically close /computationally indistinguishable).

(f,Kf , K̂f ) ≡ (f,Kf , u)

where K ← Setup(1λ), (Kf , K̂f )← dkA(K, f), u← U|K̂f |.
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Given the new definition in hand, we now state the main theorem.

I Theorem 16. Let (KeyGen,Eval,HomKeyEval) be a key-homomorphic PRF for an in-
put space Xα, a key space K, and a function family G = {Gn : Kn → K}n∈N, and let
(Setup, dkA,B,Rec, dkRec) be a one-one cPRF in the double-key model (as in Definition 15)
for an input space Xβ and a predicate family F , such that:

The key space K is some field F and the algorithm KeyGen(1λ) outputs a random value
sk $← F.
For all x ∈ Xβ and all K ← Setup(1λ) it holds that Kx ∈ F where Kx ← B(K,x) and F
is the same field as above.
For all f ∈ F there exists n ∈ N such that for all K ← Setup(1λ) it holds that K̂f ∈ Fn,
where (Kf , K̂f )← dkA(K, f) and F is the same field as above.
For all x ∈ Xβ and f ∈ F such that f(x) = 0, and all (Kf , K̂f ) ← dkA(K, f) where
K ← Setup(1λ), let dkRecx,f,Kf

: Fn → F denote the algorithm dkRec with the hard-coded
inputs (x, f,Kf ), i.e., dkRecx,f,Kf

(·) = dkRec(x, f,Kf , ·). Then:
dkRecx,f,Kf

(·) can be homomorphically evaluated over keys of the key-homomorphic
scheme, i.e., dkRecx,f,Kf

(·) ∈ G.
dkRecx,f,Kf

(·) preserves uniformity, i.e., the distributions dkRecx,f,Kf
(UFn) and UF

are identical.
Then, there exists a key-selective secure single-key constrained PRF for the predicate family
F and the input space X = Xα ∩ Xβ.

7.1 The Reduction
We proceed to the proof of Theorem 16. Assuming a key-homomorphic PRF and a one-one
constrained PRF as described in the theorem, the constrained PRF is defined as follows.

I Construction 17. Define:
CPRF.KeyGen(1λ): Compute K ← Setup(1λ) and output msk = K.
CPRF.Eval(msk, x): Parse msk = K. Compute Kx := B(K,x) and output rx :=
EvalKx

(x).
CPRF.Con(msk, f): Parse msk = K. Compute (Kf , K̂f )← dkA(K, f) and output skf =
(f,Kf ).
CPRF.ConEval(skf , x): Parse skf = (f,Kf ). Compute K ′x := Rec(x, f,Kf ) and output
r′x := EvalK′x(x).

Correctness of Constrained Keys. Fix x ∈ X and f ∈ F for which f(x) = 1, and
msk ← CPRF.KeyGen(1λ), skf ← CPRF.Con(msk, f). Then msk = K and skf = (f,Kf )
where K ← Setup(1λ) and (Kf , K̂f ) ← dkA(K, f). Consider CPRF.ConEval(skf , x) and in
particular K ′x = Rec(x, f,Kf ), then by the standard correctness of the one-one cPRF, since
f(x) = 1 it holds that K ′x = Kx and therefore EvalK′x(x) = EvalKx

(x).

Pseudorandomness. We now prove that Construction 17 is a single-key key-selective secure
constrained PRF as in Definition 4. The proof goes via a sequence of hybrids.

Proof. Hybrid H0. This is the real security game as in Definition 4. Note that this is the
selective-key game, i.e., the key query for f happens before any other queries. Explicitly,
C computes K ← Setup(1λ) and then immediately answers the key query:

Key Query: Upon receiving f ∈ F , C computes (Kf , K̂f )← dkA(K, f) and sends Kf

to A.
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In the rest of the game C answers queries made by A as follows.
Evaluation Query: Upon receiving x ∈ X , C computes Kx := B(K,x) and rx :=
EvalKx

(x).
It sends rx to A.
Challenge Query: Upon receiving x∗ ∈ X , C computes Kx∗ := B(K,x∗) and rx∗ :=
EvalKx∗ (x∗).
It samples a bit b $← {0, 1}. If b = 0, it sends rx∗ to A, otherwise it sends to A a
random value u← U|rx∗ |.

Hybrid H1. In this hybrid we change the way that C evaluates Kx when it answers evaluation
queries and the challenge query. Instead of using the common random string K, it will
use the double-key (Kf , K̂f ). That is, upon receiving x ∈ X , instead of computing
Kx := B(K,x) it computes

Kx :=
{

Rec(x, f,Kf ) f(x) = 1
dkRec(x, f,Kf , K̂f ) f(x) = 0

and then proceeds as in the previous hybrid. Due to the prefect standard correctness and
correctness of double-keys, the distributions that C outputs in Hybrids H0 and H1 are
identical.

Hybrid H2. Note that C does not use K anymore except of when it first generates (Kf , K̂f ).
In this hybrid we change K̂f to uniform. That is, after computing (Kf , K̂f )← dkA(K, f),
C samples a random value u← U|K̂f | and overrides the value of K̂f such that K̂f := u.
By the perfect ( /statistical /computational) security of double-keys, the distributions
that C outputs in hybrids H1 and H2 are identical ( /statistically close /computationally
indistinguishable).

Hybrid H3. In this hybrid we change the way that C evaluates rx when it answers evalu-
ation queries and the challenge query, whenever f(x) = 0. Recall that in the previous
hybrid it computes rx := EvalKx(x) where Kx := dkRec(x, f,Kf , K̂f ), and recall that
by assumption, dkRecx,f,Kf

(·) = dkRec(x, f,Kf , ·) can be homomorphically evaluated
over the PRF key-space using HomKeyEval. Moreover, by our assumption it holds that
K̂f ∈ Fn for some n ∈ N. Therefore,

rx = EvalKx
(x)

= EvaldkRec(x,f,Kf ,K̂f )(x)

= EvaldkRecx,f,Kf
(K̂f )(x)

= HomKeyEval
(

dkRecx,f,Kf
, EvalK̂1

f
(x), . . . ,EvalK̂n

f
(x)
)

where K̂f = (K̂1
f , . . . , K̂

n
f ). In this hybrid, C first computes six := EvalK̂i

f
(x) for all i ∈ [n],

and then

rx := HomKeyEval
(
dkRecx,f,Kf

, s1
x, . . . , s

n
x

)
.

By the perfect correctness of homomorphic key evaluation, the distributions that C
outputs in hybrids H2 and H3 are identical.

Hybrid H4. In this hybrid we change the way that C evaluates s1
x, . . . , s

n
x whenever f(x) = 0.

Note that in Hybrid H3 the value K̂f , which is uniformly random in Fn, is only used when
computing six := EvalK̂i

f
(x) for all i ∈ [n]. Thus, we can replace the values s1

x, . . . , s
n
x with

uniformly random strings. That is, whenever a query is made for an x such that f(x) = 0,
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C samples s1
x, . . . , s

n
x

$← {0, 1}∗ of appropriate size and then proceeds as in the previous
hybrid. By the pseudorandomness of the key-homomorphic PRF respective to the keys
K̂1
f , . . . , K̂

n
f , the distributions that C outputs in hybrids H3 and H4 are computationally

indistinguishable.
Hybrid H5. We change again the way that C evaluates rx whenever f(x) = 0. In this hybrid

the values rx are replaced with uniformly sampled strings. Indistinguishability will follow
immediately from the next lemma, since s1

x, . . . , s
n
x are random values and dkRecx,f,Kf

(·)
preserves uniformity. J

I Lemma 18. Let (KeyGen,Eval,HomKeyEval) be a secure key-homomorphic PRF for a
key space K and a function family G = {Gn : Kn → K}n∈N, where valid keys are samples
from UK and the output space is O. Let g ∈ Gn be a function such that g(UKn) and
UK are computationally indistinguishable. Then, the distribution HomKeyEval(g,UOn) is
computationally indistinguishable from UO.

Proof. Via hybrids:
1. The distribution HomKeyEval(g,UOn).
2. The distribution HomKeyEval (g,EvalUK(0), . . . ,EvalUK(0)) (Ind. by the pseudorandom-

ness). Note that the distribution EvalUK(0) is concatenated n times and that the PRF
input 0 was chosen arbitrarily.

3. The distribution Evalg(UKn )(0) (Ind. by the correctness of homomorphic key evaluation).
4. The distribution EvalUK(0) (Ind. by the assumption about g).
5. The distribution UO (Ind. by the pseudorandomness). J

7.2 Constructions of One-One cPRFs in the Double-Key Model
We now show that all of our information-theoretic constructions (see Section 6) have a double-
key variant (see Definition 15) of the same complexity. Moreover, in all of those double-key
constructions, the corresponding function dkRecx,f,Kf

(see Theorem 16 for definition) is
linear and preserves uniformity. Due to the similarity to the constructions in Section 6, we
provide here an overview.

Generic Predicates. For an input space F and any predicate family F , the common random
string K = {ky}y∈F consists of random bits ky

$← {0, 1} for every element in the field. The
value Kx is then simply kx. The double-key for a predicate f splits K into a set of authorized
inputs Kf = {ky : f(y) = 1}y∈F and a set of unauthorized inputs K̂f = {ky : f(y) = 0}y∈F.
Clearly, K̂f is uniformly distributed even given Kf , and recovering a value kx from K̂f is a
linear function.

AND Composition. Consider two perfect one-one cPRFs in the double-key model for some
predicate families F1 = {f1} and F2 = {f2}. In the construction for the predicate family
F1∧F2 = {f1∧f2}f1∈F1,f2∈F2 , there is one instance of each of the underlying constructions.
The common random string K = (K1,K2) and double-keys Kf = (K1

f1 ,K2
f2) and K̂f =

(K̂1
f1 , K̂2

f2) where f = f1∧f2 are a concatenation of the corresponding values in the underlying
schemes. The values Kx = K1

x+K2
x are the sum of the corresponding values in the underlying

schemes. Since the two instances are secure and generated independently, uniformity of K̂f

given Kf follows immediately. Moreover, the algorithm dkRec(x, f,Kf , K̂f ) that computes
and outputs dkRec1(x, f1,K1

f1 , K̂1
f1) + dkRec2(x, f2,K2

f2 , K̂2
f2) is clearly correct, linear in

K̂f , and preserves uniformity if the underlying schemes are correct, linear in K̂1
f1 and K̂2

f2 ,
and preserve uniformity.
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Equality Testing. Consider equality testing over some field F. The common random
string K = (k0, k1) consists of two random elements in the field k0, k1

$← F, and we define
Kx = k0 +xk1. The double-key for some value y is defined as Kfy = k0 +yk1 and K̂fy = yk1.
Note that by the uniformity of k0 and k1, for all y 6= 0 the key part K̂fy

is distributed
uniformly in F even given Kfy . To reconstruct Kx for some x 6= y, compute

dkRec(x, y,Kfy , K̂fy ) = x− y
y

K̂fy +Kfy = (x− y)k1 + k0 + yk1 = k0 + xk1 = Kx ,

which is correct and linear in K̂fy
.

Subset Predicates. Recall that we consider all subsets X ⊆ [N ] as the input space and all
subsets Y ⊆ [N ] as the predicate family, such that fY (X) = 1 if and only if X ⊆ Y . The
common random string K = {ki}i∈[N ] consists of random bits ki

$← {0, 1} for every element
in the set [N ]. The value KX is then set to KX =

⊕
i∈X ki. The double-key for a predicate

fY splits K into a set of authorized elements KfY
= {ki}i∈Y and a set of unauthorized

elements K̂fY
= {ki}i∈[N ]/Y . Clearly, K̂fY

is uniformly distributed even given KfY
, and

recovering a value ki from (KfY
, K̂fY

) is a linear function that preserves uniformity.

Inner-Product Predicates. Consider inner-product testing of vectors of length ` over some
field F. The common random string K = (v, w) consists of a random vector v $← F` and a
random field element w $← F. We define Kx = 〈v,x〉. The double-key for a vector predicate
y is defined as Kfy = wy + v and K̂fy = w. Note that by the uniformity of v and w, the
key part K̂fy is distributed uniformly in F even given Kfy . To reconstruct Kx for some x,
compute

dkRec(x, fy,Kfy , K̂fy) = 〈Kfy ,x〉 − K̂fy〈y,x〉 = 〈wy + v,x〉 − w〈y,x〉 = 〈v,x〉 = Kx ,

which is correct, linear in K̂fy , and preserves uniformity.

8 One-One Constrained PRF and CDS Protocols

In this section we study the connection between one-one constrained PRFs and conditional
disclosure of secrets (CDS) protocols, a cryptographic primitive used to construct many
secure protocols (see discussion in the introduction). In CDS protocols, Alice and Bob hold
a secret and a common random string, and each of them holds a private input for some
two-input predicate. Then, each of the parties sends one message to a referee, which is based
on its private input, the secret, and the common random string. The referee, knowing the
inputs of the parties, should learn the secret if and only if the inputs of the parties satisfy the
predicate. We next provide a formal definition of CDS protocols, originally presented in [20].

I Definition 19 (Conditional Disclosure of Secrets Protocols). Let f : X × Y → {0, 1}
be a predicate. A conditional disclosure of secrets (CDS) protocol P for f with domain
of secrets S, domain of common random strings R, and finite message domains MA,MB

consists of two deterministic message computation functions EncA,EncB, where EncA :
X ×S×R→MA and EncB : Y ×S×R→MB, and a deterministic reconstruction function
Dec : X × Y ×MA ×MB → S. We say that P is a CDS protocol for f if it satisfies the
following requirements.

Correctness. For every inputs x ∈ X and y ∈ Y for which f(x, y) = 1, every secret s ∈ S,
and every common random string r ∈ R,

Dec(x, y,EncA(x, s, r),EncB(y, s, r)) = s .
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Security. For every inputs x ∈ X and y ∈ Y for which f(x, y) = 0 and every secret s ∈ S,

(x, y,EncA(x, s, r),EncB(y, s, r), s) ≡ (x, y,EncA(x, s, r),EncB(y, s, r), u)

where r $← R and u $← S.
Message Size. The message size of a CDS protocol P is defined as the sizes of the messages

sent by the parties, i.e., log |MA|+ log |MB |.

We consider the index predicate, which gets as inputs an N -bit string (or a database) D
and an index i ∈ [N ], and returns the ith bit in D, denoted by Di.

I Definition 20 (The Index Function). The index predicate is the predicate findex : {0, 1}N ×
[N ]→ {0, 1}, where findex(D, i) = Di.

We next show a transformation that preservers complexity from one-one constrained
PRFs to CDS protocols for the index predicate.

I Theorem 21. Let findex : {0, 1}N × [N ]→ {0, 1} be the index predicate, and assume that
for every predicate f : [N ]→ {0, 1} there is a one-one constrained PRF for f with complexity
c(N). Then, there is a CDS protocol for findex with message size c(N).

Proof. We consider a one-one constrained PRF scheme, when Alice holds a predicate
f : [N ] → {0, 1}, Bob holds an input x ∈ [N ], and both hold a common random string
K ← Setup(1λ), where Kf ← A(K, f) and Kx ← B(K,x). By the correctness requirement
of the one-one constrained PRF, if f(x) = 1 then there exist a deterministic function Rec
such that Rec(x, f,Kf ) = Kx, and by security requirement, if f(x) = 0 then (f, x,Kf ,Kx) ≡
(f, x,Kf , u), where u← U|Kx|.

We show a construction of a CDS protocol for the index predicate findex, which is based
on the above one-one constrained PRF. The construction is as follows.

Inputs: Alice holds D ∈ {0, 1}N and Bob holds i ∈ [N ]. We represent D as the predicate
fD : [N ]→ {0, 1}, where fD(j) = findex(D, j) = Dj .
The secret: A string s of size at most |B(K, i)|.
The common random string: An element K ← Setup(1λ).
EncA(D,K): Alice computes and sends the message EncA(D,K) = A(K, fD) = KfD

.
EncB(i,K): Bob computes and sends the message EncB(i,K) = B(K, i)⊕ s′ = Ki ⊕ s′,
where s′ = 0t ◦ s such that |s′| = |B(K, i)|.
Dec(D, i,EncA(D,K),EncB(i,K)): If findex(D, i) = 1, the referee computes

Rec(i, fD,EncA(D,K))⊕ EncB(i,K).

Correctness. If findex(D, i) = 1, i.e., fD(i) = 1, then the referee computes

Rec(i, fD,EncA(D,K))⊕ EncB(i,K) = Rec(i, fD,KfD
)⊕Ki ⊕ s′ = Ki ⊕Ki ⊕ s′ = s′

where the second equality follows from the correctness of the one-one constrained PRF.
Hence, the referee learns s′ and so the secret s.

Security. If findex(D, i) = 0, i.e., fD(i) = 0, then by the security of the one-one constrained
PRF,

(fD, i,A(K, fD),B(K, i)) ≡ (fD, i,A(K, fD, ), u)

where K ← Setup(1λ) and u ← U|B(K,i)|. Then, since s′ = EncB(i,K)⊕ B(K, i) we get
that

(D, i,EncA(D,K),EncB(i,K), s′) ≡ (D, i,EncA(D,K),EncB(i,K), u)

where K ← Setup(1λ) and u← U|s′|.
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Message size. The message size of this CDS protocol is equal to the complexity of the
one-one constrained PRF, which is c(N). J

Using the above result and the reduction that appears in [18], from CDS protocols for
general predicates to CDS protocols for the index predicate, we get a transformation from
one-one constrained PRF to CDS protocols for general predicates.

I Corollary 22. Let g : [N ]× [N ]→ {0, 1} be a predicate, and assume that for every predicate
f : [N ]→ {0, 1} there is a one-one constrained PRF for f with complexity c(N). Then, there
is a CDS protocol for g with message size c(N).

Note the best known CDS protocol for general predicates g : [N ]×[N ]→ {0, 1} has message
size 2O(

√
logN log logN) [25]. Thus, by the above lower bound of Ω(N) on the complexity

of one-one constrained PRFs of Theorem 7, we cannot get a similar transformation that
preserve complexity in the other direction (i.e., a transformation from CDS protocols to
one-one constrained PRFs).

9 Computational Constructions

Every single-key constrained PRF is in particular a one-one constrained PRF under the same
security notion (which is either adaptive, key selective or challenge selective, see Definition 6).
For completeness, we now go over some of the known computational constructions in the
literature of single-key constrained PRFs.

9.1 Constructions from OWFs
Punctured Predicates. As was shown in [12,13, 23], the OWF-based PRF of [21] is in fact
puncturable. Using our previous terminology, it supports punctured predicates over the input
space {0, 1}n as defined in Theorem 7. The complexity of the construction is O(λ · n) where
λ is the security parameter. Furthermore, [17] showed that the aforementioned construction
satisfies adaptive security with a security loss exponential in the number of queries. Since we
focus on the single-query scenario, we can use their proof strategy to claim adaptive security
on the implied one-one cPRF.

I Theorem 23. Let F = {fy}y∈{0,1}n be the family of punctured predicates over the set of
n-bit strings, i.e., for any fixed y ∈ {0, 1}n, f6=y : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} where f6=y(x) = 1 if and
only if x 6= y. Then, for every security parameter λ, there is a one-one constrained PRF for
F with perfect correctness, computational adaptive security, and complexity O(λ · n).

One-Dimensional Interval Predicates. [23] showed how to further generalized the [21]
approach in order to support (one-dimensional) interval predicates without compromising
the complexity. Such predicates allow to compute the PRF on all inputs x that are within
some range [a, b], i.e., all x such that a ≤ x ≤ b, where the key size is O(λ · log |b− a|). Due
to the similarity to the construction for punctured predicates, the adaptive security proof
strategy of [17] can also be applied here.

I Theorem 24. Let F = {f[a,b]}a,b∈{0,1}n be the family of one-dimensional interval predicates
over the set of n-bit strings, i.e., for any fixed a, b ∈ {0, 1}n, f[a,b] : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} where
f[a,b](x) = 1 if and only if a ≤ x ≤ b. Then, for every security parameter λ, there is a
one-one constrained PRF for F with perfect correctness, computational adaptive security,
and complexity O(λ · n).
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Multi-Dimensional Interval Predicates. We now consider multi-dimensional interval predic-
ates (that were previously studied in [11,19,26]). Such predicates are characterized by d inter-
vals {[ai, bi]}i∈[d], and the input space is ({0, 1}n)d. An input X = (x1, . . . , xd) ∈ ({0, 1}n)d
is authorized by the multi-dimensional predicate f[ai,bi]i∈[d] if and only if ai ≤ xi ≤ bi for all
i ∈ [d]. Each interval [ai, bi] can be verified by checking the n bits of the input corresponding
to xi. In particular, in order to verify that the ith dimension of X (i.e., xi) is within the ith
range [ai, bi], we have to check whether the ith block of n bits of X is within the range [ai, bi].
To do so, we will use the AND composition lemma (that is, Lemma 11) sequentially d− 1
times on d independent instances of one-one cPRFs for one-dimensional interval predicates
over inputs of length n (as in Theorem 24), where each instance i handles the ith block of X.

I Theorem 25. Let F = {f[ai,bi]i∈[d]}ai,bi∈{0,1}n,i∈[d] be the family of d-dimensional interval
predicates over the set of n-bit strings, i.e., for any fixed ai, bi ∈ {0, 1}n for all i ∈ [d],
f[ai,bi]i∈[d] : ({0, 1}n)d → {0, 1} where f[ai,bi]i∈[d](x1, . . . , xd) = 1 if and only if ai ≤ xi ≤ bi
for all i ∈ [d]. Then, for every security parameter λ, there is a one-one constrained PRF for
Fn with perfect correctness, computational adaptive security, and complexity O(d · λ · n).

9.2 Additional Constructions
Lattice Assumptions. [10] construct a selectively-secure single-key cPRF for all circuits from
LWE. [14] construct an adaptively-secure single-key cPRF for NC1 from LWE.

Group Assumptions. [6] construct a selectively-secure single-key bit-fixing cPRF from DDH.
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our results show that the combination of the local model with a small curator can become part of a
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1 Introduction

Data has become one of the main drivers of innovation in applications as varied as technology,
medicine [33], and city planning [34, 52]. However, the collection and storage of personal
data in the service of innovation by companies, researchers, and governments poses significant
risks for privacy and personal freedom. Personal data collected by companies can be
breached [22]; subpoenaed by law enforcement in broad requests [44]; mis-used by companies’
employees [37, 21]; or used for purposes different from those announced at collection time [63].
These concerns alongside data-hungry company and government practices have propelled
privacy to the frontier of individuals’ concerns, societal and policy debates, and academic
research.

The local model of differential privacy [65, 43] has recently emerged as one of the promising
approaches for achieving the goals of enabling data-driven innovation while preserving a
rigorous notion of privacy for individuals that also addresses the above challenges. The
differential privacy aspect provides each participating individual (almost) with the same
protection she would have, had her information not been included [26], a guarantee that holds
even with respect to all powerful adversaries with access to multiple analyses and rich auxiliary
information. The local aspect of the model means that this guarantee will continue to hold even
if the curator’s data store is fully breached. From the utility perspective, the deployment of
local differential privacy protocols by Google, Apple, and Microsoft demonstrate that the local
differential privacy model is a viable approach in certain applications, without requiring trust
in the companies or incurring risks from hackers and intelligence agencies [28, 54, 35, 1, 23].

The adoption of the local model by major industry players has motivated a line of
research in the theory of local differential privacy (e.g., [9, 8, 17, 58, 40, 42, 41]). Alongside
algorithmic improvements, this body of work highlighted the wide theoretical and practical
gap between utility achievable in the more traditional trusted curator model of differential
privacy (where the curator ensures the privacy of its output but can perform computations on
raw individual data) and that achievable in the local differential privacy model. In particular,
the number of data points necessary to achieve a particular level of accuracy in the local
model is significantly larger than what is sufficient for the same accuracy in the curator model
(see, e.g., [11, 43, 55, 9]). This has negative consequences. First, data analysis with local
differential privacy becomes the privilege of the data-rich, handicapping smaller companies
and helping to cement monopolies. Second, in an effort to maintain accuracy the entities
deploying local differential privacy are tempted to use large privacy loss parameters [59],
ultimately putting into question the privacy guarantee [36].
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Figure 1 The hybrid model.

New models for differentially private computation have recently emerged to alleviate the
(inevitable) low accuracy of the local model, of which we will discuss the shuffle model [38, 15,
20, 6, 5, 32] and the hybrid model [2].1 In the shuffle model, it is assumed that the curator
receives data in a manner disassociated from a user identifier (e.g., after the raw data has
been stripped of identifiers and randomly shuffled). Recent work has proved that protocols
employing shuffling can provide better accuracy than local protocols and sometimes match
the accuracy of the curator model [20, 6, 5, 32].2 Although the shuffle model is a promising
approach for bridging the gap between the local model and the trusted curator model, it
suffers from two weaknesses: it requires individuals’ trust in the shuffler (which itself may be
subject to breaches, subpoenas, etc., and the infrastructure for which may not exist), and,
as highlighted by [6], its privacy guarantees to an individual rely on the assumption that
sufficiently many other individuals do not deviate from the protocol.

The focus of this work is on a generalization of the hybrid model introduced by [2],
where a majority of individuals that participate in a local differential privacy computation
is augmented with a small number of individuals who contribute their information via a
trusted curator. From a practical point of view, this separation is aligned with current
industry practices, and the small number of individuals willing to contribute via a curator
can be employees, technology enthusiasts, or individuals recruited as alpha- or beta-testers
of products in exchange for early access to its features or decreased cost [47, 48, 50].

Furthermore, unlike Blender [2], in an effort to explore a rich trust and communication
model, and anticipate development of future technologies and practices, we do not assume
that the curator trusted by the opt-in users and the eventual data recipient (whom we call
the referee) are the same entity (see Figure 1). The detailed discussion of the benefits of this
modeling assumption appears after the formal model definition in Section 2.2.

1.1 This work: The power of the hybrid model
We initiate a theoretical study of the extent to which the hybrid model improves on the
utility of the local model by addition of a small curator (and vice versa, improves on the
utility of a small curator by addition of parties that participate in a local model computation).
We ask whether there are tasks that cannot be computed privately by a small curator, or in
the local model (even with many participants), but are feasible in a model that combines
both. We answer this question in the affirmative.

1 Approaches which weaken differential privacy itself or justify the use of large privacy loss parameters
are outside our scope and deserve a separate discussion.

2 Furthermore, the shuffle model provides new “privacy amplification” tools that can be used in the design
of differentially private algorithms [27, 6].
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A concatenation of problems (direct-sum)

Our first example is composed of two independent learning tasks, each task can be privately
learned in one model, however, cannot be privately learned in the other model. Each data
point is parsed as two points (x, y) that are labeled (Park(x),Thrt(y)) where the former is a
parity function Park(x) = 〈k, x〉 and the latter is a threshold function Thrt(y) = 1{y≥t} (see
Section 2.4 for complete definitions). For a choice of parameters, known sample complexity
bounds imply that the parity learning part of the task can be performed by the curator but
cannot be privately computed in the local model with sub-exponential number of messages [43],
and, conversely, that the threshold learning part cannot be performed by the curator [12, 30]
but can be performed by the local model parties. It follows that for our choice of parameters
the combined task cannot be performed neither by the curator nor by the local model with
sub-exponential number of rounds (as the number of local agents is small, each agent in
the local model must send many messages), but is feasible in the hybrid model without
interaction (see the full version of this paper for a detailed analysis [10]).

Select-then-estimate

In our second example, each input point x is sampled i.i.d. from an unknown distribution
over {−1, 1}d. Letting µ = E [x], the goal is to output a pair (i, µ̂i) where i approximately
maximizes µi (i.e., µi ≥ maxj µj − α) and µ̂i approximates µi (i.e., |µ̂i − µi| ≤ α′), where
α′ < α. That is, once we found a good coordinate i, we want to approximate its quality
with smaller error. A number of sample complexity bounds apply here (in particular, [60];
see also the full version of this paper [10]), yielding a wide range of parameters where the
task cannot be performed by the curator alone, nor by the local model parties alone. The
hybrid model, however, allows for a solution where the curator first identifies i such that
µi ≥ maxj µj −α and the estimation of µi within accuracy α′ is then performed by the local
model parties (see the full version of this paper for a detailed analysis [10]).

The select-then-estimate problem is a sub-component of many statistical and data-
mining applications [4, 57, 2]. It is also of core interest in genome-wide association studies
(GWAS), where the inputs are genomes of patients affected by a particular disease and
the goal is to (approximately) identify disease-related genome locations and estimate their
significance [3, 66, 16]. Solving the problem while ensuring privacy is particularly challenging
when the feature dimension is large compared to the number of available samples, which
is the case for GWAS [14, 3, 39, 56]. As genomic data is particularly sensitive, the hybrid
model of differential privacy appears appropriate for it from the privacy perspective – the
majority of the data would be analyzed with the guarantee of local differential privacy, and
only a small number of data points would be entrusted to a curator, whose analysis’s output
should also be differentially private [64]. As our example suggests, the hybrid model may be
useful also from the utility perspective.

We next present and study tasks that require protocols with different interaction patterns
involving both the curator and the local agents; that is, the referee needs to relay messages
from the curator to the local model agents in one problem or vice versa in a second problem.

Learning parity XOR threshold

This task, which is a twist on the above concatenation of problems, combines two independent
learning tasks. Rather than merely concatenating, in the learning parity XOR threshold
problem points are labeled by Park(x)⊕Thrt(y). A simple argument shows that (for specifically
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chosen parameters) the task cannot be performed by the curator alone or by the local model
agents with sub-exponential number of rounds. The task is, however, feasible in the hybrid
model without interaction. Observe that the local model agents can complete the task once
the parity part is done, and that Thrt(y) = 0 for the lower half of the points y or Thrt(y) = 1
for the upper half of the points y (or both). These observations suggest a protocol where
the curator first performs two parity learning tasks (splitting points according to y values),
and the task is then completed by the local model agents. This requires communication (as
the referee needs to relay a message from the curator to the local model agents), and it may
seem that this interaction is necessary for the task. However, in Section 3 we show that this
is not the case, by demonstrating a non-interactive protocol where all parties send a message
to the referee at the same round.

1-out-of-2d-parity

Our next task can be solved in the hybrid model (but neither by a small curator model nor
in the local model with sub-exponential number of rounds). This task requires interaction,
first with the local model agents and then with the curator. The task consists of a multitude
of parity problems, only one of which – determined by the input – needs to be solved. The
curator is capable of solving the parity task privately, however, the curator’s limited number
of samples does not allow solving all parity problems privately, nor does it allow distinguishing
which problem to solve. The local model agents cannot solve parity (with sub-exponential
number of rounds) [43] but can recover which problem needs to be solved (via a heavy hitters
computation [17]). Thus, the referee needs to first interact with the local agents and then
the curator. See Section 4.

Parity-chooses-secret

The third task in this part can be solved in the hybrid model (but neither with a small
curator, nor in the local model with sub-exponential number of rounds). The task requires
interaction in the reverse order from the previous task: first with the curator, then with the
local model agents. The input to this task contains shares of a large collection of secrets and
the goal is to recover one of these secrets. The secret that should be recovered is determined
by the input as the solution to a parity problem. The curator can solve the parity problem
but does not have enough information to recover any of the secrets. The local model agents
receive enough information to recover all secrets, but doing so would breach privacy (as
implied by [46]). They cannot solve the parity problem with sub-exponential number of
rounds. In the hybrid model protocol, the curator first solves the parity problem privately,
and relates the identity of the secret to be recovered through the referee to the local model
agents who then can send enough information to recover the required secret. See Section 5.

The latter two tasks highlight information and private-computation gaps between the
curator and the local model agents. The local model agents receive enough information to
solve the task, but lack the ability to privately solve an essential sub-task (when they are not
allowed to use exponentially many rounds). The curator does not receive enough information
to solve the task (even non-privately), but can solve the hard sub-task.

When the hybrid model does not help much

Although most of the results in this work are on the positive side, demonstrating that cleverly
utilizing a curator in synergy with local agents can allow for new capabilities, we also show
that for one of the most basic tasks – namely, basic hypothesis testing – the hybrid model has
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no significant advantage over what can be done separately in either the local model with m
agents or in the curator model with database of size n. We show that if for two distributions
D0 and D1 there is a private protocol in the hybrid model that given i.i.d. samples from Dj
correctly identifies j, then there is a private protocol with the same sample size either in the
local model or in the curator model that correctly identifies j (with some loss in the success
probability). We then consider two distributions D0 and D1 over the the domain {0, 1},
where in D0 the probability of 1 is strictly less than 1/2 and in D1 the probability of 1 is
strictly greater than 1/2 and identify values of m and n such that in the hybrid model, where
the curator has m samples and there are n agents (each holding one sample), no protocol
exists that can differentiate whether the m+ n inputs were sampled i.i.d. from D0 or from
D1. Since computing the sum of i.i.d. sampled bits from D0 or D1 can distinguish between
these distributions, the above results imply that for computing the sum, the hybrid model is
no better than each model separately. See Section 6.

A new lower bound for selection in the local model

As mentioned above, our analysis for the select-then-estimate task relies on lower bounds
on the sample complexity of selection in the local model. In the selection problem, there is
some distribution over vectors in {−1, 1}d and each agents gets an i.i.d. sample from this
distribution; the goal is to select a coordinate such that the expected value of this coordinate
is as large as possible. Ullman [60] gives a (tight) lower bound of Ω(d log d

α2ε2 ) samples for the
non-interactive case. In the full version of this paper [10], we show that for interactive local
model protocols, the number of messages in such protocol is Ω(d1/3). For example, if the
curator interacts with the local model parties so that each party sends t messages, then the
number of parties must be at least Ω(d1/3/t). The proof is by a generic reduction from any
private PAC learning task to selection, which preserves sample complexity. The bound is
obtained by applying the reduction from privately learning parity and applying bounds on
the sample complexity of privately learning parity from [43].

1.2 Discussion and future work

Our results show that the combination of the local model with a small curator can become
part of a promising toolkit for designing and implementing differential privacy. More work is
needed to develop the theory of this model (and possibly introduce variants), and, in particular,
characterize which tasks can benefit from it. From an algorithms design perspective, now
that we know that the hybrid model can lead to significant improvements over both the
curator and local models, an exciting open question is understanding what other non-trivial
algorithms can be designed that take advantage of the synergy.

Selection bias

In this work we assume that the inputs for the curator and for the local model agents come
from the same distribution. However, the recruitment of individuals for participating via a
curator can create unintended differences between the input distributions seen by the curator
and the entire population, and hence lead to biases, an issue which is outside the scope of
the current work. Selection bias remains an important issue that needs to be addressed.
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Approximate differential privacy

Our separations between the hybrid model and the curator and local models hold for
pure differential privacy (i.e., ε-differential privacy). Specifically, we use lower bounds for ε-
differential private learning of the threshold functions in the curator model [12, 30]; these lower
bounds do not hold for (ε, δ)-differential private learning of the threshold functions [13, 18].
We also use lower bounds for ε-differential private learning of parity in the local model [43];
it is open whether these lower bounds hold for fully interactive (ε, δ)-differential private
learning protocols of parity. Possible separations for (ε, δ)-differential privacy are left for
future research.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Protocols for differentially private computations
Let X be a data domain. We consider a model where the inputs and the computation are
distributed among parties P1, . . . , Pn. Each party is an interactive randomized functionality:
it can receive messages from the other parties, perform a randomized computation, and send
messages to the other parties. At the beginning of a computation, each party Pi receives
its input xi = (xi,1, . . . , xi,`i

) ∈ X`i . I.e., the input of party Pi consists of a sequence of
`i ≥ 0 entries taken from the data domain X, and the entire joint input to the protocol
is (x1,1 . . . , x1,`1 , x2,1, . . . , x2,`2 , . . . , xn,1, . . . , xn,`n

). The parties engage in a randomized
interactive protocol Π = (ΠP1 , . . . ,ΠPn), where a message sent by a party Pi in some round is
computed according to ΠPi

and depends on its input xi, its random coins, and the sequence
of messages it has seen in previous rounds. When a party Pi halts, it writes its output to a
local output register oPi

. The number of messages in a protocol is the number of rounds
multiplied by the number of parties.

I Definition 2.1. We say that x = (x1, . . . , x`) ∈ X` and x′ = (x′1, . . . , x′`) ∈ X` are
neighboring if they differ on at most one entry, i.e., there exists i∗ ∈ [`] such that xi = x′i
for i ∈ [`] \ {i∗}.

I Definition 2.2. We say that two probability distributions D0,D1 ∈ ∆(Ω) are (ε, δ)-close
and write D0 ≈ε,δ D1 if Prt∼Db

[t ∈ T ] ≤ eε · Prt∼D1−b
[t ∈ T ] + δ for all measurable events

T ⊂ Ω and b ∈ {0, 1}.

We are now ready to define what it means for a protocol to be differentially private in a
fully malicious setting, i.e., in a setting where an arbitrary adversary controls the behavior
of all but one party. Intuitively, a protocol is differentially private in a fully malicious setting
if there do not exist a party Pi and an adversary A controlling P1, . . . , Pi−1, Pi+1, . . . , Pn
such that A can “trick” Pi to act non-privately. More formally, we model the adversary
as an interactive randomized functionality. For a party Pi, define APi to be a randomized
functionality as follows.
1. An input of APi

consists of a sequence of `i entries taken from the data domain, x ∈ X`i .
2. APi simulates an interaction between party Pi with x as its input, and A. The simulated

Pi interacts with A following the instructions of its part in the protocol, ΠPi
. The

adversary A interacts with Pi sending messages for parties P1, . . . , Pi−1, Pi+1, . . . , Pn.
However, A does not necessarily adhere to the protocol Π.

3. The simulation continues until A halts with an output oA, at which time APi halts and
outputs oA.
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14:8 The Power of Synergy in Differential Privacy

I Definition 2.3 (Multiparty differential privacy [26, 43, 11, 61]). A protocol Π is (ε, δ)-
differentially private if for all i ∈ [n], for all interactive randomized functionalities A, and
all neighboring x,x′ ∈ X`i , APi

(x) ≈ε,δ APi
(x′). When `1 = `2 = · · · = `n = 1 we say that

the protocol operates in the local model, and when n = 1 we say that the protocol (or the
algorithm) operates in the curator model. We say that a protocol Π is ε-differentially private
if it is (ε, 0)-differentially private.

Comparison to previous definitions

In contrast to [11, 61], our definition applies also to a malicious adversary that can send
arbitrary messages. The definition of [43] also applies to a malicious adversary, however
it requires that each answer of an agent preserves ε-differential privacy (i.e., if there are d
rounds, the protocol is dε-differentially private). In contrast, the definitions of [11, 61] and
our definition measures the privacy of the entire transcript of an agent.

Note that (i) Restricting the outcome oA to binary results in a definition that is equivalent
to Definition 2.3. (ii) It is possible to consider a relaxed version of Definition 2.3 where the
adversary A is “semi-honest” by requiring A to follow the protocol Π. (iii) Definition 2.3
differs from definitions of security in the setting of secure multiparty computation as the
latter also state correctness requirements with respect to the outcome of the protocol. The
difference between the setting is that secure multiparty computation implements a specified
functionality3 whereas differential privacy limits the functionality to hide information specific
to individuals, but does not specify it.

2.2 The hybrid model
A computation in the (m,n)-hybrid model is defined as the execution of a randomized
interactive protocol Π = (ΠC ,ΠP1 , . . . ,ΠPn ,ΠR) between three types of parties: a (single)
curator C, n “local model” agents P1, . . . , Pn, and a referee R. The referee has no input, the
curator C receives m input points x = (x1, . . . , xm) ∈ Xm and the n “local model” agents
P1, . . . , Pn each receive a single input point yi ∈ X. We use the notation D to denote the
joint input to the computation, i.e., D = (x1, . . . , xm, y1, . . . , yn).

The communication in a hybrid model protocol is restricted to messages exchanged
between the referee R and the other parties C,P1, . . . , Pn (i.e., parties C,P1, . . . , Pn cannot
directly communicate among themselves). Parties C,P1, . . . , Pn have no output, whereas
when the execution halts the referee R writes to a special output register o. See Figure 1.
We require the protocol Π = (ΠC ,ΠP1 , . . . ,ΠPn

,ΠR) to satisfy differential privacy as in
Definition 2.3.

The hybrid model is a natural extension of well-studied models in differential privacy.
Setting n = 0 we get the trusted curator model (as C can perform any differentially private
computation), and setting m = 0 we get the local model. In this work, we are interested in
the case 0 < m � n, because in this regime, the hybrid model is closest in nature to the
local model. Furthermore, in many applications, once m is comparable to n it is possible to
drop parties P1, . . . , Pn from the protocol without a significant loss in utility.

Comparing with Blender [2], where the curator C and the referee R are the same party,
we observe that the models are equivalent in their computation power – every differentially

3 Furthermore, secure multiparty computation is silent with respect to the chosen functionality, regardless
whether it is “privacy preserving” or “secure”.
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private computation in one model is possible in the other (however, the models may differ in
the number of interaction rounds needed). Nevertheless, the separation between the curator
and the referee has merits as we now discuss.

On the separation between the curator and referee

From a theory point of view, it is useful to separate these two parties as this allows to
examine effects related to the order of interaction between the parties (e.g., whether the
referee communicates first with the curator C or with the local model parties P1, . . . , Pn).

Moreover, by separating the curator and referee, the hybrid model encapsulates a richer
class of trust models than [2], and, in particular, includes a trust model where data sent to the
curator is not revealed to the referee. In an implementation this may correspond to a curator
instantiated by a publicly trusted party, or by using technologies such as secure multiparty
computation, or secure cryptographic hardware which protects data and computation from
external processes [49].

The curator-referee separation also makes sense from a practical point of view within
a company. It is reasonable that only a small fraction of a company’s employees, with
appropriate clearance and training, should be able to access the raw data of those who
contribute their data to the trusted curator model, whereas the majority of employees should
only see the privacy-preserving version of it [53].
I Remark 2.4 (A note on public randomness). Some of our protocols assume the existence
of a shared random string. In an implementation, shared randomness can be either set up
offline or be chosen and broadcast by the referee. We stress that the privacy of our protocols
does not depend on the shared random string actually being random. Furthermore, all our
lower bounds hold even when the local agents hold a shared (public) random string.

2.3 Parity and threshold functions
A concept c : X → {0, 1} is a predicate that labels examples taken from the domain X by
either 0 or 1. A concept class C over X is a set of concepts (predicates) mapping X to {0, 1}.
Let b, c ∈ N be parameters. The following two concept classes will appear throughout the
paper:

Thresholdb =
{

Thrt : t ∈ {0, 1}b
}
where Thrt : {0, 1}b → {0, 1} is defined as Thrt(x) =

1{x≥t}, where we treat strings from {0, 1}b as integers in
{

0, . . . , 2b − 1
}
.

Parityc = {Park : k ∈ {0, 1}c} where Park : {0, 1}c → {0, 1} is defined as Park(x) =
〈k, x〉 = ⊕cj=1kj · xj .

2.4 Preliminaries from learning theory and private learning
We recall the probably approximately correct (PAC) model of [62]. Given a collection of
labeled examples, the goal of a learning algorithm (or protocol) is to generalize the given data
into a concept (called a “hypothesis”) that accurately predicts the labels of fresh examples
from the underlying distribution. (See [62], or the full version of this paper [10], for formal
definitions.) When the learner is a protocol, its sample complexity is the total number of
labeled examples it operates on. That is, if there are n parties where party Pi gets as input
`i labeled examples, then the sample complexity of the protocol is `1 + · · ·+ `n.

I Definition 2.5. The generalization error of a hypothesis h : X → {0, 1} w.r.t. a target
concept c and a distribution D is defined as errorD(c, h) = Prx∼D[h(x) 6= c(x)]. The empirical
error of h w.r.t. a labeled sample D = (xi, yi)mi=1 is errorD(h) = 1

m |{i : h(xi) 6= yi}|. The
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empirical error of h w.r.t. an unlabeled sample D = (xi)mi=1 and a concept c is errorD(h, c) =
1
m |{i : h(xi) 6= c(xi)}|. Let c : X → {0, 1} be a concept and let D ∈ (X ×{0, 1})n be a labeled
database. We say that D is consistent with c if for every (x, y) ∈ D it holds that y = c(x).

I Definition 2.6. Let C be a concept class over a domain X, and let Π be a protocol in
which the input of every party is a collection of (1 or more) labeled examples from X. The
protocol Π is called an (α, β)-empirical learner for C if for every concept c ∈ C and for every
joint input to the protocol D that is consistent with c, with probability at least 1 − β, the
outcome of the protocol is a hypothesis h : X → {0, 1} satisfying errorD(h) ≤ α.

We will be interested in PAC-learning protocols that are also differentially private.

I Definition 2.7 ([43]). A private learner is a PAC learner and that satisfies Definition 2.3.
Similarly, a private empirical learner is a protocol Π that satisfies both Definitions 2.3 and 2.6.

Dwork et al. [25] and Bassily et al. [7] showed that if a hypothesis h is the result of a
differentially private computation on a random sample, then the empirical error of h and
its generalization error are guaranteed to be close. We will use the following multiplicative
variant of their result [51], whose proof is a variant of the original proof of [7].

I Theorem 2.8 ([25, 7, 51, 29]). Let A : Xn → 2X be an (ε, δ)-differentially private algorithm
that operates on a database of size n and outputs a predicate h : X → {0, 1}. Let D be a
distribution over X, let S = (x1, . . . , xn) be a database containing n i.i.d. elements from D,
and let h← A(S). Then,

Pr
S∼Dn

h←A(S)

[
e−2ε · E

x∼D
[h(x)]− 1

n

n∑
i=1

h(xi) >
10
εn

log
(

1
εδn

)]
< O (εδn) .

We next state known impossibility results for privately learning threshold and parity.

I Fact 2.9 ([12, 30]). Let b ∈ N. Any ε-differentially private (α, β)-PAC learner for
Thresholdb requires Ω( b

εα ) many samples.

I Fact 2.10 ([43]). Let c ∈ N. In any ε-differentially private (α, β)-PAC learning protocol
for Parityc in the local model the number of messages is Ω(2c/3). This holds even when the
underlying distribution is restricted to be the uniform distribution.

Fact 2.10 implies, for example, that when there are poly(c) agents the number of rounds
is 2Ω(c). It is open whether there exists an ε-private protocol (or an (ε, δ)-private protocol)
for learning Parityc in the local model with poly(c) agents and any number of rounds.
I Remark 2.11. The proof of Fact 2.10 in [43] is stated in a weaker model, where in each
round the referee sends an εi-differentially private local randomizer to an agent and the agent
sends the output of this randomizer on its input to the referee, such that ε1 + · · ·+ ε` ≤ ε.
However, in their proof they only use the fact that εi ≤ ε in every round, thus, their lower
bound proof also applies to our model.

Our protocols use the private learner of [43] for parity functions, a protocol of [8] for
answering all threshold queries, a protocol of [17] for heavy hitters, and a protocol of [31] for
approximating a quantile. These are specified in the following theorems.

I Theorem 2.12 ([8]). Let α, β, ε ≤ 1, and let b ∈ N. There exists a non-interactive
ε-differentially private protocol in the local model with n = O

(
b3

α2ε2 · log
(

b
αβε

))
agents

in which the input of every agent is a single element from {0, 1}b and the outcome is a
function q : {0, 1}b → [0, 1] such that for every joint input to the protocol D ∈ ({0, 1}b)n,
with probability at least 1 − β, the outcome q is such that ∀w ∈ {0, 1}b we have q(w) ∈
|{x ∈ D : x ≤ w}| /|D| ± α.
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Theorem 2.12 does not appear explicitly in [8], but it is implicit in their analysis.

I Theorem 2.13 ([43]). Let α, β, ε ≤ 1, and let c ∈ N. There exists an ε-differentially
private algorithm in the curator model that (α, β)-PAC learns and (α, β)-empirically learns
Parityc with sample complexity O

(
c
αε log( 1

β )
)
.

I Theorem 2.14 (Heavy hitters protocol [17]). There exist constants λ1, λ2 > 0 such that the
following holds. Let β, ε ≤ 1 and X be some finite domain. There exists a non-interactive
ε-differentially private protocol in the local model with n agents in which the input of each
agent is a single element from X and the outcome is a list Est of elements from X such that
for every joint input to the protocol D ∈ Xn, with probability at least 1− β, every x that is

an input of at least λ1
ε

√
n log

(
|X|
β

)
agents appears in Est, and vice versa, every element x

in Est is an input of at least λ2
ε

√
n log

(
|X|
β

)
agents.

3 Learning parity XOR threshold

In this section we present a learning task that cannot be solved privately in the curator
model or in the local model, but can be solved in the hybrid model (without interaction).
The task we consider in this section – parity XOR threshold – is similar to the simpler task
of the direct product of parity and threshold discussed in Section 1.1. In this section we
design a non-interactive protocol in the hybrid model for the parity XOR threshold task,
which is more involved than the trivial protocol for the parity and threshold task. This
demonstrates that non-interactive protocols in the hybrid model may have more power than
one might initially suspect.

Fix b, c > 0, and let k ∈ {0, 1}c and t ∈ {0, 1}b be parameters. Define the function
fk,tb,c : {0, 1}c × {0, 1}b → {0, 1} as follows: fk,tb,c (x, y) = Park(x)⊕ Thrt(y) = 〈k, x〉 ⊕ 1{y≥t}(
recall that we treat strings in {0, 1}b as integers in

{
0, 1, . . . , 2b − 1

})
. Define the concept

class ParityThresh as follows: ParityThreshb,c =
{
fk,tb,c : k ∈ {0, 1}c and t ∈ {0, 1}b

}
.

We show that every differentially private algorithm (even in the curator model) for
learning ParityThresh must have sample complexity Ω(b). See the full version of this paper
for details [10].

I Lemma 3.1. Every ε-differentially private algorithm for ( 1
4 ,

1
4 )-PAC learning ParityThreshb,c

must have sample complexity Ω(b).

We next show that no protocol in the local model can learn ParityThresh, unless the
number of exchanged messages is very large.

I Lemma 3.2. In every ε-differentially private protocol in the local model for ( 1
4 ,

1
4 )-PAC

learning ParityThreshb,c the number of messages is Ω(2c/3).

The proof of Lemma 3.2 is analogous to the proof of Lemma 3.1 (using Fact 2.10 instead
of Fact 2.9).

So, privately learning ParityThreshb,c in the curator model requires Ω(b) labeled examples,
and privately learning it in the local model requires Ω(2c/3) messages. We now show that
ParityThreshb,c can be learned privately by a non-interactive protocol in the hybrid model
with roughly O(c) examples for the curator and with roughly O(b3) local agents. We will
focus on the case where c� b. Recall that a function fk,tb,c (x, y) ∈ ParityThreshb,c is defined
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as fk,tb,c (x, y) = Park(x)⊕Thrt(y). The difficulty in learning ParityThresh in the hybrid model
is that we could only learn the threshold part of the target function using the local agents
(since if c� b then the curator does not have enough data to learn it), but the threshold
label is “hidden” from the local agents (because it is “masked” by the parity bit that the
local agents cannot learn). This false intuition might lead to the design of an interactive
protocol, in which the referee first obtains some information from the curator and then passes
this information to the local agents, which would allow them to learn the threshold part
of the target function. We now show that such an interaction is not needed, and design a
non-interactive protocol in which the local agents and the curator communicate with the
referee only once, simultaneously.

I Lemma 3.3. There exists a non-interactive ε-differentially private protocol in the (m,n)-
hybrid model for (α, β)-PAC learning ParityThreshb,c where m = O

(
c
α4ε log( 1

αβ )
)
and n =

O
(

b3

α4ε2 · log
(

b
αβε

))
.

Proof. We begin by describing a non-interactive protocol Π. The (joint) input to the protocol
is a database D where every point in D is of the form (xi, yi, σi) ∈ {0, 1}c × {0, 1}b × {0, 1}.
At a high level, the protocol works by using the local agents to obtain an approximation
to the CDF of the (marginal) distribution on the yi’s (this approximation is given to the
referee). In addition, the trusted curator solves 1/α parity leaning problems. In more detail,
the trusted curator sorts its database according to the yi’s, divides its database into 1/α
chunks, and then applies a private learner for parity functions on each of the chunks. The
trusted curator sends the referee the resulting 1/α parity functions. The referee then defines
the final hypothesis h that, given a point (x, y), first uses the approximation to the CDF
(obtained from the local agents) to match this input point to one of the chunks, and then
uses the parity function obtained for that chunk from the trusted curator to predict the label
of the point.

The key observation here is that the threshold part of the target function is constant on
all but at most one of the chunks defined by the trusted curator. As we show, applying a
learner for parity on such a “consistent chunk” results in a good predictor for the labels of
elements of that chunk. Hence, provided that the approximation for the CDF of the yi’s
is accurate enough, this results in an accurate learner for ParityThresh. We now formally
present the protocol Π.

Local agents on a (distributed) input D = (xi, yi, σi)ni=1 ∈
(
{0, 1}c × {0, 1}b × {0, 1}

)n:
Run the protocol from Theorem 2.12 on the (distributed) database D̂ = (y1, y2, . . . , yn)
with privacy parameter ε and utility parameters α2, β; thereafter, the referee obtains a
function q : {0, 1}b → [0, 1] that approximates all threshold queries w.r.t. D̂.
The curator on input S = (xi, yi, σi)mi=1 ∈

(
{0, 1}c × {0, 1}b × {0, 1}

)m:
Sort S according to the yi’s in non-decreasing order.
Divide S into blocks of size αm: S1, S2, . . . , S1/α. For ` ∈ [1/α] we denote S` =
(x`,i, y`,i, σ`,i)αmi=1.
For every ` ∈ [1/α], apply an αε-differentially private (α2, αβ)-PAC learner for Parity
on the database Ŝ` = (x`,i ◦ 1, σ`,i)αmi=1 ∈

(
{0, 1}c+1 × {0, 1}

)αm to obtain a vector
k` ∈ {0, 1}c+1 (using Theorem 2.13), and end k1, . . . , k1/α to the referee.

The referee:
Obtain the function q and the vectors k1, . . . , k1/α.
Define a hypothesis h : {0, 1}c × {0, 1}b → {0, 1} as h(x, y) = 〈x ◦ 1, kI(y)〉, where
I(y) =

⌈
q(y)
α

⌉
and output h.
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The privacy properties of the protocol Π are straightforward, as both the local agents and
the curator apply ε-differentially private computations: the local agents apply the algorithm
from Theorem 2.12, and the curator applies an αε-differentially private computation on each
of the blocks S1, . . . , S1/α (note that changing one element of S can change at most one
element of each of these blocks).

We now proceed with the utility analysis. Fix a target function fk
∗,t∗

b,c ∈ ParityThreshb,c
and fix a target distribution D on {0, 1}c × {0, 1}b. We use Dc and Db to denote the
marginal distributions on {0, 1}c and {0, 1}b, respectively. We will make the simplifying
assumption that Db does not give too much weight on any single point in {0, 1}b, specifically,
Prw∼Db

[w = y] ≤ β/m2 for every y ∈ {0, 1}b. This assumption can be enforced by padding
every example with O(log(m/β)) uniformly random bits.

Let S and D (the inputs to the curator and the local agents) be sampled i.i.d. from D
and labeled by fk

∗,t∗

b,c . We next show that w.h.p. the resulting hypothesis h has low empirical
error on S. By standard generalization arguments, such an h also has low generalization
error.

First observe that there is at most one index `∗ ∈ [1/α] such that Thrt∗(y`∗,1) 6=
Thrt∗(y`∗,αm). In all other blocks S` we have that Thrt∗(·) is constant on all the y`,i’s of that
block. We will show that w.h.p. the hypothesis h has small empirical error on every such
block. Fix ` 6= `∗, and let ν ∈ {0, 1} be the value of Thrt∗(·) on the y`,i’s of the `th block
(that is, for every i ∈ [αm] we have Thrt∗(y`,i) = ν). Recall that since the elements of S are
labeled by fk

∗,t∗

b,c , for every i ∈ [αm] we have that

σ`,i = fk
∗,t∗

b,c (x`,i, y`,i) = 〈k∗, x`,i〉 ⊕ Thrt∗(y`,i) = 〈k∗, x`,i〉 ⊕ ν = 〈k∗ ◦ ν, x`,i ◦ 1〉.

Hence, the elements of Ŝ` are all labeled by the parity function defined by k∗ ◦ ν. Therefore,
as k` is the outcome of the learner from Theorem 2.13 on Ŝ`, for m ≥ O

(
c
α2ε log( 1

αβ )
)
, with

probability at least 1− αβ we have that errorŜ`
(Park`

) ≤ α2, that is, 〈k`, x ◦ 1〉 is a good
predictor for the label of the elements in block S`.

Recall that the hypothesis h matches inputs (x, y) to the vectors k1, . . . , k1/α using the
function q obtained from the local agents, that is, on input (x, y), the hypothesis uses kdq(y)/αe.
Therefore, to complete the proof we need to show that most of the elements from block S` are
matched by the hypothesis h to the vector k`. To that end, let #S(w) = |{(x, y, σ) ∈ S : y ≤
w}|, and consider the following event E1 : ∀w ∈ {0, 1}b it holds that

∣∣q(w)− 1
m ·#S(w)

∣∣ ≤
4α2.

We first conclude the proof assuming that Event E1 occurs. Fix ` 6= `∗, and recall that
the elements of S (and in particular the elements of S`) are sorted in a non-decreasing
order according to their yi’s. Now fix 8α2m ≤ i ≤ αm − 8α2m. By our simplifying
assumption (that the distribution Db does not put a lot of mass on any single point),
we may assume that all the yi’s in S are distinct, which happens with probability at
least 1 − β. In that case, we have that #S(y`,i) = max{0, ` − 1} · αm + i, and hence,
max{0, `− 1} ·α+ 8α2 ≤ 1

m#S(y`,i) ≤ max{0, `− 1} ·α+α− 8α2. By Event E1 we get that

max{0, `− 1} · α+ 4α2 ≤ q(y`,i) ≤ max{0, `− 1} · α+ α− 4α2,

and so,
⌈
q(y`,i)
α

⌉
= `. That is, for all but at most 16α2m elements of the block S` we get

that h(x`,i, y`,i) = 〈x`,i ◦ 1, k`〉 = Park`(x`,i,y`,i). Recall that Park`
errs on at most α2m

elements of S`, and so the hypothesis h errs on at most 17α2m elements of the block S`.
That is, h errs on at most 17α2m elements of every block S` for ` 6= `∗, and might err on all
of S`∗ which is of size αm. So, h errs on at most 1

α · 17α2m+ αm = 18αm elements of S.
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Standard generalization bounds now state that, except with probability at most β, we get
that errorD(h, fk

∗,t∗

b,c ) ≤ O(α) (in particular, this follows from the generalization properties
of differential privacy; see Section 2.4 for more details). Overall, with probability at least
1−O(β) the resulting hypothesis has generalization error at most O(α).

It remains to show that Event E1 occurs with high probability. First, Theorem 2.12
ensures that for n ≥ O

(
b3

α4ε2 · log
(

b
αβε

))
with probability at least 1−β the function q is such

that ∀w ∈ {0, 1}b it holds that
∣∣q(w)− 1

n#D̂(w)
∣∣ ≤ α2, where #D̂(w) = |{y ∈ D̂ : y ≤ w}|.

Second, by standard generalization arguments, assuming that n and m are big enough,
we would also have that 1

n#D̂(w) and 1
m#S(w) are both within α2 from Pry∼Db

[y ≤ w].
Specifically, by the Dvoretzky-Kiefer-Wolfowitz inequality [24, 45], assuming that n and m
are at least Ω

(
1
α4 log( 1

β )
)
, this happens with probability at least 1− β. Assuming that this

is the case, by the triangle inequality we have that Event E1 holds. This shows that Event
E1 happens with probability at least 1− 3β, and completes the proof. J

We remark that it is possible to design a more efficient learner for ParityThresh (in terms
of sample complexity) by constructing a protocol in which there are multiple rounds of
communication between the referee and the local agents (but this communication is still
independent from the message that the curator sends to the referee). See the full version of
this paper for more details [10]. We summarize our possibility and impossibility results w.r.t.
learning ParityThresh in the next theorem (which follows from Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2
and from Lemma 3.3).

I Theorem 3.4. Let c ∈ N and b = c2. Then there is a non-interactive 1
4 -differentially

private ( 1
4 ,

1
4 )-PAC learner for ParityThreshb,c in the (m,n)-hybrid model with m = O(c)

samples for the curator and n = O(c6 log c) local agents. However, every such learner in the
local model with o(2(n/ logn)1/6) local agents requires 2Ω((n/ logn)1/6) rounds, and every such
learner in the curator model requires Ω(m2) samples.

4 The 1-out-of-2d-parity task

In this section we describe a task that cannot be privately solved neither in the curator
model nor in the local model with sub-exponential number of rounds. In the hybrid model,
this task can only be solved with interaction, first with the local agents and then with the
curator. In this task there are many instances of the parity problem and the referee needs to
solve only one instance, which is determined by the inputs. The local agents can determine
this instance (using a heavy hitters protocol) and the curator can now solve this instance.
The curator cannot solve all instances since this will exceed its privacy budget, and by the
definition of the task the curator will not have enough information to determine the instance;
thus interaction with both the local agents and the curator is required.

I Definition 4.1 (The 1-out-of-2d-parity task). The inputs in the 1-out-of-2d-parity task are
generated as follows:
1. Input: 2d strings (rj)j∈{0,1}d , where rj ∈ {0, 1}c for every j ∈ {0, 1}d, and m + 1

elements s1, . . . , sm+1 ∈ {0, 1}d.
2. Set s = s1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ sm+1.4

4 The strings s1, . . . , sm+1 are an m + 1-out-of-m + 1 secret sharing of s, that is, together they determine
s, but every subset of them gives no information on s.
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3. Each sample x1, . . . , xm and y1, . . . , yn is generated independently as follows:
with probability half choose x ∈R {0, 1}c with uniform distribution and output (x,
(〈x, rj〉)j∈{0,1}d) (that is, every point contains a string x of length c and 2d bits which
are the inner products of x and each of the rj’s).
with probability half choose t ∈R [m+ 1] with uniform distribution and output (t, st)
(that is, every point contains a number t and the t-th string st).

The goal of the referee in the 1-out-of-2d-parity task is for every (rj)j∈{0,1}d and s1, . . . , sm+1
to recover rs with probability at least 1− β, where the probability is over the generation of
the inputs in Step 3 and the randomness of the parties in the protocol.

We design a protocol for this task and obtain the following lemma (see the full version of
this paper for details [10]).

I Lemma 4.2. Let β > 1/m and assume that m = Ω
(
c log(1/β)

ε

)
and n = Ω

(
m2

ε2 log(m2d

β )
)
.

The 1-out-of-2d-parity task can be solved in the (m,n)-hybrid model by an ε-differentially
private protocol with three rounds, where in the first round each local agent sends one message
to the referee (without seeing any other messages), in the second round the referee sends one
message to the curator, and in the third round the curator sends one message to the referee.

We next prove that, unless the database is big, the 1-out-of-2d-parity task requires
interaction. To prove this result, we first convert a protocol for the 1-out-of-2d-parity task
to a private algorithm in the trusted curator model that recovers all strings (rj)j∈{0,1}d .
We then prove, using a simple packing argument, that, unless the database is “big”, such
algorithm cannot exist. For our proof, we define the all-2d-parity task as the task in which
all inputs are of the form (x, (〈x, rj〉)j∈{0,1}d) and the goal of the referee is to reconstruct all
strings (rj)j∈{0,1}d .

B Claim 4.3. Let m < n. If there is an ε-differentially private protocol for the 1-out-of-2d-
parity problem in the (m,n)-hybrid model in which the curator and the referee can exchange
many messages and then the referee simultaneously sends one message to each local agent
and gets one answer from each agent, then there is an ε-differentially private algorithm in
the trusted curator model for the all-2d-parity problem for a database of size O(nd).

Proof. Let Π be an ε-differentially private protocol with the above interaction pattern for the
1-out-of-2d-parity task in the (m,n)-hybrid model in which the referee reconstructs rs with
probability at least 1− β. We construct, in three steps, an algorithm A for the all-2d-parity
task in the trusted curator.

First, we construct from Π a protocol Π′ in the (O(md), O(dn))-hybrid model that
reconstructs rs with error probability at most β/2d (e.g., execute Π with disjoint inputs O(d)
times and take the value rs that is returned in the majority of the executions).

Next, we construct from protocol Π′ a protocol Π′′ for the the all-2d-parity task in the
(O(md), O(nd))-hybrid model (with error probability ≤ β). In Π′′, the parties holding inputs
of the all-2d-parity problem simulate Π′ on inputs for the 1-out-of-2d-parity task as follows:

The curator on input (xi, (〈xi, rj〉)j∈{0,1}d)mi=1:
Chooses random s1, . . . , sm+1 ∈R {0, 1}d.
For each i ∈ [m], with probability 1/2 replaces its i-th input by (ti, sti) for a uniformly
distributed ti ∈R [m+ 1].
Exchanges messages with the referee as specified by Π′ on the new input. In addition
it sends to the referee s1, . . . , sm+1 and an index ` such that (`, s`) does not appear in
its new input.
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The referee after getting the message from the curator:
Chooses a set A ⊆ [n] with uniform distribution.
For every i /∈ A, sends its message in Π′ to the i-th agent and gets an answer Mi from
the agent.
For every i ∈ A, chooses a random qi ∈R [m+ 1]. Let B = {i ∈ A : qi = `}.
For every i ∈ A \B, computes (without any interaction) its message in Π′ to agent Pi
and the answer Mi of agent Pi with input (qi, sqi

).
For every i ∈ B and s ∈ {0, 1}d, computes (without any interaction) its message in Π′
to agent Pi and the answer Mi,s of agent Pi with input (`, s⊕

⊕
k 6=` sk).

For every s ∈ {0, 1}d, reconstructs rs from the messages of the curator in Π′, (Mi)i/∈B ,
and (Mi,s)i∈B .

As the curator holds m samples and there are m+ 1 values s1, . . . , sm+1, there exists an
index ` such that (`, s`) does not appear in the new input of the curator. Thus, the referee
for every s ∈ {0, 1}d can choose a value s′` such that it is consistent with the messages of the
curator in Π′ and s = s′` ⊕

⊕
k 6=` sk. Furthermore, each of x1, . . . , xm, y1, . . . , yn is replaced

with probability half with a value (t, st) for a uniformly distributed t, thus, these inputs are
distributed as required for the 1-out-of-2d-parity task. This implies that for every s ∈ {0, 1}d

the referee reconstructs rs from the messages of the curator in Π′, (Mi)i/∈B , and (Mi,s)i∈B
with probability at least 1− β/2d. By the union bound, the referee correctly reconstructs all
(rj)j∈{0,1}d with probability at least 1− β.

Finally, we construct the desired algorithm A from Π′′. The trusted curator simply
simulates the referee, the curator, and the agent in Π′′, that is, it takes its database with
O((m + n)d) samples and partitions it to (x1, . . . , xO(md)) (the input of the curator) and
y1, . . . , yO(nd), computes without any interaction a random transcript of Π′′ on these inputs,
and reconstructs the output (rj)j∈{0,1}d . Since the transcript preserves ε-differential privacy
and computing the output is post-processing, algorithm A is ε-differential private. C

B Claim 4.4. If there is exists an ε-differentially private algorithm in the trusted curator
model for the all-2d-parity task with strings of length c, then n = Ω

(
c2d+ln(1−β)

ε

)
.

Proof. The proof is by a simple packing argument. For every strings (rj)j∈{0,1}d , with
probability at least 1− β, the algorithm returns (rj)j∈{0,1}d when the samples are generated
with (rj)j∈{0,1}d . By the group privacy of ε-differential privacy, with probability at least
e−nε(1−β) the algorithm returns (rj)j∈{0,1}d when the samples are generated with (0c)j∈{0,1}d .
As there are 2c2d options for (rj)j∈{0,1}d and the above events are disjoint, 2c2d

e−nε(1−β) ≤ 1,
i.e., n = Ω

(
c2d+ln(1−β)

ε

)
. C

I Lemma 4.5. Let m < n. If there is an ε-differentially private protocol for the 1-out-of-2d-
parity task in the (m,n)-hybrid model with β = 1/4 in which the curator and the referee can
exchange many messages and then the referee simultaneously sends one message to each local
agent and gets one answer from each agent, then n = Ω(c2d/dε).

Proof. By Claim 4.3, if there exists an ε-differentially protocol in the (m,n)-hybrid model for
the 1-out-of-2d-parity task, then there exists an ε-differentially private algorithm in trusted
curator model for the all-2d-parity task with database of size O(dn). Thus, by Claim 4.4
with β = 1/4, dn = Ω( c2

d

ε ). J
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Lemma 4.5 is valid also if the local agents are allowed to hold a shared (public) random
string as this string can be sent by the referee to each agent as part of its message (without
adding extra rounds of communication). We summarize the possibility and impossibility
results for the 1-out-of-2d-parity task in the following theorem, where, for convenience, we
choose specific parameters that highlight these results.

I Theorem 4.6. Let ε = 1/4, β = 1/4. For every integer c, there are d = Θ(log c), m = Θ(c),
and n = Θ(c2 log c) such that
1. There exists an ε-differentially private protocol for the 1-out-of-2d-parity task with strings

of length c in the (m,n)-hybrid model where first each local agent sends one message to
the referee and then the referee exchanges one message with the curator.

2. There does not exist an ε-differentially private protocol for this task in the (m,n)-hybrid
model in which the referee first exchanges messages with the curator and then simultane-
ously exchanges one message with the local agents.

3. In any ε-differentially private protocol for this task in the local model with n agents the
number of rounds is 2Ω(c) = 2Ω(

√
n/ logn).

4. There is no algorithm in the trusted curator model that solves this task with m examples.

Proof. Item 1 follows directly from Lemma 4.2.
For Item 2, by Lemma 4.5, with ε = 1/4, β = 1/4, and d = 2 log c+ log log c, it must hold

that n = Ω
(
c2d/(dε)

)
= Ω(c3), contradicting the choice of n = Θ(c2 log c).

For the impossibility result in Item 3, recall that by Fact 2.10 the number of messages
sent to the referee in an ε-differentially private learning protocol in the local model for parity
of strings of length c with respect to the uniform distribution is 2Ω(c). By simple simulation,
an ε-differentially private protocol in the local model for the 1-out-of-2d-parity task implies
an ε-differentially private protocol in the local model for learning parity with respect to the
uniform distribution (with the same number of messages). Specifically, since the number of
agents is n = O(c2 log c), the number of rounds is 2Ω(c)/(c2 log c) = 2Ω(

√
n/ logn).

For Item 4, observe that a curator receiving m input points obtains less than m+ 1 shares
of s and hence obtains no information about rs. Hence, such a curator cannot solve the
1-out-of-2m-parity task alone, even without privacy constraints. J

5 The parity-chooses-secret task

We now present another task that cannot be privately solved neither in the curator model
nor in the local model with sub-exponential number of rounds. This task can be solved
in the hybrid model; however, it requires interaction, this time first with the curator and
then with the local agents. This task (as well as 1-out-of-2d-parity task) highlights both the
information and private-computation gaps between the curator and the local model agents.
The local model agents receive enough information to solve the task, but lack the ability to
privately solve an essential sub-task. The curator does not receive enough information to
solve the task (even non-privately), however the curator can be used to privately solve the
hard sub-task. Once the hard sub-task is solved, this information is forwarded to the local
agents, which now can solve the task.

I Definition 5.1 (The parity-chooses-secret task). The inputs in the parity-chooses-secret
task are generated as follows:
1. Input: A string r ∈ {0, 1}c and 2c vectors of m + 1 bits: a vector (sj,1, . . . , sj,m+1) ∈
{0, 1}m+1 for every j ∈ {0, 1}c.
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2. Set sj = sj,1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ sj,m+1 for every for j ∈ {0, 1}c, i.e., sj is a random bit shared via
an m+ 1-out-of-m+ 1 secret-sharing scheme, with the shares being sj,1, . . . , sj,m+1.

3. Each sample x1, . . . , xm and y1, . . . , yn is generated independently as follows:
Choose x ∈R {0, 1}c and t ∈R [m + 1] and output (x, 〈x, r〉, t, (sj,t)j∈{0,1}c) (that is,
every point contains a string of length c, its inner product with r, an integer t, and the
t-th share of each sj).

The goal of the referee in the parity-chooses-secret task is for every
(
(sj,1, . . . , sj,m+1)

)
j∈{0,1}c

and every r to recover sr with probability at least 1 − β, where the probability is over the
generation of the inputs in Step 3 and the randomness of the parties.

We design a protocol for this task and obtain the following lemma (see the full version of
this paper for details [10]).

I Lemma 5.2. Let β > 1/m and assume that m = Ω
(
c log(1/β)

ε

)
and n = Ω

(
m2

ε2 log(nε )
)
.

The parity-chooses-secret task can be solved in the (m,n)-hybrid model by an ε-differentially
private protocol with three rounds, where in the first round the curator sends one message to
the referee, in the second round the referee sends one message to the local agents, and in the
third round each local agent sends one message to the referee.

We next prove that, unless the database is big, the parity-chooses-secret task requires
interaction. Furthermore, we rule-out protocols in which first the referee simultaneously
sends one message to each local agent, then receives an answer from each local agent, and
finally exchanges (possibly many) messages with the curator. In particular, we rule-out
the communication pattern used in Lemma 4.2 for the 1-out-of-2d-parity task. To prove
this result, we first convert a protocol Π for the parity-chooses-secret task with the above
communication pattern to a protocol Π′ in the hybrid model with the same communication
pattern for a similar task (which we call the parity-chooses-secret’ task, defined below). We
then convert the protocol Π′ to a non-interactive protocol Π′′ in the local model for another
related task, and complete the proof by showing an impossibility result for the related task.

We define the parity-chooses-secret’ task as the task in which the input of the curator is
generated as in the parity-chooses-secret task and the input of each local agent only contains
shares, that is, it is of the form (t, (sj,t)j∈{0,1}c). The goal of the referee remains the same –
to recover sr.

B Claim 5.3. Assume that m = Ω
(
c log(1/β)

ε

)
. If there is an ε-differentially private protocol

for the parity-chooses-secret task in the (m,n)-hybrid model with error at most β in which
in the first round the referee simultaneously sends one message to each local agent, in
the second round gets an answer from each agent, and then the referee and the curator
exchange (possibly many) messages, then there is a 2ε-differentially private protocol for the
parity-chooses-secret’ task in the (m,n)-hybrid model with error at most 2β with the same
communication pattern.

Proof. Let Π be an ε-differentially private protocol for the parity-chooses-secret task in the
(m,n)-hybrid model with the communication pattern as in the claim in which the referee
reconstructs sr with probability at least 1−β. We construct from Π a 2ε-differentially private
protocol Π′ with the same communication pattern for the the parity-chooses-secret’ task
in which the referee reconstructs sr with probability at least 1− 2β. In Π′, each agent Pi,
holding an input (t, (sj,t)j∈{0,1}c), chooses with uniform distribution a string xi ∈R {0, 1}c

and sends two messages of Π, one message, denoted Mi,0, for the input (xi, 0, t, (sj,t)j∈{0,1}c)
and one message, denoted Mi,1, for the input (xi, 1, t, (sj,t)j∈{0,1}c). In addition, the agent
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sends xi to the referee. The referee sends the messages that it gets from the local agents
(i.e., (xi,Mi,0,Mi,1)i∈[n]) and its random string to the curator. The curator does as follows:

Privately learns r by executing the ε-differentially private algorithm of [43] (see Theo-
rem 2.13) for learning parity with α = 1/4, β, and the m inputs (x, 〈x, r〉).
For each agent Pi, computes bi = 〈xi, r〉 and Mi = Mi,bi (that is, the curator chooses the
correct message from the two messages the agent sends).
Simulates the communication between the curator and the referee in Π assuming that the
curator gets the messages (Mi)i∈[n] in the first round and reconstructs sr as the referee
reconstructs it in Π.
Sends sr to the referee.

As each party executes two ε-differentially private algorithms on its input, the resulting
protocol is 2ε-differentially private. Each agent Pi chooses xi with uniform distribution (as
in the parity-chooses-secret task). Furthermore, as m is big enough, with probability at least
1 − β, the curator computes the correct value r. Thus, (xi, bi, t, (sj,t)j∈{0,1}c) is an input
distributed as required in the parity-chooses-secret task, and the curator reconstructs sr with
probability at most 1− 2β. C

We next state a result of [46] showing that the mutual information between the input and
output of a differential private algorithm is low. In this result and in the proofs that follow,
H(X) is an entropy of a random variable and I(X;Y ) is the mutual information between
the random variables X and Y .

I Theorem 5.4 (Differential privacy implies low mutual information [46]). Let A : Xn → Y be
an ε-differentially private mechanism. Then for every random variable V distributed on Xn,
we have I(V ;A(V )) ≤ 1.5εn.

I Lemma 5.5. Assume that m = Ω
(
c log(1/β)

ε

)
. If there is an ε-differentially private protocol

for the parity-chooses-secret task in the (m,n)-hybrid model with error at most β in which
in the first round the referee simultaneously sends one message to each local agent, in the
second round gets an answer from each agent, and then the referee and the curator exchange
(possibly many) messages, then n ≥ (1−2β)2c

3ε .

Proof. We convert the protocol for the parity-chooses-secret task to a protocol Π′′ in the
local model with n agents, where the input of each agent contains 2c bits (sj)j∈{0,1}c . If the
inputs of all agents are equal, then for every r ∈ {0, 1}c the referee should output the bit sr
with probability at least 1− β. We will show at the end of the proof that such protocol can
exist only if n is big.

By Claim 5.3, under the assumption of the lemma there is a 2ε-differentially private
protocol Π′ for the parity-chooses-secret’ task in the (m,n)-hybrid model with error at most
2β and communication pattern is as in the lemma. We construct the following protocol Π′′
in the local model with n agents:

Input of each agent Pi: (sj)j∈{0,1}c .
The referee chooses with uniform distribution 2c vectors of m + 1 bits: a vector
(sj,1, . . . , sj,m+1) ∈R {0, 1}m+1 for every j ∈ {0, 1}c.
The referee chooses with uniform distribution m indices t1, . . . , tm ∈R [m+ 1]m. Let ` be
an index that does not appear in this list.
The referee chooses with uniform distribution m strings (x1, . . . , xm) ∈R ({0, 1}c)m.
The referee sends ((sj,1, . . . , sj,m+1))j∈{0,1}c and ` to each agent.
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Each agent Pi chooses with uniform distribution an index t ∈ [m+ 1]. If t 6= `, it sends to
the referee its message in Π′ on input t, (sj,t)j∈{0,1}c . If t = `, it sends to the referee its
message in protocol Π′ on input `,

(
sj ⊕

⊕
k 6=` sj,k

)
j∈{0,1}c

. Denote this message by Mi.

For every r ∈ {0, 1}c, the referee does the following:
Computes (without interaction) the communication, denoted MC,r, exchanged in
Π′ between the referee and the curator with input (x1, 〈x1, r〉, t1, (sj,t1)j∈{0,1}c),
. . . , (xm, 〈xm, r〉, tm, (sj,tm)j∈{0,1}c).
The referee reconstructs sr from the messages MC,r,M1, . . . ,Mn using the reconstruc-
tion function of Π′.

Protocol Π′′ is 2ε-differentially private, since Π′ is 2ε-differentially private. Furthermore,
if all the inputs of the local agents are equal, then MC,r,M1, . . . ,Mn are distributed as in
Π′, thus, for every r ∈ {0, 1}c, the referee reconstructs sr with probability at least 1− β.

We complete the proof by showing that n must be large enough in Π′′ (hence, also in
Π). Assume we execute protocol Π′′ when (sj)j∈{0,1}c is choosen with uniform distribution
and denote its input by (sj)j∈{0,1}c and its output by (s′j)j∈{0,1}c . As the output in Π′′
is computed from the transcript of Π′, the post-processing property of differential privacy
implies that the algorithm that first executes protocol Π′ and then computes the output
from the transcript is 2ε-differentially private. By Theorem 5.4,

I
(
(sj)j∈{0,1}c ; (s′j)j∈{0,1}c

)
≤ 3εn. (1)

On the other hand, Pr[sj0 = s′j0
] ≥ 1− 2β for a given j0 ∈ {0, 1}c, thus H(sj0 |(s′j)j∈{0,1}c) ≤

H(sj0 |s′j0
) ≤ 2β, and H

(
(sj)j∈{0,1}c |(s′j)j∈{0,1}c

)
≤
∑
j0∈{0,1}c H

(
sj0 |(s′j)j∈{0,1}c

)
≤ 2β2c.

Thus,

I
(
(sj)j∈{0,1}c ; (s′j)j∈{0,1}c

)
= H

(
(sj)j∈{0,1}c

)
−H

(
(sj)j∈{0,1}c |(s′j)j∈{0,1}c

)
≥ 2c − 2β2c = (1− 2β)2c. (2)

Inequalities (1) and (2) imply that (1− 2β)2c ≤ 3εn. J

We next summarize the possibility and impossibility results for parity-chooses-secret.

I Theorem 5.6. Let ε = 1/4, β = 1/4. For every integer c, there are m = Θ(c) and
n = Θ(c2 log c) such that
1. There is an ε-differentially private protocol for the parity-chooses-secret task with strings

of length c in the (m,n)-hybrid model where first the curator sends one message to the
referee and then the referee simultaneously exchanges one message with each local agent.

2. There does not exist an ε-differentially private protocol for this task in the (m,n)-hybrid
model in which the referee first simultaneously exchanges one message with the local agents
and then exchanges messages with the curator.

3. In any ε-differentially private protocol for this task in the local model with n agents the
number of rounds is 2Ω(c).

4. There is no algorithm in the trusted curator model that solves this task with m examples.

Proof. Item 1 follows directly from Lemma 5.2. Item 2 is implied by Lemma 5.5, since
n� 2c. Item 3 follows from Fact 2.10 as in the proof of Theorem 4.6. For Item 4, observe
that a curator receivingm input points obtains less thanm+1 shares of (s1, . . . , sj) and hence
obtains no information about sr. That is, such a curator cannot solve the parity-chooses-secret
task alone, even without privacy constraints. J
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6 A Negative Result: Basic hypothesis testing

Here, we show that for one of the most basic tasks, differentiating between two discrete
distributions D0 and D1, the hybrid model gives no significant added power.

I Definition 6.1 (The simple hypothesis-testing task). Let 0 < β < 1 be a parameter, X be a
finite domain, and D0 and D1 be two distributions over X. The input of the hypothesis-testing
task is composed of i.i.d. samples from Dj for some j ∈ {0, 1} and the goal of the referee is
to output ĵ s.t. Pr[ĵ = j] ≥ 1−β.

I Theorem 6.2. If there is an ε-differentially private protocol in the (m,n)-hybrid model for
testing between distributions D0 and D1 with success probability 1/2 + γ, then either there is
an ε-differentially private protocol for this task in the curator model that uses m samples and
succeeds with probability at least 1/2 + γ/4 or there is an ε-differentially private protocol for
this task in the local model with n agents that succeeds with probability at least 1/2 + γ/4.

Proof. Let Π be a protocol guaranteed by the theorem, that is, when the inputs of the
curator and the local agents are drawn from Dj , the referee in Π returns j with probability at
least 1/2 +γ. Consider an execution of the protocol when the inputs of the curator are drawn
from D0 and the inputs of the local agents are drawn from D1 and let p be the probability
that the referee in Π returns 1 in this case.

We first assume that p ≥ 1/2 and show that there exists an ε-differentially private protocol
Πlocal for this task in the local model with n agents that succeeds with probability at least
1/2 + γ/4. The referee in protocol Πlocal with probability γ/2 outputs 1 and with probability
1 − γ/2 draws m samples from D0, executes protocol Π, where the referee simulates the
messages of the curator using the m samples, and returns the output of Π.

We next analyze this protocol. If the inputs of the local agents are drawn from D1, then
the probability that the referee in protocol Π returns 1 is at least 1/2 and the probability that
the referee in Πlocal returns 1 is at least γ/2 + (1−γ/2) · 1/2 = 1/2 +γ/4. If the inputs of the
local agents are drawn from D0, then the probability that the referee in Πlocal returns 0 is at
least (1− γ/2) · (1/2 + γ) ≥ 1/2 + γ/4 (since γ ≤ 1/2). For the case that p < 1/2, it can be
shown, using an analogous construction, that there exists an ε-differentially private protocol
Πcurator for this task in the curator model with m samples that succeeds with probability at
least 1/2 + γ/4. J

Recall that the total variation distance (also known as the statistical distance) of two
discrete distributions D0,D1 over a domain X is dTV(D0,D1) = supT⊂X |D1(T )−D0(T )| =
1
2
∑
x∈X |D1(x)−D0(x)|. The squared Hellinger distance between two distributions D0,D1

over a domain X is defined as dH2(D0,D1) = 1
2
∑
x∈X

(√
D0(x)−

√
D1(x)

)2
. For the rest

of the discussion in this section, fix the domain X = {0, 1}, and some α > 0. We define two
distributions D0 and D1 where under D1 we have Prx∼D1 [x = 1] = 1

2 (1 +α) and under D0 we
have Prx∼D0 [x = 1] = 1

2 (1− α). It is a fairly simple calculation to see that dTV(D0,D1) = α

and α2

2 ≤ dH2(D0,D1) ≤ α2. We prove that for some setting of the parameters n and m,
the hypothesis-testing task between D0 and D1 is impossible in the (m,n)-hybrid model.

The following Theorem follows by combining Theorem 6.2 with [40, Theorem 5.3] and
with [19, Theorem 3.5]. See the full version of this paper for more details. [10]

I Theorem 6.3. There are constants c0, c1 such that in the (m,n)-hybrid model, with
m ≤ c0

( 1
α2 + 1

εα

)
and n ≤ c1 · 1

ε2α2 , there is no ε-differentially private protocol that succeeds
in determining whether all m+ n input points are drawn from D0 vs. D1 w.p. ≥ 0.75.
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Abstract
The shuffled (aka anonymous) model has recently generated significant interest as a candidate
distributed privacy framework with trust assumptions better than the central model but with
achievable error rates smaller than the local model. In this paper, we study pure differentially private
protocols in the shuffled model for summation, a very basic and widely used primitive. Specifically:

For the binary summation problem where each of n users holds a bit as an input, we give a pure
ε-differentially private protocol for estimating the number of ones held by the users up to an
absolute error of Oε(1), and where each user sends Oε(logn) one-bit messages. This is the first
pure protocol in the shuffled model with error o(

√
n) for constant values of ε.

Using our binary summation protocol as a building block, we give a pure ε-differentially private
protocol that performs summation of real numbers in [0, 1] up to an absolute error of Oε(1), and
where each user sends Oε(log3 n) messages each consisting of O(log logn) bits.
In contrast, we show that for any pure ε-differentially private protocol for binary summation
in the shuffled model having absolute error n0.5−Ω(1), the per user communication has to be at
least Ωε(

√
logn) bits. This implies (i) the first separation between the (bounded-communication)

multi-message shuffled model and the central model, and (ii) the first separation between pure
and approximate differentially private protocols in the shuffled model.

Interestingly, over the course of proving our lower bound, we have to consider (a generalization of)
the following question that might be of independent interest: given γ ∈ (0, 1), what is the smallest
positive integer m for which there exist two random variables X0 and X1 supported on {0, . . . ,m}
such that (i) the total variation distance between X0 and X1 is at least 1− γ, and (ii) the moment
generating functions of X0 and X1 are within a constant factor of each other everywhere? We show
that the answer to this question is m = Θ(

√
log(1/γ)).
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1 Introduction

Since its introduction by Dwork et al. [19, 18], differential privacy (DP) has become widely
popular as a rigorous mathematical definition of privacy. This has led to practical deployments
at companies such as Apple [28, 4], Google [22, 38], and Microsoft [17], and in government
agencies such as the United States Census Bureau [2]. The most widely studied setting with
DP is the so-called central model (denoted DPcentral) where an analyzer observes the crude
user data but is supposed to release a differentially private data structure. Many accurate
private algorithms have been discovered in the central model; however, the model is limited
when the analyst is not to be trusted with the user data. To remedy this, the more appealing
local model of DP (denoted DPlocal) [33] (also [41]) requires the messages sent by each user to
the analyst to be private. Nevertheless, the local model suffers from large estimation errors
that are known to be on the order of

√
n, where n is the number of users, for a variety of

problems including summation, the focus of this work [10, 14]. This has motivated the study
of the shuffled model of DP (denoted DPshuffled), which is intended as a middle-ground with
trust assumptions better than those of the central model and estimation accuracy better
than the local model.

While an analogous setup was first introduced in crytpography by Ishai et al. [31] in their
work on cryptography from anonymity, the shuffled model was first proposed for privacy-
preserving computations by Bittau et al. [11] in their Encode-Shuffle-Analyze architecture. In
this setup, each user sends (potentially several) messages to a trusted shuffler, who randomly
permutes all incoming messages before passing them to the analyst. We will treat the
shuffler as a black box in this work, though we point out that various efficient cryptographic
implementations of the shuffler have been considered, including onion routing, mixnets,
third-party servers, and secure hardware (see, e.g., the discussions in [31, 11]). The privacy
properties of DPshuffled were first studied, independently, by Erlingsson et al. [21] and Cheu
et al. [15]. Moreover, several recent works have sought to nail down the trade-offs between
accuracy, privacy, and communication [15, 8, 27, 6, 25, 26, 7, 5, 20, 9].

Pure- and Approximate-DP

The two most widely used notions of DP are pure-DP [19] and approximate-DP [18], which
we recall next. For any parameters ε ≥ 0 and δ ∈ [0, 1], a randomized algorithm P is (ε, δ)-DP
if for every pair datasets X,X ′ differing on a single user’s data, and for every subset S of
transcripts of P , it is the case that

Pr[P (X) ∈ S] ≤ eε · Pr[P (X ′) ∈ S] + δ, (1)

https://doi.org/10.4230/LIPIcs.ITC.2020.15
https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.01919
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where the probabilities are taken over the randomness in P . The notion of ε-DP is the special
case where δ is set to 0 in (1); we use the terms pure-DP when δ = 0 and approximate-DP
when δ > 0. While δ is intuitively an upper bound on the probability that an (ε, δ)-DP
algorithm fails to be ε-DP, this failure event can in principle be catastrophic, revealing all the
user inputs to the analyst. Pure-DP protocols are thus highly desirable as they guarantee
more stringent protections against the leakage of user data. In the central and local settings,
several prior works either obtained pure protocols in regimes where approximate protocols
were previously known, or proved separations between pure and approximate protocols (e.g.,
[30, 16, 37, 39, 13]).

Summation

A basic primitive in data analytics and machine learning is the summation (aka aggregation)
of inputs held by different users. Indeed, private summation is a critical building block in
the emerging area of federated learning [34], where a machine learning model, say a neural
network, is to be trained on data held by many users without having the users send their
data over to a central analyzer (see [32] for a recent extensive overview). To do so, private
variants of Stochastic Gradient Descent have been developed and their privacy/accuracy
trade-offs analyzed (e.g., [1]). The gist of these procedures is the private summation of users’
gradient updates. Private summation is also closely related to functions in the widely studied
class of counting queries (e.g., [40, 12, 30, 29, 37]).

Several recent work studied approximate-DPshuffled protocols for summation [15, 8, 27,
6, 26, 7, 5]. For binary summation, Cheu et al. [15] show that the standard randomized
response is an (ε, δ)-DPshuffled protocol for binary summation and that it incurs an absolute
error of only O(

√
logn) for ε constant and δ inverse polynomial in n. For real summation

in the single-message shuffled model (denoted DP1
shuffled), where each user sends a single

message to the shuffler, Balle et al. [8] show that the tight error for approximate protocols
is Θ(n1/6). For real summation in the multi-message shuffled model (denoted DP≥1

shuffled),
where a user can send more than one message, the state-of-the-art approximate protocol
was recently obtained in [26, 7]1 and it incurs error at most O(1/ε) with every user sending
O(1 + log(1/δ)

logn ) messages of O(logn) bits each.
The aforementioned protocols, along with several other results (including the work on

“privacy amplification by shuffling” of Erlingsson et al. [21] and Balle et al. [8]), demonstrate
the power of the shuffled model over the local model in terms of privacy, as any (ε, o(1/n))-
DPlocal summation protocol must incur an error of Ωε(

√
n) [14]. However, all of the protocols

proposed so far in the shuffled model only achieve an advantage over the local model when
allowed approximation. This leads us to the following basic and perplexing question that is
the focus of our work:

I Question 1. Are there pure-DPshuffled protocols that achieve better utility than any DPlocal
protocol?

1.1 Main Results
We positively answer the above question for the problem of summation. Namely, we give
the first pure-DPshuffled protocol for binary summation with error depending only on ε but
independent of n and with logarithmic communication per user.

1 See also [9] (merger of [7, 6]) together with a novel recursive protocol with poly(log logn) error where
each user sends O(log logn) messages.
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I Theorem 2 (Pure Binary Summation via Shuffling). For every positive real number
ε, there is a (non-interactive) ε-DPshuffled protocol for binary summation that has expected
error Oε(1) and where each user sends Oε(logn) messages each consisting of a single bit.

We use the protocol in Theorem 2 as a building block in order to also obtain a protocol
with constant error and polylogarithmic communication per user for the more general task
of real summation where each user input is a real number in [0, 1].

I Theorem 3 (Pure Real Summation via Shuffling). For every positive real number ε,
there is a (non-interactive) ε-DPshuffled protocol for real summation that has expected error
Oε(1) and where each user sends Oε(log3 n) messages each consisting of O(log logn) bits.

In light of Theorem 2, a natural question is if there is a (non-interactive) pure-DP protocol
for binary summation with logarithmic (or even constant) error and constant communication
per user, as in the approximate case. We show that no such protocol exists, even for very
large (polynomial) errors:

I Theorem 4 (Communication Lower Bound). In any non-interactive ε-DPshuffled
protocol for binary summation with expected error at most n0.5−Ω(1), the worst-case per user
communication must be Ωε(

√
logn) bits.

1.2 Implications
Our results described above imply new separations between different types of DP protocols
(e.g., DPcentral, DPlocal, DP1

shuffled, and DP≥1
shuffled), and also give the first accurate pure-

DPshuffled protocol for histograms. We elaborate on these next.

Pure Local vs Shuffled Protocols

In DPlocal, the tight accuracy for binary summation is known to be Θ(
√
n) for approximate

protocols [41, 10, 14]. Our Theorems 2 and 3 give the first pure-DPshuffled protocols with
error o(

√
n) for binary and real summation respectively, and in fact they only incur constant

error for both of these problems. Furthermore, Bun et al. [13] gave a generic transformation
from any sequentially interactive approximate-DPlocal protocol to a pure-DPlocal protocol
with essentially the same accuracy and each user communicates only O(log logn) bits. In
contrast, our Theorem 4 implies that in any such transformation in the shuffled model (if
one exists), the per user communication has to be Ω(

√
logn).

Pure vs Approximate Shuffled Protocols

Cheu et al. [15] showed that the standard randomized response [41] is an approximate-DP
protocol for binary summation that incurs only logarithmic error (for ε constant and δ inverse
polynomial in n), and where each user sends a single bit. In contrast, our Theorem 4 implies
that the communication cost of any pure-DP protocol for binary summation with logarithmic
error (and in fact with error as large as n0.5−Ω(1)) is Ω(

√
logn) bits. Put together, these two

results imply the first separation between the communication complexity of pure-DPshuffled
and approximate-DPshuffled protocols.

Pure Single-Message vs Multi-Message Shuffled Protocols

As recently shown by [5], any pure-DP1
shuffled protocol implies a pure-DPlocal protocol with

the same accuracy. This implies that any pure-DP1
shuffled protocol for binary summation

must incur error Ωε(
√
n). Our Theorem 2 thus implies a huge separation of Θε(

√
n) between

the errors possible for pure-DP1
shuffled and pure-DP≥1

shuffled protocols.
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Multi-Message Shuffled vs Central Protocols

It is well-known that the tight error for binary summation in DPcentral is O(1/ε) [19].
Theorem 4 proves that any DPshuffled protocol with per user communication oε(

√
logn)

bits must incur error n0.5−Ω(1). It thereby gives the first separation between (bounded-
communication) DP≥1

shuffled and DPcentral protocols. Indeed, this is, to the best of our
knowledge, the first separation between the accuracy of (bounded-communication) DP≥1

shuffled
protocols and those of DPcentral protocols with the same privacy parameters; all previous
lower bounds for DPshuffled [15, 8, 25] only apply to single-message protocols.

Pure Protocol for Histograms

Our pure binary summation protocol (Theorem 2) implies as a black-box the first pure-
DP protocol with polylogarithmic error for computing histograms (aka point functions or
frequency estimation), albeit with very large communication (see Appendix A of the full
version [24] for more details). It remains a very interesting open question to obtain a
communication-efficient and accurate pure-DP protocol for histograms (see Section 5 for
more on this and other open questions).

1.3 Overview of Techniques
Binary Summation Protocol

We first explain why all existing summation protocols in the shuffled model with error o(
√
n)

are not O(1)-DP. First, note that as observed by [5], any pure-DP1
shuffled protocol implies

a pure-DPlocal protocol with the same accuracy and privacy. Combined with the fact that
any O(1)-DPlocal protocol for summation must have error Ω(

√
n), this implies the same

lower bound for any pure O(1)-DP1
shuffled protocol. In particular, this rules out the binary

randomized response [41] that was analyzed in the shuffled model by [15]. It also rules out the
protocol implied by shuffling RAPPOR [22], and more generally any protocol obtained by the
amplification via shuffling approach of [21, 8]. Moreover, in the multi-message shuffled setup,
the state-of-the-art real summation protocols of [26, 7], which rely on the Split-and-Mix
procedure [31], only give approximate-DP.

A different DP≥1
shuffled protocol for binary summation can be obtained by instantiating the

recent DP≥1
shuffled protocols for computing histograms [25], with a domain size of B = 2. On a

high-level, the two resulting protocols – one of which is based on the Count Min sketch and
the other on the Hadamard response – can be seen as special cases of the following common
template: each user (i) samples a number ρ of messages that depend on their input, (ii)
independently samples a number η of noise messages, and (iii) sends these ρ+ η messages to
the shuffler. Loosely, the analyzer then outputs the number of messages “consistent with” the
queried input. However, it can be seen that any protocol following this template will not be
pure-DP, as the supports of the distribution of the count observed at the analyzer can shift
by 1 when a single user input is changed. The crucial insight in our pure protocol for binary
summation will be to correlate the input-dependent messages and the noise messages sampled
by each user in steps (i) and (ii) above. By doing so, we not only aim to ensure that the
supports are identical but that the two densities are also within a small multiplicative factor
on any point. We implement this idea using binary messages by having each user send d bits
on both inputs 0 and 1. Specifically, the user will start by flipping a suitably biased coin. If it
lands as head, the user will send (d+ 1)/2 zeros and (d− 1)/2 ones when the input is 0, and
vice versa when the input is 1. If the coin lands as tail, the user will sample an integer z from
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Algorithm 1 Randomizer for binary summation.

1: procedure BinaryRandomizerε,n(x)
2: Let p, d, s be as in Lemma 9 (depending on ε, n)
3: a← Ber(p)
4: if a = 0 then
5: if x = 0 then
6: return the multiset with

(
d−1

2
)
ones and

(
d+1

2
)
zeros

7: else
8: return the multiset with

(
d+1

2
)
ones and

(
d−1

2
)
zeros

9: else
10: z ← DLapd(d/2, s)
11: return the multiset with z ones and (d− z) zeros

Algorithm 2 Analyzer for binary summation.

1: procedure BinaryAnalyzerε,n(R)
2: Let d be as in Lemma 9 (depending on ε, n)
3: return nd

2 +
∑
y∈R

(
y − 1

2
)

a truncated discrete Laplace distribution and send z zeros and d− z ones (see Algorithm 1
and Equation (2) for more details). The analyzer (Algorithm 2) then outputs the number of
received ones after debiasing. Note that the number of ones received by the analyzer is a
random variable taking values between 0 and dn inclusive. To prove that the algorithm is
private, we intuitively wish to argue that the noise distribution satisfies the property that its
density values on any two adjacent points are within a multiplicative eε factor. However, the
technical challenge stems from the fact that this noise distribution depends on the specific
input sequence (and as we discussed above this dependence is necessary!). Instead, we have
to analyze the n-fold convolution of the individual responses, and show that the density
values of the resulting distribution on any two adjacent points in {0, 1, . . . , dn} are within
a multiplicative factor of eε, for any input sequence. The crux of the proof is to relate the
tails of different convolutions of the truncated discrete Laplace distribution (Lemmas 10
and 11). We determine a setting of (i) the mixture probability coefficient (denoted by p in
Algorithm 1), (ii) the parameter d, and (iii) the “inverse scaling coefficient” of the truncated
discrete Laplace distribution (denoted by s in Algorithm 1), for which the privacy property
holds and for which the resulting expected absolute error is Oε(1).

We point out that the dependence of the error on ε that we obtain is Õ(1/ε3/2) for
ε ≤ O(1) (see Theorem 8). An interesting open question is whether this dependence can be
further reduced to O(1/ε), which is the tight error in the central model [19].

Real Summation Protocol

We use our pure private binary summation protocol outlined above as a building block in
order to obtain a pure private real summation protocol and prove Theorem 3. We note that
Cheu et al. [15] had given a transformation from binary summation to real summation, but
their reduction results in a protocol with a very large communication of Ω̃(

√
n) bits in order

to achieve logarithmic error. We instead give a (different) transformation that results in a
protocol with polylogarithmic communication. The high-level idea of our reduction is the
following: consider the binary representation of the inputs after rounding them to O(logn)
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Algorithm 3 Randomizer for real summation.

1: procedure RealRandomizer(εj)j∈N,n(x)
2: for j = 1 to 2 logn do
3: x[j]← jth most significant bit of x
4: Sj ←BinaryRandomizerεj ,n(x[j]) Sj is a multiset of zeros and ones.
5: Rj ← {j} × Sj Rj is a multiset of tuples (j, 0) and (j, 1).
6: return

⋃2 logn
j=1 Rj

Algorithm 4 Analyzer for real summation.

1: procedure RealAnalyzer(εj)j∈N,n(R)
2: for j = 1 to 2 log2 n do
3: Rj ← {y1 | y ∈ R and y0 = j} Multiset of bit messages for the jth bit.
4: aj ←BinaryAnalyzerεj ,n(Rj)
5: return

∑2 logn
j=1 aj/2j

bits of precision, then approximate the sum for each bit position independently, and finally
combine the estimates into an approximation of the (real-valued) sum of the inputs. Since the
bit sum estimates have geometrically decreasing weights, we can afford to increase the error
on less significant bits. In terms of privacy, this means that for the jth most significant bit,
we run an εj-DP binary summation protocol where ε1, ε2, . . . is a decreasing sequence. The
protocol is illustrated in Algorithms 3 and 4. By carefully choosing the sequence ε1, ε2, . . . ,
we can ensure that the total pure privacy parameter

∑
j εj is small, while the total error is a

constant times the error for the sum of the most significant bits of the inputs. Intuitively,
choosing ε1, ε2, . . . to be a geometrically decreasing sequence (e.g., εj = 0.9j ·ε

10 ) should suffice
for our purposes. However since the communication complexity of our binary summation
protocol also depends on the privacy parameter ε, such a choice of the sequence would result
in poly(n) communication complexity. To overcome this, our actual sequence has a “cut-off”
so that the εj ’s do not go below Θ

(
ε

logn

)
. This completes the proof overview.

Lower Bound

We next outline the proof of Theorem 4. Without loss of generality, we consider an arbitrary
ε-DPshuffled protocol performing binary summation with error n0.5−Ω(1), and where every
user sends m messages each belonging to the domain {1, . . . , k}. We wish to lower bound
the number of bits of communication per user in this protocol, which is equal to m log k.
We denote by X0 and X1 the random multisets of messages sent by a user in this protocol
under inputs 0 and 1 respectively. Note that X0 and X1 are supported on the set ∆k,m :=
{(z1, . . . , zk) ∈ Zk≥0 | z1 + · · ·+ zk = m}. Here, zi captures the number of i messages sent
by the user for each i ∈ {1, . . . , k}.

Using the pure privacy of the protocol, we can argue that the ratio of the moment
generating functions (MGFs) of X0 and X1 cannot take a very large or a very small value.
Specifically, using the fact that the MGF of a sum of independent random variables is equal
to the product of the individual MGFs, we derive a simple yet powerful property that should
be satisfied by any ε-DP protocol in the shuffled model: the ratio of the MGFs of X0 and X1

should always lie in the interval [e−ε, eε]. We will refer to such random variables as having
an eε-bounded MGF ratio (see Section 4.1 for more details). We remark that while MGFs
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have been used before in DP by Abadi et al. [1] and subsequent works on Renyi DP (starting
from [36]), these usages are in a completely different context compared to ours. In particular,
these prior works keep track of the moments in order to bound the privacy parameters under
composition of protocols. To the best of our knowledge, MGFs have neither been used in
lower bounds for DP nor in the shuffled model before.

Then, using the accuracy of the protocol, we can deduce that the total variation distance
between X0 and X1 has to be large. We do so by invoking a result from the literature [14, 25]
showing that for any binary summation protocol that incurs an absolute error of α, the total
variation distance between X0 and X1 must be at least 1−Θ(α/

√
n) (see Theorem 16 for

more details). Since α = n0.5−Ω(1) in our case, we get a lower bound of 1− n−Ω(1) on the
total variation distance between X0 and X1.

Equipped with these two ingredients, the task of lower bounding the per user communic-
ation cost of the protocol reduces to lower bounding the following quantity:

I Definition 5. Given parameters ε > 0 and γ ∈ [0, 1], we define Cε,γ as the minimum value
of m log k for which there exist two random variables supported on ∆k,m that are at total
variation distance is at least 1− γ but that have an eε-bounded MGF ratio.

Note that any lower bound on the value of Cε,γ can be used to infer a lower bound on
the per user communication cost. In order to prove Theorem 4, and given our setting of
γ = 1/nΩ(1), it is thus enough for us to show that Cε,γ ≥ Ωε(

√
log(1/γ)). To prove this

bound, it suffices to show that if two random variables X0,X1 have an eε-bounded MGF
ratio, then their total variation distance must be at least 1− exp(Oε(m2 log k)). For each
x ∈ ∆k,m, we view Pr[X0 = x] and Pr[X1 = x] as variables. The eε-bounded MGF ratio
constraints can then be written as infinitely many linear inequalities over these variables.
Moreover, the total variation distance between X0 and X1 can be written as a maximum of
linear combinations of these same variables. We therefore get a linear program with infinitely
many constraints, and we would like to show that any solution to it has “cost” (i.e., total
variation distance) at least 1− exp(Oε(m2 log k)). We do so by giving a dual solution with
cost at most 1− exp(Oε(m2 log k)), which by weak duality implies our desired bound (see
Section 4 for more details).

A natural question is if the lower bound Cε,γ ≥ Ωε(
√

log(1/γ)) outlined above can be
improved, as that would immediately lead to an improved communication complexity lower
bound. However, we show that the lower bound is tight, even in the special case where k = 2.
Namely, we give two random variables supported on ∆2,m with m = Θε(

√
log(1/γ)) that

are at total variation distance at least 1− γ but that have an eε-bounded MGF ratio. Our
construction is based on truncations of discrete Gaussian random variables (see Section 4.3
for more details). We note that this limitation only applies to the approach of lower bounding
the per user communication complexity via lower bounding Cε,γ . It remains possible that
other approaches might give better lower bounds. For instance, one might be able to proceed
by giving a necessary condition for the accuracy of binary summation protocols that is
stronger than the total variation distance bound that we used, or a necessary condition for
pure privacy that is better than our eε-bounded MGF ratio property.

1.4 Organization
We start with some notation and background in Section 2. Our protocol for binary summation
is presented and analyzed in Section 3. In Section 4, we prove our lower bound (Theorem 4).
Any deferred proofs from these sections appear in the full version of the paper [24]. We
conclude with some interesting open questions in Section 5. Our full proof for real summation
(Theorem 3) and our corollary for histograms are deferred to the full version [24].
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2 Preliminaries

Shuffled Model of Privacy

Let n be the number of users and let X be the domain. For each i in [n] := {1, . . . , n}, we
denote by xi the input held by the ith user, and further assume that xi ∈ X . In the binary
summation case, we have that X = {0, 1} while in the real summation case, we let X be the
set [0, 1] of real numbers. A protocol P = (R,S,A) in the shuffled model consists of three
algorithms: (i) the local randomizer R(·) whose input is the data of one user and whose
output is a sequence of messages, (ii) the shuffler S(·) whose input is the concatenation of
the outputs of the local randomizers and whose output is a uniform random permutation of
its inputs, and (iii) the analyzer A(·) whose input is the output of the shuffler and whose
output is the output of the protocol. The privacy in the shuffled model is guaranteed with
respect to the input to the analyzer, i.e., the output of the shuffler.

IDefinition 6 (DP in the shuffled model, [21, 15]). A protocol P = (R,S,A) is (ε, δ)-DPshuffled
if, for any dataset X = (x1, . . . , xn), the algorithm S(R(x1), . . . , R(xn)) is (ε, δ)-DP. In the
special case where δ = 0, we say that the protocol P is ε-DPshuffled.

Note that the DPlocal model corresponds to the case where S is the identity function.

I Definition 7 (Non-Interactive Protocols). Let k and m be positive integers. In a non-
interactive (aka one-round) protocol, each of the n users (i.e., randomizers) receives an
input b and outputs at most m messages each consisting of log k bits, according to a certain
distribution (depending on b), and using private randomness. We say that such a protocol
has a communication complexity of m log k.

It is often convenient to view each message as a number in [k]. We use Xb ∈ Zk≥0 to denote
the random variable whose sth coordinate Xb

s denotes the number of s-messages output
by the randomizer on input b. Note that it is always the case that

∑
s∈[k]X

b
s = m, i.e.,

supp(Xb) ⊆ ∆k,m := {(z1, . . . , zk) ∈ Zk≥0 | z1 + · · ·+ zk = m}.

3 Pure Binary Summation Protocol via Shuffling

In this section we prove Theorem 2, restated formally below.

I Theorem 8. For every sufficiently large n and O(1) ≥ ε > 1/n2/3, there is an ε-DPshuffled

protocol for summation for inputs x1, . . . , xn ∈ {0, 1} where each user sends O
(

logn
ε

)
one-bit

messages to the analyzer and has expected error at most O
(√

log 1/ε
ε3/2

)
.

We remark that the assumption ε > 1
n2/3 is made w.l.o.g., because, for ε ≤ 1

n2/3 , there is a
trivial algorithm that achieves square error of O(1/ε3/2): the analyzer just always outputs 0.

Throughout this section we assume that for some absolute constant C, ε ≤ C, and thus
in particular eε can be bounded above by an absolute constant. (The constant C can be
arbitrary.) It is well-known that any ε-DPcentral protocol for summation has error Ω(1/ε)
[40]. Thus the error in Theorem 8 is suboptimal by a factor of at most Õ(1/

√
ε).

The remainder of the section is organized as follows. In Section 3.1, we present the
protocol used to prove Theorem 8. In Section 3.2, we prove the accuracy and privacy
guarantees of Theorem 8, and in Section 3.3 we outline the proof of a technical lemma needed
in the privacy analysis.
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3.1 The Protocol
To described the protocol, we will use the truncated version of the discrete Laplace distribution,
for which we condition the support to be on [µ−w/2, µ+w/2] where w ≥ 1 is the “width” of
the support. We denote such a distribution by DLapw(µ, s). More specifically, its probability
mass function satisfies

Pr
Z∼DLapw(µ,s)

[Z = z] =
{

1
Cw(µ,s) · e

−|z−µ|/s if µ− w/2 ≤ z ≤ µ+ w/2 and z ∈ Z
0 otherwise.

(2)

Here Cw(µ, s) =
∑
z∈[µ−w/2,µ+w/2]∩Z e

−|z−µ|/s is simply the normalization factor.
Our randomizer and analyzer are presented in Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2, respectively.

The protocol has 3 parameters: the number of messages d, the “inverse scaling exponent” s,
and the “noise probability” p. We always assume that d is a positive odd integer2. These
parameters will be chosen later (in Lemma 9).

3.2 Privacy Analysis
For b ∈ {0, 1}, we write Rb to denote the distribution3 on the number of ones output by the
randomizer on input b. (This distribution depends on d, s, p but we do not include them in
the notation to avoid being cumbersome.) Notice that we can decompose Rb as a mixture
p ·DLapd(d/2, s) + (1− p) · 1(d−1

2 + b), where we use 1(ϑ) to denote the distribution that is
ϑ with probability 1.

To prove the privacy guarantee of Theorem 8, we first note that we may focus only on
the neighboring datasets (0, . . . , 0, 0) and (0, . . . , 0, 1); this follows since we may assume (due
to symmetry) that more than half of the bits are zero and we can then condition out the
results from the 1 bits that they share. (See the proof of Theorem 8 for a formalization of
this.) For these datasets, Lemma 9 below bounds the ratio of the probabilities of ending up
with a particular union of outputs from these two datasets.

I Lemma 9. There is a sufficiently small constant c0 ∈ (0, 1) so that the following holds. For
any sufficiently large n ∈ N and any c0 ≥ ε > 1

n2/3 , let s = 10
ε , p = 100 e100ε log(1/(1−e−0.1ε))

n(1−e−0.1ε) ,

and d = 4
⌈

1000 e100ε

(1−e−0.1ε) · log
(

n
1−e−0.1ε

)⌉
+ 3. Then, for all t ∈ {0, . . . , dn}, we have

PrZ1,...,Zn∼R0 [Z1 + · · ·+ Zn = t]
PrZ1,...,Zn−1∼R0,Zn∼R1 [Z1 + · · ·+ Zn = t] ∈ [e−ε, eε]. (3)

This means that, for the above selection of parameters, the protocol is ε-DP. Using Lemma
9, we prove Theorem 8.

Proof of Theorem 8. We may assume without loss of generality that ε ≤ c0, as otherwise
we may set ε to min{ε, c0} instead.

We use the local randomizer BinaryRandomizerε,n of Algorithm 1 and the analyzer
BinaryAnalyzerε,n of Algorithm 2, with the parameters s, d, p given by the expressions
in Lemma 9, except with n replaced by d(n + 1)/2e. Explicitly, we have s = 10

ε , p =

2 We only assume that d is odd for convenience, so that
(
d−1

2

)
and

(
d+1

2

)
are integers. Using an even d

and replacing these two quantities with d/2− 1 and d/2 + 1 also works, provided that the proofs are
adjusted appropriately.

3 This is the distribution of Xb defined in Section 2.
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100 e100ε log(1/(1−e−0.1ε))
d(n+1)/2e(1−e−0.1ε) and d = 4

⌈
1000 e100ε

(1−e−0.1ε) · log
(
d(n+1)/2e
1−e−0.1ε

)⌉
+ 3. We prove the accuracy

guarantee first, which is a simple consequence of the choices of p, d made in Lemma 9, followed
by the privacy guarantee, which uses Lemma 9.

Proof of accuracy

Fix a dataset X = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ {0, 1}n. Let Y ∈ R be the count released by the analyzer.
Moreover, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let Z1, . . . , Zn be i.i.d. random variables distributed according
to ν = DLapd(d/2, s). It is easy to check that Var[Zi] ≤ 2s2. Moreover, let M ∈ [n] be
the number of users for whom the Bernoulli random variable a is equal to 1. In particular,
M ∼ Binom(n, p). The expected absolute error is given by

E

[∣∣∣∣∣Y −
n∑
i=1

xi

∣∣∣∣∣
]
≤

n∑
m=0

Pr[M = m] ·
(
m

2 + E
[∣∣∣∣Z1 + · · ·+ Zm −

md

2

∣∣∣∣])

(by Jensen’s inequality) ≤ E[M/2] +
n∑

m=0
Pr[M = m] ·

√√√√E

[(
Z1 + · · ·+ Zm −

md

2

)2
]

≤ pn/2 +
n∑

m=0
Pr[M = m] ·

√
m ·
√

2s2

≤ pn/2 +
√

2s · √pn. (4)

Since p = 100 e100ε log(1/(1−e−0.1ε))
d(n+1)/2e(1−e−0.1ε) , we have pn/2 +

√
2pn · s = O

(√
log 1/ε
ε3/2

)
. Combined with

(4), this gives us the desired upper bound on the expected error of the protocol.

Proof of privacy

Let X = (x1, . . . , xn−1, xn) ∈ {0, 1}n and X ′ = (x1, . . . , xn−1, x
′
n) ∈ {0, 1}n be two neighbor-

ing datasets. By symmetry, without loss of generality, we may assume that xn = 0 and at
least n0 := dn− 1e/2 of the values of x1, . . . , xn−1 are also 0. By permuting the users, we
may also assume without loss of generality that x1 = x2 = · · · = xn0 = 0. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
let Yi ∈ [0, d] denote the (random) number of 1s output by user i when their input is xi.
Also let Y ′n ∈ [0, 1] denote the (random) number of 1’s output by user n when its input is x′n.
By [8, Lemma A.2], to show that Pr[Y1+···+Yn−1+Yn=t]

Pr[Y1+···+Yn−1+Y ′n=t] ∈ [e−ε, eε] for all t ∈ N, it suffices to
show that for all t0 ∈ N, Pr[Y1+···+Yn0 +Yn=t0]

Pr[Y1+···+Yn0 +Y ′n=t0] ∈ [e−ε, eε]. Now the validity of the latter is an
immediate consequence of Lemma 9 with the parameter n of Lemma 9 equal to n0 + 1. J

From now on, we will use ν and ωb as abbreviations for DLapd(d/2, s) and 1(d−1
2 + b)

respectively, where d, s are defined as in Lemma 9.
Let us denote by Pm,k the probability that m independent random variables from the

noise distribution ν sums up to k; more formally, Pm,k := PrZ1,...,Zm∼ν [Z1 + · · ·+ Zm = k].
For convenience, we define P0,0 = 1 and P0,k = 0 for all k 6= 0.

As we will see in the proof of Lemma 9 below, expansions of the numerator and de-
nominator of the left hand side of (3) result in similar terms involving Pm,k, except oc-
casionally with (i) k differing by one or (ii) m differing by 1 and k differing by

(
d−1

2
)
or(

d−3
2
)
. Hence, to bound the ratio between the two, we have to find some relation between

Pm,k, Pm,k−1, Pm+1,k+( d−1
2 ), and Pm+1,k+( d−3

2 ). The exact inequality we will use here is
stated below and its proof overview is given in Section 3.3.
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I Lemma 10. For any sufficiently large n ∈ N, let ε, d and s be as in Lemma 9. Then the
following hold: For any integers 10 log(1/(1−e−0.1ε))

1−e−0.1ε ≤ m ≤ n− 1, and `1, `2 ∈
{
d−1

2 , d−3
2
}
, if

p ≥ 100 e100ε

n(1−e−0.1ε) , then we have

e−εp(1− e−ε/2) ·
(
Pm+1,k+`1 + (n−m− 1)

m+ 1 · Pm+1,k+`2

)
+ e0.2ε · Pm,k−1 ≥ Pm,k.

We also need the following lemma, which can be interpreted as an anti-concentration result.
Recall that Pi,j = PrZ1,...,Zi∼ν [Z1 + · · ·+Zi = j]. For any a ∈ N, if also Z ′1, . . . , Z ′a ∼ ν, then
as E[Z ′1 + · · ·+ Z ′a] = da/2 and the distribution of Z ′1 + · · ·+ Z ′a has sufficient mass at its
expectation, one expects that Pi+a,j+a = Pr[Z1 + · · ·+Zi +Z ′1 + · · ·+Z ′a = j + da/2] is not
too much smaller than Pi,j . Lemma 11 says that in fact Pr[Z1 + · · ·+ Zi + Z ′1 + · · ·+ Z ′a =
j+ da/2− d/2] is not too much smaller than Pi,j . Its proof is deferred to the full version [24].

I Lemma 11. For any i, j, a ∈ N0 such that a ≤ s2/1000, we have Pi+a,j+a( d−1
2 ) ≥

√
a

40s3 ·Pi,j .

With Lemmas 10 and 11 ready, we can now prove Lemma 9 as follows.

Proof of Lemma 9. Let c0 ∈ (0, 1) be some sufficiently small positive constant, to be
specified later. We would like to show that, for all t ∈ {0, . . . , dn}, the following hold:

Pr
Z1,...,Zn∼R0

[Z1 + · · ·+ Zn = t] ≤ eε · Pr
Z1,...,Zn−1∼R0,Zn∼R1

[Z1 + · · ·+ Zn = t], (5)

and

Pr
Z1,...,Zn−1∼R0,Zn∼R1

[Z1 + · · ·+ Zn = t] ≤ eε · Pr
Z1,...,Zn∼R0

[Z1 + · · ·+ Zn = t]. (6)

Due to space constraints, we will only prove (5) here; (6) can be proved in a similar
manner. To prove (5), let us first decompose the probability on the left and the right hand
sides based on whether Zn is sampled from the noise distribution ν. This gives

Pr
Z1,...,Zn∼R0

[Z1 + · · ·+ Zn = t]

= p · Pr
Z1,...,Zn−1∼R0,Zn∼ν

[Z1 + · · ·+ Zn = t]

+ (1− p) · Pr
Z1,...,Zn−1∼R0

[
Z1 + · · ·+ Zn−1 = t−

(
d− 1

2

)]
,

and

Pr
Z1,...,Zn−1∼R0,Zn∼R1

[Z1 + · · ·+ Zn = t]

= p · Pr
Z1,...,Zn−1∼R0,Zn∼ν

[Z1 + · · ·+ Zn = t]

+ (1− p) · Pr
Z1,...,Zn−1∼R0

[
Z1 + · · ·+ Zn−1 = t−

(
d+ 1

2

)]
.

Moreover, observe that, by expanding based on the number of variables among Z1, . . . , Zn−1
that uses the noise distribution (i.e., i below), we have

Pr
Z1,...,Zn−1∼R0,Zn∼ν

[Z1 + · · ·+ Zn = t]
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=
n−1∑
i=0

(
n− 1
i

)
pi(1− p)n−1−i · Pi+1,t−(n−1−i)( d−1

2 ),

and

Pr
Z1,...,Zn−1∼R0

[
Z1 + · · ·+ Zn−1 = t−

(
d− 1

2

)]
=
n−1∑
i=0

(
n− 1
i

)
pi(1− p)n−1−i · Pi,t−(n−i)( d−1

2 ).

Finally, we have

Pr
Z1,...,Zn−1∼R0

[
Z1 + · · ·+ Zn−1 = t−

(
d+ 1

2

)]
=
n−1∑
i=0

(
n− 1
i

)
pi(1− p)n−1−i · Pi,t−(n−i)( d−1

2 )−1.

= 1
eε
·
n−1∑
i=0

(
n− 1
i

)
pi(1− p)n−1−i · eε/2 · Pi,t−(n−i)( d−1

2 )−1

+ 1
eε
·
n−1∑
i=0

(
n− 1
i

)
pi(1− p)n−1−i · (eε − eε/2)Pi,t−(n−i)( d−1

2 )−1

≥ 1
eε
·
n−1∑
i=0

(
n− 1
i

)
pi(1− p)n−1−i · eε/2 · Pi,t−(n−i)( d−1

2 )−1

+ 1
eε
·
n−1∑
i=0

(
n− 1
i

)
pi(1− p)n−1−i · (eε/2 − 1)Pi,t−(n−i)( d−1

2 )−1

≥ 1
eε
·
n−1∑
i=0

(
n− 1
i

)
pi(1− p)n−1−i · eε/2 · Pi,t−(n−i)( d−1

2 )−1

+ 1
eε
·
n−1∑
i=0

(
n− 1
i+ 1

)
pi+1(1− p)n−2−i · (eε/2 − 1)Pi+1,t−(n−i−1)( d−1

2 )−1

≥ 1
eε
·
n−1∑
i=0

(
n− 1
i

)
pi(1− p)n−1−ieε/2 · Pi,t−(n−i)( d−1

2 )−1

+ 1
eε
·
n−1∑
i=0

(
n− 1
i

)
pi(1− p)n−1−i · p(n− 1− i)

i+ 1 · (eε/2 − 1)Pi+1,t−(n−i−1)( d−1
2 )−1.

Using the above expressions, we may write the difference between the right hand side
and the left hand side of (5) as

eε · Pr
Z1,...,Zn−1∼R0,Zn∼R1

[Z1 + · · ·+ Zn = t]− Pr
Z1,...,Zn∼R0

[Z1 + · · ·+ Zn = t]

≥ (eε − 1) · p ·
n−1∑
i=0

(
n− 1
i

)
pi(1− p)n−1−i · Pi+1,t−(n−1−i)( d−1

2 )

+ (1− p) ·
n−1∑
i=0

(
n− 1
i

)
pi(1− p)n−1−ieε/2 · Pi,t−(n−i)( d−1

2 )−1

+ (1− p) ·
n−1∑
i=0

(
n− 1
i

)
pi(1− p)n−1−i · p(n− 1− i)

i+ 1 · (eε/2 − 1)Pi+1,t−(n−i−1)( d−1
2 )−1
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− (1− p) ·
n−1∑
i=0

(
n− 1
i

)
pi(1− p)n−1−i · Pi,t−(n−i)( d−1

2 )

≥ (1− p)
n−1∑
i=0

(
n− 1
i

)
pi(1− p)n−1−i∆i, (7)

where

∆i := p(1− e−ε/2) ·
(
Pi+1,t−(n−1−i)( d−1

2 ) + n− 1− i
i+ 1 · Pi+1,t−(n−i−1)( d−1

2 )−1

)
+ eε/2 · Pi,t−(n−i)( d−1

2 )−1 − Pi,t−(n−i)( d−1
2 ),

and we have used that eε − 1 ≥ eε/2 − 1 ≥ 1− e−ε/2 for ε ≥ 0.
By Lemma 10 with m = i, k = t− (n− i)

(
d−1

2
)
, `1 =

(
d−1

2
)
, `2 =

(
d−3

2
)
, we have

∆i ≥ (e0.3ε − 1)Pi,t−(n−i)( d−1
2 ) ≥ 0, (8)

for all i such that 10 log(1/(1−e−0.1ε))
1−e−0.1ε ≤ i ≤ n− 1. Let i0 := 10 log(1/(1−e−0.1ε))

1−e−0.1ε . It remains to
lower bound the terms in (7) for 0 ≤ i < i0. To do so, we will “borrow” the additional mass
of (e0.3ε − 1)Pi,t−(n−i)( d−1

2 ) from the terms with i ≥ i0. To show that this borrowing gives
sufficient positive mass from the terms Pi,t−(n−i)( d−1

2 ) with i ≥ i0, we will use Lemma 11.
Next, let imax ∈ {0, 1, . . . , i0− 1} and imin ∈ {i0, i0 + 1, . . . , 2p(n− 1)} be defined so that:

Pimax,t−(n−imax)( d−1
2 ) ≥ Pi,t−(n−i)( d−1

2 ) ∀i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , i0 − 1}

Pimin,t−(n−imin)( d−1
2 ) ≤ Pi,t−(n−i)( d−1

2 ) ∀i ∈ {i0, i0 + 1, . . . , 2p(n− 1)}.

As p = 100 e100ε log(1/(1−e−0.1ε))
n(1−e−0.1ε) and ε < c0 ≤ 1, we have that as long as c0 is sufficiently small,

2p(n− 1) ≤ 100e100 log(5/ε)
0.1ε ≤ 1

4ε2 = s2/1000.

It follows from Lemma 11 with a = imin − imax ≤ 2p(n− 1) that

Pimin,t−(n−imin)( d−1
2 ) ≥

1
40s3Pimax,t−(n−imax)( d−1

2 ).

Let M ∼ Binom(n − 1, p) be a binomial random variable. Then, as (8) holds for
n− 1 ≥ i ≥ i0, we have

n−1∑
i=0

(
n− 1
i

)
pi(1− p)n−1−i∆i

≥ −
i0−1∑
i=0

(
n− 1
i

)
pi(1− p)n−1−iPi,t−(n−i)( d−1

2 )

+
2p(n−1)∑
i=i0

(
n− 1
i

)
pi(1− p)n−1−i(e0.3ε − 1) · Pi,t−(n−i)( d−1

2 )

≥ −Pimax,t−(n−imax)( d−1
2 )

i0−1∑
i=0

(
n− 1
i

)
pi(1− p)n−1−i (9)

+ 0.3ε · Pimin,t−(n−imin)( d−1
2 )

2p(n−1)∑
i=i0

(
n− 1
i

)
pi(1− p)n−1−i
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≥ Pimax,t−(n−imax)( d−1
2 ) ·

(
0.3ε
40s3 · Pr[i0 ≤M ≤ 2p(n− 1)]− Pr[M < i0]

)
. (10)

By the Chernoff bound, for sufficiently large n and since pn = n · 100 e100ε log(1/(1−e−0.1ε))
n(1−e−0.1ε) ≥

100, we have

Pr[M > 2p(n− 1)] ≤ exp(−p(n− 1)/3) ≤ exp(−pn/4) < 1/2.

Moreover, since i0 = 10 log(1/(1−e−0.1ε))
1−e−0.1ε ≤ pn/3 ≤ p(n− 1)/2 and ε ≤ 1 in the current case,

Pr[M < i0] ≤ exp(−p(n− 1)/8) ≤ exp(−pn/10) ≤ exp
(

10
1− e−0.1ε

)
< 1/4.

Hence, recalling s = 10
ε , d = 4

⌈
1000 e100ε

(1−e−0.1ε) · log
(

n
1−e−0.1ε

)⌉
+ 3, p = 100 e100ε log(1/(1−e−0.1ε))

n(1−e−0.1ε) ,
as well as the assumption ε > 1/n2/3,

0.3ε
40s3 · Pr[i0 ≤M ≤ 2p(n− 1)]− Pr[M < i0]

≥ 0.3ε
160s3 − exp(−1/(2ε))

≥ cε4 − exp(−1/(2ε)),

for some sufficiently small positive absolute constant c. The above quantity is positive as
long as exp(1/(2ε)) ≥ 1

cε4 , i.e., as long as ε ≤ c′ for some absolute constant c′ > 0 (which
holds as long as we select c0 ≤ c′). From this and (7), we can conclude that (5) holds. J

3.3 Proof Overview of Lemma 10
In this subsection, we give an overview of the proof of Lemma 10; we defer the full proof to
the full version [24]. Throughout this section, we will use the several additional notation:

First, we will overload the notation and use ν(z) to denote the probability mass function
of ν at z, i.e., ν(z) := PrZ∼ν [Z = z].
We often represent a sequence of integers a1, . . . , am as a vector a = (a1, . . . , am). For
such a vector, we use ν(a) as a shorthand for the product ν(a1) · · · ν(am), and zero(a) as
a shorthand for the number of zero coordinates, i.e., zero(a) := |{i ∈ [m] | ai = 0}|.
We use Sm,k,d to denote the set of all sequences of integers a1, . . . , am between 0 and d
(inclusive) whose sum is k; more formally, Sm,k,d := ∆m,k ∩ [0, d]m. Since d will be fixed
throughout, we omit d and simply write Sm,k.
Next, for any i ∈ R, we use Szero<i

m,k (resp. Szero≥i
m,k ) to denote the sets of sequences in

Sm,k whose number of zero-coordinates is less than (resp., at least) i. More formally,
Szero<i
m,k := {a ∈ Sm,k | zero(a) < i} and Szero≥i

m,k := {a ∈ Sm,k | zero(a) ≥ i}.

To prove Lemma 10, let us observe that we may expand Pm,k as

Pm,k =
∑

a∈Sm,k

ν(a) =
∑

a∈Szero<i
m,k

ν(a) +
∑

a∈Szero≥i
m,k

ν(a),

where i will be chosen later in the proof.
We will bound the two terms on the right separately. More specifically, we will show that∑
a∈Szero<i

m,k

ν(a) ≤ e0.5ε · Pm,k−1, (11)
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and that for `1, `2 ∈ {d−1
2 , d−3

2 },∑
a∈Szero≥i

m,k

ν(a) ≤ p(1− e−0.5ε) ·
(
Pm+1,k+`1 + (n−m+ 1)

m+ 1 · Pm+1,k+`2

)
. (12)

Once we have these two inequalities, Lemma 10 immediately follows. The intuition behind
the two inequalities is quite simple. For (11), since each sequence a ∈ Szero<i

m,k contains few
zeros, we should be able to pick a non-zero ai and decrease it by one and end up with a
sequence in Sm,k−1 instead; since the discrete Laplace distribution’s mass (i.e., ν) on ai and
on ai − 1 differs (multiplicatively) by a factor of at most e1/s, the mass of the modified
sequence also differs from the original sequence by a factor of e1/s.

For (12), the intuition is pretty similar. We start with a sequence a ∈ Szero≥i
m,k and we

will modify it to end up with a sequence in Sm+1,k+` where ` is either
(
d−1

2
)
or
(
d−3

2
)
. The

intuition here is that since a contains many zero coordinates, there are many ways for us
to divide ` among these zero coordinates and an additional coordinate, which would result
naturally in a sequence in Pm+1,k+`.

To turn the intuition into a formal proof, we need to be careful about “double counting”
a modified sequence. As an example, for (11), suppose we would like to modify a sequence in
Szero<i
m,k to one in Sm,k−1 by decreasing any non-zero coordinate. Then, it is possible that two

sequences (1, 0, a3, . . . , an) and (0, 1, a3, . . . , an) results in the same sequence (0, 0, a3, . . . , an).
In order to avoid such “double counting”, we divide our proofs into two parts. First,

we show that we may replace Szero<i
m,k (resp. Szero≥i

m,k ) with the set of sequences whose first
coordinate is non-zero (resp., whose first few coordinates are zeros).

4 Lower Bound for Binary Summation

We next prove our lower bound on the communication complexity of any non-interactive
pure-DPshuffled protocol that can perform bit addition with small error (Theorem 4). To
prove our lower bound, first recall the following notion from probability theory.

I Definition 12 (Moment Generating Function). Let Y be a Rk-valued random variable for
some k ∈ N. Its moment generating function (MGF) is defined as MY(t) = E[e〈t,Y〉].

Throughout this section, we will be dealing with pairs of random variables whose MGFs are
within a certain factor of each other. The following definition will be particularly handy.

I Definition 13 (Bounded MGF ratio). We say that two Rk-valued random variables Y,Y′
have eε-bounded MGF ratio if and only if, for all t ∈ Rk we have that MY(t)

MY′ (t) ∈ [e−ε, eε].

Furthermore, let SD(Y,Y′) denote the total variation distance between them.
Our proofs follow the outline from Section 1.3. Specifically, in Section 4.1, we prove that

a pure-DPshuffled protocol implies bounded MGF ratio. Then, in Section 4.2, we give a lower
bound on Cε,γ from Definition 5, which then implies Theorem 4. Finally, in Section 4.3, we
provide an example which shows that our lower bound for the question is tight.

4.1 Pure-DP Implies Bounded MGF Ratio
We start by proving a necessary (but not sufficient) condition on ε-DP protocols in terms of
the MGFs of X0,X1. A straightforward observation we will use is the following:

I Observation 14. Let Y,Y′ be two random variables with the same support supp(Y) =
supp(Y′) ⊆ Rk such that Pr[Y=v]

Pr[Y′=v] ∈ [e−ε, eε]. Then, Y,Y′ satisfies eε-bounded MGF ratio.
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Furthermore, recall a (well-known) multiplicative property of MGF that, if Y,Y′ ∈ Rk
are two independent random variables, then MY+Y′(t) = MY(t) ·MY′(t) for all t ∈ Rk.
With this in mind, we can now prove the desired result:

I Lemma 15. For any ε-DP protocol, X0,X1 must satisfy eε-bounded MGF ratio.

Proof. Consider two input vectors 0 . . . 00 and 0 . . . 01. Let Y0,Y1 ∈ Zk denote the views
of the shuffled output on the corresponding input vectors, where Y0

j denote the number of
j’s received by the analyzer for the input vector 0 . . . 00 and Y1

j denote the number of j’s
received by the analyzer for the input vector 0 . . . 01. Notice that Y0 is a sum of n i.i.d.
copies of X0 and Y1 is a sum of (n− 1) i.i.d. copies of X0 and a copy of X1. Observe also
that ε-DP implies that Y0,Y1 satisfy the condition in Observation 14. From this, we have

[e−ε, eε] 3 MY0(t)
MY1(t) = (MX0(t))n

(MX0(t))n−1 ·MX1(t) = MX0(t)
MX1(t) . J

4.2 From Bounded MGF Ratio to Communication Lower Bound
We will now use the bounded MGF ratio property to bound the communication complexity
of any non-interactive protocol for summation that incurs small error. To do so, let us recall
below a known result that any protocol that can perform binary summation to within a
small error must have large statistical distance between X0 and X1:

I Theorem 16 ([14]). Any non-interactive protocol that can perform binary summation to
within an expected absolute error of α must satisfy SD(X0,X1) ≥ 1−O

(
α√
n

)
.

Thanks to Lemma 15 and Theorem 16, to prove our lower bound (Theorem 4), it now
suffices to show that, for any Y,Y′ whose supports lie in ∆k,m that satisfy eε-bounded MGF
ratio and SD(Y,Y′) is large, then m log k must be large. The main lemma of this subsection,
which is a quantitative version of the aforementioned statement, is stated formally below.

I Lemma 17. Let Y,Y′ be two random variables supported on ∆k,m with eε-bounded MGF
ratio. Then, SD(Y,Y′) ≤ 1− 2−Oε(m2 log k).

It is straightforward to see that Lemma 17, Lemma 15, and Theorem 16 together implies
Theorem 4. We devote the rest of this subsection to the proof of Lemma 17.

Dual Approach and Proof of Lemma 17

For notational convenience, we use py and p′y to denote Pr[Y = y] and Pr[Y′ = y] respectively.
Before we formalize the proof below, let us first present an informal overview. Recall that

1− SD(Y,Y′) is equal to
∑

y∈∆k,m
min{py, p

′
y} = minS⊆∆k,m

{∑
y∈S py +

∑
y∈∆k,m\S p

′
y

}
.

Hence, it suffices for us to show that, for every S ⊆ ∆k,m, we have∑
y∈S

py +
∑

y∈∆k,m\S

p′y ≥ 2−Oε(m
2 log k). (13)

We will give a “dual certificate” for this statement. Notice that since the total probability of
each of Y,Y′ must be one, we have

∑
y∈∆k,m

py = 1 and
∑

y∈∆k,m
p′y = 1. We also have the

non-negativity constraints: py, p
′
y ≥ 0 for all y ∈ ∆k,m. Finally, the eε-bounded MGF ratio

property between Y and Y′ translates to the following linear inequalities for all t ∈ Rk:∑
y∈∆k,m

e〈t,y〉 · p′y −
∑

y∈∆k,m

e〈t,y〉−ε · py ≥ 0,
∑

y∈∆k,m

e〈t,y〉 · py −
∑

y∈∆k,m

e〈t,y〉−ε · p′y ≥ 0.

(14)
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Hence, we have a system of linear inequalities and we would like to certify a linear
inequality (13). We may do so by writing (13) as a linear combination of the constraints.

As a wishful thinking, if we could somehow “extract” only the py and p′y terms from (14),
we would be done because we would simply have eε · py ≥ p′y ≥ e−ε · py which can easily be
combined with the total probability and non-negativity constraints to get a good bound on∑

y∈S py +
∑

y∈∆k,m\S p
′
y. Of course, such extraction is not possible since, for any value t

we plug into (14), we always get non-zero coefficients for all vectors in ∆k,m, not just y.
With this in mind, our relaxed goal is to select t = τ(y) for each y in such a way that the

coefficient of y from its own inequality (i.e., t = τ(y)) “dominates” the coefficients of y from
other inequalities (i.e., t = τ(y′) for y′ 6= y). A formal version of the statement is proved
below. Note that eβ(y) should be thought of as the “scaling factor” for the inequality for y.

I Lemma 18. For any ε > 0, there exist mappings τ : ∆k,m → Rk and β : ∆k,m → R such
that the following hold for all y ∈ ∆k,m:

0 ≥ 〈τ(y),y〉+ β(y) ≥ ζ := −Oε(m2 log k), (15)

and

e〈τ(y),y〉+β(y) ≥ 2eε ·
∑

y′∈∆k,m\{y}

e〈τ(y′),y〉+β(y′). (16)

Proof. Let ρ = ε+ 10 ln(k+ 1) + 10. We pick τ(y) = ρ · 2y and β(y) = ρ ·
(
−‖y‖22 −m2). It

is obvious to see that (15) holds. To prove (16), let us first observe the following identity:

〈τ(y′),y〉+ β(y′) = 〈τ(y),y〉+ β(y)− ρ · ‖y− y′‖22. (17)

Thus, we may rewrite the right hand side of (16) as∑
y′∈∆k,m\{y}

e〈τ(y′),y〉+β(y′)

(17)= e〈τ(y),y〉+β(y) ·

2m2∑
i=1

e−ρi · |{y′ ∈ ∆k,m | ‖y− y′‖22 = i}|

 . (18)

Furthermore, we have |{y′ ∈ ∆k,m | ‖y− y′‖22 = i}| ≤ |{z ∈ Zk | ‖z‖22 = i}| ≤ 2i ·
(
k+i−1
i

)
≤

(2e(k + 1))i. Plugging this back into (18), we have

∑
y′∈∆k,m\{y}

e〈τ(y′),y〉+β(y′) ≤ e〈τ(y),y〉+β(y) ·

2m2∑
i=1

(
e−ρ · 2e(k + 1)

)i
(From our choice of ρ) ≤ e〈τ(y),y〉+β(y) · 1

2eε . J

With Lemma 18 ready, we can now prove Lemma 17.

Proof of Lemma 17. Let τ, β be as in Lemma 18. Consider any set S ⊆ ∆k,m.
For every y′ ∈ S, MY(τ(y′)) ≥ e−ε ·MY′(τ(y′)) is equivalent to∑
y∈∆k,m

e〈τ(y′),y〉−β(y′) · py −
∑

y∈∆k,m

e〈τ(y′),y〉−β(y′)−ε · p′y ≥ 0. (19)
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Similarly, for every y′ ∈ ∆k,m \ S, MY′(τ(y′)) ≥ e−ε ·MY(τ(y′)) can be rearranged as∑
y∈∆k,m

e〈τ(y′),y〉−β(y′) · p′y −
∑

y∈∆k,m

e〈τ(y′),y〉−β(y′)−ε · py ≥ 0. (20)

By adding (19) for all y′ ∈ S with (20) for all y′ ∈ ∆k,m \ S, we have

∑
y∈∆k,m

∑
y′∈S

e〈τ(y′),y〉−β(y′) −
∑

y′∈∆k,m\S

e〈τ(y′),y〉−β(y′)−ε

 py

+
∑

y∈∆k,m

 ∑
y′∈∆k,m\S

e〈τ(y′),y〉−β(y′) −
∑
y′∈S

e〈τ(y′),y〉−β(y′)−ε

 p′y ≥ 0. (21)

Now, for all y ∈ S, we can upper bound the coefficient of p′y in (21) by∑
y′∈∆k,m\S

e〈τ(y′),y〉−β(y′) −
∑
y′∈S

e〈τ(y′),y〉−β(y′)−ε

≤
∑

y′∈∆k,m\{y}

e〈τ(y′),y〉−β(y′) − e〈τ(y),y〉−β(y)−ε
(16)
≤ −0.5e〈τ(y),y〉−β(y)−ε

(15)
≤ −eζ−1−ε.

Similarly, for all y ∈ ∆k,m \ S, the coefficient of py in (21) is at most −eζ−1−ε.
Moreover, for all y ∈ S, we can upper bound the coefficient in (21) of py by∑
y′∈S

e〈τ(y′),y〉−β(y′) −
∑

y′∈∆k,m\S

e〈τ(y′),y〉−β(y′)−ε

≤
∑

y′∈∆k,m

e〈τ(y′),y〉−β(y′)
(16)
≤
(

1 + 1
2eε

)
e〈τ(y),y〉−β(y)

(15)
≤ 2.

Similarly, for all y ∈ S, the coefficient of p′y in (21) is at most 2.
Plugging these back into (21), we have

0 ≤ 2

∑
y∈S

py +
∑

y∈∆k,m\S

p′y

− eζ−1−ε

∑
y∈S

p′y +
∑

y∈∆k,m\S

py

 .

Using the fact that
∑

y∈∆k,m
py =

∑
y∈∆k,m

p′y = 1, we can simplify the RHS above to

2eζ−1−ε ≤ (2 + eζ−1−ε)

∑
y∈S

py +
∑

y∈∆k,m\S

p′y

 .

This means that∑
y∈S

py +
∑

y∈∆k,m\S

p′y

 ≥ 2eζ−1−ε

2 + eζ−1−ε

(15)
≥ 2−Oε(m

2 log k).

This establishes (13) and hence we have SD(Y,Y′) ≤ 1− 2−Oε(m2 log k) as desired. J
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4.3 Limitations of the Lower Bound Approach
In this subsection, we argue that the bound we achieve in Lemma 17 is essentially tight, even
for k = 2. In other words, our approach of using only bounded MGF ratio property and the
total variation distance bound from Theorem 16 cannot give any lower bound better than
Oε(
√

logn). Specifically, the main lemma of this section is stated below.

I Lemma 19. For every ε > 0 and γ ∈ (0, 0.5), there exist two random variables Y,Y′
supported on (subsets of) ∆2,m for some m = Oε(

√
log(1/γ)) such that SD(Y,Y′) ≥ 1− γ

and that Y,Y′ satisfy the eε-bounded MGF ratio property.

Similar to when we analyze our binary summation protocol in Section 3, it suffices to
prove the following one-dimensional version of the above statement, where the two random
variables are from {0, 1, . . . ,m} rather than ∆2,m.

I Lemma 20. For every ε > 0 and γ ∈ (0, 0.5), there exist two random variables Y 0 and Y 1

supported on {0, . . . ,m} for some m = Oε(
√

log(1/γ)) such that SD(Y 0, Y 1) ≥ 1 − γ and
that Y 0, Y 1 satisfy eε-bounded MGF ratio property.

4.3.1 Discrete Gaussian Distributions
Our construction for Lemma 20 is based on the discrete Gaussian distribution, which can
be defined as follows. Let the (one-dimensional) Gaussian function centered at c with
parameter s as ρs,c(x) := exp

(
−π(x−c)2

s2

)
for all x ∈ R. For any countable A ⊆ R, let

ρs,c(A) :=
∑
x∈A ρs,c(x). When ρs,c(A) is finite, the discrete Gaussian distribution over A

centered at c with parameter s, denoted by DA,s,c, has DA,s,c(x) = ρs,c(x)
ρs,c(A) for all x ∈ A.

We will use a special case of a well-known property of lattices (cf. [35, 23, 3]). Recall that
a one-dimensional lattice is aZ := {at | t ∈ Z} for some a ∈ R+. Informally, the property
states that, if for sufficiently large s , “shifting” the discrete Gaussian distribution by c does
not change its normalization factor too much. This is formalized below.

I Lemma 21 (e.g. [23, Lemma 2.6]). For any constants a, δ ∈ R+, there exists a sufficiently
large constant s∗ = s∗(a, δ) such that, for any c ∈ R, we have ρs∗,c(aZ)

ρs∗,0(aZ) ∈ [e−δ, 1].

We will also use the following (rather straightforward) observation that, similar to the
(continuous) Gaussian distribution, we may choose a sufficiently large truncation point `∗a
for which the total mass of all points x with |X − c| > `∗a is arbitrarily small.

I Observation 22. For any constants a, δ ∈ R+, let s∗ = s∗(a, δ) be as in Lemma 21. Then,
for any λ > 0, there exists a sufficiently large positive integer `∗ = `∗(a, δ, λ) such that, for
any c ∈ R, we have PrX∼DaZ,s∗,c [|X − c| > `∗a] ≤ λ.

4.3.2 Proof Overview of Lemma 20
Distributions of both Y 0, Y 1 will place γ

2 probability masses at each of 0 andm, and these two
points shared by the supports of Y 0 and Y 1. (This ensures that the total variation distance
of Y 0 and Y 1 are at least 1−γ.) In the middle, we then place discrete Gaussian distributions
centered at c = m/2 for Y 0 and Y 1, with that of Y 0 only supported on even numbers whereas
that of Y 1 supported on odd numbers. These discrete Gaussian distributions are truncated
so that the supports are within the range of [c− w, c+ w] for some parameter w.

The intuition behind the construction is as follows. First, when |t| ≥ Oε(
√

log(1/γ)), it is
not hard to see that the MGFs at t are dominated by the terms corresponding to the points
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0 or m. Our parameters are selected in such a way that, when this is not the case, it must be
that |t| � w. In this case, we observe that the MGFs of discrete Guassian distributions are
simply proportional to normalization terms of other discrete Gaussian distributions, shifted
by O(t) (and truncated appropriately). Since |t| � w, we can then apply Lemma 21 and
Observation 22 to get a good bound on these terms. This concludes the main ideas in the
proof; due to space constraints, the full proof is deferred to the full version [24].

5 Conclusions and Open Questions

We gave the first pure-DPshuffled protocols for binary and real summation with constant error.
We further prove a communication lower bound for any non-interactive protocols for binary
summation. While these have advanced our understanding of pure-DPshuffled protocols, many
questions remain open after this work. Specifically, the immediate open questions are:

Can we improve the error guarantee in the (binary and real) summation protocols to
achieve the asymptotically optimal error 1/ε, which can be achieved in DPcentral [19]?
What is the optimal per user communication complexity of non-interactive DPshuffled
protocols for binary and real summation? As we have shown, the communication
complexity for binary summation lies between Oε(logn) and Ωε(

√
logn). On the other

hand, for real summation, the only lower bound is the trivial Ω(logn) bound (which holds
even without privacy concerns) whereas our upper bound is Oε(log3 n).
In Appendix A of the full version [24], we show that our binary summation protocol also
yields a pure-DP protocol for histograms with error Oε(logB logn) but with Oε(B logn)
per user communication complexity. The latter is in contrast to the approximate-DP
multi-message protocol of [25], which has a per user communication complexity of only
Oε(poly(logn, logB)) and incurs a similar error. It is thus an interesting open question to
come up with (or rule out) a pure-DP protocol with a smaller communication complexity.
Can we exploit interactivity to break our Ωε(

√
logn) communication lower bound?

Alternately, can we prove any non-trivial lower bound that holds also with interaction?

On a high-level, it would also be interesting to develop tools to help prove guarantees for
pure-DPshuffled protocols. In the case of approximate-DP, there are amplification theorems [21,
8] that can yield an approximate-DPshuffled protocol from a DPlocal protocol. Although this
may not be optimal in some cases (as shown by the multi-message protocols in [25, 7, 26]),
such theorems can be conveniently applied to a large class of protocols and yield good
approximate-DP guarantees. On the other hand, our proofs in this work are specific to our
carefully designed protocols. It would be much more convenient if one can give a unifying
theorem that proves pure privacy guarantees for any protocol with easily verifiable conditions.
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Abstract
Constructions of locally decodable codes (LDCs) have one of two undesirable properties: low rate
or high locality (polynomial in the length of the message). In settings where the encoder/decoder
have already exchanged cryptographic keys and the channel is a probabilistic polynomial time
(PPT) algorithm, it is possible to circumvent these barriers and design LDCs with constant rate and
small locality. However, the assumption that the encoder/decoder have exchanged cryptographic
keys is often prohibitive. We thus consider the problem of designing explicit and efficient LDCs in
settings where the channel is slightly more constrained than the encoder/decoder with respect to
some resource e.g., space or (sequential) time. Given an explicit function f that the channel cannot
compute, we show how the encoder can transmit a random secret key to the local decoder using
f(·) and a random oracle H(·). We then bootstrap the private key LDC construction of Ostrovsky,
Pandey and Sahai (ICALP, 2007), thereby answering an open question posed by Guruswami and
Smith (FOCS 2010) of whether such bootstrapping techniques are applicable to LDCs in channel
models weaker than just PPT algorithms. Specifically, in the random oracle model we show how
to construct explicit constant rate LDCs with locality of polylog in the security parameter against
various resource constrained channels.
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1 Introduction

Consider the classical one-way communication setting where two parties, the sender and
receiver, communicate over a noisy channel that may corrupt parts of any message sent
over it. An error correcting code is an invertible transformation mapping messages into
codewords that are then transmitted over the noisy channel. The goal is to ensure that the
decoder can (w.h.p.) reliably recover the entire message from the corrupted codeword. For
locally decodable codes (LDCs) we have an even stronger goal: The decoder should be able
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to reliably recover any individual bit of the original message (w.h.p.) by examining at most
` bits of the corrupted codeword. An ideal LDC should have a good rate (i.e., the codeword
should not be much longer than the original message) and small locality `.

Historically, there have been two major lines of work associated with modelling the
channel behavior. In Shannon’s symmetric channel model, the channel each bit of the
codeword independently at random with some fixed probability. By contrast, in Hamming’s
adversarial channel model the channel corrupts the codeword in a worst case manner subject
to an upper bound on the total number of corruptions.

Unsurprisingly, when we work in Shannon’s channel model it is much easier to design
LDCs with good rate/locality. By contrast, state of the art LDC constructions for Hamming
channels either have very high locality e.g., ` = 2O

(√
logn log logn

)
[29] or poor rate e.g.,

Hadamard codes have constant locality ` = O (1) but the codeword has exponential length.
Unfortunately, in many real-world settings independent random noise is not a realistic model
of channel behavior e.g., burst-errors are common in reality, but unlikely in Shannon’s model.
Thus, coding schemes designed to work in Shannon’s channel model are not necessarily
suitable in practice. By contrast, coding schemes designed to work in Hamming’s adversarial
setting must be able to handle any error pattern.

Our central motivating goal is to find classes of adversarial channels that are expressive
enough to model any error patterns that would arise in nature, yet admit LDCs with
good decoding algorithms. LDCs have found remarkable applications throughout various
fields, notably private information retrieval schemes [9, 16, 30], psuedo-random generator
constructions [7, 38], self-correcting computations [18, 21], PCP systems [8] and fault tolerant
storage systems [27].

Lipton [31] introduced the adversarial computationally bounded model, where the channel
was viewed as a Hamming channel restricted to bounded corruption by a probabilistic
polynomial time (PPT) algorithm. The notion of adversaries being computationally bounded is
well-motivated by real-world channels that have some sort of limitations on their computations
i.e., we expect error patterns encountered in nature to be modeled by some (possibly unknown)
PPT algorithm. We argue that even Lipton’s channel significantly overestimates the capability
of the channel. For example, if the channel has reasonably small latency, say 10 seconds,
and the world’s fastest single core processor can evaluate 10 billion instructions per second
then the depth of any (parallel) computation performed by the channel is at most 100 billion
operations.

This view of modelling the channel as more restricted than just PPT was further explored
by Guruswami and Smith [23] who studied channels that could be described by simple
(low-depth) circuits. Remarkably, even such a simple restriction allowed them to design
codes that enjoyed no public/private key setup assumptions, while matching the Shannon
capacity using polynomial time encoding/decoding algorithms. With such positive results, it
is natural to ask whether similar results may be expected for LDCs.

1.1 Contributions

We introduce resource bounded adversarial channel models which admit LDCs with good
locality whilst still being expressive enough to plausibly capture any error pattern for most
real-world channels. We argue that these resource bounded channel models are already
sufficiently expressive to model any corruption pattern that might occur in nature e.g.,
burst-errors, correlated errors. For example, observe that the channel must compute the
entire error pattern before the codeword is delivered to the receiver. Thus, the channel can
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be viewed as sequentially time bounded e.g., the channel may perform arbitrary computation
in parallel but the total depth of computation is bounded by the latency of the channel. The
notion of a space bound (or space-time bound) channel can be similarly motivated.

We introduce safe functions as a general way to characterize LDC friendly channels.
Intuitively, a function f is “safe” for a class of channels if the channel is not able to predict
f(x) given x. We show how to construct safe functions for several classes of resource bounded
channels including time bounded, space bounded, and cumulative memory cost bounded
channels in the parallel random oracle model. For example, in the random oracle model the
function Ht+1(x) is a safe function for the class of sequentially time-bounded adversaries
i.e., it is not possible to evaluate the function using fewer than t sequential calls to the
random oracle H. We also discuss how to construct safe functions for the class of space (resp.
space-time) bounded channels using random oracles.

Furthermore, we give a general framework for designing good locally decodable codes
against resource bounded adversarial channels by using safe functions to bootstrap existing
private-key LDC constructions. Our framework assumes no a priori private or public key
setup assumptions, and constructs explicit LDCs over the binary alphabet1 with constant
rate against any class of resource bounded adversaries admitting safe functions.

Our local decoder can decode correctly with arbitrarily high constant probability after
examining at most O

(
f(κ)

)
bits of the corrupted codeword, where κ is the security

parameter2 and f(κ) is any function such that f(κ) = ω(log κ) e.g., f(κ) = log1+ε κ or
f(κ) = log κ log log κ. By contrast, state of the art LDC constructions for Hamming channels
have very high locality e.g., 2O

(√
logn log logn

)
[29]. Our codes are robust against a constant

fraction of corruptions, and are (essentially) non-adaptive i.e., the local decoding algorithm
can decode after submitting just two batches of queries.

Our constructions stand at the intersection of coding theory and cryptography, using well-
known tools and techniques from cryptography to provide notions of (information theoretic)
randomness and security for communication protocols between sender/receiver. To prove
the security of our constructions, we introduce a two-phase distinguisher hybrid argument,
which may be of independent interest for other coding theoretic problems in these resource
bounded channel models.

1.2 Technical Overview

Private LDCs. Our starting point is the private locally decodable codes of [33]. These LDCs
permit nearly optimal query complexity, asymptotically positive rate and reliable decoding
with high probability, but make the strong assumption that the sender and receiver have
already exchanged a secret key sk that is unknown to the PPT adversarial channel over which
they communicate. In our setting the sender and the receiver do not have access to any
secret key. Our constructions thus reduce the general setting (no setup assumptions) against
resource bounded channels to the shared private key setting against these channels, so that
we can bootstrap private LDC constructions.

1 Note that small alphabet sizes are attractive for practical channels designed to transmit bits efficiently.
2 In this paper we use the security parameter κ in an asymptotic sense e.g., for any attacker running in

time poly(κ) there is a negligible function negl(κ) upper bounding the probability that the attacker
succeeds. In particular, the function negl(κ) = 2− log1+ε κ) is negligible, but does not provide κ-bits of
concrete security i.e., any attacker running in time t succeeds with probability at most t2−κ.
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16:4 On Locally Decodable Codes in Resource Bounded Channels

Bootstrapped Encoder/Decoder. Our encoder uses the following high level template: (1)
samples a random seed r (2) computes a predetermined safe function f(r) on the seed and
extracts a secret key sk from f(r) (e.g., using a random oracle) (3) Uses the private LDC
encoder to encode the message using sk (4) appends a reliable encoding (error-correcting
code composed with a repetition code) of the random seed r to the codeword. The local
decoder (1) decodes the random seed r (random sampling + majority vote). (2) Evaluates
the safe function f(r) to recover the secret key sk. (3) Uses the private LDC decoder with
the secret key sk to recover the desired bit of the original message.

Security Proof. We remark that there are a few subtle challenges that arise while proving
the security of our bootstrapped constructions. We want to prove that the channel fails to
produce a corrupted codeword that fools the local decoding algorithm. Towards this goal
we might try to prove that the channel cannot distinguish the derived key sk from a truly
random key, even when given the nonce r. However, this is insufficient to prove that the
local decoder is successful because the local decoder is able to recover sk from the f . We
introduce a novel two-phase distinguisher game to address these challenges. In particular,
we consider an attacker-distinguisher pair who tries to predict whether or not the secret
encoding key sk is derived from the nonce r (b = 0) or was selected uniformly at random
(b = 1). In phase 1 the (resource bounded) attacker generates a corrupted codeword which
is given to the distinguisher in phase 2 who must then guess whether b = 1 or b = 0. The
distinguisher is computationally unbounded, but is not allowed to query the random oracle.
If f is a safe function then the advantage of any such attacker-distinguisher pair can be
shown to be negligible. We demonstrate that any channel which succeeds at fooling our local
decoder yields an attacker-distinguisher pair for this two phase game – the distinguisher
works by simulating the private LDC decoder to distinguish between the two aforementioned
encodings. It follows that the channel cannot fool the local decoder (except with negligible
probability).

1.3 Related Work

Many existing code constructions consider an underlying channel that can only introduce a
bounded number of errors, but has an unlimited time to adversarially decide the positions
of these errors. These codes are therefore resilient to any possible error pattern with a
bounded number of corruptions, corresponding to Hamming’s error model, and are safe for
data transmission. However, this resiliency to the worst-case error leads to coding limitations
and some possibly undesirable tradeoffs. On one hand, current constructions for LDCs that
focus on efficient encoding can obtain any constant rate R < 1 while simultaneously being
robust to any constant fraction δ < 1 − R of errors and using 2O

(√
logn log logn

)
queries

for decoding [29]. On the other hand, codes that focus on low query complexity obtain
blocklength that is subexponential in the message length while using a constant number of
queries q ≤ 3 [39, 20, 19]. Finally, if exactly q = 2 queries are desired, any code must use
blocklength exponential in the message length [28]. Avoiding such drastic tradeoffs between
blocklength and query complexity would be attractive for other natural channels in contrast
to Hamming’s error model. For example, Shannon introduces a model in which each symbol
has some independent probability of being corrupted; this probability is generally fixed across
all symbols and known a priori. However, this probabilistic channel may be too weak to
capture natural phenomenon such as bursts of consecutive error.
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Thus it is reasonable to believe that many natural channels lie between these two extremes;
in particular, Lipton [31] argues that many reasonable channels are computationally bounded
and can be modeled as PPT algorithms. In this model, [31] introduced an analog to classical
error-correcting codes that is robust to a fraction of errors beyond the rates provably
tolerable by any code in the adversarial Hamming channel model. Similarly, a line of
work [31, 32, 23, 37] have improved upon the error rate limits of classical error-correcting
codes in slight variants of Lipton’s computationally bounded channel model. A weakness
of the codes introduced by [31] is the strong cryptographic assumption that the sender and
receiver share a secret random string unknown to the channel. This weakness is ameliorated by
[32], who observe that if a message is encoded by digitally signing a code that is list-decodable
with a secret key, then an adversarial PPT is unlikely to produce valid signatures. Conversely,
the decoder can select the unique message from the list of possible messages with a valid
signature, effectively producing public-key error-correcting codes against computationally
bounded channels. Subsequently, [23] further removes the public-key setup assumption
specifically for the channel in which either the error is independent of the actual message
being sent, or the errors can be described by polynomial size circuits. Their results are based
on the idea that the sender can choose a permutation and some key that is computable by
the decoder but not by the channel, since it operates with low complexity. In some loose
sense, their results are an example of our framework when the channel has bounded circuit
complexity, i.e. the bounded resource is circuit complexity of the error.

[33] obtain LDCs with constant information and error rates over the binary alphabet
against computationally bounded errors, using a small number of queries to the corrupted
word; specifically they can achieve any ω(log κ) query complexity, where κ is the desired
security parameter. However, their results not only assume the existence of one-way functions,
but also once again assume a predetermined private key known to both the encoder and
decoder but not the channel, similar to [31]. Analogous to the improvements of [32] for
classical error codes, [24, 25] construct public-key LDCs, assuming the existence of Φ-hiding
schemes [15] and IND-CPA secure cryptosystems.

Ben-Sasson et al. [10] introduce the concept of relaxed locally decodable codes (RLDCs) as
an alternative means of decreasing the tradeoffs between rate and locality in classical LDCs.
In contrast to LDCs, the decoding algorithm for RLDCs is allowed to output ⊥ sometimes to
reveal that the correct value is unknown, though it is limited in the fraction of outputs in
which it can output ⊥. The RLDCs proposed by Ben-Sasson et al. [10] obtain constant query
complexity and blocklength n = k1+ε. Subsequently, Gur et al. [22] construct relaxed locally
correctable codes (RLCCs) with attractive properties but significant tradeoffs; they propose
codes with constant query complexity and error rate but block length roughly quartic in
the message length as well as codes with constant error rate and linear block length, but
quasipolynomial ((logn)O(log logn)) query complexity. These parameters are significantly
better than classical locally correctable codes and their results immediately extend to RLDCs,
since the original message is embedded within the initial part of the encoding. However,
these tradeoffs are still undesirable.

Recently, Blocki et al. [12] study RLDCs and RLCCs on adversarial but computationally
bounded channels in an effort to reduce these tradeoffs. They obtain RLDCs and RLCCs
over the binary alphabet, with constant information rate, and poly-logarithmic locality.
Moreover, their codes require no public-key or private-key cryptographic setup; the only
setup assumption required is the selection of the public parameters (seed) for a collision-
resistant hash function.
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2 Preliminaries

2.1 Notation
We use the notation [n] to represent the set {1, 2, . . . , n}. For any x, y ∈ Σn, let HAM(x)
denote the Hamming weight of x, i.e. the number of non-zero coordinates of x. Let
HAM(x, y) = HAM(x− y) denote the Hamming distance between the vectors x and y. All
logarithms will be base 2. For n vectors x1, . . . , xn, we use majority(x1 · · ·xn) to denote the
vector that appears most frequently. If such a vector is not unique, then an arbitrary vector
of highest frequency is chosen. For any vector x ∈ Σn, let x[i] be the ith coordinate of x. We
also let x ◦ y denote the concatenation of x with y and x⊕ y denote the bitwise XOR of x
and y. For a randomized function f(·), the notation f(·;R) will be used to denote that f(·)
uses random coins R as its randomness. A function negl(κ) is said to be negligible in κ if

negl(κ) ∈ o
(∣∣∣ 1

poly(κ)

∣∣∣) for any non-zero polynomial poly(·). Finally, we distinguish between

inputs and parameters to a function f as follows: f(inputs · · · )[parameters · · · ].

2.2 Locally Decodable Codes
We consider the setting where sender S encodes a message x into a codeword y using an
encoding algorithm so that y is sent over noisy channel C, which then hands over the possibly
corrupted codeword y′ to R, who then uses a decoding algorithm to obtain the original
message. We denote x ∈ Σk and y ∈ ΣK where Σ is the alphabet. We denote the alphabet
size by q = |Σ|. We consider the model where y′ corresponds to y with some symbols replaced
with others in Σ. The term corruptions refers to such symbol replacements within y, with a
single corruption meaning a single symbol replacement, so that y′ ∈ ΣK . The encoding and
decoding algorithms are denoted by Enc : Σk → ΣK and Dec : ΣK → Σk. We use the terms
sender, encoder, and encoding algorithm interchangeably, and similarly for receiver, decoder,
and decoding algorithm.

A code is an encoder-decoder pair. The information rate or simply rate of the code is the
ratio k/K, so that a lower rate corresponds to a larger amount of information redundancy
introduced by the code. The message length, codeword length, and alphabet size characterize
a coding scheme. Coding schemes with high rate and low alphabet size are desired.

An error correcting code allows the decoder to recover the entire original message x by
reading the entire y′. It is also possible to construct codes that only need to read a few
symbols of y′ rather than the entire message to recover a small part of the message. Such
codes are called locally decodable codes (LDC), and will be the focus of this work. An LDC
has locality `, error rate ρ and error correction probability p if any character of x may be
recovered with probability at least p by making at most ` queries to y′, even when the channel
corrupts ρ fraction of all symbols of y to generate y′. We use the terms query complexity and
locality interchangeably. When ρ and p are clear from context (as constants), the scheme
may be referred to as an `-LDC. Naturally, LDCs with low locality, high error rate, and high
error correction probability are desired.

2.3 Definitions
The focus of this work will be the construction of LDCs (Section 2.4) for resource-bounded
channels (Section 4.1). In this section, we present several building blocks that we will require
in our constructions – LDC∗s, private-LDCs and safe functions. We first give two classical
definitions pertaining to LDCs that compactly summarize our discussion in Section 2.2.
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I Definition 1. A (K, k)q-coding scheme C[K, k, q] = (Enc,Dec) is a pair of encoding
Enc : Σk → ΣK and decoding Dec : ΣK → Σk algorithms where |Σ| = q. The information
rate of the scheme is defined as k

K .

I Definition 2. A (K, k)q-coding scheme C[K, k, q] = (Enc,Dec) is an (`, ρ, p)-locally decod-
able code (LDC) if Dec, with query access to a word y′ such that HAM(Enc(x), y′) ≤ ρK, on
input index i ∈ [k], makes at most ` queries to y′ and outputs xi with probability at least p
over the randomness of the decoder.

Next, we present a simple variant of LDCs which we denote by LDC∗s. These will be very
similar to LDCs except that they are required to decode the entire original message while
making as few queries to the corrupted codeword as possible. They are defined with respect
to the same setting as in Section 2.2.

I Definition 3. A (K, k)q-coding scheme C[K, k, q] = (Enc,Dec) is an (`, ρ, p)-LDC∗ if Dec,
with query access to a word y′ such that HAM(Enc(x), y′) ≤ ρK, makes at most ` queries to
y′ and outputs x with probability at least p over the randomness of the decoder.

We remark that it will be typically desired that for an LDC∗ C[K, k, q], the locality be
O (k) even when K is very large. We now move on to define one-time private-LDCs analogous
to Definition 2 as an alternative to that given by Ostrovsky, Pandey and Sahai [33]. Ostrovsky
et al. also give explicit constructions of one-time private-LDCs, and so we restate their result
according to our new definition. Refer to the full version [13] for an overview of [33].

priv− LDC− Sec− Game[A, x, κ, ρ, p] :

1. The challenger generates a secret key sk← GenKey(1κ), computes the codeword y ← Enc(x, κ, sk)
for the message x and sends the codeword y to the attacker.

2. The attacker outputs a corrupted codeword y′ ← A (x, y, κ, ρ, p, k,K) where y′ ∈ ΣK should
have hamming distance at most ρK from y.

3. The output of the experiment is determined as follows:

priv− LDC− Sec− Game[A, x, κ, ρ, p] =
{

1 if ∃i ≤ k s.t. Pr[Decy
′
(i, κ, sk) = xi] < p

0 otherwise

If the output of the experiment is 1 (resp. 0), the attacker A is said to win (resp. lose) against C.

Figure 1 priv− LDC− Sec− Game defining the interaction between an attacker and an honest
party.

I Definition 4 (One-Time Private-LDC). A triplet of probabilistic algorithms C[K, k, κ] =
(GenKey,Enc,Dec) is an (`, ρ, p, ε,C)-private locally decodable code (private LDC) against a
class C if Dec makes at most ` queries and for all attackers A ∈ C and all messages x ∈ Σk,

Pr[priv− LDC− Sec− Game[A, x, κ, ρ, p] = 1] ≤ ε

where the probability is taken over the random coins of A and GenKey. If C is the set of all
(computationally unbounded) attackers we say that the scheme is a (`, ρ, p, ε)-private LDC.

A construction of Ostrovsky et al. [33] yields a constant-rate One-Time Private-LDC with
constant rate, low locality ` = ω(log κ) and negligible failure probability whenever k = poly(κ).
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16:8 On Locally Decodable Codes in Resource Bounded Channels

I Theorem 5 (One-Time Private-LDC Existence). [33] Let f(κ) be any function such that
f(κ) = ω(log κ). Then, for security parameter κ and for all K > k > 0 such that k = poly(κ)
where poly is any non-zero polynomial, there exists a (K, k)2 coding scheme that is a one-time
(`OPS, ρOPS, pOPS, εOPS)−private LDC where `OPS = f(κ), ρOPS is a constant, pOPS = 1, and
εOPS ≤ k

(
e
4
)−ρOPS`OPS is negligible in the security parameter.

Our contributions in the subsequent sections will assume that the coding scheme and
channel all have access to a random oracle. Furthermore, we assume that the channel is a
pROM algorithm with respect to this random oracle (refer to the initial discussion in Section
4.1 for an overview of the pROM model). The following definition establishes a notion of
privacy against classes (i.e. sets) of adversarial channels in terms of “hard to compute”
functions.

I Definition 6 (Safe Function). We say that a function f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}∗ is δ-safe for a
class C of algorithms if for all A ∈ C we have

Pr
[
A(x) = f(x)

]
≤ δ

where the probability is taken over the random coins of A and the selection of an input
x ∈ {0, 1}n. If the function f = fH(·) is defined using a random oracle, then the probability
Pr
[
AH(·)(x) = fH(·)(x)

]
is also taken over the selection of the random oracle H(·).

We will use the notation SC to denote a δ−safe function for class C. In the above definition,
we usually think of δ as being a negligibly small parameter. We remark that in the parallel
random oracle model, one can construct functions with sharp thresholds on the required
resources. For example, the function Ht+1(x) is trivial to compute using at most t + 1
sequential queries to H : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}2, but any parallel algorithm making at most q
queries over t rounds succeeds with probability at most δ = (t2 + tq)/2w.

Precomputation. Definition 6 can be extended to consider an attacker who is allowed
to perform precomputation with the random oracle H(·) before receiving the input x. In
particular, we could consider a pair of oracle algorithms (A1,A2) where AH(·)

1 (m) outputs
an m-bit hint σ ∈ {0, 1}m for A2 after making at most q queries to H(·). We could modify
the definition to require that for all A2 ∈ C we have

Pr
[
AH(·)

2 (x,AH(·)
1 (m)) = fH(·)(x)

]
≤ δ

where the randomness is taken over the selection of x, the random oracle H(·), and the
random coins of A2. Here, AH(·)

1 (m) (precomputation) is not necessarily constrained to be in
the same class C as A2.

We remark that for k = m/w, a precomputing attacker can succeed with probability at
least k/2n by having AH(·)

1 (m) output the hint σ = fH(·)(1), . . . , fH(·)(k). Then AH(·)
2 (x, σ)

first checks if x ∈ {1, . . . , k} and, if so, simply returns the output fH(·)(x) which is already
recorded in the hint σ. Thus, we need the length n of the random nonce x to be sufficiently
large to resist brute-force precomputation attacks. By contrast, if the attacker does not get
to perform any precomputation then δ can be negligible even when n = O (1).

All of the safe functions we consider would also be secure under this stronger notion. For
example, Ht+1(x) is δ-safe for δ = O

(
(qt+ t2)/2w + qt/2n

)
where x is a random n bit string,

A1 makes at most q total random oracle queries, and A2 makes at most q total queries in
at most t rounds to H(·). In our LDC constructions we select a random nonce of length
Ω(log1+ε κ) to ensure that a precomputing attacker fails.
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2.4 Our Model
We first define an experiment to model the interaction between a code and an algorithm
from a class of pROM algorithms adversarial against the code. For random oracle H(·), let
C = (EncH(·),DecH(·)) be a (K, k)q-coding scheme in the random oracle model and let C be
a class of pROM algorithms. Then, the interaction of AH(·) ∈ C having error rate ρ, with
the code C is defined in Figure 2 (analogous to priv-LDC-Sec-Game defined in Figure 1).
Here, the security parameter κ, and the decoding probability p are also given as inputs to
the game. We now formally define a notion of LDCs analogous to Definition 2, but with
respect to general classes of adversarial (pROM) channels.

LDC− Sec− Game[A, x,H, κ, ρ, p] :

1. The challenger computes y ← EncH(·)(x, κ) encoding the message x and sends y ∈ ΣK to the
attacker.

2. The channel AH(·) outputs a corrupted codeword y′ ← AH(·) (x, y, κ, ρ, p, k,K) where y′ ∈ ΣK
should have hamming distance at most ρK from y.

3. The output of the experiment is determined as follows:

LDC− Sec− Game[A, x,H, κ, ρ, p] =
{

1 if ∃i ≤ k such that Pr[Decy
′,H(·)(i, κ) = xi] < p

0 otherwise

If the output of the experiment is 1 (resp. 0), the channel is said to win (resp. lose).

Figure 2 LDC− Sec− Game defining the interaction between an attacker and an honest party.

I Definition 7. Let C be a class of pROM algorithms. A (K, k)q-coding scheme C[K, k, q] =
(EncH(·),DecH(·)) is an (`, ρ, p, ε,C)-locally decodable code (LDC) if DecH(·) makes at most `
queries and for all AH(·) ∈ C and all messages x ∈ Σk we have

Pr[LDC− Sec− Game[A, x,H, κ, ρ, p] = 1] ≤ ε

where the probability is taken over the random coins of AH(·)and the selection of the random
oracle H.

3 Constructions

We begin by discussing the use of safe functions in Section 3.1 and give several examples of
constructing such functions in Section 4. We then show how allowing an encoder/decoder
pair with enough resources to compute safe functions can effectively generate a random
shared secret key between the pair. This secret key can then be bootstrapped into existing
private LDC constructions to give codes against resource bounded adversaries. We give our
final framework in Section 3.2 and the main proofs in Sections 3.3 and 3.4.

3.1 Using Safe Functions
Let C be a class of algorithms with safe function SC. For some input x ∈ {0, 1}n to
AH(·) ∈ C, we will be interested in bounding the probability of the undesirable event where
the AH(·)queries the random oracle at any string of the form y ◦ SC(x) with y ∈ {0, 1}dlog2 αe.
In the absence of such an event, H(SC(x)) would information theoretically appear random to
AH(·). Lemma 8 shows that such an event may only happen with negligible probability qε
where q is the total number of random oracle queries.
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16:10 On Locally Decodable Codes in Resource Bounded Channels

I Lemma 8. For a some class C of pROM algorithms with δ−safe function SC{0, 1}n →
{0, 1}∗, let badA be the event that on some input x ∈ {0, 1}n, AH(·) ∈ C queries the random
oracle at α ◦ SC(x) for any α > 0. Then Pr[badA] ≤ qδ, where q is the number of oracle
queries made by AH(·).

Proof. We prove the claim by a reduction argument. By way of contradiction, suppose
there exists a BH(·) ∈ C such that on input string x, BH(·) makes q queries to the random
oracle H(·) and Pr[badB] > qε. We construct an adversary AH(·) as follows: on input x, the
adversary

Simulates BH(·) with input x
Keeps track of all q queries by which BH(·) queries the random oracle
On termination of BH(·), returns the suffix of length |SC(x)| from one of the q queries
selected uniformly at random

However, we know that BH(·) queries the random oracle at α ◦ SC(x) with probability
> qδ. Since AH(·) picks one of BH(·)’s queries at random, Pr[AH(·)(x) = SC(x)] > δ, which
contradicts the definition of δ−safe function. J

Assuming that AH(·)never queries the random oracle at any point of the form y ◦ SC(x)
with y ∈ {0, 1}dlog2 αe (for some α > 0) we can view each H(y ◦ SC(x)) as a fresh w-bit string.
Thus, we can obtain a random wα-bit string by concatenating all of the labels H(y ◦ SC(x))
for each y ∈ {0, 1}dlog2 αe. This motivates the following definition of an expansion family
which will be used in subsequent sections.

I Definition 9 (Expansion Family). For random oracle H(·) the expansion family of functions
{EH(·)

α }∞α=1 where each function EH(·)
α : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}αw is defined as EH(·)

α (x) = H(1 ◦ x) ◦
H(2 ◦ x) ◦ · · · ◦H(α ◦ x), where the prefix i ∈ [α] of x for each oracle query in the definition is
expressed in binary using dlog2 αe bits.

3.2 Framework for LDCs against Resource Bounded Channels
Our aim in this section is to achieve LDCs having no asymptotic loss in rate, query complexity,
or success probability of private locally decodable codes. In contrast to the private LDC
setting, we assume no private (or public) key setup assumptions. We also aim for LDCs that
may be used for multiple (polynomial) rounds of communication, a notion which we describe
later in the section. Let Cldc∗ be a LDC∗and Cpriv be a private-LDC. Then, against classes of
pROM algorithms permitting δ−safe functions, our encoder will use Cldc∗ to bootstrap off of
Cpriv even in the absence of shared private randomness with the decoder.

Framework Overview: The encoding algorithm first samples a random seed r of modest
length (kldc∗). By embedding an encoding of r (via Cldc∗) in our final codeword, we can ensure
that our decoder will also have access to r. Let the channel, over which the communication
happens, belong to a class C of pROM algorithms (w.r.t. random oracle H(·)) permitting
some δ-safe function SC : {0, 1}kldc∗ → {0, 1}∗. Even though the channel has access to the
seed r, it will be unable to compute SC(r) by definition of the safe function. Thus H(SC(r)) is
effectively a random string to the channel. We can expand this randomness via an expansion
function (Definition 9), and use GenKeypriv with this randomness to compute a key. The
computed key is effectively secret from the channel and can be used in conjunction with
Encpriv to obtain an encoding of any input message. Note that since the decoder also has
access to r, it may also compute the secret key using exactly the same procedure and use
this key in conjunction with Decpriv to perform the required decoding. Thus the use of Cldc∗ ,
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safe and expansion functions on a random seed reduces the setting to that of Cpriv. Our
framework is parameterized by [SC,Cldc∗ ,Cpriv].

Figure 3 Instantiation of framework for LDCs against adversaries permitting safe functions.

Explicit Constructions: We provide explicit constructions of LDCs against adversarial
pROM channels permitting δ−safe functions by instantiating the framework discussed above.
Figure 3 gives an overview of the instantiation. For private LDCs we use the constructions of
Theorem 5. Furthermore, we instantiate Cldc∗ as follows: The encoder encodes the seed with
a standard constant rate error correcting code – we instantiate this with Justesen codes –
composed with a repetition code. The local decoder then randomly samples seed-encodings
and takes a majority vote over the decoded samples to determine the seed. We show that
these encoding and decoding algorithms result in a (`, ρ, p)-LDC∗ where, for a parameter
α and message of length k, ` = O (αk), ρ = O (1) and p ≥ 1 − e−α. The prior results
are obtainable for any desired codeword length K = Ω(k). We refer the reader to the full
version [13] for a formal explanation of this LDC∗ instantiation.

Detailed descriptions of our encoder (EncH(·)
final ) and decoder (DecH(·)

final ), given a message x,
security parameter κ, and random oracle H(·), may be described in Figure 4. In particular,
our framework lead to the following theorem.

EncH(·)
final (x, κ)[SC,Cldc∗ ,Cfinal] :

1. Sample a random seed of length kldc∗ .
r← {0, 1}kldc∗

2. Encode random seed using an LDC.
Yldc∗ := Encldc∗(r)

3. Generate randomness uncomputable by chan-
nel via safe and expansion functions.
R := EH(·)

τ (SC(r))
4. Generate a secret key from the randomness.

skfinal := GenKeypriv(κ;R)
5. Use private LDC encoder with generated key.

Ypriv := Encpriv(x, κ, skfinal)
6. Output Ypriv ◦ Yldc∗

DecH(·),Y′priv◦Y
′
ldc∗

final (i, κ)[SC,Cldc∗ ,Cfinal] :

1. Decode the original random seed.

r := DecY
′

ldc∗
ldc∗ (·)

2. Compute randomness used by encoder.
R := EH(·)

τ (SC(r))
3. Compute secret key used by encoder.

skfinal := GenKeyOPS(κ;R)
4. Use private LDC decoder with computed key.

Output DecY
′

priv
priv (i, skfinal)

Figure 4 Encoding and decoding algorithms for our LDC construction.
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I Theorem 10. Let Cldc∗ [Kldc∗ , kldc∗ ] = (Encldc∗ ,Decldc∗) be an (`ldc∗ , ρldc∗ , pldc∗)−LDC∗and
Cpriv[Kpriv, kpriv, κ] = (Encpriv,Decpriv,GenKeypriv) be an (`priv, ρpriv, ppriv, εpriv)−private LDC.
Then for any class C of pROM algorithms admitting a δ−safe function SC : {0, 1}kldc∗ →
{0, 1}∗, the (Kfinal, kfinal)2 coding scheme in the random oracle model Cfinal[SC,Cldc∗ ,Cpriv] =
(EncH(·)

final ,DecH(·)
final ) is an (`final, ρfinal, pfinal, εfinal)-LDC with kfinal = kpriv, Kfinal = Kldc∗ + Kpriv,

`final = `final + `ldc∗ , ρfinal = 1
Kldc∗+Kpriv

min{ρldc∗Kldc∗ , ρprivKpriv}, pfinal ≥ 1− (2− ppriv − pldc∗),
εfinal ≤ εpriv + qδ. Here q is an upper bound on the number of queries any algorithm AH(·) ∈ C
makes to the random oracle H(·).

The final codeword generated by EncH(·)
final is simply the concatenation of the codewords

generated by Encpriv and Encldc∗ , resulting in Kfinal = Kldc∗ +Kpriv. By construction, the only
queries DecH(·)

final makes to the corrupted codeword are during the executions of Decldc∗ and
Decpriv. This gives the locality `final = `ldc∗ + `priv. Furthermore for correct overall decoding,
it is necessary that the individual codes are correctly decoded. Thus the total errors that
the code can tolerate is bounded by the maximum number of errors any individual one
of the codes can tolerate. This gives the claimed (worst case) error rate. We emphasize
that the proofs of the bounds on the decoder’s success probability and the security of the
framework is much more involved than the above discussion and is included in Section 3.3
and 3.4. In particular, we show that no adversary admitting δ-safe functions can distinguish
between the encodings of EncH(·)

final and those of Encpriv with random strings appended to
them. Furthermore, even the decoder, who has no computational restrictions and gets the
appropriate secret key used during the respective encoding processes may not make this
distinction, thereby effectively reducing the security of Cfinal to that of Cpriv with negligible
loss. The following two corollaries exhibit decoding probability vs locality tradeoffs when
our framework is instantiated with LDC∗s and private-LDCs from the discussion of explicit
constructions earlier in the section. We defer details of these to the full version [13].

I Corollary 11. For security parameter κ, a class C of pROM adversaries admitting δ−safe
function SC : {0, 1}log1+ε κ → {0, 1}∗ where ε > 0 and for every k > 0 such that k = poly(κ)
where poly is any non-zero polynomial, there exists a (βk, k)2 coding scheme in the random
oracle model that is an (`, ρ, p, ε,C)−LDC where ` = (α+ 1) log1+ε κ (such that α ≥ 17), ρ
is a constant, p is a constant dependent on α, and ε ≤ negl(κ) + qδ. Here β is a constant,
negl(κ) is a negligible function of κ and q is an upper bound on the total queries any algorithm
in C makes to the random oracle.

I Corollary 12. For security parameter κ, a class C of pROM adversaries admitting δ−safe
function SC : {0, 1}log1+ε κ → {0, 1}∗ where ε > 0 and for every k > 0 such that k = poly(κ)
where poly is any non-zero polynomial, there exists a (βk, k)2 coding scheme in the random
oracle model that is an (`, ρ, p, ε,C)−LDC where ` = (1+24 log1+ε κ) log1+ε κ, ρ is a constant,
p ≥ (1− negl1(κ)), and ε ≤ negl2(κ) + qδ. Here β is a constant, negl1(κ) and negl2(κ) are
negligible functions of κ, and q is an upper bound on the total queries any algorithm in C
makes to the random oracle.

Precomputation. We remark that Steps 1-4 of EncH(·)
final may be precomputed. This may be

advantageous in some settings to speed up encoding time as the sender may precompute
multiple (skfinal, Yldc∗) pairs. When a message is ready to be encoded, the sender then simply
needs to generate Ypriv using skfinal and append Yldc∗ to generate the final codeword. However,
we do note that this precomputation must be done after the selection of the random oracle,
and that such precomputation is not possible for DecH(·)

final .
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Multi-round Communication. Existing constructions of private LDCs [33] are secure only
for a single round of communication (see the full version [13] for details on the round-based
game between the encoder/decoder and the channel in the private LDC setting). We may
generalize our model to be in terms of rounds as well, where each round runs an instance of
the experiment LDC− Sec− Game defined in Section 2.4. We remark that our codes work for
this generalized model as well. In every round of the experiment, the encoder can sample a
fresh random seed r. This is not directly possible in the existing private LDC constructions
as an attacker listening to the decoder’s queries may learn information about the secret key
after a single round of communication. For this Ostrovsky et al. introduce a new construction
which hides the secret key behind a layer of encryption, which in turn increases the locality
of their final constructions to ω(log2 κ).

3.3 Two-Phase Hybrid Distinguisher Argument
To prove the security of the LDC framework in section 3.2, our approach is to argue the
following: if any channel wins the LDC-Sec-Game against an instantiation of our LDC
constructions (EncH(·)

final , DecH(·)
final ), then this channel can win the priv-LDC-Sec-Game against

its constituent private-LDC (contradicting its security guarantee).

Standard Hybrid Argument Failure: A natural attempt to prove this, yet one that fails, is
to use the following standard hybrid argument. In the first hybrid we use our original encoding
scheme EncH(·)

final to obtain a codeword Ypriv
(0) ◦ Yldc

(0). In the second hybrid, we replace the
second component with an encoding of a random unrelated nonce to get Ypriv

(1)◦Yldc∗
(1). Here

Yldc∗
(1) is an encoding of some random nonce which is sampled completely independent of the

message encoding Ypriv
(1). We would like to argue that the two hybrids are indistinguishable

and conclude that a resource bounded channel cannot fool the local decoder from original
encoding scheme (first hybrid) – since we cannot fool the private-LDC local decoder in the
second hybrid. However, if the distinguisher D is able to evaluate the safe-function then the
hybrids are trivially distinguishably. On the other hand, if we assume that the distinguisher
D is resource bounded like the channel then indistinguishability does not suffice to argue that
the local decoder i.e., fooling the decoder does not yield a resource bounded distinguisher D
since the decoder is not constrained in the same way as the resource bounded channel.

Two-Phase Argument Overview: We address the previous issue by introducing a two-phase
distinguisher game defined over adversary/distinguisher pairs. In the first phase of this game,
a random coin toss b ∈ {0, 1} randomly selects one of the hybrid encoders to encode a
message. The selected hybrid hands its encoding Ypriv

(b) ◦ Yldc∗
(b) to the adversary AH(·)

which outputs a corrupted codeword Yhyb
(b)′ . In the second phase, the distinguisher D is

given the initial message x, the corrupted codeword Yhyb
(b)′ , along with the secret key sk(b)

used to obtain Ypriv
(b), and tries to predict the value of b, i.e., which hybrid encoder was used.

An important point to note is that D is not constrained in any way. However, it is not given
access to the random oracle. We show (Lemma 14) that for any such attacker-distinguisher
pair, the distinguisher succeeds at guessing which hybrid encoding was used with at most
negligible probability. The two phase hybrid argument allows us to reason about our original
goal: the probability that the channel fools the honest decoder. In particular, a channel that
wins the LDC-Sec-Game with non-negligible probability can be used in phase 1 in conjunction
with a distinguisher that can simulate the decoding algorithm (with the correct key) in phase
2 to distinguish between the hybrids with non-negligible probability. This gives the required
contradiction (Lemma 15). We formally define the two hybrid encoders in Figure 5.
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EncH(·)
0 (x, κ)[SC,Cldc∗ ,Cpriv]: (same as Figure 3)

1. Sample a random seed of length kldc∗ .
r(0) ← {0, 1}kldc∗

2. Encode random seed using an LDC∗.
Yldc

(0) := Encldc∗(r(0))
3. Generate randomness uncomputable by chan-

nel via safe and expansion functions.
R(0) := EH(·)

τ (SC(r(0)))
4. Generate a secret key from the randomness.

sk(0) := GenKeypriv(κ; R(0))
5. Use private LDC encoder with generated key.

Ypriv
(0) := Encpriv(x, κ, sk(0))

6. Output Ypriv
(0) ◦ Yldc

(0)

Enc1(x, sk(1), κ)[SC,Cldc∗ ,Cpriv]:
1. Sample a random seed of length kldc∗ .

r(1) ← {0, 1}kldc∗

2. Encode random seed using an LDC∗.
Yldc∗

(1) := Encldc∗(r(1))
3. Use private LDC encoder with input key.

Ypriv
(1) := Encpriv(x, κ, sk(1))

4. Output Ypriv
(1) ◦ Yldc∗

(1)

Figure 5 Hybrid encoding algorithms. By design, EncH(·)
0 is the same as our proposed LDC

construction.

Let AH(·) be an adversarial channel belonging to a class C of pROM algorithms w.r.t
random oracle H(·) permitting δ−safe functions. Furthermore, let D :

(
{0, 1}∗

)4 → {0, 1} be
a computationally unbounded algorithm. We will term AH(·) and D as attacker and distin-
guisher respectively. Using the hybrid encoders in Figure 5, we define the indistinguishability
experiment ExpA,D,H,κ,x over all attacker-distinguisher pairs (AH(·),D). Note that in this
experiment, D is provided with the secret key that the selected hybrid used during encoding,
and does not have access to the random oracle. With respect to this experiment, we define
the advantage of the attacker-distinguisher pair as follows:

AdvA,D := max
x

∣∣∣∣Pr[ExpA,D,H,κ,x = 1]− 1
2

∣∣∣∣
where the probability is taken over the randomness of D, AH(·), and the selection of the random
oracle H(·). Our first aim will be to show that the advantage of any attacker-distinguisher
pair, as defined above, is negligible at best.

Let (AH(·),D) be any attacker-distinguisher pair and hybrid encoders be instantiated with
parameters [SC,Cldc∗ ,Cpriv]. For security parameter κ and message x, consider an execution
of the indistinguishability experiment ExpA,D,H,κ,x. Let badA be the event that the attacker
queries the random oracle at position c ◦ SC(r(b)) where r is the random seed chosen by the
selected hybrid encoder EncH(·)

b and c is any constant expressed in binary. Furthermore, let
succ be the event where the attacker-distinguisher pair succeed in distinguishing the hybrid
encodings in the experiment, i.e., the event where ExpA,D,H,κ,x = 1.

The next proposition follows from the observation that conditioning on the event badA
not occurring, the secret key skb used during the encoding process remains (information
theoretically) private to both the adversary and the distinguisher. To the pair, EncH(·)

0
appears information theoretically identical to Enc1 which gets a secret key as its input,
and thus any advantage on distinguishing the encoding schemes would allow the pair to
distinguish between random strings.

I Proposition 13. Pr[succ|badA] = 1/2
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ExpA,D,H,κ,x: \\message x and security parameter κ:

Phase I
1. Encode message with both hybrids. Let sk(0) and sk(1) be the secret keys used by first and

second hybrid respectively.
Yhyb

(0) := EncH(·)
0 (x, κ).

Yhyb
(1) := Enc1(x, κ, sk(1)).

2. Flip an unbiased coin to randomly select a hybrid encoding.
b← {0, 1}

3. Hand the selected encoding to the channel to get corrupted codeword.
Yhyb

(b)′ := AH(·)(x, κ,Yhyb
(b))

Phase II
1. Distinguisher, given the message, secret key, corrupted codeword, and security parameter, guesses

the coin toss.
b′ := D(x, sk(b),Yhyb

(b)′ , κ)

2. ExpA,D,H,x,κ =
{

1 iff b′ = b

0 otherwise

Figure 6 Indistinguishability experiment for the attacker-distinguisher pair.

The following lemma shows that the advantage for any attacker-distinguisher pair is negligible.

I Lemma 14. AdvA,D ≤ qδ
2 for any execution of the game ExpA,D,H,x,κ. Here q is an upper

bound on the number of queries AH(·)makes to the random oracle.

Proof. Consider some execution of the game ExpA,D,H,x,κ. Using conditional probability to
partition the event space, the advantage of the attacker-distinguisher pair is:

AdvA,D =
∣∣∣∣Pr[succ]− 1

2

∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣Pr[succ|badA] Pr[badA] + Pr[succ|badA] Pr[badA]− 1

2

∣∣∣∣
By Proposition 13, we may view the event of succ conditioned on badA not occurring as

an unbiased random choice. Thus AdvA,D =
∣∣∣∣Pr[succ|badA] Pr[badA] + 1

2 (1−Pr[badA])− 1
2

∣∣∣∣.
This allows us to bound the advantage of the attacker-distinguisher pair by a factor of the

probability of event bad occurring by AdvA,D = Pr[badA]
∣∣∣∣Pr[succ|badA]− 1

2

∣∣∣∣ ≤ Pr[badA] 1
2 .

Therefore by Lemma 8, the advantage of the attacker-distinguisher pair for the execution of
ExpA,D,H,x,κ is at most qδ

2 . J

3.4 Security and Decoding Probability of Constructions
Note that EncH(·)

0 is identical to EncH(·)
final and Enc1 is identical to Encpriv with random

strings appended to its output. Consider a (`priv, ρpriv, ppriv, εpriv)−private LDC instance
Cpriv[kpriv,Kpriv] = (Encpriv,Decpriv,GenKeypriv) and an instantiation of our constructions
Cfinal[SC,Cldc∗ ,Cfinal] = (EncH(·)

final ,DecH(·)
final ). With respect to these instances, we define εfinal as

the following:

εfinal := Pr[LDC− Sec− Game[A, x,H, κ, ρ, p] = 1 against Cfinal]

Consider the codes C0 = (EncH(·)
0 ,DecH(·)

final ) and C1 = (Enc1,Decpriv∗) formed by our hybrid
encoders. Here Decpriv∗ is defined identical to Decpriv except that it ignores the strings
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appended to the output of Encpriv during the encoding execution of Enc1. With respect to
these codes, we define the following:

ε0 := max
AH(·)∈C

Pr[priv− LDC− Sec− Game[A, x, κ, ρfinal, pfinal] = 1 against C0]

ε1 := max
AH(·)∈C

Pr[priv− LDC− Sec− Game[A, x, κ, ρfinal, pfinal] = 1 against C1]

Note that by our definitions, ε0 = εfinal and ε1 ≤ εpriv. The second observation follows from
the following:

ε1 = max
AH(·)∈C

Pr[priv− LDC− Sec− Game[A, x, κ, ρfinal, pfinal] = 1 against C1]

≤ max
AH(·)∈C

Pr[priv− LDC− Sec− Game[A, x, κ, ρfinal, ppriv] = 1 against C1]

≤ max
A∈C

Pr[priv− LDC− Sec− Game[A, x, κ, ρpriv, ppriv] = 1 against Cpriv] = εpriv

where the first inequality follows because pfinal ≤ ppriv, while the second inequality follows
since ρfinalKfinal ≤ ρprivKpriv i.e., the attacker gets to make more corruptions against Cpriv.
Lemma 15 upper bounds |ε0 − ε1| ≤ qδ and it immediately follows that εfinal ≤ εpriv + qδ.

I Lemma 15. |ε0 − ε1| ≤ qδ. Here q is an upper bound on the number of queries the attacker
makes to the random oracle.

Proof. Recall that an attacker wins the LDC− Sec− Game[A, x,H, κ, ρ, p] if there exists some
index which the corresponding decoder fails to decode with probability at least p. Suppose for
sake of contradiction that |ε0 − ε1| > qδ for some attacker AH(·). Consider the distinguisher
D′ in Figure 7. With respect to the indistinguishability experiment, D′ takes as input the
original message x, the corrupted codeword y′b, the key used by hybrid b during encoding,
and the security parameter κ.

Distinguisher D′(x, y′b, skb, κ):
1. Computes εb by enumerating over all i, running Decy

′
b

priv(i, κ) and checking whether Decpriv fails
to decode correctly with probability at least ppriv.

2. return b′ =
{

1 with probability εb
0 otherwise

Figure 7 Distinguisher that uses the Decpriv decoding algorithm.

Note that the computationally intensive step 1 of D′ is possible since we assume no
computational restrictions. Thus by conditional probability, the advantage of distinguisher
D′ paired with any AH(·) ∈ C may be given by

AdvA,D′ =
∣∣∣∣Pr[succ]− 1

2

∣∣∣∣ = 1
2
∣∣Pr[succ|b = 0]− Pr[succ|b = 1]

∣∣
= 1

2
∣∣(1− ε0)− (1− ε1)

∣∣ = 1
2 |ε1 − ε0| ,

where the penultimate equality is by definition of the distinguisher D′. Our initial assumption
|ε0 − ε1| > qδ then implies that AdvA,D > qδ

2 , contradicting Lemma 14. J

The following proposition is a direct consequence of Lemma 15 and the observation that
ε1 ≤ εpriv.
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I Proposition 16. ε0 ≤ εpriv + qδ where q is an upper bound to the number of queries that
the attacker makes to the random oracle.

Finally, we complete the proof by showing that that εfinal ≤ ε0 in Lemma 17. Combined with
proposition 16 this completes the proof since εfinal ≤ ε0 + qδ.

I Lemma 17. εfinal ≤ ε0

Proof. Let faili denote the event that DecH(·)
final incorrectly decodes xi for i ∈ [k]. We define succ

to be the event that priv− LDC− Sec− Game[A, x, κ, ρfinal, pfinal] = 1 against C0 to simplify
notation. It suffices to argue that Pr[faili|succ] ≤ (1− ppriv) + (1− pldc∗) for any i ∈ [k] since
Pr[succ] = ε0. Let key be the event that DecH(·)

final recovers the correct seed r(0) from Yldc
(0).

We first observe that

Pr[faili|succ] = Pr[faili|succ, key] Pr[key|succ] + Pr[faili|succ, key] Pr[key|succ]
≤ Pr[faili|succ, key] + Pr[key|succ]

Second we observe that Pr[key|succ] ≤ 1 − pldc∗ since there are at most ρfinalKfinal ≤
ρldc∗Kldc∗ errors in the second part of the codeword Yldc

(0). Finally, observe that by definition
we have Pr[faili|succ, key] ≤ 1− ppriv. The claim now directly follows. J

4 Constructing Safe Functions

In this section we provide several examples of safe functions in the parallel random oracle
model (pROM) [6]. We first define the parallel random oracle model and introduce several
cost metrics that measure the resources used by a pROM algorithm AH(·).

4.1 Parallel Random Oracle Model
Computation in the pROM proceeds in rounds. Each round ends when the algorithm A
outputs a batch of random oracle queries to be answered in parallel and a new round
begins when the attacker receives the answer(s) to this batch of queries. In between
rounds the A may perform arbitrary computation. Formally, in the initial round the
pROM algorithm A takes input x, performs some arbitrary computation, and outputs a
state σ1 and list ~u1 = (u1

1, . . . , u
1
q1

) of random oracle queries. In general, we then have
(~ui+1, σi+1) = A(σi,~ai) where ~ai = (H(ui1), . . . ,H(uiqi

) are the answers to the qi random
oracle queries ~ui = (ui1, . . . , uiqi

) asked in the previous round. The execution ends in round t if
the algorithm A returns an output value y = σt along with an empty batch of random oracle
queries ~ut = ∅. We use TraceA,R,H(x) = (σ1, σ2 · · · , σt, ~u1, . . . , ~ut) to denote the sequence of
states (and oracle queries) output when we run the pROM attacker A(x) on input x fixing
the random oracle H(·) and fixing A’s random coins R.

Cost Metrics. Figure 8 defines the resources we will consider as characterizing the cost
of a particular execution trace T = TraceA,R,H(x). We can define the time (resp. space)
cost as time(T ) = t (resp. space(T ) = maxi≤t |σi|). Similarly, the space time cost measures
the product space− time(T ) = t ·maxi≤t |σi| and cumulative memory complexity measures
CMC(T ) =

∑t
i=0 |σi|. Intuitively, cumulative memory complexity captures the amortized

space time complexity of a function that we want to evaluate many times in parallel [6].
Finally, the cumulative query cost is CQ(T ) =

∑t
i=1 |~ui|. For a resource R listed in Figure 8,

the term R complexity will refer to a upper bound on resource R.
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Resource Notation Definition

Time time(T ) t

Space space(T ) maxti=0 |σi|

Space-Time ST(T ) space(T ) · time(T )

Cumulative memory CMC(T )
∑t

i=0 |σi|

Cumulative query CQ(T )
∑t

i=0 ~ui

Figure 8 Resource Definitions.

I Definition 18. (Resource Bounded Algorithms) We use CCQ,q to refer to the set of all
pROM algorithms A with the property that for all inputs x, random oracles H(·), and all
random strings R, we have CQ(TraceA,R,H(x)) ≤ q. We use Cspace,M, ⊂ CCQ,q to refer
to the subset of all pROM algorithms A with the additional constraint that for all inputs
x, random oracles H(·), and all random strings R, we have CQ(TraceA,R,H(x)) ≤ q and
space(TraceA,R,H(x)) ≤ M . Similarly, Ctime,T,q ⊂ CCQ,q (resp. Cspace−time,S,q ⊂ CCQ,q) refers
to the subset of all pROM algorithms A with the additional constraint that for all inputs
x, random oracles H(·), and all random strings R, we have time(TraceA,R,H(x)) ≤ T (resp.
space− time(TraceA,R,H(x)) ≤ S). The definition of CCMC,M,q is symmetric – we add the
additional constraint that CMC(TraceA,R,H(x)) ≤M for all x,R,H(·).

The assumption that the channel is resource constrained with respect to one or more
of the above resources (time, space, cmc, etc.) is natural in most real word settings. For
example, if a low latency channel uses AH(·) to compute the corruptions to an encoded
message then we can plausibly assume that the attacker A ∈ Ctime,M,q is time bounded – M
denotes the maximum number of sequential evaluations of H(·) before the corrupted codeword
must be delivered. It would also be reasonable to assume that the total number of random
oracle queries q is polynomial in the relevant parameters. One can also argue that in most
practical settings the channel A will have other resource constraints e.g., space-bounded etc.
In general one can define complexity classes for various combinations of resource constraints
– see Definition 19.

I Definition 19. For constraintsM = (M1, . . . ,Mp) on resources R = (R1, . . . ,Rp) listed
in Figure 8, the constraint class CR,M is the set of all pROM AH(·)such that AH(·)is R-bounded
with constraintsM. Here, a pROM algorithm is said to be R-bounded with constraintsM
if for all i ≤ p and on all inputs x, random coins R, and random oracles H(·), we have

Ri
(
TraceA,R,H(x)

)
≤Mi

SCRYPT. Alwen et al. [5] proved that Percival’s [35] memory hard function scrypt is
maximally memory hard. In particular, scryptN can be computed in sequential time N , but
any pROM attacker evaluating the scrypt function has cumulative memory complexity at
least Ω(N2w), where w is the length of the output. Thus, scrypt could be used to obtain safe
functions for the classes CCMC,S,q and Cspace−time,S,q – observe that CMC(T ) ≤ space− time(T )
for any execution trace T .
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4.2 Sequentially Hard Function
The hash iteration function f(x) = H(x)t+1, defined recursively as H(x)t+1 = H(H(x)t)
where H(x)1 = H(x), is a simple example of a safe function for the class Ctime,T=t,q of time
bounded attackers – see Claim 20. The trade-off is sharp since it is trivial to compute f(x) in
sequential time t+ 1. This is a desirable property in our context since the encoder/decoder
both need to compute f(x) for a random input x.

We remark that the proof of Claim 20 is very similar to an argument of Cohen and
Pietrzak [17]. Our bound is slightly tighter, but less general. Cohen and Pietrzak [17] proved
that any pROM algorithm running in time t can produce an arbitrary H-sequence with
probability at most O

(
q2

2w

)
. We can reduce the bound to O

(
qt
2w

)
since the attacker needs

to compute a specific H-sequence i.e., L1, . . . , Lt+1 with Li = H(x)i. In general, we may
have q � t.

B Claim 20. Let f(x) = H(x)t+1 and let ε = (t+ 1)t/2w+1 + (qt+ 1)2−w then the function
f is ε-safe for the class Ctime,T=t,q.

Proof. (Sketch) Let Li := H(x)i. We remark that if L1, . . . , Lj−1 are all distinct then

Pr
[
Lj = H(Lj−1) ∈ {L1, . . . , Lj−1

]
≤ (j − 1)2−w

Thus, the probability of the event COL that Li = Lj for some 1 ≤ i < j ≤ t+ 1 is at most
2−w

∑t+1
j=1(j − 1) = (t+ 1)t/2w+1. We say that a particular random oracle query u in round

i is lucky if the output is H(u) = Lj but the label Lj−1 had not previously been observed as
the output to any earlier random oracle query. If i denotes the maximum index such that Li
has been observed as a random oracle output, then the probability that a particular query u
is lucky is at most Pr[H(u) ∈ {Li+2, . . . , Lt+1}|COL] = (t− i)2−w ≤ t2−w.

Conditioning on the event COL that no collisions occur, we can apply union bounds to
show that, except with probability qt/22, there are no lucky queries. If there are no lucky
queries, then after t sequential rounds the output Lt+1 = f(x) can be viewed as uniformly
random and the probability that the attacker outputs f(x) is at most 2−w in this case. J

If we let r denote the maximum number of sequential calls to H(·) that can be evaluated
in a second3 then we could set t = r × Lmax, where Lmax denotes the maximum latency of
the channel. Note that the encoder/decoder would need require time marginally higher than
the latency Lmax + 1/r ≈ Lmax to compute Ht+1(x).

4.3 Graph Labeling Functions
We define a labeling function fG,H(x) on a graph G, hash function H, and input x.

IDefinition 21. Given a DAG G = (V = [N ], E) and a random oracle function H : Σ∗ → Σw
over an alphabet Σ, we define the labeling of graph G as LG,H : Σ∗ → Σ∗. In particular,
given an input x the (H,x) labeling of G is defined recursively by

LG,H,x(v) =

H(v ◦ x), indeg(v) = 0
H
(
v ◦ LG,H,x(v1) ◦ · · · ◦ LG,H,x(vd)

)
, indeg(v) > 0,

3 Bonneau and Schechter [14] estimated that SHA256 can be evaluated r ≈ 107 times per second on a
single core processor
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where v1, . . . , vd are the parents of v in G, according to some predetermined lexicographical
order. We define fG,H(x) = {LG,H,x(s)}s∈sinks(G). If there is a single sink node sG then
fG,H(x) = LG,H,x(sG). We omit the subscripts G,H, x when the dependency on the graph G
and hash function H is clear.

The graph labeling function can be used to construct safe functions for several different
classes of resource bounded adversaries. In particular, the resources necessary to compute
fG,H in the pROM are tightly linked to the black pebbling cost of the DAG G.

Parallel Black Pebbling Game. A legal (parallel) pebbling P = (P0, P1, . . . , Pt) of a DAG
G = (V,E) consists of a sequence of pebbling configurations Pi ⊆ V – representing the
set of labels LG,H,x(v) which are stored in memory at time i. We start with no pebbles
on the graph P0 = ∅, and can remove pebbles from the graph (free memory) at any time.
For any newly pebbled node v ∈ Pi+1 \ Pi, it must be the case that parents(v) ⊆ Pi where
parents(v) := {u : (u, v) ∈ E}. Intuitively, this is because we cannot compute LG,H,x(v)
unless each of the dependent values LG,H,x(u) for each u ∈ parents(v) is already available in
memory. In the parallel version of the black pebbling game, there is no constraint on the
number of new pebbles

∣∣Pi+1 \ Pi
∣∣ that can be placed on the graph in each round.

The space cost of a pebbling P is defined as space(P ) := maxi |Pi| and the space complexity
of a graph is space(G) = minP space(P ). The space-time (resp. cumulative cost) cost of a
pebbling P is the product space− time(P ) := time(P )× space(P ) (resp. CC(G) =

∑
i |Pi|).

We remark that CC(G) ≤ space− time(G). For constant degree graphs G with N nodes it is
known that space(G) = O

(
N/ logN

)
and that CC(G) = O

(
N2 log logN/ logN

)
[1]. One

can also construct graphs G s.t. CC(G) = Ω(N2/ logN) [3, 2] and Paul et al. [34] constructed
a constant indegree graph G with space(G) = Ω(N/ logN) [34, 4] – this last bound is tight
as Hopcroft et al. [26] showed that any static DAG G on N nodes with constant indegree
can be pebbled with at most space(G) = O

(
N/ logN

)
pebbles.

Pebbling Reductions. In the full version [13] we prove that if space(G) ≥ m and S = mw/2
then fG,H is safe for the class Cspace,S,q. The pebbling reduction is conceptually very similar to
the reduction of Alwen and Serbinenko [6] who proved that CMC(fG,H) = Ω(CC(G) ·w) i.e., if
the graph G has high cumulative pebbling cost then fG,H is safe for the class CCMC,M,q, and by
extension safe for the class Cspace−time,M,q ⊆ CCMC,M,q. In particular, given an execution trace
TraceA,R,H(x) for an algorithm AH(·)(x) computing fG,H(x) we can (with high probability)
extract a legal pebbling P = (P1, . . . , Pt) for G and then use an extractor argument to show
that |σi| /w ≥ |Pi|/2 during each round i – otherwise we could derive a contradiction by
using the extractor to compress the random oracle. Thus, to construct a safe function one
simply needs to find a graph G with sufficiently large pebbling cost.

4.4 Brief Note on Candidate Constructions without Random Oracles
Recall that the proof of correctness for our LDC constructions on space bounded channels
uses the random oracle model inherently through an extractor argument showing that any
space bounded channel that fools a decoding algorithm can also essentially predict a random
string. Obtaining the same results without random oracles is an open challenge. We remark
that there are several candidate constructions of safe-functions in the standard model e.g.,
using time-lock puzzles [36]. One may also be able to use the framework of Bitansky et al.
[11] to construct safe-functions without random oracles e.g., Bitansky et al. construct explicit
time-lock puzzles from the minimal assumption that “inherently sequential” languages exist.
It is plausible that the same construction would also yield space-bound (or space-time bound)
puzzles from minimal assumptions. See the full version [13] for additional assumptions.
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